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'THEME

T'he ELU band (30 30001 llk) has very serious deficiencies when comparedl with conventional radio communica-
lions bands. Its - ,ictcd bandwi Ith implies low data rates, and because the very large wavelength whatever tralns-
mlitting antennia ce,.ld lie built wL old be inefficient. as measured by radiated power. For special applications, however,
where part of' the propagation path involves lossy media such as rock, earth, soil and water, ELI. offers thle
possibility Of Communications whereas the conventional hands offer none. Even at VLF (3 30 k lIz) where the
wavelength is ilp to two orders of magnlitUdc smaller, efficient transmitting untennas muLst bc enormous cu~itly
structures, and transmnit ter powers great if global communications arc desired and to points under thc sea or beneath
theQ ground. The LI band 130 300 kIliz) provides for communicat ions to intermediate distances, shorter thanl (be
global distances afforded by VI F, but longer than gro'und wav'e distances characteristic of thle M F broadcasting hand
1535 1605 kl lz) . . . although Mil sky wave signals propagate to much greater distances with relatively low toss at
night. Propagation conditions chanige with increasing frequency, toward thle top of MF habnd t 30(00 k~li) where the
band merges wvit h and thle proagation be comles cltarac teristic o(tif h III ha nd.

Use of' thle various frequency hands (at least above 10 kIliz) is extenisive and covers a wide range of commiunica-I

tions and navigation applications: such as the Omega navigation systemn (10 14 kI lz); VIA,1 global comnmunications
(14 30 kI Iz), principally military comilmunicat ions: l)E'( 'A, 1.oral-(' and otier position fixing and navigation
systems (701 130 and 16015 20100 kI IzI; non directional beacons (200) 325 kI Izi broadcasting (150 285 andI
5315 1(605 kI It); radtio commun1,11ications in various frequenlcy batnds ranging from (lie ELIT through Mi". and as well
broad cast of time and frequency standards, etc.

White use of these band1LS is not increasing, their us1e is out deMcrasing either. Much new propagation information
has becen obtained, principally at ELFE and VIT freqtiuincies since tlte laust AA RI) Symposium onl this topic; anld
while new comnnunication techinologies that permilt automation, transmission of data and SS13 voice over narrow

bandwidths and spreadt spectrum modulationl techniques hiave: been developed, thiese have rint seen application below
3(000( kI It. It wvas intended that this symposium would, by mleanis of review papers, sunimarize tilie current state oh' our
knowledge inl this I're qtiency hanid inl areais of p ropagat(ion, anitennas and radi iocoMMin nuicttiMIns technolog0y pretiO t
recenitly acqit ired datia and knowledgeý and specuilate onl I rends and fuit ur icue of thlese band :.
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THE PROPAGATION MEDIUM: AN OVERVIEW

John S. Belrose
Colncuni cations Research Centre

Department of Communications
Ottawa, Ontario

"ABSTRACT
ihis paper is an overview on electron and ion nullier densities and collision frequency height

profiles in the lower E - and D-regions of the ionosphere (heights below lookm). Ion chemistry is not
addressed in detail, but reference is made to current work in this area.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the propagation of ELF and VLE radio waves to great distances, the waves are confined within
the space between the earth and the ionosphere. This space acts as a waveguide, and the concept is
applicable for characterizing the field-strength as a function of frequency and distance. At LF and Mt"
frequencies ionospheric attenuation increases rapidly with frequency, and the maximum in the absorptior
of ionospheric radio waves lies in the frequency range 1OOkHz to 10001kHz. (dependent on frequency and
distance). In describing propagation at these higher frequencies it is found useful to interpret the
experimental data, and to calculate field strength by the wave-hop method of propagation. That is the
total field comprises a ground wave and a skywave reflected once or more than once from the ionosphere.

Whatever the method of interpretinig propagation data or calculating field-strenglit, the electrical
conductivity of the upper and lower boundaries of the media are important. The upper boundary is
characterized by the electron and ion density distributions and the collision frequency height profile.
The lower boundery by a homogeneoussmooth earth having an effective but variable conductivity and dielectric
constant, although some calculations have been described in which the actual topographical earth surface
profile is taken account of. This overview is concerned with the characteristics of the upper ionospheric
boundary, with the E - and D-regions, particularly for heights below 100km.

Rocket-borne ion mass spectrometer olnervations carried out since 1963, together with improved
measuremonts of electron concentrations have lead to our present knowledge of the lower ionosphere. The
unique character of the D-region arises from the presence of chemically active minor neutral constituents,
and the relatively high ambient pressures which permit three-body reactions to occur. Ideas concerning
the production and loss of the ionization have remained unchanged now for several years, c.f. Thomas [19741,
Reid [19771 and Mitra [19811, only our knowledge of the importance of various processes has improved.

Of particular importance for the ionospheric reflection of VLF, LF and MF radio waves is the
electron density-height gradient, and this is not measured very accurately by groutd-bused experiments.
Nor is the electron concentration for densities less than about 100cm-3, which is of particularly important
for Lhe lower frequencies. At VLF frequencies and below, the ion densities becomes important, the degree
of which increases with decrease in frequency. Ion concentrations are particularly ilevortant at night, and
at times of solar geophysical disturbances when electron production rates at low heights are large. Because
effective electron loss rates are high ion densities are correspondingly high.

2. COLLLISION-FRE(OUENCIES

Collisions between electrons and neutral moleculesv art of great importance to svoe aspects of
radio wave propagation, particularly for the role They play in the attenuation of radio waves. The collision
frequency-height profile may be estimated from laboratory studies of the mobility of electrons in
atmospheric gases, in combination with rocket-borne measurements of atmospheric temperature and density
(or, pressure), or it may be determined quite independently from an analysis of radio wave propagation. There
is much evidence both in radio and meteorological pressure data to establish thet the collision frequency-
helguht profile changes with season, latitude, and at least on some occasions with solar activity. The
variability from day-to-day and with season is undetec:Latbly smal1 during summer months amid at low latitudes.
At high latitudes in winter the day-to-day variability can exceed the seasonal change.

Several formula have been used to relate mi, the mono-enerjetic collision frequency used with
generalized magneto-ionic theories, to atmospheric gas pressures. The one used by the author and his
colleagues lBelrose et, al., 1 967] is cm ý 1.04 x 1O3p(mvii 11g) nec-l. Collision frequency height profiles
calculated fruit this fornmula for 30, 49 and 6OON were compared by these aUt.hors with collision frequencies
deduced freil soeie selected rocket-borne and ground li,tsd radio wave propagation experi ments,. liheo data
are reproduced here in Fiquree I to 3. It should he noted that a given value of coGli ien i Ooccurs at a
lower height in winter than in sumlmer, and this fact is revealed in the phase-height of reflection of
VLI- steep incidence radio waves (s e I incre 4). A particular electron production rate will hi, found at
the height of a particular pressure hsoi ,th.

Oni this assuieption, then, the seasonal sariatiun of atnusphliric pressure is cometliex, since
(son Ligurae 5), there is an anomaly in the reflxion heiilht versus v acsnna ear iatior in April.

Tliire is a 1 ttle douhit that n(illi.isrti Eirijeueicy in tho i-reiion varies with solar activity
[Vchlatp l, 19591 , and at high latitude, with eti erijetic piarticl e h r ecipitation fbchlegel et lI., 19801 , huL
similar variations have riot so far been reliabmly obisreved int lihe D-region, except oni a firn eeasiois. in
Figqjire 6 wt shlow ai irxatltl airWhen thet hiýi nht of the iliihb pres';tire level oiver tiiddle tucope at midnight aliptat,
to correlated with a sirong 27-day periodicity in stolar activity durint the ionttrn of January and Foluivay
1961. llith solar antilvity is asiso-iiated with tn increave in the heii hlf of the 1]inh pressure level , and
prertUraclia ly al in with i ;resit ýirir 3btr ve thiis lev I. A pecilice ferituri tif Liei;i diata ivr tire suddretm cimr iititrii
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in the correlation in March, 1962, even teought the strong 27-day periodicity in solar flux
continued for several cycles. It is likely that such a phenomenon when it does occur is feaLure
of the winter abliosonere.

3. ELECTRON DENSITIES: BACKGROUND INFORMATION

In Figure 7 we show an electron density-height profile measured by , rocket-borne experiment on
16 April, 1964 over Wallops Island [Mechtly et. al., 1967] at a time when toe solar zenith angle was 60n.
This particular profile clearly shows different layers (or ledges) of ionization that are thought to
characteristic of the lower ionosphere.

These are:

"1, A region above 85ki, tire base of the E-layer which is the simplest part of the D-region;

- 2. A region where the electron density increases rapidly, the so-called "ledge" region around 82-85km;

3. A region between the ledge and 7Okis, the D-layer;

4. A region between 50-70kra, the so-called C-layer, where negative ions becomes appreciable; and

5. The region below 50kra where there are no electrons under normal quiet solar conditions, but this is
the region whore ion densities are large and of increasing coeplexity.

While the main purpose of this paper is to review what is known about electron densities and
their variation with latitude, time of day, season and solar cycle, and at times of geophysical disturbance;
we will begin by a brief discussion of the sources of ionization and of tile height distributions of neutral
consituents and positive and negative ion composition.

3.1 SOURCES OF IONIZATION

The important sources of ionizacion of the quiet D-region are: 1) photo ionization of nitric
oxide (NO) by Lyman - radiation; 2) solar x-rays; 3) solar uv ionization of excited molecular oxygen 02 ('Ag);

nd 4) galactic cosmic rays (GCR) which are the principle source of ionization at heights below
7Okr ummder nonsal quiet conditions. Representative ionization rates in the quiet daytime middle latitude
D-region for solar minimum renditions and a solar zenith angle of 600, and at night are shown in Figures 8
and 9 [after Thomas, 19741. While electron production rates are small during nighttime, nevertheless they
are sufficient to maintain ionization densities during nighttime, and during the polar light at high latitudes
[Belrose et. al., 19661, sufficient reflect VLF and LF radio waves. Clear evidence for a nocturnal variation
in nighttime ionization rates can be seen in Figure 4. Note that the phase height of reflection for VLF
radio waves continuously increases after sunset, until about one-hour after local midnight, when the phase
height continuously decreases until dawn. The most likely source for such nighttime rates that could
result in such a variation is the photoionization of NO by Lyman- radiation in the night glow.

A tinei. electron l•roduction by solar x-rays (at the tine of a solar flare), and by particle
precipitation can overwhelmingly dominate these regular processes. Solar particle events (SPE) can
produce small to very intense ionization in the D-region, particularly at high magnetic latitudes. The
principle sources of ionization during these ewapts are solar protons between I and lOOWIAV and solar
electrons having energies >lOkcV. The initial disturbance on the sun produces prompt effects due to
ionization by solar xorays (SXR) in the 0.5 to 1O.X range (the shorter the wavelength the deeper the
penetration into the atmosphere). Subsequent geomagnetic storm associated effecLs, and stonii after effects
are due to precipitation into the 1)-region of high energy particles (IWFP), electrons, of magnetospheric
origin (from thln radiation belts)

An extreewm ionization rate profile for the 4 August, 1912 SPE ovemr Chatanika, Alaska is shown
in Figure 10 [after Reagan and Watt, 1976]. ihis was the largest solar proton event ever observed,
Comparison of Figures 8 and i10, and in Figures 10 itself, reveals Lhat the electron production rates at
6bkin are aleKs t five order of magnitude greater than nonnal (normal being ionization rates due to galactic
cosmic rays).

3.2 ELtECTON LOSS RATES

Once electrons produltiOmi atLes arc known or assumed, the ambient electron density can be calculated
from:

dNe . q(h) - i'(h)Ne (h)

or if Ne(h) and (m(h) ire known the effective recombination rate \'(h) say be determined. This is the most
simplr formr of the continuity equation. Nevertheless time height variation of 'l(h) provides some insight
intn ;'e chemiistry of the region.

1'ontbriand and Belrose (1979J made a study of the diurnal and seasona1l variations of the steady
state loss coefficient (dN/,dt zD) for quiet periids ,over Ottawa eimploying partial reollection electron
density data and cal cul -tld electron production rateý. lhe ressult, oimtainmid for diurnal variation were
baired on electron duenmsity-height profiles deduct d earlier by Coyne arid Belromse 11972.

In order to identify season variationscf P , quiet iintervals wereý selected on the basis of electroil
content below 7Mikr (ratio noterc records,, s.f. Belrose 119721). The -oelection was inaide for Lhe periods of
highest ratios (leost melectron densities below 16knm) in each monith. lurthleriorf the periods selected
(mornring or afternooi) hall ti exhibit Ftqular solar contr•ol, also judgeind from thi rat io meter records.
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The measurements were made at X : 68.60, which is the smallest value that could be studied seasonally.

The dashed curves ir Figure 11 are the results obtained from this study. Note that for h > 75km, and
particularly at a height 485km p varies seasonally by more than order of magnitude. Smallest values
are found in winter when mesospheric temperatures are low. Near 75km there is neither a diurnal
(results for this are not shown) or a seasonal variation. Below this height Y decreases, a result which
is also apparent in the data obtained during large solar x-rays flares [Montbriand and Belrose, 1972].

This height variation for h<75km, is in sharp contrast with results obtained during a major
solar proton event, when T increases rapidly with decrease in height.

A strong day-night variation in Y is expected, because at night electron loss tc form negative
ions is expected to dominate recombination loss. The curve labelled 6 in Figure 12 is taken to be
representative of the 'F(h) variation at night (actually these data were measured at totally during a solar
eclipse). The T(h) results obtained during strong solar proton disturbances are smaller at all heights.
Sellers and Stroscio (1975] compare these and other data obtained during SPE events with theoretical
predictions. Prasad and Mohanty [1980] have employed a simplified positive ion model to study electron
production and loss rates at 80km and have compared their results with electron densities measured at
this height under quiet solar geophysical conditions.

3 3 HEIGHT DISTRIBUTION OF NITRIC OXIDE

Measurements of NO concentrations in the 0 - and E-regions have been obtained from rocket
observations of the flurescence of the NO y-bands in day glow [c.f. Beran and Bangert, 1979], and from
positive ion densities measured by mass spectrometers [Swider, 1978; Arnold and Kranskowsky, 19793.
Diurnal and seasonal measurements of NO in the low E-region have also been derived from satellite data
[Stewart and Cravens, 1978; Cravens and Stewart, 1978]. A summary of various number density models for
NO, reproduced from Bergan and Bangert [1979] is shown in Figure 13. The two profiles labelled by dates
were measured by there authors during the Western European Winter Anomaly Campaign 1975/76.

3.4 HEIGHT DISTRIBUTION OF 03 and 02 ('94)

Sim>larlyý the 02('Agý concentration profiles can be determined by optical measurements
[Beran and Bangert, 1979] or derived from positive ion measurements [Arnold and Krankowsky, 1979]. The

optical measurements are of the infared atmospheric band of oxygen at 1.27i1n from which the 03 density
profile can be derived. The 02('6g) profile is obtained from the 03 density profile by multiplying by
the Einstein transition coefficient. The profiles in Figure 14 are reproduced from the paper by Bergan
and Bangert [1979].

3.5 POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE ION DENSITIES

Since the major source of ionization in the quiet D-region is thought to be photoionization of
NO by solar La radiation this should give rise to NO + (ion mass 30), as the dominant positive ion in the
D-region. However, rocket-borne ion mass spectrometers, beginning with those of Narcissi and Bailey [1965]
have shown that below about 82km altitude the dominant positive ion specieis are water clusters of the type
H+(H20)n[c.f. Thomas, 1974; Reid, 1977; Arnold and Krankowsky, 1977]. Since the lifetime of NO ions at
80km is of the order of 103 sec, a reaction path must exist that is fast enough to convert NO ions into
water cluster ions in a time which is much less than this [Reid, 1977]. The rapid increase in the number
density of water cluster ions for heights below about 82km, c.f. Figure 15 [from Narcissi et. al., 1972]
is undoubtly associated with the sudden change in effective electron loss rates at these heights. Arnold
et. al. [1980] have discussed evidence for a strong temperature control of the ionospheric D-region deduced
from ion composition measurements ... a factor that is thought to be in part a cause of the variability of
electron densities at heights near 80km under geomagretical quiet conditions.in winter.

Negative ion chemistry strongly controls the diurnal changes in electron density particularly
at heights below 70km. Because of the much greater mobility of electrons, they are the important factor
in determining atmospheric conductivity, strongly affecting the propagation of ELF and VLF radio waves.
Free electrons are removed by attachment to neutral molecules to form negativc ions. Electrons in turn
may be detached from negative ions through photodetachment, or associated detachment reactions, a factor
that is particularly important at dawn [c.f. Peterson, 1976]. At lower altitudes where electron densities
become negligeable and negative ions become the primary negative charge conductors, hydration may effect
conductivity by stabilizing negative ions against electron detachment. Negative ion mass spectrometer
measurements have been carried out by the two groups that have also been instrumental in measuring positive
ion densities, but unfortunately the two sets of measurements have produced conflicting results [Narcissi
et. al., 1971 and 1972; and Arnold et . al., 1971]. These differences have recently been discussed by
Keesee et. al. [1979]. D-region negative ion chemistry, omitting negative ion clusters has been analyzed
by Wisemberg and Kockcarts (1980].

The height variation of the ratio of negative ion to electron number density (X) has been discussed
by many researchers during the last decade, and earlier. While it is generally agreed by most that A",O at
85km (or above), the extremes in the values that have been estimated at 65km reach/or exceed three orders
of magnitude [c.f. Montbriand and Belrose, 1979]. While a day/night difference seems to have been
established (c.f. a selection of a few results in Figure 16, and those obtained from other sources given
by Mitra [1981], there is no clear difference between results obtained -nder quiet and disturbed solar
geophysical conditions. This is in contrast with the differences found for electron loss rates, and
measured and inferred differences in ion chemistry.
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4. D-REGION MODELLING

D-region modelling is an art that has been practised by only a few, due largely to the complexity
of the region, which has been revealed during the past two decades by the many rocket measurements of

electron densities, positive and negative ion densities and neutral densities. A rather detailed model,
including very many reactions must be employed to correctly model the ion chemistry and to detenaine a

model that is self consistent with all available data, including laboratory measurements of rate coefficients

for each specific reaction.

The atmospheric model of Keneshea et. al. [1979] is the most detailed and most complete
atmospheric model of the ionosphere and lower thermosphere. Heaps and Heimerl [.980] have carried out

a sophisticated computer simulation of ion species and densities in the D-region. Their analysis has

shown a qualitative agreement between predictions and detailed positive ion composition measured in situ,

indicating that the positive ion chemistry is correctly modelled. Comparison of simulated and experimental

electron density profiles show that the experimental values lie consistently below those predicted. The
mass spectrometer measurements of negative ions show little agreement with current predictions.

Others, e.g., Chakrabarty and Chakrabarty [1981] have tried to model electron and positive ion
densities using a simplified approach, which can be more readily modified in attempting to bring theory
and experiment into agreement [c.f. Mitra, 1981].

5. D-REGION ELECTRON DENSITIES

5.1 TECHNIQUES FOR MEASURING ELECTRON DENSITIES

Measurements of electron concentration in the D-region, and the relative merits of various
ground-based and rocket-borne experiments have been reviewed by Thrane [1974]. Of the various rocket
borne experiments the Faraday rotation experiment, first used by Jespersen et. al. [1966] has found
considerable favour [c.f. Mechtly and Smith, 1968; Bennet et. al., 1972, and Beynon and Williams, 1976].
Differential absorption experiments have been employed by Kane [1961] using a CW transmitter; and by
Belrose et. al. [1972] using pulsed transmissions from the ground, alternatly switching between right-and-
left-hand circular polarization. In association with the basic experiment (Faraday rotation or differential
absorption) plasma probe experiments have usually been used to provide height resolution. A few e;xperiments
have been flown employing ground-to-rocket LF propagation [Hall et. al., 1965 and 1973, Seliga, 1968] and
VLF propagation [Nagano et. al., 1978]. The ground based methods are: 1) the partial reflection experiment,
first developed by Gardner and Pawsey and used most extensivily by Belrose and his colleagues [Belrose,
1970; Belrose et. al., 1972a; Coyne, 1973]; 2) The pulsed wave interaction experiment, developed by Fejer
(1955, 1970] and used by Smith and his colleagues [1967a, b, c; Coyne, 1973; by Thrane, 1967 and hy Cole
et. al., 1969]; and 3) electron density profiles inferred somewhat indirectly from VLF/LF propagation
[c.f. overview by Belrose and Segal, 1974]. The partial reflection experiment has been the one most
extensively employed for synoptic studies of the D-region [Belrose, 1972].

5.2 D-REGION STRUCTURE

In section 3 we discussed the fact that the D-region electron density profile contains two ledges
(or layers) below the daytime E-layer. Only a few profiles, however, clearly show the presence of a C-layer,
below the 0-layer, except at dawn, although the presence of underlying ionization having number densities
below those which can be reliably measured (N<lO0 electrons can often be inferred from ground based
experiments. On occasion a ledge below 70km is clearly discernable [Coyne and BelrosL et. al., 1972],
even at midday.

5.3 VARIATION WITH LATITUDE

The most extensive and continuous studies from which one can infer certain features of the global
moiphology of ionization in the D-region and lower E-region, are those of ionospheric absorption. George
[1971] studied absorption data measured during IGY and IQSY (active and quilt sun years) at some 28 stations.
Swentek [1976] made absorption measurements on board a ship sailing from the summer to the winter hemisphere.
And Swentek et. al., [1978] have noted an asymmetry in winter anormalous absorption observed at Lindau
(51.6ON) and Ushuaia (54.80S).

In regards to global modelling of electron density profiles, the most extensive statistical studies
are those of Rawer et. al., (1978] and McNamara [1979]. We will not attempt to reproduce or duplicate these
works, instead we will illustrate only a few representative profiles measured at equatorial (Thumba), middle
(Wallops Island and Ottawa) and at high latitudes (Resolute Bay). A great number of profiles have been
measured at middle latitudes in Europe, by rocket borne experiments. Some of these data will be disrussed
in Section 5.7.

We show in Figure 17 electron density profiles measured over Thumba, India during nmorning hours
by rocket-borne experiments on different days in 1968/70 [Kane, 1969]. in Figures 18 and 19 we show electron
density profiles measured at Ottawa in March 1971 and May 1970, for selected undisturbed days under regular
solar control [Coyne and Belrose 1972]. In figure 20 we show profiles measured at a high latitude location
Resolute Bay. Resolute Bay is a unique location. It is near the centre of the polar cap, well above the
auroral oval. In winter the sun never rises (X>9 8 0) and in the summer the sun never sets (X<8 3 0 ).

A number of features illustrated in these data deserve attention:
1) There is no marked difference between profiles measured at equatorial and at middle latitudes. The

electron densities at X = 600 are 'x 100cm-3 at 60km, and 1000cm- 3 at . 80km;

2) With regard to the profiles for Ottawa, a diurnal asymmetry is clearly evident, which does not seem to
have any preferred level. The electron densities in May were considerably higher than March. In
particular the ledge that formed toward mid day near 70km in the May profiles was absent during the
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March period. The ledge near 82km in the 75o morning profile occured over the whole of the morning period
in which densities could be measured at this height;

3) Notice the absence of electron at heights <75km at noon in March over Resolute Bay(X BOO), whereas
in summer measurable electron densities are found at lowet, heights. This is a spring phenomenon since
profiles for September, not shown, are similar to the summer profiles. The absence of electrons at low
heights at noon in March must be a feature of the chemistry cf the D-region, which has been in darkness
for several months during the winter polar night. This absence of electrons is made clear in the
profiles shown in Figure 21; compare the profiles for Resolute Bay atid Churchill, measured during the
same period in March, at the same solar zenith angle (X = 800).

5.4 VARIATION OVER DAWN

One of the most regular features noticeable in diurnal course of LF/VLF field strength and phase
variation is the abrupt change that occurs at dawn. Only a few observations of electron density profiles
over dawn have been obtained. In Figure 22 we show the now "classic" electron density profiles over dawn
measured by wave interaction [Smith et. al., 1967]. In Figure 23 we compare ground based and rocket
data for x,- 9 00, measured at middle and low latitudes.

Synoptic measurements of the D-region electron densities using the differential absorption partial
reflection experiment have been made at Ottawa from one hour before sun rise to one hour after sunset for
each month in all seasons over several years. Generally for X > 850 the signal-to-noise ratio is inadequate,
but this is not always the case. In Figure 24 we show two ratio meter records in which Ax/Ao (76km) was
measured over dawn. This amplitude ratio, measured at a particular height, is inversely proportional to
the integrated electron density below the reference height. Note that for the record of 28 December, 1973,
which is a typical example of the variation over dawn, this ratio first decreased, then increased, and for
x < 850 Ax/Ao decreased continuously, reaching lowest values et noon. Clearly the electron density below
76km during the dawn transition increased, decreased, and inLreased again, i.e., the electron densities
were a maximum at mid day. The latter phases of this change at dawn (for X < 85) is clearly evident in
Figure 25, which shows electron densities at fixed heights versus solar zenith angle for March, 1971, c.f.
the variation at 69km.

If the layer which formed at dawn is pioduced by the rapid photo detachment of electrons from a
bank of negative ions that was in equilibrium with nighttime production mechanisms, then its subsequent
decay before photoionizing radiation from the sun reaches it indicates that the effective recombination
rate of electrons with positive ions is higher than that of positive and negative ions at this heights.

An interesting feature of the observations is the apparent lack of such a variation over dawn
on some days in winter, c.f., the Ax/Ao record for the 30 January, 1972 (also shown in Figure 24).

5.5 WINTER VARIABILITY

The occurence of periods of enhanced ionization, known as the winter anomaly, is a well known
feature of the middle latitude D-region and this phenomenon has received considerable attention. The
variability of the winter D-region is not confined to periods of enhanced ionization.as the ratio
meter records show. The mid day amplitude ratio Ax/Ao at 76km throuqhout the winters of 1969-70, 1970-71
and 1971-72 are shown in Figure 26 to 28. The appropriate summer ratios are plotted in Figures 26 and 27
by the solid and dashed lines (morning and afternoon ratios). The high degree of variability in the
electron densities below76km over Ottawa during the winter is readily apparent. Furthermore it is clear
that periods of low (high ratios), as well as high (low ratios) ionization can exist. In Figure 29 we show
average electron density profiles for 1969/70, averaged according to the Ax/Ao ratio measured at 76km.

The winter variability is due to two causes. which may on some occasions occur together:

1) Geomagnetic Post storm effects (GPE) which are not confined to winter, but the phenomenon is more
easily observed in winter when electron densities at low heightsare small. The magnitude of the
effect however appears to be enhanced in winter;

2ý Winter day of anomalous absorption of the "meteorological type".

5.6 GEOMAGNETIC POST STORM EFFECTS

There is no doubt that D-region ionization changes follow geomagnetic storms. [Belrose and
Thomas, 1968]. There is also evtdence that storm "after effects" have a seasonal variation and that
the winter season is more strongly affected. Lauter and Knuth [1967] have suggested that precipiation
and ionization due to energetic electrons leaking out of the Earth's outer radiation belt, injected there
during a geomagnetic storm is the cause of the post storm effect. Belrose and Thomas [1968] have however
stressed that a part of the cause of the enhanced electron density may be the result of meteorological
influence of dynamical processes leading to chemical changes in the D-region.

The precipitation explanation has been backed by the results of Larsen et. al., [1976], who made
co-ordinated studies of electron precipitation measured by means of a satellite, and D-region electron
densities, measured by partial reflection measurements at Ottawa. Lauter et. al., [1979 a,bJ and Oksman et.al.
[1981] came to the same conclusion.

A very clear example of a post storm effect is evident in data already illustrated. In Figure 27
note the decrease in Ax/Ao ratio, lasting several days, which followed the geomagnetic storm of 14 December,
1970. The diurnal variation of electron densities for the 16 December, 1970 is shown in Figure 30, which
illustrates features which were earlier indirectly inferred from VLF/LF propagation. Note the rapid
increase in electron density at dawn (p values 90 to 1000). The chain dotted curves in this figure
represent the variation observed on a normal undisturbed day. The N(h) profiles during the dawn and dusk
periods, to illustrate diurnal asymmetry is shown in Figure 31. The N(h) profiles in Figure 32 illustrate



the development and the decay of the phenomena. A profile for 14 December is not shown, since a
"representative" profile cannot be given for the storm day due to the irregular variations in electron
density.

5.7 WINTER DAY OF ANOMALOUS ABSORPTION OF THE "METEOROLOGICAL TYPE"

The results of the Western European 1975/76 f-region Winter Anainaly Campaign, reference Offerman
[1979] provide the clearest evidence for the importance of dynamical and related photochemical effects.SElectron precipitation was excluded as a significant cause of ionization in the D-region for a major

anomaly observed on 21 January, 1976. Beran and Bangert [1979] clearly show that the observed ionization
increase was associated with increases in NO, 02('Ag) and decreases in water cluster ions due to
increase9 temperatues. Inrane el.. al., [19791 have calculated the effective electron loss rate
Y = q/Ne cm3 

se'-l, and their results for this parameter are shown in Figure 33 (the curve labelled
21 January, 1976 El Arenosillo). On this figure we show also the quiet day results deduced by ,Montbriand
and Belrose [1979] for Ottawa; and the extremes observed by Larsen et. [1976], the two curves labelled
23 January and 24 February 1972. It should be noted that electron production on these two days was
dominated by electron drizzle precipitation, associated with post storm effects.

It is clear that the winter anomaly is very complex. The enhanced electron densities are due
on different occasions to high energy particle (HEP) precipitation, to increases in constituents such
as NO, 02('Ag), and decreases in electron loss rates due in part to decreases in water cluster ions.
Decreased electron loss rates in the height range 80-90km can occur at times when electron "drizzle"
dominates production (the 23 January, 1972 curve) and when such a phenomena is absent (21 January, 1976).
According to the results shown in Figure 33 it would appear that decreased electron loss rates for heights
>75km can be associated with increased electron loss rates below this height. The winter anomaly
phenomena is still under study and discussion [Sato, lqRO, 1981; Manson, 1981].

5.8 GEOPHYSICAL DISTURBANCE EFFECTS

Different types of disturbances in the upper atmosphere can change its properties as a
propagation medium for electromagnetic waves. Thrane [19791 has recently reviewed the most important
of these disturbances, and has discussed the possibility of predicting their effect on the atmosphere,
once they have occured.

5.8.1 SOLAR X-RAY FLARE (SXR) EFFECTS

One type of ionospheric disturbance which has long been known to be caused by enhanced
solar x-rays (SXR) accompanying certain solar flaresis called sudden ionospheric disturbance. Two
of the SXR flare effects are the immediate increase in ionization densities throughout the D-region
and the lowyering of the base of that region. The increased ionization density results in increased
absorption of HF radio waves, which cause short wave fade outs (SWF). The lowering of the base of
the ionosphere and the increase in the electron density gradient causes sudden phase anomalies (SPA)
on LF and VLF circuits, and usually an amplitude increase in LF field strengtlt. Other effects are
the sudden absorption of cosmic noise (SCNA).

Figures 34 and 35 show as an example the effects of a very large SXR flare that occurred
on 8 July 1968. In Figure 34 we show the SCNA observed on a polar directed 30MHz riometer at Ottawa,
and in Figure 35 the electron density height profiles as deduced from partial reflection observations
at various times during the event (these times are indicated on Figure 34).

5.8.2 SOLAR PROTON EVENTS

Following within a few minutes to a few hours after certain solar flares, so called proton
flares [c.f. Cook and Davies, 1979; Heckman, 1979; Smart and Shea, 1979], a very strong disturbance can
occur. These disturbances are confined to the polar caps, i.e., magnetic shell latitudes A>60

0
. Hence

the named polar cap absorption (PCA), so named because of the intense absorption that occurs on IF circuits.
The cause of these disturbances is known to be due to solar protons, in the range 80-100 MeV, although in
some cases heavier nuculei and especially alpha particles and solar electrons (>IOkeV) are present.

In Figure 36 we show day time electron density profiles measured by various techniques [Kane, 1959,
1961; Ulwick, 1971; Reagan and Watt, 1976] for solar proton events (SPE) of different magnitude (as judged by
the amgunt of absorption observed on a 30MHz zenith riometer). D-region electron densities extending to
S x lox electrons rm

3 
at 70km were measured; useful data being obtained down to altitudes as low as 45km.

Positive ion densities are clearly large at low heights, extending downward to the height limits of the
experiments.

Nighttime electron densities, (see Figure 37) are orders of magnitude smaller, especially at low
heights [c.f. Belrose, 1972; Swider and Narcisi, 1975; Regean and Watt, 1976]. While the change from day-
to-night during the course of an event is partly due to the changing spectra of precipitating protons, the
dominant change is dee to a change in electron loss rates. At night electrons are lost to form negative
ions. For eganvle during the course of the 2 November, 1969 event, see Figures 36 and 37, the height
where N 1 0 electrons cm-

3 
changed from 48km at noon on 2 November, 1969 to 72kui at midnight on the

3 November (local time at Churchill),

For both solar flare events and solar proton events, the increase in electron densities at
D-regicn heights (50-BOkm) is associated with a drastic reduction in electron loss coefficient p(=q/Ne2

),
see Figures 11 and 12, which, at least for SPE's is associated with a drastic reduction in water cluster
ions and emergence of NO+ and 02+ ions as the principle positive ions in the middle D-region.

rL

l_ i i i-
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5.8 3 HEP EFFECTS

High energy particle (electron) events, unlike SXR flare arid SPE events occur very irregularly in
both space in time. Nocturnal anomalies in LF field strength associated with changes in the earth's magnetic
field occur frequently, even at middle latitudes [Lauter and Sprenger, 1952; Belrose 1968]. At high latitudes,
if the HEP event occurs during daytime on tine path, there is a rather detailed correlation between LF
propagation and auroral absorption. Minimum phase heights and maxiiaum field strengths correlate with maximum
in auroral absorption measured at path midpoint [Belrose, 1968). If the event occurs at night, auroral
absorption and changes in the earths magnitude are well correlated in time, if not in detail, but there is no
detailed correlation with LF propagation. Phase and amplitude of LF signals fluctuate more rapidly, and
usually, the mean amplitude is depressed as well as the phase height. These differences are due in part to
the localized nature of the events (daytime events seam to be more widespread), and in part to the heights
where enhanced election densities are found. In Figure 37 we show day and nighttime electron density profiles
measurpd during various HI-P events, which are classified according to the absorption observed on a 30MHz
zenith riometer. All events except the 7.2e, nighttime event were measured by in rockets by Jespersen and
Landmark [19681. The strong nighttime event ýas deduced by Hargreaves [1980] from the incoherent scatter
radar at Chatanika, Alaska, during an auroral absorption spike event. This was the only event of the several
that be observed that was sufficiently wide spread to fill of the beam of 30MHz wide beam riometer that he
used to select and classify the events.

Clearly, during "usual" HEP events, nighttime electron densities at 100km can exceed day
E-layer densities, and while the ionization increase occurs at all heights throughout D-region thp clectron
density gradient is steep, and only small electron densities ai found at h < 70knm; except for very intense
spike events. During daytimre large electron densities (greater by an order of magnitude rmen normal) are
observed to heights as low as 6Okra. This difference is largely due to the formation of negative ions at
night, but also, except for the nighttime spike events, the energy spectra for HEP events are in general
softer, for nighttime than for daytime events.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Geophysical disturbances affect the upper atmosphere in a very complex way. Even the regular
D-region is perplexing; when compared with the E-,zyer where the ions are primarily molecular, consisting of
NO+ and 02+. Recombinations of these ions are straight forward and involve dissociative recombination
processes for which rates are fairly well known. The geomagnetic post storm effect (GPE) is ine of the many
phenomena that affects LF and MF field strengh's , and VLF phase. Its persistance for several days after the
storm is clear evidence for a fairly uniform precipitation and ionization due to energetic electrons leaking
out of the Earth's radiation belts. It is also interesting to note that during the crst intense of solar
geophysical disturbance, the SPE, D-region chemistry is simplist. Dynamical circulation and temperature
effects, particularly during winter months have a strong influence on electron production, due to changes in
trace constituents such as NO, and on electron loss rates. There is a strong temperature dependance on
D-region ion composition which is the reason for the correlation that is sometime observed between D-region
ionizution, densities and statospheric warnings [Belrose, 1967]. The C-layer is also not so simple or first
thought. While the normal ionization rates are well known to be galactic cosmic rays, the loss rates can
apparently be variable indicating that the chemistry for this region is complicated.

Special campaigns, such as the very extensive winter anomaly campaign of 1975/76, and the several
high latitude campaigns carried out in earlier years, have greatly increased our knowledge of the D-region,
and while the gross features are well understood, there are inconsistences in the data which prevent a
detailed quantative interpretation. Negative ion densities have not been reliably measured.
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Figue 24
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Abstract

During the period May 1976-October 1978, a series of coordinated measurements of the D region above
Raleigh, N. C. were carried out at a frequency of 2.66 MHz. Four experiments were performed. The first
-xperiment was concerned with the validity of the Randomly Phased Angular Spectrum (RPAS) approximation
which is central to the measurement of ionospheric winds. Our results show that for 0 region echoes the
RPAS approximation is val;d. The second experiment utilized measurements of the complex spatial correla-
tion coefficient of D region echoes to estimate the half power, half cone angle of arrival of D region
echoes. The mean half coge angle was found to increase hetween 68-80 kilometers and then to remain
constant at a value of 13". Above 80 kilometers the variance of the angle of arrival increased with
altitude. The implications of these cone angle measurements on the accuracy of D region electron density
profiles measured by the "partial reflection" technique are discussed.

A series of carefully screened noon-time values of D region electron density profiles derived from
the "partial reflection" technique have been analyzed to determine seasonal variations of electron
density over the altitude range 68-88 kilometers. Examples of days of anomalous winter absorption are
clearly evident.

Amplitude distribution of D region echoes were analyzed by means of a Chi-squared test and found to
support the hypothesis that the echoes were drawn from a Rayleigh population. We take this result and
the fact that D region echoes are continuous with altitude as evidence that the source of D region echces
is volume backscattering froe fluctuations of refractive index.

introduction

The goals of the program were to determine the characteristics of D region (60-90 kilometers)
backscattering and the effects of these characteristics upon the accuracy of experimentally-derived D
region electron density profiles and D region "winds." Particular goals wert:

(1) The investigation of the validity of the randomly phase,' angular spectrum approximation (hereafter
abbreviated RPASA).

0 ({2) Measurements of the cone angles of arrival of P region echoes and the effects of the cone angles on

, •the accuracy of D region electron density profiles measured by the partial reflection technique.

(3) Measurements of noon time values of D region electron density profiles to establish the seasonal
variation of U region electron densities.

( 14) The examination of the amplitude G;stribhtian of D region echoes.

The Validity of the RPASA

The electric field intensity of waves backscattered from the ionosphere can be described by an
angular spectrum of plane waves. The Fourier transform of this angular spectrum is the spatial corre-
lation function of the field intensity measured 4rn the observation plane. The spatial cross coý'relatian
function is defined by an ensemble average:

RI -, ,ý, qaý. C ) = E, 3.+,,) [ L(±A, , ttl, 5,L-T

In the theory applied to ionospheric drift ¶,easurements, it is assumed that the spatial cross
correlation function is independent of x and y which, if true, implies that non-zero electric fields
exist over an infinite plane. One can therefore hypothesize that the proces.s is ergodic and that a
spatial average is equivalent to an ensemble average. Consequently:L. _%'~.

Equation (ib) is cleairly independent of x and y. In all of the preceding, it has been assumed that
the process is stationary in a temporal sense so that the results are independent of the absolute time.

In the usual realization of the ionospheric drift experiment, measuremerts from at least three spaced
A receivers are used to deduce the spatial cross correlation function from a temporal average:

AA A~,i'V., A U 2T-. 4 (At6X, _(2)

It should be clear that equation (2) has an explicit dependence on the absolute position, (x, y, z),
as well as~x andby, Nonetheless, .;,pur-eenters equate equations (1) and (2). One can show that tse

only way this can be true is it the anjular spectrum is randomly phased--that is, if

(.3)

where 61e overbar Indicates a temporal average and PIstSý,o is a component of the angular spectrum of
plane waves having compiex amplitude Ptastjds,d•• traveling in a direction specified by direction
cosines s,>SS where:

tz a . ,.{4)
.. 1- . . .
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One can also show that no physically realizable angular spectrum can be exactly randomly phased, out that
a spectrum may be approximately randomly phased so that equating (2) and (]) may be justified for
relatively small v-lues ofAx andty,

Now that we have attempted to formalize the problems in mathematical terms, it is instructive to cast
the problem in physical terms. What we really require is that the spatial cross correlation function is
approximaLely independent of the absolute position of the measurement system--that is, that the RPASA is
approximately satisfied. The spatial correlation function should not be a strong function of the
absolute position of the receivers. One way to check this approximation is to measure the spatial
cross-correlation function at, say, one-half wavelength separation at a number of absolute positions,
and see just how "equal" they are.

There has been only one experimental investigation of the validity of the RPASA. von Biel (1969)
developed a technique to measure the spatial correlation of the complex fields reflected from the
ionosphere. Using near normal incidence echoes, von Biel concluded that D region echoes at his location
(New Zealand) did not have a randomly phased angular spectrum.

Von Biel's technique was implemented at Raleigh, N. C. with a 125 kilowatt (peak pulse power), 2.66
Mhz transmitter, a circularly polarized transmitting ar;-ay and a receiving array of 5 co-linear, horizon-
tal dipoles whose feed points were spaced one-half wavelength apart. The polarization of the transmit-
ting array could he switched in the interpulse period from left to right hand circular- and the array was
equipped with a T-R switch for use in a D region "partial-reflection" experiment. In the experiments to
be described herein, the von Biel phasing networks were switched on a pulse-to-pulse basis between pairs
of dipoles separated by one-half wavelenth (RPASA experiment) or between pairs of dipoles separated by
increasingly larger multiples of one-half wavelength (CONE ANGLE experiment). Echo amplitudes were
sampled for each transmitted pulse at 2 kilometer intervals between 60 and 98 kilometers altitude.
These samples were digitized with an eight bit A/D converter and stored on magnetic tape for later data
processing.

1.0 Randomly Phased Angular Spectrum Experiment

A necessary condition for the validity of the RPASA is that measured values of the complex correla-
tion coefficient be a function only of the separation between the two sample points and not of the
absolute positions of the sampling points. The receiving array of five dipoles spaced one-half wave-
length apart enabled four determinations of the complex correlation coefficient for half wavelength
separations over a range of absolute positions which extended to two wavelengths.

Variations in the four correlation measurements could hF, caused by sampling errors, noise and
interference, or a true position dependence. An error a'.lysis, lurner (1977), showed that unless the
signal to interference ratio was very high, the phase of the measured correlation function was subject to
serious error. Furthermore, at large separation distances, where the magnitude of the correlation
function is small, relatively low levels of interference can cause large errors in the measurement of the
magnitude of the correlation function. For signal to interference ratios of greater than 10 db and for
separations such that the magnitude of the true correlation was not small, the effect of interference on
the measured magnitude of the correlation function was found to l'n tolerable.

Records taken on days of exceptionally low interference levels showed that reducing the averaging
time from 20 minutes to 5 minutes produced changes of less than 31 in magnitude of the correlation
coefficient. Data processing was restricted to records of 20 minutes' duration at altitudes where the
signal to interference ratio was at least I0 db. Some measurements of the phase as well as the magnitude
of correlation coefficient for half wavelength separations were obtained on days of exceptionally low
interference levels and one example will be shown and discussee.

1.i E Region Tests of System Operation

Echoes from a quiet E region, characterized by jery slowly fading, large amplitude echoes from a very
resl'icted range of altitudes, were used to test system operat-on. Figure 1 is a plot of the magnitude
and phase of the complex correlation function of an echo from a quiet E region. lTie correlation coeffi-
cient was evaluated for spacings of • •, _X and 2X and the individual data points have been connected
by straight lines. 2

The magnitude of tihe correlation function is essentially unity at 'ill the observed spacings, consis-
tent with a nearly specular reflection from the E region. The phase plot, on the other hand, is quite
irregular. Since the average specular E region returns are expected to be vertically incident, eight
phase plots of quiet E region echoes were averageJ to produce a plot of phase offset with respect to the
reference antenna. (The average phase offsets were similar to a contour plot of the field site). When
the averaý-e phase offsets were subtracted from the phases plotted in Figure 1, the resulting phase plot
was linear with separation distance and corn stent with an apparent zenith angle of 0.45 degrees. (The
corrected phase plot is also shown in Figure l).

E region tests (made rith very high signal to interference ratio echoes) are evidence that the

experimental system can measure-lle complex correlation function of the incident fields.

I.2 D Region Results

ldata acquired during tile period May 19/6 through October 19/b consisted of 20 minute data runs taken
around local noon with a pulse repetition frequency of 16 Hz. A summary of the correlation measurements
as d function of altitude is presented in lahie 1. The quantity PSI) (percent standard deviation) defined
by/

xsL -- u%
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where M and (r are the means and the msa fluctuation about that mean for each data ruin. (T and the P50
are used only as a measure of the variability of the four measured values of the correlation function for
that run.

In Table 1, N is the number of individual 20 minute observations at each altitude for which the
signal to interference ratio was greater than 10 db and 7and P50D are the averages of the N means and N
PS~s at each altitude. The largest P50 value at each altitude is also shown. It should be noted that
for altitudes of 68-78 kilometers the largest PS0 is the result of the same 20 minute observation. The
low values of the average PS0 Pt'~) indicate that the remaining PS~s wertiiiich lower for altitudes with N
jreater than unity.

The mean values of correlation magnitudes obtained over the five month period are listed for refer-
ence only. Measurements were taken around noon local time, but the seasonal variation in solar zenith
angle could have affected the outcome of the measurements. The acquisition of data was governed by
interference levels, and data could not be regularly obtained on a day-ta-day basis. Thus, seasonal
patterns in the correlation measurements, if present, would not be evident. The "standard deviations'
listed in Table i serve only to illustrate the spread of the values from which the averages were
obtai ned.

The PS0 for the one 20 minute observation at 78 kmn was the only observation which could not be
explained on the basis of the prevailing signal to interference ratio. Therefore, it seemas reasonable to
conclude that, within experimental error, the magnitude of the spatial correlation coefficient for normal
incidence 0 region echoes at Raleigh is essentially independent of the absolute position of the receiving
antennas.

To the extent that the magnitude of the correlation function is independent of position, the RPASA is
valid. However, the phase of the correlation function has not aeen shown to be independent of position
snice, except on relatively rare occasions, the signal to intevr~ernce ratio of 0 region echoes was not
large enough to permit reliable phase measurements to be made. An example of one such rare occasion on
which phase measurements were possible is shown in Figure 2.

in Figure 2, the magnitude of the correlation coefficient for each pair of observing stations at each
altitude are closely grouped, as might he expected for complex correlation functions which are indepen-
dent of position. The phase plots have the same fermi, but there are obvious offsets between them. 'The
significance of the phase "offsets" has already been discussed. The similarity of the phase plots is
indicative of the fact that interference levels were well below 0 region echo levels on this occasion.
W~e conclude that D region echoes satisfy the RPASA in a local sense--that is, over distances of at leant
the RPASA is satisfied and equating equations (1) and (2) ss'*svalid in the Raleigh area.

2. Cone Angle of Arrival of U Region Echoes

The array of five dipole antennas and the validity of the RPASA make possible the estimation of the

half power width of the angular power spectrum. The angular spectrum is denoted by:

R~ss~1-)J
2  s~d: power density associated with plane waves

with direction cosines between SP S 21 and S~tds, am i Sadse

The angular power spectrum and the spatial correlation Function are Fourier transform pairs. Assume

that the two dimensional correlation function is isotropic and is of the formn:

4)(, A ~ (a0.0,0)(6

The one emimensionil (isotropic) angular power spertrum is:

I V()-o z /- FjS A...7)

where )IS t)/i the angul ar power' spvu Lrum of the bockscattored echoes as a fuinction of s. the sine of
tho zenith angle. We define the h'lf power width of the angular spectrum by:

where S.: seV~ z 2 3..(9)
Least squared fits of the experimentally determlinred spatial correlation functions for separations ofNý ý3

were made to estimate the parameter Bi in equation (6) and these estimates used to determine the half2
power ingle of 0 region echoes from equation (9).

Tamier's (1971) analysis of the effects of interference on the determination of the magnitude of the
spatial correlation evaluated at large separations, where the magnitude valae may be low, showed that the
correlation value is likely to be in error due to interference. Almost all values of the "magnitude of 0
region spatial correlation coefficient a~c the two wavelength nepavation were too low to us, in the least

squared fitting procedure.

IM"
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Figure 3 is a plot of the measured magnitude and phase of the spatial correlation function at
altitudes of 68, 72, and 76 kilometers on one occasion. It is not an atypical set of curves but phase
measurements could be made only on rare occasions. Note that the 76 km dat? imply the widest angular
spectrum. The rmi error in fitting the data points for the 72 kin at X .X 3 and zX was .023. The
possible rms error caused by interference was estimated to be .0!8. •1nce the error in the curve fit is
less than might be expected due to interference, (6) is said to be a "good" fit to the 72 kilometer
correlation data and the cone estiu.;ate is likewise classified "good." Because similar error values were
found for many other spatial correlation curves, it was concluded that (6) is adequate for cone angle
estimation.

Equation (7) predicts signals from angles which are larger than is physically possible. We expect
the Gaussian approximation to the true angular spectrum will fail at large zenith angles. The experi-
mental data, to be presented next, indicate half power spectral widths, ,1- oi less than 25 degrees so
that truncation of the angular spectrum at9= 90 degrees should cause no serious errors.

2.1 Cone Angle Experimental Results. The cone angle of arrival data obtained from D region measurements
made 1o-ud local noon during t-e period May 1976 through October 1976 are plotted in Figure 4. For each
altitude, Table I1 lists the following:

N = number of cone angle estimates a2, each altitude

ol = mean of the N estimates of each altitude

= standard deviation of the N estimates

G'/,Ni A largest of the N estimates of the half power width at that altitude.

The most striking feature of Figure 4 and Table 11 is the rapid rise in cone angle between 68 and 7B
kilometers. Most of the data below 78 kilometers were obtained with X wave polarization because of the
generally stronger X wave returns at lower altitudes. The increase in cone angles between 68 and 713
kilometers is caused at first by the increase in effectiie scattering volume and then by the rapid rise
in X wave absorption which causes the X wave amplitude to de-rease with increasing altitude. Conse-
quently, stronger X wave echoes at lower altitudes ( and larger zenith angles) tend to dominate the
measurement so that over the range 72-78 kilometers, the cone angle of arrival increases.

Above 82 kilometers, where both the X and 0 wave amplitudes incre.se with altitude, the mean cone
angle is approximately constant at 12-13 degrees but t'in standard deviation, Ot,_,increases wi--thl alti-
tude. Note that the higher altitude data have very high signal to intirference ratios so thac inter-
fornce is not the cause of the increased cone ingle variability 0 t the higher altitudes.

2.2 Effects of Cone Angle Results on t a Partsal a.,flection Experiment

D region echoes are frequently ass .,,d teý 'ne from a horizontal slab centered at a height R0 of
thickness LiF. where c is the vacuum veloci'" light .,na C is the pulse duration. Because of the
curvature of the wave front, not all of th( t.sering volume is contained within the slab. The per-
centage of the scattering volume containpd s. :ne horizontal slab is most important in assessing altitude
"smeari ng."

Cross sections of two scattering vc'umi are shown in Figure 5. The volumes are portions of spheri-
cal shells of thickness L. The ser.iangular extent of the shells is V,9 and the figure illustrates the
cases 0,096 and Q,•\ 19a where f9 is the .3ngl e at which the outer edge of the spherical shell is at the
height of the bottom of the horizontal slab,

It can be shown that for 2-4 km •patially extende(d pulses in the D region, as the cone angle
approaches g ,approximately %OT of the scattering volume lies at altitudes below the horizontal slab and
significant altitude smearing is present. The cone a'igle data o _the previous section suggest that, for
X waves, increased altitude smearing is present at ranges where A, decreases with altitude. Conse-
quently, reqions whereA. is negative can oresent pretle, for the partial reflection experiment.

2.3 Wide Cone Angles and Elertrnn Density Minima.

One of the goals of this resesrch was to identify possible causes of erroneous electron density
profiles. leo electron density profiles obtained by the "partial reflection tchnique" (Belrose & Burke,
1964) are illustrated in Cigure 6 and Figue 7. The local ainima in electron density at 78 km and 80 kmn
are the portions of the profiles in question. Minima which occur below 72 kin are not questioned because
of possible ina:cur,'cies in the ratio measurements caused by interference.

Consider the curve of Figure 6. X-wave cone angle measorements are shown on the plot. Note the 22.3
degree cone angle at 78 km where the electron density xinimum occurs. A much deeper minimum is shown in
Figure / at 80 km. An X-wave cone angle measurement at 80 km was net available for the data in Figure 7,
but the cone angle had already reached 20.7 degrees at "18 kilometers. The implication of these figures
is that local minima in electron density profiles can result from oblique X-wave echoes and altitude
smearing. These oblique X-wave echoes are frequently associated with regions where the X-wave amplitudes
decrease with increasing altitude while 0-wave amplitudes tend to increrse with altitude.

While we can frequently associate minima in electron density profiles with minima in X-wave aMpli-
tude, thliL is not always the case <- will be seen in a later section The fact remains. however, thbt
differential scattering volumes fro the X and 0i waves ire a real source of error in the partial refl,,c-
tion ex.perimient and these differencs are emphasized in regions where the extraordinary wave amplitude
decreases with increasing altitudes.
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3. Seasonal Variation of Noon Time D-Region Profiles

Extensive partial reflection measurements (Belrose and Burke 1964) were made during the period
November 1976 - June 1978. The 1251Z -pulse transmitter generated 25 microsecond pulses with repetitionrates of either 8 or 16 pulses per second. The 2x2 array of crossed dipoles capable of switching between
the X and 0 modes was used for both transmission and reception.

The receiver had a 100 kiloherz bandwidth and a special wide dynamic range envelope detector; thelinearity of the overall receiver was tested under operat 4 ng conditions and found to be within 0.5 dbover a 50 db dynamic range. Furthermore, the receiver employed a programmable gain IF amplifier--the
qain could be changed in less than 13 microseconds, the time between samples at every two kilometers, and
wa. used to preveýnt saturation from the stronger echoes at the higher altitudes.

A digital logic unit controlled the transmitter, receiver gain, and data acquisition. This unit
sampled the returns from each transmitted pulse, converted the amplitudes to an eight bit word and stored
the samples on magnetic tape for later processing. Each pulse return was sampled every 2 kilometers
between 60 and 98 kilometers.

All data were collected with an operator present although the digital logic unit !,ade it possible to
collect data, automatically, at preset times. We elected "operator on site" data collection to avoidtaping large quantities of invdlid, useless "data." In order to aid the "on-site operator" and to guidehim in his decision to record echo amplitudes on tape, circuitry was added which caused a small light toflash on each pulse for which interference levels were too high for "valid data." There were Many
occasions of potential noon-time data runs when the "itivalid data" light flasheo sc frequently that the
digital tape recorler was not activated.

The data were handled in ten minute lengths And were subjected to extensive screening procedures.
Records were rejected if the signal-to-interference ratio was less than 10 db at too many altitudes or ifsaturation effects (A/D counts greater than 250) were excessive. The time lagged auto correlation
function was also used to screen the data at low altidudes. If the normalized auto correlatlon function
at .25 second lag was less than 0.75. data at that altitud" was rejected. Finally, each "run" had tohave acceptable 0 and X wave data over at least a 10-12 kilometer altitude interval before the data wereinverted for electron density profiles.

Operator screening on site and the data processing screening outlined above resulted in 75 days ofacceptable partial reflection data. While the majority of these days had at least three contiguous, or
nearly so, data runs, some days had only one valid 10 minute run.

3.1 Calculation of Electron Density Profiles

The theory of the partial reflection technique (Belrose and Burke, 1964; Flood, 1968) leads to the
following expression:

where P(h) is the square root of the ratio of the backscattering cross section.
per unit volume of the X wave to that of the 0 wave
> i Is the free space wave length

/%,o Is the imaginary part of the refractive index of the extraordinary or
ordinar wave.

A9.0 (h) is the mean amplitude of the X (0) return at a range h.

If the operating frequency is much greater than plasma frequency, as is the case for 2.66 Mhz and
normal D region densities, the modal refractive indices are nearly linear functions of electron densityand the Q-L approximation to the Sen Wyller equations (Flood, 1980) can be useful for/h~x and /h(o
Expressions for P(h) and/A•,eare given in Appendix A.

Taking the natural logarithm of both sides of equation (10) results in an equation which can be
readily inverted by means of a least squared fit to a polynomial approximation to the electron densityprofile. All of the screened 10 minute data runs were inverted via this technique to produce electron
density profiles. The order of the polynomial approximation to the electron density profilcs was nevergreater than one half the number of data attitudes. On the many days when several successive acceptable
data runs were available, the electron density profiles for each 10 minute period were averaged toproduce one average noon-time profile for that day. A large number of test cases were evaluated to seeif there were differences between an average of three successive electron density profiles and thcelectron density p.-oflle determined from an average of three successlver -profiles. While there were
differences, they were decidedly minor.

There are some significant observations which can be made at this point. When individual, succes-sive, electron density profiles, based on 10 minute averages, showed pronounced minima in electron
density, the electron density profile computed from a 30 minute average of,-T/j_.also showed a pronouncedelectron density minimum. When electron density profiles based on 10 minute averages showed slightminima, the average of the three profiles might show no minima at all or might even show a slight-minimum
at some other altitude. The electron density profile derived from a single 33 minute average of 9X/AX,
could equally well show a slight minimum at a completely different altitude. While slight minima in 10minute profiles produced average profiles with either no or slight minimum in the average 30 minute
profile, deep minima in individual profiles were reproduced in the 30 n•inute profile. We take this to
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mean that deep minima, frequently associated with regions whereae4is negative, may be caused by
altitude smearing, but the slight minima are often artifacts of the data processing procedures.

The 75 days of acceptable noon time profiles were fortunately almost equally divided among the four
seasons of the year. The seasonal means and their standard derivations are tabulated in Table IV and
plotted in figures 8 and 9. Figure 10 shows the profiles associated with summer, winter and spring/fall
averages.

The measurements shown in Figures 8 and 9 indicate that at a mid-latitude station while there is a
difference in summer and winter electron densities above 78 kilometers, it is difficult to find a
difference below 78 kilometers. This is not surprising in view of the solar control at altitudes above
78-80 kilometers. Further support for this conclusion is provided by Figure 9 which indicates that the
spring and fall electron densities are essentially indistinguishable and that above 78 kilometers, mean
equinoctial electron densities lie between tha means of the summer and winter profiles.ThL seasonal
variation of electron densities above 78 kilometers is clearly evident.

While processing the winter day data, five days were found which had obviously high electron densi-
ties--possibly indicative of anomalous winter absorption. The electron density profiles for these days
are shown in Figure 11 where the mean values of electron density are clearly greater than the average
winter profile + one standard deviation. If these are indeed "days of anomalous winter absorption,"
they differ somewhat from some previously reported examples of anomalous winter absorption--the electron
densities are only 2-4 times the average electron densities at these altitudes.

4. Amplitude Distributions of D Region Echoes

Fiend (1968) proposed that 0 region echoes were caused by scattering from volume distributed refrac-
tive index fluctuations. If this mechanism is operative, the amplitudes of the echoes should be Rayleigh
distributed. The Rayleigh probability density function is:

A(4) A A~j (4.1)'

where p(A) dA is the probability that the
signal amplitude is between A and A + dA.

The data analyzed consisted of 10 minute runs during which the transmitted and received polarizations

were changed on successive pulses from right to left circular ("ordinary," and "extraordinary," respec-

tively). For each transmitted pul se, the return signals k'mnro sampled at 2 kil ometer intervals over the
range 60 to 98 kilometers. Amplitude distribution histog-ins were computed for both ordinary wave and
extraordinary wave polarizations although X wave measurements dominate the lower altitude measurements.
At a typical prf of 8 pulses per second, a total of 2,400 "0" and "X" wave returns were available for
each 10 minute period. The data were screened for noisy and saturated returns at each altitude. These
restrictions effectively set the lowest altitude for which valid data was available at 70 kilometers.

The data samples at each altitude were normalized to the sample mean value and "eight-bin" histograms
were computed. The Chi-squared hypothesis test using six degrees of freedom (the amplitudes had been
normalized to the mean value of the data run) was applied to the histograms. Acceptance or rejection of
the Rayleigh hypothesis was set at the 10% level; i.e., the probability that the differences between the
observed (data) distribution of amplitudes and that expected from a true Rayleigh distribution could be
caused by sampling error is less than 10%.

A summary of the Chi-squared test results is shown in Table IV. The notation in the table is:

ALT = altitude in kilometers
N = number of screened 10 minute observations at that altitude
GL% = mean confidence limit of the N observations
N 1U% = number of 10 minute observations that were rejected at the 10% level as not being drawn

from a Rayleigh population.

Summary of Table 5 Chi-Squared Results

ALT 70 72 74 76 78 80 82 84 86

N 201 23 25 23 26 25 23 24 23

CL% 42 39 44 39 41 44 51 41 42

N 10% 2 4 2 5 2 2 1 1 2

It should be noted that although the Rayleigh hypothesis was accepted or rejected on the 10% level,
the average confidence level at each altitude was at least 39%. Consequently, there is a 39% probability
that the differences between the observed distributions and Rayleigh distributions were caused by
samppling error. We take this as strong support for the hypothesis that the source of D region's back-
scatter is scattering from volume distributed fluctuations of refractive index.

•41
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Summary and Conclusions

In the order in which we posited the goals of this program, we have found that:

1. The RPASA is valid provided the separation between observation points is not much greater than
2 . While the RPASA may hold for larger separations, we have not validated it for such separations.
Most of the ionospheric drift experiments do not use larger separation of the receiving antennas.

2. The cone angle of arrival of D region echoss increases to a mean value of 130 over the altitude
range 70-80 kilometers. While the mean value of 13 is maintained over the 80-90 kilometers region, the
rms fluctuation about the mean value definitely increases with altitude. In regions wherethe cone angle
is negative, X wave cone angles tend to be large, which implies that significant altitude smearing can
take place.

3. The seasonal variation of noon time D region densities above 78 kilometers is clearly visible.

4. Thtu amplitude distributions of echoes backscattered from the D region satisfy a Chi-squared test
for a Rayleigh distribution with an average 402 confidence level. The strong finding for the Rayleigh
hypothesis, coupled with the apparently continuous distribution of echo intensity with altitude, seems to
strongly support the contention that the source of D region backscatter at MF frequencies is from volume
distributed fluctuations of refractive index--mainly of electron density.
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Table I. Summary of Position Dependence Data as a Function of Altitude
Antenna Separation is One-Half Wavelength

Maximum
h N PSO% PSD%

___.....---O,7T• 3-.4 -.q ---

70 5 0.79 5.0 14.9
72 5 0.0 .A5.0 13.3

76 1 0.62 8.3 8.3
78 1 0.53 28.9 28.9

82 3 0.80 4.1 6.3
84 6 0.82 2.5 4.7

88 10 0.83 3.1 7.0
9j 16 0.83 2.8 6.5
92107
94 18 0.78 4.7 6.2
96 15 0.78 3.5 6.4

9• ~~~~14- .7 • -

Table 1i. Cone Angle Suninary

h N

70 11 8.54 2.32 12.8
72 11 10.9 2.39 15.4

76 9 15.6 4.02 20.6
78 6 17.6 4.68 22.3

,7 • 2,72 31771

82 10 12.0 1.53 14.1
84 18 12.0 2.17 15.4
BE- -1.V t-779
88 38 11.8 3.05 16.7
90 45 12.1 3,08 20.7

___ ___ ___49_- 3.3 . . ..... . . .3704 201-3-

94 47 13.7 3.30 21.2
9b 48 13.8 . ... 4 .30 21.8

lable IlI. Seasonal Averages of the Electron Density (per cm3) for RIleigh, NC

Winter 5rin• Summer Fall____

686

70 -- -- 319 50 216 57 283 34

72 244 57 337 65 274 63 328 61

74 328 115 354 82 313 56 330 50

76 388 140 413 87 3516 99 384 47

78 425 153 495 102 461 179 475 103

wJ rM/ 151 636 161 688 274 620 183

82 519 188 880 227 896 233 851 243

84 766 270 1180 260 1353 302 1223 293

86 1388 498 1669 514 1998 536 1601 383

88 2561 1063 2280 950 2135 339 - --
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Following I eod 1980), for angular frequency W much greater than the plasma frequency oiP

An ~ _ 
(Al a)

2 tdV _

-l (Alb)

6 where T "iS(A2a)

T2: +4~C~4 C31, 4 (A2b)<," C,.l ' 2},'

T4 j- Q . ,- DGU2  ) (A2N)

A 2 s/)- A

0 /Z 1_

•angle between the direction of propagation and the magnetic field lines

Yx - o /•

operating frequency in radians/src_

electron qyro-,'requency in radians/sec

squcre of the angular plasma frequency =

V, = electron collision frequency (Sec-

M - electron mass 2 9.1 xl0"
31 kg

e charge on electron = 1.6U2x10"19 coulombs

. free space permittic'.y = 8.854xi0"
12 farads/meter

NN electron density (per cubic meLer)

,Cp(y) = ingle-Arndt Semi.*Conductor Integral

""I geomp. ýtic flux density in Teslas

22

._,•3.,• Finally it can be shown that.••

I T • 2 • -z 11i - if one can neglect diff ertintial absorption within the -

To + ~ scattering volume(U

+ T

L -,
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VIdA/h Puiri:ý IAeLFICI'N MFSNAJFMi*DS 0OF Tisl: Hf,Arl D-PPDIO1N
iDihRli QUIFIJP AN) DISIM1JBB l0NWlb'Piil if CONOTPlOMS

John P. Turtle -John f'.. Bassinossen Wayne .1. Illeiriesti PaulI A. Kossýey

Propagation Branich, Dome Air Development Center, iHanscomr AiD, Ma. 01731

Thris paper describes propagation studies codute y thc n.S. Air Force, using a unique short.

pulse ViJL/iFP innosnunder to detennine the characteriatics of the polar li-region during, quiet, lll
disturhel conditons. Data obtained at Thule. AD, 'Ireonlaini, near the center of' the polar- cap, arm
prosenteL giving detailed information on the i)-regionas's heig~ht sod reflectivity as a funiction of'

time. Under quiet conditions there vý.i marked varlation.- in the 1)-region (tie to tho effectsý of
diurnal and seasonal chanlges in solar iluminlation. i'hsrgetie (article (-vents produce draivatic
changes iii both the hciE~nt andl reflectivity of the li-regior wnich can exhibit a Complex behavior
throughoirt the duration of the event. Th~e severity of' the 1)-region eff~ects Is highly dependent usi
seasonal- ill1umination cenditions. lData on ionos9pheric reflectivity are presented to Illustrate
normal seasonavl arid diurnal variations. In addition, diata from diisturhadl periods; are presentedl to
show the interaction heiseen propagation parameters endc enerfetic particle lanication, solar
IonizIng aol] photefetaci iing radliations.

The propagýationi of lonig r'elto waves is eontre Lled by the lowestI regions of' thre i' irnjihere.
During the da'tirsie thi: Includes the (3-layer and the lower 1)-region and, at nrIghli, th(, lowest parpt
of the li--region. (tservati~on of changes In the awpiltitue and phane of, VIM/11 llsj'nRIB ispPropagItinrig
In the earth- Ionosphere waveuiude prey ides uj relativel~y sirriieip oli-ilrl týci'elpiqe for iiiualitoiirig
tile state of' the lower Ionosphere. Thbe technique, has- proven to he esnpecil bly rt nottiviý for iltecting,
ionospheric riisturhblnces, such as these produced by solar x-ray fl~ares, polar -;ap ahsoipt inn r'vent!
(BOA's), and highi altItude nuclear dietonations. Tlre uobservatitori of' coritirrio.ruu-waveý (ca) traimisissnions
aver very loots propag~ation paths has often been uIsed "or such ruoritorlog, inrtcees, since meic psflis
provide coverage ever, very large porliiia areas. A dlýsadvantagep of such iung, path oh er-vations-
sc that the effects3 of' relatively localized disturbancesn (:such as,, energteti particle evenrt,:; II theý

* 15polar capi) are integrated, or aurnothed-out, maiking it diltilcuILt, or Irinpoesa Ile, to obtatin Inorifnwitlio
en the s3everity, extent,and structure of' Ulr ilisturtied reg~ion of the Ionosphere.

Short'-path VI1/hFA propagation techniques, Ihas 'ver. ',reali~i' It,, Csore lucab i sod rgnsof'
the Ionosphelre. One such techni quo, droolcvI,- ''a( .. 't - '"rve Lopinprit. Cis iter ( [1f`l0) , ¶In
Iiloustraited In I a igure 1. 3hor't Vi'/ti p 1so (bo one tf-eye e at. ?0 kId I) are crad hited Cr ii Lu

130n vertical ante: mia, andi are recel~vei at sites whichsi can, be locatedl at varioua dUl~ci~e:is fr'oin ihil
tin;(t isritter. At the receiver both ground wave andI inriosplierlcal ly reflectc(I sky wave inie; re
reeniorded. rince tire tranmitted 1)01005 ore so short, losts thran 100 I's the sky Wave pulses'3a !Ll Ief
observed free UreaI inier~fereoice with tile groirnd wave pul sea, even at 'IIit~arrcsl of several hunIofred
kilomecters fromr the tranoirrittor. Belth the roriirnral (hII ) arid conjverted ( .L ) p1(1, cr1 saltS or, erx(fnnreotý;
of the sky waves can be. se-nsed us I rig orti iugusal loop antllnrniul. Figure 2) give:i an ox~iiij le 110
rocruivedl waveh'ornrs, showlngx the :;eparat Ion of the grtsill waiv:: anrd inky walve fluktoes. Tire received
waveformfs con 110 Fourier analyzed ill attain Infoirmatiorn o0 thre ef'fectiveý ref rectiono heights, and the i
reflection ceric "tcients of' the Lower ionosphere, over a frequency range f'rotf 5 to 35 hIb'. (irwIL 1k.

a.,1973). A; ''sicr-Ied hv P~asriasseni ot al. (1980), (t~h sys;tEM, whichI IS essential ly VIA/l" 'I

rlilse ioosolounder, ,;'' .- des, a mneans for tuliyirrg Lire rcifleectS or properi'es 55 r stnructureor of' tare

lower Ionosphere In tire 50h to 90 kmn altitude eralg.

This paper describ~es Vhfe/hF pulse ref'lrctiori data obtained in nortlwerr 2reenulanrd. Tire data
shown were chosen to llastrate the complex of feets of the unique solar iiluminatIonr conditions ill
the ArctIc (ri tire qlriet -od diaturbed imlar Ionosphere. Ionospheric puise rofi ectlon dlata ared
described f'or three color iilursinsitiurr coaditions: (1) dav/nllrht, eoriesiioiitinl; to per'

1
ods of' tire

ye~ar when the dm1ii risers aol sets, such ira ulunnrg [larch andi September (760 <½ ^K 1020), (2) cuotiouuoll:L
darknoess ,iuch4 as; Irl ecerITIb20 (X > 1.00) , an0d (3) ;: Iril inlolis 5111ighit , sunch a,; dlrrinig the pen lod
f~ranu May to Augusat (X < 800'). 'lfie Elate were obtainedI over a 106 Iorn prath (approx~irrate fy 910` sigrnet-M
az.irithi) f'rom Thleni Air Basne, (lrervo land (716033' N, 68(1401W0) tri lerac Oreenlarict1 (76'2414N, 69020,Wi).

P.VLP/hf I ' ihf KII ;i'i flI N DiIATiA - eQUP rP 't, fitS ' IOM1NC Cr1)10)D'lft;

FIgs re 3 sh1OWs three-H rena I enaf irrl::lrrhtnFtTOlar of' pilne sonloruriinriler data ehtcioe iunserle tII
three slri Uluriv: :1si 00cunditions. ibaici ef' the preseatatiEons, rood ists of' 1111i viduial received
wavef'onnsstnorkelioi-lhln-ioohr with timeý ii ner-ly progressing, fnrnir hot.t(Kii-te-top, for ;t
periiii of' onre wisit . Tic: (fat: are ty .:1far Lire quriet polar toiurorpher' au:1 of servei In (t the 'Ito) e
to Clariiel pathr. 1r, I" igre 3, each Indivi '(tro w;Lvrti'llr( 5ii Is rs.1 Inn average,( of' approximrate:ly 6101,o00
In5 1:w':;. 'ito 1horizontal V (Silo I- lioenr iiIn birie ( pp.)I, meneaýui ei i'ron itie 0 t~irt ri' the vrr'gr nd
wave. Thie grourrd wqave rexainsis fIixed Iii ItfIrne, whlel( the sky wavirs :nv! ibaick lant i'iirth Iris Lhe ircffer: 1i y
lonrosphek riefrol ecL Inn hixeight eharrgos. 'Ric wav(T I loonr repi'es,:rL Lihei Insrait Larrtlr W Wo itwve ililpI It I dli ins;:

a ('usc 11 trOf Lilly)P, an, n-nsx:' 1 y loop ThOtSniS.le: sky wave iatoacc rreson~ifdl ot Li ri rio rinvil Aywoari-
vi~rteii ccxiatinrrinI. of' teiý Ionosphericar 1y i cellcetti wavve:-. (t.i:,, tire 11 ilxfarizalonltr cotimponenrt)
hoeivir'ln wlir 'th l pint 1:; ai relpres"lrhirtvl ',rarphi of' Lii'' ~ifinvil v:(ni:,Liel In iirr :;oeitrn'z:lf rll
if/lOw ('.LlCII ' l:i 0 r1-'li(: s 51 ORd p'ms, ace, reltr'eserriatt ;'r: houIilir'; pliots ofi'dieSi' tILto



reflectIoln, anid planie wave reflýctioni coefficients, for both, the nonne. ibi arid converteid

(t IH_ ) sky wave cionpsneritsn. TPhe helights of' reflecti on arc iletenulned lr.q y4 froiir 00051derstiun

orl the relative ttimies of arrival of die grounid wave sod sky wave pulses, itd the geolnetry of the
esper tarin. Thle reflection coefficients are derived at 8i, 16, andi P2 klit streer vourier anialysis of

the idata (seeý lewis et a] ., 19(13).

2. 1. S1ep)Wteber (7650 < XX 10201): Day-Nighit

Figure 3w ive data ior a week( in bioptemmrii l976 luringl which the Ionosphere was, undisturbed.

'tole data strew diurnal paticens roan iting frois the etarsr';iig solar iliwitivution. During the night the

-effective heinght of reflection for the sky wave::, was, shoo~t 90 toi, the daytime heighit was about I8krir.
Even foe, die relaitively steep inci~denee angle (abeout 3311) associated with the 't'hele daita, the
nighttimei nonrni po)isrizatior; ref!lection coefficients varied typicalily free about 01.8 at 8 kits to

atreet 0.5ý at 22 klIt. Thec effeuctive heights of' reflection foi- the converetei polarliention comrspnenit
of' the s;ky waov were ecu1)"rtipobi e to th e normral comtponents throughout the day. 'Dlie converted reflectlion

coefficenltis wer'e gýenerally l-ower but remaioned r-latively consitant with the increaaing, frequency,

2.2?. December X X> 100
0 ): N Iij it

Figure 3b shows dlata acqurireii ever the period of' a week in December 1977. 111kring that period,
lin ar-ctic whinter, the sunm was far enough below the hiorizlon so that the D-regiori was not directly

i LLUIoalnated. Thus, as sh1own In the Figure, the hitsce dimensional display sod the reflection heights

(about 85 krr;) nod coefficeiens, were essentially constant througýhout the week. At, Thuile, the totally

dlark paierin (solar, zenith angle X> 1000) la~sts for- abourt one mrountih. It is interesting that

rere(!toncofflicrluwere comparable to those at nighit In Septemrber. finwiever-, the December
reflection heighits were 3 to 4i kor lower than those for local riidnighlt In September, or even in

aulie hn the, 1)-regionr is; cantiiueosly sunoit. The reason Fee tlins is not apparent.

2.-3. Jurs' ( Xc < 80") th~y,

At tire letitnie1 of Virile, the smin i, shove the horizon throug;hout the entire day ft rem early May
throughi the erul of Augrust. 'veon so, as3 shown by the June 1976 data of fýiigre 3c, there a re stJ ll
diurnal variations in the effective hieights, of' rileetone of' the 11-region. Thlese heigihts, vary froi~r
stbout 88 kin to 75 km devpending, or the solor' zenith angle. Thus, even though the solar zenith angle

is blolw (300) throughlout the entire da~y in Junie, the 1)-region Ionization :roducerl by hyeina-alphat
radiation varies, appreciably with the soiar, zenith angle. As mentioned1 shove, tire effecutive height
of reflect irei at local 111ildnigt lit June was abiiut 811 ten, or siiproxlirrieliy 3 1crin ghIler ti-ai the
Deic~ieirh -nighit condition. 'ltii heirsigits at lcal tiun ini tine! were about 75ý Ioin, th e lowest se
itiiougtiout, tire year. 'fhre srutajiltuo f' of the reflection coeffie~i.ents were cýonsiderably lower in June

a run ari arty *:iilire t iii'; of ti i year. 'Ilil,-r sui nosests; tha t duiiirl n the siner , tire! con~stariit. solae

Ii lir1inireif- oilr iroiiu ces ioei'zit ion wellt iilea 130 lou eli I-c acts a:: an ritsorier' of energy I 'rei tt1i(
I ici; oieiterLd reflzctedc nul::es. te'llectioiie friar Ulii.;: ion I zatiori sri; so ae;ik tihat ttrry canntot lie
rrb;;erved I at . r thbinst irl.ýriir~ritart ion it the rr;let Ively s :;Wi irs Ii ircrne eriec assoc I uter I itth tirle

prii -lrna i til i

Vt f/i I" [Aii113C reec ilrr 101:0:11C 1t.:r , 1PIrelI; int- Uit. Iili;lurlate' in, P1ig11ur 3, eh''ir tihat Lire 1 ower' 1npal
I rirn;:plir 'i, 2vi;; iUnide;r it ýIel.I errildit i~m.er, i xlbiiits bihti liy voi' hifiIn lirliert eele:; ()rl i i o tho oDsi
LI Ilirmi rntIi on rrl itlori. Mictrr' l:iiui % uris1 'pLiii ola re iiari;::pliiý' I~i rilucli 'urloi lyr~ien ic tiara the

tol ltirifeý b-noirroriiro. In till l; ita~ ilr~il.'ie' rmin; tiihVIe puisw I oriruridcr , ttiii iti cdicrr'y

seenr in tLý ii;arid oup r;:sicI:r;t withi the! mrid 1eitll ir r "eel'nlerite nit ndI i'le ni~tor egit 'Plii vrrriartloi::
Or''i11uet11 ;irg r lii'luleitrLr d~t, tl;;r f'or mI i-I rti, tiiir 'lr `,Wiri 11' only qi,'toti iriurit tI rim, :irr; eei deI eer"

I 'mn);uu:;irrruer atl ; 11;; t : ")o w nn alit I'lli; turf en Iiirii::;iirer'i; ii~t'rli luc~ilri~t Lo liiii';:i'1'; ti piiili'M. Iv
:;trirrn acti vi ty rn tree iflýittatinr or' ';ari,,Oc 1ierr't iclNi;; trem 0i; ;rUr). 'l'he!e I :iltur '-veritur *11 so clItr;'

(fr fip Airsrr'lt urn ;vismt':; (('VA' i), iiftiri cruise tip; polaire lrrnii;iicri; t~o be; :ssveref y ri :irtetioi
mirey day,;;, ciii everork:: Viii e f'l'i!;'. of' tjts;:i; illstr'iu1),UW';rri )in Vi i/Iif' refiietl vity nirO i Oir~gtl i

op ti gr'i,;:tly )11 Ill,,; II. - I th rinri-vi~i.inr cirltt~inioru: (ori :;(:iir iiiiln;r'tIe)(l ti;;tiw.

- -~~~~ 'Di;¶.,l iiiii i c IMdi Is1 teen; to cli', rn~ltcr rut ther nor'th plris iirIT, s3o turn; It Iis leal I y
Si; I ,tuei 1F;'ot'etr i eiiliiui':';u IinUp Dr; eefluti .trgiroiirtlettis of' tine lower' iiihtr~" i; to ener'ict jcin;

ciii. elo eivernt:, ('Purftt'' 't ii.tft ,I91) 'h '''rret:; iii' 'CA'; on lxiiý, oreel'retiuii tnpir;mLer';;

iiwli~lls mi ltiesr, ', ' f' tfi I rrlco'irit ri leirtI etc 11.05 ii uir;; th ol ar i LI nniuntiiri crufI :m

'!rfitemniiir 19V '311a rcrii v~';wcr;: ijrit gtl.'rrl lark piertuit;r luir~n, itig :rn daiy; figure '4b :rf rowe 'lets i. Li e

In I Oiieishiui 19781 'or' I ri ii 'ertr' 'c whririi wrile; wrir r Ci~tlf I el? iilrr;';; :rri dt grcri:.tesrs~ u'rr

tirri t19'(9 alwie thn; ruln waiuunil any;; niruve 1,11ii' iriru.'theo rronets:t,'ol' , Ifi T'A'r I-rr'i tnt 'raly 8u"c I Ine

all I irrer nct;i; oi' NtOu , i ther lni,ýýaillo 5 ;tirw Liat tin;ý ref ire:oio~ nr'oi~rt~etI;; of' Lii;! I tuterbcii po err

iirnifiphtri,'i, troiTr 'Al .0i~. Iturouuogir ,e nvier'y, 'iriry gr'[iritiy ilpcidiiiiirigý oi tire t~iri nut yearr i t~rr; iv''itl cccii.

3. t. *~pt~itrc~' C(no XI fii): tiay-Nttiri.

ii uri uritn n;r;;frri trniv il'p,'enn ztir;i in l~n;iirnvfer'utioo l ':in i'fiin I;ii i)rnrnrrl from i wvrnn o wn~nve'imNr

ereeeiii;'t err tier eetlriglýiuiii nitiftiairur. 'Il is; vlgrie'; ufrow;; tle i of'~utii' ai ISA that ccumsrir'e' tIn
Ae'riiir'1978, whreni tir mrun win elsi ig arent sr-~ ri. Ar: rricim Iii f,feii plot, or tire i ite'rl

13 - 3 eiV soluln priter rd;nr i"'coritioi by fire Ilt' 7iff .nil,(et tI ' (Firuirr 5fit), thei inseýt ori tire P'

*1s ~' Ir'Iatol 'nit;ri n';' Iron:ttr;s he`'tierl ii Dpie e a'i'' lb- ielrrrrr, iriilu;i,1 ry i



o1ccurred riear e10LI n Septehber 23 WY26.ThinPC was onre of ti e strangest observed
(ldriS eicsetar absorp~tion) since rise low freqjuenicy ionosounder was installed at Thule in 1975.

lief or(ýte event, the effectiv- e!St f the Septemnber ionosphere were varying from 9'1 kin
at night to 80 <Ion duringy daylight hours, ;rc shown in Figure 5a. Shortly after thle onset of the
P02A, the effective height of' ret']. tion ciroppri to about 5i Ion. Thea effects of the PCA ware seen
In the diata until DAY 27'l, eight rys after trio onset of the event. The diurnal variation in the
reficnition heights was esilslico mi the first Jauy of the event and increased as the incomding particie
f'fox uiccecased.

The effectsB of' the PCA on the B witsý, 16 kln,, end 22 klts, reflection coefficients are shown in
Pigulres Sb and 5c. The inasgnltudes of both the nonsal and converted coefficients at these
frequenctee were generally roduree'i thr-oughiout the duraitioni of the evenit. Tlhe effectsb on the
iseanvortod reflection coetfficients, ware especially severe during the daylight hours, as shown in
Pigure 5e. Thfis indifieste that the efi'octs of the geot"nagueti c field on the reflection processes
In the Ionosphere below about 70 los were scenEl compared to ti i electron-neutral collision effects.
Eiven so, the steep incidence data show thaLt the niauietic fieLd effects ware not negligible, even
dos'lrig the periods, when the off'ective -Ionospheric heigh,)ts sorec the lowest. However, it in expectolt
that if' the observations were madea At gr~eater distances Pros the transimitter (i.e., if the incidence
ang~les on the ionosphere acre sore grazing,), the data would Indicate that the disturbed Ionospheres
sisuld he describedl phenomenologically as having an almnost purely real anUd isotropic electrical
cscndiictiviis.y. It appears that such a simple moeal would net be appropriate for the
relatively steep) Incidence datal Shown in Figure 5.

Thie .soptevsher 19713 prirod was- one of' relatively high solar aettetty; there were. seanr periods,"cI'm exaipslin tiU liinonphene was disturbedl by POAs for days at a rime, with events f'ollowling
orr,ý another and everi overloppling. In Iulc'ge e 5, for examnple, close Inspectioin of the data shown

thint a relatively conk event, hoganr durinrg iDAY 275, less then a dlay after the ionosphere had fully
i','uovýre'i frain the large N A that began on lAY 266. ThlIs siail I event caused by lower enrg(-Iy
filcieris wan not rocorsiod as, a PCA by the rtnoeeter-.absorpt'on1 indicators. JThe poIse reflection
risiri s;how dou~rly that, sri meiier1 {iii particle evenit did occur, and Its effects on VLI"/Lfp iono--
npiopirie reflootix Ity moste'l for a. nuiiifcr of' days. Trie iaita demronstrate, that VIP/hf propagation
privmcitoess ;ire ext rossely ahe istivfe to the a t~ate oii' tie lower icuiosici eru.

"lig~ure ib1 shoes pulse reflection data tyJ)ICicl of thiat observed during Ff2 events3 which occur
duel eg, ion isle cif' isnti riisos dackniese; af. 'hiuie. The of'' i' the. liA (0.5 113 Ptiesieter absorption),
nceini at approeiicscteLy 2200 lUT on Peeceibee 11, 1N78 (DlAY ill'), caused the effective reflection
he Iqi it of' the Ionosphere to deep sli11 t, 1 1 kin. 'hiiic wor acieixpariiori h y a rlecrecase Iii the et trengths
oif fisr ref'lected siky wave pullses. 'Pi'e recovery of tile lonrisphore to quiet conditions occurred
grad ually, ove!r a period of' about four days. Seine specifi~c ,letalis, oii the effects of the POA are
of1nw ecu fri VIore 6.

Vigure Ii shows effective heightsu of' ref'lcotion anod reflection coef'ficients derived fromn thle.
enoiali anld conversedI polarization data ascs lated with the event shown In Figunre lb. Speicif ic
ticifonfietian re1te0t the- 8i irls, 16 tdf'z amd 22 dli's cisneqisents of thre sky waves are described.
The on~set of tfie 102A, at alsProxsirimteiy 2200 Iii', In sýunn Iii the! pltot of' 13 - 25 11eV solar- protons siata

(fiur 1S). The solar proton flux data did niot return to background (quiet) levels oct11 about
l'ois s'f astter.

ii glr, 6a' i shiiwsc ti u r'efl 00 iin ru F;ic Ii for' tier neocini sky wave at. 16.5 Wi is eover a two wccek
pcsv tori turfS rigj twss iaycs fcof'uris tim oniset ot ' ties i'fA. As shown , the undiisturf oudi sfoct ive lu-sight
if' rof 'et I in I cisiore thissc, was 1fil 1ms; isr-in theifir event ', the effective Iceighi drcopped to us
I ow :is 73 kin. Ohslsllxefofivectr win' osuniiSr-ersi on tVie 16.5 kIt'. crxsponnint of' the eel vented sky wave.
lIt Is ilito costrlugis I") r thint, a ithoisih the cx isist of' tise 'CA was very Paisi rf an rseen in the
part furl f lux difan) , ti, ii uirset of' tfhe event so, sueen by the I-onononti ser, wan slosi r, with the pesk
ci nn y ofp r in h sf'fecis5 I no f usigt occuurringý ovei' a day late~r. 'Pine 1 1 li d rep i-n tfe a ffecti~ve height

of' iii's ionospheris wos afioiut 10 kmi loss tieas typically observed during othei PQAi 5 having, similar
ficali P lix levilsl, welch occurred dur~ting sunl~t conditions sit Thuei.

bMid?, I~ lt• nii 2 ,I, ovfitesuetowc ero.N ior nVgr b, the susaguiitude
of' the 83 kilz poi I bribe coefficient was relatively unaffectiwd by the eveet; however, the 16 kilt.
sord 22 ll rieflootisoi coeff'i(csiIsdn sir so rde abusio sust 6 ulf during the vveiit. The peak reductions
I n Ibisu coefi'Vtenct a wss siseen Within ea few hioui's Of' 1U11s onset Of' tine evusrit . It is irilseri-st leg to
riote thttepa(cwosru ntee~etc egt frfetohowever, liii not occur
ureA I miss f ban a day after the onset of this event. The ref'leei~ieo cooff'Icients anal the effective
heiglhts of refocti ioii returi io tos thei lefaokgrroisin, or ore] Isturho-d, values closely following, tine
c'ctisi'i-fo-icoriseai ~f' the pairtlisle fluix 1 isels, ;is ;shewcn ri fthe Kijigocoo

The idaiista peescirsted In iPtgi irs 6 aliso ciiisw 1.h irs f'( o cicf a snauasetl.rs ii tolns that I el lowe'] the
l'CA. 'ro, efh'es ii arie f'Iressi sveris, Ii tie' rerignftiiiusc- of' thrs roil ~isis Poen c isci'']erIitscfa, at, abiiut,
P400) UTi, on iDAY 35 i. iAs scon in the irsf 10cction dfits, the event is irtis'i thi i 'e siayss. Throughnout
the ciss' hlo oili'fit Iuccecasuers wisni oifesirvef Ia i us" iifccsi ivi crsfleet inn cci .rists of the normal sky
ceivisn. Tiiý iosiiiit sprcnorsnicedi sf1'' i~ss, inm~eiva, weisii iiii555 veuf Ii the iiagsl~iii fird ors tile 22 km is
risfliestlioi c 'sersI' uhisei foci. I wos i sie'sfsv'si mosre than clueing the PfA, The mninieir in whicih thr'
unfpefl.'ll inc ecssl'l'ir to il. an vcinf eil with f'rusIfneriey, wlith ai eeleti vi no] I at aroisnd 22 kits,,sgst
fins pix:sssshI. ity or' iNo pohi e'1 ctlec, rn i f'r'rii illf'f'or'isnt ioaosspfeiislc heiglijtsc, which Inteir-
'errs,! I,()irsisss sr pedu! th i 'sems fv1 list: fr n ( Ilessey ceo1 xiil, 1981). Fi'Nn the Iloccation of the ref att vis
'cii cIfý. d" kfla, 'miii ifsll( sicsii' mvsIicgl (13801 iusrsisl ciatisi citff thisxp! ssfle nt, it is estimated that

ifis Irs~rs'iisui ig ii'I csI i se 'scu f'rcsmi i dy!ii'ý;5i ilisif 13 kion aifart. 1cc is-yer sut abuisct 84m kin wisuLci
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correopond to the usual effective height observed at Thule In Decombor, the seecond layer associated
with the magnetic disturbance would have been in tire Erregion at about 98 Jimr.

3.3. Juno ( X < Wp0) bay

l-igure 7 shows reflection pararetors derived from the data in Pigure 4c, and Illustrates the
effects of a PCA (6 dB riometer absorption) that occurred in June 1979 when the sunl was
continuously above the horizon. Refoce the onset of the PCA, Ahich began at 06oo UT on June 6
(DAY 157), the effective hetglht of the ionosphere varied from 70 kml to 89 kml as the solar zenith
angle increased. Thie PGA lowered the eýffective height to less thart 60 leni, after which so diurnal
va riations were sown In the height data until the disturbance effects were ever, almost a week
later (ace Figure 7Ta). Thie PGA also suppressed the diurnal effects in thre niormal and converted
vefleci ton coefficierres, as shown in Figures 71b and 7c. Thie reflection coefficient data show
sign1 f cant differences between the two polarization canponents of the sky waves, During the
flirst two days of the event the u ni-tudee of the reflection coefficients ( j~l ) were larger
gecnerally than they were under, undisturbed conditions. This nungests that the increased ioni-
zatlon resulting from the event produced a much inure sharply bounded reflection layer. As the
layer weakened throughout the duration of the event, the reflection coefficients decreased, and by
DAY 160 they were actually less thani the undisturbed values. Instead of showing an increase the
magn-itudes of the ref'lectton coefficients of the converted sky wave components ( IR1 ) wre

slihtly reduced during the event. Thits decrease was In accordance with axpectations, since the
reflections occurred at much lower altitudes, where electron-neutral collisions were relatively
large.

On DAY 162, while the ionosphere ast- recovering, the reflectivity, became extremely weak.
TPhis effect which was typical. of' sorenier events can be seen in Figurc 7 where the 22 kidz
coefficienits were nest significantly reduced. Amnalysis of the data associated with these periods
show that such patterns coulid he caused by the interference of two pulses which were reflected from

different layers In the ionosphereL, typically about 12 - lItI km ap, art. This pheacerena occurred
when the solar' z~enith angle woe relatively large, suggesting that. as the solar zenith angle deereusod,I
eldditional electron production caused the reflections to occur prienoaily from the lower layer.
'.7 ther such ionosphertc structure could he observed at more distant receiving locatnions, or whether

tHito structure would appIear at, different tImes (luring the i'CA at, witch locations It; niot clear at this
time.

3.14. 'cbbruury (89 rr <k'< 11701)I
Another examiple of' tho cuitplexity of the 'oteraciton N.etwcon solar' particles andsoa

radiation Ilr the ionosphere in illustrated in ILgrure 8. The l1'lgurrr s;laws tire effects of a (ilts-
uhtrisuce which occurred in Pebruary L978 during the transi-tion poeriod frets night conditions in

lleCOerber to day-nighlt conditi-ons lIt March. The Figure Lincludes a plot, of solar zen-ith an-gle
crIirrwlrris that at -Local neon the run just barely reached the hen car at 'fhale. Thle disturbed I
%-c ivefa ocr, Irris, errt~ert I 1n Igr rc1) rhows, the Uuci i f ort f)' a P CA (6 dli rIcirertor, abeourptior ) wihich began
;nt.ab cut, 1000 UT orl P ebruary 13 (DAY 01111i) . 'ills u vent causned a M8 kml dropc In rtoorttlimes reflectioni

ieIgrfollowedi by a g'radruel r'eturnt to ticnioi~ over the n(et daly;. liven at1 nigt duIn thIir

1Lay 'if` thie !vent tIre( ref [eect Lerr hight reirtinirild below 60 leri tue to the contintueri 1 igir particle fl'ux
r;rt'U-. Iori tire next c;rýver'al JilYs, honwever, titeric warr re strong, di urnral variat.ion which woo ritot p)resent~cifiorre orr alter the evenlt. This0 vrrintiorr was Irrohah1Y caUSUert try al rCUrrbln-atlorr of part~cle produced
ioi rc its; rt I tWWIi vary I ri rir-Acrldetacnhrlrict indr elttachitrerit processecs. AstI, ti-c sun approrthetirC the
in[);'/. let trlrccrirertttrr'cluers Increased e [ectrori 'rnolt lo;, 1 owen rgtlie rIvf~etoll ec hnIeig~hts.
AI'trcr' I rr;;l noren, us the, cuairir cenith tinf ore I tecsttte cifutcii e ett irclc:o bra j~hit 'I'oIrciccryixl

di!tic cit'ar-ipitrriiti.. 'flii type (it' Inonespheic' he ieirvhrrr (trlorirr Ulturkiutiriceni only rccen Ili 1,1rc iroltso
rioaoisurrtd , luduatar iora'lb peri ccrrr iona ilii rrtn'rtlilrrceortci t, tens alti ch occrur at 'itrlls inl late

.1 11r1rrary nr oti erl*y leircýIutry sond ;igo t I It; Neovceirccr anod ear.ly rocccirber'.

VI i-/[i- ol" nlor refi cotin hrrtea rirhow ithat tire re are tlruker variations In tire hrower trolar' lone-
Ille to the ot'i'oer tofo' d~r I luet and se''mlcIV rrjCii In soarn 1Inn aler 'ilierse variatioran

1,J 'te ; I rilfifIeantly frczrt theme otureeveil at cinii nroiloIrw-geoeral9rett Ic .latliurcLoe, cvevoc under quiet
to li Icol rI'll Mn c rrrc. 'lir data also sh ow LIt+ rat r'rrcet Ic pant irrle cýverfta (P CAlrr) rrcoduce rirarint it

. Irrl rl~lorthe r',cfl'ect ive Ir;;Ight-i and refl out v [ty cit tin; i mr'rc; r rtI -ii.lic iwi; mrp in wihicih tire
'I i.;d;ijr'tritres Mifeet tcb VIM,/LI"' reflectivity of tire I-regi on Is highily &loir; i'; it. ron tire lllutilrtnoti-nr
nco i, iti'i;.'Ti( :isrt(',t I ricIdetlo dataciri dcicii 'hroci I ci this ii" eport sio irntrat the icI crturhanuc irtfcccta cran
I; Icr 11 r' ;j: 1',i, ran, as week ior moiee, tend that. iiiroirphiuot sucht p icrlos tire efi'eccis cart vary cons ideroirLy

I; y-i -i ; v uslair r1L a irri reveal that I incr eicr Ire iromplex rrtruclrrii i (layering,) within c the
ii;; .ur cii i cIiio;'I

1 ~r er 1tuec'. 'Tre data Intdl Iat c I., 'Iifticuritry ci~ speclf.I 4 :'lrgirndclrr oi' tire lower'
pol!ic' to rtir;ciriear,, 4 irtci ctlaid y For' distmurbeci cc -tLo s. ;uc modi rels would riot-. only he. highjly

epcti r i r thcr pa~rticu 1c 'lu x aesociatir; Wit ht) Iiic! dII ciiricncre, hil, atin erric thre line of' ytir at Crecrcon)
irr whitcli It ocirirer'dn. Mlcreorver, the moides woruld necessarily have iro ire adjusted thrinighout the
1'crcc Itinl of':ii' i: the r'lit urlartee to rrcrcrrurcr fee thie rchrarrttrir, Illnrrirrtt Ion crrrrcl ch 3arts id tire cirringing

iciirrIc'ctic cr'hcie 'Ioir.

An i c ctenrrpt was, rutccc Lo; (le tirci ine, IVf the lowerst hi; girtcr orvfr''lcr;tlrzr irsera verr dul'ring PGA'B
crrrrm bc le Irrei to obtirnl eattbrates of' tire peak prertici e I' Iries (13 - 25 McNV) arlson Lated wihi tire

creti.c. togr'c 9 cihows inu icecsuiits cft that stony. lin the tignire the points err the rihagrarir
crorceri;octld iii tire lorwost ei'firci. vcr 10 k~ln heighrto,,ebsoerved with tire VWt/hF sicooorniner lrtrringairi
inn i.v dtl'tr PEVA, along with tric prork pcarticlo fluix reerrrricrcr fr the event. Beast exloeirentlol fr;t
Lrc tric ioatai' aresrown, else, by tire dlotteid I riscB. 'lire 'tDry' lrIne Icr for PCA' a that noccurred when
therr-c wi!rrir crane cool, t houtin r'rrricnli the ilIstur~brureo. 'Thc ' Night' tine (whnichi wcicr octainied fran
onrly two 'atrit samples) ccrrrsolinrri to evenit~i that occurred dlurirng urcrcrrlsd when, tire suni wasr always



below the hortv.e. Although there Is usome spread in the data, FPljure 9 shows that estDirtes] of' the
peal( particle fluxes can be obtained from the pulse lornosoirider reflection helight data. It is
intere:ct•ng to note that energetic pirticle events are useially categorized in terms of the riomneter
absorption that accmpanry them. For exmnple, a PCA would be tensed 'strong' if the riometer
absorption aimociated with it was 10 d(ll, but it would be considered 'weak' i" the absorption was
only 1 d(l A peak 13 - 25 MeV particle flux of' about 0.2 - 0.3 particles/an2 see sr MeV is not
uncer ounn for 'weak' events. Figure 9 shows that duririfn such events the VLFiLF reflection heights

may be ns low a about 62 - 611 lun, during, dayliglht houre at 'ITule. •fi.ese heights would be 12 lon
lower that those ohservwrf durtni, urdisturbed ionospheric conditions. Events having, one-Ltenth the
particle flux still produce uot.ceah1e effects In the ionosoundor data. 'Bio data illustrate that the

observation of VhIFIF signals is om extremely sensitive ground-based teclinique for monitoring, iono-
spheric dtasturlbanees.

Steep incidence VdI ,/LP' pulne reflection data provide relatively direct infonsation oer the

characteristics and variability of the prolar D-region. Long path observations of VLt,'/LF,' siLgals
that cross the polar region also provicle useful infourtation on the state of the high latitude
ionosphere. However, since the polar rei';lon •ay constitute only a relatively scull part of suchi
paths, it may be difficult to di.stirguIsh clearly the effects of the polar, ionosphere on the
propagating :ignals, from those produced on other parts of the paths. 'The consideration of both
lonkg path and short path VLh/PF data, jointly, may provide an effective means for deternining, use-,-
ful phenomenological models of the polar ionosphere for use with long, wave propagaLtion predfetlons.
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observations provide only limited spectral information and are primarily representative of the lower
energy electrons. Bremsetrahlung x-ray measurements from E satellite can provide both intensity and
spectral information over a broad range of energies, but to date such observations have been quite
limited in number and extent. Here we present a brief summary of the present knowledge of electron
precipitation processes at high latitudes.

For measurements of electroi precipitation averaged over a large area of the earth the satellite
bremsstrahlung x-ray technique is ideally suited. To investigate the dependenc of electron
precipitation upon geomagnetic activity, the bremsstrahlung x-ray intensities have been taken from 730
passes of a low altitude polar orbiting satellite across the trapping boundary (Imhof et al., 1980).
These measurements, taken in a standard geometry, encompass a large area of the atmosphere including the
high latitude regions of electron precipitation. The net counting rates from bremastrahlung x-rays in
the energy interval 50-500 keV (after subtraction of local backgrounds associated with the spectrometer
and satellite) are plotted in Figure 1 as a function of the geomagnetic index AE. The magnetic local
rime intervals for electron precipitation encompassed by these presentations are quite broad; the x-ray
spectrometer typically viewed a region of the atmosphere spanning an MLT interval of 5-6 hours or some
750

to 900 in lo-gitude. For each of several selected intervals in AE, bars are drawn to indicate median
flux levels. The net intensities above the atmospheric and cosmic gamma ray background were generally
bliighr at Larger values of the AE index but wide variations in this pattern were observed. For AE > 800
the average flux was a factor of - 100 higher than when the index was below 40.

The duration of individual electron precipitation events is an importent parameter for describing
the morphology of electron precipitation. The time persistence of the total electron precipitation

' 6' occurring over a wide local time and latitude interval can be studied by considering the x-ray fluxes
- •measured on successive passes of the satellite over the polar cap regions. In Figure 2 the x-ray

intensities measured on a second pass are plotted as a function of the flux levels observed on an
earlier pass. The noon-noop and midnight-midnight pairs of passes are plotted separatel) in the right
hand section. Some degree of correlation clearly exists between successive passes at neaily the same
local time, but there is by no seans a one-to-one correspondence. In contrast, there appears to be no
significant correlation for successive passes differing by - 12 hours in local time. In summary: the
time corralation cocfficients between pairs of x-ray measurements were significant for delay times of -
40 minutes if both members of the pair were either near midnight or noon, but for noon-midnight or
midnight-noon pairs the correlations were not significant even at delay times as short as - 20 minutes.
Clearly, there is a general lack of simultaneous electron precipitation in the noon and midnight
sectors.

Energetic electron precipitation at high latitudes is typically characterized by dynamic variations
A with latitude, longitude and time, The data presented in Figure 3 .llusarate the sharp structure that

is often encountered and show that major variations in the profiles of flux versus L shell occur even
when the longitude and time differences are small. This fine scale structure may or may not be

4 important for ELF/VLF propagation, but in any c:tse one should be aware of the regularity of its
appearance.

Although the fine scale temporal and spatial structure in electron precipitation may be of less
importance for sop" wave transmission considerations, the broad scale features are significant. Based

on recent data acquired from a low altitude polar orbiting satellite the average noon and midnight
latitude profiles have been derived and are presented in Figure 4. These plots are based on nine passes
of the satellite for both geomagnetically quiet and disturbed conditions.

Fnom the standpoint of atmospheric effects the energy spectra represent a very important parameter
asso•iated with magnetospherir electron precipitation since the energy determines the altitude to which
an electron may penetrate into the atmosphere. During electron precipitation events, a wide variety of
spectral shapes are known to occur. In some events the spectra extend to relativistic energies and
"iecordingly they are known as Relativistic Electron PrclpLtation (REP) events.

Examples of the energy spectra of precipitating electrons during some very intense events are shown
in Figure 5. Based on these energy spectra, deposition profiles in the atmosphere have been calculated

0 with ithe computer program, AURORA, (Walt eL al., 1968; Walt and Chappel, 1968) taking into account the
energy deposited by the bremsstrahlung x-rays produced in the atmosphere by the precipitating electrons.

, The corresponding irn-pair production profiles are shown in Figure 6. These revisni tmng electron
.measurements were taken during a coordinated exercise between ELF transmissi from tlhe Wisconsin Test
Facility (WTF) to receivers at various lorations and simultaneous measureme, rom the P72-1 polar
"orbiting satellite containing a payload of energetic particle spectrometers. ntIs coordinated data set
encompassed perloJs of major geomagnetic disturbance and moderately intense electron precipitation. In
all of the examples there is strong ionization at altitudes above - 60 km but only during the most
intense and hard events does the ionizacion extend down to 50 vkm and lower. For the event at 0602 UT on

' •26 Maceli 1976 the ELF transmission strengths to several receiving stations have been calculated using
the wavegniids model computer program developed at the Naval Ocean Systems Center (NOSe) (Pappert and
"Meler, 1974), and th.: results of these calculations are summarized in Table I. One can see that signal
enhancements are predicted for the receivers at each of the stations. Thb trend for obtaining enhanced
signal strengths during intense auroral zone precipitation of the type ofLcn observed is consistent with

he measured increase In signal levels. The s
4
gnal st•engths clearly depend upon the details of the

cooil.inn prol I ;s a0ong the path and emphasize the need for obtaining complete mappings of electron
prc iil tt atJOi.

, '3 .. ,
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Table I. Comparison of Predicted and Measured ELF Field Strengths for the REP
Event of 26 March 1976.

ELF Field Strengths at 75 Hiz Change in Field Strength
during event during event

Predicted Measured Predicted Measured
(dB wrt I A/M) (dB wrt I A/m) (dB) (dB)

Connecticut, USA -143.3 no mess. +1.9 no mesa.

Maryland, USA -147.3 -147.2 +0.6 0.0

Thule, Greenland -151.3 -155.0 +1.0 +0.5

Tromao, Norway -153.6 -155.2 +1.1 +2.0

Pisa, Italy -152.3 -A54.7 +1.7 +3.2

3. PRECIPITATION DURING SOLAR PARTICLE EVENTS

At times of certain solar flares energetic particles are emitted from the sun and these may have
good access to the earth's atmosphere over the northern and southern polar caps. When the proton
energies extend above a hundred Mev they can produce intense ionization in the atmosphere down to
altrtuden as low as - 20 km. During some solar particle events energetic electrons are also produced
but their intensities are usually lower than those of the protons and they generally do not penetrate to
such low altitudes. The solar particle access over the polar caps usually extends down to magnetic
latitudes somewhere in the range - 550 to - 650, generally being lower during times of high goosiasnetic
activity. Over the polar caps the incident fluxes are much more uniform in space than is generally the
case with magnetospheric electron precipitation events. Structure in the spatial distribution may
occur, however, and sometimes pronounced north-south asymmetries appear.

The lower latitude cutoffs of proton precipitation during solar particle events have been studied
systematically and compared with geomagnetic activity levels (Imhof et al., 1971). In Figure 7 the
proton cutoff latitude is plotted as a function of the Kp index. The Kp index certainly does not
uniquely determine the rutoif latitude hut clearly at times of high geomagnetic activity the cutoff
latitudes are lower and a larger polar cap area can be irradiated with solar particles. For certain
transmitter-receever paths such as that from the Wisconsin Test Facility to Tromso the cutoff latitude
can have a big effect on the signal transmission strengths. Of particular importance to the signal
strengths may be the matter as to whether a transmitter or receiver is locates within or outside of the
area of irradiation by the solar particles.

The fluxes of energetic particles associated with solar particle events cover a very wide dynamic
range. This variability is illustrated in Figure 8 where the total flux for each of the events in the
last two solar ycles is plotted at its time of occurrence. Overall there is a trend for greater fluxes
to uocur near the time of solar maximum in the It year cycle, but the data indicate very large
deviations from any systematic pattern. The variatinns are so great that most of the total proton
fluenee encountered during a solar cycle may appear in only one or two events.

The ion pair production rates produced by solar protons durind the major particle events in solar
cycles 19 and 20 are shown In Figure 9. The 4 August 1972 event dominates in ioe production rate ever
all of the other events in cycles 19 and 20 at altitudes above 26 km. For comparison, the cosmic ray
ionization for solar maximum and minimum is also shown. Clearly, the ionilzatiun produced by these major
events exceeds that normally produced by cosmic rays by t;everal orders of magnitude.

4. SUMMARY

Magnetospheric electron precipitation events are much more common than solar particle events, but
they are more localiLzed and do not produce Intense ionization helow altitudes of - 50 km. By producing
bremsstrahlung x-rays electron precipitation events can cause ionization down to - 20 km but the levels
are generally rather low. Measurements of ELF and VLF signals have been made at times of major electron
precipitation events, so their inportance in affecting the transmissions has been established. However,
since the electron precipitation patterns are generally complex and proper mapping measurements with
bremsstrahlung x-rays have yet to be made at such times our present knowledge in this area is far from
complete.

Solar particle events are much leas common than electron precipitation events but when they do
occur they can be very effective over an extremely large area and down to altitudes as low as -20 km.
The relatively uniform incidence over a large area provides many advantages for studying in detail the
effects on ELF/VLF wave propagation. However, It should he emphasized that at present there are no
known cases where ELF aignal strength measurements were made at the time of a major solar particle
event.

soo- L
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VLEILL-I PULSE REEL CT I ONS FROM LAYFIRS B1. LON TIE ILI0NU511 I~kC il-REGION

J. L. Rasmursseir P. A. Kossoy J. P1. Turtle

Propiagaion Branch, Rome Atir Bevel oprieirt Center

Hlanscom AL13, Ma. 01/31

SUMMARY

irirg wave ionospheric reflecti vity data are described from oxperirmirts using a VEF/LE pulse
ionosouridi ri system. The sounding technique, utilized peulses so short, that even at distances of a few

hundred ki lormcters from the transeitter, ground wave and lonospirerical ly retflectedi sky wave iule Iso
were rieceivand separated in tinre. Pu]lso reflection data are shown that strongly suggest tire siniul-
tarrecis ipreseirce of at least two discrete, rot] ecti ons froni di fferent bel ghts iii the daytiiie ionosphere.
The upprer reflections are idenitiftied with tire Ci assicadl 0- rogi on, Caused primrari ly by Lyrcianl-ra radi atioer,
whlt1 tl~e tow-al Litrido reflectionrs, which Occur from sliortly before Sunrise to shortly after sairset,
are believed to be due to iorrizaitioir caused oy cosmric rays, and photodetachiteet. Tire vaniabili ty of tire
low al ittude dayt imie ionosprhere is descri bed fromi VLE/LE_ pul so reflci ot ci data obtainred duning
di Ffoerrti seasons, at retid- aind ra-ieonragireti c 1 ati w es, arid over differerrt triases of tire solar Cycle.
Estimriates of the effects of tire low a]lt itade ioniiizatio or 'i thre p'olragati en of lung radio waves are also
gi veil.

1. INTHDCI II OiN

Observaticirs of tio re iopagiatio er ar r acteir st ics of longr rardio waves prrovide seirsit iv ye Irctrriquos
for studyineq thre nature ot tire lowest ricq(i ins of tire iorresphrere. line- such teciririque, ermrrioy inrg tire
trarisirriss i ciicrd receprtion oi- VLt /1-1 pl ses, has bieni Used b~y tire r' roircdiola e ~rr rach , RZoirro Air~
Developenerrt Ceniter ( .S. Air Lerc') , fir obtrfn iii variety of ioriArrsirimrC rot] ecti vity data at low- , midi--
orrd hiigir-ueorrairrr'* pioi: Idrit trides . lire SYSfor urllropertts lias i cr1 Ity as cii eoli] irLinre- i rci derice irrrosounrder',
ais i II luSfi-atod ii 11- ignJite I . Sharit VLII pulsersc are, traisirri f ed froer a vertical antenna arid areo

ritservori al. receiveurs loca~tedl at vaniori, distances fri-m the ti-anisriritter. Btof ground wave, arid inuri-
sphierical ly r~et1rcted sky waive mul seS dat r-c~iveil, vild strice fire tranrsmiritted potlses, are lesa thadn
alreuIr' /0 Pr; tir lenipifr, tire sky waves c;Lint re ribserved Free fromir i niter-ererce w)irh fire ground wave, even
LiL distances severalI hrrnrdredl kitlomneters Fromr fire fixr~irnsirriffr. Bothi thre norrmal ( 1i ) arid converted (1)

I cii i za i on cormponirnrts Of I mr sky wa ves cvll be sIirirsLed by Birs iiiOrth i gold 10c01 ccii arife irra . I- irjuri 2
(Lives ani nýxarrii of i rrecei veil wayrriores , shorwinrg fire sirparatio tori Lit( fire omnd Wave arid sky wave iii] see
lire wavel ''rins can h In uiri- c dLinalyteu to ohltalin iniioriiairrrrn err tire refet]efiorn hei ghts arid reflection
cotf tic ilcuts of Ltire lower'i ormphrosrri ever fire frerqrenrcy rarrjo frorri1 10 to WU kilt (see Lewis oft al-.,19/3)
As riescribied by RasnmUSSeir oft vi.(1900), Lttrn VL/t.LI lorrosorirdinrg fLcrrhniire, provides a reans for' study ingr
thri strULrrcrr w ithil IlU fie ower- iorrospIrirerr I feel . fhir i pleRW ib0sCH 0 (1ir 1 dat Showin irtlhe nat1 ,ure arid
vaiiibalit ity Of Vii- /11 pul]so rofi oct ionls frirrm io orrsihrlicri loryirs Ire]low tiii classi cal (trapiuriri- like)
IL--ri liil ruthfie rivyf~irrr irriristlitrcrr.

2. OiISI-VAlIO0NS 01 VLIt/LI> PUESt littLI.Ct IlONS I ROMN titItiW III tiE i1-iEItN

I giurri 3 chews VLI /IL1 iiM ceU i rrrmrrrrurlnin rig ria ricorirrierr oir rermrinr ?ni6, 1972, under near solarci
11inii rmirri cirrrldi turns. Iliii rici wi~re rccci vii Over *r ?63 kll uoni, rira~ujrti cii ly woef-to-easf.,ir cirnitlal. un

r -t um Cramdlen, New lork (13o ill' N, /1r0 4'9' W) to Behleii, Vermonrit (4 3 oi 48i N, /?0 3P N). I Ittgri 3
,snowsb l ru hu tirermirral iand r(errvorý)Lcr pci art tat i on crrirprrrrrt~s oi- lire I onuspe lii Icr ly rfI clted sky waveý

ImI sus. I eirh of Lire fi1ro ire--cl'irrier rrl ill sIir lasp chris i' It OI 2)111 inn iV neatI wavetiurris stLackend ir1i0 hirri rid
[.lii ontlier r ii Ii nunit L i rrer prrilress! oil fi-rrir bofttrrmr- I.e-tiop fOr- ci 24--hrriru priridr. Lviii irdi vidual waive
f:urmr was aIi ViŽ lii nu I.e average(- ii a prp rix ilrl aLoIy 121 ?tl0 l0 1it IIsins ann reirresenits fire ociri ve(i li elI I;L fr'r IrI. it
is a lurictirri Of t trio, Ile rn, inirioty SCI cileS are ii irnar iii Live, riurisirred fro tor hie start. of fire
qirrtirid wave pulses. I ncluded iii I iurrrrl Lir are Lirir greuriri wave (U-b (u Its), fll 1owed Iry fire- nrormal1
cromrpironetif iithre sky wacme, asiciirsi - try a 1100ip a[Ineridi or rirtlind iii [,It( planre ol luroirlaf inn. II

ground wlive li~icifi lour I --cyi or;~' crie ci ,perctxa I ximurimiu at. cilihoiif Air k~lt. I iqrurire 31b iriras lire c-
virferi sky aciv! ur rsu( as reciroIveil by iii orthfogonra 1lorp irrteriric ci] igirnri to ci near rnol 1 I the (Jinn n iid
wave, whinch therefore cappiears only vestfigiaiclly iii fire Figiure.

ilumn ii itittiriie pertion uri 1 of1 igurri 3, tromi 014001 to 1?00( Ui card frorrm 2200 fir 'IlUiJ U], csria ,ky
acrac reflref urns ro~illliurig it abloiul. 16 (Itiis after' fire stadrt ru tfie rgrournrr acive. Ily attnmutt ing flits4
ILirre dielay fir c1 di Eferoirce iii Li-reel li-;Licrrrir ciii efl errt la rel leefruirn tr(inigir can be CdI culcrtoi using~
sinripie 0gorrit~ry. At iii girt tire flirt' tel r-I' CrrosrnrrSiMl tro ciil rtect r c refIec:Licjrr 11ijle )I (lii. ii clii
8?2 kill, which wire] biIe iii flit 1oe pac-iirt of fire I irinisihriroi I -r eclire lire niqi~i m fuf uic lurion (it

I lure 3U srriws; a toirvirt-ei 1)[idIntizai ir corrmronrenrt it clririr Litt! .arrrr! culpl ide as Lire ronrircl romrorr ntrrrr
inun citin dr] s~rurg int-rirciction if l.ire- wirvi withi Lire qrrorircrgrretrc Hel d.

Ii(! ckirythliiporet ion of I- Fpire3t shc w siweuirkrr piruIso, rieflectiror's oi ci redi nivuly romrpl icaterd
radtUT i I t in Lrter dsrieic IL uri, I iyunto 4 sihows ci inumbier oh vaidoi-oimi arrelncfird frir ili girce Ad ill thiu

J)r rild tiný 1ii t1 to 2:1:11 tii. Inslpect ion of Ii giyrr I reveci I thalt each ddryt rae reti nc~tirri cons isteni
Of twir has it rutjeý Wjos j iiciWerer sitlirtIL ly cr't] Phi nl. hitC Piii icr pulice was nearly stitInionniry flrrmnrgii-
ront itie iryfirir, hint fire, Lcilnr urie hadr ai viiyirgrnq dely. whirch rcrrrsetIoi F omiverlapr fir ire qjrrnen;u-L iil~ci

loca Iol 'irri 1d run I" irssi.i siriril sindr sirisrut. At 2130 iii , aIrrrfn'n thei yr tut Lii cangle ( X ) (r it. , I~
Wi i-prI)Oit ifi thur iratir was cihoLii 91) Lhcre even irlriperedi Lo In, di cisI i nut gadi, at 1501 i; cii fire ftime
scni Ihe irr'1.wncr tire twor irrirosirhi~r ira iy rieftechiri Al. sir. A t ) 1 P I , ci~ld i iii wheni Lire sin cI Zir ii fir
runtl~ 0d' SciSiiiii. (W) f.Irm IdcLeur ciii ii war; urh d Ii ly wonl , br Ircirrrriy O lyirir VdrciI Pr- rOne; billt11
tA330 lit, wlirir ther soin ze unIith rrqlei wcis l12 O, Liii lain piii - c, rico unrg imiF. As licrnei bed Icy I1csmirsr-m~l

ot 1. (1011), Lli effectlivi liii liiis ii Lite I i it, iiFlieri 111.1itmiem , cus srerol icotimiis Seenr thirrUIirti-
run. Lire cayiyrme vi-c-re ic leirercil aI iririrrrirr wIiii c Ili r;rceX rulei, oloii n- i]c ciassicld Chalmiricr-li ki

theorrry. It is Fri ecil t~irci tire ioli lacio n rinýolslirir I tor trheFi earliler roilecioncher was caused iry iurmr~rie
iciyS 'Ind dlririrlcuirrm r , ci i ri irr ISill nn-r,)ir-;cnc br- ci y Icy icr ir wri-i r- in cirrrrcit I inni wit Li lu
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C-layer of the ionosphere.

Comparison of the daytime portions of Figure 3a and 3b reveals an importarit difference between
Lhe normal and converted sky wave reflections. The normal low altitude sky waves arrived at about
91 ps, corresponding to an effective reflection height of 63 kill, while, inn contrast, there
was no appreciable comI)onent of the converted polarization reflected from such a low altitude. There
were later, higher altitude, converted inilarization reflections seen during the daytime, but they
appeared to arise from wave interactions with ionization above about 6B kin, in a mariner similar to tle
higher altitude reflections eueem in 0tr normal p,]larization. The fact that there was essentially no
polarization conversion ass0r iated with the low alitude (63 kin) daytime reflections, suggests Lhat
the reflection process was noL influenced appreciably by the geomagnetic field, so that the 63 kill
rigi en of0 the ionosphere could be regarded as having an dalrinst purely real and isotropic electrical
conductivity. In an earlier Ipaper (Rasmussen et al., 1980), the authors describred a phenomenoloegical
model of tile ionosphere ill tire 63-bY kia altitude range which was inferred from the low aL4titude pulse
reflections. The iodel was a 6 kil thick slab having a unirinm conductivity of 1.8 x 10- ieios/m.
.From this model it. was estiiated that ths peak eleutron density in the layer- which produced the low
altitude reflections was ahout 168 el/cii c, at 63 kin al]itriude.

The model described above was not necessarily unique; i.e., sonic, other assumed layer
characteristics might also have been consistent with the observed reflectivity data. Indeed, a large
number of C-layer profiles have been proposed by numerors Investigatnrs, such as those descri bed
by Bain (19/4), Krasnushikin and Federov (1966), and Risbeth arid iarrioL (1969). These experimentally
determined layers exhibit widely varying characteristics. lhis is not surprising in light oF the
nalture of the VLI/tF pulse ieonosoundirig data described ii this paper. lire data, which were obtained
at a nurnber of ijeomrlagiretic latitudes, over dife erent seasons, and at difereni periods oi thie Solar
cycle, illustrate tire variability of the lower daytime ionosplhere.

In the discussions that follow, the prefix CR- is used fo distinguish the low altitude (C-Layer)
daytime rellocLions Irom those associated with the hiigher altitude, classical l-region of tie lower
i ouoslphere.

3. MID-LAI I tUoli WI N ILR IPULSIE IWIILIC I ION OAIA -- NEAR SOLAR-MI NIMUM CONIIII (1NS

the data shown in Figure 3 were obltained over a i0id-geoirugnetic (teeN) path under near-solar
Irinirium conditions. For tire day shown in f igure 3, tire CR-reflections were strong, and relatively
dlisfinct. frrirO the higher altitude I-r rgi reflections. During this wilrier ' lerrasui'relrvillt pueriod the
Cii-reflectioiis were seen to exhibit relatively little variability, as iloustrated il i Imure 5. 1 lie
data shown there cover d Sevoui day period from December ?2 through Dlecember 2?1, 1972. Oni all tire
days shown, Lhe C-retfleci onrs carr be seen starti nrg at about 1280 UT ( X:t 90o) , aird di sappearinrg
al about 2200 Il ( Xz: 9g0). Although tirere was some day-to-day variation Ill tie observed waveformsi,
the shape of the reflectod wavefiorms reira ined guitet conrstanft throughout any giverr day. Close
Iris )eCtioll of tire rdata revwraI thaI. thierre were very weak panrtial reflectiuins frorir as low as about
5n kin, butirt ltire ie primary Cli-reflectiuris were from altitudes irr the 01-63 kin range . Furthermrrore.

tire variability iii the sirapes if the reflecfted pllises irdictate that, althouighi they could be simnulated
is havig f)eoUn 1ilrefhCd fr'eir conducLing slabs, the thicknesses, corIucLivities, arid irioslrireci c

hei ghts of the slais would have to be adjusted from day-to-day to account for the diiferences seen
in tiir data. lie data shown ini ligure C. was typical of lh rt; obtained during Lhte wirter of 19/2-/3
at llethrel . Althoughi their chraracteristics vrried From dnay-tr-day, (3R-refler:tions were always clearly
observed Lhrougirout the daylight hours.

4. MID)-LAIIIUItI PULSL RLILLECION D1AIA - NEAR SrOLAR-MAXIMUM C'INOIIONS

After the 19/2-43 wiriter it'asurements were criirlLted, thie raISo ionosounirde win, imved tol loile
Air Base, Greenlarndl, for use in other prograrirs , and it was rnot uniil the winter of 19,9 80 that
equipmerie, was available for i rrther ririd-latitude ioniospheric studies. These were conducted over a
245 kir patih (I1° riragnietic rzimithi) freorr Irestirort, New York (430 2/' N, 110 0''W) to Troy, New
Hiamslhire (42o be' N, /?o U,' W), arid tfie datr were acquired rirder nwar solar-maximum (:orlditions ford p~eriod of almost two years.

-I igr(' (ii6 rhowS tyldinal winter, spring, arid surimuer reflectivify data, observed at Troy (bil N
magnetic latitude). Analysis of the winter data, shown ili I !ilure Oa, reveals that tie CI-reflections
soen in tire daytime, care from about 61-63 kil altitudes, sirrr lar to those observed at Bethel under
sol ar-milnllmirl conditirons inr the winter of 1912-13. Typically, however, the average arrrpliLude of the
lruy reflections was about one-fourth of that observed aLt Bethel. III terms of a slab conductivity
model, the troy winter data would indicate that the conductivity was about an order of maginitude
lower than that estimated from the earlier Bethel data. lthe winter Iroy data taken near solar
maximnuor, alsii showed considerably more day-to-day variability in the CR-reflections, when c(ompared Lo
tire BeLhetl data. For examlple, iii F igure 6a, the CR-reeleclions are relat ively strorm] on December

1 aridl 20, bfut are extremely weak on Decelmber ill ard December 2?. Such large differences were
not iron iii the solar-miniimul datla frori Bethel, as shown in Figure S.

C)oriiig tire transition ti spring at lroy, 'is illustratid in I igure l0), iihe CR-reftections terided
Loi weakei, buot t till appeared to i' I crom Lhti, 0l-63 kil rve'!4,n ol1 the lower ionosphere. Bly sur•iier, as
illustratLed in Iiwuare be, Lhere were days when no CR-refleclion•r could be s,;!een iii the rlaLa. On other
siririrer days, closi inspectionr of tihr data revedls that there were extremely weak, just, barely
diiscirnible, CR-ruflectiions from aboit 6o01-03 kin alL!Litdes,. Dueing the sunnier tire higher al]itude,
Ii.riwiriir, retflecmitt iiis aplplfired tfi eolire fromi n ii (tfmnctive hviigit oif ablout I)r' kin (it loeal noorn,

It is ilrlorrieta frt (I notur that. the extreim, weaknes,; (ir absence) of CiR-reflections observed duriny
ire llrlnlller dimes iotr i(liicafe nMr':rrss rily ihat lhi C-Idyer 0'00.r-el 1iM uIconrenl.r iont were si(Inificf intly
LIrss n tiihose iri the wiinfer. Ralther, the data nmy iniifrie fLhit the cricenLrat ions werine t lower

altiLudtiu, il tihe smi~nir, rusuin Crig ir such low e0fi-tuLiv(i .mrndnel, iviLies that the Cit-reflectOers were



too weak to ble observed with the 3instrumeontation used. For examople, it is estimalted that d
concentra~son of about 109 el/cm3 at 6S kill ailtitued wouild produce an effective layer cenductivsity of
ahout, 10- cinon/ca, but the naive concent~raltion at Sbý kin ci titude would res~ult in i condocti vi ty
of less than alcoit 10-8 citron/ii. lin the latter cane, tire CIR-reflertions from thle layer would be too
weak to be observed With the iorosoender i nstrumrcentati on, Thus, it is isl~ort-art that mcore detailed,
tall-wave, analysis be made of theý VLI /LF puseisonlcosoundirry data in order to derive applroliriate
electron density/conductivity profiles of the lower ionosphere. In doing thi s, the ineformiation fromc
both the Ci-r0IC~tine)one and tire hi gher alt) tide, b-roth on, refilectioens should Bbe used.

b. IOW LAIlIIUtE I'UL-SL RECFLIECTIONi [~lAh - NLAII SLAR-MAXIMUM CONDITIO14S

F igure 7 shown plase i onosoanldinrg daI.li obtainend iii May 1980, at a low geollnagnictcic latitLode
(2503S) ic n Uran Li1. Tle (data Were obtai ned over a 24h kill pathn (1250 ccscjigetic azimcuthi) from~ U[cii ye di
Vitoria, Piarana (260 1ii' 5, 5[0o 38' W1) to Caiiboriu, Sdant Catari na (2/0 (00' S, 480 3/' W) daring a
cirontic long ioiconpiheri c research program conducted jo)intly by the Air forces of the Uni ted States aid][
braZil TheII1 data is' for anl u! gut day period, and is typ~i cal of that obtal noed throughout, the ioutth.
Careful insesction of thle dayticcie port ions of tire data shows that Ci-c'eflect-loris wore observed, arid
that there Was even corio day-to-day s~ri ability than seem at cccd-l atiltodos. As shown ini I c go re I
Lthe. refi(ctLions varied froim being eel Livsely sti-rcig onl May I/ tic being; weak Oii May 2?0. thec
blie)ghu~s of thle LI),0 inl ctic(ilis varied I rout about 6b-b69 kinv cocitrasleud with the rel atively const~anlt
01-63 km e icIghts observed at icid-latilLoden.

thli data I or May 11, in I iqai'e /1. show I naiing edges oft Ccl--refi ectiuris that were neair'ly
statlionacy, aiii distinct LliiosgIlioiit tire daytime. However, oii the other clay; shcown In thre f igure, the
(:1-reflect or' couldt ocily be noes, (list)inct freci li--region reti ectioiis, iur s~hort periods ar'ouncd siciri so
criB ulsuic e III fourteen clays cit operatioci at Cucsiboc-iu, Ci)" reflectLiois Wei'e cirsec-nec tin all huut twoc

days. Ul Lulcso two clays it is Lv I Ocati B that. the cociductivsi ty of Lice iccnospihece below the classi cii
ll-'eciiocc wdcs less thlan about i0l cciccos/ccc based oiii liii1 expcte~cd cralabi lii~iocs of tile ioccccsisccclo

At. ticIcitIccoic'L! rote l VScs Were ccperai c iiiimuLaiiicOclisy ct differ ect, Iota)iOiccs dcii'ill( Ltie
IIVeasocecciec[it icc'ciailc'cc ii Itraz I I. I g~ui e tia Shows waneforIIcs ireceive sail 1ii May 1980,i at I iciciro, S.C.
(2i,O W11 S, 4 9li l0b W), Cacck~iccc'h, S.C., arid Carcass eras, S.C. (21i] 26' S, 48cc 2i' Wd), al101cig a
cccalccctIIC a; dicictlc.1 0if aIlc0iccxi mtely 120 .i lie Ilcice I scatIIOV Weremi 1(30 kill ?46 kil, acid 280 kill,
isesict i viny, friccn tirle tracismiciiticr lirt data Were obta i ccl shortly a) tcr suclii s I' (10c IaI n , x- Blbc)
wiic hen i( 1:1-cell Iecit oilcs were (I I c ittl ly sVicara'ti' I VOccur tcicE I, Oilier a i c ult' ii r'i'iocc ri'1 ct iccis. Ici
!IcIteclth ilcirdta OcOi (c dir ci ctoc-ciont cii Ulm (Icrel liclt cvi ty )I- (lie ioicosichcci c o (itlc'ee dlii c-ieecct
I ceiciciic(cc Icc~llic- based Onl tile itccces- ci acr'i al ci tire CR-reflect i ons acid Hit ii c cli vidcra Ipatl
iccigtles it is ccsticccatcd that thcc! iccccidect accylas cacicad ciciii abccut. 'iJo (I cicbc 0 ata) to acoct. 0c4cc
(Caccanvi eras. dlata). At tire asrortec' raciles (acid reitnie, tire steeprier iIlcccdtriCc ac1c1leSý tiricr Was bcetter-
cesocluct io ofi OL! tCiR i- arid i- reyro rrecc Ieticuros , bcct coc-c'posnirdi n ly , tire! re ci1ot imri; Werce appr citIabcly
Wtcuhcer'. I cc' all thiree Ioccaticcic' the' Cli rid ceticc~iinsho li cciffectivSc heincil ocl cmlctol Oftiui cclmclcc.
h ki I occci.nurc;.

I igcc-cc8 ,lsows efi ccl yr plaic' wave reflect~icci cccliiiicicint~s der'ivecd fcicic Ltre Cu-cot ott lull
Wascclcc'rni cit I ¶1e flu, tle Cccii~iFL I ccc'Were Obctain crciIy tcirshcrinrg tllii CIR sky wave luielci' ic*

tccrplilicks at a1 (iivonl frueicicey Loc ithose Ofi thie gcirrcnd waver, as descri'bdc Icy Lewis el, il. (19/3).V F~~~~~~~li(- aLula showni ci I iijic'c ((ii prcivuice c' th i oitfc ccHhe celclInLccio lirolcorit c; cf it( iUiR I- ioizi o aut ac.c
IIA1 011c Litrcilr'ViUUi~Ccrcy acid lice UIR ;l'c ciii c' I Iiescc Icrolcec-itii crn Ice tccl tic inicer' a coirdccti.irig-ni d

modeclcc cit Liii! i[i--ion oat ocr. As decribccccd I y Kriscry circ tiwis (19801), all ccc1ticccLct of lice ci clb hik
rIC"'; ccal rilobcltaincroc frciil hi 1.111 iccc' ci:tIl'I0 ' mu1 lolh ltce I'el ci cVi'c 111' Is~ ll tcr ticle rlcci ct ccci
code)ie cciii. tiii'Scs ci Ii icjric 8b.c Hit, c marioicclcvs cf ittie cuie)bittoc tccnfficicnitsL are tlrcnc iisccr in
clor-ci Ler imn rgaccii ofec~it ccslat ccccrclcricvcil I roln ithe dayr sicowir icr I i picc'c 31i, itL was ocr imiii ccl that

Ill0-kii tic ick Jahc, iicv i cii a crioicrmi tcrdcicitie i y OcF lb- iihi/i cc i'criiccn (iilconocconulrgit Illy ) sUr!
cccniz atio 10chat procducedl ftle (3) cci it) urlos shicwnr icr I irpice c(a. 1 ics Model reprccesenitn c higherci
cIli 1tirili, brcoadecr, ciccrr Wecakly coccize nelaI'yL' than lthec It il thick (c l 1aic cmctdc clcnseriboih earier c, inc

cncicchrioi. wcithl ticlce inuB-' tIdLath' Bethcel I t.d ccI I igycr'e 4.

0i. DISCUSSIONI

A wicde variety oi VLI /LI iculse cooousocirclcrg data hcave beon obtaicicci sicoimi rigGi-cu lictin ois rocil
ioniiz atccio iielow Lice li--regccio of the daytiscmr icorcnospmere. If- the iocr lioutoc re~spionsiblte icc
thcosec rccl ect ioils was pro'dcucced icy cosmicic racycs ccii i1lcictPctchiiiort (i.e., C-layer r ci oizl cc), as
Sicc'c~iclacc, it Ixlcici L5 t nlis~tcct a)l clay-Lu--clay, scooaisiriI, laitudintad cl, cciii o cui'i cycle voii r lcitfy.

6;. I (icy-Lti-hay Vai atl orls

1Iccc vari;;li Ility I rocwu dry-tic-day ic1 tin' csice'ocitics andofii cl t 1 Vu ice '(hits ofci t(, CRi) u I c 1. lo ni~rs
siigyccst cor'rccslccrrd cr var'id at rns icc thei electront ciioict-ratiocr!; ccid aPP';Ccidtedt ccccUlCrt cviii en ire I icyc
the Il--cecilccc. If, is ccsiiv1datoi ticat lice CIi--refi ecticccs were- tronc layers has)ving arc iecl~iot cv
crcccdcet i vit~y sLurs sarie cc rei cabocit 10b/ ichres/c to bel1ow lu- icilcis/in, Iisial ly wil tic cc , ciccWeek's Litrice.
thris coc'c'c'ci icc ii1 the dataithc L(Ic t xr e p~tOiohncc of CHic sclr~l mcincimucmc, wincteri mceaisurementcs it Blethel , Vt,
wheire Hiec cocndulictivi ty remcaineid rel atively cicnstanit. Within r a Eiii ici day, however, Ltce 1 'tyeci
Charactterist i cc; aiciearod tic recca icr (I)l iti cocnstict, t lcccccghcrcit tchic clay iy i it nur's

(Ic.?. Scascicir I dir-iat ioiin

l(,rLa ccliii)i croci lii -at rcIi aLtrck shocwedi ticc, ';ciiiir'nv;iL (Y-telp I ectijoris Lilly-i nq ml aiir. ric c0-elIceti cis
tirccici- (Ict wcnalkcnc tic'rii~ c ,ipir-inccc, ancdc wicc liarecly dectecotabcle ciiin ,ccci tie scticcucer ciccnitln;. i ir strenithsn
ofi tLiii iiyt ccimec' cctleticcci; tricic [.it, lIsscc'irail 1)V-Jicic, ihowevser, cli01 ccci. cilii tic' pe ~lt ItIcoc;mcciii~v tcc
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s u iner. hlis%( observatioens sugg~est that there was a pr-enolrrced seasonsal effect ini the electron
concentrations arid/er elevctron (Iiisto i but] ios witLh alt Lit de, as soci 11ter it hli the C-. layer frI oi] tt jell.

13 . l At itud inalI Variat ions

CR-intl ectioll data were obtai ned sinia I cneellsly at liii--geoimiiaiiitic latitude (1 roy, N.l.,
5830 N. Magnetic lat. ) and at 1 ew-gjeemagnetic latitude (Camborin, S.C., lirazi 1, 250~ S. Magnetic Lit.)
Ill May 19M0. Al though the liroliagati1oil ra tirs Were al1mirst the sanle 1eirgti'Ii , the CI- rofll ccines at- frey

hiid sipr-cciaiily loweýr effect ive hei ghts (61-63 kiii vs 65-69 kill) and were coinsider-ably weaker' thin
liiise observed at Cambrlieri. Siceu May coiresiioiids to late springii ni Irioy, but late fall iii Cailbribuir,
it; is inuteriastin L1 o 5ieciilaet to what degree the li fi ereiiccs ,c"iie in the aiipl itudes arid liei ghts canl
he attniburted to seasonal fadet(rs.. When tire May data fronii Cuririror'i a wais coiiijsred wlith November data
frii01 rhay (late ftill et bath beadt i os) t1,1e aiijlJRi trie relatrionship i ws reversec-, i.e., the Cli-
reflect]iens at tray won'ý stronger,.

Tire lack of suiitaible po1am data and tIri Iiiiil tor air~iciru oi ]W1,rw-1titirde data has mlade it di fficult
tii assess tire latitude deopenuenice of the Cli-layer; however, iii general1, the data inrichcated that tile
lew-lati bide layers woreT Weaker, broader, aind at higher altitude than at irid--lat i tde.

6 .4. Solar Cycle Variations

11 heillid-i at itUcl Cu?-rofll ctiiiis observed dsr-ing noam solar-uni minii cendi tiuerr were
Coils istenrtly str-onger tircir these observed Lear srilar--iiaxiiiruvi suqgget in rihbat the electron
conicentrationsa iii tire C.-iayer were apphlreci ably larger' rear sol am-Ilnun irone. lhiii is ini accerdanrce, With
a vrrrUiuLutiirr irleclrari siri descri bed by Krasiasirkini (196b), ill whiche thiere is air Iivrserse carrel atien
between solar activity arid el ectmrin concentrat ioais iii tire C-layer.

6.!). 8--tayii- iffrects an Lurid Wave Periliagatirri

The Vtf/LI- rilse ioriesounirrrirg cdatai irdicai'x that tire chiar-actri st icr it tine C-layer u re
hiqihiily variable, dpci dingii rig t itine-of- clay, les oi Ircationi, and tire sol ar- cycle. It is riot Liti
)riisi rig theorefore , that a 1 arge rninniber of C- layer- proflles rive blien p)Jroposed Iry vanrerrs nese-ar-cheir-
feror data is] ig dii fioereit. lrobin rgLeclirriquirs. I hi(r strorngest nil lati trirhr layer- deducedi tiers1 tire il--

red ctojiata was descri-bed in ferris oii ci 6 kill ',hick slab, hdiavil ri a reirririct Ovi ty dboult

%101xli rrhs/ýIillt. 1II is C~arresinirirrs to a layer' hadrig a rl!iraxi rirrr iectiroir clersicity of about
lI-iS 1 i 0 0 ir1 , deeirndirnjOi er tire al~it] tur at which it is liocatedl. Ia] ir (1914) hads develOLbecl a Moiirlr

oif the rrirl-i l-ifturli uIlayt hum iornosphtere, i-Carl propacgat ion diata, whir d Iran; al rr10Iectr er den ,rl Y
miax Iirriri iii Onu C--layer of abrout 101( ci /cri 3 , at, a trilgirt of: bb kiil. Corralderat io oii the I ii' li ts orf
Suchii a layer ol t-Llz /Vtfi/Lf jir-em~rat~jou b rriy I field arid i ciinlsi -ioi (il918) l'iar piroduede' soilic ritleicst i li
reosi I s. Ilhey show cal crrIadtd t-Ll/VLLI/Ll earh tir rorresiriere, warlerii ide larcrIrlieilei-s 1;i ir lo ayt irme imondels
ui tire ionosphere withl, rind witliouit, a C-I aynr (ldiarrrs) to examnirre tLre e'terct oiftle layer- err long
range lrmoliitpirrr. lire modirel ioiriosirirers usedr ill thc calerillat urn ard-c siroii inIi i yrrrc 9a, andl thre
effret's rrf Lire! assirurie C-layer- oil VtI-/1.1 prriiigctitOn areii loiii-,trii cor1 lii-21 kIlt iil I i gor-e 9ir arid
lcr Inn kli iii I i gure 1k. lire eff ects ofi tili C-iy 1 oy i nl .1- irircilal inn (ino[. shiowni) wrue viny
sirrill I; eveni rut in iropi'r~iti run iiistance(s is rir eat a-1 103 Mil tire Spreadril ii cilciriate12d Heido ',ti-eiigtii
between tire rirouels Wcas truly lborut 2 ]ii, it 45 lit orur excample.' li- elffect~s oit tire C--layer ol VLf /ci
WereL Shorwn tri be sigi ~irrr tatlly linger-. At /13 kiz tire u-cead Irtwe n iilire ccilcriiiteri
Ificirs ajuri-ricire a factor o] foci-, ori P? di3 cit un-cit diisline i iec s Shouwnl ii Ii girre 91b. At
35 kilt, tire -r-'iwars ;oilsidurnilily larger, arid (is siriwir ill I i guie 9c, aipirrorciirid a facutor nit

hurst, Ifor ty, oir liver- -i0 lii, at inn longer rainieS. fori these calcuiniltioris it wais issminred thit ther
d-~yer waý presntccii over- lire enitirir path 1 frnlti, dul hreunce, thin -resurlts moust li kirly repiresient Iii

crxtrurrir c iso. Hirwever- ther cal ciii tr.i ci; indihcater that.ttire t> lyer cacts asý air1 absorrber uof enrri-y
ii b ir lulWave rropr-igatieii. Oithrer calculaitiorns bry Horldi I iCIrte tiLcit iftie C-i cirr wcrs
luixrerl cit a high ler ilt ti tudne , its effecnt err long Wave rnr-oirrgatiirr Woiiild raLve hreir -1 si gil iicrritiy loss
thinr thoe -,fiornwr in L-i gurir'n 91) and 9c. bilur saris- gieneral coniciusioni wouilr hull it tire layer
v~cfr1 n ertiai nceinit ' ur1iols miei- redurcedl. Ire r~ual clat] iris also sriiirlest tira miorE I rifnurirt i un errI [tir!
char-acir ii icst it ii he C-iS yerr c coui ire url.itanei It-ran olrcc'rvatiorr nh 10oiig-Iratni Lt 'uigiul s, rather
thirnr birdng-h VI I signllri.

Ilii Varin ~iility ef tire leowest regiorirs if tire claytirre ionrosiphere, Iir lurlin 1_-i t apprarenit ricriniclori in
o]lo 1rcatrion, seasonr, arid rhIse iii tire solar cyclic. incki- it icarti ril anr y difficut~tcr nl)lode I. As
decscribedl ii triis nrlicirt, shorat prathr Vil/IF ieinrsourroii 5 dcita can pirevide irifirnTirt lir irri tire reflectiorni
Ipnropertries af thict regioni. It appeancr"' h ioweverm, that air appropelriate comrbinaictioin of such ienici;riiuniiir
iictc ilan long incitli I1 lrrIriialticni irta wounld beu even morie ccillicuhlle fun- dedrucingr tire lmoptliertrr in thre
lower- iriiiisphrln trid in ssess5 ing itrs eiirets )ii lung maine lir-opdit~lat r.
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Figure 8. Low-latitude data recorded on May 17,1980 -----------
at 1015 UT, corresponding to a solar zenith angle of

860. (a) Normal polarization waveforms recorded at -' . . .
Timbo, S.C., Camhoriu, S.C., and Canasvieiras, S.C.
over path lengths of 180 kin, 246 kim, and 2BO kin

respectively. (b) Magnitudes of the normal reflection
coefficient (11R1 ) derived from the CR-reflection 9---- ,--
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VLF-ATMOSPHERICS AS A TOOL, FOR PROBING VLF-PROPAGATION CONDITIONS

J. Schafer and l. Volland
Radioastronomical Institute, University of Bonn
Auf dem H(lgel 71, D 5300 Bonn 1, West Germany

SUMMARY

This paper presents a new technique for receiving and analysing atmospherics signals and for deriving
tie VLF-propagation conditions. The equipment consists mainly of a recciver/analyser with all on-line
desktop computer. The computer controls the observations and analyses the received parameters in real
time, so that the results, e.g. the reference height of the lower ionosphere or the strengths and locations
of the thunderstoror activity centers, can be printed out immediately or displayed on a world rnas' with a
small desktop plotter. The data are also stored on magnetic tape cassettes.

At present, two stations of this kind are operating continuously at Pretoria (South Africa) and Tel Aviv
(Israel). A somne; ;at earlier version is used at B3erlin. Further stations are being projected to complete
a global network (among these a station in the Antarctic). At the moment, Europe and Africa arid parts of
South and North America and Asia are covered. These measurements are used to investigate the short
and long-term as well as the local and global behaviour of tie lightning activity and the VLl"-propagation
conditions and to elucidate their correlation to atmospheric electric and possibly also external (c. g. solar)
parameters. Some results of the measurements, including statistical analyses of the received parameters
and typical real time plot charts are shown to demonstrate the methods and capabilities of the present
system.

1, INTItI)IiCi'ION

Lightning strokes are known to produce a wide band of electi'omagrretic radiation, tile VLF-iropulsive part
of which is called atmospherics. Because of the large antenna lengths acd current densities of these natu-
ral transmitters and because of the good transmission ciraracteristics of the terrestrial wavegoide bet-
ween earth and ionosphere for VLI"-waves, tie radiated VLI'-irrrpulses call be traced at distances of glo-
bal scale. The pernmnent presence of atmospherics (ca. 100 strokes per second over the entire globe)
allows one to continuously survey the atmospherics activity and the propagation conditions for VLFI-

wLves, arid espcCially tire state Of tie lower iorrsptlere, with relatively few recording stations around the
world.

The theoretical backgrouond of these analyses is a propagalion imodel for Vi,F-waves depending mainly oil
(a) tile mean reference eheight of the lower ionosphere along the propagation path, and (b) the orcan aniso-
tropy factor, which describes the influence of the geoniagmietic field and the plasira collision frequency.
Basic calculations on the characteristics of such models have been ecarried out e. g, by Wait and Spies
(1964). Using wave guide tiiodo theory, Volland (1958) ha.; shown the pronounced dispersive behaviour of
[lie spectral parameters of VL",F-a-trlospherics in the frequency band between cc. 3 arid 10 illz, which
makes this hand suita[iic for experimental investigations. Basaed oer thes e theoretical results, a VI A" -
atmospherics aralyiser has been developed at tire Ileinr'ichi-lierz-lnstitut, Berlin, (lcydIt and Volliard,
1968), and subseqouently improved in several versions. Besides the direction of incidence (aziniith) of
each atmospheric, this receiver deterr tires tire spectral aniplitLcdes at two srritable frequencies iil tile
VIA",-band as well as tile difference iii tile arrival thies between two spectral groups. Extensive model
calculations of these Spectral para'mneters for various ionospheric conditions are due to llarth (1972). The
niairi drawback of this first generation of ViA,1-analysers was the inethod of data processing. For each
atmospheric, one of the spectral parameters could be displayed against the aziriuth on ain oscillograph
screen as a point. Taking a photographic picture of all atmospherics within n rimne peuriuto f t!. g. 5 ininu-
tos, One could estimate the Iiei azimruth and the correspornling re an value of the spectral paranieter
froiii tihe clusthes on the picture by visual iir;pection. This complicated ind linie consumirg process arid
the inefficiency in tire recordinig of the spectral paraneitors (only One at air time together with tire azimutlh)
inspired the developrnut of a ''ow genurr.'tiour of Vti"-atmlrosphrrics roceivers. This new aitiospierics
station includes, a desktop computer for controlling and anralysing tile measurenrenits so that it can be ope-
rated completely automatically. The calceulator collects thie spectral imrariieters and tire azinlutis of nll
incure ito r atmosptherics Over a time period of 20 nlliriUteS. The ope'ration programri then perfornis a statis.
tical analysis of nill ;itriospherits data frorr eich single center of activity. lurtherirore, it contains ali
Optimized VIA"-propagation riodel, which is used tii directly deternihti the distance to the tLrurrdiu'Storrlr
centers and the nipplicable propagation codrlitions for Vt ll-waves. A desktoi plotter is then enacted to
denote tre locationus arid stl'engthr of tie avt.iviLy centers Oun a rrrcp. The ree ived caid in' lysed aotrirrIAtr-
I ics dalta aro printed out iii real tiue rind ilso stored onr tile itrterrinl tape cartridge of tnhe cornrpurter for
possible ;t posteriori analysat;.

'Twin of tinm:m ner A stations hatve been ,ilerLtinig corliiMOtIhsiy fori 1110'Ui tirIl Orre year at t'i'etoli'n 1116a Tel
Aviv 1L chiifcrm et at. , 19810), ,ri ohler One is inlstilled in tterlin, and arother ricW station will be csta-
irihtend ill the Aritaretic lnext yrir'. The srinall size iof thie equipnient its eaisy hnidlriniri ind its ihsunsibiiityl
to exter'naL inlfiuetlCes] _ allow it to bIn installed almost eveiyw'ter'c, with its mnirteriron ilaendi air it rnoLrf, ir ill
OilCi field Or aboard i strip.

-n ... ........ j
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2. PROPAGATION OF V1,F-ATMOSPHERICS IN THE TERRESTRIAL WAVE GUIDE

VLF-atmospherics originate mainly from cloud-to-ground lightning strokes which can be well approxi-
mated by vertical electrical dipoles on the ground. The transmitted impulses travel through the atmo-
spheric wave guide between earth and ionosphere, see Fig. I (Ingmann et al., 1981), and arc trans-
formed on this way according to the propagation conditions, which depend predominantly on the location
and the state of the lower ionosphere. The vertical electric field component of an atmospheric at
distance 0 from the source over a perfectly conducting earth

E(, 0t)

with its complex Fourier transform

E(p,oj) wI I = 'ot(pt) etat dt (1)

is transformed by the complex transmission function

W(Pp,, 2 3 .. ) I 1IWe (2)

to yield the spectral amplitude

2A A
E(p,i,) W (P,id,PlP 2 ,. .) . 1 W [ lV 1 e`'¢+') £ A ' e 0) (3)

here, p. are all the Lerrestrial paramLtel's which influence the transmission function. Since the earth
can be regarded to a very good approximation as perfectly conducting in the far field (more than some
100 kiw), tile parameters pi describe the state of the lowur ionospherc. hiinplc cxponential models for the
electron density and the collision number profiles in tile lower ionosphere are sufficient for VL•V--refse -
Lion calculationm, because the main reflection takes place at electron densities of only a few hundred
electrons/cm3. The electron density profile

N(z) N(z o) cxp( b(z-z ) ) (4)

and the electron - neutral particle collision frequency profile

v(z) N(z ) exp( -a(z-z ) 1 5)o a

2
can be combined in tile model calculations to form the ratio of the squared plasma frequency 01 to
the collision frequency v P

2
S (Z)/ (z) u (Z) (Ir(zO) exp(i ().-z) , (U)

with

t (z ) 7 0 2( )/2 '(z ) 3.1310U9 N(z )/ V(z ) (N(z) in cm -) (7)0c" p o 0 0 0

and 3 2 a I b. zo is tile ionospheric reference height. a r is called the ''conductivity parameter"; it is
the only relevant parameter for a pui e isotropic plasma (no magnetic field). If the terrestrial magne-
tic field is included, the gyrofrequency (-)T of the electrons haaý to be regarded as the second imnportant
parameter, which can also be normalized to the collision I requency at zc to yield the so called
'anisotropy factor''

At hoh is l v (a) ( (hI)

- Although1 (' is actually a i- compoencit vwic toi ii, lar itr , di c~cl~iin orca f p r'•pagatton , itis Lilt trn.
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verse component of the earthli magnetic field that is the most decisive (Wait, 1962), so that the anisutro-
py factor is related only to that component.

3: THE DEPENDENCE OF VLF-ATMOSPHERICS PARAMETERS ON THE PROPAGATION CONDITIONS

The highly dispersive character of the transmission function (2) in the VLF-band offers the opportunity
for model calculations of the amplitude and phase relationship between at least two suitable spectral
groups in this band. The atmospherics receiver/analyser uses three narrow band receivers at 5, 7 and
9 kHz. The first atmospherics parameter is the Spectral Amplitude "SA" at 5 kilz

SA X(P ,a 1 ,plp 2 .. ) (9)

Secondly, the ratio of the ampnlitudes ct 9 and 5 klIz is formed

SAR = A(P,WlIp 1,p2 ... ) /A(pw 2 ,Pp 2 ,..) (10)

This parameter is called the Spectral Amplitude Ratio (SAlt). The third measured parameter Is the time
difference in the arrival times of the spectral groups at 6 and 8 kHz, called the Group Delay Time Differ-
ence (GD1)). It is deduced from the second derivative of the phase 0 in (3) with respect to frequency
(Volland, 1968)

GDD At PLII 1Ip 2 D .1

In terms of finite differences this may be written

()2 -O e (')11 0 1
GDD - At (12)

gr Wi 03 ~ t l l

2 0 01 U 3

Aui

with 0i P 2 (,),tWlPl,2,..) and "'2 -& 'ti 1 A . Me surini'ig til phta cs ()I :It 5, 7 and 9kliz,

the first derivatives in (12) refer to I and 8 klli., resp. , so that their difference gives the time chdl:y be-
tween these spectral groups.

Models of tLhes e three spectral parameters showing their' dupundei:e on the conductivity lparameter (Gi)
and the anisotropy factor (B) have been calculated by Ilar-th (1972) Mt the, ht)ove mUc.tinuld frequencisC, lie
used values of

N(z 300 mcni - , v(z 51) 50 8-1
00

and
(14)

, 700kmn , n " 0.3 for daytime ando

0 85km B I 0.5 for nighttiore propagation eouditionse

File anisotropy factor Q2 varies at middle latitudes between ca, -1 for, wcet-east, turd ca. 41 for 'ýast-
west propagation. In U'ij.1, 2, tire daytirne arid nighttimte mrodelu for (11)1) and SAlt (denoted ty theil r efe-
ienice Ieights of 7(0 and 815km, reap. ) i-re plotted as function of S2 in the range hetweier tire dottedi lines.
'IhAese parts3 of the curvea art', biased on a linear depenidhence of tire paranteters on dihtance" (V ntit )101)lm).
Unfortunately, thiu is only accurate at large distances frio, time source (hicyittid cra. 2000 kill) where tIe

fir-st mode appromxirrmltion is sufficintt, h'lme higher troder; have to he included jar counsideration at closert
rhiritanicd. This leuds to a more coOiplicated troai-linear htohaviautr of the speetrul pa''anieters (lar'th,
198) 1 , 1)). l

hIi order to aRCiroult For these mievi;rtiorni fr'onm line: ), vlht Ii ;'i', iiear'ly :lltiparrlll fu•r t0)l ) , id SAlt,
the normal ranlge If QI .- I to 1 1) hau been avtificr ;l exlemndedi, arid explittential tails have b, Ii adddl
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to the models. Interpolating between the daytime and nighttime models by means of the height dependence
given by Volland (1968) and including the exponentinl extensions one obtains the following functions for
GDD and SAR, depending on the anisotropy factor Ql and the reference height z (in kin), see Fig. 2,

(DD(z, s') a + b- (asec Mt) (15)

z z

with

a G I)D(85, ) 1.27-103 4- 1.61.1005

b GDD(85,S) ) 70 1 1.9H1005

0DD(85,Q) 29.3 - . 2 - 7,6 + exp( -5S2 -7) - exp(5 2 - 7)

and

SAif_(v,0•) = e I-f (16)
+ f (dB /Mi) (16)

S z

with

4 6
e SAR(85,fl ) 4.87"10 1- 2.77,10 2J

f SA ll(85, Q) • 78.3 1 3,84.10 2

SA1t(85,1Q) 4.8 ± 2Q - exp(-90-,20)

Because of the gi'eater sensitivity of SA to disturbances and its more complicated statistical distribution,
only GDI) and SARl are used for the modelling at this stage..

Besides these propagation effects of G1)D and SAR of an atmospheric inmpulse, thie source terms (origi-
eating in the lightning stroke itself) of these paream etors have to be considered. I) ring tire course of the
tlinuasurcmemlts, the values of

7d11 for SAil and (17)

-5usec for (')1) (

iave turned out to fit well. These quantities are in satisfactory agreement with tmow;e deduced theoreti-
cally by Volland (1981) using a wave guide lightning nmodel.

4. Mil.I)D OW[, MEASUIIEMLN'T'S AND DATA 'iVAIJUAI'IJ'lN

'lchu computer collects the data of all atnrospherics within a measuring pL'eiod of 20 nmitiutes. Subsequent-
ly, a histogram of the nimher f ati-tiospherics per aiimnUth-interval (1.51) is caleuIl:mjtm, A lypio•fl ex-
rmI)pIe of sacIh a histogr;iuin, recorded at the Atmiosphe rics station at Tel Aviv, is shown in Fig. 3 (lower

palnel). Jive centers of activity can be clearly risceermed. All acl ivity cciiter's are fitted by ei1rnial distri-
butioie oIting a fitting routine included in the operations prograri of tire coinpater. The fact that activity
centers c;, ljoroally lie fitted quite well by normal distributionis iridic tes that they canl he regarded as

point sources. 'Iheoreticetly, the horizontal magnetic Vector of aIii atmiosph ric should be exactly ortho-
ioiial to the direction of incidence, so that a very narrow peak should be mrLeaaured (conventional direc-
tion fiirIing wit) double crossed loops is •sed iti r). Hiowever, a certain dis;turbance of the signals is a -

ways pr''sel t which can leed to def'leetions of til (J00 and injoae for a single atmospheric imipulse. i)oe

to tilt! random char':ter of these disturbances, , tatisticeal analysis Of enll ativity e enter' yields tire exact
pion tion and the strength (atmospherics / nriin) of tLI it center, even if the rite per miniute is very low
(down to ca. 2 / Olin).

lHaving deterriririe ll ;I significant activity cente1.rl's in tire aziiitith histogriro, tire spectral paranreters Of

ea;ChI Of these cellte r'sa 'le evaluated using time Saine fittilng p'oeCedure withi normial distribjutions The histo-
girrins of (Dli), SAIl ;eiel UA of the thi'ee largest activity centersi are shown iii fitre upiiir pain ] of ,it . 3.
T'lie statistical parainiet urc of the spect'al and amngolar ineastrenirrerts ae ' listed u, ilec real tinus pmioter

Orttput (see inset to aziiiuth histogram - lower paiiwl). ,ur eanch (iinaiirri (' I a,1 a1r1in1tl., A- (1)I1),
i. .Alt and a - SA) are prirted thie peal veiun , thie width (I )) ard the total rnm eilni "or oif irrrinlsq (pii

Irriuite) Orf tllnt eor'ei.ponmdinig irormiral distributioni. Dic ilit.ites that thi! l;s ,,irrltiom of a lr nintem l [islm rbc-



tion again fits quite well for the GID (in uscc) and SAR (in dB) parameters, especially when the pulse
rate is high enough (large centers of activity often show pulse rates ten times larger than these, up to
200 per minute and riors). This is again duo to the unavoidable disturbances of the signals along their
propagation paths, and to the internal spread of the values in the sources, but this obviously does not
affect the location of the peak values, A more difficult situation arises for the SA parameter. Although
its histogram normally follows a logarithmic normal distribution (Volland, 1968), the statistical para-
reters can sometimes be evaluated only with quite large uncertainties. This happens particularly for
very distant sources, when only the large amplitude wing of the distribution can be recorded because the
left part is below the receiver threshold. This threshold is defined in the receiver as 0 dB. It corres-
ponds to a spectral field strength of ca. 0.8euV n '1lz- . Measuring SA in DB above this threshold
again implies a normal distribution of this parameter.

5. DIETIIMINA'I'ION OF,' TILE VL,-Pl'.Ul'AGATION CONDITIONS AND TiIE DIHIANCES OF TILE
ACTIVITY CENTIERS

lin order to deterrinoe the mtiodel values of tilre spectral parameters at the receiving station, one has to
know three independent variables (see Fig. 2):

(a) tire reference height Z' of tile lower ionosphere,

(b) the anisotropy factor,

(e) the distance of the activity center.

Therefore, by measuring tile three indeperient spectral parameters GDD, SAlt and SA, one should tihe-
oretically be able to determine tire variables, li)e to the more complicated distribution of SA, only GDl)
and SAil. are used at tins stage of development of tire system. Air extension of the model including tire SA
parameter is in progress. For the prererrnt, however, one of the independent variables kias to be inserted
externally into tire model. The variable chorsen is tire reference height of the lower ionosphere. It is de-
termined by the operatiors prograri simply as a function of the zenith angle of tire sun for any given point
oun tire globe. Tl'e ueiversal time (GMT), available in tire computer, and a fundamental spherical analysis
is used for this task. Now tire computer uses ali iterative algoritlrm to determine that unique value of ,
for whinch tile distances, deduced front tile measured (G)1) and SAlt values with tire aid of the noedels in
lig. 2, become equal. Additionally, the mean ionospheric reference height along the propagation path
(depending oer tire mear zerith angle of tire suir) is takeir into account. By this nroothod, tire appropriate
02 - Value is deter'rined internally togetier with the di.qtance. 'lihe jraranetcra 0 , z and tire distance are
piirrited out imiediartely. Wig. '3 arrd Fig. 4, which wits taken euri hour later, clearly demonstrate tire effi--
eiency of the ealeuti lion rrethod. As an exulrlrpte, uiC notices trhat tire two largest activity center's iiear
Ho8 aid 3 0 4 " ainouth rrralir nearly ronstant in direction aid distance (this will lie shown il iirro re detail
later). 'l'irogh tire (1)1) aird SARl. vatues for these centers change during this tirire (ii a rnttipar'al l rrrllrlr-

or), tie distanrces ar' ccrorate within 0.25% rod 2%, resp. . The apprrpriatc 02 -value for these direc-
tiorIreras Shifted according to tile propagation rirdoel (Fig. 2). Grenerally, tire distances are correct to
within about 5%. An exception to this rule are tho-r,, cases, where tie propagation direction traverses tire
terminator at very small angles arrd where tire terrninator is vcry close to tile receiver. An optimization
of tire irodel for' these cornitions is being developed.

G. MIASIJltl'3MlNT EXAM' IIS

h'lre rrr eanured arid cvaluattd atmirrosphrerics data ore riot orrly printed out, but also stored oer ile uragnetir:

tape cciseette of the computer with a capa:ity of approximately Oere irronth of data recording. The system
irtcludes a s rmrall desktop plotter (DIN A') for real tirre Use of the data, which nmark, the Strengths anrr
the leerrttiorlls of the recor'ded thurrnirstorm 'eerters directly on a rrrrrp. Figs. 5 and 6- show two examples
o" ftirn r'eeordirrgs. Activity crnters ore marked by i osiall triangle with a pointer, whose leigth is pro-

irortorlial to tire _'trerngth of lire cCenter (atmospherics / ini and whose direction gives tire time (CM'I')
like a ceockt. Irr rig. 5, the plot sheet has beeii irr tile plotter for 5 hours (8:00-13:00 GM'T' oil 23. June
19811), i. i, durinrg 15 iuensurirrg periods. The activity rerters at 8:30 and 9:30 GM'T', shown in detail irr

Wigs. 3 and 4, !;nrr be clearly identified. As already nrertioned, the locationsr of the largest Cienters in

Figs. 3 and 4, near 31110 rird 304o, r'enairt nearily consrtant, The first orre is a stationary activity center
east of tihe C: •;pair .e, whirh regins to develop at 8:00 'MT arnd strengthens considerably tip to 12:00
CMT. Thin dieveloprrent is rr Ino ,evident frmi Figs. 3 arr(i 4. The second exurmple is also a stationary con-
tor in tie westerni Mediterureniu, which g''ainrlully decays dinrig tints rllirasuorillg period. Fnurthernrore,
:i largei ati!tvity rvjoll dellh'dops akt around i1601| inl ua.t('rn E~urope, wihich e-xhiblit:; a shift in tihe locationl

of tiLe peak irrtenisity. This Overall picture agrees well with tile rir eeorological condition and frontal Syn-
il"r, o..f 11l iiiy, ;is .er ified on the synoptical uhuu'l.,ý. Th,,::I wvatiror maps, however, are avrrilabl. onily
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every 6 hours and give no information on the strength and development of the activity centers.

1ig. 6i ahows a similar picture of tile recorded thunderstorm activity during 16.5 hours (therefore some

overlapping pointers occur), mainly at nighttime propagation conditions. During those times when the
strong West African sources are weak (in this case around 2:00 GMT), strong activity centers can be de-

tected in South America. This gives some indication of the range of the system: activity centers in the
western direction can be recorded during nighttime at distances of up to 12 000kmi, whercas sources in

the east are visible only at distances of up to about 7000 ki (during nighttime). Atmospherics sources

can generally be detected during the day at distances of only up to 630% of the nigttiurc values.

The strong sources over the African continent are always detectable at Tel Aviv during nighttime and

partly also at daytime. Sources in South America and ir the western Atlantic (see Fig. 6) are also often

recorded, Together with the station at Pretoria, which records the same sources over tfie African con-
tinent and ir South America, and with the station at Berlin, these co'ntiruous sets of data are used for
optimizing the propagation models of the atmospherics paramaters and for invest igations of the general

characteristics of the propagation conditions and the (half) global lighiring activity.

7. CONCLUSIONS

A new method of evaluating atrrospherics data, including the strength and locations of lightning activity

centers and tire appropriate V1Ll--propagation conditions, is presented. The new VLi"-atmuspherics re-
ceiving station is controlled completely automatically by a desktop computer (111' 9825), which also makes
a statistical analysis ol the received atmospherics data and applies a sophisticated VLF-propagation iro-
del for evaluating tire parameters of the propagation model as well as the distances and strengths of the

activity centers irr real time. Ir order to have air immediate overview, the detected atmuropherics sources
are plotted directly on a map iy1 means of a amall desktup plotter, and the drta are additioRraly stored
Oun irragrietic tape cassettes.

The accuracy of directiorr finding is inn general accrate to 0.50, depcrding oer tie stationarity and forir

of the activity center. The determination of the spectral parameters, as well as the subs eqr nt deterini-

nation of the distance of air activity center by employing a suit.ble VA', -propagation model, is possible

to alr accuracy of around 5%. turther inuproveremnt is expected witi aer increasing number of stations,
whichr, by Irreanrs of cross-bearirrgs, will assist in tirl development of optimal models. 'The maximunm
rerge within which thunderstorm can be located extends from ca. 400()111kr for' eastern centers at day-

time to ca. 12 000 kir for sour ces in tie western di r'ecl.iu during nighttime. The iniruolum range is

around 200 krrr, at which ilai unambiguous determi'ntion of the distance becomre difficult due to the over-

w irling influence of the higher ir odes.
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THE HIGHER ORDER MODE INFLUENCE IN THE LOWER VLF-RANGE
MEASURED AT MEDIUM DISTANCES

bý

W.lHarth

Max Planck Institut fr Radioastronomie
Bonn, Auf dern •igel 69

FRG

ABSTRACT

For a longlasting thunderstonr region over the Bay of Biscay and in Western France the spectral atiospherics
parameters (DD (Group D1elay Time Difference) and SAR (Spectral Amplitude Ratio) in the lower VLI range have
been measured with the atinospherics analyzer in Bonn.

The fluctuation of these parameters with time can be interpreted when we consider the influence and the contri-
bution of higher order modes within these propagation distances (lower than 2000 kin). The derived motions of the
integral mean activity is in agreement with the wind direction in the 500 mb map.

The field representation is taken from Wait's work including his surface impedance concept.

, -,;• . '•_ •.• - : . .
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INTERACTIONS ONDES-PARTICULES ET ONDE-ONDE
ENGENDREES PENDANT LES TRANSMISSIONS T.B.F.

BE KAFJORO, NORVEGE

M. GARNIER et N. CAVACIUTI
Laboratoire de Physique et Dynamique de l'Atmosph~re

Universit6 Pierre et Marie Curie, Paris

et

H.C. KOONS et M.H. DAZEY
Space Sciences Laboratory
The Aerospace Corporation

Los Angeles, California

RESUME

L'int~raction dans la magnetosphere entre des signaux artificiels et les 6lectrons peut entrainer soit
une amplification des ondes suit la gýn6ration d'ondes de fr~quence difT6rente. De plus un signal artifi-
ciel peut imposer sa fr6quence A un signal natural de fr~quence voisine ou engendrer des bandes de silence
dans la magnetosphere.

En 1978 l'Universit6 PRerre et Marie Curie et l'Aerospace Corporation ont install( en Norv~ge un &met-
teur d'ondes T.B.F. L'antenne utilis6e est une ligne Alectrique de 15 km environ accord6e A la fr~quence
d'6mission. L'Universiti de Paris utilise un 6metteur de I KW qui alimente l'antenne avec un courant maxi-
mum de 8 amperes. L'Aerospace Corporation utilise l'metteur TVLF, le courant d'antenne est alors compris
entre 20 et 45 ampbres.

Les transmissions ont 6t6 effectu~es lorsque les satellites GEDS 2 et SCATHA 6taient prbs du m~ridien
magn~tique de l'6metteur.

Les signaux 6mis dtaient soit 6 fr~quence fixe puls~e, soit une onde entretenue balay6e en fr~quence.
Des signaux associ~s aux 6missions ont 6t6 d~tect~s par les r~cepteurs des satellites A plusieurs reprises.

Le premier type d'6mission a permis l'enregistrement de signaux du type PLHR (Power Line Harmonic
Radiation). Des 6missions d6clench~es (ASE), des 6lements de choeur et une bande de silence ont aussi 6t6
engendr~s.

Les deux types d'6mission ont engendr6 ou renforg4 le souffle magn~tosph~rique h une fr~quence cons-
tante pendant les 6missions A fr~quence fixe et A une fr~quence variable pendant une 6mission en balayage
de fr~quence. A deux reprises les 6missions A fr6quence variable ont impos6 leur fr~quence aux signaux na-
turels.

ABSTRACT

Interactions in the magnetosphere between man-made VLF waves and riectrons can produce either an enha-
cement of the wave or the generation of waves at a different frequency. Furthermore natural emissions can
be frequency shifted or modified by a nearby transmitter signal.

Injection of VLF waves into the magnetosphere was initiated in 1978 in Norway by both University of
Paris and The Aerospace Corporation. The antenna is a 15 Km power line tuned at the transmitted frequency.
The University of Paris used a I KW transmitter to drive the antenna with a maximum uurrent of 8 amperes.
The Aerospace Corporation used the TVLF transmitter with an antenna current between 20 and 45 amperes.

Transmissions were conducted when the SCATHA and GEOS II satellites were near the magnetic meridian
of the transmitter.

Transmitted signals were either keyed fixed frequency or continuous waves swept in frequency. Signals
correlated with the transmissions were detected by the satellite receivers on several dates.

With the first type of transmission,signals similar to power line Harmonic Radiation (PLHR) were re-
corded. Artificially stimulated emissions (ASE), chorus elements and magnetospheric induced quiet band are
also likely to have been triggered. Both types of transmissions triggered or enhanced hiss at a constant
frequency during fixeo frequency transmissions or at a variable frequency during a swept frequency trans-
mission.

During swept frequency transmissions in two cases natural emissions were frequency shifted by the
man-made signal.
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I. DESCRIPTION 0E L'EXPER-IENCE ET TRAITEIENT DES DONNEES.

D6s 1975 il a 6t6 propos4 de tenter d'6mettrs des aignaux artificiala de tr~s basse fr~quence vera ls
satellite GEOS. Una antenna devait Itre construita an Subda mats du fait du prix 6lev6 de l'op~i'ation ii
a 6t6 dicidd d'utilissr une ligne 6lectrique cairns antenna. Una premi~ra ligne a 6t6 essay~e en Norv~ge
prbs d'Andoeas, il a ainsi Wt possible, en Mars 1978, d'effactuer des Amissions A destination da 0605 I.
L'utilisation de catta ligne a alors antrain6 d~importantes perturbations sur le r6aeau de distribution
6lactrique norv~gian at 1'exp~riance a du Atra arrgt~e pr~matur~ment.

Une autre ligne 6lectrique fut trouv~e pr~s da Sortland at l'Amatteur TVLF de l'Aerospacs Corporation
(KOONS H.C. and DAZEY M.H., 1975) a 6t0 utilisA an Octobre 1978 pour des Amissions vers 0605 II. Plusisurs
examples da signaux regus saront prdsent~s par la suite. Les Amissions pulsdes A 1525 Hz ont antrainA de
tr~s importantes intarf~rancas avec le r~aeau t~l~phoniqUe et lea Amissions ant aussi dO Atra arr~t~as.

One troisi~me at darni~ra ligne 6lectrique fut propos~a an 1979 par Ia Norv~ga pr~s de Kafjord
A*q,4 N j20.90 El. Ella eat install~a sur Ia montagne st paut 6tre utilis~e toute ls journ~s sans aucune

i..erf~rence avac le r~saau t~l~phonique. Sa longueur totals de 15 km environ eat utilis~e avec 1P6metteur
da l'Universit6 de Paris, seulement 10.6 km sont utilis~s bara du fonctionnemant de l'6metteur TVLF afin
d'6vitar cartaines interf~rences avec is r~seau t~l~phonique. Des Amissions ant au lieu en Mai at Ao~t 1979
ainsi qu'en Mars, Mai, Aotit et Octobra 1980.

Ce papier pr~sente quelques r~sultats obtenus au cours des campagnas d'6mission. Au cours de certaines
ls satellite 0605 II Atait activA mats liansemble des donn~es n'est pas encore disponible. La satellite
am~ricain SCATHA lancA en Janvier 1979 se trouvait, A 1 exception de Mars 1979, pre~s du m~ridien magn~ti-
que de Kafjord. Pendant environ deux heuras par jour Ia satellite 6tait activ6 at recevait en large bande
les signaux de tr~s basse fr~quence.

La satellite 0605 II eat g~ostationnaire A une longitude de 36.2 degr~s Eat. L'orbite de SCATHA a una
inclinaison de 7,9 degr~s. uns p~rioda de 23h35 inn, un apog~s de 7,78 rayons tarrestras et un p~rig~e de
5.32 rayons terrestres. La spin dumatellite ast de 1 tour par minute.

Le r~cepteur VLF da SCATHA utilise 2 antennas pour d~tecter lea composantes magn~tique at Alactrique
des Amissions. La sensibilitA du r~captaur ast A 1.3 KHz da 5 x io-7 V/rn (Hz)1/2 pour la composante Alec-
trique et de 3 x 10-8 y([Hz)l/2 pour la composanta m~gn~tique.

Les donn~es revues sont tranamisas en large banda de 0 A 5 KHz. A un instant donnA. las donn~es d'une
seule antenna sont tranamises. Normalement lea antennas sont cosnnut~es automatiquemant toutes las 16 secon-
des.

En Mai 1979. lantenne Atait accord~e A diff~rentes fr~quences entra 1200 at 2500 Hz par una self va-
riable. V'6mattaur avait une pu'*ssance de 1 KW. Deux types d'Lmiasion ant 6t6 effectu~s

- des Amissions puls~ss - 4 sacandes toutas lea 12 secandes - A) 1280 Hz.

- des balayages de fr~quence lin~airaa de 1350 Hz A 2550 Hz au rythme de 300 Hz toutes lea 175 secon-
des. Cetta penta a At choisie an fonction du rythme de balayaga du r~cepteur du satellite 0605 II.
Pendant ces Amissions lantenna Atait accord~e tous las 300 Hz A 1500 Hz, 1800 Hz, 2100 Hz at
2400 Hz, il Atait ainsi possible d'abtenir un courant maximum de 8 ampAres. La tampa de commutation
Atatt tr~s court davant la dur~e du balayaga.

En Juillet 1980 lVantenne Atait accard~a A 1280 Hz au A 1420 Hz par une self avec une bande passanta
de 16 hertz. Pendant 10 minutes tautes lea 15 minutes le r~capteur du satellite SCATHA Atait connectA a
l'antenne Alectrique. Diff~rents types de pulsage ou de balayage de fr~quence ant Wt Ax~cut~s.

En Octobre 1980, outre des balayages de fr~quenca identiques A ceux de Mai 1979, un autre type d'6mis-
sian a 6tA affactuA. La signal Amis Atait A una fr~quence F1 pendant 20 ou 40 aecondes puis A une fr~quence
F2 pendant las 20 ou 40 sacondes suivantes.

Lea spectrogrammes pr~sent~s ant At abtenus A l'UniversitA de Paris A partir des bandes analagiques
du satellite SCATHA ou des bardes num~riques du satellite 0605 II. L'analyse spectrale a Wt effectufe en
temps r~el avec un transformateur de Fourier rapida (FF1) cannectA A un miniardinateur. Il eat possible
d'obtenir sait une analyse FFT en large banda soit une loupe FF1 en tempa r~el de n'importa quelle partia
du spectre. La modulation de brillance du terminal graphique du miniordinataur par lea spectres succeasifa
parmet daobtenir la pr~santation classique des spactrograrmaes. La lagicial Acrit dens ca but pass~da une
propri~t6 fondamentale :quelle qua sait lampliLtude du signal d'entr~a. be r~sultat de la FFT eat multiplI6
par la puissance de 2 qui le rambna au maximum de' la dynamique de be modulation de brillance. Il eat ainsi
possible de d~tecter des signaux tr~s faibles. Las apactrograrries pr~sant~s par la suite doivant 8tre bus
de Ia fagan suivante : une augmentation du niveau du signal nentraine pas un noircissement plus important
du spectragrarreie mats una diminution du naircissement du au bruit.

II. RESULTATS EXPERIMENTAUX.

A) SOUFFLE MAGNETOSPHERIQUE - 26 Mai 1979.

Oualques examples des spactragrammes obtenus Ia 26 Mai 11~79 sont pr~sant~s sur lea figures 1 A 4. Lea
figures 1 at 2a correspondent aux signaux revus entre 13:36 10 at 13:50 TU. De 13:35 A 13:40 aucuna Amis-
sian n'a 6t6 affectu~e at laon ramarque la commutation toutas lea 16 sacc'ndos entra l'antanne magn~tique
(bruit maximum) at l'antenne Alectrique. Pendant catto p~riode le satellite reqait saulement un faibla
souffle magn~tasph~rique compris entre 1200 at 1800 Hz at noyA dana le bruit. One Amission A 1280 Hz d~bu-
ta A 13:40 TU. A partir de ce moment le niveau du souffle augmente pendant environ 2 minutes at sa largaur
de bende d~crait (figure 2a). L'amplificatian du souffle due A l'intdraction avac notre Amissian attelnt
15 d~cibels, catte amplification nexiata plus quand vera 14:00 TO d~bute un baleyagc ue fr~quance at !a
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frdquence du faible souffle est centrde vera 1400 Hz. Pendant 3 minutes do 14:02 TU A 14:05 TU il y a en-
core amplification du souffle (figure 2b) lorspue la fr~quence d'6mission est proche de celle du souffle
mais cependant avec un retard de lordre de 90 aecondes.

L'amplification se produit A nouveau A 14:12 TU pendant une 6mission A fr~quence fixe et dure jusqu'A
14:30 TU fin de cette 6mission (figure 3a). L'amplification est alors de 15 d~cibela.

De 14:30 TU A 14:42 TU un balayage de fr~quence entralne une nouvelle amplification du souffle A par-
tir de 14:34 TU avec un retard de 3 minutes par rapport cuj moment o6 la fr~puence d'6miaaion eat 6gale A
celle du souffle. Pendant cette 6miaaion la fr~qusnce du souffle d~crolt de 1400Hz A 14:34 TU A 1100 Hz A
14:42 TU alora que la fr~qusnce d'6mission augments.

La fr~quence du aouffle redevient constants (figure 4b) A partir de 14:42 TU d~but d'une nouvelle
6mission A fr~quence fixe.

Ces r~sultataprouvent l'existencs d'une C&troite corr~lation entre lea 6missiona et is nivoau de souf-
fle. Une amplification pouvant atteindre 15 ddcibels prend naissance pendant les 6missions A3 fr~puence fi-
xe ou lorapue la fr6quencs eat voisine de cells du souffle. Dana un cas le processus d'arsplification ase
produit pendant tout le balayags at la fr6qusnce du souffle vanse avec la fr~puence d'Lrnission. Lesproces-
sus d'amplification s'6tabliasent en 2 minutes environ dans lee diff~rents cas.

B) EMISSIONS EN SANDE ETROITE - 27 Mai 1979.

Lea apsctrograrwnca obtenus le 27 Mai 1979 (figure 5) sont la r~sultat d'une loupe FFT centr~e sur la
fr~quence d'8misaion. La fr~quence centrals sat 1260 Hz pour lea 6miaaions a fr~puence fixe et vanie pen-
dant lea balayages de fr~puence. Dana ce dernier cas un signal A fr~qusnce fixe a une pente n~gative sur
lea apectrogrammes (figure Ba] alors pus ls signal nequ ase manifests par une ligne pratipuement horizonta-
le (figures 6b et Sc).

Lea lignes horizontales A 1140 Hz, 1260 Hz et 1380 Hz de la figure Sa coreapondent A des harmonipues
du 60 Hz enregaatr~a aur lea bandes avec lea signaux. lea harnioniques du 50 hertz du r~seau 4lectripue
sunop~sn ne sent pas directement d6tsctablea.

Avant 21:42 TU. d~but d'uns 6miasion A 1280 Hz seula lea harmonipues du 50 Hz et du bruit sent d6tec-
tables. Apr~s 21:42 TU. un faible signal A 1280 Hz eat amplifi6 avec un l65ger (± 20 Hz] d~calage de fr~puenr-
ce. Cs signal similaire aux PLHR d~crits par HELLIWELL R.A. et al.1975, a 6t6 g~n~nA par l'Lsmission. Entre
21:53 TU et 21:55 TU la fr~puence du signal augments - eat maintenue constants au voisinage de 1300 Hz -
puis d~scrolt apr~s avoir atteint 1350 Hz. ces deux fr~ptiences sont des harmonipues de 50 Hz. Ce ph~nombne
sat idcntipus aux int~ractions onde onds entre lea harmonipuss des lignes 6lentripues et lea emissions do
Siple d~crites par HELLIWELL R.A. et al. (1975), sa dur~e - d2 l'ordre de 2 Minutes - eat cependant beau-
coup plus importante que cells des ph~nom~nes pr~sent~s par HELLIWELL.

Un signal A 1280 Hz sat requ apr~a 21:57 TU et entre 21:59 TU et 22:01 TU. quatre 6miqsions d~clen-
chesa (,SE) avec une p~rtode voisins de 24 secondes sont nsques puand ls nivsau de bruit eat faible. c'sst
A-dire cur l'antenne 6lectripque. Ces aignaux ont 6t6 engendr~ss par nos 6missions. La p~riode de 24 sscondes
eat double de la p~niode de pulsags et psut 8tre explipu~se par is fait pus - A cause du niveau de bruit
cur lantenne magn~tiqus - un signal sur deux ne psut 6tre d~tect6.

Deux emissions en balayags de fr~puence ont pu 8tre dftectfss le 27 Mlai 1979 - figure Sb entre
21:38 TU et 21:40 TU et figure Sc entre 21:18 TU et 21:19 TU - et cnt donnA naiasance A des signaux prati-
quement constants en fr~puence aur lea spectrogrammes en balayage de fr~quence. Ces signaux sent A nouveau
hi~s A des int~ractions onde-onds puisque l'obsenvation des spectrogrammes en large bands montre l'existen-
ce de aignaux naturels dont la fr~quence eat perturb~s lorspus celle du balayage lui devient voisine.

Pendant la deuxi~me p~niode is satellite GEOS II Atait activA. le d~pouillement pr~liminairs de la
bands num~rique montre pus le balayage de fr~puence a aussi AtA d~tectA par ce satellite. A cette p~riode
la position des deux satellites 6tait trbs diff~rente

- GEOS longitude 36.2 E L =S.S
- SCATHA longitude 43.2 L = 8.4

une analyse compar~e des r~sultata obtenus devnait psrmettrs de comprendre 2s m~canisme de propagation des
ondes entre la zone d'int~raction et les i~atsllitsa.

C) SOUFFLE ET CHOEUR - 20 Juillet 1980.

Le 20 Juillet entre 13:25 TU et 14:00 TU ase sent aucc~d~ss diff~rents types de pulsage de la fr~quence
1280 Hertz. .Iuaqu'A 13:26 TU l'6mission consists en une s~puence d'une minute compos~s de pulses de dur~e
croissants jusqu'A 12 secondes. De 13:26 TU A 13:35 TU l'Amission consists en uns modulation en signaux
carr~s de p~riode 10 secondes, de 13:35 TU A 13:45 TU la p~riode est de SO asecndes. de 13:45 TU A 13:50 Ri
la p~riode sat de 2 secondes, A partir de 13:50 TU le premier type d'Amiaaion reprenA.

A 13:30 TU Is ligne de force du champ g~omagn~tique passant par is satellite rencontre laltitude

100 km A Q,30 Quest et 0.30 Sud de Kafjord. ~
Uns bands de souffle de largeur 150 Hz ot centr~s vera 1250 Hz eat d~tect~s A partir de 13:28 TU. so-

amplitude crolit pendant la modulation A 10 secondes et plus fortement pendant cells A SO aecondes, is
souffle 12 pius fort 6tant nequ entre 13:35 TU et 13:40 TU.

A partir de 13:40 TU et juapuA6 la fin de la modulation A SD aecondes des Al6menta occasionnels de

choeur sont revus : le choeur devient permanent pendant la a~qusncs d'6mission de pulses de longusur varia- .
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Ii y a une nette corr6lation entre ces signaux et notre 6mission, l'occurrence des 6lments de
choeur ne semble cependant pas lihe A la fr~quence de pulsage.

Comma pour les exemples precedents, le signal direct de l'metteur na pas 6t6 d~tect6 bien que la
presence de sifflements prouve lexistence d'un trajet de propagation entre le guide d'onde terre-ionosphe-
re et le satellite.

D) BANDE DE SILENCE - 20 Octobre 1980.

La 2 Octobre 1980 le satellite SCATHA a WtA d~clench6 A 12:37 TU lorsqu'une 6mission A 1480 Hz et
1520 Hz avait lieu A Kafjord. Simultan~ment l'metteur de Siple 6mettait une succession de rampes de fr6-
quence montante puis descendante entre 1 et 2 KHz. Les spectrogrammes de la figure 8 montrent la presence
designaux-essentiellement constitu~s d'6l1ments de choeur - compris entre 1 et 2 KHz. Une bande de silence
comprise entre 1500 at 1600 Hz est d'autre part nettement visible. L'ensemble des ph~nom~nes disparalt et
le cadencement des antennas rtdevient visible A partir de 12:54 TU, soit environ 4 minutes apr~s l'arr~t
simultan6 des 6missions A KafJord et A Siple.

Le ph~nomine observ6 qui semble nettement corr6lA avec les 6missions effectu~es est analogue A celui
d~crit parRAGHURAMR. et al,(1977) pour les bandes de silence dons le souffle magn~tosph~rique et pour
lequel une interpretation a WtA propos~e par CORNILLEAU N. et GENDRIN R. (1979). Il faut cependant noter
que dans le cas present la bande de silence est situ6e au-dessus de la fr~quence d'6mission alors que
RAGHURAM R. et al l'observent en-dessous de la fr~quence de l'metteur. La constante de temps de dispari-
tion de l'ordre de 4 minutes est sup~rieure & c-lles observ~es par RAGHURAM.

III. INTERPRETATION ET CONCLLSION.

Tous les examples pr~sent~s sont hi~s A des interactions entre ondes ou entre ondes et Alectrons dans
la magnetosphere. Le signal direct et sa modulation Wont cependant pas WtA clairement mis en 6vidence du
fait de la tr~s faible puissance d'6mission. Nuus apportons ainsi la preuve qua s'il existe,le niveau mini-
mum de signal n6cessaire pour exciter les interactions est trls faible.

L'absence de modulation sur les signaux reaus peut s'expliquer par une augmentation de is constante de
temps des interactions ondes particules dans la magnetosphere ext~rieure par rapport A la plasmasph~re. Les
constantes de temps d~crites ici -quelques mJnutes - sont de 5 A 10 fois sup6rieures A celles observ~es aux
latitudes plus faibles L - 4 par HELLIWELL R.A. et al. Ceci implique qua les Alectrons doivent se r~fl~chir
plusieurs fois d'une h~misph~re A lautre avant le d~veloppement complet des ph~nom~nes.

Si cette hypoth~se est justifi6e, l'utilisation d'un code de modulation tr~s lent devrait permettre de
mettre en Avidence la modulation. Un tel code a WtA utilis6 le ler Octobre 1978 et sara utilisA A l'avenir.

Le ler Octobre 1978 entre 17:12 TU et 17:20 TU l'metteur Atait pulsA 10 secondes toutes les minutes,
la fr~quence Atait de 1525 Hz et le courant d'antenne de 40 amp~res. Afin de mettre en 6vidence la modula-
tion dans les signaux reaus les donn~es ont 6t6 divisies en p~riodes d'une minute en synchronisme avea
l'6metteur, chaque minute a 6t6 ensuite d~compos~e en six p~riodes de 10 secondes de telle sorte qua l'&me-
teur Atait actif pendant une seule de ces six p~riodes.

Les spectres ainsi obtenus ont 6t6 accumul~s, si la modulation est d~tect~e, on doit trouver Lin signal
voisin de La fr~quence d'Amission pendant seulement une p~riode. C'est le cas figure 9 pendant la nPrmi~re
p~riodc au voisinage de 1530 Hz.

La mtme technique a 6t6 utilis~e de 17:20 TU A 17:24 TU et de 17:36 TU A 17:43 TU lorsq'!e la modula-
tion Atait de 10 secondes toutes les 30 secondes. Un signal A 1525 Hz est visibic fiaure !0 pendant ] pre-
mibre p~riode et un signal voisin de 1530 Hz est visible figure 11. Nous avonis ainsi clairement mis en
Avidence la r6ception du signal en provenance de l'6metteur.

En conclusion, les signaux de tr~s basse fr~quence 6mis A partir du soi peuvent se propager hors de la
plasmasph~re et entrainer des int~ractions ondes-particules. Le niveau n6cessaire a ces interactions est
tr~s faible et les constantes de temps augmentent avec L.

Bien que le satellite soit trbs proche du m~ridien magnitique de l'6metteur, des signaux lihs aux 6mis-
sions ne sont observes qu'une faible fraction (<10 s,) du temps dt"nission.
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generated resultant fields are nearly equal in magnitude at a receiver location, rather deep oscillations in
the received field strength mL, occur during the period of an orbit. These oscillations often occur dur-
ing nighttime propagation conditions but can occur during daytime also. Figure 2 shows the signal
reception pattern versus distance and time for an airborne transmitting facility flying in good orbit (ver-
tirality =70%) during dayinim,. Figure 3 shows the same pattern for a poor orbit (verticality : 10%)
during nighttime. The observed fluctuations range from mild to extreme.
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Fig. 2 - Field strength versus distance measured during day- Fig 3 - Field strength versus distance measured during nigh-
light hours on an aircraft flying radially toward an airborne time hours on aircraft flying radially toward airborne broad-
broadcasting facility in good orbit near Jacksonville, Florida casting facility in poor orbit near Jacksunville, Florida on
on March 27, 1971, with the frequency bein. 19.4 kllz April 5, 1971, with the frequency being 25.6 ktlz

An important task of airborne VLF facilities is to hroadcost wideband spread-sprectrum VLF cnm-
munication signals. These signals may be distorted by the propagation through the waveguide anid by
the variation in aircraft direction in orbit. To determine the deleterious results caused by these cir-
cumstances, it is necessary to examine the correlation of the received signal with an exact replica of the
transmitted waveform to estimate the effective signal reduction.

A study of correlation receiver distortion due to propagation effects was performed by Rothmuller
IS] for the case of broadcast from a fixed transmitter to a fixed receiver. Rothmuller showed that when
two multipath signals interfere at a point, two correlation peaks occur separated in receiver synchroniza-
lion time r R by approxim~ttely the duration of a spread-spectrum signaling element (chip). The max-
imum value of the correlation could be on the earlier or laler correlation peak. In the present report we
go a step further by including the effects of aircraft orbit on correlation receiver signal output. We
study the condition of a time-varying wideband multipath situation common in airborne facility usage
by considering the case in which the signaling elements (chips) are minimum-shift-keying (MSK)
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waveforms and the communication decision is based on the cohere, it integration of a series of such
waveforms.

In some circumstances the performance of the correlators depends greatly on which instant within
a chip the correlator is synchronized to. It appears probable that a bit decision based on several correla-
tions within a chip period would be superior to a decision based on a single correlation within a chip.

THEORY

Elementary Signal Theory

Figure 4 shows schematicp.ily the -ijtlines of the communication system under discussion. Figure
5 shows a conceptual version of a receiver and demodulation portion of Fig. 4. The operation of the
integrator portion of the equipment in Fig. 5 is to sample the received waveforms h(i) and to multiply
them by the desired waveform h 1(t) and h2(t) and to integrate over a time equal to a bit-keying-

element period T8, centered about the time t, the midpoint of the l th expected bit interval. The
transmitted waveform is constructed as a linear superposition of hI(tW and h 2(t) according to

h (t) = X, h I(It) + y"I 12 (t), l

The outputs of the integrators will yield the values of X1 and Y, which contain the transmitted informa-
tion,

f t+T/2

Y',= (T5b)- ,ja1l/2 h2 (t)h Ct) dt (2

(A., J1. ~8I2h h I Wt dh W dr (2)

and
1,t+ 1t 2

Yj= (Ts)- f I . 1, 12d. h2(t)h(i) dt. (3)

as long as hl(t) and h2(1) are orthonormal to each other:

(T,)-L ht- ý Wit h, (t) dt ý ,j. (4)

Correlation of Orthogonal Waveforms

A set of orthogonal wideband waveforms hi(t) and h2(t) can be generated by using a baseband

waveform hB(t) to modulate both a sinuscidal and cosinusoidal wave:

hI(t) = h8 (t) cos o.Jat. (5)

h =(t) - h8(t) sin .oot, (6)

h(t) = hB(t)(X, cos uoit F Yt sill icY ). (7)

EA T IOOPF I c/
L

ILF PROPAGATION CHAMNEL

Fig. 4 - Madel of th?, communication system
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'Ihe values of XF and Y, give the strength of the cosinusoidal ano sinusoidal components. A correlation
receiver can then be made to extract the value of A', and Y,:

X/ 2(T )-I F£ ' i1•'2

= 2(T,) J R h,(.,)(XI Cos &E1 4 Y,' sin wtoo) hil(t) cos wot d1 (8)

and

Y1 1 2( 7 h(ilW) (XA cos watit + Y' sin wJot) h1j(t) sin woo dt. (9)

A propagation delay time of rP modifies the correlator outputs to give new ones which we call X,(r1 ),)
and Yb ITr)

Xl r t,) i 2(TS•) J hH(t 7-r,,) [X'1 cos WOFF( O rT,) - Y sin a, 0 + rp)](0
A' TP it "1 11.12

x ht,,(1) Cos ,),I di (10) -

and

Y (r , = 2(7Tt) f ,4,' 1h1•10 + 7,,)([A' cos OJ(t T r,) + ¾ sin W(I + r))]

X hBl, Silln 1)( dC . (I()

We find that the vector RFIT,,) = (X,(r,). Y&(rd)) is approximately the phase-rotated version of
R' - (XI, Yd. We have

X' t r, = ( T ; P y 1( X I C O S (u,, 7 P + s" s in , w r( )- f ~ f I J 2 1 111( t ) 1h 1 ( t + Tr P, ) d t ( 1 2 )

and

r tf4t+ l [ 2n Td I(r ') ' i t- Al sin aIlTr, f I COS iop t,) ,t, 11v/2 hl(()h,(t + T,) dt (13)

Thus we can write this equation in vector form 11 R, (A/, Y,):

k, T q [ d Cos (,,T, C" 1 , s :f (14,,

The magnitude of the vector R, Cr,,) [XA(r,)' + Y/T(rT,)
2
' 12 is given by

r TI+ 71112
FiR,&(,,)j T,,' IR',Ij a, , h,,(t)h8 '(t1-r)dt" (15)

The phase of the vector R,(r ) is given by

,h ,(T) I arg(.,(rX ) + iY(i,,) ) = arg (X, + iY) Y + (16)

Thus, thc magnitude of the R'(r,,( vector vawies slowly with T,, and the phase 4Vt(1,,) changes rapidlyA

S¢". .:,• • l• •l:,t .,,,f = I



('orrelation oI Other Orthogonal Wa veforms

A more complicated set of orthogonal waveforms can he generated using two orthogonal baseband
waveforms hl,(t) and h112 (t) such that for i, .j 1, 2

7 h ht N )hH, (t) dt (17)

where ; ,i; the Kronecker delta function Vhe transmitted waveform 12() is given bv

h1 (t) = X111HI(t) cos (,t + YIllh2 (t) sin o00t. (18)

To extract the vw. -t of X, and Y' from this waveform, we need a correlator receiver to do the following
integrations:

t + I /12

X,= 2( T,) fi 112 [Xhy, (t) cos o,)t + Y' h2(t) sin '- 0t][P28(t)+11120(t)] cos uJo1 dt (19)

and

Y, 2( T,, ) f 3 "[XIII I (t) cos W01t + YihI 2 (t) sin (d(0t] [hnl (M)+hi2 2(t)I sin (,,(i dt. (20)

When the time of arrival is changed to I t + r ,, we have

X,(rTp) 2(T,)- f11,i+/2 [Xt12 18 (t + Tj,) cos (o0 (t + r,) + YhBh2(t + 7-) sin (t+r

X [17HI(t) + 11112(0)] cos W0ot dt (21)

and
'(r)=2(ra)"' fG',÷7/ 2 [Kt( ] O7

(7- 2 ~jT,)-I il ,12 [.g11hy 0 + T ) COS Wo0(t + T ,) + M')IJI(t + T,) sincoo(t( + -r d)

x [(I ) + 1h,2(t ) sin coot dr. (22)

This gives 4
X,(r-) p X, cos 010'r T. f h,•(t + r,)[h'11 1(,) + h1 2(r)] dr

+ Y, sin W,,rT, jf hB2 (t + r,)[It1,(t) + ht(t)] dr (23)

and

Y,(T,) -X, sin (d OTITi 1.J 1 hJ:(I + rp)[h,,,() + h8 2(t)] di

4 Yt COs Wo0,T1, T 1/2 JT12 hY2 (t + r7,) [It,,7 (t) + h,2(t)] di. (24)

If the two baseband modulation functions are sufficiently orthogonal that

i 14 TIO2 (t (25)
-l/r 2 hll!(( + 7r,)ht 2 (t)# dt 0

and sufficiently similar that
Th It7,11 ( + r1)/2,(t) dt+ ,) h(t) dA. (26)

f, 7 hB 10ht + T) hI(t) di, - 2

we again obtain

- (XI cos oorn(, + YV sin rOoT,) I-j ij2 hjf I(t + T )h.I(t) di (27)

XI(Tp)

I
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and

(•(r)-=-( Xtsim°r, + )lcs wr.)T,,) T8 f / <h 5 (t+r )h 81 (t) dt. (28)

When the more complicated correlators of Eqs. (19) and (20) are used, and the orthogonal waveforms
satisfy the conditions of Eqs. (25) and (26), the type of waveform of Eq. (18) gives a behavior similar
to that of Eq. (7).

Mcdulation Methods

The values of k, can be modified at the transmitter to initiate the communication of information.
In amplitude modulation the magnitude of k, is varied. In phase-shift keying the phase angle 01 is
modulated. Thus, in general, information may be transmitted by changing the transmitted vector R, in
some prescribed way. The stability of the received vector RG-,r) ýn amplitude and phase is important in
the performance of communication systems. In the realistic communication channel the values of

R,(rT,) will also depend on the noise present, In this study we neglect noise and simply study the
effects of propagation on R,(r).

MSK Signals

In the field of VLF communications, minimum shift keying (MSK) is a commonly used type of
spread-spectrum modulation. MSK is mathematically described in terms of a transmitted waveform
NO), a baseband modulation u00), an(! a chip waveform p(l), as follows:

sOt)RC(eOuct~e'•°, (29)

u(1) 0 p (, - nT) - i Y, Q,, p (7- /2 nT) (30)

2W T 7t - TI/2 t < TI/2,

p(t) I cos 112
=0,1 I > T/2. (31)

+his is a specific version of the signal described in general by Eq. (18), in which the orthogonal
baseband waveforms h, (r) and h12(t) are given by

N
- -I2

haj-t) - -[ Y Ip(t - nT) (32)

and
N

h12(0) - f4t • Qp(t - T/2 - nT). (33)

In these above equations I,, and Q,, are pseudorandomly chosen integers of value +1 or -1. It is
assumed that both the transmitter and receiver possess synchronized pscudorandom-number-sequence
generators that provide the /,, and Q,, sequences. The frequency w0 is the carrier frequency of the
broadcast. The time interval T is the duration of a chip. Since two chips are transmitted during each
chip duration, the chip length r, is T/2. The MSK modulation method gives rise to a constant-
amplitude waveform with continuous phase as long as X, and Yj are equal to ± 1. The bandwidth of
the transmitted signal is inversely related to the chip period. The value of the waveform s(t) depends
on one value of 1, and one value of Q, simultaneousiy except at the instant when a transition is being

,. ' ,, ..... .. . . . ... . .. . . . . ...• . . .. . . . . • ,,. . , li 11 i • N l m i



made from one value of I, or Q,, to the next. At the transition time the amplitude of the waveform
undergoing transition is zero, because the p(I) function goes smoothly to zero at the beginning and end
of its range. At that instant the value of s(t) depends only on the other integer Q,, or I,,. Let us con-
sider the autocorrelation function B(T) for the MSK waveform s(t).

B (-r) lira I I %s(tI) S 0 + T) di- (34)

Use of s t) from Eq. (29) will make B(T) nonzero as long as ITI < T. When IT > T, the contribu-
tions to B(r) will all he from terms having the products Q, I,,, Q,, Q,,, and 1, 1,,, with n , tn. These
terms are as often +I as they are -I for un orthogonal or uncorrelated set of (Q, I and I/,, I , so a
summation based on these values should remain small. Thus a large value for the autocorrelation func-tion occurs only for ITI < T, when t,2 and Q,, term:i contribute. Since 1,- = I, ' 1, these terms are

easy to evaluate. The correlation vector R,(7-P) is closely related to the autocorrelation function R(T)
At very low frequencies the electromagnetic waves may be considered to propagate by distinct
waveguide modes or hops. The time delays between dominant modes and hops are small-less than a
millisecond [61-producing the coherent overlap of ono chip with its time-delayed image. At some
receiver locations the interference of the two waves with each other results in "selective" fading. Such
fading is called "selective" because it occurs only for frequencies for which the interference condition is
satisfied. At other nearby receiver locations or frequencies the time delays will be such as to produce
two pulses which reenforce each other. The propagation channel can be simulated by a multipath
model in which hT(4) is the transmitted wave and the received wave is

N/1, (0) = .A, hT (I rd), (35)

where T, is the propagation time for the ith mode or hop and A, is the amplitude lor the ith mode or
hop. In the case of earth-ionosphere waveguide propagation sometimes the waves have distinctly
different group and phase velocities. Then, we must consider both the phase and group delay times 7t)

and 7',I). The phase delay of the baseband modulation is governed by r, and the group delay is
governed by T 9

TIlE MSK CORRELATION RECEIVER

"A •One can readily evaluate the performance of a correlation receiver for MSK modulation and
coherent detection for signal reception on a single-path propagation channel. The correlation vector
'R(r,) obtained when one uses MSK modulation is explicitly calculated by substituting the expression
for h1110() from Eq. (32) into Eqs. (27) and (28). Thu integral l,(p), d'.efined as

Tr•= TI- 1 i2 h,,(t + 7p)h I(t) dt

N I2 rT/ r,+T)Tdt,

Tff 12Y a I"t,7Ti2 2p(t n nT)p (I 4 T,,- riT) dr, (36)

-0i

is readily evaluated. The limits of integration in this equation extend far beyond the region of variable
t, for which the integrand is nonzero. We carrchange the integration variable to

t'- t - nT. (37)

The limits of integration are thereby changed to I, + Te/ 2 - nTand tt 7-n12 - nT
N

-2TIt•rp - 7 If.lln jT 5/2-n.7 p(t')p(t' + nT + rp -- n'T) dt. (38)

,i'--0
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Since p(t) - 0, for ji'l > T/2, we need integrate only between - T/2 r t < T/2. We obtain
N--- i

IB(Tp)= Tff1 I 44f p(t')p[I'+ T + (n - n')TI di. (39)
n'0

From this formulation we see that the integral depends only on the difference between n and n' and not
on the individual values of n and n'separately. Let us define

T12 p (I')p (t' + + k T) at. (40)

Since k = n - n, Eq. (39) becomes

-~: T,, 7)- • lfl#n.,,.(Tp)

.N In ---N 1

22

Wn- i -n In ( o G

N. 1
2 2

Ia Tp) i' . ('k(TP l,,1. _C ( ) U,, k, (41) •_

n-0

where

U - k= l- 1, if 0•< n -,

N N
2 2

1 I(T.) n.--B-ik (TP) .YOIn . k UV k. (42)

Because of the orthogonality of the set (Ij. with any sequentially shifted copy of itself', we can write

1. In --, k U,_- k - N2 8 k.'0 (43)
n--02

This assumes that the binary sequence I/a) has been generated by a method which has "good" auto-
orrelation properties for the ;eudo-noise-coding application [7]. We obtain

NTB'•

l1. (T p) 2 Co(r,). (44)

Tu calculate c rt, we subsiiuIe into Eq. 00)

fo(r P p(t') P(t' + rp) dt. (45)-772'

The value of (')(rT) is symmetric with respect to 7P and can be obtained by using elementary integra-
tion methods:

-* a



CO(r ) 77 2 P p(t')p(t' p r,) dt, if' p >_ 0,
2

4 772 T cos +o: T, dt'

I - I", CO 4" - sin (46)
,, T T T"

Equations (27) and (28) become

Xa(Td P (XA COS W OT p + Y, sin WOTr)NTý 1Co(pr) (47a)
and 2

Y,&rp) - (-X, sin wo0rp + Y, coswoo%)NT~j'Co(i-). (47b) ,

In matrix form we have T

- NT, COS •or,, sin t 0 rp I?, (Po(r1). (47c)R't~p)=N~tIT -sin (,o-rp, COSor] WO

A receiver can be adaptively synchronized to the incoming signal by introducing a veriable delay
TR into the stream of baseband keying elements to generate a family of ideal baseband keying elements
hB, and hB2. Mathematically this simply means the introduction of the vatiable I + TR into the expres-
sion for ht11 in Eqs. (27) and (28) in place of t. The selection of the synchronization time -p can
greatly affect receiver performance when the actual propagation delay time T, is unknown (or
equivalently the clocks th-t generate the chip streams are not in perfect initial synchronism). Therefore
we rewrite Eq. (47c) to exhibit the depenunce of system performance on TR. We obtain the follow-
ing expression for R'W (rI, rT):

Icos rT, sin wT)r, , . (r r.
/1 (T ,, T I N T V sin o ])rp cos- TR). (48)

The magnitude of the components of R1t(r 1 ,.,i-) are proportional to the in-phase and quadrature com-
ponents of the received radio-frequency carrier wave because of the multipliers cos (o0 T, and sin (wyrp,
in the matrix. However, the magnitude of RT(ra, TR) depends on the propagation delay time T and on
the receiver time Tr by thc factor T, = Tr. If the receiver is badly out of synchronization, this factor
can be zero or very small. If the receiver is employing phase-shift keying, any chainge in tile propaga-
tion time T,, even after the receiver is perfectly synchronized on the chip ( 0 I-T it, - rR I << 7), will
induce a corresponding phase change in the phase of the vector R, ý (TI Tr) that is, the doppler
phase variation of the radio-frequency carrier induces an equal doppler shift on tile phase angle OR,
These types of doppler-signal phase variations are often seen when an mobile transmitter or receiver is
used. In such a circumstance we cannot assume r,,(t) will be constant at each instant within a bit
period to permit the factorization shown in Eqs. (21) and (22). However, the other manipulations that
we performed on the expression for R are all valid up to this point. To obtain the resultant correlation
vector R,(Tn, rR) if the delay time is slowly changing within a bit period, we must average the instan-
taneous values of r,(t),] over an entire bit period:

I~j(r,,'r, ) = NTaT fq, , [cOS o(j ,(l) sin (f)f, IrIH!2 [-sin (L)()T,(1) COS WoOrIp ) q Cor t) ,l. ( )

From this expression onte can approximately evaluate the affect on the R1, ITr ,().TRl vector for vari-
ous conditions of T (t) and synchronization conditions for a single path propagation.

I



We have reviewed the elementary cases of a stationary and moving transmitter having a single
path of propagation, because this is the simplest case. Linear superposition holds for the waves and
correlation procedures; so a resultant from a case having several propagation paths can be obtained by
addition of terms from single-path cases.

TWO PROPAGATION MODES AND A STATIONARY TRANSMITTER

When a stationary transmitter produces a signal at a receiver that comes by two propagation paths,
there are two propagation delay times Tr1 and 7-, 2 and two (real-valued) amplitudes of the two modes
At and A 2. Alternatively, we may say that each mode is described by a complex amplitude, with the
magnitude of each complex amplitude being the real amplitude and the phase being related to the pro-
pagation time. The voltage impressed on the receiving antenna by the received signal represents a
waveform that is the sum of two time-delayed replicas of the initial waveform. Let the subscript i
denote the mode index. Then we will get the following expression For the total correlation vector
R (T R):

2

NT ,' -sin o.WT XC()s .o - rR). (5)

The behavior of R/(r,¢) as a function of the receiver chip synchronization time TR can be quite
different from the behavior when there is only a single path. A splitting of the correlation peak can
occur, Indeed, instead of the correlation being best when r,, = rR, it could be bad at this time.
Numerical examples given later exhibit this circumstance.

FIELD-STRENGTH EXPRESSIONS

For the case of an intenna trailing behind an airborne transmitting facility, the correlation vectors
generated by both the horizontal and vertical components of the antenna are included in R7"(rT). For
an inclined short dipole antenna, the endfire-generated components are modified by cos ý sin y, and the
broadside generation depends on sin ý sin y, where ý is the angle between the horizontal portion of the
inclined dipole and the great circle path to the receiver and y is the inclination angle of the antenna
measured from the vertical. The expression for the resultant vertical electric field E,(D) at distance D
from the transmitter can be written as follows [4, p. 3321:

E,(D) ) cosy - ',v,+ sin y I:'". (51)

In this expression

y •;i "' A" Gq(z,) G,'(z)exp(kt)D S /4) (52)

and

u X s I( ;:, 1 q12 (

+ sinl , (;,`(z) exp (AioI)S 4 ). (53)

Z1111
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The quantities in these expressions arc explained in Ref. 4 and are summarized bc'ow:

A," is the excitation factor of the qth mode for a vertically polarized electric dipole.

A h is the excitation factor of the qth mode for a horizontally polarized electric dipole,
G'

G"(z) is the height-gain function of the quasi-TM vertical electric-field component,

is the height-gain function of the quasi-TE vertical magnectic-field component

S,1 is the sine of the complex eigenangle of the qth waveguide mode,

z is the height of the receiver,

_5 is the height of the transmitter,

a is the radius of the earth,

D = aO is tile great-circle distance between the transmitter and the receiver,

A,(z) is the normalized impedance of the quasi-TM-mode fields,

A• (z) is the normalized impedance of the quasi-TE-mode fields,

Z,, is the coupling impedance in the mode = F,M(O)/it(O) at the earth's surface,

is the impedance of free space_

A0 is the free-space propagation constant (= 4/c) for an electromagnetic wave of frequency

h is the reference height of the ionosphere.

X is the space wavelength, and

Ids is the current rnoment.

lhe dispersion that occurs oin each individual waveguide mode is u:ually minimal when s, ell-

bellnived types of D)- and E-region boundary conditions are present 16]. Each individual waveguidc

node can be considered as a dispersionless path ovcr a sufficiently narrOW fractional bandwidlh. The

effect of propagation is to produce several time-delayed inoages of the transmnittled v, avelform• at the

receiver. The an-ipl',tudes of these wavefornm images vary independently with time, as the inclined

aintenna is triansported about by the aircraft. This variation with position of the auircrt;ft cal he modeled

readily by letting the am1plitudIes IU ,}C and delay times {r.,) Vary in an appropriate way.

(C)RRELATION EFFECTS OF ANTENNA ROTATION

It is easy to show the elffcts of rotation by an inclined elevated antenna given the previous

development of the mathematics. The horizontal :oniponent of tle inclined antenna generaites both l1.

and TM modes according to Eq. (53), because the horizontally generated fields have phases and ampli-

tudes different from those generated by the vcrtical antenna components. I he waveguide miodal

interference pattern for -n elevatedi horizontal antenna differs from that of' a vertical antennat. This

effect is illustrated in Fig. 6 (taken from Rdf. 3). which shows tht; fields generated by variously inclined

antennas at 20 kilz. The amplitudes of the horizontally generated fields vary as the cosine of the angle

between the horizontal antenna component and the direction of propagation.

In atioulatiog the efl'ect of this variation on the receiver output vector, we use Eq. (15) for tile

received Correlatioo vectors, and we use four amplitudes {A,, four phase time delays {r:1, and lout

group time delays {rjV}. Two of the amplitudes represent two vertically generated mode fie!ds and vary

as sin -y. The other two iepresent horizontally generated TM miode fields and vary as the prothlrk e'ts

( cos T. The esultlant expression for the correlator output is the saine ias Fq. (511) except that in this

case the correlation output is the Sulmmn-atitOll of the outputs for the four individual modes.

wA
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Fig 6 - Predicted variation of field strength and phase with

distance for 20 kW / and vertical, inclined, and horizontal an-
tenna inclinations

Denoting the Vl(' ) (TR) from the vertically electrically generateu modes as Xi(i)ve(rR) and the
Xjt" ("R ) from the horizontally electrically generated modes as Xt(1)h'(T R), we can write

N" N"

Xr(rR) cos y • X(i)v" (rR) + cos i sill y X h (rR). (54)
t 1 I-l

Parallel definitions can be made for YT(Ta), Yl(')vr'.(,R) and Y/l()#(-rR), and we obtain

N' N'
yIr(T R) = COS y Y y(i)ve(7 1) + COs ý Sill y h Y e(ih (TR). (5S)

Tile vector R/ (T ) is a sum of two vectors kRI " (TR) and k"VC ('r )

k'(-r,) - cos Y 91"' (CT R) + cos ý sin y 9/ 1'(R), (56)

The vectors /•"" (TR) and /14' (TR ) cart be parallel, perpendicular, or opposed to each other, depending
on circumstances and the value of rR. Tile resultant R1't (TR) vector can change quite dramatically dur-
ing a complete orbit. For example, if Rk' (rR) and Rl" (-rR) are of the same magnitude and phase,
"there would be oilt2 huge oscillation of' IR7(TR)l per orbit (provided y - 45 7. If R/}"'(rR) and R!"'(-,-,5 )
are perpendicular to each other, there would be two oscillations of I'(Tr4-)1 with onc cycle ý. There is
a mathematical isomorphism between the phasor E,(D) and the vector R/(t-R), since the composition
of various phasors which form the complex phasor s ,n E,(D) is isomorphic to the composition of vari-
ous correlation vectors which form the two-dtmensmonal correlation vector sum RC(Tr4). When both
TE and TM waveguide mode propagation from an airborne transmitting facility are taken intoL account,
we obtain

k,(T R I ' ((IR)OS•()os" + sin-yIcosth,.(TAf,Tra) + sin ?. R"`(TETr)1. (57)
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The total vector R/(rTR) is the sum of independently propagated vertical endlire- and broadside-
generated components. These components are themselves sums of components which are propagated
by different waveguide modes.

DIAGRAMMATIC REPRESENTATIONS

It is instructive to view diagrams that illustrate the behavior of the various R, vectors as 7-R and .
vary. The following example illustrates what can happen in a particularly severe case of modal interler-
ence. Figure 7 depicts the variation of a single-mode correlation output R/k""(R)) from a stationary
vertical electric transmitter. Figure 8 shows an output function Rk'2)1 "(rT.) for a signal coming slightly
later on a second-order mode and 180' out of phase with the first. Figure 9 gives the resultant
R,'V(riR), which :a the sum of the correlation outputs of the first and second modes. Figure 10 shows
the phase of the vector Riv"(r R) as a function of r ,T

x

li •r(Ti) Xi H xl
1V0w(ri 0)

Y ' T(R O)

Fig. 7 -- (C iiiph of, 1'/111 ('rR) versus TR f'or a stallona~ry
vertical electric-dipole transmitter

• •~(2)ve!(r RH

F ig 11 -- ( ratph at R,' h"( ) vci sus rl¢ tor a slit I orary venlical electric dipole

transruitter. f he phase of this wave is 1 80° opposite to that illustra1ted in] Fig. 7.
[-hc maximum value of l R/ 2 )'•(r,u)[ ,,,:curs at slightly~ greater ,- valtues than
does the maximum value of' I I(l ~)'-t) shown in Fig. 7.

Xý ...... 0

Y

Fig Grph ll j'1`(T) vesusrlfora satinaryverica elctrc dpoltra siliic. ilephseof tii wa e s 80 o postetotht llstrte il ig 7
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SFigure 11 shows the resultant R'7(rT) COS -Y R'%"`( 5R) + sin -y cos I Rj(r), where C is the

angle between the direction of propagation and the endfirc direction of the antenna. The angle y is the
inclination angle of the antenna; we take y - 45' and • = 0 for this example. Figure 12 shows the
same resultant except for the condition 4 = 1800. The conditions for ý = 90' and ý ý 2700 are both
shown by the pattern of Fig. 9, since R/r(r R) is composed solely of the vertically generated modes in
these cases. These figures give a picture of R/&,) at the four cardinal points of an orbit.

X

RT(TR,h1 0) Rye(R) + Rhel(rR)p

Sr7R

Fig. II -- .aph of R7I(rTR for an enduirc case (cos -+1), illus-
trating the change in the value of rR for which I t11irR) I = 0 and

the variation in the size of the p~eak values of I R/lr(-r) 1 on opposite

sides of TR = 0. Here a relatively small value of IKr'(TR) I is as-
sumed.

R (7r, '1' 180' HR R) -Rh

R

Fig 12 - (irapat of R7(r) IRt~ the opposite endfire iose (has 4 I to tihe
case in Fig I i Here the largest value 01 I I• r t ll I occurs for rT > 0
whereas, in Fig II it %as fo r

T  < (I S' nchronizatioit limes Ir ) to he cir.-

sidercd in subsequent tigures are shown

ft
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In Fig. 12 four sample synchionization times, designated rR rR2, TR3, and rR4, represent possi-
ble correlation times that might occur within a receiver. We look at the variation of the correlation
vector magnitude !Rtr 5 ,) and phase <h , 7?) during a complete orbit for these times. Figures 13 and
14 show the phase and magnitude of R (rRl). The phase is constant in this case, because RW0 (-rt) is
greater than and parallel to ktr, n). The magnitude varies in a mild way. In Figs. 15 and 16 showing
the phase and amplitude for the time TR2, the phase makes two quick successive 1800 changes in the
neighborhood of 1800, and the amplitude goes through two successive nulls. Figures 17 and 18
give R/q,(0). This vector varies cosinusoidaily, ecause there is no contribution from the vertical elec-
tric antenna component. Figures 19 and 20 show the behavior of WT(T1? R), which is similar to the
behavior of 'W(T(7R2) except that the nulls occur near ý = 00 rather than ý = 1800. Figures 21 and 22
show the behavior of r,4), which is similar to RT(rt) except for a shift in orbit angle C of 180".

1, T (7R 7R1)

-180

90,

180 90 S O,' 180U
90'

180'

fig. t3 - Graph of 4kl 1r(tr ) as the angle of turn { of an inclined antenna
changes from -I180 to + 1800 for the synchronization lime ri. [this phase
is constant because the contribution of the vertical antenna cotmponent alwa.s
exceeds that of the horizontal component for this synchronization lime.

180' 90, 90, 180,

Fig. 14 - Graph of I R1r(ral) I as
varies from -180' to + 180'. The rela-
tively gentle variation of I qrtr(r,) I oc-
curs because I ",•(r It) I I > l' Rl)
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180 90 0 90 180

180 180 90 0 90 180

lFg. IS - Graph olf b,(rR) versus orbit angle I For Fig 16 . raph if Rt' (r I . r.us orbit angle 4. show-

this lock-on lime there are two rapid and large ph•se ing how this f'unction goes to eti( %%hen (/tr', 2t) is making

changes near 180' the ibrupt phase trarnlition

6,TT R 0) R 'I!;, 0)

180 -- I

90

180' 90 90 180 180 90 90 180
• l90 .

1801,

Fig. 17 - Graph of 0,1(rR -0) vetsus angle .t. 18 - (iraph (it/j,'(';,,, evrsus orbit angleC

There is essentially no contribution from the vertical lhe cosinusodit ,,ariaiioi is c,.aused by the cos C

LOItoptlCent for this value of TR, So tIre phase is cots- iiodulatiOti of the hor11iioot0al c(m1pUnent 1 be v.calrcd

trolled by the horizontal cormponern of trhe transinit- cornomporent contribut"es essen titally zero

fing antenna.

(tT(rR rR 3 )

180 RTT.

90

I II9 18

180 180 90 90 180

Fig. 19 - (raph of' 0k/i(TK.) versus orbit angle 4. For this syn- Fig 20 - Graph of //(t?,3)l versus orbit Am

chronizasiori time the abrupt changes in phase occur around the gle 4. Th-e smallest values if IR/', rma)I OCCLI or

S- I0 point rathcr than around the 1 I I0' for the rR 2 case if- orbit angles near erio degrees rather than near

lustrated in IFig I• 18titas was the case for IkIttx,01 as sho.an in

1g IF. 0

i
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(hT(H TrR4 )

1800

90,

I I I I
1800 900 900 1800

90,

1800

Fig. 21 - Graph of ,1r(rd) versus orbit angle •.
For this receiver time the vertically generated
correlation vector dominates:, that is lR,'(TR 4)1 >
I R'qh(TR4)1. No change of phase can occur, since

Rl'ý(rR 4 ) and /',(TI 4 ) are parallel.

RTrT( TR41j

1800 900 90" 180"

Fig 22 - Graph of IRT/(TR4'1 versus orbit angle
-. For this receiver time the maximum correla-

tion vector occurs for 4 - 180', whereas for TAR

the maximum correlation-vector magnitude oc-
curred at - 0°.

Finally, Fig. 23 shows an estimate of 7R,,, the optimum value of receiver correlation time for
different values of orbit angle 4. This graph shows that TRI and T R4 are preferable when JIR,(rR I)1 and
JI•tTR 4 )I are largest. The phase is constant, and the amplitude varies gently. Relatively mild ampli-tude behavior occurs for this correlation time because IR:"(TRI)I > IPe(rRbI. The pha:., is constant
because Rt(T ,&R1) is parallel to R/"&T R 1). Although ,RP"(T R 1) can change the magnitude of R7(TrI), it
does not change the phase.

I TR, opt

_TR3

180" 90 1, R 900 180o

Tp 1

Fig 23 - Graph showing the values of T? that should be
chosen for various orbit angles for the casc illustrated in
Figs 7 through 22

I
-4



In the preceding example, there was minimum correlation near the middle of the correlation
envelope, and the correlation maximum was greatly displaced from the maximum point of the correla-
tion of either individual multipath signal. Thus, the rather small difference in arrival times Tpl "- 

7
-p2

changes the optimum chip synchronization time rq by a major amount. This effect is fairly easy to
,.;xplain. The condition described by our equations is a severe case of multipath interference. Two sig-
nals come to the receiver antenna offset in time by rv - rp2 . The first and second signals travel
independently of each other, so when the first signal pulse arrives, the signal begins to build up. Then
the second signal arrives out of phase and cancels out the first signal for a long interval of time while
both are strong. Then the first signal goes to zero because its waveform has passed by, while the
second signal remains to give an excitation of the antenna again. Thus the strongest portions of each
signaling element in this case of interference occur at the beginning and the end of each signaling ele-
ment. In the middle of the clement, the two signals arriving from different paths interfere, and there is
a reduction of the field present.

When a receiver tries to synchronize with the signal at its strongest point, it must search for syn-
chronization either at the beginning of the chip or at the end but not in the middle. Thus, if a system
were presynchronized with an optimum -r, for either of the individual mode delays or for an average of
the two mode delays, it would actually be poorly synchronized for optimum operation! For better
operation three correlators might be used-one adjusted at the central expected time of arrival of the
wave, and one at each end of the chip. If the two waveforms reinforce each other to give the max-
imum in the middle, the central correlation peak will be large and the two side peaks will be small. If
however, an interference condition is present, the middle correlator will be weak and the two sidc
correlators will be strong.

NUMERICAL CALCU1LATIONS

Procedures

We will calculate some values of Rk/ for cases that are inspired by realistic niode-theory calcula-
tions of the phase and amplitude of VLF waves. For the calculated fields shown in Fig. 6, the
waveguide mode constants are given in Table I.

Table I - Constants Used in the Calculations

Ai= 0.4 G 1(z)= I
A 2 - 1.2 (i2(z)= 1
S, 1,002 + 0.000689i A,(z,) = 0.02i

S2 ¾ 0.003 + 0.00138i Af2 z,) = 0.05i
z= 0km 1) 4 kmi
GI (z,) = 0.965 + 0.259i z, - 10 km
(12(z,) = 0.95 Radiated power I I kw

These constants were used in the following equations to generate the field -strength values in Fig. 6:

2 ,.',i s (57)

arid

(r. ') i(g// ) '21 ds"" cos , r ,( )S,, t',, (58)

where

I sinD1/a) 2 (,(z)G,,(z,)A, exp (iir/4 + ik0 DS)). (59)

(DA sin/)/

0 - . .:7=.. .. ', - 0-
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These equations are simplified versions of Eq:. (51) !hrough (53), since they contain only TM-
mode constants of an isotropic ionosphere. We calculate R'7IVe for each mode according to

Xi)•e (TR0) = NIA""I cos[o•0rf'v(C)] C (r' - TO) (60)

and
yl()'e (TR,, ) - NIA/"eI sin[wJ0rf've(' )] C (-r'f.(•) - rx), (61)

Wvhere

N is a normalizing constant,

A, " is amplitude of the Ah TM mode generated by the vertical component of the transmit-
ting antenna,

Uo() is the angular frequency of the wave,

,I' V`(() is the delay time of the phase of the wave when the aircraft is at angle ý of its orbit for
the ith waveguide mode, and

-, v"(T ) is the group delay time of the Wave when the aircraft is at angle 4 oi its orbit for the Ah
waveguide mode.

The amplitude is given by

AV' - S,' 5Gf(z) G1(z,)A, exp(i'r/r + i ko .DS,). (62)

The phase delay time 7Pv`(Q) is obtained by evaluating the phase of Aj:

WO r/.'"(4) - arg(A,0"). (63)

The group delay time Ti'v(r) is obtained by evaluating the derivative of the phase (if A,:

rTf-"(' ) - [arg(A"). (64)
Ow

The path length I) from the transmitting antenna to the receiver location is a function of the orbit angle
Sand the orbit radius r according to the approximation

D = Do + r sin €, (65)

where D1 is the distance from the receiver to the center of the orbit. To calculate Rkl"(ý ,7rR), we per-
formed summations as indicated in Eqs. (54) through (56).

We calculate the horizontally electrically generated fields in an analogous manner:

X, ) = N (,T/W COS[,oT .'(+ )N (I (A C6"(( ) -Q T R (66)

and

Y/')"' (rn,C;) NIA/'1 sin[o0*""'(•)] Co (,'v(- ) "Q ) t67)

The amplitude of" the i th mode is given as follows:

A!" ýý G,(z) G,(z+)A, exp(irr/4 + iko D S,) S,' A, (z,) = A,"" S, A,(z)). (68)

The phase and group delay times are given in the same manner as for the vertically generated modes:

CO) .f (( ) arg(A!') (69)

~i
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and

rf""(4) - •- -[arg(Ap`)]. (64)

Tables 2 and 3 give the numerical values used in making the correlation calculations.

Table 2 - Set of Quantities Used in Calculation
of Correlation Vectors

Mode Quantity Value

1 IA 7 I 1.26500262 x OTT
7- Ve 1.33658211 x 10-2

T 've 1.34400 x 10-'
I A h1 2.52495471 x 10-'

.he 1.33533157 x 10-'
r_ _ ,,e 1.34400 x 10-2

2 " A v'" 1.11773228 x 10-i'
T- Ve 1.32437617 x 10-2

r've 1.356666 x 10-2
IA 2"' 5.62805237 x 10-3
T he;'" 1.32562578 x 10-2

rT 'he 1.356666 x 10-'

Table 3 -Second Set of Quantities Used in

Calculation of Correlation Vectors

Mode _Quantity Value

I-I-- 7 -,F1.26500262 x 1 T1
r .... VI 1.33658211 x 10 2

T rýVII 1.34400 x 10 2
IA "hI 2.52495471 x 10r'he 1.3315820 x 10

rT___ 1.34400 x 10-2

IA2"I 1.26500262 x 1o
T ve 1.33908211 x 10 2

r7'V'I 1.356666 x 10
IA 1"I 5.62805237 × 1 3

he 1.3365820 x 10 2
Trh' 1.356666 x 10 2

Results

Fil'tres 24 through 29 show Wl,'(rT) and q),'(TR) contours for y values of 90', 85', 800, 60', 45",
and 0' with the propagation parainetcrs of Table 2. Figure 30 shows R(I""(Tr), the correlation vector
of the lib:st-order mode. Figures 31 through 36 show the correlation vector for propagation parameters
of Table 3 for y values of 900, 850, 80', 600, 450, and (P'. The "average" chip duration for each of these
calculations was r,. I I ms. The total length of ct Ii chip is 7 = 2i-, = 2 ins. The radius of the orbit is
3 kin; the distance from the center of the orbit to the eceiver is 4000 kmi.
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1.1

Fig. M4a - Amplitude behavior of' k/(TA) for y - 90',
calculated with the parameters of Table 2

Fig. 2b - P'hase behavior of "T(r- )for ,90,
calculated with the parameters of Table 2

.4-"t _ . .. ... -, . .. . _-•[•• • •,f• • . • . ,".. .. ,,"• '' f • !:rl•
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Fig. 24c - Amplitudt- contours corresponding to Fig. 24a
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Tii

Fig. 25a Amplitude behavior of JRkt(T) for y - 850,

calculated with the parameters of Table 2

Fig. 25b -- Phase behavior of RWtT"(IR) for y - 85°,

calculated with the parameters of Table 2

8I
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Fig. 15c - Amplitude contours corresponding to Fig. 25u
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Fig. 26a - Amplitude behavior of WT(TH) for y - 80',
calculated with the parameters of Table 2

~11

Fig. 26b Phase behaviur of W'T(r-) for y - 80°,
calculated with the parameters of Table 2

J j a
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Fig. 27a -Amplitude behavior of RIT(IR) for y -60',

calqjlated with the paramleters of Table 2
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V'1(T )

II) It12 120

11 W, [31151

Fig. 27c - Amplitude contours corresponding to Fig. 27a
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I 
-

SFig. 
28a - Amtplitude behavior of YT( R) for y - 45°,

calculated with the parameters of Table 2

-J4

Fig. 28b - Phase behavior of A' 7lr) for y - 45*,
calculated with the parameters of Table 2

I t'
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Fig. 29a - Amplitude behavior of W,7(TR) for 0',
calculated with the parameters of Table 2

Fig. 29b - Phase behavior of k(r R,) for y - O',
calculated with the parameters of Table 2
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Fig. 29c - An•plitude contours corresponding to Fig. 29a
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Fig. 29d - Phase behavior corresponding to Fig. 29b
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Fig. 30b - hs behiatude of' R/'
1

)(rR) for vY
calculated with the parameters of Table 2
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Fig. 31a - Amplitude behavior of g'Fr(-R) for y - 90',
calculated with the parameters of Table 3

S.
))11, ,, 

"' / 
4t

-. H j/ *ft./

Fig. 31b Phase behavior of RT(TR/) for y - 90',

calculated with the parameters of Table 3
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|Vig. 3 1c -- Amplitude contours corresponding to F~ig. 3 1a
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Fig. 32a -- Amplittide behavior of' k 7I(TM) fur y - 85",
calcuilted with tle parameters of Table 3
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4y
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Fig. 33u - Amplilude behavior of i,/"r) for y - 80°,
calculated with The paiarneters of Table 3

Fig. 33b -- Phase behalViol of' 91rTq'~) for ',- (°

catlcuhlated with the paraniewils of Table 3
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4""• ' Fig. 34a -. Amplitude behavior of R1'r(rR) for -/-60',

S~calculated with the parameters of 17':

'''
, I

"A,.

Fig. 34b -Phase behavior of R'f&(R) for y - 60',

calculated with the parameters of Table 3
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30 3> / '

Fig. 34c -Amplitude contours corresp)onding to Fig. 34a
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Fig. 34d -Phase behavior corresponding to Fig. 34b
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rig. 35 - Apiuebhvo fk" ? o y 4*

I.-.

Fig. 35a -- Ampilitude behavior of Rk/&r~) for v - 45°,

calculated with the parameters of Table 3

boo

Fig. 35b - Phase behavior of IfT(Tr) fr y - 45°,
calculated with the parameters of Table 3
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Fig. 35c - Amplitude contours corresponding to Fig. 35u
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Fig. 35d -Phnse bohavior corresponding to Fig. 35b
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IC

Fig. 36a - Amplitude behavior of R/'(rR) for y - 00,

calculated with the parameters of Table 2

Fig, 36b -- Phase hehavior of k'TkrR) for y -- 00,

calculated with the parmneters Af Table 3

Ua/
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Fig. 3
6c - Amplitude contours corrmspouding to Fig. 360
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Discussion-

Figure 24 shows the correlator performance for the case of a completely horizontal antenna. For

this case JR, (r ) goes to zero at ý - 90' and 2700, and there are sudden 180' phase flips at these

angles. The best correlation time appears to be at r = 13.5 ms, which is the middle of the correlation

peak.

Figure 25 shows the correlator performance for the case o.' an antenna with inclination y v 85'

from the vcrtical. For this case it is difficult to say if there is a single best receiver synchonization time

T- . During most of the orbit it appears that the time TR =: 13.5 nis would be the best. Holwever, this

value of rR appelas to give a value of RW'f'(T R) I that is severely reduced at • = 900 and • = 2700. For

this case a system of selection of three values of -rj? separated by I-ms intervals (12.5, 13.5, and 14.5

nis) would give a more stable average perfo rmance in the evaluation of R(I'T R). The discontinuity in

Fig. 25d at Ta? = 13.8 mis, signified by the heavy vertical line, is due to a 360' ambiguity which has no

real signiticance except at thie nulls (( = 120' and • 240'), where I R(r I ) -- 0. (,Comparison of'

Figs. 25c and 25d illustrate this feature clearly.

Figure 26 shows the correlation performance for an antenna with y - 8 0 '. in the vicinity o'f T'R

- 14.0 nis and 4 - 180" th-2re is an abrupt drop of signal and jump in phase, Otherwise the IR' (r )I

frInction seems fairly well behaved.

ligure 27 shows the behavior of R91(T, R) for an antenna with y - 60'. The amplitude and phase

variation of the correlation are much milder than for the cases with smaller values of y, since the verti-

cal electric-field components exceed the horizontal components by it least one order of magnitude at

this droop angle, This trend is continued as y is decreased to 45" and then to 00 in Figs. 28 and 29,

ligure 30 gives the value of R,'"`"(T r). It illustrates the case of pure tirst-nrder-niode protpaga-

tiOn trom a vertical electric-dipole source.

The values of the propagation quantities in Table 3 are similar to those of Table 2 except for an

adjustment to produce maximum mode cancellation and interference effects. We have made the first-

ltder and second-ordei vertically generated modes have opposite phase and equal magnitude. We have

modified the phase of tile horizontally generated modes so they are in the samle phase phore with the

vertically generated nlode.s to produce mnaximum field-strength variation. Ilence both severe ef'ects-

appear in Figs. 31 through 36.

Figt1re 31 gives the bchavior of R'I (Ir ,T) for the prMopagationl paranelers of Table 3. Thu results

are alminost identical to th•ose •f' Fig. 24, since y = 90W and the only changes made in the paranieters of

Ih h iz mhtally generated niodcs are to the phase delay times r f' and -r h,

Figure 32 shows the behavior of' Rk/(T ) for the Cas'" of0 Y =5°. The influence of th1e splitingi

of the vet tically generated function is more evident on ile phase 1 pilt than om tire anlplitudc trlut.

ligurc 33 shows the behavior of '/ (T,?) for the case of y 8t0". I lere, the influence of the

correiatiei-pcak splitting of' the vertically generated function is quite evident a; the notch in the corre-

lation peak makes its way tront side to side through the vUluCs Of T1R and t . This is illustrated further

in. Figs. 34 and 35, which give the graphs for =- 60" and 45".

Finally, Fig. 3 0 shows the split correlation peak for a purely verticil antenna being carried around

am orihit. I leic we find a nearly constant variation of I/R(T,) I versus •, and the phase of the correlation

function bP/r(r• ) varies only mioderately with . As a function of "rH, these variables show the expected

splitting.

---------------
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The phase /6(-r) changes gradually with TR in Figs. 27 through 29, whereas in Figs 34 through
36 it changes abruptly at certain TM values but then achieves a constant value again on either side of'
the change point. This is readily explained using the diagrammatic techniques previously discussed,
sinc,: in the first case the correlation function for the individual modes C1'<1)(TR) are not coplanar, and
in the second case they are coplanar, so that only abrupt phase changes are permitted.

CONCLUSIONS

This report shows possible types of variation of" the correlation vector Rk/(TlR) when an airborne
VLF transmitting system is employed. Use of a single co-relator-synchronization time can result in loss
of communications because of possible signal degradation and phase change caused by orbital and
modal interference effects. Multiple and/or adaptive correlation and decision techniques seem indicated
for this channel.
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RELATIVE COR'TACTEFiISTICS OF r[F/M WAVFS EXCITED1) BY AIRBORPNE VLE/LV TRANSMITTERS

Paul A. Kossey and Ldwar'I A. Lewis Edward C. Field
Rolme Air Deovelopmtent Centur Pacific Sierra lRes. Corp.
Hlanscomr AFB, MA 01731 Santa Monica, CA 90404

SUMMAJR Y

U. S. Air Force studies of tire characteristics of' long radio waves, excited by airborne VLF/LF
transiirmitting antennas, are described. Those antennas provide a source of both conventionally used
transverse Magnetic (ITM) waves anid here-t'rfcre unfused Transverse Electric (IL) waves. A variety of
experimientalI and theoretical studies are described. Included are discussions of TIE/I signal and
atmosirheric noise data obtained using balloon, rocket and aircraft platforms, and theoretical studies onl
the propragation of' ILl IN waves under both normal and disturbed ionospheric conditions. Th10e Xiii itation
of: the IL pol arizati on For iiirprovIjing the range( and reliability of: VLF/LF air-to-air coirijiuni cat ionls is also
considered.

1. IN~iHDDUCIWIO

Conventional Very Low/Low F requency (VEE-/LE[) radio trarrsriitt Ing stations rave vert ical antennas
which excite Waves of tihe Transverse Magneutic ( IM) iclarization iii the earth-i onosphere waveguide (see
Figure 1). With the advent of systemis such as the U.S. Air Eorce' s 1U1C-%, it is now possible to transmiti
VEE-/LE: signals fromi high speed aircraft. These aircraft are equipped with lonty trailmlu-wire anitennas
whichi may have lengths iii excess of 6i-7 ki lorreters. Iii high speed opreratioris air--drag forces the anternna
into a nearly IroriZorital position Such that the desi red vertical corirgoneirt naty be only about onrv-terrtir of
tire total l engtih. In t rniis if' tadiate foipower , surch air anuterrna i s iii tire order of' onliy o ire -perce nt ais
effective as it would be if it was vertical. lBecause tire radiated rower' freii such nearly horizontal
antennas is miainly in tire Trarrsverse Electric (i11) pcolanization (see Figure 1.), tire questio erratural ly
arises as to whrether' or riot- thre 1L 1)01 airzatirir could he exgrloiit~ed for coiururricaiticr purposes. lire answer'
drronerds eni such factors as tire di stributioen of' wave intenirlty wit fi ltitude, azi irufir, annd range, as well
as curls ideratieris Of tire back ground noise arrd other inirerfer-ence, arid the practicality of inrut l Ilily
aircraft receive antennas, etc. This raiper' describes a variety of expeimenirrtal arid tireereticail studieus

conrdiuc ted or' spornsor-ed by tire P'r-upia gatio i rr it-ncir, Riorie Alh ie yee 1 clirenirt Center, Ui. S. AlIt- Foirce , mWhichi
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he tire extent finaL, tire earth and tire riion~hrsii ~lrc na> ihe consideor-ed to be a 'l at mavegriide For- 1Tclry
i-adlo waves, tire distrib iutioni of Field intensity Wi tin altiude may be thought of: as resul tinrg It-rr' tire

iterir'ererrce u ionio u leeary up -qgl ig anrd down -goirrg pl 1anie waves refl1ecctin g fromr tire bee in r Iivs at
certain obl ique (irrudal) inicideince arrgleCs. At. these arrglIes tire phase chrarities dIue Lu reflect I un are
sHch th,1t Lit!ri mu-Urn ig arid dewir-ioirig planuri wavers are curryi s~eirt with each ritirer. liii exairrirle, lcr
rmost. rcuimiwnr typles of ea rthr, V)i k liz 1M waves i ncidienrt. adl. argIC 1 les 1is thIani a bout 8/" (birlo irftie Birewriter'
arriji1c) nay be regarded as reflectinrg wlirh rio 1 urge charlj -Ofi phrrsc. Dl tOiW Other luri[d, tire samle waves
inc idenit ioir a fl at ionrospherer at airyles grea icr' t hanl abourt 65" are beryondi tire! quasi hi-own tin ariil e, and
i-cfl ect. witii a nearliy 180"1' iphase chadnge. Thus. foi re incdenrcie aicl us appriropri ate fon rr lon auri
iricuiaiat ioer, tire iiera 1 strructur-e%, for IM waves iritweerr a F] it urran Ifi arid a fl at iorirruinirre wouildi t end
fir ire tire forms shown ill Figure lb). F-or the ofhic iiit. cuciliml o ri Suichr Mudes , air cr1 CI,r i c iJI Ci
tI'iliiiiir1i.Li14 diuLirtirirri shroruld ho r vernt.ical , arid pri-ferabrly close to thei girourid.

lol 11wave'., hioweviur, inlst, coiurinir silt facS.i11, 1i rSrlflci" ciii, ly meL11 crr'nruc LIrr al. 1o rimregiuric iris
tur giV dr JaW r01r:rircen rlrc'rly 180 Oiler rofllectionn, it. all inic Iirirce airril es. Turs, ti11rri in% a fieldh
innrn'mcplat io lii firch It he giinrournid, inn tlr riroila 1 niric~reirrr tfir- hi. walve shouirldi r('errnirrii therm
ii listrrt.nrd in I igurv 11), whinch show little oii- fiti It f lid it, low arltitudes. Accordnt'lgy, tire ibservatirir
ofi H waver, woiuld cenquire recei ver pr'obes at, aT titudes ariroirrit Irg ietil anirirrecnabiln iractin ofiii tire
di stanice bretwerern Liii! grounlid aind tire ionosphere. Sirril 1arly, f or L.iii' uiici ii. erinxuitati' loll nit li11v 11
pol arizatioin, tire hranisirlirt~inIrg iritemnra sirouldi lie at a ii( li alt11itudhe arid ire erahily iii a hrori zonital
rn i1, ticu. Ii it girtq L, tire Nit r-9m trarnrrI t t i n ( aritmrrira i s typiric i Is ~IAborut nfi neth ioricirt, her' i zorita] , arid
rTit. ILFields Shrouldi be- rddatnn piCIlredofiri rant16y ini tire irroadsicu ciii cutioul' lire IM t ielI dii I irmil tire

vcrl i cal crompoient.rl of firm antiririria, irrwiVryr', shounldi Ii' rivar-Iy r irihinireririrlr if (1it irrirut

Strictly sireark lug, tire. lrioparh~nu y rr idric] IM polarihitours airn' niot irnidipiendent bircausir nrf croims
couldilu'] irr tire iolorrinriro rirri tir tire georiragrietic fileld. lirrs , tirerL, k partial cnnrver-ri';irrnl ofTM waves
int r Itr , waves, anrd v ice-versa, flire effect riily ire eruiricki , ii>'-lguiicat rci at ningirt. tinder- rorriail rdicyt in
eonrich iens, cir nurnrg idisturbedrioneosipireric coindiltions, VIl1/i1 Waves tendri tir Si nr'llectrrr at lim
ioenosphereic he-igihts where ulectrori-iririit'lr colisnirorns greatly redhucer thie i nflorunrce ci t fir h'aiti
riagrietic field, anrd it in (jerrerrilly apprpirrri ate, iio thienr cn~diri'i tin' trwi iirlarizritiorr. r', rnxi sitiroi
siruilltarrourrsly , arid lrirepirrnihrintly.
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n-al ti tuidie diiri irrutils r oin cit WI i V11 grrrr s trie gririi-- isIM i lung( wrar' hrisri ie ave irininr
rriisrrvvdinr iii' irirriric' of rirckrn. 1:1iqt gi~s a~iirctrri bry ihAlC inl thii 1010's, liii. tir uh .!ptiii 'iisil ribuicri
of 11 poiwer has breir vi rtrrrly 1>tirexiri ndni. Iii inriorr Lo rrbser'v(ýi'l fir fie ldrs ro1r,0irr A'm Sr t rilsirri t fir'
it rlmrIiionra lir r11i .oi ick, liADi; r~isigrien thir billoo irirri irii xlerlrrirrel. i i irstratueil ii I igrire ?. A lorri

atrrimria, toi sunrin tfir vr'rr icr1 irrrgrrrt'ir: lield of nit 1ii' wave'- WW; '1,priusiirihrroirnnw a'r rihdriirrii irrirvti'ir-
I1oil cal I i ru I nIo l. 11i1 uirrlnc, mu w iti(I i ric dd r irinl mirai I IVi.i1 rv '-ir i v(r'I- ind a vI eliei crriry tr''rsri ,l~ii i . r, Win,;

fIrwrr t 'Ir n air 11I. i Luidor of abrmout. ?3 herrl, runly i rich a t i rmv wirrr -, i (11i 1. meni rvdri i n I : a l romi I rirrirribri' orf girouindr
ha in( cirirbori' Vi i/iliuiir fr- Ynirgm11 Wrt[]O glirt ni. (if i Hirrrir po 1. rloir ritinrira rwiurrn' withi

craundomi pii'iihiirrn 'ciii. nn whirh iroi iivilrnui Ar sricily ririrrl.,itivi rivy [ ai rvir'roi-l. of liii rnlr-nrvm-r I ii' iii, bill



feorri the irrnnerr in) which tire signllds varied as Lthe loop1 swungr, it was possible to infer' whether they were
predoiorurarntly TM or If. The way in which this was done is ii srrOtraed in Figure ?a. F-or the ease of a
Irredeci naittly IM field, wi Lit a horizontal siiignet ic field, there, would be some f ield lin kagoe, and tihus
somn si grid Ipick-uap, whern the loop) was isl pnsitilon A. As the loop noved towards 0 the siginal woul d
decrease to Zero, btro would increase agalir is position Bi was approached. Thle TM signadl omiri i trido, as
a funretion of- Linev, woruld thererolor e give ai deeply serrated record, as illuistrated in ri gore 2b. InI
tire irther extreime case slriwii in) I igure 2d 1 rat of a prrrelv It Sigrrid], tire iiagrret ic field of tlri wave
is cortical , rild ciSerrtral ly thiire is always crirri signal indulced on the swirig irg loop, Ilir arritr itadc-

Data ebtairrrid dur rig siri t  ) B I loon pfrobe rrxlrrrrlrrrit. are shown tin Figure ?c. lire. data frorm NAA,a

g rI 011d raced IM tirarrsrrrti o r' slicer hr de serrt idilois exprecitedr fromi tire swinrginrg 1 oer. A sigrral rwbichi
casiol frorr arr MUG-9r Ird anqrug r Cr airciri1 t_ Fyinrr at hiigir spreed (NI:AGP) sinows no evirdernce of' such dec1p
SCtrratloirs, but is non rly Corll' farlL at is irririmsod frorr thre irbervaticirs thait woro wiloe wirerr tire
Iralloion was at an alt rtuoe fii 14 krill, that thri sigrral eras Irr'odorri irlarrtly TI:. lire 1ACAM) Si grial was Fr'eiir
arr ai'rcraft that Was fl own ill ericloIS ci eUl atI vely Srrrld1 radiuis so that its t ransirritt inrg anitenr hung
irrirn ver'ti call y thlarn the N LAC' a rite iria lire lACAMO i'0ci d s mown ill Ir rrr roc Su ggest s fir t its si gnral

Conrtainied a woero irtllriri in o rf 11 ann IlM coirporrerrts, i.e. , tire sign, 1 rrrirrrd are rot rc deepir Is those of
NAA, iorrr are they as rrrar'ly corrstadrrt as tire NLAO' signial . lire NIACIr datar, allthoughr rlral itLdlive fii rirturir,
relrresenrtedl the i irst. tariirFibl evcidrerrei to tIre Air' Force htlrr a rrcdrrrrrrrrarrhly It- irrlarlzor S igrira] could
Ire olisorvod frem a traili rig-wire a ircr'afi., rrrd providerd tire Imirprtus for lAlli tor initiate arid corrdlirt
Ilortier sturli oneel atirrj to thre prossibile future ilxllor 'rt~inrr of these signals to rimprove the rarryc arid
r~eliability of: air-to-air corirrierilcaitionl lirks.

Iliru rlet iADiC It/I'M 551cr'merits involvsad *r rtrw typre ballo ion prirrbe whin h rcoritailrd 1001) anftennias
fin' serrs irg both 1 arid IN I gia ls, Inrdepeiindenttly (see I igore 3d ). Th is prrobe Swrung licridul eri-fas~ir er
dunring thie ba loon astern but was rel eased. at a prro-sirt Iranorretrrr, altitude, ýrid all owed to loll. llre
aero-dlyramiric desigin III: tire probie provideld vertical axis stabrilrat ierdun (lring tire descent, (typrical ly wi thri ri
abiourt irre niryrtV), . rrd as tOIlrob11de fell1, it irrtatnrd Irr az irul Ir with the plauri of tire 11I. lorrop arrtemirr
11oirrairrinig essentially hrotzoirtal . lire plane of thre INl rotos iryn lenun arnt,crrrr was practical ly vertical

oring desrcrent,, bitt er! atoil aiiniitril ly . fil exerirri irrrt us ing I I is t I'PJ prrorbe was Iierforrirel atI Chuorchill ,
Cirirada tir obSerV0te l 44 kIlt/ Sigrral1 fr'orr arr Mr-6ib lter aft fl yring ovrrr Lake Suprrl'i or. Tire pii rri flow
at air alttitrde it: di brrt 9.4 krrr hrt a r'acr-tirrrzk orbrit airhroxiriatl r1y 10) krirl by 31) kilr.
Ilrrirni each reviolutio orr f' abourt twirnity rriirrtose tirnre, all azimuthal aspecrtr ir. f thri halt-wave (3.4 krirl)
tra~ilirin wit e airteriria were irerserted trr tire rece I ing rackaq rie*t I iur drill , nlorirrly Its% aSCont. lire
pr'oiotagd pdtii ii was iriagire-otrally north , arrd Its; average lenigthr wds aboert 13011 krrr. ihil expeo'rriment. was;
Cirrircietd urrnlir dayt llur crirrlit ioerrs tir Iliii iiiiI r ie Licofioct' of nl I nrrrritiri c croisersio I rriemi on(t lInori al Io
Lii tire other'.

Duiringi ascenit ()iI Ire iirobrer, lire varr',1.t 1 ofrr in it r1pirriri Iun ire to0 tri Chrarrginrg asproct if tirev AC-96
tt"rrrsilitiltly rr rrerr~ sitartillShwdu viny Steroingly Ill ther r'l~at. Iota ponulrts obtairred by irlrrtirrr relative

s irial st~rerithi d~against. irrtirrrllr as;irrCt arrlge, eStirriateit iry In rittiolorticnn I urcli cimebewerer iq5nihl maYxima
wherrn thre rrckage was at 2t0.13 krirl altitune , aini Showrn i rrFi gure 3b . Itlrori is excell1 ct ayr't'irrcrt.
withr tire I'loerirt icr11 rattlerin af o ialf-wdrsir dilorl, ini lice sirace.

Ilr iiguru 3u, tire ci rce-lirriiris! shorw thie 11< r0ixl ira rutiersird is tire picklge r seerris. lire qviirdil
ri'rri of lithci poinits% mirris tire irsruetoil very iirlrrkerl rrct-'rasir ofi sigril en iit illti tude , hrrt tire rate, in
rincr'easir ariears, ii bei sloinrmrg (trwrn arorunrr 211 krr il ; 1HI~ e trir lire IN nab~ sirrier in I igree 3( were cirtalred

drhinrrg the asi s-stakir ii ed des;cent porioIn in tire 11 Ihrl., wirirr tire looprirresiriirrsr itr tire de111rril r~lt, IF
I inn eric rliririilaled. lire IM tHeldl winý arOrt I/a/urat tire groundri, arid exyceprt ice, rrirrii vrri aLiens,
drcrean~sed rlwil tui IrierIsInri al iititide. his, clidItarelrir' itc don'cei nil Li exlriit..rt~ioris. lire fI/IM iN ~ drin r

11110 JR clriw Liral.. at i all dItitliule of 9.4 kcrl. thre 11 !Enil pai ws ipprorxiixir~attly I? lit larger' Liror thir IN
cit1. irri a td d 2, t'ill, IUrr I! IN/I ratlirur lire ifrlisis Iii ,ibrrrr. 19 1 il. It was in. Liriil li'ddr'iirg Liii
rlxirrit iirrtli. Lirirt AIK-hJO tr~illkird airniri 11 kw, with all Ir.ohi rril.u twu otrust Iif it binnL ii n Ir tire1 it

poiri zatirri, (lire Loi Hlr riroi, iror iiLkil asiriiul nil it.,; txlii1iriri-eire tr'rrn'.rrittrigq rirtertia.

Io iii :ririlir.oirrrr'c feldr !,rtrnIrriti-d1 rlt Id itirn irri I II rcli irrir: ii'riird.-lrasri I M L~riiir-iii irs wenrei

11 .iii riclurrlrr. Iliry irriwernthlie exiicrt,rni Ltr'rlrnirrcy forrr thre itIN HeirIdsiii O ir dci'eair withi licirr'li rg
nI. I Itlrl. Ii tI oe I M a , i. i oi I irri' t in i ed aIrfy I L. wave ecrrroirrrrrrLrs (ill'e I rig( 1 tir is (dayt. i rill I (11 i git therin rIrri I tirili'

wieire irri weak ,i mekasuirewin th Ltr i:eireiti, I.iui ied. this iS ciid 10 d therr at theyr iriust iraso ireril at. 1 til~ .
20 113 ilo1rwre ro Fll iN sliii ls.

- - ~~~~~~DrHii rgLhi' is rnxiiinrlrrit: it, Wwals o pr oss iblei t~o otinn 1iiictirracen if it-1 INirckiJr~uritd eel sir , iry
errviay Ilii tire Lelirleriitry Laires ilrioiiiIlr a receivrer hi rrrdsl Iighrtly orff lthe 44 kiln 1 l in-9 friequeny.
Allirrirgit terlemetolry nrri Isrr plil errII fiii I. ioir lire levil it at~nir-irritrri c riok I si that. could rhIe oblsiserve frorm

th is expirirrinrwit. , it. waserrr 1conclued that flu it ratiirrsilr'i'i unos Isir b kgrkmolurn was at Ileast In dBl beilow
thei 1 Iri s esirri al. i all 1. ~truiici, of2? kinl. Irr Id ii (ir r'xperI iirrls , rs in tilririorii-cns itivo equipmenrit thei
11-i~ttrrrrslilrir: niiim!i was oct iiiadtror hi te at leaist,/ I? E11 1,s thran tire IN roisiie. Moiie ircont ly at nay-
hump ii1 it gir of aI- rand M- Inist-riiunrttnd MAlCS rocket provsideii pilar izatitoInr ratiris loii ?93 inrdividualrr
forInes. At l3t ktlzI Lthin TN /il1, ii i Sr rut in 10Was 1 linger Ih Ira (ilrrit 1 nIt irraer Ltiri earl~h it ' irri re, brrt

ri%)ereSirni w I itii iicOaSilrg 1lt.Hi ride to aboirrt] Ii nil ai till i. hOther stun irs. by tire J.S. Navy arid Air
irircir oririiz~ti: un, hirve rnt~iiiiatrrd thuirel ito 11 r n s,r is oftirn 20 nil1 lowerI titarr tire iN miser I acitorrs
whch li~r rmiie'riinn tire IM/TV rn so 'i. iii 1 i o a ll. li( dI iricli hincrile (aI) lire dilfterenrcer ir ulti tune-
mirilil Itrido ur'rii I i whitchi ar-,ir l *Irrir-r, dorirtinrririd pimrrinneily by Ulre holr(Iirlil'y runrirrios 11, 1rr lit ý tn antli
midn tire I irrosulieri't, (b) Huii rer I t is st tr'errgl t f Ir ivhr twor itypes of 1.111. 'err, whin l cli riwy viry wiLth
Inn'j)IylriI. ioii dii turret, annd whirirr uolrireriri fiti rrldtii. lvi illoct. isiiirss in thri average Ilighitrtinrg strokre
irl re I tin'] tin irl(r'r



iiThe results of' HDIB o L urIly wlWiviting- Loop anti IM pv C olx to xjm _r titirL:mntl tineatot] a 1)0551)11ilty
ot 1fllmprvtng air--to-air loniv wave cnrniuniintl ~onn b~y oxpiettirig,, flit; Ii- ini ;zatittii, iit'ovititc tho
ris]fintht ci pat.ter-r tof' bit; i t~viLt i-witvc; tinoinvit; mucl iho aoeet~oite, :trill I roviltel L tha. ist the; Litt'ais-
ratlV bbigand rOCI-tsivta ;LiVVrot aft Warti t :tltb;uvI tsitjluy h~jioji altudatios 'hibe were no dat-at, fromn theseo

expri eaton hew the 'T' m igacitia varied wi Li ranpe from Lillt- ali 'ban toLranltmitter . 9bt obtalt ; itch
dalta , iiT 'Cq(U tppti 0 U-;'; at rraft' to rep el ,ý il'/INl si;tIgacls . 'f'lits was lnecoitiplintat cin a aoveriit of
fhig$;tn 1.11 the Violiaity of, Hawaii. An rxmiple, ii' Uthe dlt-nt r'ooolvoil tin tv', mlt nucii I'tght lis :i owti Iii
Pig , 4'2I. With LIu to Lao ciIiUig alo a t'(WL' ;iL, 9-.7ilo, anil the 11-2 riot; rtyin titpro afi alt T9 len, the
reottl veti1 I aK liglauls wei'c rol~t); tat i taly gvo~d ' UtnL it the [liN otga verL tho ittoaslmitenot ait age ci'
1ti1001000 kion. 'Ilit iflticlit~itL't it'fop lo tt' ,i;i gll it wo;rte 1iltnec to Laaout 1001) kinl Iue Li) aircraft tI 00 Li-'bsrI
iltjo li probil.t'i1is. 'l111:1 acise , fi'ixiil the U--;"nt gti~mittitlf I rig 575la, CKxseuihid thelitoiroei ; ItsspIImi i tl
ntitto. Ill fact, (11ItrltRtg 'llii U-2' a flt1ghtlt, Use i;lttet'tunl Oolet~ti'taI noit iso'tint tic' hitiutnne: of' Lt;;
a i~lc r';d't tt0 Il lz genler-ator' iltiiiteiiiit till' IVxbittitt ad igi-; at whel i 1. Ii' Tfel~/lm iciii'it tisttoitd lie fci it;.
To ailevl.titi;LI til, IbrobtliA ;tatittg bthe Ui-2 tol.t;Lt, ;It iWtiatitty i~itui'foi' itt; ciiim tot m it tt ysteiti wtll
i ;vei aptsit naill ii; d to ox i,inii btt; ttoaal'uiitbt ic it na igi ; iDIL to abiu; 201)1 kiii. lTo Ia to, howeverLi til- Ii Lanairk
aii'ort'tft lli:ott i omll 'Lto i li:nl ill Ulii pr- imy tin0 ItobliA l to1 be litfi vt,'l'ttnItt i';;Itt' iitttoeit
Iit ctmmtiatutot;itttr tý'ctigtcr art; to Ite i;;l~lovei . Digliit It i-1 ill aste'nttat utiii th, ['tnivtit n 'l 'it/ViV pvoixt~~iet 'bil

tiluilti aeciti'tie dilO i'Ie'tlit , -so Lhat it'tto lIs it staill I-I'llI tttgt ealltbilI ty whitidi ciulA i hlptl~ to Innittit
Iiiov ti'oittihal" ii;cno ;i it i' 110thL I1ioiti'l; it lti it; wiT b014 roht]i 'taal. cd.

'1hiovt~tnttcttl si;Ofiht; tf, texoitatlitr t'atiltti, iii l t-'n i, -uild ;iittcllattiott 'aftsN litlira-0 t'uvtUNII the

Lilt-li I'acottt, witich ['lit thw, are ttitcomijletnt nti :it';? mu1atit italy Lo ;;i tow t1onics oi' Lill ; oind I'otcr't;ie whit iti
LaIi11 to tdiiLB'atUt~ti'iVt Ulit i.wo j)init'fzl0Aictit.

T' c ic, but; Itaiitn tof thetlcii'h:l'tiv lit , olociliie I11ll itigtti rine tti- 'ith-lnll;-itue ox; ~tnil. A] c~Litnht !petf

I. i!tt W, tiiltin 11,iiltaiy iv~ltitth'vtl;o~c-bd ~~t Iicnieltn ih iue1

For' Eli itil ttlthi or'; ' ii bitt-bo I litti I. iii' i uolii I'i ltty tut i ltl I ttKitiittt;'i. 'ii' l ; ii ''iW , (!:lli It ttIiiil~t~tt' tti ltt;



toe
t it' tuid tltt titl IC av of' iitt '14 l lC.j'l-g it itietot' erltiltiptel i tot' tte if r'opri~ate alt. I-butie. 11 gl1te 6 soi~wo bthe

coupltlli boiltoig'tI -'t qitf tebtorts lot' the fintt'i, thrlee Wl-itaode, tot- toitihil (I.laytti11c itt) 0tit lttOt, at col illtoo; vi by
oV 10-i itio~ll t/it aid a f' rixueney of' 40 ti liv. 'f:ie, lie[gli-R In Ito'tttteh.i3 ithite clanami t e ittc ~ otec
f'oproibel ttt elV ver. tI flt ii I)y cot '.ito b vii grotrittd; the 'LIitale he lbcti-ltd n toe bet are, of' ortlot' Ott [by over mtoti .
of' btt' wavegliti te, exitept frt otttb)t' 'oll tithl V l'atl 1111n a;"tIdl, ahove a few k 1] tittlet'tt , toe '1l'>ltnte he14 tb-ga itt

11ItL gi-gale1 t'oeltet' tlllt. labea' bite eT0tleb3i't o i w ii 1.1. eXC taioble faitber, atoit bttittt ititlles ittlt itt itx~tittt
aiietil~ti effectIvely itt; 'Ill ilk1ll1(0.

Modial. atilbbt ttitan tintots tierutelltb'iii butt' ret'Ctit tott (liver' tnd tit tttv cy hlt i'let tlt'tl lI ig)i
ttxli,rthtgt atitfereti by ai tilt In pt rolitoat Itig lit tweetl t ft b'o altIbtInltid -(!cclvon. iVii'at'e 7 ttt owtt
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7. t)L¶SWIJMSlN

Thie studies conducted by RAIIC have shoWn1 that Air •orce ARC--96 trall.tg-wimr' lon• wave anternnas
excLte Tb fields that are often stronger than the t.vnwlttionaL TM fields at aircral't altitudes. Is
addition, the studie.s have shown that the atmospheric nolsc background in the 'P15 1:)Uirlzatioir is
signifleantly le]s than in the '114 polarization, and that under nonial ionospheric conditions, 7,; waves
ra-ty propagate alg-Mlfleantly better than 'Y waves foe paths traversing large areas Ihaving very ixor surface
conductivity. Such pathl are oftten encountered on Air torce mid--to-hiph latitude cirnunication 1i•ns.
Present air-to-aLr cotmiunication lioks use the 'IN polarization only; it is anticipated that if these
links exploited the TE polarizatton as well, greater caTrnunication range and reliability could he
achloved for the soiie transmitter power. in order to fully realize these, potential ImprovURentrets sAme
cquipment cheoIgjes, and/or operatio•nal procedures, iay be required. loir examnple, the azimrruthal T'" pattern
of a trailing-wire t';roumitter Is a figure-of-eight, with mioot of the power goinr in the two broadside
directions. ThLi nmay require some attention to orientation of' fligh)t pathr, especially at the lorner
tr'imrunication ranges. Also, rceelving antennas mav rcquire 'Jose geomtetric mad/or electric ecopeosation
Ln deeouple them ft'tl 114 atmospheric noise or other interf'eriing ntgals. Presently, it appears that the
limiting factor In fully exploiting the 'r5/tN polarizations for air-to-air cormruricaticnor, Is the on-
boardt, internally generated, noise from the airc-arits' generatorn. until this severe prLoblemi is over-
oBiK,, it will not be pxossibl.e to Cully explolt the W15 polarization's very low ambient noise
characteristic.

The relative extent to which o'lwIl eommunicationo are degraded uniter disturbed ionospheric.
conditions -oquiros f)rthur study. The efforts to date indicate tiat IT: waves racy suffer monre
attenuation than 'Im waves under stressed inliotphrin conditiorn, but since the slgiial-to-noise ratio,
Sn the pr-!serce of possible interfering signals, detennines useul cirmrunication ranges, all tlyese
factors must he taken into account in asseosiln, the relative merits of the two prlarizatlonm In
operational scenarios. tarther ntudles are required In thin3 regarsi.

'he intent of' thl;i. paper has been to dscribe su pecific RiADC involvaunrnt in detennuni-ing the relative
eharact,-r'istics of 'i'IV11 waves excited by airborne týansmnittern. Au such, theure hati been no attmpt to
inulude discusulono of very excellent, related, efforts undertaken over the past few years by a numberb
of' orgiantzationn and( individuals outside of limtiC. The authors apologize for these necessary emissions.
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PHASE AND AMPLITUDE PERTURBATIONS ON VLF SIGNALS RECEIVED IN THE SEA

C J RIGDEN
COMMUNICATION DIVISION

Admiralty Surface Weapons Establishment
Portsdown

Portsmouth, Hants
England

SUMMARY

This paper presents the results of an experimental investigation into the stability of VLP signals from the
CER (16 kHz) transmitter when received in the sea. The results of the investigation show the effect of a
rough sea surface on these signals. The measured phase and amplitude perturbations on the signals are
very small when received above the sea surface or in the sea under calm conditions, but as the sea surface
roughness increases so the perturbations on the signals received in the sea increase significantly. The
results obtained can be explained by a simple model which takes into account the variations in sea path
length for the VLF signals, caused by sea surface waves passing over the receiving aerial.

1. INTRODUCTION

It is '11 known that radio waves in the VLF and 1,,wer LF bands (3-150 klh) propagate to a certain extent
into sua. However, as the VLF/LF signals pass through the air/sea interface and propagate into the
sea, y are subject to phase and amplitude perturbations. These perturbations may well be significant,
and have to be considered in future developments exploiting VLF/LF for under sea communications or navi-
gation.

Theoretical models have been proposed to describe the magnitude of the signal perturbations in different
sea states. There has, however, been little direct experimental measurement of these perturbations,
although extensive experience with present VLF/LF systems has not indicated that any anomalous effects
exist.

As part of the D/ASWE cosmmunications research programme, measurements have been made of the magnitude of
phase and amplitude perturbation on the 16 klez transmission from the CGR transmitter at Rugby, Englqnd,
when received on a submerged aerial on a submarine. These measurements are compared with similar measure-
ment!; made above the sea surface. The trials were carried out in early 1978, and the results are presented
in this paper.

2. PROPAGATION OF VLF SIGNALS IN THlE SEA

Above the sea surface, VLF radio waves propagate horizontally with a nearly vertical rg field, and a
horizontal II field which is perpendicular to the direction of propagation. At a frequency of 16 kllz, the
wavelength in free space is 18.75 kin.

The relative permeability uf the sea is the same as for air, and so the 11 field of the propagating wave is
continuous through the air-sea interface. However, the conductivity of the sea is not zero, and the
relative permittivity is much greater than unity. By using Maxwells equations, as in Figure 1, it can be
shown that a VLF signal at 16 kflz in sea water, with a conductivity of 4 siemens and relative pensittivity
of 81, has a wavelength of 12.5 metres, and as the wave propagates through the water it is attenuated by
4.3 dBl per metre of pathlength. Hence a model for propagation of VLF signals into the sea is derived in
Figure 2, which shows that the resultant radio wave in the sea propagates downwards almost perpendicular to
the sea surface, with a horizontal E field in space quadrature with the horizontal It field.

In practice, this means that the VLF signal levels at the terminals of a small receiving loop aerial just
above and just below the sea surface will be the same. As the aerial is moved vertically down into the
sea, the signal amplitude will be decertased by 4.3 dB, and the phase retarded by 0.5 radians, for every
metre of sea path, when compared with the signal at the sea surface.

Conversely, if the aerial is at a fixed vertical position in the sea, and the nir-sea interface is
perturbed by sea surface waves, the vertical sea path between the sea surface and the aerial will vary as
sea waves pasý; over the aerial. It is to be expected that this path length variation will cause phase and
amplitude variation in the received signal. Since it is possible for sea surface waves to have peak to
trough heights of several metres, the perturbations on the VLF signals may be significant,

In the design of VtF communication and navigation systems with underwater reception, it is important to
know not only the maximum variations in signal strength and phase, but also the rates of change of those
parameters. These rates will depend on the period and height of the sea surface waves above the aerial,
and are difficult to predict in detail. Hence a field trial was organised for early 1978 to make direct
measurements on the 16 kltz component of the Rugby tsansn.issioes received in the sea. From these measure-
ments statistics on the phase and amplitude perturbations were obtained, as described below.

3. MUTLIOD 01 MAKING MEASURIMIENTS

To make the required measurements a special receiver was designed and built in ASWE to monitor the VLP
transmission from Rugby. Basically the receiver system, with subsequent calibration and analysis, is
capable of making simultaneous measurements of the amplitude and phase of a received signal at 16 klez. in
the submarine installation the VLP signals were received on a crossed loop aerial system and fed through
a linear amplifier to the ASWI receiver.

Copyright itU Controller HIMSO, Luudon, 1981,
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For the amplitude measurements, the incoming VLF signals were filtered in the receiver to enhance the
Rugby 16 kliz signal relative to other VLF signals, and the radio signal was recorded directly onto one
channel of a 4-channel tape recorder. On return to the laboratory, the recordings were fed into a detector
which gave an output voltage level directly proportional to the recorded 16 kloz signal strength, and the
whole system was calibrated using a front end attenuator.

The phase measurements were made by comparing the incoming 16 kloz signal with a very stable locally
generated 16 kloz reference. Alm output voltage level from this comparison was a direct measure of the
relative phase of the inocoming signals and thi 16 kloz reference. This output voltage was passed through a
low pass filter with 100 Hz cut-off, Simultaneous quadrature (sine and cosine) phase comparisons were
made, and recorded on two FM channels of the tape recorder so that unambiguous values of phase change could
he calculated in the subsequent analysis. During the trials Rugby was keyed in the normal Fl mode ie
2 tone FSK with tones at 16 kllz and 15.95 kHlt. The output voltage froci the phase comparator was thus
constant, or only slowly varying, when the 16 kilz component of the Rugby signa'. was present, and was a
50 liz sine wave when the 15,9S kilz component was received. The 50 liz component was removed during the
subsequent computer analysis.

Ill the receiver design, care was taken to ensure that the measured phase variations were not caused by
amplitude variations in the incoming signal, and calibration checks showed that signal phase could be
measured independent of signal amplitude over an input signal range of 35 dBs. This dynamic range was
found to be sufficient for all variations experienced in a given location and mean aerial depth, However,
prior to making measurements at a given location and aerial depth, a front end signal attenuator was
adjusted to ensure that the signal levels were within the desired working range of the ASWE receiver.

The tape recordings of signal amplitude and phase were made, as described above, for periods of 15 minutes
in various sea states. On return to ASWE the recordings wore fed through a specially designed interface
to a computer far analysis.

4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

4.1 Phase bMeasuremonts

Examples of tile output from tile phase comparator portion of the ASWL: receiver are shown in Figures 3 to 7.
The examples shown are from measurements made under the following conditions:

(a) Above the sea surface in the submarine r Figure 3

(b) In the sea - Sea State 1 - Figure 4

(c) In tine sea - Sea State 3 Figure 5

(d) In the sea - Sea State 4/5 - Figure 6

(u) In the sea - Sea State 5/6 - Figure 7

Each figure shows the output from the sine and cosine channels with the 50 liz component removed by computer
analysis.

When receiving the signal above tile sea surface on the submarine, (Figure 3), there are small short term
fluctuations at the signal phase.

There is also, however, a slow variation of appreximsately l0-3 Ilz superimpllosed on thle output. This is

attributed to the difference in absolute frequency of the standard at tile Rugby transmitter and the local

reference (appruximately I part in 107). The f equency of the slow variation is two orders oi magnitude
less than the perturbation effects being studied, and was removed by computer calculation prior to tile
analysis of the results.

Inspection of the results shown in Figures 1 to 7 shows that passage ,f VLF signals through the air-sea
interface for reception in the sea does introduce phase perturbation ou the signals. As the sea hicolnes
rougher so these effects become more pronounced.

4.2 Analysis of Phase Measurements

Both the maximnum phase change and the rate of phase change of the signal perturbations are important
parameters. To display both parameters simultaneously in graphical form, analysis was carried out to
provide statistics oil the magnitude of phase changes in given t'ime intervals. The phase changes over a
given time period were measured and for a given sea state, plots were made of the cumulative probability
distribution of these phase changes for each of the sample intervals. It was found that these distribu-
tions can be described, to a good approximatlon, by Gaussian probability distribution functionns. As all
examlple of this, Figure 8 shows the cumulative probability distributions of phase changes over sample
intervals from 1 to 8 seconds in Sea State 5/6. Superimposed on each diagram is the Gaussian distribution
curve taking a standard deviation value in each case which gives tine best fit. Ti many cases the two
curves are indistinguishlablo.

Using tine Gaussian statistics model, the measurements in all sea states and above the sea are summarised
in Figure 9, which shows the standard deviations for phase changes plrt tcd against sample intervals for
sample intervals from 1 to 60 seconds.

From this figure, it is seen that when the 16 klo transmission from Rugby is received ahove ithe
phase perturbations are very small. The standard deviation i:; less than 40 for any ,ample intcrval,

an-
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Once recept 4
on takes place under the sea surface more pronounced perturbations ire observed on the Signals.

The perturbations increase significantly with increasing seai state. For example, for Sea States 5/6 thu
standard deviation for perturbuie'ons over, say a 35 second sample interval approaches 400.

Aln interesting feature of the results in Figure 9, is that for a given sea state the observed standard
deviation of phase changes have minimum values at certain sisjtplo intervals. For exaemple in the Sea
State S/6 these minima occur at multiples of 10 seconds, whilst for Sea State 4/5 they occur at multiples
of 8 seconds, and for Sea States 2 and 3 at multiples of 4-5 seconds.

These minima are attributed to the natural period of the sea waves for the given sea stutes. The eiillnlanis
in phase change canl be expected when samples are taken at multiples of a wave period of the sea surface
waves. It is interesting chat these effects tire so pronounced and are correlated over several wave periods.

4.3 Aisplitude Measuremlents

As described above, recordings of amplitude fluctuations were made simultaneously with thee phase measure-
ments. itiguro 10 chews, as all exmnplo, the amplitude variations InI the received signal level, observed
over a 10 minate period for reception ic the sea in the Sea State 5/6 conditions.

Similar aetplitude rOCecrdiigs were made for all different sea state conditiots. For siginals received above
the sea surface tile almpit tade variatillns wece within + 1 dB, and, in a manneer similar to the phase pertur-
hatton affects, when signals were received in the sea, thle aisplitude fluctuations increas;ed int fnagnitlde
with increasing sea surface roulghness.

4.4 Analysis of Asiplitudu Measurements

°1To analyse the amplitude perturbations, rather than repuat all tile aialysis as carried out for the phase
perturbations, it was decided to see whether there was any correlat ion between the ampli uode and phase
perturbation!s.

This was done by producing scatter diagralts of ithe values of melplitudC changes agaiLLst the simultaneous
values of phase Changes over given sample 1initervacls. The resultant scatter d agraet; for 'eSe: Slate S/(t
conditiotns are shown in Figure 11.

The solid line drawn In each figure represents the slope of 4.3 dlchs per 0.5 radian!; (ie the expected
amplitude and phasea chantges at N( kllz for 1 meotre of sac path) . Tie correlation coclieiclents range from
0.77 luet I second la stmeple i sri'.vtl[n Ist (0.97 Foe the 4 second case.

Iln view of the high degroe of correlation between thet amplitude and phase perturbations it is ifierred that
' the maipl tude perturbations cal Iie descrielid Ity .i ill i Iar statisl ics to those wii ch descri hue lhe phiase

perturbations.

,.1 -. Also this high degree of' correlatioit, with apliioxiteate slope of ,I.t dns per 0.5 radlisni, is taken as

subsitantiation of the siml lt1e concept that ti le hase and asmplitude pert'trbati ons iti 1eainsd iui Vlll: siigla)L
'ree:ived in tile seal, are caused by the variattIon; iii signal path length int the sect, as sua sur fc.e waves

pass over the receiving aerial,

51 (:ONCLUSIONS

A soee'tee Of seti tr'ials las bucen carried out to investigate wbethu' r perturbaliitn itts tie supel'illeposed oni VI.f
"sigtaltis is thtey Icass through the air-situ initerface to bie eeiveil itý su1billle'rgcd aerials,

It was found that s i gnificatit plha;se and ampli tude lierturbations tire indetd i nlmpreissed ou the 1(0 kllz tratr;
mission frulli the Rugby trl'ccnntiitter whetn received inc tie sea, Th. 'lb aginitudei of ti a pertusrltatioon; jiicreare;,i:;
with in creaOsilntg sea siUr'face ruaghltic55s

The perturbations are attributed 1o the varying distance Lraver;cd by the radio signals it; ithe seta, as the
sea surface waves pass ever 1he acrial. .

There is a high degree of correlation uutwi.tc tile ateplitude atid phase perturbationts. The expected relation-
ship of 4,3 dB amtplitude change for 0.5 redtias phase change fer 1.6 kilz radid c wave;s is! we 1i subltl:tntii ated.

'Tho plae e antd atmplitude perturbations oil VLF signials due to the sea stccf ;fice roughness eta ile de-;cribcd, to
a good approxil ittilIo, by thlli;si ti ip' probaht 1i ry di sttr ituti on 'ctincti ions;

There is soar correlation lbetween the iliagnitode oi' the signal [10rtU'Jaititicus over cgiV0'l tHIlIC inlStrvuios Htid
the sea wave period. The standard deviations of ilie perturbations are tat'k oddI y less ior ititervals betweeott
sa tpic's; Which are moultiples o' thia sea wave periodl

LA
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MAXWELLS EQUATIONS PREDICT EMI WAVE PROPAGATION

OF THE FORM

Hz = Hot IN THE x DIRECTION

WHERE U :MMojw(•oJw4O)

IN THE SEA, AT LOW FREQUENCIES o,>./wi/

AND SO V-i+Ja WHEREaz W;4A0"
/2

HENCE WAVE EQUATION SOLUTION FOR IN THE SEA

PROPAGATION IS

Hz = HoejWt -ax -jax

ATTENUATION PHASE

AT 16 kHz

c = 0,5 (ASSUMING o,=4 SIEMENS)

,,ATTENLIATION =05 NEPERS/M= 4,3dB/M

AND PHASE VARIATION O.5 RADIANS/M

(WAVE LENGTH =12,5 M)

1'•LG UI ', 1 - i•M WA
1
I' IT IIt AUA'IUON IN THE •lA

IN AIR

E WAVELENGTH Z 18krn

_ __ATTENUATION dB/km
WAVELENGTH (AIR)

H

AIR

SEA
"004 E WAVEL H (SEA)

H

IN SEA

WAVELENGTH =12.5m

ATTENUATION = 4-3 dB/m

1'0lJllll,, 2 P RIIOPAGAIiON O? 10( kJt7, Via,' :IICiNAh:; MIX) 'T1l I1, MA
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ATMOSPHER!C VLF'RAI)IO NOISE AT ELEVATED )?E-CEIVERS:

HORIZONTAL AND) VERTICAL POLARIZATION

bly

L.I.Kelly
E.0.1 Lulhurt (Center for Spa~cv e csarcli

I oiosphoric F-1hects Bra nch
Space Scelwen D~ivision

Naval Research I aboratory
Washingt on, l).C. 20375, US

1 P.11Iaisl-1 and F.J.R1hoads1
lvii 'ortoaitioli 'l~echnlology D~ivision

Naval Research L-aboratory
Washington, D.C. 20375, US

Wil N II 1)UCTI ON

Thec COIDtiiiiitiaitiOnl CleUCtivNTess of' anNiv rdin ciicuit or link strongh-l cietiends oil thle siptial-to-
noise ratio inl thle Ieccivor. At verb hIo licttueiicies thle piopitatied raidio nise Lgenerated u% lirtitiiiii

dischar-ges. r dci red to as atmloSphIeriC radio noise, is FreqIUetly) tile domlinlant SYStevit noi~fse

Manyv wor kurs have sludiedl tmuosotficric radio oiis-c 11-71. lIn particullar. Ref. 3 deeCRiheS a LcOni-

puiel nilodel which predicts thle atmospheric adjio noise generated by tliundoistimins in all iegionvs ofI
the world ard then calculates tile prop1j'ation of tile nloise to) a reCeiver at any point on tire earthis sui
face. Byv pellformling this colpli)tiltiOnl 4AcrI grFid Oif' rceiver locattionls, a map OiF tile intll-litifl Of atn)IOs

pheric radio noise can he 'eniralod 191 simnilia to those g~iven iii R~ef. 1. H owev er, as wýithl titost v.'(fk ml
thrfie ldrt ovlvl the. vertical electricC ellipiitietitIl Of thle no0ise is Caletil~aled.

In recent yecars iil rest has pi own ill 11ie use of' luri/oniai elfeetrie pOlari/edt waves forhi-
alilutte air-to-air couiin1111UinitioT. Is poiS `11iitiion should be lid ValiiWrgeouS. beCauseL it is imperatliolaltsl
easicr for a hlighl-speed tiigh-altiid ei 1m iiciati to niail ai hori/ontah f(OvF' wire mit( to1ra, ss iic 11 piefloii-
tially excites transverse eOemit: radio "sivcs and becauseu tile Vertiiclfc pl)O;mri/Cd lillhitiiinmg strokes irv
thought to be less eflective in pe'cniating horizonitally podl~izied InoiseS. 'Ihci eore. a requjkirementl eXISts
to he able in accurately piedict these lioisev levels

Ifhe theoretical and expmmcn imtal effc~ts associated "Aith 10 hoi/Ontall\ lun)hl)rZed V\l.I-\VaVL
transmission and reception have been treated b\ several authors 9 .13]. Also, thle use of' airhortic. lion-
izontalfy polarized transmitting and recm iving ali.nerinuis for comrnurniecmtions at L.l IX has hetiil IPA oISScd
several times 114-17]. Thec WAVEGUI ll coimputer prigq~rn~ [111 conilins thle alkgorit hiis, nucessarv to
compute.11 all the electric aid maginetic components of a Prmi';i';tiF~llectrnmiiriiiC wv in a piveil
wxaveyuide mode at any heY plit ahove thle grolinoif if tin vertical CCLetinC ConIIIoponen Of the wave at theC
gm ound is know~n. Ilie CO)MIPWR arid N( lS LAN ii ogi a iris prioduced b.ý the West ing house
(jeonecL~~l-h l~ahorainry (WGI.) 131 calculate thle anililudles of tile vertical electrlic VIT. noise in the'
three doili ncut liuitaser mcnn (qliisi-4M I W\Nwupuife nmites, h~m nuih cactieqismieni mmous

plicric noise source.. B\ ombiining, theLse pigiNs RI 11:1" nie\ developed ni wotimijiit coitipliter-
proimi mon nil fin foeltictoig thme l~int i~otul ;nd %erti call , pohmlied.C atin1ospimrie noise at ;il , lo:.;mtion.
seCason. Muice of duq . and iltitiate. Ifills inoise touiwaml ShimOlil assist inl t11C hpici](.i1tii of sv\slicn pcifoi,

THlL PR0(GRAMNS1h1M fORN '11lL NOS-Hl)lI( I).

References 3 anid 11 g~ive conuipleic dcietiptions of' the ( NIWNt ISI AW mnid A~ 11
proluirws The folliuwiri suhseC~tioiis, hriifl [t~rh`e itue! OW utumies of ech-1 piot i'm e~ssentil tom tile me"



IDcscript imn of CO\1'WIR and NOISLAN

Thle dtflttisph. c(-n0iSe model is built on thunderstorm-day data, from wAhich vcrtical electrical

noise iniensity !-. L: v\ed. The thunderstorm-day is a wecather statistic whjich, gives over a 3O-ciay inter-
\'nl the n umber of dayvs d uring which at least one thunderstorm occurred in the vicinity of the observa-
tion Fite I he d~ita h isc used by thc program represents observations collected over se~veral decades and
at toriu,inds &~ lor".tions~ In add~tion the model uses data on the diurnal variation and variability of
C.-tundt rstiorm occunr veces. Algorithms consert thunderstorm dai~s into the outnrhcr and type of lighto-
ing di:zcriargcs por unit area on the e:arth's surface- Aiso, the current moments, waveforms, and po\Aer
spectral densities of thle pulses are calculated. The resultant source pow,%ers are combined into
e,ýuixý;leni noise "ur.ýnsmiiterr' representing 5' by 5' areas of the earth's surface. These 5" by 5' areas
are further combined into 15' h; 15' areas. The' program decides. based on the proximity and power of
the ektui%;ident noisc tr~t,,nlmi ers. s\ Irerher to use 5' by 5' or 15' by IS' areas in the final computations.

After CONIPWR estaiblishies the location, power, and standard deviation of the power for each
equivalent noise transinitter, the NOISLAN programn then comTputes thle tesulant vertical electric field at
the specified recic~ver loc'.6on usineL the propagation cc'ation

V /rka sin (d' 1 /a)()

where

E,(.1 (0) is the vertical eIlecric: component of the atmosph,ýric noise contribution of the ith noise
source in the nth wkaveguide mode at the surface of the waveguide, in volts per rne~er

K is a normalizing constant equal to 1.58 X 10',
P,(1' is the vertical effective radiated power (VERP) of the tth equivalent noise transmitter

in watts.
Ais the excitat:-n facor of the nth Aavcgmidde mode at the ith transmitter locations,

is the excitation factor of the nth .%aveguide mode at the receiver location.
f is the frequency in hertz,
h,ý') and h, are the effective ionosphei'c heights in meters at the ith transmitter and at the receiver

respectively.
a is the earth's radius in meters,
dr is the path lepgth from the ith tr-insmitter to the receiver in meters,

and

ais the effective attenuation rate in decibels Per megameter (1000 kin) for the
j ~nth mode from the ith tran~imitter.

The effective attenuation rate a,(') is computerd from the combination 4of several attenuation terms as

G) p.Jt) I Uo ,1 ~ id'] 1C af Ad,I + Aaný'ý Ad, (2)

-I k sin 0.'). (3)

where 00' is the dieC~tion of propagation of th? wAave from the ith transmitter with respect to geo-
graphic north and A- is given by

k (10'1'f)' A' Otjj, (4)

,A ,

7 -,-
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in which

9 is the colatitude of the receiver in degrees,

f is the frequency in hertz,

Kjoko2 is a constant that for west-to-cast propagation equals 0.68 during the day and 0.70 at night
and for east-to-west propagation equals 1.10 during the day and 2.00 at night,

and

/3 is a constant that equals 0.04 during the day and 0.03 at night.

Also in Eq. (2), a,, is the attenuation rate (day or night) of the nth-order mode over seawater

for the isotropic case. Aoa`.', is the differential ionospheric attenuation rate in effect for the incremental
distance Ad, along the path, Aa., is the differential ground attenuation rate due to ground conductivi-
ties other than seawote,, and AdA is the distance segment of the propagation path within a given con-
ductivity area. The differential ionospheric attenuation term is obtained from

A.l.•.),, - f12A cos 28, + B(sin IXL) sin 269]. (5)

where

0, is the colatitude of the Ah segment of the propagation path in degrees,
X/ is the solar zenith angle of the Ah segment of the propagation path.
A equals 2.2 x 10-5 dB/Mm-Hz,

and
B equals 2.8 x 10-: dB/Mm-Hz

The valu-,s in Eq. (2) for A a are 'he differences between the attenuation rate of seawater for the
isotropic case a.,, and the attenuation rates for the lower ground conductivities as stated in the equa-
tion

6k .6A aG6.A.n - a tnf

where values of a n,.nd aa., are those given by Wait and Spies [18] for h - 70 km andp3 - 0.3 km-'
for day and h - 90 km and P - 0.5 km-1 for night with I1 - 0 (with their parameter f not being the
same as the parameter 3 in Eq. (4)). However, Ref. 18 is incomplete, because no theoretical data were
obtained for some of the lower values of ground conductivity for the second-order and third-order
modes. When the theoretical data were not available, the authors of the NOISLAN program appear to
have extrapolated data according to an unspecified procedure. The values of Adk are computed from i
digitized version [3, pp. 4-19] of a map of VLF ground conductivity developed for NRL by Morgan
[191.

The field-strength contributions from each transmitter and each [.ode are then summed in an
RMS manner, thus giving the vertical electric field strength E.(0) of the noise at the ground for a
specific hour of the day, month, location, and frequency:

F" (0)!)) (6)

NOISLAN also computes the standard deviation of the noise cr, and the vollage deviation Vd. How-

ever, a discussion of these two parameters is not pertinent to this report.

Additi ý)ptioius Lir COMPWR and NOISLAN

Two options have seen added to the WUL model. The first involves a change in the part of tne
WGL model contained in program COMPWR. The original version of COMPWR has been designated
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as option 1 of the COMPWR program, and the modification to be described has been designated as
option I1. COMPWR computes the average vertical effective radiated power (VERP) and the standard
deviation of the VERP for each equivalent noise transmitter for each month of the year. COMPWR
then multiplies the average VERP by a diurnal modifier to give the VERP for each hour of the day.
Option 11 involves changes to the diurnal modifiers as well as inclusion of an additional set of modifiers
to adjust the average VERP. These changes were developed empirically [20,211.

Another option haý '>een added in the form of a modification to the NOISLAN program. The ori-
ginal .ersion of NOISLAN has been designated as option 1, and the ne% modification has been desig-
nated as option 11. The modification involves the terms A,. and A, ', from Eq. (1) and a., and
Aa , from Eq. (2). In option I of the NO1SLAN program the values for these terms are those given
by Watt [22]. who in turn derived the values from the work of Wait and Spies [181. liovever. the
computer program used to generate the data of Ref. 18 (in many cases) could find no solution for the
second-order and third-order modes, especially for the lower values of ground conductivity. Further,
the accuracy of Wait's second-order-mode and third-order-mode roots has been questioned by Pappert
et al. 1231. Because of these problems, it was decided to recompute the appropriate mode parameters
using the WAVEGUID program. These parameters were then used to compute the aforementioned
terms from Eqs. (1) and (2). The values of the propagation parameters computed from the
WAVEGUID program agreed with the values used in the NOISLAN program for the first-order mode,
but disagreed (as noted by Pappert 123]) for the second-order and third-order modes. Since the
second-order and third-order modes often carry more horizontally polarized energy than does the first-
order mode, accurate computation of the higher order modes is important in the prediction of high-
altitude atmospheric radio noic. The WAVEGUID mode-parameter solutions are believed to be more
accurate than those of Refs. 18 and 22. Option II. therefore, has been included in NOISLAN to use
the newly calculated parameters. Also there has been interest in extending the VI.F atmospheric noise
model upward in frequency to cover the lower end of the LF spectrum (30 to 60 kliz). This extension
would not be possible using the results of Refs. 18 and 22 but would be possible by use of the
WAVEGUID program.

Description of WAVEGUID

The WAVEGUID computer program was originally developed at the Naval Electronics Laborator.
Center to predict the vertical electric field received at a point on the earth's surface produced by a verti-
cal electric transmitting antenna at another point on the earth's surface. It was later extended to give
the ctosspolarized (horizontal) components of the field at any height in the earth-ionosphere waveguide
and even in the ionosphere itself 111, 24, 25]. The basic formulation of the equations for the fields are
given in Ref. 13. The net resultant vertical electric field at the earth's surface is represented as a sum-
malion of waveguide-mode fields:

E. (0) - aT d/d --.Y[sin 6. A, Aexp(ir/ 4 + ik.,dsin V,) (7)

%, here
6, is the eigenangle of the nth waveguide mode,
ida is the dipole moment (ampere-meter) of the vertical antenna located on the earth's sur-

face,
A,, is the excitation factor of the oth waveguide mode,
a is the radius of the earth,
d is the great-circle distance between the transmitter and the receiver,
h is the reference height of the ionosphere (used in the definition of A,).
ko - w/c is the free-space propaigaiion constant of the wave,
X. is the wavelength of the wave,

and
At) and t are the magnetic permeability and dielectric constant of free space.
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Each waveguide mode is characterized by its own value of attenuation rate a, and phase velocitay
t',, which are related to the eigcnangle of the nth waveguide mode 0,. according to

- 0.02895 w Im(sin 0) (8)

and

c- (9)P Re (sin )'

where a, is rreasured in decibels per 1000 km (dB/Mm) and c is the speed of light.

The values of the waveguide-mode eigenangles depend on the reflection coefficients of the ground
and the ionosphere, Because of its anisotropy, the ionosphere has four reflection coefficients j,R1,(0.;.
, F; (0,,) ,R, (b,,), and, R,(9,,) for a given angle of incidence G,. The ground is assumed to be isotro-
pic and to have reflection coefficients 1,Rll(&,) and Rj (0,, Ahich are calculable from the eigenangle.
ground conductivity, and dielectric constant. The WAVEGUID program uses a procedure for calculat-
ing the ground and ionospheric reflection coefficients referenced to any height z in the Aaveguide.
References 26, 27. and 28 discuss the reflection coefficients further. The eigenangle 0, for a given
waveguide mode is obtained by satisfying the mode equation

0 I JR (o.) •/•.R .)] 0(0 1 0' (10)
0 I IQ ý ( ý0) - I0 ,

This matrix equation is simply rewritten

F(Yý) - (,,Rj.-) (. Rý R -1) - , R1 RiR, R: t,R - 0. (11)

where tht dependence of the reflection coefficient on 0, has been suppressed to simplify the notation.
The new variable F(O,,) is defined also. Each value of 0, which satisfies Eq. (11) is the eigenangle of
the nth waveguide mode. The excitation factor A, for the nth waveguide mode is obtained from

A, - -i kh sin b. (1 + R,, - IRA, (12)

where the variable F(O) is as defined in Eq. (11). In addition to the vertical electric field F/7. for a given
waveguide mode having eigenangle 6,, in general there exist five other nonzero field components T_.
E..H, H,., and 11. within the waveguide for each mode.

These extra fields arise because the ionosphere is anisotropic on account of the carth's magnetic
field. Propa._ation throuý,h and reflection from such an anisotropic medium rotates the plane of polari-
zation of the incident wave to generate crosspolarized reflected fields. Alternatively one could consider
the linearly polarized wave transmitted from the vertical electric dipole antenna to be a linear superposi-
tion of right-handed and left-handed circularly polarized waves, each reflected with a different ampli-
tude at the ionosphere. The ionospheric reflection causes a mixture of wave polarizations at a reception
point on or above the earth's surface. The fields at height z are related to the vertical electric fields at
the earth's surface E.(0) in a given waveguide mode by the following functions of reflection coefficients
and Hankel functions:

LE(z)/El(O) f=1 (z), (13)

E (z)/1E.(O) g(z)/S. (14)

,,R, 0+1 R, ) (z)
E,S(1 R) (1 -L(0) (15)

SO + ,R,) A1R
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Hlz)/F.(0) - - R( +0 R1) f,(:) (16)
" •(I +R) 11ý)0 -•R I jIRI)

H.(z)/E(O) _fz) (17)
'7S

and

H•(z)/ . (0) . .. .." k S0+S(11 R11) (I - IR, IR.,) d:(

-,here

S(z) - exp z-Dl F, h,(q) + F2 h2(q) (19)

a tI Fa hF I(qj) + F2 h2 (q4 )

F 3 hI(q) + F4 h2(q) (20)
F3 III(qd) + F4 h 2(qt)

and

in which g(:) [d (z))" i21)

n1J) - - a k~ (A r2 - S 2 ) 11 )" h ( qm )j (2 2 )

r, • -III(q,) - uA • 1 ' (N2 -S')1' hI (q(,), (23)
2 l

F~3 - -1'2(qO) (1/3NW - s2)112 h2(qo). (24)

F4 =h'I (WO) - j 2-y (Ni?- S2) 1/2 h) (q,,),(5

q 2 -2/31 C _2 z)j. (26)

and

qd -j {cT - -(h D)j' (27)

with
'~2/3'

I1 2 2hIq i-~- IC2  (29)
uk) 121 3h)(q)

II, (q) h',(q) 2- h(q) j 1,2, (29)
2 ackJ

(2 1-Z --- z). (30)
a

= 1 2 h. (31)
a

,nr/a (32)
and N] : •% - j -
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In these expressions

a is the radius of the earth,
is the height of the receiver above ground.

N, is the index of refraction of the ground surface,
D is the reference altitude in the waveguide for evaluating the mode parameters and the

reflection coefficients,
A is the propagation constant of the A-aves in free space (-/).
Sand C are the sine and cosine of the eigenangle G.
hi(q) and h 2(q) are the modified ttankel functions of order 1/3,

and
"is the impedance of free space.

U.,;ing these rclations. one can obtain a desired field of a given mode at any altitude :, if one

knows the vertical field in that mode at the earth's surface. The NOISLAN prediction program calcu-
lates the vertical noise fields in the three strongest quasi-TM waveguide modes in making its noise
prediction. So, the values of F-.(0) for the three most important modes are available, and one can
obtain the crosspolarized fields at any height z by applying Eqs. (13) through (18) tr. the NOISLAN
EL(0 values.

HORNS Program and Approximations

The HORNS portion of the atmosý'hcric-noise niodel predicts high-altitude atmospheric noise at
any polarization by using the functions of the WAVE(iUID prog-ram, as sumnaried in Eqs. (13)
through (18). and the values of E.(01 computed by the NOISLAN program. Equations (13) through
(18) maY be rewritten in a notation more appiopriate to the summation of fields from many sources:

Af(z I t,(z) E•(i (0). (13')

E,.'?(z) - gJ)(z)EtQ"(O)/SO)( (14')

- 11RN1 + Il i (.Z)E,' (0)
EP. (z) Sot (1 + R")( t 1 .1

,R1%'(l + Rkt")f¶" 2 ()E),'.(o)

SP) ( I , ' (17')

and

I? l (I + f?,(' 1f"I F ,!"(0

an 1 RIO 1R 4 1R1 l'2) df,t.,i (Z)H .•(z) --,n.- - -M EgQ(0). (181)l+, ij.,) I I R I• Rz" d:

In these expressions the field symbols such as E,1.Q (z) refer to the field strength produced by the ith
noise sourcc in thc nth waveguidc mode. The symbols for the height gain functions such as fjl,,(:).
rCflr to these lunctions in the nth waveguidc mode and from the ith transmitter. Likewise the ground
and ionosphcric reflection coefficicnts refcr to particular modes and to waves from a particulai noise
SO UIt'e,

, l~I
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, ~ After the individual contributir is to the componCents of the noise field have been calculated, the
"vertically polarized electric and magnetic noise fields may be obtained by analogy to Eq. (6):

1N 3
E,(z W I,(z~l (33)

i-1 n-I

and

H, (z) H. lH (z121 (34)

A random-phase approximation has been made in deriving Eqs. (33) and (34). In other words, no
correlations are assumed among the elements E,'j in the sum of Eq. (33) or among the elements tt,'
of Eq. (34). For different values of i (different sources) the random-phase approximation is undoubt-
"edly correct, since there is no correlation in the arrival time of energy from different sources. How-
ever, for different values of n (different modes from the same source) the random-phase approximation
is less accurate, since some correlation etists among the arrival times of different modes from the same
source. However, since the noise "tranmmitter" locations are only the noise power centroids for noise
sources in their respective areas and not the noise sources themselves, the actual propagation paths
from each lightning discharge to the receiver are not known. Thus one cannot accurately calculate the
phase angles of the various modes, leaving the random-phase approximation as the best alternative.

To obtain equations for the horizontally polarized noise fields, one must first select a horiontal
axis direction x' ftong which the noise is to be specified. Ihe previously used coordinates x. j. and
are defined in relation to the direction of propagatior. of a wave: z is the vertical directior, x is horizon-
tal in the direction of propagation of the wave, ano jy is horizontal perpcndicular to the direction of
wave propagation. Since the equivalent sources are at different bearings from the receiving location.
one cannot simpl, add the 11,"',() field to that from another source such as J,'' + ½(z), because thcý
will not be parallel. Instead one must find the contribution of the various fields to a resultant com-
ponent fixed in space using the nnrnmal processes of vector resolutic and vector addition. One then
obtains the total horizontal fields in the fixed x' directions ;is follows:

4,.(z) I_, E V("(z) cos (1. -+- E•,(Q(z) sin 0('. 12 (35)

and

N, 3 H2- ' ' 3 )
H, (z) - •,I (z) cos + H', (z) sin . (36)

"The resultant noise predictions E•,(z) and H,,(z) are real numbers, and the waveguide-mode field
arplitudes E.1. .1 •*,. and b, ar, complex phasors. ).zence one mus! 1se the absolute miagni
tudes of these contributions in Eqs. (35) and (36).

To determine H,"(z) from E,(')(0) according to Eq. (16'), one needs knowledge of 0(', the
eigenangle of the nth wa eguide mode that carries the wave from the ith noise transmitter, and or the
ionospheric and ground reflection coefficients for this propagating mode. How can one obtain 80,')?
One could determine 01" from the WAVEGUID program using an appioprie!te anisotropic ionosphere
model by iteratively solving Eq. (11), as is normally (lone with tlis program., lowever, this procedure
is time consuming when applied to noise predictions, because it ordinarily iequires !,everal itertions to
settle on a satisfactory value of G, . This undertaking could becrome expensive and tedious, since there
may be as many as 70 significant thunderstorm atmospheric noise sources, each having a different bear-

Mi ~ -!
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ing from the receiver location. Since the angle of arrival of energy from each source would be
difierent, a new calculation of 0, would be required for each case. An alternative method has been
used in the present version of the program.

The approximation for 0, in the present program is to substitute the eigenangle 0, which has
already been calculated for the quasi-TM mode with an isotropic ionosphere. This procedure makes the
assumption that the field expressions in Eqs. (13') thorugh (18') are not sensitive to the value 0,.
This assumption was tested and partially verified for a sample of noise predictions. Certainly this
meihod of selecting 0,, is arbitrary, and it might be inmpoved in subsequent versions of the program
Once (, is selected, it is used for the evaluation of all the factors that enter into the computation of the
elevated fields. The geomag'netic field strength arid diiJcctLUn at the receiver location is calculated using
a dipolc model of the earth's field. The th aziimuth angle required to evaluate the iinospherI.
reflection coefficients is evaluated using this georniignctic model and a knowledge of the direction to the
ith equivalent noise source.

The atmospheric-noise model calculates the high-altitude electromagnetic fields ptopteated in
three quasi-T'M modes in the earth-ionosphere waveguide. The fields generated by thc vertical corn-
poonent of the lightninV stroke but propatgated in the quasi-transverse-electric (quasi-TE) modes are
ig-nored. This deficiency of the piediction model may be remedied in future \orsions. It Seems reason-
able that the contributions by the quasi-TE mode to the horizontal electric and vertical maginetic field
should be comparable to thie contributions by the quasi-TM inode. hence the observed noise might
exceed the predicted values by 3 dB.

The atmospheric-noisc model also irpnores the comtributions of the hoiiiontal component of the
lightning discharge, b-rause it has bcen assumed that the horizontal discharges are much weaker than
the vertical discharges. Recent detailed analyses of' lightning discharge paths [291 suggest that a
substantial elevated horizontal component of the discharge channel existed in several thoroughly
analyzed cloud-to-ground discharges. This strong horizontal compontent would be inctnsistent with our
present noise model and suggests an important topii' for further investigation. A detailed statistical
study of Lightning-channel structures and of received noise polarizations wkould be useful in assessing
this question.

COMPARISON OF" PREDICTIONS AVITH OBSERVATIONS

The piedictions of the vertical noise fields on the ground obtained from COMPIWR and
NOISLAN can be readily compared with data. From 1958 through 1967. at first the National luicau of
Stand;rds (NBS) arid after a reorganizatioh the Environmental Science Services Administration (ESSA)
supervised a worldwide netsork of atmiospheric-radio-noise recording staiions 130). Measured long-
term noise data at 13 kliz from 12 of tihesC stations have been compared with COMPIWR/NOISLAN
predictions. Figures 1 and 2 show a coomparison between the NBS experimental data and the picdic-
tions using option 11 of COMPWR arid options I and 11 of NOISLAN.

Whereas many data exist for vertically polarized atmospheric eLcciCi noise, few data are available
for vertically polarized magnetic noise. The Mitre Corpporation has made a few nearly simulhancous
measurements of the vertically and horizontally polarized tragneti& noise fields at high altitudes using
loop antennas. The Mitre Corporation personnel Used a horizontal loop antenna extended behind a jet
aircraft in measuring the vertical magnetic field strength. The rcceiver used for the measurements was
an RCA VLF- ampliltdc-probability-distribution receiver loaned b% NRL for the experiments. A pair of
orthogonal-ci•sscd-loop antcnrnas were used in roe. ii ing the horiyontal riagnetic field. Thu experi-
iJI nturs state (G. 1-ilst, privale comnmunication) th; their crossed-loop systemn did not have an ritni-
directional reception pattern, because of induced cou:,ling fTomn ith aircraft structure. The crossed-loop

A, antennas Acre coupled to produce a response to ilIipi cally pol•rized horizontal ni agnetic noise fields
Neither the directions of the maJor and ninot axes of the ellipse nor the d'rection of rolation of the

I ......
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ellipttically polarized waives are availahle. Thiese parameters are imiportanlt in coni~paiing thec data with
detailed theoretical predictionis humn the atmiospheric-noise proyram. ']hey were not imiportant to the
Mitre measurement progiram. In spite of these difficulties. the Mitre data are valuable at present,
because the~y are practically all the data there ar'_ý. The voltage outputs of- the crossed-loop antennas
were added togetherci with a 90' phiase shift, as is Timn mally doue in a crossed- loop systemr. The resultant
field strengths were theni normalized to the value of the vertical electric field that an equivalentl TM
propagation wave wo~uld pos,;Css to give the observed miagnetic-field value. IThese are the values of II.,
p~resented in Figs. 3 through 8 and in Table 1. The values ofX., w'here X. ' r)4_ wvith 7) being the

impednce f tre spce, were those measured on the horizontal loop antenna.

Fronm Figs. 3 through 8 and froin Table 1, onei can notc. that the cquivalcntl vertical electric noise
field E•. is predicted to be relatively constant fromn day to night and that it exceeds the equivalent verti-
cal magnetic noise field X, by about 30 dlB during the day and by about 15 dB during the night. The

smaller prelicted value of e, during the day is directly related to the :;mnaller value of the ionospheric
reflection coefficient ,Ri that describes the change of wave polarization from vertical elfctric to vertical
magnetic (Eq. (16')).

An interestirng case of disagreement with the model is observed in Fig. 4, where the noise data,
takon immiediately after sunrise at the receiver, have a !separation of ýr from F ' more characteristic of
nighttime than daytime conditions. Such a case could occur if about 50%/ of thc noise sources were in

~~~ 
IC . - -
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Table I -. Sumnmary of Pr edicted and Observed Separations of'
RMS Noise as Shown in Figs. 3 thorugh 8

I ~ ~ ~ E - II. RMS-Noise Separation (dB) _____

Locaton t)ytime -Nighttime

.=-17 kl-z 29 kHz 1-7,klz 29 kilz

*Opt. 11opt.1 lT6O-bs._ O-ptl.-]O-tli iiof1o-b. O-P7 -1- o1 t1l.0T. TpC1b6i71ThJ b-s
F47'N, 55'W 31.0 34.5 35.6 27.0 29,5 28.4 114.0] 13.5 - 12.5 6.5

44'N, 65'W 29.0 34.5 26.5 29.5 - 15.0 15.0 23.2* 13.5 9.5 13.0-

38'N, 82'W 26.0 32.0 - 26.5 30.5 - F12.0 12.0 18.1 13.5 11.0 16.1

39 "N, 90'W' 25.0 31.0 28.2 26.0 29.5 26.6 12.0 13.0 - 10.0 9.C -

28'N, 800ýW 26.5 32.0 35.4 26.5 30.0 26,2 -2.5 -3.0 - 4.0 3.0 .

38'N, 4W V 26.0 32.0 - 26,0 I30.0 - 8.0 8.0 16.9 8.5 __7.0 1 0.2

'Niarsitv, et t kcn during the trirnsmlor fromni rghi 1(, da)

the nighttime portion ofr the globe and if' the efffct of' passagpe of' the nighttimi-e quasi-TM waves through
the ter oittator region did not suppress the X,' fields hut simpI\ pi opiigaicd themn forwAard in quasi-TI
modes. A future improved ver sion of the noise prediction model may he construr'ted to take this
quaSi-J11 con ver-Sion i1110 rcCOu~nt.

Ini general the mecasured data are several dBi higher thian tire predictions. Hiowever, almost all thle
E- ieasurernrints arc within I standard deviation (of' the pivdictled levets based on the values of' D,
give~n in (CCR Report 322 [1]. Table 1preSent~s a surntrary of predlicted arid observed E. - W'. noise
separations. ]'Ie Use of o)ptionl 11 of' tire NOIS LAN pr og; am with oiption 11 of COMPWR yields better
predictions of E. - .'?: noise separation for daytime at :ý 17 kf-lz than does the use of option I of
NOISLAN with option 11 of' COMPWR. Other thwn for daynime at z17 kilz the predictions arc not
better from use of option 11 of' NOISLAN rathrer than of option 1. For both options the predictions for
daytime fit the data quite well hut thc predictions for nighittime do not frt so well. The results are
encouraiging, hut more noise data Me tIC ncLd to fully determine the trecirracy of the model.

ADD1ITIONAL 1)LVI.LOPMENT 01.TlIE MIODEL

Several possihilit ics exist for further developmntcn of' tlire atniospheric-noise mordel. Incorporation
of TL-modu propiyprgrtron "Wi I cotil cersion at the ltr miniiator mina' he a hrelprful iddition. Also, the exten-
siorm of thre model 's htequiene mince tup to 60 KlIzI would be useful. since the range fromi 30 to 60C kliz
not currently, covered is of olpernrtirrnnl coincern, Such an extension would first require a modification of
the COMPWR and NOISLAN programis it predict TM noise up to 60 kliz. The propagation parame-

L ~~ters could be foiund using tUI V,' AV \'lC1C111l) pr ojritmn with an appiropriatc ioinorspheric model, just the
way option 11 of' NOISLAN was lirepared. The validity' of the extended NOISLAN model could be
checked apainsi 51 -kflz vertical noiise data colleetcd bs NiiS [30]. In prcparrition for this, tomprarison
effort., the available 51 -kli N13S noise data have been digitized. Results of thie analysis m-ay be puh-
lished in the fulure.
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DISCUSSION EPP FALL 81 MEETING
S...V MEDIUM, LONG, AND VERY LONG WAVE PROPAGATION

(AT FREQUENCIES L!SS TI-AN 3000 KHZ)

SESSION 3

PAPER: 1I. VLF PROPAGATION IN DISTURBED ENVIRONMENTS
AUTHOR: E. C. Field
CIIt1ENTER: J. S. Belrose
QUESTION: In Figure 9 you show that dui ing an intense disturbance the node structure in the
field-strength versus distance curve essentially disappears. Under normal conditions the first
major minimum in the field strength, on a wave hop theory, is the place where the ground and
sky wave are approximately equal and in antiphase. This must mean then that under intense
oisturbance conditions there is no skywave at least for distances C 600 km where the signal
must be essentially ground wave only? At greater distances is this also the situation?
RESPONSE: Although both the wave hop and waveguide mode methods give satisfactory results, the
wavehop method is not amenable to simple physical interprctation at VLF under conditions where
the earth-ionosphere waveguide is severely c.onstricted, For example it is very diffi:ult to
explain the well known phenomenon uO waveguide cutoff in terms of a ground-wave and a
superposition of skywaves. In figure 9, the single propagating waveguide mode is made up of I
large number of terms in the skywave series. Moreover for Lhe conditions shown, the track width
of the ground wave extends into the depressed lower ionosphere.

PAPER: 17, VLF PROPAGATION IN DISTURBED ENVIRONMENTS
AUTHOR: E. C. Field
C01lIIENTER: F. P. Schmerling
QUESTION: In answer to Dr. Belruse's question. I would expect the sky wave reflection
coefficient to increas- with obiquity. On very simple grounds a disturbance could decrease the
sky wave amplitude at nearly vertical incidence sufficiently to wipe out the first 4nterference

minimum, hut still provide some contribution at oblique incidence (longer range).

RESPONSE: My response to Dr. Belrose's question applies to this comment as well.

PAPER. 17. VLF PROPAGATION IN DISTURBEJ ENVIRONMENTS
AUTHOR: E. C. Field
COMMENTER: J. B. Reagan
QUESTION: Since there have beer, many cases of solar proton events occurring while iranspolar
VLF propagations were underway, have you used any of these events to test the validity of your
modeling work5

RESPONSE: Yes, although I have not discussed the transpolar propagation data in my or2l
presentation. However, a brief discus;ion of the agreement between experiment and theory is
given in the written version of- the paper, as is a list of references.

PAPER: 13. MULTIPATH VLF PROPAGATIONJ EFFEITS IN CORRLATION RECEIVERS
AUTHOR: F, J. Kelly
'O1'1FNTER: T. J. Beahn
QUESTIOf: Have you consideredi using some of the techniques employed in adaptive equalizers?
For example, you can represent the various modes as attenuated and shifted (in time) versions
cf the or iginal ,ignal . One can ther. use the psuedorandom sequonce as a probe of the channel
charz.c

t
eristics and determine iust what attenuation and shifts you are dealing with. Perhaps

one cuuld obtain better perf ,nic- ,r -ith such a model of its channel.

RESPONSE: Per oral ly, I do not know eough about advanced receiver design of the type you
describe to say much about it. Undoubtedly, aome type of adaptive system might be designed for
these circuits under favor ,hIs ?:;rcumstances.

PAPER: 18. HULLTIPATI'H VLF PRUPAUIAION EFFECTS Ill CORRELATIO•N RECEIUERS
AUTHOR: F. J. Kelly
Fli-O IEINTER .'. \.' ' elro-_e
OUESTICt: The correlatior, techniques that you are pruposing must be like spread spectrum
technique5 used at HF to elnii•nate mult:-pach efforts due to 'multi -hop' signals. Applying this
to VLF, if we spread the c-riergy over a cufficient freauencv hand that the multi-path signals
were rot correl-ted, spread spectrum techniqueý shoulI work for' the VLF situation. Is this in
fact what ,uu are S-iy'hiyý
RE'SPONSE: The HNC spread-spectrum signals discussed .; my paper are no

t 
of wide enough

bancdidth to. separate the multlpath coirpletely. So i'y papei deals with the consequences of this
circumstance.

S;'PEP : SI. ATIIO".PHRIC VLF RaIll OIS Al El :.-ATED RECEIVERS : lORIZ ONTAL AViD IJERTIf/iL
POLARIZAI [814
)UTHOR : t .. J. LelI y
"IiE-l I, iIF r, : [ .. iiarison
uUln t ' 11,-,st receivers with which I am, familiar us. rion I ineai signal processing to exploit
Ihr" impul ;,,p nature of I -- v[ , . Perfi-rman(p Ii be ee-ilioal ent to 15 Oh ,qain compared wi th
iiau-su;an noi -e, Yi-j have addressed only the RMS value. Would you care to conmment on the

,, I I -' b I h -t t If /i0 ir 1, l-

RESPOI'S : lahe or igirial i(lR Model contains a nethod for predicfinq the UQt of the noise. We hav,'e

si t is, f,, rle tlis ,,rlrl sl slir, tlhus Icr ih --e qar, ties.
""O.lIt'-:; V the ,hif•ri-nclz bV_• w.'r-.r tIn' Rt5 ard av.erae e va.lue ruf thr. unix-ý)

1_ ______ 14
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LF PROPAGATION: AN OVERVIEW

John S. Belrose
Communications Rese.rch Centre

Department of Communications
Ottawa, Canada

ABSTRACT

Propagation at frequencies in the IF band (30-3OOkHz) alter with change in frequency as would be
expected for a transition band between VLF and ME. But there is a drastic difference bLtween propagation
characteristics in these adjacent bands. Ionospheric attenuatun therefore increases rapidly with frequency,
particularly during summer daytime. This overview is inadequate in that many features of LF propagation are
scarcelytouched on, or not mentioned at all, however reference is made to published work where the detail can
be found. The overview addresses principally those areas where our knowledge is inadequate, particularly
where our knowledge of propagation on a global scale is far from complete.

1. INTRODUCTION

As noted in the theme of this syrinposium, the LF band (30-30ukHz) is useful for communica ,ms to
intermediate distances, shorter than the global reach of ELF/VLF but longer than the ground-wave spans
characteristic of the ME band during daytime when the absorption of the ionospheric reflected wave is great.
By this we mean communications to distances ranging from hundreds to several thousand kilometers.

The amplitude of the skywave, for waves steeply reflected from the ionosphere, increases rapidly
with increase in frequency, especially during summer daytime, and the maximum in the absorption of the sky
wave occurs in this frequency band (in the frequency range 100-300khiz), see Figure 1. At oblique incidence
this frequency band for which absorption is a maximum is shifted to higher operating frequencies, because
to a fair approximation, an oblique incidence wave suffers an attenuation on reflection from the ionosphere
similar to a vertical incidence frequency of effective frequency fcosi where i = angle of incidence on the
ionosphere'. On this interpretation of LF field strength, the frequency range of the MF broadcast band, for
a transmission distance of 1500kmi, spans the frequency hand of maximum absorption, since for a 1B00kilz wave,
fcosi = 278klfz, whereas at 500kilz, fcosi - 86kliz.

In preparing this overview we have concluded that there have been no significant new advances in
our knuwledge about the propagation of LF radio waves since the extensive discourse by Belrose (19681; see
also Belrose and Segal [19741 and Burgess and Jones [19751, and for a list of some more recently published
works CCIR Documient 01978-19821. In the present paper we will address only the more important aspects of
LF propagation, with particular emphasis on those that need tu be further studied.

2. GEOGRAPHICAL ARRANGEMENT OF EXPERIMENTS

Except for a few specific experiments, e.g. , the measurement of Lf field strengths in an aircraft
by Burgess, and by Kelly [19811 which will be described in the next paper; by the Naval Jc an Systems Centre,
we will see some of there results in Morfitt's(11981] overview; and studies of Loran-C pro, qation, see
Doherty's [19811 overview; LF propagation has been studied extensively only in Canada and in Europe,
essentially by three grout,; of researchers. These were the early work by Ratcliffe and his colleagues at
Cambridge, UK, by Lauter and his colleagues in Europe and by IHelrose and his colleagues in Canada. The author
'ad the opportunity to study LF propagation in both geographical regions, since his early work was carried
out at Cambridge during 1953-1957, ju-t long enojgh to observe the change fromi solar minimum to solar maximum,
latter work (1957-1974) was carried out in Canada.

It is useful at the outset to consider the geographical arrangement of the experiments, i.e., the

rleographie/magnetic latitudes of the propagation paths, since one of the principal differences in propagationK in there two regions, the diurnial vatriatiorn in phase (to hr described), is uridnuhtly associated with adifference irn magn,2tit- latitude. In Cýanada, all propagation padths studied lay alhove 45D geogr-aphic, 550

Ilmagnetic (magnetic ]"variant) latitude; in Europe all paths studied were iore narrowly restri cted, 50 - •SO0
rleographi( and 45 - 57W iiisgnetic latitude. See oholr maps shown in 11e1 rose 1l9681].

3. THERADIA T
ION FIEL ANI)_ITS MEASUREMENT

'[ Except for, a few cxperirsrc1 .. .. , Loran C measurements, the field strengths measured were of
" '~contin1oer., wave sigioals hence the total field record is then the resultent of the field due to the wave

"diffracted hy tie ground ano] thI field due to the skywave. In the simple exi iiimernt only the asrplitude
of the total field is measured, see Figures 2-4, and the phase and anlulitude of the skywave are infterred
from this simple record at times when it is in or out-of-phase w.r.t. the groundwaVw. On this interplretation
sorImtliies described as a "qoasi -phase nethod", a diurnal variation of the phase and arindiitude of the skywave
can in some instances be, inferred.

If the tran,,mitted freluen(v is stab ili ed, arid a similar p ri curry frequency standard is employed
at Lee receiving site, thie tnotal-field record ;n both phase ampplitude can ri.r recordrd, see figures b-8.

It is sorvti•es, fourd us ful ti register the recorded phase and amplitude of The Iota i--field on a

polar plot, ov Figure ). Crich a r-ecord is called a N01fF I1 , a rorliial loop indurction l(nii; norral ireaning
that the total field record has reen recorded v,!rployinq a loop antennra in the ltace of prorpagation.

K.I
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Another experiment, referred to as an oscillating-loop-experiment, has been employed to infer the
polarization of the skywave [Belrose, 1968]. In this experinent the loop is oscillated continuously through
sonme siall angle about the bearing of the propagation path, and the apparent radio bearing, as well as other
parameters of the signal are inferred from the signal at the two extremities of the loop swing and the
winimum signal.

The total-field record has also been measured in an aircraft, and again maximum and minima on the
record are inferred to be times when the sky and ground-waves are in-or out-of-phase, see Figures 10 and 11.
In some experiments the phase of the total-field has been recorded, but this parameter has not found useful,
because the position of the aircraft was not known with sufficient accuracy to remove the doiinate phase
change due change in position of the aircraft.

In interpreting total field records measured in Europe and Canada, attention should be drawn to
another difference, besades that of magnetic latitude' In Europe the ground conductivity typically has a
conductivity of 5 x It- S/m, and sone of propagatiu:, paths studied lay partly or almost entirelý over sea
water. A few paths however were over mountainous. regions. In Canada a conductivity of <2 x 10-l S/m is
more typical, and paths which traverse the Laurentian shield and arctic land have conducties of 0.3 x l0-3
S/m. The skywave to-ground-wave ratio is therefore such greater for LF propagation paths in Canuda compared
with similar propagation paths in Europe.

4. DIURNAL VARIATIONS OF PHASE

In Figure 2 we have shown total-field records recorded at Cambridge, UK, for several LF ,)ropagation
paths, for different frequencies and distances. On the assumption that the skywave in reflected without a
change in phase, and taking account of the phase lag of the ground wave due to the finite conductivity of
the earth, the curve in Figure 12, shows the morning variation of the phase height of reflection that is
consistent with these data. The skywave is assumed to be in-phase and out-of-phase with the ground wave,
at times of maxima and minima on thk field strength records. The curves in Figure 13 show phase heights
inferred by Starich and Taumer [1966] for the Bresov-Kolberg path (fcosi = 27klhz) for the first half of
1962 (records like those shown in Figure 3). The heights shown here are somewhat greater than those in
Figure 12, which may be due to the fact that there authors ignored the phase delay of the ground wave. The
total field record for LCH (Tryvasshoegda) near Oslo received at Kuhlsngsborn (54.6/660/12.7kHz), see
Figure 4, is consistent with the observation that the phase height varied regularly over the day, and
is a minimum shortly after local noon.

Thi. diurnal variation in phase is in contrast with data •hown in Figures5 and 7, for propagation
between Halifax and Ottawa, 973km distant. For these records, the phase of the total-field was measured
directly. The phase lag decreased rapidly at dawn, does not change during the daytime, and increased at dusk.
While sky and ground-waves have not been separately inferred for these records, it should he noted, that
since the pattern is essentially similar at all frequencies, this would suggest that the skywave was greater
than the ground wave even in sunaier. The amplitude of the total field record does exhibit sharp minima at
some frequencies during the dawn and dusk transitions. Because of the low ground conductivity, the sky-wave
to ground-wave ratio would be expected to be much greater than for the European paths described above. It
must be inferred therefore that the skywave phase does vary in a trapizoidal way, similarly at all frequencies
observed.

Such a diurnal variation would be consistent with reflection from a layer produced by a source of
ionization that was constant day or night, such as galactic cosmic rays or energetic particles. The rapid
decrease at dawn is then due to photodetachinent of electrons from a bank of negative ions that was in
equilibrium with the nocturnal electron production rates, and the attachment rates of electrons to form
negative ions. In Europe the iueizdtion density in this lowest the C-layer must be much lower, and
reflection occurs from the D-layer, although there' is an amplitude and polarization change during the dawn
transi tion.

It was noted in our overview paper on the propagation medium that ionization on a few days in
winter can be rather low. In Figure 14 we show the amplitude ratio Ax/Ao at 76km for a 2.66Mhz partial
reflection experivent at Ottawa. This ratio is inversely proportional to the average electron density
below the reference height, and for Ax/Ao > 1.5 there are almost no electrons below 76km. Notice that
Ax/Ao > 1.5 December 4, 1972 and so the electron density in the C-layer was undetectably low. In Figure 15
we show records for this period, actually for 1 and 2 hiecewber, 19,2 for 32.8khz propagated over tlh
Ottawa-Ilalifax path. Cempare the observed variation of phase with the record for 19 November, 1972 which is
the typical pattern that is regmiarly observed. The signal amplitude change during the daytime is also
different from nonial. While the signal minima during the dawn transition and the maximum near sunrise
are typical, the deep minima after sunrise and before sunset are not characteris.tic of propagation over
this batlh. Such a variation is more like that observed hooutinely on Fuvopeen pgtlh, see below. The
discontinuity in the piase/record during the dusk transition is likely due to the small signal amplitude
at this time. It should be noted also that the apparent phase laq decrease during the sorning exceeds the
25-30mm-sec, which is typical for this path.

Ihe records in Figure 16 show nbservatini' at a higher frequency, 130.8kHz observed for a path
Ottawa to Great Whale River, 1111kin distant. This is to be coalmared with the record for 32.X',.iz propagated
over the same ljth. This is a tracing of the actual record, which is l0me-sec full scale (1 cycle at the
reference frequuncy of 100kilz). Notice that at both frequencies the phase change occurs during a period
of about hI hours, and the total change is es;seutidha identical at both frequencies (about 2b -Iusec).
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5. DIURNAL VARIATION OF AMPLITUDE

The data in Figure 17 are typical of the daily and seasonal change in skywave, inferred from
records of the total field (Figure 3) observed in Europe. The amplitude of the skyway decreases at dawn

(X = 980), then increases again near sunrise, and decreases reaching a minimum shortly after sunrise.
Only the second decrease is evident in these records. The skywave amplitude then increases, reaching a
L aximum at midday. The midday maximum is especially pronounced in winter.

The variation during the day is in contrast with the variation observed at Canadian latitudes,
see Figures 6 and 8. While a sighal minimum during the sunrise change is clearly evident, and the amplitude
increases after this minimum, and there is little or no variation during the day (there is no midday maximum).
The daily pattern is somewhat irregular on some frequencies because these are record. for individual days,
the data in Figure 17 are averaged over the month. The daily pattern of amplitude change for 32.8kHz
propagated over the Ottawa-Halifax path (32.8/973(6.8)kHz), see Figure 15, on am unusual day, 1; December, 1972,
when the ionization density below 76km was low, is like that observed regularly in Europe,

6. AMPLITUDE VARIATION WITH SOLAR CYCLE

In Figure 1, we have shown data for amplitude versus frequency, and distance since effective
frequency fcosi is plotted, during sunspot ii nireum years. These data, except data point labelled U, have
been inferred from total field records for European propagation paths. Data points 8 are for Loran
transmissions (early measireisents at 180kHz), recorded at relatively high latitude in Canada during surmier
months.Similar curves have been drawn for data recorded during sunspot maximum years. The curves in
Figure 18 reveal the differences between sunspot minimum and maximum years. During sunspot maximum years
waves of frequency below about lOOkHz are more strongly reflected than during sunspot minimum years,
whereas waves at frequencies above about lOkHz skywaves are more strongly absorbed.

Observations covering the same frequency/distance range at higher magnetic latitudes (in Canada)
are not available. For the transmission paths studied there are clearly inconsistencies between the
seasonal and solar cycle variations observed, compared with those at lower magnetic latitudes in Europe.
As an example the observed field strengths over the path Comfort Cove, Newfoundland to Ottawa path
(7O.4/I/0U (11.3) kHz) are shown in Figure 19. The seasonal variation for this transmission is opposite
to that expected, in that field strengths are higher in summer than in winter, particularly in winter at
midnight during solar maximum years (1959-61). Furthenrmore the field strengths are greater during sunspot
minimum years (1964-65), particularly at night.

At very high latitudes the change in field-strength over, the epoch of the solar cycle is similar
to the observed in Europe, see Figure 20 for the transmission Thule to Churchill (77.15/2200(10.7)kHz), at
least during winter months, but the magnitude of the change is larger. The diurnal variation is particularly
large in winter arid equinoxal pu, 1

ods during sunspot maximum years, is almost non-existent in sumner during
this epoch of the solar cycle; and, while not evident in the data given here, the sun effectively looses
control of the field strength over dawn at soltice in sunspot minimum years [see Belrose and Ross, 1967].

7. SOLAR/GEOPHYSICAL DISTURBANCE VARIATIONS AND POST MAGNETIC STORM EFFECTS

LF propagation has been errployed as a synoptic tool to study the effects of solar (Jeophysical
disturbances [Belrose, 1968lY . Particularly, the winter variability has been studied [Lauter et. al., 19761,
and post magnetic storm effects. The variations during solar-x-ray-flare events have been studied, the
effects of solar proton events (SPE) and high energy particle events (HEP), which, at the lower frequencies
are observed at magnetic latitudesof 500 and below. [Lauter arid Taubenheim, 1970].

In this overview we will not discuss in deLail the observed variations, except for an extreme
example of a SPE of 10 November, 1960. On this occasion the diurnal variation of LF phase and aMplituJe,
for high latitude paths, disappeared entirely. The causitive flare, see Fily, e 21, occured shortly after
sunrise on the 12 November, 1960. The tiime of the flare is indicated ry the rrow marked FL on the
Ottawa-Churchill phase record (curve(e)). The solar flare effect (SIZE) can be ol-erved by the sudden
increase in signal winplitude for the Comfori Cove-Ottawa transmissien (Curve (d)). The SPI began
coiricident with a magnetic stone sudden corimiLncement (SC) and a sudden eihancerient of cosmic rays (SECR)
observed at ground level. The dawn arnd dusk periods at path mid-point are marked by the short broken
vertical lines, indicating the times of X - 1020 oil, 9900 50' (,ground sunrise). Note the decrease in
phase lag associated with the SPE for the Ottawa-Churchill path (curve (e)), and also that he normrl
increase in phase lag at dusk was absent on 12 November. In fact the nighttime phase height of reflection
('uring 12-13 Novri-brhr was the same as tire day time height (50ki) err the 12 November. No decrease in phase
ay was observed at dawn oer the 13 November. SECR's on the 13 arid 15 November prevented the observation

07' if the return to normiial after the major event of 12 November. The - i gnal anrplitirles for the varirs IF
'ropagation paths (curves (a), (b) and (d)... the pen stopped inking for the record (c)) alsrr i. vyal
to diurnal variation during 13 November. Particularly marked is the Thule-Chhurchi 11 path ((curve (a)), since
,efore the Sill the signal amplitudes were off-scale during nightLime and low during the day, see the record
;or 10 November. The weaker theat normal nighttime field strengths during the night of 1(0-1l November, 1960
is believed to be the result of a weak SP0, perhaps following the flare of 10 November.

While tie diurnal variation in phase height of reflection is always derpressed during ,a SiE arid
the magnitude of the diurnar change is reduced, the 12 November, 1960 SIE is th.- only occarirrin (in .,oriie
15 '-ears of continuous observations) that no diurnal vwanation ,. rAbscrved during in "I'E. The nighttime
sigjilal amplitudes are always less thin normal duri..g a SP[. The day time amplitude sari iir less ror greater
than normal, or the weme as nortal during an SPE, depending on tho magnitude if the evenrt ird the latitude
of thi. path.

- . . - AM
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8. CONCLUSIONS

There is currently a lack of (new) propagation data from which revised ionospheric reflection
coefficients as a function of frequency, distance, time of year, solar and geomagnetic activity and other
parameters can be derived, and there are inconsistencies in some of the available daLa, which make it
impossible to describe in detail LF propagation on a global scale. More measurements are needed to
establish differences between middle, low and high latitudes. An altrrnative approach is to calculate LF
field strengths from models of D-regien electron and ion densities, id some progress has been made in
this area. Reference is made to Belrose and Segal [19741 and papers presented in Session Vi of this
Symposium, in which nuaerical modelling of the propagation medium is addressed. While there is a need
for new experimental work, no propagation measurements are planned, and therefore new knowledge rests
heavily on the shoulders of those concerned with numerical nmodelling of the medium. The electron and ion
density height profiles must however be accurately known, because of the sensitivity of propagation to
changes in height, shape and particularly gradient of the profiles. Ground conductivities at low
frequencies arc also inadequately known, and these have a great influence, particularly for areas where
conductivities are low, on the propagation of the ground wave, and on the parameters affecting reception
and trai;smission of the sky-waves tt the terminals'Of the transihission path.
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ABSTRACT

During 1976 and 1977 the Naval Research Laboratory conducted eighteen long
range aircraft flights in the Atlantic and Mediterranean Sea area to measure
and record the field strength of low frequency radio waves from transmitting
stations in Iceland, Scotland, Morocco, and Greece, under daytime and
nighttime conditions. The experimental data have been compared with the wave
hop propagation model of Berry and areas of agreement and disagreement are
noted. In oarticular, the nighttime waves at about 1 Mm, seem to oscillate
with distance even more dramatically than the current model predicts. The
daytime fields over all-water paths are often in good agreement with theory;
but ground conductivity changes and rough terrain effects not contained in
available computer models, appear to influence the received fields. We will
discuss the unsatisfactory state of mathematical propaqation models for this
frequency regime and suggest some areas for improvement.

1. INTRODUCTION

Since the time of Marconi's first trans-Atlantic communications experiment,
the electromagnetic waves in the LF frequency band have been used for long
range communications and navigation. Researchers into the propagation of
these waves have been reported by many famous scientists; the names of
Sommerfeld, Debye, Watson, Norton, Wait, Galejs, Fock, van der Pol and
Bremmer, Budden, Hollingworth, Pitteway, Belrose, Burgess and many other noted
and able researchers come immediately to mind. Even after many excellent
studies, uncertainty about the propagation of these waves remains. There are
still some poorly understood and modelled aspects of propagation in the LF
band. Undoubtedly the basic framework for understanding the propagation
exists in Maxwell's electromagnetic theory and our knowledge of the
ionosphere, but the implementation of these ideas into a comprehensive
predictive model has not been complete and satisfactory.

During the 1960's and early 1970's Berry and his coworkers developed an
excellent computer model for the propagation of low frequency waves based or
their researches into a wave-hop model of propagation. This model is very
attractive because it is comprehensive, inexpensive, and based on ionospheric
electron density profiles. The comparison of this predictive program with
experimental results has been minimal because soon after the development of
the program, sponsor interest in the research was reduced. The developers of
the program were. not: able to check its predictions against experimental data.
Fortunately the U.S. Navy has continued to recognize the value of a
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well-calibrated propagation prediction tools in this frequency band, and we
have been able to pursue the logical next steps in the development of a
comprehensive LF Prediction Program.

2. DAYTIME EXPERIMENT

LOW FREQUENCY RADIO PROPAGATION EXPERIMENTS

During September, 1976, a series of low frequency radio propagation
experiments were performed in the Atlantic and Mediterranean Sea arpas
utilizing and NRL RP-3A aircraft to measure field strength continuously with
distance from the Navy LF transmitters in Iceland, Scotland, Morocco, and
Greece. During these experiments monitors were established near the four
transmitting antenna sites to provide a measure of the power radiated from the
transmitting antennas. High quality tape recordings of the transmitted
signals were made to provide a reference for comparison with the signal
received and recorded on the aircraft. In addition, two Singer NMl2-AT Field
Intensity meters were used to make strip chart recordinqs of the field
intensity on the aircraft. Field strength data were collected along the nine
flight paths shown in Figure 1. Figure 2 gives the flight schedule.

Figure 3 is a photograph of the aircraft used in this experiment. In addition
to the long wire antenna shown in the figure, three orthogonal loop antev~nas
were mounted inside the tail radome. A block diagram of the recording and
measurement system installed in the aircraft is shown in Figure 4. The
recorded data can be used to provide field strength information on more
transmitters than could be monitored simultaneously using the field intensity
meters, and since accurate timing is maintained and recorded on the aircraft
and ground station recordings, the phase delay and the transfer function of
the propagation channel can be determined frcm further laboratory analysis of
the recordings.

This report will present a portion of the field strength data obtained durinq
these flights along with some theoretical predictions of the vertical electric
fields based on a wave-hop and on a waveguide-mode computer program FRefs I
and 2]. The theoretical predictions from the wave-hop program are based on a
time varying ionosphere adopted by Berry and Jones fRef 31. In the present
report all wave-hop model predictions are for a receiver on the earth's
surface, since the wave-hop program of Reference 1 uses only this receiver
altitude. The wave-hop program could be modified along the lines of Reference
4 to obtain field strength predictions for elevated receiver locations; but,
this has not been done at the present time.

Figure 5 shows the field strength versus distance data measured on the
September flight from Rota to Athens from the 57.0 kHz transmitter at
Bouknadel, Morocco. The aircraft was flying at an altitude of 11,000 feet
duting the time of. the measurement. The solid line shows the theoretical
field strength versus distance as predicted by the wave-hop program for a
ground based receiver.

Figure 6 shows field strength versus distance data measured on the 58.3 kHz
transmission from Greece measured on the flight from Rota to Athens and on the
return flight (11,000 Ft. + 1,000 ft. on both flights.) The overall
repeatability of the data over these two flights is very good. The reason for
the difference in measured fields at the range of 2,400 km is unknown. The
data taken on the flight from Athens to Rota at a distance greater than 380 km
were measured using the fore and aft loop on the aircraft. The other data
were taken using the long wire antenna.

To illustrate the effect of ionosphere electron density changes and of
receiving aircraft height above the ground, figures 7 and 8 show theoretical
predictions of field strength versus distance at two altitudes on 58.3 kHz
using a 0 = .5 km- 1 , h = 70 km and a 0 = .3 km- 1 , h = 72.0 km ionosphere
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GENERATION OF ELF AND VLF WAVES BY MODULATED HF HEATING OF TIlE POLAR ELECTRO JET
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3411 Katlenburg-Lindau 3, Germany

R.L. Dowden

Department of Physics
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SUMMARY

Modulated heating cf the lower ionosphere, with modulation frequencies in the ELF and VLF range, gives
rise to a correspond:!Ing modulation of the electron temperature and, thus, of the electrical conductivity.
If a polar electrojet current exists, the current density is modulated, and an ELF or VLF signal is gen-

erated. Experiments have been performed to test this mechanism, using the new ionospheric Heating facil-
ity at Ramfjordmoen near Tromso, Norway. ft has been found that this mechanism is sensitive in the full

ELF range and for VLF froquencies exceeding 7 kHz (which is the upper limit of our VWE receiver).

I
I. INTRUDUCTIUN

Modulation of currents flowing in the lower ionosphere is a powerful means of generating ELF and VLF waves.

A HF wave with a frequency in the low Miz range experiences strong absorption in the D and E region of the

ionosphere, thereby raising the electron temperature. For the conditions of our experiment, an enhancement

of the electron temperature by more than a factor of ten seems to be within reach (STUBBE and KOPKA, 1979).

After switching off the HF wave, the electron gas ceols down within a time of the order of 1 ms at 90 km

(more above, less below 90 km). By using an amplituuc modulated H1F wave, with the modulation frequency f

in the ELF or VLF range, electron temperature oscillations with frequency f are imposed, giving rise to

corresponding oscillations of the elements of the conductivity tensor. Thus, if a dc current exists in the

lower ionosphere, an ac current will be uuperimposed upon it, and the ionospheric portion illuminated by

the HF wave will be turned into a huge antenna, radiating at the modulation frequency f.

These experiments were performed by using the Heating facility at Ramfjordmoen near Troms• (geographic co-

ordinateu 69.6fN, 19.2' E, dip angle 78*, L value 6.2) which has been built by the Max-Planck-Institut flr

Aeronomie in cooperation with the University of Tromso. The [teating facility was designed to generate an

effective radiated power (ERP) of up to 360 MW in the frequency range 2.5 to 8 MHz. For a more detailed

descciption of the Heating facility see STUBBE and KOPKA (1979).

2. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

ELF and VLF signaln from the modulated ionosphere were received at Lavangsdalen, a low noise site 17 km

from the Heating station, with two vertical loop antennae of 50 na area oriented in the N-S and E-W direc-

tlons. The antenna and pre-amplifier response, for a constant magiletic field input, poaka at 1000 Hz, is

3 dB dowii it 450 Hz and 3000 Hz, and 10 dB down at 250 lIz and 6000 kHz. A low pass filter in the pre-ai.-

plifier (. ter the first stage) cuts off at 7 kHz. This represents an extension of the bandwidth ,f the

previously reported system (STUBBE, KOPKA and DOWDEN, 1981),

In addition to this system there have recently been installed two buried "micropulaation" loops (in N-S

and E-W directions) whose response, together with preamplifiers, peaks at 10 lIz and is 3 dB down at 4 Hz

and 20 Hz. It is capable of receiving signals in the micropulsation range (Pc 1 and 2) and ELF sig.nala up

to approxim~tly 30 Hz. The signal produced by these loops is used to frequency modulate a carrier wave of

8.5 kllz by - 360 Hz. These two frequency modulated signals at - 1.5 kHz are then combined with their cor-

responding E-W or N-S broadband VLF signals (200-7000 1Hz) and are telemetered to the Heating station via

UHF links.

At the Heating station the combined hroad band and FM signals are recorded on magnetic tape and then further

processed as follows. The FM carrier, afte: filtering to remove the brohd band VLF, is fed into a phase-

locked loop demodulator. This demodulated signal en.) then be fed into a spectrum analyser.

The two broad band VLF signals are fed into two synchronous detectors whiclh use the heating transmitter

modulati. . as reference. This gives the in-phase and quadrature-phase (i.e. cartesin', re-1ponents) of the

received Ignal in a 32 Hz bandwidth. These four values (two for N-S and two for t-I,' ait digitized and

used by a microcomputer to calcuJate, in real time, the equivalent amplitude and phab - of the two cir--

cularly polarized modes (R and L) of which the received signal is assumed to be composed.

These synchronous detectors are aluo able to provide directly the amplitude and phase of the N-S or E-W

signal. By narrowing the bandwidth of one of these synchronous detectors from 32 Hz to - 1 Hz it was aiso

possible to synchronously detect signals from the output of the FM demodulator, ice. from the "micropti sa-

tion" loop, as is shown below.

• ........ ... . ......... ......... ..... • -:_ ... ...... • •-•-, .. - -•-A



All sweep and fixed frequencies are generated digitally and derived from a frequency standard. It is pos-

sible to use amplitude modulation frequencies less than 15 liz and greater than 200 Hz. Frequencies between
these two values could not be used because of transmitter power supply filter resonances. We are mostly

using sweep frequency modulation, mainly to find the frequency response of the ionospheric ELF-VLF genera-
tion mechanism. The sweep rate is typically - 100 Hz/a. In the expeimeants reported here, we have uned

three types of modulation: From full to zero power (100/0), half to zero power (50/0), and full to half
power (100/50).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Samples of typical and unusual zseep frequency results are shown in Figs. I to 4. The ERl values Indicated

in the graphs correspond to the full power available at the time of the particular experiment. The average
power (averaged over one medulation cycle) follows from the specified type of modulation, i.e. 50% of full

powei for (100/0), 25% for (50/0), and 75% for (100/50). Before commenting on these results, it may be
helpful to briefly discuss the agents and mechanisms determining the observed EI.X-VLF signal strength, B,
and its dependence on frequency, f.

(1) Electron temperature modification: The elecjron temperature enhancement caused by the powerful HF wave

peaks in the vicinity of the altitude where f - f cosO - v (f - HF frequency, f, : electron gyrofre-
quency, 1 = electron collision frequency, 0 2 angie betweeneext~rnal magnetic fiel and k vector of the HF

wave; + ftr ordinary (o), - for extraordinary (x) [IF mode). The electron collision frequency, v , is pro-
portional to the neutral density and to the electron temperature, T . The peak altitude thus increases with
decreasing f , with increasing T (i.e. with Increasing ERP), and with a change of the HF mode from x to o.
The T maximum increases with decreasing f and is larger for x-mode than for o-mode heating. The width of
the Te maximum is larger for higher f andoo-mode heating. T as a function of ERP shows a weak increase
with CPR for small ERP's (rotational excitation regime), followed by a very strong increase (runaway regime),
and again a weak increase thereafter (vibrational excitation regime) (see STUBBE and KOPKA, 1979).

(2) Source current: The source current at any given altitude is proportiunal to the driving de electric
field strength, E , and to the electron density, N . It is a •roximately proportional to the amplitude of

the electron temperature modulation, AT , caused by the amplitude modulated HF wave. AT depends strongly
on wl (w - 2sf, i - electron cooling ties). In the lower D-region we have o-t << 1 which means that T is

fully modulated, i.e. AT - 1/2 (T2 -T ) (Te 2 , T 1 - electron temperature belonging to the maximum and mini-

mum HIF power within one lodulation eycie, respectively). In the upper D-region, on the other hand, we have

[t>>» 1, letding to AT m i(T -T )/2ucT. For the modulation frequency range under consideration, AT is in-

dependent of f up to aiout 70'im lititude. The AT maximum and the height of the maximum increase with de-

creasing f. Due to the nonlinear relation between T and ERP, AT should depend not only on the difference

between maximum and minimum EHP within one modulation cycle, butealso on the average ERP'. In particular,

AT should decrease with increasing average ERP once the runaway regime Is passed.
e

(3) Self-absorption of HF wave: Since the absorption coefficient of a HF wave depends on T , i.e. on ERP, the

relation between energy flux, S, and EKP is not linear. Above te altitude where t - f eosfi V, S increases -

isore slowly than ERP. This adds another ionulinear contribution to the dependence ou Te, ATe, or source
current on ERP.

(4) Phase spreading: If the vertical dimension of the source region, d, exceeds half the wavelength of the

generated ELF-VLF wave, destructive or constructive interference of waves originating at different a'titudea

takes place. Minima occur at frequencies obeying d-nX(f) (I- wavelength, n-1,2,...), while the Intermediate

maxima decrease with increasing n. Phase spreading thus leads to an overall decrease of B with increasing f.

L-mode waves are not affected by phase spreading because their refractive index is ssmll, but R-mode (whistler

mode) waves can be affected if thv are generated at altitudes where N is large 4enou~h for the refractive

index to considerably exceed 1. Th: required electron density Is of the order 10 cm for f = I kHz, less

for higher, more for lower frequencies.

(5) Attenuation of ELF-VLF waves: At altitudes where the electron gyrofrequeuey is oe the order of the

collision frequency or exceeds the collision frequency, the L node wave is heavily attenuated for suffii

eieltly large electron densities. For f - I kHz, atteuuation becomes prohibitive if N exceeds about 10-

cm . The attenuation increases with increasing f. The g'eneration of L-mode waves is thus restricted to

the lower portion of the D region, while H-rnde waves can be generated at any altitude.

(6) Mode coupling: Since the vertical scale lengths for electron density and collision frcquency changes

are much smaller than the tree space wavelength, mode coupling should be significant, even though the

critical coupling condition cannot be satisfied for the frequency range and the geometry of our experi-

meats. Inspection of Equ (19.2) of IIUDDEN (1961) shows that mode coupling should be strongest in the

vicinity of the X=Z level (X - '2 ' /"2 ' 7 Pe/) since Max(XZ) "> 1 and since the scale lengths for X and

Z are of the same order of magnitude.

(7) Wave guide resonance: Constructive interference of the primary FTP-VIp wave and the secondary earth-

ionosphere reflected waves should give rise to approximately equally spaced maxima in the B(f) curve,. Since

the horizontal dimension of the radiating ionospheric portion (, 25 km) is typically much less chan the free

space wavelength, B should drop as I/r (r - distance from the source region), provided 21'r »>>. Otherwise,

B drops more sharply than i/r. Thus, the enhancement of the maxima relative to the avelage level is at the

Mtost

I n n
(2n+-ii) E L

n-o

(P i - earth and ionosphere reflection coefficient, respectively). It is assumed in this simple expres-

sion tla;t Ilhe source altitude, z , and the reflection altitude are equal. The maxima occur at the fre-
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quencies f = nc/2z (n = 1,2,...). With z = 75 km, which is probably a reasonable guess, the first auaxi-
niuis occurs at 2 kHz.

Although all of the mechanisms and agents discussed here are simple to understand, their joint action may
lead to very complicated B(f) curves, and it will be difficult to interpret any given B(M) curve in a unique
fashion. A detailed knowledge of the N (z) profile would be required for this task, bht unforrunately elec-
tron density profiles were not availabe to us for the period of the experioaents reported here.

Let us now turn back to the experimental results. In looking through Figs. I - 64, we notice that almost all
of the curves possess very pronounced peaks, roughly at multiples of 2 kElz. Phase spreading of the R-mode
wave, in conjunction with mode coupling, and wave guide resonance are possible candidates to explain this
feature. Phane spreading, however, should be much more variable, and it would be difficult to explain wby
the first maximum almost always lies close to 2 kliz. We therefore tend to believe that the main peaks in
the B(f) curves are due to wave guide resonance. Intensediate maxima, which can be seen in some of the curves,
could however be due to phase spreading. Since the results shown here were collected within 4 days, it is
well possible that the ionospheric conditions were rather similar within these days, and it in likely,
therefore, that at other periods phase spreading could turn out to be more important. Previous results
(STUBBE, KOPKA and DOWDEN, 1981), obtained with one loop (and thus not decomposed into 1- and L-mode),
give support to this expectation.

Another consistent feature is the striking similarity between the R and L curves. This speaks for the im-
portance of mode coupling. Without mode coupling, we would expect widely different It and L results because
of the large differences in tile refractive indices. Fig. 4 shows the two most dissimilar cases found in our
Oct. 81 data, but oven there a correspondence of the main features exists.

Fig. I, showing 11(f) for (100/0), (50/0) and (100/50) modulation, depicts a typical case. The (50/'0) sweep
is more than half as strong as the (100/0) sweep and is also stronger than the (100/50) sweep. This can be
understood in terms of the self-absoption mechanism and of the nonlinear relation between Te and ERP as out-
lined in section (I).

In Fig. 2, a comparison is presented of B(f) for x-mode and o-mode heating. We notice that x-mode heating
causes much stronger ELF-VLF signals than a-mode heating. The general features of tile two .ttr of curves,
however, are quite similar. Only the maxima around N kllz, appearing in the o-mode curves, are absent in the
x-mode curves. Since x-mode heating is more efficient than o-mode heating around the altitude where the T
peak occurs, but less efficient at higher altitudes, we may conclude that Fig. 2 corresponds to a situation
iii which the source current peak lies close to the T. peak. It is conceivable that in au ionosphere with loss
ionization in the lower 1 region and more ionization in the upper 1) region o-mode heating gives rise to
stronger ELF-VLF signals than x-mode benting, but this remains to he seen in future experiments.

Fig. 3 shows two atypical cases. While usually the ýirst two peaks in tile B(f) curves are of comparable
strength, we hive here a c early dominating second peak in the upper panel and a dominating first peak ill
the lower panel. Such transitory behaviour lasts for about 30 to 60 min, whereupon the B(f) curves return
to their normal shapes iii which they slay persist for man,, hours.

Recently we have been able for the first time to detect ELLF signals at frequencies around 10 Hz, using the

micropulsation loops described above. Fig. 5 shows a spectrum of such ill the upper panel and 11 versus time,
obtained with a synchronous detector with I liz bandwidth, iii the lower panel. From what we have learned thus
far, these signals, when they occur, can be as strung or even stronger than the ELFI-VLF signals in the

hundreds of -iz to several kblz range, However, while the latter can be exe ted at any time when the magneto-

meters indicate the presence of an ionospheric current, th' first require rather special ionospheric con-
ditions to be excited. We have not yet been able to fully dhi ermine these condltions, hut it aupears that
strong magnetic disturbances are noL favourable, probably because they are accompanied by strong ionization

in the lower 0 region. This would prevent efficient heating of the upper I) region and F region from where

these signals are expecLted to originate.
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DISCUSSION EPP FALL 81 MEETING
MEDIUM, LONG, AND VERY LONG WAVE PROPAGATION

(AT FREQUENCIES LESS THAN 3000 KHZ)

SESSION I

PAPER: I - The Propagation Medium - An Overview
AUTHOR:J. S. Belrose
COtIMENTERsE. R. Schmerling
QUESTION: We all understand what a disturbed day is. What is your criteria for a quiet day?
Many years ago Dr. Becker showed an example of the quietest nights he could find using the Kp
index as a criteria. On two occasions during the course of the nihtt, +he bottom cf the
ionosphere was lifted up and lowered by 50 kilometers in a period of 3 hours.
RESPONSE:It is easy to pick a quiet day in summer, its a day under regular solar control and
there have been no geophysical disturbances, mainly measured by the parameter of magnetic
storminess for several days prior. In winter it is not very easy because as I said there is a
variability that goes on which is not correlated with magnetic activity. We have winter days
of anomalous absorption during periods when there has been no magnetic storms for ten to twenty
days before-hand. Our quiet day was a day: (1) with low electron densities at low heights; (2)
no magnetic storms for at least 15-20 days before; (3) no outbursts frcws the sun on the day
chosen; and (4) the electron production and loss processes were unoer reyular solar control,
that is the ionization density varied regularly with the solar zenith angle. The first criteria
waq the one that selected the kind of days we called 'quiet.'
The parameter observed was the ratio between the two magneto-ionic components in a partial
reflection experiment Ax/Ao at 76 Kilometers. '
In other words the days chosen had small electron densities below 76 lkilomoters.

PAPER: 2. STUDIES OF THE D-REGION BY THE PARTIAL REFLECTION OF MF-RADIO WAVES
AUTHOR: W. Flood
CIJt'ENTER: J. S. Belrose
COMMENT: I would agree with Prof. Flood that some echoeeý partially reflected from the D-region
have the appearance of volume scattering. This is desirable since the experiment works best if
you have a continuous distribution of echoes from all heights. When we were studying quiet
days, however, some of the profiles I showed where determined on quietest days when the
ionosphere was under regular solar control , and there were no disturbances, many of those days
were plagued by reflzc',ions from discrete heights. You have both kinds of data. It really
depends on what is going on the D-Region. Of course this is over Ottawa. I know Ottawa data
best. It is very difficult to unambiguously interpret the data. When you see there are snall
inflections on the Nx variation as a function of height which occur regularly, we have been
very careful analyzing the data to deduce electron density under those conditions An additional
problem is the finite pulse width. Some of our data were deconvoluted to get rid of the pulse
width problem, but you cannot arbitrarily deconvolute data when you have preferred heights. If
you read the Coyne and Belrose paper and the Montbreand and Belrose paper on the subject
addressing quiet day electron densities and effective electron loss rates, you will find that
we were very careful on how we analyzed the data in presence of preferred heights.
RESPONSF: I have looked at some data from Brazil and more recently from Red Lake, Canada, and
also some data from Montpeil, New Zealand. If I exclude the data from Red Lake, most of it
seems to follow the Raleigh hypothesis which would be expected for volume scattering. Looking
ot the February eclipse data of 1979, its remarkable that anyone could operate the experiiment
in Canada. I congratulate you on being able to do that. That data Is certainly very different
from anything I have ever seen before.

PAPER: 2. STUGIES OF THE D-REGION BY THE PARTIAL REFI ECTION OF 'IF RADIO WAVES.
AIITI4AR: N. Flood

V COMMENTER: 1. B. Jones

QUESTION: I. One of Zhe major criticisms of the cross-correlation dnalysis is the assumption
of a specular reflection, lhe Fourrier analysis you have applied to some extent overcomes this
difficulty. Could you please comment on the influence of mlti--eflection on your data and on
the integration times you applied to your data? Did you consider isolating the dominant signal
cutipunent by Doppler filtering or t.me other technique?
2. Did your resulta give any indication of a turbulent layer af (he 90)-91f Vihinmeter level

9 
If

so how did you interpret the results from such reflections?

RESPONSE: I. If the reflections from the upper atmosphere were truly specular, the angular
spectrum of the downcoming waves would be a delta function (not necessarily at the zenith
angle) and the magnitude of the spatial cross-correlation function would bn unity-at 1east over
the range of antenna separation; normally used in drift e perise rtc. Consequently ionospheric
drifts could not be measured. The drift experiments require the detection of the driFt of a
diffraction pattern imp!ying something more than the specular reflections. lI1e spatial
correlation function should be narrow but not so narrow that wide angular spectra are alno
implied. Wide angular spectra would imply altitude smearing In the drift measurements. In this
paper, we have seen that above 80 Km the average half power semi -cone angle is approximately 13Q
which implies that even for very short pulse lengths, echoes are being received over an
altitude range of R(I-cosl3e). Where R is the nominal altitude of the ?cho.
In pa -wing I note that cone angle-al ti lude smearing might be responsible for the irwn component
drift velocities reported by the investigation at Iromro. L
Integration times for cone angle as well as partial reflection data varied from 10 20 minctes.

Single magneto-ionic coimponent ti Region echoes faded relatively slowly and five minutes of data
"integration' was necessary to get sufficient independent samples for meaningful averages. The

longest runs were restrirerld ri 20 nriuites. It was difficult to find periods wh ich were even
quasi stationary for longer than 20 nminutes. i
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I should corra ent that during the partial reflection experiment we noted times when during a 20
minute run, successive five minute runs showed quite different mean values of Ai for example.
Yet the Ax/A 0 ratios for each five minute period did not ciffer substantially. I think ten

minute averages are better than five minute averages.
In terms of isolating the dimensional signal component by Doppler filtering, I suppose you are
referring to how we checked out the von Biel system by using 'quiet' E-Region echoes. In that
case we selected the obviously strongest echo (stronger by 10's of Ob's) which had a range
extent -r, less than (say) 6 kilomreters. No Doppler filtering was used although these echoes
(polariprd transmission and reception) faded very slowly. For these selected echoes twenty
minute averages were employed.
2. . am not clear as to what you mean by a turbulent layer at 80-05 Kilometers. The amplitude
distributions I've reported irndicates that volume scatter from fluctuations in refractive index
is the most likely mechanism for D-Region backscatter at all altitudes. Turbulence can easily
be adduced as the source of the refractive index fluctuation. This is not to say that the
turbulence is equally strong at all altitudes. If there were a level of intense turbulence In
the region between 00-85 kilometers one might expect aln enhanced return at these altitudes. My
first recollection of the data is that in terms of AOh the mean backscatter ampiltude as a
function of altitude, :here is no indication of any such strong turbelence recion. Hcwever on
my return home I will review the data and if I find any such indication I will notify the
editor so it car. be noted in the proceedings

PAPEI: 3. VLF/LF PULSE REFLECTION MEASUREMENTS OF THE POLAR V-REGION DURING QUIET AND DISTURBED
IONOSPHERIC CONDITIONS
AUTHOR: J. P. Turtle
COlftMENIER: E. R. Swanson
QUESTION: The absolute heights you give depend on the calculation of the groundwave delay.
Given the extremely low ground conductivity in the area, calculation of ground wave delay could
be difficult or perhaps somewhat uncertain, Is this a practical limitation in, height accuracy'
RESPONSE: Our, transmitter and receiver in Greenland are separated by 106 kilometerýs, aid due to
the fact that the skywave travels a longer path, because of our short pulse, the ground wave is
received conside-ably before the sky wave and for this short separation between transmitter and
reIceiver we do not need to calculate the transmission time for the ground wave. I had not made
clear how close our stations were to each other.

PAPER: 3. VLF/LF PULSE REFLECTION MEASUREMENIS OF THE POLAR D-REGION DURING QUIET AND DISTURBED
IONOSPHERIC CONIDI 1IONS
AUTHOR: J. P. Turtle
COMMENTER: J. S. Delrose
GOMMIENT: I would like to comment oii two points relatirg to your observations In winter, where
at rliule the sun never rises. lhese comments are based on our partial reflection observations
made at Resolute Bay during the Arctic winter and observations made at Lambridge, England
where the phase height of reflection of VLF waves (16 Hz) steeply incident on the ionosphere
was measured.
the first point is that while electron production rates at night are small, they are sufficient
to maintain electron densities large enough to reilect VLL waves. Ionization of NO by Lyman
alpha in the night glow is the most likely source of ionization, and therefore we would expect
that there would be a small daily variation of VLF phase heights at night in December. When the
night is longest and the variation can be observed.
The second point relates to the reflection heights at night in winter and summer. Since the
height of a constant pressure isopath is lower in winter than in surmner we can expect that the
reflection heights will be lower in winter than in sufmxer. A given electron production rate
occur's at a given pressure 1,evel rather than a given height.

PAPrr: 3. VLF/LF PLILSI REFLECTIIN HEASUREMENTS 01 THE POLAR D-REGION DURING QIUIET Af D DISIURBED
IONU'.PHERIC CONUITI[ENI
AUTHOR: J. P. Turtle
COMMIENTER: N. C. Uain

OUESTION: You say in your' paper that in undisturbed conditions there will be io reflections
from heights below 70 km. However in the literatur, ,ou have given results taken on your system
in the Eastorn United States and they showed markled reflections at these heights. I believe

that in the U. S. you had a longer path-length. Do you think that the absence of these
reflections in Greenland is due to the short path uspd there or to a real di flerrrtt itn the
ionosphere',

RESPONSE: The measurements referred to in the Eastern U. S. which show daytime rEflections
below 70 k~m were made on a 260 Rm transmission path. the Grceenland measýurements, were made on a

IU tFpath wi th thus a much steeper Ionospheric incidence angle. The absenceý of observed
reflections below 70 km in Greenland is most probably due.oto the steep Incidence angle rather
than a real ionospheric differern

PAPERI,3. VLF/LF PULSE REFIELIILON MEASUIREMENTS OF THF POIAR It REGION DURING QUIET -AoD DISFURBED

ION'ýO[PIIERIC COlD II I ]NS
Au.PHOP: J. P. Turtle
COMttIIJIER: F. J. Kelly
.COMMENT: I would like to covmnent orn the scattered Lnymar Arpha effcrt +hat conrtruhutkes to thu

K IBM
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D-Layer. The normal terminolog y for the scat ier, ng body is the Geo-Corona. i.e. The local
hydrogen gas cloud around the earth.

PAPER: 3. )LF/LF PULSE REFIELTIC4I MEASL'REMENTS UF THE POLAR D-REG1II' DURING OUIET AND DISTURBED
I OlOSPHLR I C Cu• LI T IllNS
AUTHOR, J. P. Turtle
COMfENTER: J. Aarons
QUESTION': What is the effect of :.olar cycle on your data

0

RESPONSE: ) prei iminary comparison of our VLF tonosounding data between l'Q76 (loe solar
activity) and 1980 (high .olar activity) has been made. This indicates ;omewhat loaer
reflection heights but similar reflection coefficients with increasing solar activity.

PAPER: 3. ULF/LF PULSE REFLEETIJLI MEASIIREIMENT' OF MtL POLAR U-REGION DIIRING QUIET N4D DISTURBED
IONOSPHERIC CGFIDITIOMS

AULTHORt J. P. Turtle
COMtIENTER: J. 13. Reagan
QLiESTICtC: The data presented for the June 6. 197? SPE indicate that no diirnal variation occur,

, at approximately 60 km altitude even though such variation occurs during a normal day.
Cherri stry modeling and electron density measuremenrts made in the t-Region during the large 9SE
of 4 August 1972 clearly iPdicate a diurnal variation (tee the paper #33 by Reagan et a

1  
at

this meeting) at .05,km altitude. fould you explain this apparetf discrepancy in results
5
0

RESPONSE: The reflection of the QLF ionosoundling pulse occurs at an electron density of about
20! 30/cm. I. The .iuir, al variation referred to by Reagan (Figure 5 Paper '33) remained well
above this level. It is possible that the YLF isunosorinder is too sensitive to have recorded
thi var iation.

PAPER; 4. PilE INI'LUENcE OF PRECIPilIIL' ENLRGFTIC PARTICIES I1-1 [HE PRUPACATION MEDIUM
AUTIIOR: NI. L. Imhof
E(LtIfENIER: I, J . Kel I y

QUESTIO.: I. In cosmic rays I understand there ii a phenlrhenon called a Forbush decrease, 'which
is suplinised to be typr al ,of disturbied coiditions.

2. Is there -rcare rrp mfuter pricigtari generally available to give models of the
ionophere ver u;; inc ident liar tidle'

3. (ri the sclar protorn; you mentioned a cutoff latitude. ýhr-ould there al io be a
l ongitudinal vai iatiion"

4. Does the model ir, which cutoff latitude varies with lf,, depend on the whole
iuagnetic field flpprg and the no, gnetopause chaninqg its location?

5. I always thought of the iutoff latitude as being dependent on the particle energy"
6. lcas i-; that affec

t
ed by a solar lar ea'

RL'3'IJN'JL: 1, 'r,.s, lhi.; is ia.irl ct, I t due,, have an ttffe t on the (osm'; ray density,
2. The energy depositic,:, profile; thiat I shc-aed eere calculatad with somee comprrter

programs available at our laboratory (cliled AIURURA programs), this takes into account the
electic.r. ;catterirg as well as the Drenstraflung produced by the electrons. There are also
coruti; ivai I able for ctlac-I -it i nU the nrie gy d'eposi tion forom solar protons a s well . These are

gener Lly .Iava I able.
5. There is a I, logtt1rdnaI variation I the sense that the magnetic latitude is at

d1iffHl•fe't gnogr aphIic latitldt dc•,itlrndis on rthe l rigntude -it whlrich yon -ire locatedl because of
the offset if. the earth's magnetic field. There is ajlsc of cour se a local time variation.

4. The dat,, I shi,,ts" ucre ac tral measurenments arid just a least squares fit to the
data. Mhere are a a lltiic, which have l.eer made býy Sear t aied others, that do calculate thic
cutoff laitutd'. It genqerally has been consistenrt with mare ntS.

5. the cutoff latitude is sust ir, -implo, ttrms a matter of the gyro-i adius of the
arttls les and how lo In latitfde they can hive access, but the local time variaitions do depend

on the details of the earth's magnetic field,
6. The ear thlv f.ignetic Iield alt ,e chinge, and there is a Io oal time deperrldenoc.

i-rI'tIENT:ltl1K1:11II :The plhenosrera t-ht .harges the i utoff lati tude during a lirge ,solar (article
ever, i is the far t that the lor ener gy t' i.sisa fir r09 the -ufe d'I turbs the earlth's magnetic field
greatly. It opens up the polar cap arrd brings it drown to lower'r latitudes. The high ,npergy 'noiac

par ticlts can then ppelfrate,.

PAPER: 4, THlE INFLUENCE uF PRFCIPITATING ENERGETIC PARTICLES Off THE PROPACwATION MEDIMIIi

AUIJ itUI: Ni. i . imhof ,

1-lO1EllIER l(r . P. A. Iossoey
UHLESlill: There is a lati todinal eff-'cI. Proton d'arrrpu that occur at l1w latitudes, particularly

around thte okth A] lintrc an,-iily vshar o th(: marrt i, field is; particularly weak. These effects
I b.eI re's tend tc oc c-ur after the effeacts are noticed iIn the Polar Region. Do you have an
eptisiatc onr what the rel ative 0t fact night be ili thIe vicinity of the south Atlantic anroaly?
RFSPO~jNSE: Those erver, ts loin't afec t direct Iy the entry of s,,lar protons, but are more
assci atd wi th protons ftrApped in the carth c r adi at ion bel t; wher e the field lines are such
that high e.nergy pr n tonns (can, gtet to the lowet-f altitude in the region of the south Atlantic
iraromal y. At the times of 1 ar ge iragrletic storms al though if is not known in detail there is
evidence of mor e preripitation oc( is r ing. But there are of different origiii than the direct
aciess r firril the sre.

PAPER: . rLF/1f 'IlISE ItE-LELTIM lf SrlrDIE OF THE Art'IfME C LAYER OF ]HE I[tIER IEI'Ut,'lll, RE
AUTIIOR: IM11. P. tl. foss;y
I-U OlENTER: J. B. Ragan
LI ETIfrll' e , r -. .y/er behavior (hat you derr ilhe iIrl Idrin9 tIhe drurrial , seasonal and soIl ar

cycle vakriations, may be naplained by thet sarnctions an i atomic oxygen at the Ireflection(i
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altitudes that you measure rather than changes in cosmic ray intensity. Neutral and ion
. c hemistry modeling work performed at our laboratory has shown the important relationship

between the concentration of atomic oxygen in the lower D-Region ant the resulting electron
density.
RESPONISE: In this complex region of the ionosphere I suspuct that there are a number of
procas:;es iihich contribu

t
e to the variability of our pulse reflection data. Your comment on

atomic oxygen concentrations and ho w changes related to them may partially account for our
results is very interesting. However, I believe that in addition to such effects, there are
"changes in the cosmic ray intensity. Particularly over the solar cycle and with latitudes

Swhich also contribute subst; ,tially to the variability in the pulse reflection data.

PAPER: 5. VLF/LF PULSE REFLECTION STUDIES OF THE DAYTIME C-LAYER OF THE LOW'ER IONOSPHERE
S AUTHOR: P. A. Kossey

COMIENTER: H. C. Bain
SOQUESTION: I should like to comnment on the relation between sane of these resulti and earlier

measurements on VLF Propagation. I think Kossey reported that he saw much less o4 this layer
at 63 kilometers in the summer than in the winter. On the old measurements of propagation at
16KHz near vertical incidence, in fact, the signals were a good deal stronger in the winter
than in the summer. Now if you ascribe this difference to the presence of some absorbing layer
which is a bit lower down than the main reflection level for steep incidence waves, this would
irdicate that the C-Layer was rather weaker in the winter than in the summer which seems to be
the wrong way around to tie up with these observations and clearly any explanation would have
to take this into account. I might just meiition that though Kossey suggested that perhaps the
ionization had moved daown.ards in the summer fron 63 Kms., perhaps a similar effect could be
obtained by spreading it out so that the gradients were rather smaller in the summer. £

RESPONSE: Yes, I think that's right. I wanted to make a very clear point that we are observing
"pulse reflections and what we see is in some ways tied to the geometry of the experiment and
tho frequencies contained within the pulse, which we can translate then if you like into an
effect of conductivity that we might be able to detect or not detect by pulse reflection. The
absence of reflection could be either explained by changes in density with altitude or in terms
of reflection properties, change in gradient. This is a very important point you made.

PAPEP: 5, VILF-nTMOSPHERICS AS A TOOL FOR PROBING VLF-PROPAGATION CONDITIONS
...UTHOR: J. E. Schafer
CCkELNTLERý E. R. Swanson
QUESTION: With your multiple receiver locations you should also be able to locate thunderstorms
by the intersections of bearing lines. Has this been done and compared with the results you
usually obtain?

RESPONSE: By cross-bearings, yes. That has been one of our main aims. We have our station; at
such distances that we can make cross bearings, as many as possible, to optimize our VLF
propagation model. Thata the main aim, to use these exact determinations of location for a
better understanding of the propagation model.

PAPER: 6. VLF-ATMOSPHERICS AZ A TOOL FOR PROBING VLF-PROPAGATION CODITIONS
AUTHOR: J. E. Schafer
COMMENTER: I. Fonteyne
OLIESTI7W'O: La question que je voulais poser c'4tait sur le determination de l'angle de l'azimuth
d l'e6claire? Coanment, je n i pas bien campris quel eat le principe qui dana l'antenne fait
que or, peu determiner I'azimuth de I'antenne, la dii ection dans la quelle est I'eclair?

La decxeime question qui est lI e a'cela, est-ce-que la dispersion que I'on voit sur
l'azimuth et ls courbe en cloche Gaussian, n'est pas simplement une erreur-l'erreur de mesure
de la direction. autresent dit est- ce-que la zone d'4clair n'est pas vraiment tres L.onstnnte,

plus constante que vous ne le pensiez, et est.ce-que 1, dispersion, la courbe en cloche
"Gaussian" que nous avions n'est pas due a 1'erreur de mesure.
RESPONSE: I. We used conventional direction finding techniques with two crossed loops and the
basis of such measurements are of course the fact that the magnetic field is horizontal and
directed orthogonal to the direction of propagation.

2. it might be possible of course that we have some measurement errors but as you
have seen, the deviations to the right and to the left side are more or less equal. The shape
of th. distribution can be quite well fitted with a normal distribution. That shows us that the
error , are more or less random. It does not matter if there are errors, if we have sufficient
pulses, say two per mi,,ute fur 20 minutes. ltas is often enough to deterni,ine the peal: value.
Randcqm disturbances should not matter.

PAPER: 7. THE HIGHER ORDER MODE IN THE LOWER ULF-R"IGE HEASURED AT MEDIUM DISTfANCES
AUTHOR; W. Harth
COMMIENTER : B. Burgess
COIt'ENT: The round trip dela- measurements that you shc5eud are compared with Wait's night time
model. They seern to be similar to measurements we have made on the OMEGA transmissions of 10.2
to 11.3 and 13.6 Kilohertz. 'he measurements we made at night time flying eastward indicated
that the modal interference extended out to 6 or 7000 kilometers. Note that Wait's models did
not fit that, I am wondering how dependent you are on the model for interpretation of resunts.
It might be a point worth looking into.
"RESPON$E : Of course there are a lot of models which are more sophisticated than Wait's model,
tut the advantage of Wait's model is that it is a simple model and we can work with it. Or the
"other hand thunderstorms art not fined transmitters. The change of tile transmitter itself and
also the geographical distribution ind size of the rloud and the source itself give us to much
"inaccuracy in our calculations. So we can say the model is good enough for practical purposes.



PAPER: 7. THE HIGHER ORDER MODE IN THE LOWER VLF-RANOE MEASURED AT MEDIUM DISTANCES
AUTHOR: W. Harth
COMIMENTER: E. R. Swanson
COMMENT: I would not particularly question your application of Wait's result; for daytime r
conditions. However, at night I share some of the concern of Burgess. In particular the mode
constants show complicated variation with path orientation and latitude.

PAPER 8 : SIMULATED WAVE PARTICLES INTERACTIONS DURING ELF-VLF TRANSMISSICIN
AUTHOR : M. Garnier
QUESTIONER : W. Harth
QUESTION : Or your slides was it frequency versus power spectrum o. time and occurrence?
RESPONSL : It was frequency versus spectral amplitude.

PAPER 9 GENERATION OF ELF AND VLF WAVES BY MODULATED HF HEATING OF THE POLAR ELECTROJET
AUTHOR : P. Stubbe
QUESTFI•ER : R. H. Doherty
QUESTI ON : Does this phenomena occur all the time or sometimes, if sometimes what is the
percentage of time.?
RESPONSE : I should have said that. It depends very much or, the magnetic activity. The
correlation between VLF strength and magnetic activity as far as we see it on our magnetometer
is an overall good correlation, though not in detail. When there is strong magnetic activity
then we have strong signals. If we want to have strong signals at low activity then we have to

work with a higher power. We get some signal almost all the tine it is seldcm that it is dead
silent, but the strength of the effect depends strongly on the magnetic activity, that is on
the strength of the current flowing irn the E-Layer.

PAPER 9 : GENERATION OF ELF AND YLF WAVES BY MODULATED HF HEATING OF THE POLAR ELECTROJET
AUTHOR : P. Stubbe
QUESTIONER : J. S. Belrose
QUESTION : I. Has it day or night when you made your observations?

2. Thinking back to the early days of the Luxemburg experiment, where a high power
low frequency radio transmission modulated another low frequency transmission, the time I
constant of the ionosphere with which the electron temperature can follow the frequency
modulation or, the radio wave is on the order of 40 microseconds at 70 Kil-meters and 2
milliseconds at 85 Kilometers. Two Kilohertz was roughly the maximum frequency at which the
electron temperature could follow the radio waves at heights around 85 kilometers. You were
showing frequencies well in excess of that.
RESPONSE : I. That is not critical. When there is magnetic activity we get this effect.

2. These are the characteristic times based on the coefficients one finds in current

literature and so represent the best of present knowledge in these characteristic times. It
goes from l0-S sec at 60 kilometers to 10-3 at 90 kilometers. Froan the standpoint o
f

characteristic time there is no reason why we should not be able to excite a few kilohert .

PAPER 9 : GENERATION OF ELF AND VLF WAVES BY MODULATED HF HEATING OF THE POLAR ELECTROJET
AUTHOR : P. Stubbe
QUESTIONER • T. B. Jones
QUESTION : Very interesting work. I wonder whether it was possib!e to excite some of these VLF
waves into the Whistler Mode and whether you had looked for this?
2. Where is the conjugate point to Tromso? If you looked in the other hemisphere?
3. If people can excite whistlers from places like Siple it seems you could certainly do it
with "an antenna' that high up in the atmosphere.
RESPONSE : You mean upward propagating waves. Our colleagues at Lyngby, Denmark who are working
with GEOS data looked into this. But it was at an early stage when we had relatively little
power. They looked at the spectrograms and did not integrate over a long per iod. On this basis
my answer is no. They had not found anything.
2. The conjugate point is in Antarctica. Dr. Dowden who is involved in this work has access to
a station at Mawson which is 600 kilometers from. the conjugate point, this will also be
activated for future work
3. From a power point of view I would say this is much more than Siple can do. But this does
not mean the effects are much more exciting. I would say the number of ducts that we find at
L=6 is so low that it is a rare event to get to waves into the magnetosphere.

PAPER 9 : GENERATION OF ELF AND VLF WAVES BY MODULATED HF HEATING OF THE POLAR ELECTROJET
AUTHOR : P. Stubbe
QUESTIONER : B. Burgess
QUESTION : You were measuring on the ground at a distance of 17 kilometers from the
transmitter, but have you made observations at other distances?
RESPONSE : We made measurements at Andalsness and Kiruna which are at distances of 100 and 300
km, and Penn State. The Penn State observations were nut certain.

iI
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OVERVIEW OF ELF PROPAGATION

Peter R. Bannister

Submarine Electromagnetic Systems Department
Naval Underwater Systems Department

New London, Connecticut, 06320 U.S.A

SUMMARY

The extremely low frequency (ELF) band (30 to 300 Hz) has serious deficiencies compared with conven-
tional radio frequencies, It is characterized by a very restricted bandwidth (low data rates) and an
extremely large wavelength (inefficient antennas). For special applications, however, involving some of
the propagation paths conducted through rock or sea water, it offers the possibility of communication
where conventional bands offer none. In the case of long-range communication with submerged submarines,
it can also provide low-loss highly-stable propagation in tile earth-ionosphere waveguide.

This paper presents a general overview of ELF propagation. It also compares recently derived simple-
form approximate expressions (relating ELF propagation constants to realistic-ionospheric conductivity
profiles) with experimentally derived results for daytime and nighttime propagation conditions. Current
(unpublished) data measured, simultaneously, in Connecticut and other, more distant, locations are pre-
sented to elucidate anomalous ELF nighttime field strength degradations.

PROPAGATION IN THE EARTH-IONOSPHERE WAVLGUIDE

The energy of propagation radio waves is principally confined to the shell between the earth and ion-
osphere; this space is frequently denoted as the terrestrial waveguide. For, long waves, the effective"f-- waveguide height, h, is comparable to a free space wavelength, x, and the characteristics of wave propa-

A gation are determined by the properties of the guide boundaries.

A number of propagating modes have distinct cut-off frequencies similar to those in the microwave
range. However, unlike the highly conducting guides of the microwave range, the upper boundary of the
terrestrial waveguide is diffuse and a poor conductor; the finite conductivity of the earth's surface is
also important. In the ELF range, h is 'ass than a and only one waveguide mode propagates. For VLF, h
exceeds x and there are several propagating modes. In the LF range, the number of significant propaga-
ting modes may exceed twenty.

Several field representations can be used to characterize the terrestrial propagation of radio
waves. The fields in a uniform spherical shell between the earth and ionosphere can be expressed as a
summation of spherical harmonics, which involves Legendre polynomials and sphevical Bessel functions of
integer order n. This series converges very slowly. The number of terms required is of the order of
lOkoa, where kn = 2,/x and a is the radius of the earth. Although this series is directly applicable
in the ELF range, its exceedingly slow convergence may preclude its use at LF.

The Watson transformation changes the series of spherical harmonics into a residue, or node series,
where the fields are expressed using Legendre functions and spherical Bessel function of complex order
v. Each term of the mode series can be identified as an azimuthal wave propagating in the el,=p!a) direc-
tion with a distinct phase velocity and attenuation rate.

At ELF, h is of the order of 45 to 90 km. Because h is much less than A, the waveguide is below cut
off for all hut the lowest order mode (i.e., the TEM mode). The electric and magnetic fieldi, are wholly
transverse to the direction of propagat ion in the TEN mode, with thn electric i ield vert•ical and uniform
and the magnetic field horizontal and uniform. In practice, inhomogeneities and non-uniform surface con-
ditions perturb the ideal TEM field configuration and the result is the quasi-TEM mode.

Attenutation in the earth-ionosphere waveguide at FiF for the quasi-TEM mode is low, on the order of I
or 2 dB/Mm. The effective conductivity of the ionosphere (10-5 to 04-7

S/m) is usually much lower
than that of the ground (i1-

4 
to 5 S/m), and so the surface impedance of the ground is typically much

smaller than the surface impedance of the ionosphere. Thus, the attenuation in the guide is attributable
mainly to power absorption by the ionosphere.

lhe same principles apply to radiation and propagation n the earth-ionosphere waveguide that apply
to radiation and propagation above a conducting half space. The significant difference is the attenua-
tion of the fields in the atmosphere. In the case of the sinmle conducting half-space, thre principal
field is essentially deLached from the half space, with the result that the weakening it experiences as a

Sresult of leakage of its power down into the ground is negligible, for practical purposes. In the case
of the waveguide, on the other hand, the wave is bounded above and below by finitely conducting media and
is, therefore, strongly coupled to them. The rate of power lost, into the conducting media is then no
longer negligible compared with the total power carried by the propagatini field within the guide. The
effect is clearly stated in the expression for the wevegoide attenuation rate n, where a is secn Lo be
inversely proportional to h. In physical terms, this statcs that the rate of power leakage on.5 of the
guide is proportional only to the intensity of the field in the guide, whereas the rate of power flow
along the guide is proportional to the intensity of the field aand to the volume of the guide. Thius, as
the guide decreases in height, the constant power leakage is beinq subtratted from a smaller total power
flow. More rapid depletion is the result (Burrows, 1978).

"irt from this difference, the same principles apply. The launching of the principal field from a
vert] al electric current source and a horizontal magnetic current source proceeds as thlough the walls
were perfectly conducting. (lhe same is true of a horizontal electric current source if it is nathernati-
cally represented by its equivalent horizontal magnetic current source.) The principal fields then prop-
agate away from the source region with either negligibile attenuation, iii the case of tlie half space, or
small huh definite atteruation in the case of the guide.

Mi
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Thus, the principal f ields directly provide the vertical electric field, Ev, and horizontal
magnetic field, Hh, at the field point. Secondary field components arise because the surface impedance
) of the ground is not zero. Therefore, the horizontal electric field is equal to V19 Hh and

p rpendicular to the horizontal magnetic field, while the vertical magnetic field is related to the
circulation of the horizontal electric field. The specific value of the vertical magnetic field is often
uncertain, since it is sensitive to the lateral rate of change of surface impedance. It should be noted
that the secondary fields are very small in absa.lute magnitude compared with the principal fields arid
are of no practical significance, except in the immrediate vicinity of the surface. They are of
fundamental importance at the surface, however, because certain ELF antennas depend upon the existence of
the secondary field (Burrows, 1978).

When the source of the field point is buried, the vertical field components suffer a jump-
discontinuity as the field point descends through the surface, (the level depends on the permittivity, or
permeability constrast between the ground and the atmosphere). The horizontal field components, on the
other hand, are continuous. Further increases in depth reduces their amplitude in an exponential fashion
for a homogeneous ground and, in a more complicated but calculable manner, for a layered ground struc-
ture. Completely parallel remarks apply to burying the sources.

The preceding few paragraphs have described the propagation of ELF waves in a planar parallel plate
waveguide model of the earth- iono sphere guide. The attenuation in that guide is low enough, however,

for round-the-world propagation to occur. The planar model is therefore, inadequate when the distance
from the source to the field point is of the same magnitude as, or greater than, the radius, a, of the
earth.

The general nature of ELF propagation around the earth has been the subject of theoretical study for
many years and is, apparently, well understood. The texts by Wait (1970), Galejs (1972) and Burrows
(1978) described the theory in the form accepted today and provide a bibliography of earlier work.
Reference may also be made to a special issue of the IEEE Transactions on Communications edited by Wait
(1974) and a collection of papers by Bannister, et al. (1980).

There are a number of effects attributable to the curvature of the earth's surface that might be sig-
nificant. For example, the curvature of the guide may modify the relationship between the various field
quantities by introducing a marked radial dependence. Second, the energy guided between the walls has a
constant height of wavefront but a width of wavefront that is smaller than if the guide were planar.
Thus the guide curvature has the effect of channelling the same amount of power flux through a small
cross section, (an effect known as spherical focusing). The result is an increase in the power flux den-
sity and, therefore, in field quantities. Third, the closure of the guide around the earth changes it
from an infinite structure into a finite one. The field does not simply propagate continuously away from
the field point to infinity, as it does in the planar model. Instead, it eventually returns to the
source point after one complete encirclement of the earth. In principle, the field continues to circu-
late indefinitely. This means that the field at army point is the sum of the field at the point arising
from propagation over the shorter great-circle path from the source, and that arising from propagation
over the longer great-circle path. Subsequent encirclements by the two waves propagating in opposite
directions may also contribute. Moreover, if the frequency is such that the wave phase changes by 2,rn
(where n is an integer) when it completes one complete circuit, the closed guide is a cavity-
in-resonance. A fourth effect is the geomagnetic field, which varies in intensity and direction as the
point of observation moves about the earth. At any single location, the geomagnetic field interacts with
the changed particles of the ionosphere to produce, in effect, an anisotropic conducting medium. Since
the tensor describing the conductivity is not symmetrical, electromagnetic processes involving the
ionosphere will not occur in strict conformity with the reciprocity theorem. This effect is made more
complicated by the variation in direction of the geomagnetic field from place to place (Burrows, 1978).

It turns out that the first and fourth of these possible effects are not of practical significance.
The ionospheric height is of the order of 45 to 90 kin, which is only about one one hundredth of the
earth's radius. Thus no local effects attributable to the earth's curvature are observed. Also, the
electrical mis-match between the atmosphere and the ionosphere is so large at ELF, and the transition
between them so abrupt, that very little penetration of the ionosphere occurs. Thus the ionosphere acts
so much like a perfect reflector that any effect of the anisotrophy on the guided ELF wave can be shown
theoretically to be small (Wait, 1962, pp. 300ff.), and has been measured to be so experimentally
(Bernstein et al., 1974; Bannister, 1975).

Since the local effect of the curvature is small, the wave propagates in the curved guide with the
same parameters as it would in the planar guide. The only effect of the spherical focusing, therefore,
is to increase the power flux density in accordance with the reduction in the area of the wavefront. The
width of the wavefront, at a great circle distance from the source, is smaller by the factor sin
(pIa)I(V/a) than it would have been at the same range p in a planar guide. Therefore, the power flux
density is increased at this distance by the reciprocal of this factor, and the field quantities by the
reciprocal of its square root (Burrows, 1978).

FIELD STRENGTH CALCULATIONS

The expressions most often employed for calculating the fields in the earth- ionosphere waveguide
(radiated by sources near the surface) are based upon a simple theoretical model that assumes the earth
and ionosphere to be sharply bounded and homogeneous. But the ionosphere, which has a greater influence
on propagation than does the ground, is neither homogeneous nor sharply bounded. Therefore, a question
arises concerning the usefulness of a simple model.

It is necessary to know whether there are simple curves showing the variation with frequency of para-
meters equivalent to those of the h, S, andV~g parameters of the simple theory, that can be used to
calculate the fields with sufficient accuracy for communication system design. (The real part of S is
c/v, the ratio of the speed of light in free space to the wave speed in the guide. The inmaginary part is
proportional to the attenuation rate in the guide.) The real ionosphere may be essentially different in
its properties from a well behaved, sharply bounded model. In fact, theoretical calculations using cer-
tain layered, lonospherlc_,,structures, have_ produced propagation data exhibiting resonant absorption and
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strong dispersion (Galejs. 1972, pp. 254ff; Barr 1977; Pappert and Moler, 1978; Pappert, 1980; Pappert
and Shockey, 1978). On the other hand, experimental measurements of the properties of the guide have
consistently shown them to he, on the average, relatively stable and predictable and, in particular, to
be accurately represented by the simple iormulas (Burrow-, IY78).

The experimental corroboration of tile simple formulas does not, of course, mean that the ionosphere
is actually sharply bounded and homogeneous; direct measurements of its conductivity proli e show that it
is not. rather, the corroboration supports the v;ew that, over the frequenry range of interest, simple
curves exist of parameters equivalent to h,flg, and S that can be used in the formulas to obtain accu-
rate field estimates.

The next question to be asked about the simple theory is whether the parameters (e.g., the effective
ionospheric height and propagation constant it requires as input) can be readily obtained. It seems
likely, based on the theoretical work of Jones (1967, 1970); Greifinger and Greifinger (1978, 1979);
Booker (1980); Behroozi-Toosi and Booker (1980), and the experimental propagation measurements of
Ginsberq (1974); Bannister (1974a, 19/b, 1979); Bannister et al. (1974a); White arid Williams (1974) that
they could be calculat,,d accurately if enough ionospheric data were available. However, the calculation

Swould not be wholly convincing without periodic experimental verification. The experimental vec ification
in itself is a measurement of the parameters, and so establishes their magnitudes and behavior in timne
and space directly. Then the interpretation in terms of ionospheric physics is superflous, apart from
the reassurance that it can give that the measurements are consistent with other data (Burrows, 1978).

The substantial body of propagation data now available from measurements of sterics (the propagating
electromagnetic pulse originating from a lighting stroke), from Schumann resonances and measurements of
signals radiated from man-made sources presents a cohement quantitative descriptioi, of propagation para-
meters. Thus, for the initial design of an ELF communications system using the earth-ionosphere wave-
guide, estimates of numerical values to be used for the parameters can be obtained from existing data.
Before the final design, however, propagation measurements over the path planned for the system should be
made. By using long integration times on reception, together with phase-synchronous detection, one can
achieve the required accuracy using a test transmitter that is a very small version of the one planned
for tihe final system (such as the U.S. Navy's ELF Wisconsin lest facility (WTI-)),

Instead of the parameters h, ng, and S appearing in the theoretical propagation model, it is con-
venient to measure a composite of the three called the excitation factor, E, defined by

and also the modified form of S, which is the attenuation factor as defined by
050290 w2 m (N1 (2)

giving tihe attenuation in dB/Mm. (It should be noted that the c defined here is not the salico as the ex-
citatiuc factor A0n used by Wait (1970) and Galejs (197?) for a diflerunt purpose.) Tihe utility 01
these two factors is demonstrated by substituting them in asymptotic form for the horizontal electric
current source. Thus,

2,10s -, un! -- )-

l o- wrlt x 1 0'

(3)

There are essentially six distinct factors in this propagation formula. The first is the source
strength Idl. The. second is c. ]he third is a collection (f Iree-space parameters, all of which are
determined exactly once the frequency is specified. The fourth is the spherical focusing factor. ihe
fifth is the radial propagation loss factor, including both tine exponential decay due to
absorption and the p- /2 decay due to spreading. 1lt' sixth defines the directional dependence oi the
radiated field. Once the current moment ldl, frequency w, and coordinates a, l of the field point are
specified, only Lwo parameters are left undeterisined, i.e., c and a. Diu-, when these two are evaluatr'd,
the field calculation can proceed (Burrows, 1978).

Rer:ently, Greifincqer and Greifinger (19/H, 197ga), Hooker (1980) and Behroozi-loosi and Booker (1980)
have derived simpl- lorm approximate expressions for the TEM eigenvalues (propagation constants) for ELIF
eropaqation in thi. earth--ionosphere waveguide. lhey dremonstrated that eigenvalues obtained by their
methods were in excellent agreement with full-wave numerically calculated eiqenvalues. The Greifingor's
showed that the propagation constant depends on four parameters, two altitudes and a scale heighit asseci -
ated with each. The lower altitude is the heiqht at which the conduction current
parallel to the magnetic field becomes equal to the displacement current. The associated scale height is
the local scale height oi the parallel conductivity. Under daytime ionospheric conditions, the upper
altitude is the height at which the local wave nir her becomes equal to the recilhocal of the local scale
height of Lhe refractive index. Under the simplest nighttirur conditions, the second set of parameters is
repplaced by the altitude of the F reqion bhtctrcm and the local wave number jusL irside the E-regior. 1 he
relative phase velc>ity depends, in first approximation, only on the ratio of the two altitudes. ihe at-
tenucation rate depends en the other two pardoicters, as well. The two principal attinuatiou ucchlalic vaSry
are Joule-heating by longitudinal currents in the vicinity of the lower altitude and energy leakage of
the whistler component of the ELF wave at the upper altitude.

Mi a lesser known publiicatioin, the Greifingers (1979bc) have extendcud the results pr-esented icc their
earlier two papers to a more general class of ionospheric c:onductivity profile,. Iheir expressions allow
the rapid computation of ELF phase speeds, attenuation rates, and excitationi ,cLors for a wide range ol
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ionospheric conditions without the necessity of lengthy fullwave computer calculations. The results can
be applied to the rapid evaluation of the ettects of a variety of ionospheric disturbances, both natural
and artificial, on ELF communication systems.

Booker (1980) has combined the reflection theory of Booker and Lefeuvre (1977) with the Greifingers
treatment (1978, 1979) of the effect of ionization below the level of reflection. The theory allows for
the influence of the earth's magnetic field, reflection from the gradient on the under side of the D re-
glen (or, at night, of a ledge below the E region), reflection from the gradient on the underside of the
E region, and reflection from the gradient on the topside of the E region.

We have used (Bannister, 1979a) the recently developed theory of the Greifingers' (1978) and the Wait
VLF exponential ionospheric conductivity profile to uetermine TEM propagation constants for ELI: daytime
propagation in the earth- ionosphere waveguide. We determined that the resulting values of ELF attenua-
tion rate, phase velocity, and approximate ionosph~eric reflection height are in excellent agreement with
measured data.

For daytime propagation, the Greifingers' expressions for a and c/v are

ci -o - 0 a .,a (4)

and

0a-a If,1iJVm -- ± t-) dir/M.

(5)

where h, is the altituoe where .=..co; hl is the altitude where 
4 weocr = 1; and So and

;1 are the conductivity scale heights at altitudes ho and hI, respectively.

From (4) and (5) we can see that the phase constant depends primarily on the two reflecting heights
and is essentially independent on the conductivity scale heights. On the other hand, for a single
scale-height conductivity profile (i.e., I1 $"), the attenuation rate is directly propurtwonal to
scale height.

The single scale-height profile employed by Wait (19/0) for deternininig VLF propagation parameters is

wd() 50)/co - -5 1i5•x'l( 104tf01. (6)

where II is the (arbitrary) reference height. The altitudes h, and hI mnay be determined from

h.o i, Io ,. Ar! /
and

hý A1 2fým -i 3_9x_______ /(8)

Note that in (6), (7), and (B) all heights and scale heights are in kilometers.

the Grei ingers (1979b) have also shown t~haL the elfec!tive waveguide height oi ret lection is roughly
ho, rather than the higher reflecting height hl. This is in excellent agreement with the effective
ret lei ion heights inferred from the Sanguine,/Seafarer propagation measuremients. lhe fact that it is the
lower heighlt is not really that surprising since the horizontal rate of energy flow is essentially
constant up to an altitude ho, above which it falls ofi very rapidly with altitude.

The mostNIL cliomlflail values of II and V0 employed in interpret'ng VLF daytimee pmlepagoation eipaeuriam-ents"
are 1i = 70 km andse = 1/0.3=3.33 km. By using these values in(4), (5), (/), arnd (8) we can readily
deLerim ine ho, Ill, c/v, and a at ELF For evarmpl e, at 75 llz, ho - 49.1 kin, hI - 79.5 kin, c/v
- 1.26, and a 1.5 cll/Mni. Forthermiorms, at 10108 llz, ho - 57.7 ki, hIl /0.8 kill, /v - 1.10, and -
16.6 dIl/Mm.

lhi theoretically determined values of the ELF daytime attenuation rate are plotted in figure 1 for
frequencies of 5 to 2000 [Iz. Also plotted, are various experimentally determined values of .. lh'se are
all determined from controlled so)urce measurements, except for the 7.8, 14, and 20 LIz attenuation rates,
which were inferred from Schumann resonance measuremments (Chapman et al., 1966). The 45 and 75 llz data
points are average values determined free the 19/0-72 Project Sanguine/Seafarer propagation Immedsureivents
(Bannister, 19/5), the 156 Hz value is from Ginsberg (1974), and the 4001 Hz value is trom Kuhnle and
Smitlii (1964). The 630-1950 11 data points were obtaicnd by cisploying the Navy VLF antenna at Jim Creek,
WA, as the source (Ginsberg, 1974). From figure I it can be seen that there is excellent agreemnent
thromighoet toe ELF range between the theoretical (employing the Wait exponential ionospheric - condoi:-
tivity profile) and experiaentally deternireled values of ELI daytime attenuation rates.

Thie theoretically determined values, of the ELF daytimme: phase velocity are plotted in figure 2 for
frequencies of 5 to 1)000 IIz. Also plotted are various experimentally determined values of c/v. These
values were all deLurninvd from measurements of atamospherics. I1hei 7.8, 111, and 20 Hz valuees wern inlohr,-
red to-ia Schlumianr resonance rneasureoients (Chapman et al., 1966), the 50-2?5 IHi values are from Iv hmghIs and
Gallenberuier 1974, and toe 300-9g0l Iiz iveasurevients are the two station results of Chapmian et al. (1986).
fron figure 2 we see h.1hat there is excellent agreemeni hitween thp theoretical and experimentally deter-
mined values of c/v Iur frequencies greater than ,5 Hz and fair agreement for frequencies less than 50 Hz.
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Under nighttime propagation conditions, a sharp E region boLtom is usually encountered biefore the
altitude hj is established. The electron density undergoes a very sharp increase in passing through
the bottom, above which it can be quite variable. The Ureifingers' (1919) have considered the simple
model where the density above this bottom varies slowly on the scale of the local wavelength. lhe result
is

(9)

and

where hE is the altitude of the E region bottom and kohi is the E region local wave number. Com-
parison with the daytime results (4) and (5) shows that the altitude of the I region uottomn has replaced
the frequency-dependent altitude hi as a parameter and the local wavelength just insice the I- region,
has replaced$l.

We have also employed Waits' nighttime ionospheric conductivity model (with a reference height of 90
km and scale height of 1/0.4 = 2.5 kin) in conjunction with the Greifingers' nighttime theory. We also
assumed the height of the L region bottom was 90 kmi and its conductivity was approximately 8 X 10-6
Siemens/meter. Tine resulting values of attenuatie, rate are in excellent agreement with the 45 to 800 Hz
controlled source measurements. Also, the 45, 15, and 150 liz eilective waveguide reflection heights
(approximately 75 kin) are in excellent agreement with those inferred from the Sanguine/Seafarer
measurements.

AD[IlIONAL EXAMILLS OF LOCAFIZED NIGHlIIME ANOMAILIES

Ihe most important extremely low frequency (ELF) earth-ionosphere waveguide propagation parameters are
the attenuation rate, phase velocity ard excitation factor. We have shown (Bannister, 1975) that, on the
average, the ELF attenuation rate is directly proportional to the excitation factor. The fact that these
two quantitities are proportional is not really that surprising since, for single layer and exponentially
varying ionospheric conductivity models, both are inversely proportional to tire ionospheric refleciion
h'eight (Bannister, 1975; 19/ga). What this suggests is that, on the average, it the nighttime (or day-
time) excitation factor is increased (or decreased), then the ni-qhitlti-re (-or daytime) attenuation rate is
also incrUased (or decreased),

On several occasions durin g the past decade, the 40 to 0 lIlz ELI niqhttime field strength measured at
sites in the northeastern U.S. (i.e., Connecticut aed Maryland) has iliylri rapid decreases of from 4
to 8 do in several hours (I3anristar, 1914b; 19/5; 1979b, 1980; Bannister M. ,l., 1974b; Bannister and
Will titms, 1976; Davis, 1914; 1976). lhese severe niqhttime disturbances sometimes occur during the se-
veral days fol lowing magneLic storms when shii icar bit less pronounced hehavior is found to coincide
with phase disturhances ott very low frequ-ncy (VLF) paths across the northern United States (Davis, 1976).

We have shown (Bannister, 1980) Lhat the Concoctlicut righilrtime field Litrength amplitude was usually
at a minimum between 0600 and 0800 GMI, whereas the nighlttitte rel ative phase was at a maximum approxi
mately 9 hour earlier. lfi time of the lowest nighttime field strengths coiuncides with the farthest
southern displacement of the auroral oval and, presumably, indicates the time at which precipitated Uner-
qetic electrons wouIld reach their sioutlert Must exteUnt in the mirIdle latitudes.

lhe Connecticut arid Maryland iteasuremprit sites arec located approximately 1.6 Min from the transmilt iLti
source, which is tire U.S. Navy ELI: Wiscrrsin lest Facility (WIF). Intuitively, for such short paths, it
seems extremely unlikely that changes in attenuation rate woUls lie the explarration tif these signal de-
creases. lowever, tlhe required chanqes (i.e,, increases) in etflef, ive ionospheri( tref lectitinq1 heihLt
would also he an unrealistic consiriera Liri.

IL has teen postulated (Sechrist, 1972; Davis, 1974; 1976; Spejeldvik and lhorte, 197ba, b) that
levels of tire D region controlling ELF propagation in the earth- ionosphere waveguide are strongly influ-
enced by enerqetic electron precipitation. Recertly reported merasuremierrts (WraLt., 1971; Dick insor ind
BenneLt., 1978) are cons islent with the theoretical results of Spjeldvik and -horrne (1975a, b) regarding
ionizatron caused by preL ipiEati or o -rner getic elecLltotrs durig lthe recovery phase ol rriagnlic toturrms.
Because energetic particle precipitation into the D region tends to increase ionization, making the iono-
sphere more "daylike" by lowering the effective reflecting height and itlrtrovintil c. e tioti, the observed
nighttime field strength decreases are in the opposite sense to what wouild have lieen expected.

11100f et al. (1918), from coerl inaLed satel lite and LLI f inld strrrtgth nit '.urr'llients, have, found that
direct particle precipitation into the atmrrphere can cause ELF transmission anomalies. In these anonra-
lies the signal strengths may be either attetiLaed or enhanced depending upon the spacial extent and lo-
cation ot the ionization. 1lhe efiect. appears to be due primari ly to cilangigs in the excitation factor.
Ot.er factors, such as; standincr wave effects, may also he itf importance (iavi ,, 197b).

Several authors (Bdarr, 19//; Paprhert and Moler, 1978) have also made ca culations regarding thie in-
f luenee of a sporadic-I layer that encotuptasses tire nighittime propagation path. 1hey showed that th pree-
sence of nuocturnal sporadic-E produced marked maxima and iiinima in the proipagal ion characteristics of ELF
radio waves. One liys itl explanation loe the etilirtncetl rbsUrlption car he ixltIaintd in t.errrs of an
attenuat ion resonance between waves retlected I rui normal L region heights and from the sporadic-F-
re(Iirrn, lire rosu Its of typitci I Lheoretikal ca IleI at irtns (Papperl and Shockey, 197/) depictinrg the
changes in attennutirtji raLut and phase velocity die to a nocturnal sporad ic E 1,dyer are presented in
I igures 3 ord I.
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Pappert (1980) and Pappert and Shockey (1978) have investigated the eftects of a mure realistically
sized patch of sporadic-E on nighttime propagation in the lower ELF band. Their results indicate that a
sporadic-E patch of I Mm by I Mm which causes phase shifts and attenuation rate enhancements consistent
with full wave model evaluations can account for the 6 to 8 dB fades noserved in the Connecticut and
Maryland measurements. Patches 1 Mm by '3.5 Mm can account for more commonly observed fades in the 3 to 4
dB range. Of the cases examined, deepest fades occur when the disturbance falls over the receiver and
the depth of the fades in those instances changes very little with the location o1 the disturbance along
the great circle path connecting transmitter and receiver. In other words, a receiver moving beneath a
traveling but otherwise invariant ionospheric disturbance would experience a very nearly constant fade
(Pappert, 1980).

It should be noted that actual measuremnnts of sporadic E conditions have not been made at the
receiving sites when WTF was transmitting, Attempts to explain the observed ELF signal fades in terms of
absorption due to sporadic E conditions can therefore, not be conclusive, but the theoretical efforts in
this area point out the potential influences of sporadic E on ELF propagation.

Field and Joiner (1979) employed an integral equation approach for analyzing propagation in tire
earth-ionosphere waveguide where conditions change over distances comparable with a Fresnel zone, They
derived an expression for Lhe relative errors introduced by neglecting transverse ionospheric gradients
over the path and found that full-wave methods must be applied when the effective width of a localized
disturbance is less than two-thirds of the width of thu first Fresnel zone. They also concluded that the
WKB approximation significantly overestimates the propagation anomaly when the distrubance is centered
near the propagation path and underestimates the aomaly when the disturbance is centered far off-path.

Subsequently, Field and Joiner (1981) extended Lheir arnalysis by analyzing ELF propagation for both
widespread and bounded inhonrogeneities. Their solutions shorwed that such a disturbarrce behaves like a
cylindrical lens filling a narrow aperture. Lateral diffraction, focusing, and reflection can cause the
transverse electromagnetic (IFM) mode to exhibit a transverse pattern of iraxima and minima beyond the
disturbance and a standing-wave pattern in front of it. ihe focusing and diffraction diminish when the
transverse niimensiun of the disturbance approaches thre width of the first Fresnel zone, typically,
several rregameters. their analysis shows that reflection from widespread innhomogeneities can be
important in two situations: first, for great-circle propagation pal.hs that are nearly tangential to the
boundary of the disturbed polar cap; and, second, when the 1EM mode is obliquely incident on the
day/night terminator, in which case a pherronienon analocgrous to internal reflection can occur.

Oii many measurement dates during 1976, niqhttime field-strength-amiplitude measurements taken at the
Connecticut site wero found to be minimum from 0600 to 0800 hours GMU. Conversely, nighttime relative
phase was found to be at. maximum approximately I hour earlier (Bannister, 19110). lhis phenomenon is fur-
ther illustrated in Figlure 5. A compurisun Of 34 riqihLtirrri- niimuir amlil trrrri-' Iires, with cerreslpoiliryg
maximurir relative phase mires, yielded an average mninimum ni'h.ttime field strength amplitude time of ap-proxsimately O700 GMf and an average maximrum nighrttirie rielative plrasi time of approximately 0600 GMT.

On 18 Septenmber 1976 (liyure 5), thu nightLirn field strength amplitude steadily decreased 5 db Irowm
2300 to 0630 GMIT and then steadily increased 5 (Ili from 0630 to 1200 GMT. Meanwhile, tine nighttime rela-
tive phase increased 2?0 fromr 0230 to 0500 GMIT, and thenm decreased 15' frorr 0500 and 0800 GMT.

The average niqhttime field strength reduction during those 34 nights was approximately 3 dB, while
"he average .iglictime relaalive phase increase was appruximately 2U' (about the same phase charne associ-
ated with tire sunrise-sunset tlerminators crossing the W'IF-Connecticut path). Intuitively, an increase in
phase would be due to an increase in the reflecting height and thus a decrease in tihe electron density
near the normal reflection height (- 75 kin, Bannister, 1975). However, this woulo require irr ureiallis-
tic nighttime reflection height of approximartely 125 to 150 kmr,.

A more plausible explanaltion is that the field sltrenqth arrrplitude reorucl ion (accormpanied by a r'ela-
tive iphase increase

1 
is (uJe to tire presence of a nocturnal sporadic-E layer. Ihis is in agreement with

the results of PapperL and Shockey (1970) who showed thau phase increases of 30" are possible irr thef
neighrorhood of the attenuation rate resonance caused by waves reflected from normal E region heights and
fronr tihe ,poradic F regirrn.i

During January 197/, sireultaneous field st.renqth measurements were taken in Connecticut and aboardr
three submariner. located in the North Atlantic/Norwegian Sea area (ainproximately 5 Mm frerrm WIF). A romr-
pari son of the 3 and 6 January data Laken aboard all LI tnue siblnarines with the data taken in Coirnecticut
is presented in figure 6. On 3 January, we see that frrm 00100 to approximately 0400 GMI, tire nighttirre
field strerigthls were fairly constant at all four remeivinrq localionns. however, tire field sltreilgths mea-
sured by each of tire three subraarines (which were less than 2 Mm apart in lati ude) were substartially
different. the average field strenrIthi measured durunq the 0000-0100 GMT niqhttinie period was - -150
dBA/fra aboard suLirarinre I, - -154 dlA/im aboard submrarine 2 and - -157 dBA/rrr aboard submarine 3, a / dlI
difference: From 0500 to 1800 GMT, the data tracked very well from submarines 2 and 3, whiln during the
WTF daytime period (i4010-1800 GMI), the data Laken aboard (ill three surmarines were quite similar.

On 6 January (figure 6), from 0200 to O30 GMI , the field streugths mneasured by submarines I and 3
were approximately 4 nll diilferent in magnitude. Hiowever, from 0600 to 1000 GiMl, the data from all three
locations tracked very well, with peak-tu-trough variations of 3 and 4 d0. lhe 0200 to 0530 GMT varia-
tinns were lirobably caused by lo',ilized anomilies, whili the 0)50O arid 1UOO GMI variations were probably
at Wlit, or along lhe whole path due to panrticle lomnriardient during tire 29 December 1976 mnagnueLic storrr
recovery period. Another possihb n explaraltiorn Ior these anomalorurs niqhlttinme urubniarine resuits (figure 6)
is that the receivers are os great-circle paths that are nearly tange(ntial to the disturbed polar cap, in
which siadow zones arid inLrrferenice patteris courld 1 (nur (I icld and Joiner, 19H1).

During the magnelically quiet period of early Marrh 1977, fieldi strength measurements were Laken in
ColrnecticrtL and aboard a submririne lrocatrer iNr the North Atlantic (dapproximlately 4 Mm from WI F). Many
nirhttime i ield strennth variat ions were observed at, hrth reuivincj localions.

.JS~ a-~~-W
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Figure I plots the I to 3 March 1971/ nighttime field strengths measured at both locations against
GMI. Note that the Connecticut and submarine field strength versus GMI plots are displaced by 4 hours.
During these three nights, the observed peak-to-trough variations were 6 to 8 dil in Connecticut and 7 to
11 dB at the suburarine receising location. Because (1) tire late February/early March period was magneti-
cally quiet and (2) the decreases in the nighttime field strengths occured at different times at the two
receiving sites; the prime candidate for the cause of these anomalies is a moving nocturnal sporadic-L
layer.

Presented in figure 8 are the 4 to 6 March 1977 nighttime Field strengths measured at the two
receiving locations. The field strength versus GMT plots (which are very similar at both receiving loca-
tions) are displaced by 4 hours on 4 and 5 March and by 2 hours on 6 March. Ihe peak-to-troagh varia-
tions is a moving nocturnal sporadic-E layer.

Figure 9 plots the 16 and 11 March 197/ field strengths versus GMT. For these plots, the time dis-
placement is only 2 hours. On 10 March, the nighttime peak-to-trough variation was - 6 d8 in Connecti-
cut and - 8 at the submarine receiving location. During 11 March, the Connecticut nighttime field
strength gradually decreased - 3 dB over a 6 hour period, while the submarine field strength decreaseo
- 6 d8. One cause of these variations could be a moving sporadic E layer. Another cause could be
particle bomnbardment during the 9 March magnetic storii recovery period.

Another interesting anomalous nighttime propagation condition is presented in figure 10. On 17 March
From 0100 to 0600 GMI, both the Connecticut and Submarine nighttime field strengths were 2 to 3 dB lower
than on the previous nights, which is indicative of a propagation anomaly along the whole path or at

WIF. [In both 26 January and 17 March, from 0630 to 0800 GMT (i.e., the last 1 1/2 hours of the night-
Lime period), the field strength in Connecticut decreased by only - 1 dB. However, the field strength
at the submarine location decreased by - 7 dB (on 17 March) and by - 9 dB (on 26 January). These
0630 to 0800 field strength degradations must be caused by local ionospheric anomalies.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have presented a tutorial overview on LLF propagation. Much of the material was
excerpted from th(, excellent book "ELF Commounications Antenmas" by M. L. Burrows (1978). It is recom-
mended reading for anyone seriously interested in LLF communicat ions.

We have also compared recently derived sisiple form approximate expressions (which relati, ELF propaga-
tion constants to realistic ionospheric coinductivity profiles) with experimentally derived results for
both daytime and nighttime propagation conditions.

Oii several occasions during the past fow years, the ELF nighttime field strength measured in north-
eastern United States has displayed rapid decreases of Irom 4 to 41 d8i in several hours. ihe time of the
lowest nighttimie field strengths (0)60U-U8100 GMlj coincides with the firt.hest southern displacement of the
auroral oval and presumably indicates the time at which prmcipit;,ced energetic electrons would reach
their southernmost extent into the widdle latitudes. 1herefore - probable cause of some of these local-
ized ELF nighttime field strength variations (which are certainly not restricted to measurement locations
in thc- nortLheastern United States) are changes in reflection height along the propagation path (which can
lead to standing wave effects) because of particle bombardiment.

Another possible explanation for these anomalous nighttime results is that the receivers are on
great-circle paths that are nearly tangential to the disturbed polar cap, in which shaldow zones and
intarference patterns could occur.

Simultaneous measuremenits taken in Coiniecticut and the North Atlantic area during the magnetically
quiet period of early March 1977 (where nighttimre propagation anomualies occured ? to 4 hours apart) have
inldicated thiat another cause for snoe of these s ,ialies is a moving nocturnal sporadic-L layer.

It now appears that theory has advanced Lo ihe point where substariL ial benefit would result from a
concurrent merasurenient program sisiultauneously involvIing nocturnal ELF propagation and sporadic-F
soundings over and about the propagation path. ELF measorements provide the only means yet of remotely
nmonitoring ionization phenomena in an altitude range not accessible to other techniques, and may be
extremely useful is untangl icg thes mysteries of this region.

t
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ELF PROPAGATION IN DISTURBED ENVIRONMENTS

Edward C. Field, Jr.

Pacific-Sierra Research Corpor;'lion
1456 Cloverfield Boulevard

Santa Monica, California 90404

SUMMARY

This paper describes how long-range ELI propagation is affected by ionospheric disturbances such as solar
particle events or n'clear environments, which substantially constrict the earth-ionosphere waveguide. A
few of our results also pertain to more common ionospheric phenomena, such as sporadic-E patches. Strati-

fied disturbances usually cause both the excitation factor and the attenuation rate of the TEM weveguide
mode to increase. Thus, the signal increases somewhat at short distances, but decreases by several deci-
bels at long distances. The main loss mechanism is Ohmic heating of heavy ions in the lower ionosphere.

Even widespread disturbances must often be treated as nonstratified, since they can cause the properties of

the earth-ionosphere waveguide to change markedly over the huge ELF wavelength or Fresnel zone. We treaL
such lateral inhomogeneities by recasting the wave equation as a two-dimensional integral equation. Nu-

merical solutions show that a localized disturbance behaves like a cylindrical lens filling a narrow
aperture. Lateral diffraction, focusing, and reflection can cause the TEM mode to exhibit a transverse
pattern of maxima and minima beyond the disturbance, and a standing wave pattern in front of it. Such
phenomena can contribute to spatial fluctuations occasionally observed on ELF transmissions. The focus-
ing and diffraction diminish when the transverse dimension of the disturbance approaches the width of
the first Fresnel zone--typically, several megameters.

i. INTRODUCTION

Natural and man-made ionospheric disturbances can significantly affect the long-range propagation of
extremely-low-frequency (ELF) and very-low-frequency (VLF) signals. This paper is concerned with ELF
propagation; a companion paper [Field, 1981] considers VLF propagation. Long-wave signals propagate in

the waveguide bounded sharply on the bottom by the earth and diffusely on the top by the ionosphere. We
focus or, severe disturbances caused by energetic radiation, which produces anomalous ionization in and
below the lower ionosphere and thus constricts the earth-ionosphere waveguide. However, our integral-
equation approach for treating nonstratified disturbances--and a few of our results--also pertains to
more common ionospheric phenomena, such as sporadic-E patches.

We treat the ELF (30 to 300 Hz) and VLF (3 to 30 l:Ilz) bands separately because they differ in the fol-
lowing impoitant respects. First. only the transverse electromagnetic (TPE) mode is below cutoff at
ELF, whereas several modes are above cutoff and mutually interfere at VIF. Second, only vertically
polarized signals propagate well at ELF, whereas both transverse magnetic (TM) and transverse electric

(TE) modes can propagate at VLF. Third, even a geographically widespread disturbance can cause the
properties of the earth-ionosphere waveguide to change markedly over the huge ELF wavelength or
Frcsnel zone, and give rise to phenomena--lateral reflection, diffraction, and focusing--that are
usually unimportant at VLF.

This paper gives numerical calculations of attenuation rates and signal strengths for stratified dis-
turbances having a wide range of intensities, Iq addition, we calculate the lateral signal structure
caused by disturbances that are narrower than a Fresnoel zone and must therefore be treated as n00-
stratified.

2. NORMAL AND DISTURBED IONOSPHERIC MODELS

Many types of ionospheric disturbaces can cause ELF propagation anomalies. X-rays from solar flares

ionize the D- and E-layers of the ionosphere over the sunlit hemisphere. Energetic electrons and

protons from solar particle events (SPE) ionize the polar cap at altitudes well below those from which

ELF waves are usually reflected. High-altitude nuclear bursts produce various prompt and delayed ion-
izing radiations, including Y-rays, ý-particles, and neultrons. The y-rays penetrate to even lower alti-
tudes than energetic protons from a strong SPE, and thus can cause much more severe distortions of the
earth-ionosphere waveguide.

Extensive calculations for numerous specific disturbances have. been made throughout the ELF/VLF research
community, Here we concentrate on SPE and nuclear disturbances, which cause ionization well below the
normal ionosphere. They constrict the earth-ionosphere waveguide. and usually degrade propagation.
We do not consider disturbances--such as X-ray flares--that occasionally enhance propagation.

Figure 1 shows height profiles of electron and positive ion density calculated from models of nominal

nuclear environments consisting of :despread, high-altitude fission debris. The profiles shown are
convenient for calculating the depeideeu:e of the waveguide propagation parameters on the intensity of a
disturbance. They span a wide range of intensities, but, because propagation depends on Jonization height

gradient as well as intensity, they do not cover all possible cases. Specific events must therefore be

analyzed individually, The "moderate" and "intense" profiles represent levels of ionization typical of
strong SPEs as well as spread-debris environments. We can therefore use them to infi-r effei , of both

natural and man-made disturbances.

Before presenting the numerical resuets. we briefly discuss the relative importance of electrons and

heavy ions, We ignore the geomagnetic field because, for the disturbances considered here, tile most im-
portant processes occur at altitudes where the electron and ion collision trequencies, v. and v1, exceed

the corresponding gyrofrequencies. The ionospheric ruflactive-index height profile is thus the basic

input to ELF predictive codes, Electrons and many species of heavy ions contribute- to the refractive

index. In practice--as In Fig. 1--ionic species are classified simply an "positivly" or "ruegasjve," each



typL having properties determined by averaging over the species actually present. Further, it is usually
assumed that such generic iots have equal masses Mi and collision frequencies vi. The refractive index n
then takes tile simplified form

2 2 2M V +n +qe N') (1) +
WE:A ve 0M i \e M

where q is the electron charge, w is the angular frequency, Ne is the electron density, and N+ is the
density of tie "average" positive ion. The factor of two in Eq. (1) occurs because the positive and neg-
ative ion densities are nearly equal at altitudes where ions are important.

The values of Mi and vi at a given altitude are poorly known. We usc an atomic weight of 32 for Mi, but--
depending on altitude--value,, as low as 19 or a3 high as 50 to 60 are possible. Similarly, Vi could be
anywhere from a tenth to a fortieth of 'le. We follow current convention in assuming vi = vI/20, and use

a noiminal profile for ve (e.g., Pappert and Melet [1974)),

Figure 1 shows that ions greatly outnumber electrons at the lower altitudes, where they dominate propaga-
tion despite the-ir larger mass. By inserting the assumed numerical values into Eq. (1) , then comparing
the first and second terms in the parentheses, we find that a transition from electron to Ion dominance
occurs at the al titude where

N 1- , (2)

For tile models shown in Fig. 1, this criterion !4splies thl:t signals confined mainly to altitudes below,
say, 50 to 55 km are more strongly affected by lins than electrons. Of course, that transition altitude
will shift if different values are assumed for itie masses or collision frequencies.

3. EFFECTS OF STRATIFIED DISTURBANCES

This section describes the effects of ionospheric disturbances so geographically widespread that lateral
gradients can be ignored.

3.1. Propagat on Equations

The equations governing ELF propagation are an;-ifable from many sources (e.g., Galejs [1972]), so need not
be repeated here. We solve them numerically, accounting for the vertical inhomugeneity oa the ionosphere
and curvature of the earth. Our method is esýýentially that described by Sudden [1961] or Field [1969].
To define the notation and illustrate the key dependences, we recapitulate the equation for t).2 spatial

P'• dependence of the fields.

An ELF transmitting antenna would probably Le oriented horizontally and operated in the endfire mode to
excite the quasi-TEM mode--the only one that propagates well. The expression for the horizontal -ignetLr
intensity H is

2l 2 O Ah exp - E d 1) - d

H , - ell Alm (3)Y12Cr 1 , c/v 0-T C
g

where If. is the electric dipole moment of the transmitting antenna, f is the wave frequency, Ah is the

excital in factor for a horizontal dipole in the endfire direction, 
0

9 is the effective ground conductiv-
ity In he vicinity of the transmitter, c Is tile speed of light, d Is the distance from the source, and
a is the earth's radius. The mode parameters that depend on the ionosphere and must be calculated nu-
serically are the excitation factor Ah, the attenuation rate 5 in decibels per megameter of propagation
(dB/Mm), and the relative phase velocity, v/c. Although mast quantities are in MKS units, we express all
distances (L, X, d, a) in megameters.

Q 3.2. ELF Mode Parameters

The amplitude of a lng-range ELF signal Is most sensitive to changes in, first, the attenuation rate 0;
and, second, the excitation factor All. Figure 2 shows tile dependence of 1 on tile intensity of the dis-
turbance. The results are for 45 and 75 liz, which approximate the frequencies most likely to be used in
an ELF coimunication system. The extreme left side of Fig. 2 corresponds to the normal daytime model
shown in Fig. 1, whereas tihe c-treme right side corresponds to the very intense disturbance. tal addition,
our calculations employed 12 intermediate levels of disturbance, including the moderate and intense pro-

files In Fig. I.

Figure 2 shows that the assuised disturbances can cause the attenuation rate to Increase by 1 or 2 d*/Mm
relative to normal daytime crinditions, depending onl the frequency. Although the curve:; span a wide
range of intensities, they do not cover all cases because tile waveguide characteristlc depend on the
spectrum of ionizing radiation as well as the intensity. In fact, calculations not repeated In detail
here show that certain moderate-to-severe SPEs cail cause the irtenuation rate to approach 4 dB/Mm at 75
hIHz, Moreover, Pappert [1980] showed that sporadtc-F patches could cause allI,1ittisme attenuation rates is
great as 10 dB/Mm at frequencies aroulmd 75 l]. ilowever, these large atlena. iion rates can occur only
ov -r Fairly local Iz-ted (Q !li x I Mm) regions, tnd only for a narrow ('5 liz) I requency hand that resonates
with thle vertical structure of the patch.

ctie behavior of the excllal ton factor is so !; mple that we need not p1)h, it. In the ldcalized limit of

a perfectly refletling, shaiaily bounded ionosphere at a height II0 abuve ground, Ah Is equal to 1/211(,

~ a -I-I
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Even for diffuse ionospheric boundaries, as are treated in this paper, the magnitude of Ab is of the same
order as the reciprocal of tile nominal ionospheric reflection heights. Thus, an ionospheric disturbance
that lowers the effective reflection height will increase All. The very intense disturbance in Fig. I
enhances the excitation of the TEM mode by about a ftctor of two.

3.3. FJeld Strength versus Distance

Figure 3 plots ELF field strength as a function of distance, with daytime conditions and I W of power
radiated at 75 Hz from a horizontal electric dipole. The normal curve shows signal strength versus dis-
tance for the normal model of Fig. I and a path over seawater. The other curve pertains to the intense
disturbance of Fig. 1, and could represent either a very strong SPE or a spread-debris nuclear environ-
ment. Comparlion of the two curves shows that the disturbed signal falls below the normal one, provided
that at least 3 Mm of path are exposed. At shorter ranges, however, the signal is stronger in disturbed
than In normal conditions. Such short-range enhancement occurs because the disturbance constricts the
earth-ionosphere waveguide and increases the excitation factor. The enhanced excitation is overcome by
increased attenuation for long paths.

Tbc behavior illustrated in Fig. 3 is typical of that calculated for strong, stratified disturbances that
cover both terminals and the entire propagation path. Such environments can degrade long-haul ELF signals
by several decibels--a much weaker effect than the tens-of-decibels degradation that can be suffered at
VLF. However, the difficulty of radiating power at ELF can make a signal loss of even a few decibels
significant.

It a disturbance covers most of the propagation path but not the terminals, the benefit of enhanced exci-
tation will be lust and the signal degradation can be worse than shown in Fig. 3. That situation can
occur, for example, on a transpolar link during an SPE. Conversely, if a disturbance affects only the
region near a terminal, a signal enhancement can occur regardless of pathlength. Such disturbances are
nonstratified, and can produce reflections and diffraction accounted for in Sec. 4.

Our calculations assume a perfectly conducting ground and neglect the geomagnetic field. Heating of the
ground and leakage through the ioosphere are therefore not a factor, and the attenuation is entirely due
to heating losses suffered in the ionosphere. Figure 4 shows the height profiles of total and ion heatlng
loss; the difference between the two curves is due to electron nesting. We see that ion heating is the
dominant loss mechaniismu for the ELF TEM mode under strongly disturbed conditions, The disturbance con-

stricts the earth-ionosphere wavcguide and confines the fields largely to altitudes below 50 km. Calcu-
lations not repeate.d here show that ion heiting--thoigh nonnegJl.•ible--is relatIvely less important

under normal cont lane.

4. EFFECTS OF NONSIRATIFIED DISTURBANCES

Even such large inhomogeneities as sporadic-E patches, the polh.r cap) boundary, the ionospheric depression
from a nuclear burst, and the day/night terrmnator can cause the propertier, of the earth-ionosphere wave-
guide to change markedly over the hug" w. pelength or Froseel zone of an ELF signal. Such inhomogeneities
therefore cannot always be assumed str;ti . This section descrlbes our integral equation method for
atnalyzing the effects of nunstraticied disLubances and gives some numerical examples.

4.1. Integral-Equation Approac.:

Under conditions in which the lonos;ar-'.- is leterally uniform, the field can be written [Galeja, 1972]

F0 = AAo F o(Z)(x, y) Via , (4)

where E0 is the vertical component of tie electric field; A is a constant involving dipole moment, wave
frequency, and ground conductilviy; A0 is the excitation factor of the TEM waveguide mode; Fo(z) is the
height gain function, normalized to unity at z - U; x, y, and z are cartesian coordinates, with z denoting
altitude; and the subscript 0 denotes undisturbed, Jaterally homogeneous conditions.

The lateral dependence at the field is governed by the function E•O, which satisfics the two-dimensional
wave equation

V2+ k~~ 2 S 0 ,(5)

2
where VT in the two-dimensional Laplacian, k is the free-space wave number, and So is a wavegulde propa-
gation constant determined by imposing boundary conditions on F0 at the ground and in the ionosphere, At

large lateral distances d from tile source,

F 0 exp (-ikS0d). (6)

Thus, tnS0 is the ratio of the speed of light to the phase velocity of the TEM wav-gulde mode, and IrSO

is proportional to tie attenuation coefficient f such that

B - -8.6klmS 0  dB/Mm , (7)

where k is expressed in MisI.
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In the presence of lateral ionospheric gradients, fields cannot he expressed as products of vertical
and radial functions, as they are in Eq. (4). but when irregularities are large enough to significantly
affect ELF propagation, scales fur lateral variations of the ionospheric refractive Index tend to be much
longer than those for vertical variations. We therefore argue that the waveguide propagation parameters
depend mainly noi the local ionosphere, and that separation of the fields into vertical and lateral func-
tions is an approximately correct procedure. The ground--level field [note that F(z -0) E 11 can then he
written

L - AA(x, y)Z(x, y),()

whore the lateral dependence resides mainly in E, satisfying

LvT kS(X, y)] (9)

Unlike S'the function S(X, y) exhib Its a spatial dependence, which aceelora for lateral ionospheric
gradien ts. That dependence precludes analytic solution of Eq. (9) in all but a few special casess.

4.2. Laterally Hounded Disturbances

To calculate the propagation anomaly doe to a laterally hounded disturbance, it is convenient to recast
the wave equation as anl Integral equation. We define a propagation function W, denoting the tractional
amount by which the disturbed lateral wave function V differs from the undisturbed function FO; specif-
ically,

V(x, y) E W(x, y)E%(x, y) .(10)

Then, by applying the two-dimensional Green's theorem, and following the procedure of Field and Joiner
[1979], we find that W satisfies the following equation if the transmitter is a horizontal electric
dipole:

(2)(ko 1 (2) kr

W(x, y) = 1 i-4 f f dx' dy' [S2(W, y') - 1O 0r) 1 W1x y2) (11)

where 1i is the lisokel function and the geometric terms are as defined in Fig. 5. Equation (11) is simi-
lar to that used to analyze ground wave propagation over nonuniform terrain (e.g., by Ilufford [1952]).

To illustrate the, dependence of the fields onl key parameters, we represent the disturbed region shiown in
Fig. 5 by

2~ 2x [_ (,2J () (12)
(Ax)2(AY)

where S21 denotes the value af the wavegalde propagation constant at x - xi, y - 0. Thie disturbance is
assumed to center onl the x-axis, and y denotes the transverse location of the receiver. Adjusting
S2- Sý, (A.)2, (Ay) 2 , and ix hence allows Eq. (12) to represent disturbances with different strengths,

latara Igradients, and longitudinal posifiions. The disturbance effectively vanishles when Ix. - ~il or y
becomes several Limes greater than Ax or Ay, respectively. Although the, numerical results pertain to
thle model described by Eq. (12), our algorithm for solving XI1 (11) work!; equally well for any bounded
disturbance.

1.3. Numerical Results

'ligate 6 plots the magnitude of W as a function of the oft-path distance y for a strung, longitudinally
confined (Ax = 0.5 Mma) disturbance, with curves shown for- several effective half-widths Ay. Our calen--
lations employ values of Sl and So corresponding to the intense disturbance and normal profiles in Fig. 1.
In Pig. 6a, W is computed from the simple nondeviative WKB formula

r

N K - exp I- ik( EIscx', y') - S 0 de' I,. (13)

where the integration path is tihe straight line coiiteeting transmitter sod receiver. The figure shows
that Eq. (13) gives the Intuit ively expected resul1 ; namely, N I!- smiallest for y = 0, where tit, direct
path intersects the peek of tue dlkistoritace, and apiiroaehes tutu - for y »> Ay--wheo the direct paith ef-
fectively misses the disturbance.

____ on the 'tither hand, W calculated frum itlte Integral equation (11) is4 shtown Ini Fig. 6b to exhibit a patte~rn
nil bite I ne x - 10 Ma: a maximum for y 0, a mtinimumt a few megaiseters off-path, and thent increasing



with off-path distance. That counterintuitive full--wave behavior of W is due to focusing and diffrac-
tion--the effects of which are ignored in the nondeviative WKB formula.

Focusing occurs because wave normals bend toward regions where S(x, y) is large. The disturbance there--
Fore causes the waveguide to behave as a converging cylindrical lens. Diffraction occurs because thre
effective aperture filled by the "lens" is approximately 2Ay, which is smaller than or comparable to a
Fresnel zone ftor tihe parameters used here. Focusing actually overcomes anomalous attenuation through tile
center of the narrowest disturbances, causing IW[ to exceed unity. The diffractien/focusltg pattern
smoothes out as 2Ay approaches the width of the first Fresnel zone--about 6 tMm for the 10 Mm pathlength

used here. The differences between Figs. 6a and 6b illustrate the Importance of using full-wave analysis
at ELF, even for disturbances of considerable lateral extent,

To illustrate the longitudinal dependence of tire field, Fig. 7 plots IWI as a function of tile longi-
tudinal distance x fox a strong disturbance of half-width Ax = 0.5 Mm and transverse half-width Ay = I tin,
centered on the direct path. The standing wave pattern In front of tile disturbance is caused by relec-
tinns front the longitudinal gradient; _t is much less pronounced for larger values of Ax. The magnitude
of W gradually recovers toward unity behind rite disturbance, because the Fresnel zone broadens--and is
therefore less completely filled by the disturbance--as trie propagation path lenigL

t
its. Such a re-

covery does not occur for disturbances that are unbounded in the trantverse dlrectono.

5. DISCUSSION

Our calculations cannot be directly compared with measurements until controlled-.source ELF experiments
are carried out under disturbed conditions, Powever, the literature su vey of Field [1978] identified a
number of atmospheric noise 'minsurements relevwef to the effects of Ionospheric d.istuxbances on ELI" prop-
agation. The measureisents p,'tlaio to the behavior of iILF/VLF noise intensity and earth--ionosphere cavity
resonances during (1) several SPEs, (2) more thai' 30 solar flares, and (3) thle Starfish high-altitude nu-

clear detonation, They permit several key theoretical predictions to be verified seisiquantitatively.

There Is substantial agreement between calculations and ELF/VLF noise intensity measured during solar
flares. Experiments [San and Jindoh, 1966; San et a]. 1970] consistently show that nearly all flares
cause the Intensity to increase at frequencies between 30 Ilz and 1 kMit, decrease between 5 and 10 kllz,
and again Iierease between 10 and 30 kitz. Calcuolatiuos show that such flares reduce the waveguide
attenuation rate at frequencica where nouise enhancement is measured, bht rti.sv It In spectral regions
where the toise usiially diminishes, This agreement, which occurs over thrie frequency decades, supports;
results of the cotmiputuational models tor atratitied disturbances.

Measurements of E10 toise Intensity during two S53's were reported by Larsen [1974]. list tou Few data
were gathered to determine conclusively whether" StEs ai'tvi ELF atmispherle noise levels. Measurement of
the behavior of a transpular ELY slignal duinng en SINP would provide valuable data, particularly if the
ionospheric heighirt profile Is sltiltt'retd -Jnllut taneoualy.

Although the Schutianon resonance band (8 to 30 liz) is -•omewhat lower than trie ELF cousmunications hand (45
tLt 80 IZ), iiotii propagate in rite 'tEN waveguide mod, Data ott Schumarnn resonances may thierufore be mean-
htgfully compared withi the outputt I oh Eli propagat u n codes. Such a comparisun sestiquantitatively suit-
ports the validity of trie calculations, Speci teally, tile calculations predict that either Starfish or
tire SPEs would cause the frequencies of tile Scehumann resonance peoks to shift downward by 0,5 to 1 Itz
and tite tQs of the resonances to decrease, The shift In resouait i reque'iuies is due LU tite deptressed
fonosphere reducimg tile phase velocity of tite signal ; the decrease, int QIs tcaused by an increase in tile
attenuatiritt rate In the earth-ionopuphere waveguide, Neasuremaetts by Balser and Wagner [1963], Gendrin
and Stefanti [1962], Teply et al. [1963], and Nelson [1967] suppiort these predictions,

To our knowl edge, no ELF measuremltents have been tade that could directly confirmt or deiy our" predictions
for tottotratltled disturbances, However, the conclusion that dlalsurtionces varying over a wavelength or
a Fresnel zuae will cause refloctinon or till Fractlot--and miune be analyzed with full-wave metmhods--appeuart
Intuitively correct. Mor,'over, allhough our models are based on daytime ilSEs or nuclear envirotnmetts,
the signal structure predicLted lfo localized disturbances resembles that calculated by Piappert [1980]
for sptradic-t.; patches. Finally, our prediFted sttandintg wave and diflraetion ialcttsru could contribute
to tie anonttulous lateral flucttuLIut tcctt'asionally observe I on ELF transislislsns front tite Wisconsin Test
Facility [Bannister, 1981]
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ABSTRACT

ELF field strength propagation data as recorded in polar areas by the U. S. Naval Research Laboratory
frequently show periods of abnormally low values. It has been speculAted that these disturbances are
due to precipitating particles causing enhanced ionization in the lower ionosphere, but no direct
relationship has so far been advanced. The paper will discuss tre influence of the ionosphere upon ELF
propagation at 75 HZ. Results sill be presented for the propagation path from the U.S. Navy ELF
Wisconsin Test Facility transmitter to Troms6, Norway. This 6 megameter path crosses the Greenland
icecap and passes twice through the auroral regions. In these studies full wave computations have been
made using the waveguide mode program developed by Naval Ocean Systems Center, San Diego. The propaga-
tion path has been divided into eight segments taking into account In an approximate way the varyiug
boundary conditions of the actual waveguide. Results will be presented and discussed for conditions
ranging from ambient to severely disturbed. Modeling has been done for disturbed ionospheric conditions
such as sporadic E-layers, relativistic electron precipitation, auroral events and solar proton events.
Detailed electron and ion density profiles have been deduced from satellite observations in the vicinity
of the path. The importance of the electron as well as the ion coocentrations will be discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Extremely low frequency (ELF) transmissions at nighttime are known to be quite variable. Transmissions
from the U.S. Navy operated Wimvonsin Test Facility (WTF) to receiving sites both at middle and high
latitudes are observed to experience anomalous and significant signal strength reductions of up to 3-5dB
on approximately 60 to 80 nights per year. In recent years, it has been recognized that at least some
of the observed anomalies are due to enhanced ionization caused by precipitation of energetic electrons
and protons into the earth's atmosphere.

The paper will describe measurements and theoretical field strength calculations in relations to polar
propagation paths. The various possible ionospheric variations giving rise to propagation anomalies are
discussed. Initially, a brief description Is given of the ELF waveguide model used by the authors as
well as a short summary of recent advances in the treatment and understanding of ELF propagation.

2.0 PROPAGATION OF ELF WAVES -TIIEORTICAL APPROACHES TO TIE CALCULATION OF FIELD STRENGTHS

2.1 The NOSC Model Computer Program

A waveguide model computer program that has been used extensively over the last years and which is also
being used by the present authors at Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory (LPARL), was developed at
Naval Ocean Systems Center (NOSC). This program is well documented in the literature (see e.g- Sheddy
1968; Pappert, 1970; Pappert and Molar, 1974). The program is based ipon the formalism developed by
Budden (1961) and Budden and Daniell (1965) for electrorgnetLL wave ptopalatlun In the terrestrial
waveguide. Special emphasis has been given to its applicability In the extremely low frequency (ELF)
range.

The program allows for a terrestrial waveguide with the following characteristics:

- Arbitrary electron and Ion density distributions with height
- Variable electron and Ion collision frequency height profiles
- The lower boundary of the waveguide is assumed to be a smooth homogeneous carth with arbitrary

conductivity and permittivity
- Allowance is made for the anisotropy of the ionosphere; arbitrary values for the strength and

direction of the eartlhs magnetic field may be applied
- Hlorizontal inhomogeneties (along tile propagatiou path) may be taken into account by segmenting the

path into regions having different height profiles for the waveguide parameters listed above.

The computer program is thus capable of treating waveguides that are reasonable model representations of
the actual complex terrestrial waveguide. The program does not allow for variatiton of the guide
parameters perpendicularto the propagation path, therefore unitform conditions have to be assumed over
distances extending a Fresnel Zone or more to either side of the path. This restriction has long been
recognized as a major limitation of the model.

2.2 Recent Developments

fu actual radio wave propagation situations both lateral and transverse variations can be expected to
occur over most paths, especially at high latitudes. Recently, off-path effects have been considered
and important steps have been taken In approaching formulations that v 'dress the real three-dimensional
problems, at least in an approximate way (Pappert, 1980; Field and Joiner, 1979; Creifinger and Gref-
finger, 1978, 1979; Bcoker, 1980) as briefly described below.
Pappert (1980) treating localized disturbances in a surface propagation rnodel coupled with a moments A/a Am
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method, finds that a thick ionization patch at E-region heights can produce 6-8dB fades in signal
strength for a 1.6Mm propagation path. Deepest fades occur when the disturbed area is well within the
first Fresnel Zone, and varying amount of fade is predicted depending on size and location of the
disturbance areq. When the center of tile disturbance is located outside the second Fresnel Zone, tie
predicts that most of the amplitude fades are damped out.

Field and Joiner (1979) use all integral-equation approach for analyzing propagation in the earth-
ionosphere waveguide where conditions change over distances comparable with a Fresnel Zone. They derive
an expression for tile relative errors introduced by neglecting transverse ionospheric gradients over the
path and find that full wave methods must be applied when the effective width of a localized disturbance
is less than two-thirds of the width of the first Freanel Zone. These authors also conclude that the
WKB approximation aignifiently over-estimates e propagation anomaly when the disturbance is centered
near the propagation path and underestimates tl mnomaly when the disturbance in centered far off path
(c.f also Field, 1978, 1979, Field et al., 19P

Further physical insight Into ELF propagation ad ionospheric parameters has been achieved by Greifinger
and Grelfinger (1978, 1979) in associating the elgen value solution mainly with ionospheric properties
at two well defined altitudes where maximum ohmic heating occurs. Along with two scale heighto at these
altitudes, they derive an approximate solution for the ELF made at high latitudes. They show that the
lower altitude region of interest occurs where the coiduction current parallel to the magnetic field
becomes equal tio the displacement current. At these heights the associated scale height is that of the
parallel conductivity. At the other height regions the scale height in question is that of tile refrac-
tive index. For daytime conditions the authors find that this upper height level is situated where the
local wave number becomes equal to the reciprocal of the local scale height of the refractive index.
With knowledge of these four parameters an approximate wave solution may he found. The authors conclude
that the principal attenuation mechanisms are Joule heating by longitudinal currents in the vicinity of
the lower altitude and energy leakage of tile whistler component of the ELF wave at tihe upper altitude.

Booker (1980) presents an extensive survey of ELF propagation and outlines a theory for propagation in
the eart-lounusphere transmIsaion line based on the work of Greifinger and Greifinger (6979) and the
earlier theory by Booker and Lefeuvre (1977). Hls method greatly advances tle physical understanding of
the complex reflection and absorption processes. Booker (1980) draws attention to several important
results important for understanding ELF propagation, amonp. others:

- At ELF the transition from nearly horizontal phase propagation to nearly vertical propagation takes
place in a refracting stratum at the bottom of the ionosphere.

- Between tile bottom of tile ionosphere and the level of ELF reflection, change of phase can as a first
approximation be calculated on the basis of vertical propagation in free space.

- The reflecting stratum is located approximately at tiLe level where rite ionosphere fails to respond as
a doubly refracting medium to the ELF waves.

- Thus, above the reflecting level the ionosphere is a sluwly-varying, non-isotropic medium, whereas
below it, the ionosphere behaves essentially as an Isotropic medium.

Its this theory Booker includes the magnetic field and derives a propagation model with worldwide
appl] cation.

3.0 ELF TRANSMITTER AND PROPAGATION PATH CIiARACTERISTICS

A thorough and comprehensive treatment of man-made ELF experimenta is given in a special issue of IEEE
Transaction of Communications (April 1974). Limited experimental activity has continued since 1974
using the U.S. Navy-s experimental transmitter facility in Wisconsin.

3.1 The U1.S. Nnvy ELF Transmitter (Wisconsin Test Facility - WTF)

"The Navy ELF Wisconsin Test Facility (WTF) consists of two 22.5 km north-south antennas, and one 22.5 km
elevated east-west antenna. Each antenna is grounded at both ends. The antenna array pattern can be
steered to any particular receiving direction. The transmitter has been operated in the 45 and 75 Hz
hands witii antenna currents of 100 A. The antenna radiation pattern and soil conductivity ( .) under
mite antenna, have been measured by Bannister & Williams (1974), snd all ELF field strength :ups
presented here have been normalized to nominal antenna characteriatlcs and the revised antenna radiation
pattern (Bannister et ml., 1974) is applied.

3.2 The lonoshric Condittis Near the Transm-iter

In Figure 1 is indicated the location of the transmitter as well as posttions of selected magnet'c
L-shells. The Booker excitation circle (Booker, 1973) is plotted for a frequency of 75 liz (radius
equals . /211, where A is the free space ELF wavelength). Superposed on the figure is the counting rnte
of preci pitating energetlc electrons (> 150 keV) as measured of a pass by the 1972-076B sat-illite. Such
latitude variations of thle incoming fluxes are quite typical, and will cause marked local prct-tt,,t Ilns
Ili tihi trionicld ;tai'l iii tin' iof nnrph ieri -h low 100 kila.

Thus, in this case homogeneous ionospheric conditions do not exist over tile whole excitation region of
time transmitter. Experience 'rom several years of satellite measurements indicate time precipitating
electrota in the L range of 3-5 are probably present most of the time, exhibiting dynamic time and

ratntsa
1 

variati otis.

Such findings complicate the ELF field prediction schemes, atid this problem lia yet not been attacked
fully from a theoretical point of view. In model calculations horogeneitlis codltLions over the trans-
i .i t-Ier urea mire triatirted.
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_ I12.33.3 ELF Path Characteristics

The NOSC ELF computer code allows calculations to be made with the propagation path divided into a
number of segments, within which the propagation medium and boundary conditions are kept constant.
Table I lists for the path WIT to Troua$ the segmentation and data for the various segments as used by
the authors.

A .l. Prop llirect.
Segment Di..taen Ionicjýe Conductivity Perm. Mal;. ield Co-dip (.sehnuLh

No. Se'snent fr.. WTF (k.) (mho/im) E/E (Wb/m-) (dug.) in degrees)

1 Trnnsmittcr Area 0-2w0 3.2 x 10 15 5.94 x 10- 15.5' I o

2 Canada 200-1000 1.0 x 10-3 15 6.05 x 10-D5 n.6' 270

3 lHudson Day 1000-i600 4.0 81 6.00 x 10-5 7.7 V o

ii Nwntih Canada IW0-290• 1.0 x 10-3 15 5.83 x i0 - 6.4

5 Davis Straight 2900-330M 4.o al 5.12 x 105 0.60 102l

6 Oreriland i"e Cap 3300-i11OO0 1.0 x 1-O5 5 5.50 x 1O-5 8.00 i15'

"7 Norinrercn Sen Idio4.58O0 1..0 81 5.26 x 10D5 10.(0 1220

3 5eceiver Area -38°
(vrnoso,eoinray) 580W-(]00 1.0 x 10t ol 5.23 a 10" 12.2 128

Table I Data for j ntdt propagation propatio ath WTI to Trmosd.

Other paths have beea segmented in a similar manner (Imhof et al., 1977).

Effects of changes in the ionospheric conditions due to different solat zenith angles along the propaga-
tion paths (local time dependency) have also been considered and will he further discussed in section 7.

4.0 ELF PROPAGATION MEASUREMENT'S AND PREDICTIONS

A number of reports present results from recording of WTF signals propagated over different paths in the
USA and to Europe (Bannister and Williams, 1974i Bannister, 1974; Davis, 1974, 1976):

Data for paths such as:

- WIF to Connecticut, USA (1.6 Ma path length)
- WTF to Greenland (3.6 Hm path length)

0 - WTF to TrPisa, Norway (6.0 Mm path length)

- WTF to Pius, Italy (7.5 Mm path length)

have been collected indicating the diversity of different propapation media analyz•ed.

The measurements have yielded several general features of ELF propagation, viz:

- Seasonal changes in ionospheric characteristics influence ELF propagation, e.g. through variation in
the attenuAtion rates and relative excitation factors.

- Daytime attenuation rates at 75 Hz are higher than nighttime values, typical ambient values ate.
1.1-1.3 dB/Mm at day and 0.8-1.0 dB/Nm at night.
Nighttime propagation is more variable than daytime propagation.
Polar cap and auroral zone effects are found in ELF propagation.

Such findings, reported e.g. by Bannister (1974) are also reflected in theoretical field strength
predictions using propagation models with ambient and disturbed ionospheres (Pappert and Moler, 1974;
Pappert, 1978, 1980; Field and Joiner, 1979; Imhof et al., 1976, 1977, 1978a, 1980).

4.1 Short Pathi Propaation

Results of some short path measurements (< 2000 km path length) h.mve shown that anoumalous signal
reductIons of 3 dii and more may occur with n frequency of - 30% of all nights. These signal strength
re-luctlons have been speculated to he caused by precipitation of electrons from the radiation belts
renolting in enhanced ionization in the lower atmosphere. Attempts to correlate the anomalous signal
strength behaviour with geomagnetic indices indicating the degree of disturbed magnetospheric
conditions, have met with limited success.

As sn example of short path measurements we Ahow in Figure 2 the nighttime values obtained by Bannister
and Williama (1974) for the yearn 1970-73 for the WTF to Connecticut path. Signal strength variations,

- Io



possibly seasonal, are seen. The average valve of all observations, however, agrees to within 0.1 dB of
ihe predicted ambient night value as calculated by the present authors. Furthermore, 

4
n Figure 3 is

depictad an anomalous signal reduction event occuring on 19 April 1973. The signal reduction lasting
several hours amounted to Z 5 dE as compared witn night values before and after the event. It has not
yet been possible to associate such signal attenuation with a discrete electron precipitation event
using satellite data coordilated in time and space with the propagation anomaly.

4.2 Long Distance Proagation

Long distance ELF propagation al!io shows signal fades which do not directly seem to be associoted with
*the intensity of energetic particle precipitation. Figures 4 and 5 show ELF measurements by tvis &
Mayers (1975), and Bannister (private communications, 1978), respectively, together with plots of
magnetic disturbince Indicators. In Figure 5 energetic electron fluxes precipitating over/near the path
are also given. No simple, systematic relutioc between low signal strengths, precipitating electron
fluxes or geomagnetic disturbed periods in evident.

5.0 DISTURBED PROPF:,;ATION CONDITIONS

In the follohing a discussion of possible influences of energetic electron precipitation (REPs and
auroral events) and of sporadic E-layers on ELF propagation is presented.

5.1 Propagation During_ REP Conditions

"Relativistic electron precipitation events frequently cause excess ionization in the ionospheric
lD-region to persist for oue to several hours over relatively large geographical areas. Larsen (1974)

infers that the disturbed area may extend over 2000 km in longitude. Satellite measurements indicate
that the precipitation area may cover several degrees in latitude and one may therefore assume that the
REPs ma) have such large geographic extentions that they can influence ELF propagation.

Examples of precipitating electron energy spectra measured at satellite altitudes are shown by Imhof et
al., (1981, this issue). Often the spectrum "peaks" at energies between 800 - 1500 key. Ion pair
production rates from such events are high enough to give substantial inc.eases in the electron density
down to 50 - 60 km in altitude. Although such precipitation in the cases considered is observed in a

A limited latitude interval over/near the propagation path - it is not unreasonable to assume, as a first
approximation, that precipitation also occurs her longitudes simultaneously, ef Figure 6. With
this assumption, it is possible to extimate tI cots on propagation over selected paths, of Tables 2
and 3. It will be noted that signal enhancemei'u are predicted for all these nighttime REPs, by I dB or
more when the effects occur over the transmitter (receiver) or tenths of dB when the effects are
lucalized to limited areas over the paths. PEP conditions o-er the complete path would markedly enhance
the signal (by several dB). Similar findings are derived for auroral precipitation conditions.

Observed Invariant Calculated Field Strength Predicted
Latitude Range of Path Segment at 75 Hz WTF-Tromso Change From

SEvent Date PFecipitation for Precipitation (dB wrt to IA/m) Ambient Night (dB)

Ambient Night - -154.7

26 Marnh 1976 57.5' - 64.80 0 - 900 km -153.6 +1.1

19 ApriZ 1977 61.50 - 65.70 0 - 900 km -153.5 +1.2

200 -- 900 km -154.6 +4.1

. , whole path -151.9 +2.8

[c7 Flay -177 65.2'- 68.9' 0 - 1800 kA -153.4 +1.3

1000 - 1801 km -154.4 +0.3

whole path -151.9 +2.8

Table 2 Calculated field strengths for electron precipitation events. Transmissions from the WTF to
the receiving station at Tromn,. Norway.

..
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Profile Path Segments Calculated Field Predicted Change
Date for Precipitation Strength at 75 Hz from Ambient Night

(dB wrt 1 A/m) (d0)

Ambient Night -152.3 -

19 April 1977 0 - 1200 km -152.1 +1.2

300 - 1200 km -152.2 +0.1

7 May 1977 0 - 1200 km -151.2 +1.1

300 - 1200 km -t52.1 +0.2

Table 3 Calculated field strengths WTF - Greenland (3.5 Mm path) for 19 April and 7 Nay 1977
precipitatingelectron profiles.

In lone cases REP ionization profiles have also resulted in predicted signal decreases. The position of
the disturbed area in relation to the physical propagation path is the deciding factor (Inihof et al.,
1978b).

In addition to direct ionization due to the electrons during an REP event, there is also some secondary
ionization due to bremastrablung x-rays produced by the electrons. This contribution is lsually
neglected, but in some cases it ought to be considered. In some of the cqses studied, the x-rays
dominated as ionization source between 40 and 60 km, filling in the "valley" between the profile of the
electron ionization and that of the galactic cosmic rays. Inclusion of the x-ray contribution resulted
in one case in a predicted field strength enhancement of 0.7 dB over the signal strength computed
without the x-ray ionization (calculated for the 1.6 Ne path: WTF - Connecticut).

In summary, ELF measurements (coordinated with satellite particle measurements) and ELF computer code
predictions, have given the following conclusions:

- From both the satellite and ELF station measurements it has been found that direct particle
precipitation into the atmosphere can cause ELF transmission anomalieb. In these anomalies the
signal strengths may be either attenuated or enhanced depending upon the path characteristics and
details of the ion pair production profiles. Nighttime PEP events may on the average improve ELF
propagation conditions.

- Variations in the nighttime ELF signal strengths on a fine time scale are observed which may be due
entirely to electron precipitation, but cannot be accounted for quantitatively due to present
limitations in the measurements and computational techniques.

- The geometry fur the effect of electron precipitation c, i1:'ttire ELF tiastumission is very complex
and as a result the need for new tr.h-Ijv , ' nmp,,ý'ýi electron precipitation profiles
Simultaneously over a bro,1 arretl region has become apparent.

5.2 Possible Influence of Sporadic E-Layers ou ELF Propagation

Attempts to explain observed ELF signal variations in terms of excessive losses in sporadic E-layers
have resulted in predicted signal fades of the right magnitude (Pappert 1978, 1980; earr, 1977; Imhof et
al., 1976, 1977, 1978a, 1980) both for short and long paths.

Measured ES layers are very thin (3-4 km or thinner), but they may extend over large geographical areas,
up to I Mm and more (Whitehead, 1970), These layers do not reside at a constant height, but seem to
move towards lower heights with time. One example of a sporadic E-layer measured at Wallops Island
(Voss, private comunication 1979; Smith and Miller, 1980) is shown in P.gure 7.

Propagation characteristics at 75 11z for such a profile indicate significant departures from ambient
conditions, viz:

Ambient night: Attenuation rate, a - 1.07 dR/Mm; Phase velocity/free spaes velocity, v/c - 0.85

AE: Attenuation rate, a - 1.83 dB/Mm; Phase velocity/free space jelocity, v/c - 0.75
In sueA cases the attenuation rate vs. frequency exhibits a pronounced peak, up to 10 dB/Nm or more.
The frequency of this p:eak varies with thickness and height position of the ES layer. In this specific
case, no peak was found 

t
n the attenu-tion rate vs. frequency when the E5 layer was situated at 105 km

where it originally was o.,served,

A resonant absorption effect may explain the high attenuation rates (cf Imhof et al., 1976, 1977;
Pappert, 1978, 1980). Large values for the attenuation rates can furthermore result from retlections at
more than o0-i level in the ionosphere (Barr, 1977).

Amplitude variations on longer propagation paths may also tentatively be explained by sporadic E layers,
in as much as propagation characteristics for such profiles Indicate attenuation effects, but the degree
of attenuation depends on the position of the Ei layer with respect to the propagation path. As an
example, in Table 4 is shown some computed fiel sI.rength values for ES conditions over three selected
areas for the path WTF to Tromad, Norway. The values marked HS x 10 are calculatrd for an increase in
the electron density of the ES l;yer (only) by a factor of 10, ',f Figure '. Apparently the geographic



position of the RS layer with respect to the propagation path and its intensity must be known in order
to predict ELF field strength values for comparison with measured values.

Field strength dB WRT/Aim

"Ambient night - 154.7

H, over receiver, ambient elsewhere - 155.5

E. over Norwegian Sea, ambient elsewhere - 156.5

ES x 10 over Norwegian Sea, ambient elsewhere - 165.9

Table 4 Calculated field strengths at 75 Hz for prupagation WTF to Tromso. Norway.

Effects are predicted for an E, over Norwegian Sea area (- 1400 km in latgral siie) amounting to Z 2 dB

attenuation. For the very enhancc. ES (Peak electrun density of 1.5 . 10 el/cm ) a major signal fade
in excess of 10 dB is predicted.

We may thus conclude that idealized ES disturbances have produced severe ELF attenuation in model
calculations, but actual measurements of H conditions have not been made during the operation of the
Navy's ELF transmitter. Attempts to explain the observed ELF signal fades in terms of absorption due to
ES conditions, can therefore not be conclusive, but the theoretical efforts il this area point out
potential important considerations of ES effects on an ELF communication system.

6.0 CALCULATIONS FOR SIMULATED SPE CONDITIONS

There have been no actual measurements of signals from WTF during a solar particle event (SP). Calcu-
lations, for simulated conditions, however, indicate that significant signal strength reductions could
occur. The total amount of signal absorption would depend on the position of the ELF transmission path
in -elation to the extent of the disturbed area.

6.1 SPE Simulations Using Data from the August 1972 Event

A Imhof et al., (1980) summarized their findings using simulated data from the August 1972 particle event
as follows!

- SPE nighttime conditions as observed during the August 1972 event, will decrease the ELF signal at 75
Hz by several dB over a polar propagation path (WTF to Troms6) for uniform conditions along the whole
path.

- The received ELF field strength for such a path is predicted to be reduced by an additional 1-3 dB
when the WTF transmitter area is outside the SPE disturbed area.

- The ELF signal strength was found to be sensitive to changes in the ion densities at heights below
45-50 km.

Additional calculations gave similar results also for daytime SPE conditions.

SA 6.2 Sensitivity of ELF Field Strengths Using Other Simulated SPE Conditions

Since these studies emphasized the importance of SPE conditions in absorbing energy from the ELF waves,
it was of interest also to make computations for other solar particle events, having energy spectra of
different spectra] shape and intensity. Results will be given for the following cases:

SPE of 12 Nov. 1960 1980 UT

SPE of 2 Nov. 1969 1948 UT

SPE of 4 Aug. 1972 1508 UT

The deduced 1.-uer-n and positive ion densitics for thcrc cases are plotted in FigurT 8. It may De
ioferred that the November 1960 event had a harder proton spectrum yielding higher N densities below 30
km than the August 1972 PCA. Above 80 km, however, the ionization dut to the protons during the 1960
and l?69 events fas below the normal ionization levels of the solar radiation and the daytime ambient Ne
and N curves have been used from 80 to 160 km for these two cases.

Care has been taken to include proper ion densities at all heights. The values for the positive ions
above 40 kut are obtained using the chemistry code of Gunton et al., (1977). At lower altitudes the

" values for the positive ion density N+ are obtained using the formula

N+ q/(h, T)

whewrt, ( is the height and temperature dependent ion-ion recombination rate and q is the ion pair
production rate.

The calculated results are given In Table 5. As can be noted attenuation of up to 6-8 dB over ambient
conditions Is predicted for these SFE conditlons.

- tI ~ i s m m m m jt
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Sri. Calculated Field Strength
(dR/IA/m)

12 Nov 1960 -162.8 dB; 8.1 dB below ambient

2 Nov 1969 -155.7 dB; 1.0 dB below ambient

4 At,_ 1972 -160.4 dB; 5.7 dB below ambient

Table 5 Calculated ELF signaI strengths at 75 Hz for the path WTF to Tromaj during solar proton events.

For these simulated cases, ambient conditions were assumed over the WT? transmitter area. Lu Table 6 is
listed the S-vilues (sin (0), the eigen-angle solution) for three selected segments of the path,
representing a range in ground conductivity and different propagation with respect to the earth's
geomagnetic field. For comparljuon, a recent S-value computed by Field et al. (1980) at 75 Hz for a
"strong PCA" case is included.

Segment SfE 12 Nov 1960 SPE 2 Nov 1969 SPE 2 Aug 1972

#6 Greenland 1.4526-0.3084 i 1.3563-0.1916 1 1.4308-0.2725 i
Icecap, o 10-
mho/m

#7 Norwegian 1.3656-0.2139 i 1.2681-0.1104 i 1.3337-0.1725 i
Sea, - 4
mho/m

#8 Tros!in 1.3748-0.2252 1 1.2767-0.1187 i 1.3433-0.1830 1
Land, , - 10
mho/m

Field (1980) Value for S - 1.50-0.25 i
"strong PCA"

Table 6 dComppt values for S (- sin (o)) at 75 Hz for various segments along propagation path WrF to
Troýma. Also given is the value deduced by Field et al., (1980) for "strong PCA" case.

6.3 Sensitivity of ELF Waves to Absorption by Ions at Low altitudes During SPE Conditions

In this section we will briefly discurs the importance of ions below 45-50 km altitude in determining
the absorption of ELF waves. Calculations were made at 75 Hz for the IWTF to Tromsi path. To schieve
this we ha-e modified the 4 Aug 1972 and 12 Nov 1960 lon profiles at low altitudes, and calculated the
effects. Figures 9 and 10 show the modifications and the corresponding computed field values, respec-
tively.

It can be concluded that the ions formed by the high energy tail of the precipitating protons below
45-50 km are significant. In the case of the Nov 1960 event the ions below 40-45 km would cause about 8
dB attenuation over the 6 Mm path to Tromsa. The region 20-45 km seems to be the most important height
range for this attenuation, but enhaced densities even below 20 km cause some absorption.

Figure 9, showing the modifications to the daytime 4 Aug 1972 (Test Case #1), also indicates effects due
to a postulated "entreme" case for ion densities below 20 km. Here the ton densities are al',oat two
orders of magnitude above ambient at 10 km level. The amount of ohiic heating that occurs at these
altitudes is strongly reduced snd only a minor (- 1dB) amount of excess absorption takes place.

From the present and earlier ,rtudies the following conclusions can be drawn regarding importance of
ions:

- Relatively little ELF attenuation seems to occur below about 20 kn. For extreme cases with high N+

densities some ELF attenuation is predicted to occur even at these altitudes.
In the height range 20-45 km ione dominate as cause for the ELF wave attenuation through ohmic
dissipation during disturbed conditions. Such ohmic losses may account for 50-60% of the total wave
absorption, and they maximize around 30-40 km for the profiles analyzed.
At heights above 45-50 km the ion contribution to the ionospheric conductivity decreases fast
relatively to the electron component which rapidly becomes the dominant part at these and higher
altitudes.

6.4 Sensitivity of ELF Waves to Changes in Electron Densities at Low Heights During SPE Conditions

During SPE daytime conditions the electron densities around 40 to 50 km may be 4-5 orders of magnitude
above the samblet values. Clearly some uncertainty will be connected with the deduced electron densi-
ties (N ) due tu changes In reaction rate coefficients etc. A simple test on the sensitivity of the ELF
field sarengths to Ne changes at low heights can be made by moving the lower part of the Ne profile up

and down, say 5 km, sad perform field strength calculations for these cases.

I I
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As an example we have t~ken the 4 Aug 1972 SPE Day Test case #1 and modified it below 60 km in the way
suggested above. The N curve was kept unchanged as were the electron densities above 65-70 km.

Such calculations indicate that for a solar proton event like that on Aug 72 an uncertainty in the lower
part of the Ne profile of + 5 km, would yield a + 1 dB uncertainty in the field strength value.

It may be noted that lowering the profile at low altitudes by 5 km (making the ionosphere 5 km thicker)
increases the expected signal level essentially through a lover value for the attenuation constant.
Conversely, raising the Ne profile by 5 km, resulted in increased attenuation rates by 0.3-0.4 dB/Mm.

7.0 EFFECTS OF CHANGE IN SOLAR ZENITH ANGLE ALONG THE PROPAGATION PATH

Over a long propagation path the solar zenith angle (x) will change according to the local time, as will
the ionospheric conditions since the effactive recombination rates for free electrons are dependent uponQ
time of day. Thus, even during a solar proton event when the ionization rate can be assumed to be
constant over the whole disturbed polar cap region, the electron density height profile will vary with
position.

In order to estimate the magnitude of this effect during a SPE, the 4 Aug 1972 1144 UT-ionization
profile was used to calculate the N profiles at different solar zenith angles, cf Figure 11. Waveguide
calculations were made for several simulated "seasons", e.g. for a spring equinox situation (21 March 22
UT) with propagation from day conditions over the transmitter (X - 68.5 ) into night with X - 1100 at
the receiver (Tromsm, Norway). Runs were also made with either day- or night conditions over the
complete path. Results, shown in Table 7 indicate that for more accurate prediction estimates of signal
strength foz a path like WTF to Tromsi, the effects of the solar zenith angle variation should be
included.

Solar Prth Calculated Field Strength at Calculated Change from
Zenith Segwent 75 Hz (dB wrt IA/m) Ambient Night (dB)

a) 79.5° Whole path -156.5 -1.9

b) 110.00 Whole path -159.6 -4.9

c) 79.50 0 - 2900 km
89.50 2900 -- 3300 -158.1 -3.4
95.00 3300 - 4400
110.0, 4400 - 6000

Table 7 Calculated field strensths WTF - Norway for SPE of 4 Aug 72. Variations in electron density
w'th solar zenith angle. In case c) four representative electron density profiles have been
used as indicated

8.0 CONCLUDING REMARKS

Additional experimental work is needed to resolve with greater certainty the potential influence and
consequences of various geophysical phenow na upon ELF propagation.

Special initiatives are desired to further develop three-dimensional model] in order to incorporate more
complex waveguide conditions in theoretical analyses of ELF propapation. Efforts to ntudy Pon-homoge-
nous excitation regions are encouraged.
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Figure 1. Location of the Wisconsin Test Facility (WTF) and positions of the auroral Fone and
selected magnetic L-shell2. The Booker excitation region is also shown along with t:he
intensity of precipitating electrons measured on a satellite pass.
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ticut (Bannister and Williams, 1974). The error bnrs mark the 80X confidence intervals.

Also shown is the LPARL calculated ambient field strength level.
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Figure 7 Sporadic K-layer profiles used In calculations based on the measurements of Voss (private
comunication 1977). The original b., layer was observed at 105 ks, but has been raised to
118 km for these computations. Variktfona of the original profile include- inceesse of the
spike by a factor of 10.
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SPE DAY TEST CASE NO. 1
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ELF NOISE SURVEYS -A REVILW

Emil r. Soderberg
Naval Undrierwater 

t ysthemis Center
New Londonn Connectic-ut 063711ý

SUMMARY

No i5se mfeaIsremrent surveys have been made iii various qorJC aphl~iical areas to detorimiine thre
""ch arac ter I1st los of ELF noi se in power sp(ctrall Vaniat ion Wit SLii O sea 1nad tinsl Oi Iday, and Of lo~ise

correl atioii ietw~eei widely se~parated locations. Bly far, the mna ority of iveasureijiorts rave beent made (if
p-coued statiorns, witin a sisall1 number has ing linen wmade above the nartEh and( isl space, andi evenl tower hasi rint

breeni inade in the sea. The various suirveys are reviewed and the ELF noise cIliacacerist ics ini each area
ain discussed.

INlIRDIIUMiON

A variety of noise sevens% contriliates Eo the elctcrsmaqnotic rardiat ion founid ini tHis extrml-'Iy law
I reqieonny ranqe (3-3000111zIi,) Li lhbtlirii dilscli rcl i, Ilowr iline fi-ecjpljeri I' anln Power, fil in j~ inrroii
radiaL ciin, andi mairine-tospliecic pilasnii wave pherioioiiiia all tproitice enriecy whose frequeocie is f a 11 part ial ly
or- who I ly within this banii, and thins roeln''c'i piireseiit or- potential subjects of interest. to the,
coinniderat ien ci using various par'ts of the LI lhanii fori ciommuniircation pur'poses.

Ii nru hanc e ieee quite a few luiii Ui'VP' 11-i 10d"ii in Lill, r aiiln .5 .313011 lIz toi Intvrm-ni ii- lie
chiaract~er st. en aiii initenisity oi thre ve letrorraqntiriIr backqn rouiii at vaii u liocnt 'ionn about, the rilli
Most. of tho.se iinia',oiiiiiiitn av li iii ben ilae at (Ircund stat oi, 1POii l 0i 0 Wirr Mli ' Id, d a Il 11v II nainnii'i hive ur0n
iniad'' above, thel ear Lii a11id in space , vil even I 'Wer have been illi' i three sa. TI hy Inane roesl side I or at
varilety uf reanenr'z: lee' liii purpise; of sirriylinri1) popiradtrioii i'fLL ' t feciltr (Ltiliiiii nomimrrrrulnicartion
Irackitrourid noise f5. oir examrii f theil (li' Iii InUL ofi iraqis 1to'shihici CpV'ocsi-' upon poiii wjreri Iilivi f1airlr iniyJ0i

strrand( erriversi'ly, fire simily in this eflect; ofi Power I in- harimnricii' uponi iiiiinliiieii arid
oidiaqieto sliteri e processes. i vie ltihoiugh eicir cii: thoul has breeni il'ie liorii a sgrci tic pirrirani', aiid Lji'l dit [a
his3 beef] analyz'ed Within Ulii trairrrrwrrk nfit parnt iii lai obcLijitir, thry ýii1 civil rinsr- Lcit a icly ell
iirlt rrrratierr that erirnst i tutu's What sWr rirry Call ii doI I no11 Ine Liat~a bane.

Mei liirlosii. at this ir'errrt ist brief iii revii'W fih' sac urns mimi' siiiveys fLin a n' livii be snili', minI Lo
irrti naive at thisl LIl no isn ire isur-nnnr'rnl reisnirci% 11,1 i i x ml. (Tlliles 1, 2 and i) rlilt soninir(i' [.It ilir' i [ turi'

tha. nirr.,li ii ato Oni iri isi Ini the 1.1.1-[, rad . Ilii lit ul lrrwiiit ;e0Acoo,,i wi will Iak (ik alook ýit. LIA uii s'
innrasur(!einet stir eys iii the areas oftl.rri-n'nri I ino inne tilisiria raasi ii0 mIS aind I I I lilt mi' ill HOi 'i.pl

111111 SlIRIAI NIOISt

Iifir rlmnmirriri sinner ofi ni~rl 11r I-II rn''ns'txiii I mim i- ., worildide~m I hnrinii'rstrcicrr actIivit y. the noricly
iciiis;Laiii iie ureiiisi.i' ii I riqLi nlinq Ik hr~tgrrtr (I i vi(,-; ri 'a' LOa i tirruar SfIPii.1riiiu1 of Ni-ii'i y Wit in ii ii till, Ill
band, pciroaqstýsn thm aurIlir iE li eirlln.iirr;ii'n nyu y w it Li(i c ~ivtnl~y low itteinidtrion. I I riir torIinl i(aIi
Lill (I-I airilrrik (ii Gei rili me. ) Iiirw thuj L Sum I hoi, st As i a, CrnitLralI At ili ca, rind Sirnth in run tL i r1l Americo i ci n
req ions of nnmv iinrumri dtins ty, wi th air rvisril 1crIdwcid ovevin'iili' ii aIiin 211111 1flif ii uhf ceiii Iris en 1st rim

at amly urine tIllmmi iivir [tlin vr ii hi, s snrfier. fle iii vii riiiililri'l nof liihlitiuiiiq dii,6inn i f-lr i's ii Il Inn11 oririlr o 'ifi 3
Lii 1011 per second. Ili Ulu' ri~riennc y n-arnlrs of Ii Lice'l herie, twin Lypies of 1 qiItutin i qt iiliireson~irnr ibis firm
Lii iilrnnrncrl adinEion: cloud I rrelmnnm dii inilur % iiis i thei tcropic~s [hidt fpriiiucerr'leri Lranrsir'ntsini
below 411 liz (Kem-psl, 19/1 ), unit c liridl Lo-flroii I ii scl rqhisie' that liave Z: longi iit1i.ii rhir'iiIill' erirt.mnh

- -- 'riid pronduce "nslow t all rtrnniptoin' e .siL nt-'iVy alnosi Air lL (I'mine(:, 19611).
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of tine 1 rca her of ItrudrinlsrnEeirm inn end's arid inif rinal imi ntiinnI lir iri'c pr'uatL un m)iii Irutwern ftrm rvnI' vls
'inn flit' iii i'm' snurcei.ni

aiid Maxwi'l I (195/), Maixwell (1967) , qawa etL it]. (1966b), ll'rrn (19/li), and oblirris ilrrilise (19)/01)
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bretween 2011 l7 arrif P kli, anii iiar[ leiclirly ElIr(-'utteirnat iris banrd nisir 3 kllz, Sirun I i ly, IIinrrmi eif it.
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115 inly ti'romirmlf 11f.i pldii Irs ni v ruins anc' iki-'ly fin bei sriririswnrf.eduerdn~r ins 'Iir'ii 1 1h (il urn nl lii I ri-I 24 fIruir-',
rof a rmorieratly Iargefi Sll1
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Measurements of these ELF band emissions have been made at many ground stations around the world.
Tabe 1 is a partial listing of the ground stations having the capability for measurry noise in the ELF
range. The list is in the process of being updated, and several of the entries include the latest
information available from the investigators themselves through their very kind cooperation with the
author.

SS Schumann Resonance Studies

Observations of the noise in the range 3-40 Hz reveals the presence of noise peaks at approximately
7.5, 14, 21, 26 and 32 Hz. These earth resonances, predicted by W. 0. Schumann in 1952, have been
studied extensively since that time, and treatises such as Polk (1981) and Bliokh et al. (1980) smunarize
the work to date. The Schumann-ELF natural background is a closely ordered worldwide phenomenon. Its
continuity, limited dynamic range and predictable diurnal pzttern set it clearly apart from
solar-dependent geomagnetic activity (Shand, 1966). ihe levels of the Schumann resonances are quite low
"and unless the measurement locations are far from source, of man-made noise, the interference (from power
lines, railway systems, telephone ringing systems) is orders of e ignitude larger than the Schumann
oscillations (Polk, 1980). Shand (1966) compared results of observations at widely spaced stations from
Canada to the Antarctic and presents some of the data showing the amplitude-time characteristics and
power spectrum plots. Dinger and Goldstein (1980) report magnetometer measuriements of the ambient fields
in the range 0.3-40 Hz at California and Norway, in which Schumann resonances with a particularly high
ratio of signal-to-instrument noise were observed, with six orders of the resonances typically visible.
Sao et al. (1973) investigated Schumann resonances in Japan, comparing levels under qciet and severely
disturbed states of the ionosphere. Other examples of Schumann resonance spectra are found in the report
by Jones and Kemp (1970) in which they investigate discrece events of considerably large amplitude
occurring in the Schumann resonance range.

"Project Sanguine Noise Studies

the ELF noise surveys conducted under Project Sanguine (now called Seafarer) were directed toward the
determination of design parameters for a receiving system for FBM submarines. The intent of the program
was to take advantage of the much lower attenuation of the signal in sea water at extremely low
frequencies, so that submarines could run submerged at greater depths and still reliably receive
command-control signals from the mainland. An entire issue of the IEEE Transactions on Communications
(Vol. COM-22, no. 4, April 1974) has been devoted to tapers on Project Sanguine, and more recently Wait
(197/) has presented an overview of the Sanguine program.

The noise measurements were conducted in a number of areas in which a submarine was likely to
operate. Extensive measurements were reported by Evans and Griffiths (1974) in Malta, Saipan, Norway,
Greenland, Hawaii, Florida, Massachusetts, Idaho, and in the North Atlantic. Wideband recordings (5-320
Hz) were made using a whip antenna and two orthogonal horizontal loop antennas at each site. The extent
of trie noise recording program is indicated in reports by Griffiths (1972, 1975) in which it is noted
that for Malta (winter 1986-1969) there are 200 tapes, for Norway (winter, spring, summer 1969) 140
tapes, and for Saipan (summer, fall 1969) 160 tapes. Later on, in May 1972, in Saipan and Greece there
"were noise recordings of 300 hours and 200 hours, respectively. Larson (1974) reports the results of 12
months of continuous ELF ieasuric..nts in Tromso during 1969 arid 1970,and presents some 3-400 Hz data
taken at Lavangsdalen.

Narrowband (1 Hz) ELF noise data was recorded at Malta, Guam and Tromsd to study atmospheric noise
level statistics. Ginsberg (1974) reports the results cf measurements using a "Portable Atmospheric
Noise Data Acquisition" (PANDA) system, in which the vertical electric field and two orthogonal
horizontal magnetic field components were measured at four discrete frequencies between 20 and 200 Hz, in

t7 ,a nominal I Hz bandwidth. The noise surveys at Malta and Guam were quite extensive, with seven seasons
of data (October 1968 to April 1970) taken at Malta and four seisons of data (June 1969 to April 1970)
taken at Guam. Trorrse measurements coverpd the winter-sprinq season from January to May 1969.

"Davis and Meyers 11976) made wideband (2-130 Hz) ELF noise recordings for five one-month periods, in
all seasons, during 1974 and 1975 at a receiving site near Tr' , Norway. Similar measurements were
made near Pisa, Italy, for three one-month periods: July-Auq- 1975, October-November 1975, and
March-April 1976 (Goldstein et al., 19/7).

", Some of these data havy been analyzed broadband (Griffiths, 1972, 1975; Evans and Griffiths, 1974;
Larsen, 1974), but most of the emphasi3 nas been on analyzing the noise in terms of receiver design. The
non-Gaussian nature of the atmospheric noise has important implications for design considerations. Since
smost ot the energy in atmospheric noise at ELF is contained in discrete lightning impulses, , simple
noise clipping circuit in the receiver can remove most of these pulses and thus reduce the noise energy
conniderebly without significantly reducing the signal emeryy (Bernstein et al., 1974). In the Project
Sanguine analyses, the clipped noise was denoted hy N., the "efteLtive atmospheric noise density," and

, the wideband linearly ,ecorded noise by No, the 'actual atmospheric noise density." In cases where the
recorded noise has been clipped (No), ftf, actual noise is lost, and cannot be recosered for use in any
further analysis of atmospheric noise statistics. This appears to be the case for recordinrgs made after
1969 (R. Irrqram, personal comanunication)

F -
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ELF NOISE SURVEYS - A REVIEW 
1]

Emil F. Sodprberg
Naval Underwater Systems Center
New London, Connecticut 06320

SUMMARY

Noise measurement sorveys have been made in various geographical areas to determine the
characteristics of ELF noise in power spectral variation with season and time of day, and of noise
correlation betweei widely separated locations. By far, the majority of measurements have been made at
ground stations, with a small number having been made above the earth and in space, and even fewer having
been made in the sea. The various survoys are reviewed and the ELF noise characteristics in each area
are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

A variety of noise sources contributes to the electromagnetic radiation found in the extremely low
frequency range (3-3000 Hz). Lightning discharges, power- line frequencies and power line harmonic
radiation, and magnetospheric plasma wave phenomena all produce energy whose frequencies fall partially
or wholly within this band, and thus represent present or potential subjects of interest to the
consideration of using various parts of the ELF band for commeunication purposes.

There have been quite a few noise surveys made in the ranqe 3-3000 liz to determine the
characteristics and intensity of the electromagnetic background at various locations about the earth.

most of these measurements have been made at ground stations around the world, a small number have been
made above the earth and in space, and even fewer have been made in the sea. lhey have been made for a
variety of reasons: for the purpose of studying propagation effects, for determining communication
background noise, for examining the effects of magnetospheric processes upon power line transmission
systems, and conversely, for studying the effects of powerline harmonics upon ionospheric and
magnetospheric processes. Even though each of them has been done for a specific purpose, and the data
has been analyzed within the framework of a particular objective, they all contribute to a body of
information that constitutes what we may call an ELF noise data base.

The p' pose of this report is to briefly review the various noise surveys that havr been made, and to
note some of the ELF noise measurment resources that exist (Tables 1, 2 and 3) and some of the literature
that contain data on noise in the ELF band. In the following sectionil we will take a look at ELF noise
measurement surveys in the areas of terrestrial noise, plasma wave noise and ELF noise in the sea.

TERRESTRIAL NOISE

Th( dominant source of natural ELF terrestrial noise is worldwide thunderstorm activity. The nearly
constant occurrence of lightning discharges gives rise to a broad spectrum of energy which, in the ELF
baud, propagates throughout the earth-ionosphere cavity with relatively low attenuation. Climatological
data (Handbook of Geophysics) show that Southeast Asia, Central Africa, and South and Central America are
regions of maximum activity, with an overall worldwide average of a'esost 2000 lightning centers existing
at any one time over the earth's surface. The mean number of lightning discharges is on the order of 30
to 100 per second. In the frequency range of interest here, two types ,,f lightning are responsible for
the observed radiation: cloud-to-cloud discharges in the tropics that produce large transient signalý
below 40 lIz (Kemp, 1971), and cloud-to-ground discharges that nave a long discharge-current time constant
and produce "slow tail" atmospherics with energy above 40 Hz (Pierce, 1960).

At the lower end of the ELF band, the energy from vertical (cloud-to-cloud and cloud-to-ground)
lightning strokes excite the earth-ionosphere cavity and give rise to resonance peaks in the noise
spectrum, called the Schumann resonances (covered in a section below). Studies of the characteristi(s of
these resonances (relative mode amplitudes, mode-splitting, resonance Q) may be used to give indications
of the locations of thunderstorm centers and information about the propagation path between the receiver
and the noise sources.

Observations of atnmospheric noise in and above the Schumann resonance region have been made by Watt
and Maxwell (1957), Maxwell (1967), Ogawa et al. (1966), Barr (1970), and others. Horper (1970)
discusses the use of atmospherics for studying the ionosphere. Barr (1970) has investigated the region
between 20 Hz and 12 kHz, and particularly the attenuation band Pear 3 kHz. Similarly, Dinger et al.
(1980) report measurements in the range 1-4 kHz, noting a diurnal variation that suggested the existence
of a large propagation anisotropy in the nighttime earth-ionosphere waveguide at 3 kHz. Fraser-Smith and
Helliwell (1980) describe the variations in amplitude and rate of occurrence of ELF sferics in Antarctica
caused by a solar proton event (SE), and note that man-made lower-ELF signals propagating over paths
passing through the polar regions are likely to be somewhat reduced in strength during the first 24 hours
of a moderately large SeE.

Very striking displays of energy are seen in the whistlers, whicll althnugh mainly VLF phenomena,
extend down into the ELF range. Throughout the ELF band are also seen the effects of man-made noise at
the power line frequencies and their harmonics. lhese are examined in the sections below.
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Wh Ist 1 ers

Whistlers are mainly VLF phenomena, but their lower frequencies often extend into the ELI band. lhey
are observed mainly in the range 300 Hz to 30 kHz, and are produced by the electromagnetic impulses of
lightning as a result of interaction with the earth's magnetic field lines. lhe energy from the
lightning impulse e-ters the ionosphere where it is guided by the earth's field into the opposite
hemisphere. Dispersion in the ionosphere stretches the original impulse into a gliding tone, which is
called a whistler. Bullough and Sagredo (1973) describe their direction finding studies of whistlers, to
locate where each whistler emerges from the ionosphere. The determination of whistler location provides
information on the spatial distribution of thermal plasma, so that the l c'ation of the plasmapause can be
monitored (Rycroft, 1974). The rich variety of whistler structure has been well documented and
illustrated, and references such as Katsufrakis (1964). llelliwell (1965) and heacock (1974) provide many
examples of whistlers and other emissions in the ELF/VLF range.

Power Line Harmonic Radiation (PLHR)

Harmonics of the fundamental frequency (50 or 60 Hz) are produred on power lines when transient loads
are applied or non-linear rectifiers are used. lhe resulting power line harmonic radiation (PLHR), which
has frequency components up to 8 kHz, has been observed to stimulate strong wave-particle and wave-wave
interactions in the magnetosphere. The PLHR wave may he amplified in its passage through the interaction
region, and as it echoes froel hemisphere to hemispere inside whistler ducts, new emissions may be
triggered, adding to the coml lex structure of the received signals (Park et al., 1980). Many striking
examples of PI-HR-induced activity are shown by Park (19/7), with most of the energy concentrated in the
VLF range but with some effects e>tending in o the ELI: band. A study by Barr (1979) of the ELF radiation
from the New Zealand power system shows no power line harmonics above 1500 Hz, but there is a strong 300
Hz signal radiated from the d.c. power grid. lie suggests that it might be profitable to search for
correlations between magnetospheric ELF signals recorded on satellites and the location of the world's
d.c. power lines, rather than to concentrate only on the effect of a.e. power grids.

ELF NOISE FROM PLASMA WAVE PHENOMENA

The term "plasma waves" refers to waves that are generated in plasma or have their wave
characteristics significantly modified by the presence of plasma. They may be predominantly
electromagnetic (having both electric and magnetic fields produced by current fluctuations) or
electrostatic (having only an electric field produced by charge fluctuations). Shawhan (1979) in his
review of magnetospheric plasma wave research provides a listing of some 27 plasma wave phenomena, along
with their typical locations, observed frequencits, and a brief statement about their wave properties.
0f these phenomena, 22 contain energy with frequencies that fall partially or wholly within the ELF band,
and some of these, at least, may be significant to prospective communication applications in this
region.

In the area of the magnetosheath and the bow shock are found electrostatic turbulence between 200 Hz
and 4 kHz, and electromagnetic turbulence from 20 lz to 4 klz. Electromagnetic wave packets, referred to
as lions roars, occur at about 120 Ilz with durations of about 2 seconds, and seem to be related to the
level of geomagnetic activity. Above 500 llz there is a weak broadband radiation apparently associated
with energetic electrons in the outer radiation zone. In the magnetotail and plasma shevet is observed a
broadband electrostatic noise in the range of 10 IUz to several kHz which is both intense and frequent and
seems to be associated with streaming keV protons. Broadband electrostatic emission in the region of the
polar cusp extends up to 100 kHz but peaks in the 10-50 llz range. Also associated with the cusp is a
1-300 Hz[ and of magnetic noise.

Auroral hiss occurs in the kllz range and can be observed both on Lhe ground and from satellites.
Intense electrostatic wave turbulence utours at about 100 lIz with amplitudes up to 50 mV/im. At higher
altitudes the noise peaks in the 10-50 Hlz range with amplitudes of 10 mV/m. Plasmaspheric hiss, in the
range 100-1000 Hz, is found throughout the plasmasphere, particularly during periods of magnetic
activity.

Certain of these plasma wave effects are observable at ground stations. Because of the shielding
effect of the earth's magnetic field, the energetic particles, electrons and ions, mainly influence the
high latitude ionosphere, and as a result the observations of plasma wave processes have been
concentrated in the higher latitudes. Investigations such as reported by Holtet and Egeland (1969) show
bands of emission in the ELF range that are attributable to these magnetospheric processes. Sate et al.
(1980) describe observations of polar chorus, quasi-periodic emissions, and aureral hiss at high latitude
stations in Antarctica and Iceland. Coordinated seasurements between ground and satellite stations are
being conducted to provide comparative data for the study of these phenomena (Perraut et al., 1978; Sate
et al., 1g80).

There are quite a few satellites that have the capability loe measuring the effects of plasma wave
phenomena in the ELF range. Some of these are listed in lable 2. Most of the satellites listed can
detect both elec:tric and magnetic fields although some have only magnetic sensors, lhe references in
Table 2 contain examples of the various types of FILF plassa wave emissions. Much of the data is the form
of frequency-time spectrograms which provide a very effective means for qualitative analysis and for
comprehensiorn of the behavior of the phenomena. Uata such as these provide a data base for the study of
background noise as it affects potential ELF space communnications.

S. .... I .S



ELF NOISE IN THE SEA

ELF noise in the sea consists, almost entirely of atmotpheric noise-related eneroy. There may be some
relatively local contributions from industrial noise and power transmission lines, but the dominant
contribution appears to come from thunderstorm activity. Because of the low attenuation of waves
propagating in the earth-ionosphere waveguide, lightning strokes all over the earth contribute to the
atmospheric noise at any point over the ocean. Nearby thunderstorms contribute large but relatively
infrequent impulses, while the numerous remote thunderstorms provide a background of smaller but denser
impulses. The atmosphen ic noise, then, consists of impulsive waves with random arrival angles and times.

The majority of the arriving waves, those from rw,.Ž thunderstorms, are transverse magnetic (TM)
waves, i.e., having a vertical electric field and a horizontal magnetic field. In the earth-ionosphere
cavity, when the free-space wavelength is large compared with the height of ionosphere, as is the case
for the frequencies considered here, only the 11M mode can propagate. The transverse electric (TE) mode
is completely attenuated beyond the immediate vicinity of the source (Wait, 1970; Polk, 1981).

If we assume an arriving impulse to be a TM mode plane wave, its vertical electric field Ev and
horizontal magnetic field H are related by

11/2
H =EV (I

Sinco tangential H is continuous across the air-sea boundary, I just below the surface is also given by
(1). For propagation in a lossy medium, where the conduction current is much greater than the
displacement current (o >> y), the horizontal electric field EH just below the surface is related to

,]y the horizontal magnetic field H1 just below the surface by the wave impedance of sea water, so that

LH - H (2)

or

E W (iw) 1/2EH Ev (3)

The horizontal electric field in the sea, Ell, is polarized in the direction of propagation of the plane
wave above the sea.

As this refracted wave (EH, II) propagates downward into the sea, it is attenuated by the lossy
medium. The horizontal electric field E at depth z below the surface is given by

E = EH e-z/a (4)

where a '421/.e.

Measurements of Ft_ electric fields in the sea have been made by a number of investigators, using
surface ships and plui.forms as well as deep submersibles. In 1966, Selzer and others (1966, 1968)
reported electric and magnetic measurements made using the French bathyscaphe "Archimede" in deep waters
of Greece, Puerto Rico, Toulon, and ti~e Island of Madeira. Similar work was done sing the Cousteau
"Diving Saucer" off the coast of Baja California (Soderberg, 1966, 1969), and later, using the
Westinghouse Deepstar 4000 in deep waters near the Bahamas (Soderberg, 1976) to measure the horizontal
electric field at several depths between the ocean surface and the ocean bottom.

These deep water measurements showed the fields to be attenuated with depth as expected from eq. (4)
above (with semu qualifications), falling to indistinguishable levels at some intermediate depth. In all
cases, however, as the bottom was approached there was an increase in noise level that suggested a
contribution from below, it was speculated, but not proved, that this noise may have been atmospheric
noise conducted from shore outward along the ocean bottom.

Open ocean measurements made from a surface ship were reported by Soderberg and Finkle (1970). Data
taken simultaneously in and above the sea showed the close correlation between the horizontal electric
field in the wate., and the vertical field in the air. More recent surface ship measurements of in-water
electric fields have been reported by Artamonov et al. (1979) in the Black Sea and by Karnaushenko (1980)
in the Black Sea, the Tyrrhenian Sea and the tropical A,.rts of the North Atlantic.

Shallow water measurements have been reported by Brock-Nannestad (lq65, 1966), Strarup (1966),
Strarup and Tacconi (1968), and Taccon' (1974, 1981). lhe ELF electric "Ilds in these waters are
strongly dependent upon the bottom conductivity and the y ometry of the body of water, and are studied to
investigate the complex relationship between the fields in the air, earth, and water near a shoreline.

Relatively few studios have been made in the area of ELF noise in the sea (see Table 3). A
significant factor has been the prohihitive cost of ship support for at-sea expeditions of this type,
especially when there has been no duimonstrated urgency to support at. application such as communications.
One may argue that the problem is only to know what the ELF noise level is over the ocean by
extrapolation from land measurements, and from there, simply use a graph of boundary loss and depth
attenuation tc find the noise in the sea. But From an earth physics standpoint, one would be quite
intersted in, for example, investigating the effects of discontinuities in sea water electrical
conductivity at edges of the Gulf Stream, and in studying the distribution of noise as a function of
distance from a coastline. Much interesting work remains to be done in this ,rea.

a . . .- '" : ' • • [ • 3
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

The study of ELF noise is of importance in establishing the limitinig factors affecting conununicat ions
in this frequency range. The many noise surveys done throughout the past several decades have revealed
the variety of natural noise background characteristics to be dealt with, in terms of geographic
location, time and season, and the medium in which the receiver is located. Developments in technology
have brought about new concepts in measurement techniques, increased instrument sensitivities, and new
capabilities in transporting instrumentation to remote places, into the sea, and into space. The present
knowledge of ELF noise sources represents a significant body of information upon which coulo be built, a
more extensive data base for pndictirug the expected noise levels at receiver locations. The combined
efforts of the several multi-station ELF noise monitoring facilities now operating and those proposed to
be established, would represent an important step in providing the variational data needed for noise

prediction.
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DISCUSSION EPP FALL 81 REEIING
MEDIUM, LONG, AND VERY LONG IWVE PROPAGATION

(AT FREQUENCIES LESS THAN 3000 I1KHZ)

SESSION 2

PAPER: 10. OYVERVIEN OF ELF PROPAGATION
AUTHOR: P. Bannister
COWttENTER: E. k. Schmerling
QUESTION: You showed some very impressive agreement between measured attenuation versus
distance arid your theoretical computations. Do you have any idea what solar cycle variations
might be expected? These would be of two kinds. The first type is the charge in the ionosphere
over the epoch of the solar' cycle. The second type is the varying effects of particle
precipitation which seem to maximize during the failing part of the sunspot cycle. Do you have
any feeling for this?
RESPONSE: The measurements talken so far do not extend over a sunspot cycle. We have
rneasurweilrrts taken in 1970 to W972. One path was froin the transmitter to Alaska. Ne also
measured in Greenland, Norway, and Greece. There was some directional dependence upon these
paths. But the directional dependence of the attenuation rate was very small, on the order of
0.2 to 0.3 dO3 per megameter.

PAPER: 10. OVERVIEW OF ELF PROPAGATION
AUTHOR: P. arannist(rr
CI'IMENTER-: F. Hossey
QUESTI•N: Could you commenet on the possible interferenck. effects arising from forward and
backpath sign1als at ELF?
RESPONSE: The author showed an example of three weeks average data taken in the Pacific at a
distance of 11.5 Megameters. There appeared to be interference around surisel. over Wisconsin,
where the direct path is a daytime path and the excitation factor over the transmitter is
changing. The excitation factor was lower at night. Tire path coming the other way is mostly
night--time propagation. Tire difference between the two paths is approximately , to 10 dBl. You
can get some interference pattern dependinig on the r el ativr# phasing. Ne hake ? unme other
measurements taken in a different area where it looks like it is a possibility you can get
substantial interfereince from anr around the "oil d patth, which s1OLWrS yOU that the atriruation
rates are low olr tte average.
You won't see tire irrterfererice on a nigh t-time patti which lias I s attenuation. lhe paN, a f-h ound
tile other way has higherl atteirruation sirrue it is in daytimre.

PAPEII: 10. ELRVYIEN OF- ELF PROPAGATION
AUIUHIR: P. Harnarii ter,
CMIHENFER: r. B. dones
QUESTION: Since so much of your% explanation of these di sturbariciE' hinges on the
Sporadic-E-Layer bei ny formed at nighllt pr'ticurl arly, dio you have obser'vatUons where you knew
that a Sporadic L Layer was pr-ese.nt? For example from the roirosnndes in thle LIE.

RESPONSE: No, we don't. That is uice reason wiry we want to take some SpOradir --r mensutremerhts at
tIre salfls tIllse we are takirig rintue lrr [rrnj.; r t Ion ifliiastirplllent%

PAPER: 10. iOERVIEW 01 ELF PROPAUAI'lON
AUTIIOR: P. Bannister
C"rlIENTER: J. B. Reagan
GUESTION: Nhat is known if anythi ng ahout how much of the ELI- ercr'gy I eak: up into th,
magnetosphere through the ) -Region?
RESPONSL: As far as I know, there is not much kirnorn ibuout this. With some of Rooker' 's i cent
calculations you can get a rough idea of what duet., lI ak through. From what I remember uroin iis
last paper I Wiould say IlI to 15 per' ceit.

PAPER: I1 ELF PROPAGATION 114 DOUTURIEI) LWIRONMENIS
AUItILR: L. C. Field
CC"tIENrER: F. J. Kelly
COMMENT: A very nice talk. You might find some confirmation in the calculations by Galejar,
reference amine of his work, back. in 1970. He made a simrilar calculat:oo: but employing a
different integral. Ills work was presented at one of our VLF Propagation 'teetings before he
died in 1974. You might want to look at his work to help rOIrfll'rl somlle of your' cal ulatiorri.
RESPONSE: Thank you, I will.

PAPER: It ELF PROPAGATION IN DISTIURBLD E'IIRONMENTS
AUTHOR: E. C. Field
CIWIENTER: J. S. Belrose
QUESTION: At VLF, the ice-caps in Lireenland arid Antarctic are very important. Especially dur'ing
disturbance event s when tihe lower boundary orf the iunosphtre moves down to very low heights,.
Has any work been done to show whether it has an ,flect at ELF?
RLSPONSL: I have not done specific calculations at ElF to snie what the offec t of the ice caprs
would be, but the frequency in, so low, I t irk 4 even l0--` mhos per meter wouldIn' t affect
p,-npagption very Much.
Di. Imnhof's paper addresses this.

PAPER: it LIF PROPAGATION IN DISTURBLD LNVIIIfENtLNI S
AUIHOR: L. U. Field
(.0•IFNTWR: I. RBrrk-Nanne'stad

-.. .. . _iI I---
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PAPER: 11 ELF PROPAGATION IN DISTURBED EI$IROMNENTS
AUTIIOR: E. C. Field
COFEI'TEP: L. Brock-Nannestad
QUESTION: What happens to the phase durirg i s trong disturbances? .
RESPONSE: The phase changes by several tens of degrees. Although we have performed a large
number of phase calculations. I have .... in the interest of brevity... restri.-ted the
presuntatiot, to the effects of disturbances oi amplitude.

PAPER: 12 ELF PROPAGATION IN POLAR AREAS, NEASUREJENTS iAND 1TIElRe!lIGAt. FIELD STNRI.NGdI
PREDICTIONS
AUTHOR: N. L. Imhof

CONMMENTER: L. R. Schmerling
CoIIENr : I am puZzled at the lIage effects due to Sporadic--E. I wvnder if you could cotmnent;'
In other parts of your paper the thrust has been on the electrot conicr- trationn in the 40 to IOU
km. region as being important. tienerally sppeaking spor-adic-F is around 105 kilometers
RESPONSE : It is clearly some kind of reesonant effect that none of us has understood in great
deta I .
(E. C. Field Corrmment) The effect wruld be most important at failly high latitud,'s at nigght vwlhen
ELI: .aiqnals can lesk out of the wave .guide and strike a r'esonanlt effect almost I Eke a qual ter
wave plate effecIt with a Spol adic E region, Under daytime condition; or ,. -c latt tudes where
the energy does riot aot tip that high, thnm you would tot expect very much of an ef-fect.

PAPER: 12 ELF PROPAIWITION IN POLAR AREAS, IIEASURENENTS F"ND THF-RLI ICAL FIELD SFRENGIII
PRI:O,- I CT I ANS 3
AUTHOR: II. L. Imhof
COIIIIENTEIR : F. J. Kelly
CMt•IEHT: I want to thanV, the author fur a ver; fine presentation,. Nost authors today have
centered attention on the E Layer as the likely Cause of "annolalu0oS propagationi. Ihen faleins
did some calculations on sporadic E effects, in the ear ly 70's, lie foutid that it I esntarice
between the F Layer and the F--Layer als•o played an important role in deteimiriing the
attetnuation of LLF waves at night. Sur:e the F -keglon has its; own vart.bil ity with tiuglhs athd
tiepletiin,, sometimrns eccurtirig, we ha't.O ati extra COTIpl1iratioti that int o itti the enhiplatmatiom
of any obserived effect;.
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Ic -rii~~~;THEiPASE ArC] AMPP LiliIF OF A VFWI' S. CA I*iiAVis CnIMriPAI Cr 'I

* T~~~~l'i - aics 11!1"c C'I.]o-rl r'i

4 llrriverait", of Leicestor

r ~ICe iteltur Englandi

SUMMARY

ir The terrestrial propagation of VIEP radio waves can coinvenirently be conciie.'ed in terirrai of a conducting
spherical icarllb oseroonided by a concentric electron-airn plasmna into which. waves are isrincireil from a.
Paertiuian di]Jote source: situated onl the earth 'a surface . l1ire applcifatien of Masxwel~l 's erjauiiono and(
tire ppropriate bound~ary roaditioinr)ic, 1 owa Llie vertical. cýiectrie floi I crts'irgti to lit' ral erciateil at mty point
remnote from the tr.ancnititer. Tfhe forme of thle soLution ia a a erie;; commotion of zocial harmonica whinch
requires a large icgiitai computer for its evaluation. 11ub direct approach forima thle v~oal haormonict

Before tile advont of' large computers an approximatioin witk! cvlc'rlopen Alerrol)1 r ti curios sowinectiocl to
be undertakent. This consista of forming, a compiex cterifor tirrc Clericv Irl-col xrhiflli is ccpresaed .1o
a sO~il of residue.,c which , after suitabile C r'arrfoernmticrr, brecome itle wavui;rrerir riarec. 'fcl-s ropjiagitionl is

thien ýesucr "bed in terms of tire propagati'rl, mods icc iiitir splre,'ir';r I avrc'sri n farmer] IcY tire earth as sire

wall sand the, iconospliere as tire oiler.

A asomewirat differeont cappr ea~h ir 1 c eil aye] i illwauCrrr th ruo-ol Iecii rip rr. iaor''le ;lu-popagatiCon patb is
rhivi did '.9rio tiree principal rfigicrocan soil lut inuri oh tailit-ri whrich iro nou it riC iike uior If r'com rniciS.'
optic.. oia isniothoci Achieves irigir speed of crimputatiioirnn al c rr; rljCieoirl Lo iif'rrsr~swe I I010--Il-I,
ripper liit of tire VIE' Irrrin.

The variation ao' thre phase_ s~d amprlitudie of a VhF wvi- so :k furrctionri rf clist:iact' fromr the trairsrcittre 1[;,::
beer calculated by means o, cinch of tire three oxnýJlycis tur'Crirlquec foeic-irrI'o'rrnrlrK-r-rrr -ilrra
tlre recults clijrrci c-i C -rlCc:ii t~lirr1' LA. nrr'cirrr r~i-ho Irerlrrrlrc:lieii

s* IFTRIOFiJCTIONI

Tlaw sari very tow OX,' diY) fre(Irjuuoy radic wavec teeý reflec tor from tire lowest Nkit of the iooocpicrer aurd
extensive studies, of their reflection proceucec Cr-ave boen carried out sincrr the ear']ieat nays3 of rardic.
These investigations shrcw that, apart from tire nonriac sard:.iboast periods, tire propagation is chararcter-
"i. b Ily Crighr stability both in, phase and amp; iturie. Furtheimore, little attcncmtiorr of tire wavi-c talc a

>4 ~place at ref
1 

net 'on und aa a reaul t they eon propagcrte to very great distancos via the ioooaciropre.

TPire great disalvantrige of tire 1,i11' andt [11- bands is the linriteri baoridwdtii availabire and tire lirigr rent anrd

'ow efficiency of tire trauiamitting Lnoasts.lationo. lcecarreo of tirenec factors thIreF1- bancia Crane berýn mere('

extensivcjly cleveleperr. In recent ye~ars threre Crac beerr a 'rlnerroer interest in tire low freueancy barrio
primarily (Icr. to tuner roe in na-nigational oicds. The inhrerent phruse stahility of thce, prropuroationir - anl
rca--ntis i foote -' of any vror'] c-wc'ie2 rir-vigatiarr riys tisir. f'irs I crepe ckirr cdepthr in itire earth'r.a surfarce for
ltir''o 'rr-i'~ lia., [-C) lees expl oited rir-criti y far- sirir-Iarr'fat,' arrrilrrrieatirrs , gseloi otcati i'cpuc rolli

niiru renecre apjr t tio f
0 0

;,

IIr ori si'CI to iC t ccliii ' tire Li ccly piriformance' rof Irci'' rarilirryo t r~i~ thCe plico ass id anirC tt rile most be
"oltorasre'l as -a furretiori of cijatairci- A.orn tire teciallunOtee far voricac ionospireric eerrd

1
4tions arid gcirrii 9

eoiilctiveiitico. m1icc principal analytical tecirhr 1 0iict are crirreitly in acse. Tire obJject of thiri papeLr

to to rcisein he these methords arid trr eumpinre tire roan C 15 oh aicireri rciirg thiierr.

p.MCA '21011~i OF ligi-ECrTION r:OFtwi-,Ir -l-,ru'ý

At, I, srrri)J ercpc~irnl.l y at. very Il ow fr-ernrrcoci cc, tire .ridiirn tlri'rrrig~i whrichr tire wave lrcgil calut vary

ii01-Crrr'u abir itc the ninoC o cf on ay riiC.'la e dryll CVr Iti on ral ray rip ti leorsud to rjtesC_ ire thre puiiaga lion
A6r C HYi enanio wae W5 thiiirorigi the i onoa:piw (it, irr rr gor' app]liea . In] 1l wojve n-oliint ioils arc requriire d in; wiiiclC

t,- wave fie ri , are ta
1 

so tid Il i*t rily points ir tirr: rcourzuc orf c wave Lerc1'tii A ricaiier cr1]'tfill wave
licrt- o t ant re n'ri'r''CrlI IA l'R'i il:II

1

dh irf
t
forenc niti cilrj'ir ,i u; pocie-rinlIg tire '11.1in'rirctir -ini rIr C L!" ir-Ire ov }rhr'crrr irr'crc' rnI-I

ii- -Meg'rýIorir, thlurr Urtirc nh f cIil !cci rctiirr if; 'rit - it II tn lit! i1:r in r -rr l rnctiit(oilr cr1 al CI''I:Lctiruri th
HIf r'i'r' Ci eir'lril-tiori- tiil III rcrllrrr fiŽIi 'i i 'r,1 -(-mrE lire Iriso i'rr'r fir' I C rrr'riw i -I acItjr ritnn

inI ic-iin.! hrr airirnir Il-'-rlc- lt--- I irri Ie r o* 
1

ccItn

-ur r-ili'\ l n-C I it. r1 I lpr'i IClli' i--oI!!-r' ira' retf I r1l i, till -'IOeihri.-'lrtr

ci.... cu 'd i 1 clii i l rrr :rc ii i rHit r 'x n iirr 1- i, r 1,!' r i'-sar , Iiie5 iii i~lt"

... .. W:i' ic !.' '-Jinicl j"!: ....... h''~ -- r n cIn'rLa l Hai r11 i i i I ir
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1
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The equat~ion of' motion of a single electron in the wove fiel.d may be written as

OF Mi

where the susceptibility tensor M is given by

U ~ -xz -jY u y2

_ I jYz - jY X
[ y y -j Yj

The conventional notatieii of the magne~to-ionic theory is ukmed throughout.

Following Pitteway ('1965) the coordvinte axeu are defined by the earth's field, and are chiosen. no that Y
vanishes. Y is assumred constant at all heights. x

The fouir wave field equations call be written in matrix form

e' jkTe (3)

Where e is the column rector

m -E

ifl
K

H

and T' is a 4 xc 4 matrix.

-jiB BPmB3 1 2b lB 3

jnB1I -mB 21 - fB7 3 mB 3
-Is /B 4  1 -1 - 13 + XY/2Ay -mITD I13

2 4 y ?2
1 Il _ -3 .5 -1inl - Bj1 -jmB IJ113 1

where

B -XJY /a
1 yY.`

-U (? - y, )/a 1 +- x(U'.' -)

B4 XY zU - X)/Cr

1 - xuj(u - a)a C - U(U -. y )-x(uj' - W

'ide tiucirlecr.l wiave no"Illan ha lvi irectionl con iller: I , 111, a1 and the flriactionol dependeaceu !ruruej thll'rgfi the
variation if X and IJ wiuf' height.

'The ["owI. iii ear :111' Peat Jul epic t iooi (B) avep totegitelr io curoie vcall y. 'Pthe a orilpo t- formon dcvi vatlye a of
(5) akt the ;toiLiar,: val sea (at: g-c'at hieighit.;) arid '01cc thien;e to calculote the w;ave lielIdi3 ot a ;lightI

Ie iet higift. lieth- ge )01 yiIO.iiia I i oreC 11cud to fit I.hle :3ol tl Iona of the diff'ereii ci a. equala ionil by

f iIa a oor r; ceui!A'a Lact a of lri'iva Live)3 at echl lie; Ilt . T :C 3ii'oceau; is t lin repea1ted toward(s tieI
lait tomi of thleiri icaiwhitcrc unmitt freir ujiace in reuelie I. Here tife 3ol mitt 0 5 in cc parc ted inate upgrýitlm sarI
'l'airgotng ;ojotlullrt;aorald the roth m. L;Uiaii lroor ucir eceftiientertu dtevai.aed .

uare ratle. raken duliriti', Ucl..ni'lmriiriieo :irat in'' ii ion Lo rti ritiii' tlio. the two cclau~ioiu rerrinir irirlpecilnr~il.
hittll rrri;Li; ioa a applied 1.c I Icr e rail j"i;3 ac t echcl i.riuen'tioii,111 !Atop co h'll the Z!ecOrld v;oll mtiri i.,-

iiiit r:,Wairpod by lieo lairciDi IiI i ,o~l 'hcii. rI1ll 'I' I ii of' I Irc!ir tecliri~kqiieu aie l; -ii(1 b3y IlLotway(p6)

A r;rriimerliril1, dii'l F(in I apfir'c'iehi Lu I'atII -wolve (ili (:III il iorn; baa beeii liioliaai' lby A] laniir (19'?0) aild Al train rail
1

,or'y (1p! lrr i' illý~j iijii ý ratlior cr; modi ii' Ladt( give 'Pa fitII-wove' irdiilraiy c1oil extraori'IIar'

tI-a a ni i ,i Ic. IJj: of' , th i .[liI' tarm caite'i 'il viii' I lrirr 'l'1ir -atio of tIt,' Latrin:iritte'l

W c'in
1
'
1

ccirte t !irriy flux I;o rtle iaet'cimtu value iii' inHien cah! eli o Irfel Lee ,: iirtirra. lhIm Tfr].
1

-wove rdtihi
iii'i~i prim r tii-u i rii i r;irine rrriinl 1 "A ' I 'iii i'er .ceil ;I rrr1 liii'iiti mIiriirrleal' U irrt. j1';llm' i0rI OCri I tittflr

''irt.'ircair he( ;atarri fr,'rriraqirl catcl ml tolen;. 'T'' cv i-iroriie" liii' lhawr'iicfjit a glericilli/en Iliii
il[] rrpUC:lurI :irl:0 y! :;W m d rV fliel. hq All ,iil c il" i Cf 131y( lii),!, 19,1o). I i" i1t i, ile' i iic i ii a I aulie

WiIlC thi rch ". rIn' I ay I uja r f"Itrlir'itrnc0 L a ci lric'Lr'I- r'ý ei'tira " I' rl1I iot'ci'eolct wlrlcwilnr rniiiiirci, rollI I overn i
. 1 1.:tI'I:;ir ,r '' I c' I -!f r r, i 'u i , 1,11! ti.-!r ; i') f, li1i' kY I -ee Ail~r i terrLiv'- li'unl Ir' cr pe~iU;ta m pre O'O i . I yc

ali'ex r uye'rr a-i .]]irt. Lite r ae ')If' the :J. l ii l b'I inriei'i il'ii Ioi g'Taa r'l krwiw rl!;gi'Nirg the
,,Vinrrdl I -mt I Ire

t 
liar ild iiiiiirric at'i I' rrl ii'l' x i oh 1Wm L'iti I 10iaiililiir;Cu lirr-c inl tm-r''4 or tIm(,

ri rrl d oli Ior, amid lvir['I- l a ( 'Ih ml ; I cI o h )I LIh' comrp I cx reft irir IiriiL f on ld ýniiv rn i (ii rrlf i c! vif! ta fre
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ili~[Wlriiiilc for say given height dliztribution of electron iieinsity and coLlis9ion frequecncy. Panraimieters ouch

an tile wave frequenc~ty, path azimuth, atiil e of jineidenee, and gooenagnetic field intensity oire easily varied.

'finn the reflection parameters of VIJi' and IF waove ean 
Th

e cal cualted for conditioas reproocritotivo of any

t ine, of tany, niw-,os and ggrpiel 1oration. (l ecrl.y th in tool riiqio providesi a powerfVol tool[. inl te

loieigs and upealj.±on of any Vr.1'/hI r~ctoli wave nyt;Len.

3. fl;lI-I'T'lIJA 1, PRlOPAIAA 'IOi

Io thei the ret cleI t ceo to it of aong Ii:tancv tee ri-nLron rs . pe apolat imoi of VI`I/IF wavoli it 10 00 Lolosn'y to

Aividi(' the p-au tmo2 the waVOu in to rapton oiiaicc mode n ouit:AcI L. liemonice lic meaiii La treatL tlhere separnitel y

lm;11 tile ref I orti~our ccfl Violent niamril I? of' the form,

.LE: L]

is calcxil.'tud fr a roalisttc model. ionosphere ( I.e. one which is unub utiopir and verticallty iuihiainothi'neoti)

uslcff one of the lull1-wave toeliniquenl derived is the Previous sectioni. Tile model can be civilytiecal or

hanoId on expnrimentall y orcained oleetron acnisity sod col lntoi, £rejiiuney profilee. Propagation be.low

tile olnoopliero to grert. ii hatosee from the tranomitter in; thee usual Ly resnidered is Ltcrns of the1

propugat i g noilir iin th liopl-iu tal wavegol de formed by LIhe vanot al l 01n0 wa ll. and thile ionoosphl re an the

'fl10 mctluemamieal tretament of the Propagation in suchi a wavegulde, wheure this ionosploro in represented

by a eoloviieciic Inatrople ueletron-ion plascma, was rdo relpodl Iiialy yearn ago (Ilatnom , 1919). Solutionsa

ate cxpI' ennitill t er'iiLi if' ai iieI'ie of zcia hn Iarmoni cs, Which Wlillt be deriveno Iii ofley here *

Gonhihier a ophiiri cal. coot' iike in La ayteii far a mocdel tý ~rentrzma.t Lopliere of radius r - a narroIjnided by a1

cnenieitri'c plaenma exteiidling fromi r - to 1' - (Phl 1".1) . Iloji-IIo 1i'eryno~ rr 111ied UPi iiii1 i1'ili'i in' oi by their

01 ctric !'.)natant;;, cxprannr'iI~ in teoma of the wave numoiib ki. Iliie, Iie inoIg the earthi'n; magnetic fiol d,

For a r, c a P it. ii1 (5)

iii ate i riefese Li vi, index of' region -1

wi ;lIfI V illo fre'aipicny.

For1_0<r< a ItiIt, W n E. bio Po (6)

Whore C ci, n tMiv, volelccli' Ic 00110ii

u - reriiul coiiductivity

k- ill x lid
t
/ Iliii

1

-c F w-T 7v i-w)

Where wi pla nun frequleicy -~ le P

II L i

Il i muo' ihetunity of oe tioiiii

G, el,,, I:roll Charg

v ,lertoeli 0(1l Ih i n ulo e'l-wioicy.

TI e dec tro dlyti i.e Nlil-e In; -IV~ 1nd -0 s erivilre F'romi 'uwloctIls eiuaiiot bu

V x 1; h 1I . 1 
(I

V a JII - ' 0 IV dý (9)

owl 
00)

:;' ix i.rrrirciIu r'Ii' h. '''l; In:wl:ri'1.,lAQ1l; E , IIV, 11 1[ II) nay bin ctiieilaterh Iy a di I'feioilti.iatioii

(.. .... 11)v
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In particular the field component E is given as (Hertz, 1889, Debye, 1909),r

Er = [exp(iwt)• ]_ [sine_ _ a j b = a + (altitude of transmitter) (12)

e
where T refers to vertical electric source dipole, provided the problem can be reduced to one of two
dimensions,

T = 0 (13)

The model for the source or transmitter is specified by the primary Hertz vector (Johler & Berry 1962),

-r e Iol[ c ]expit - ikD] (14)0 -ikD

4f Yr

where the source dipole current moment I 1 = 4-

0 c
0

The solution of the wave equation (11) given the condition (13) depends upon the separation of the
variables 8 and r,

Y- = f(r) F(e) (15)

It can be shown (Stratton, 1941) that the solutions may be written as a series of zonal harmonics of the
form,

[ *n(k) + Yn C(2)(kr)] P(COS 8) (16)

where on and Y nare constants and

*n4Z) = n._z Jn+4 (z) (17)n2

(2) W= iz H(2) (z) (18)•n2(= T- n+-,

J (z) and H (2 z) are Bessel and Hankel functions of order (n + J) and argument z (Watson, 1958).
n44 n44

Forming a solution of the type given by (16) and applying boundary conditions to determine the constants
n and Y (Johler & Berry, 1962; Johler & Berry, 1964) the following rigorous solution for the special

case of a = b = r may be obtained,

E r = Il .c n(n+1)(2n+l)Pn(COSe)c(2)(kIa)*(kIa)

k 1a -- n=O

X + n~) -,.2 (k a) .1 n T .s -4kla) 1 - R4S)n T~s) (19)i(k1a) 1 (k 1 a)

where R(s) and T(s) are reflection coefficients containing focussing or convergence-divergence factors,n n

R(s) : -C (1)(ka) R (20)
n (k1a)

T(s) : (2) (k1C) T (21)n C (1) (k 1C) n

R and T are non-spherical reflection coefficients and are defined in terms of the functions (17) and
(18) by n Johler, 1964

Equation (19) has been derived for an isotropic plasma and attention is now turned to the generalization
of this solution to the case of an inhomogeneous anisotropic ionosphere. The presence of the earth's
magnetic field allows transverse electric (TE)in addition to transverse magnetic (TM) propagation
notwithstanding the pure TM source dipole. In the anisotropic case (Johler & Harper, 1962; Johler, 1962)
the reflection coefficient R of equation (19) is replaced by R1 and R , the vertical electric and
magnetic reflection coefficients. The coefficient T is also replacedmy a matrix whose elements are
T , T , T and T . These terms may in fact be identified with the reflection coefficients iiRii ,Ri

IIH, an. A•R Of equation (4). Equation (19) then becomes,

E r =1 0 ol 0oc n(n+l)(2n+l)Pn(COS)(2))(k 1 a)(1)(k1 a)(+R e,n)

1 n=O

X II + Pn en T n (22)

II - Pn 2 e,n Tn
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where 1 1L 0](3

e [Re (24)

P = (k 1a)C-(2)(k 1 c) 1 0 (25)

C(2) (k a)C((k 1 c) 0 -Rm

[ee em (26)
T TI

me mmj

WAVEGUIDE MODE SOLUTIONS

The series (22) is slowly convergent, each mode n being a solution of Maxwell's equations, as is the mode
sum. Watson (1918,1919) proposed a representation of zonal harmonics series as a contour integral
essentially to aid computation. By transforming the contour, Watson was then able to express the
integral appr3ximately as a sum of residues which converges rapidly. By carrying out such a transformation
the following solution may be obtained (Wait, 1962),

Er K exp(-i sinend (27)

s=1

where K is a constant depending on transmitter power and other parameters, a is the earth's radius and
d is the great circle distance from the transmitter to the r-eceiver. -\-sa is known as the excitation
factor of mode s and is essentially a measure of the magnitude of this mode at launch. n is the
characteristic angle (complex) of the s-th mode. n

The solution (27) is the basic waveguide mode solution and has been found especially useful at VLF. At
these frequencies only two modes are usually required to give a good approximation for Er. However at
LF as many as ten modes may be needed, and difficulties are encountered because the modes all lie close
together. It then becomes difficult to keep track of the various modes. Degenerate solutions are also
possible and again it becomes difficult to distinguish between two modes (Budden & Eve, 1975).

Both the waveguide mode technique, and the wavehop method(described below) are well developed for the
case of a homogeneous earth-ionosphere duct. Variations in ground or ionospheric conductivities complicate
the analysis considerably. Ground discontinuities involve mode-conversions at the discontinuity und as a
consequence propagation must be considered in two dissimilar waveguides. The ionosphere, however, changes
much lesb abruptly, and is more difficult to handle. For realistic modelling of the upper boundary the
problem becomes exceedingly cumbersome to solve.

SPERICAL WAVE-GEOMETRIC SERIES SOLUTION

A rather different approach to the solution of the %ave equation has been proposed by Johler, 1964 and
1966. This utilizes the expansion of the determinant ratio of equation (22) in terms of a geometric series,

I + Pn Tn = I ++ Re,n) I (PnR e,nTn)3- PnTn (28)

II eP n e,nT n Inj='l Pne,n~nI

This leads to the spherical wave-geometric series solution,

Er = Ero + E E (29)

j=1
where j = 0 is the ground wave and j = 1,2,3... are the ionospheric waves.

The geometric series representation permits the introduction of local reflection coefficients as depicted
in figure 2. It should be noted here that these series representations are wave soiutions and not
geometric-optical rays. In the ray limit (Johler, 1964) the geometric-optical rays are an approximate
solution, valid only at short distances. A study of the angles of incidence of the j series waves of
equation (29) leads to the interesting conclusion that local reflection regions at the ionosphere can be
considered. Thus, as indicated in figure 2 the wave j = 1 has a reflection region centered about the
path mid-point and denoted (1,1). A reflection coefficient matrix T(1,1) is then ascribed to this region.
In this manner an inhomogeneous earth-ionosphere duct may be modelled. This approach to low frequency radio
wave propagation has only become practical since the advent of fast digital computers. For example at a
radio frequency of 20 kHz a summation over ten j-terms may be required, however each j-series term requires
a summation of approximately 28,000 terms of the n-series denoted in equations (22) and(28). Such a
calculation was impossible before the advent of digital machines.

WAVE-HOP SOLUTION

Berry (1964) and Berry and Chrisman (1965) have developed another computation technique which follows the
spnerical wave-geometric series approach, equation (29). Application of the first part of Watson's
technique, i.e. expressing the series as a contour integral results in an equation for the ionospheric
waves, gives
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Si •- F(V - ) (2) (1) 2a((0
S -2-j -J (k a) -(k a)(I + R) C. dv (30)

r k ka 8n 0 CosVT W j 1 vi

where R = R (V - )e e

C. =c(N- J)

F(v-i) - 2v(v2-i) P C (-cose)

and (PnTRR )J-1 PnT = pJ j
n ne,n nf n [c

This equation forms the solution known as the Wave-Hop approach and has been found especially applicable
at LF. In order to numerically solve the equation it is convenient to divide the propagation path into
several regions and apply various approximate methods as follows, (see figire 3),

Wi) Close to the transmitter - geometrical optics

(ii) Beyond region (i) to a point near the caustic - saddle point approximation

(iii) Near the caustic - numerical integration

(iv) Beyond the caustic - residue series.

The wave hop techniques advantages result firstly from the fact that the series for E is highly convergent
from VLF right through LF and into the MF radio frequencies, Secondly, no complicatei iterative schemes
are required to solve modal conditions which apply in the waveguide mode approach. However, in common with
the mode theory this method has not been formulated in a way that lends itself to the modelling of
discontinuities within the earth-ionosphere duct.

4. NUMERICAL COMPARISONS OF THEORETICAL TECHNIQUES

A series of computations have been carried out assuming a vertical electric source current moment,

I 4Tr
01 Co +•c

0

on the surface of the earth. A vertically inhomogeneous, anisotropic concentric plasma has been modelled
from published D-region electron density and collision-frequency height profiles. In all calculations the
full-wave method of Pitteway (1965) has been employed to obtain ionospheric reflection coefficients as a
funztion of angle of incidence.

Results of the three analytical techniques described in the previous sections are compared in figures 4
and 5 for radio frequencies of 16 kHz and 20 kHz respectively. The electron density profile is that due
to Deeks (1966) and is applicable to noon, summer, sunspot minimum conditions. A standard mono-energetic
CIRA (1965) collision frequency profile has been adopted. The magnetic field parameters are those
appropriate to northward propagation at U.K. latitudes, while the ground conductivity is assumed to be
that of sea water. At 16 kHz (figure 4) all three analyses indicate a large minima in vertical electric
field strength at a range of approximately 400 km from the transmitter. This minimum is the result of
strong destructive interference between the ground wave and first hop (j = 1) propagation modes of the
Spherical Wave theory. Beyond this distance undulations in field strength as a function of distance
result from further interference between higher order terms of the geometric series. Differences in the
field strengths determined by the three techniques are less than 3 dB except in the region of the first
deep minimum. Here the Wave Hop method predicts a deeper fade, the signal level being approximately q dB
smaller than that calculated by the other two theories.

The situation at 20 kHz (figure 5) differs from the 16 kHz results in that the first deep minimum is less
pronounced and an almost equally deep fade is apparent at a distance of about 1600 km. Amplitude
differences between the three analytical techniques at this frequency are as large as 3 dB at some ranges
from the transmitter.

A. further comparison between the Spherical Wave and Waveguide Mode formulations is presented in figure 6.
Calculations carried out by Synder and Pappert(1969) with exponential Wait and Spies (1964) type profiles
have been made in a parametric study of VLF modes below various anisotropic ionospheres. A Waveguide
Mode result by Synder and Pappert(1969) for southwards propagation across sea at a geomagnetic dip angle
of 600 is reproduced in figure 6 (broken line). The radio frequejcy is 19.8 kHz and the exponential
D-region electron density profile is parameterized by 0 = 0.5 km- , h = 90 km (Wait and Spies, 1964).
A Spherical Wave calculation for the same ionospheric model and path parameters has been carried out and
the results are indicated by the solid line of the figure. In general, the agreement is good over
distances as great as 18000km (better than 4 dB except in the region of the first minima). However, the
depth of the amplitude fades appears to be greater for the Waveguide Mode technique, and beyond about

6000 km the Spherical Wave method predicts higher amplitude levels.

A comparison of the Spherical Wave and Wave Hop formulations at several frequencies between 10 and 60 kHz
is presented in figures 7, 8 and 9. The ionospheric profiles adopted are the same as those of figures
4 and 5, but propagation is now towards the east. Figures 7 and 8 illustrate the nature of the changes
in vertical electric field strength with distance at 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 and 60 kHz. At ranges greater than
1000 km the decrease in field strength at 10 kHz is almost exponential, however, at 30 and 60 kHz deep

fades are present. As the radio frequency is increased differences between the two theoretical approaches
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become more apparent. In general, amplitude minima occur slightly further away from the transmitterwith the Wave Hop method compared with those of the Spherical Wave theory. The depth of minima are alsodifferent, particularly at the higher frequencies (e.g. 60 kHz). It should be noted that for the
frequencies of the VLF Omega navigation system (10.2 - 13.6 kHz) the agreement between the two techniquesis excellent. The reason for the discrepancies at higher VLF and LF frequencies is not at present
understood.

Illustrated in figure 9 are the variations in phase of the total electric field as a function of distancefrom the transmitter, at 10, 20 and 30 kHz. As expected, rapid phase variations are well correlated with
the amplitude fades indicated in figure 7.

Figure 10 indicates changes in vertical electric field strength for two different ground conductivities;
sea (a = 5 mhos/m) and land (a = .01 mhos/m). The results obtained by the three analytical techniquesfor a frequency of 13.6 klsz are reproduced in the figure. The results are in good agreement for bothconductivities, the largest discrepancies occurring in the region of the first deep fade at about 400 km.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The three commonly used techniques for calculating the variation of phase and amplitude of VLF waves asa function of distance from the transmitter have been compared. Various ionospheric models and wavefrequencies have been considered and propagation over both land and sea-water examined. In general,consistent results are obtained and the differences are considerably smaller than those errors likely tooccur from uncertainties in the validity of the model adopted for any given ionospheric conditions. Forthe higher VLF and LF frequencies the Wave Hop method is to be preferred since it requires the leastcomputing time. However, throughout the VLF range the Spherical Wave technique has considerable potential
in its ability to model waveguides of varying height.
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VLF PROPAGATION IN DISTURBED ENVIRONMENTS

Edward C. Field, Jr.
Pacific-Sierra Research Corporation

1456 Cloverfield Boulevard

Santa Monica, California 90404

SUMMARY

This paper addresses long-range VLF/LF propagation of ITM and TE signals at frequencies from I0 to 50 kHz.
Model ionospheres corresponding to solar proton events or spread-debris nuclear environments are used in
full-wave calculations. Such disturbances constrict the earth-ionosphere waveguide, increasing excitation
factors and attenuation rates. The rignals are therefore usually degraded beyond a few megameters, although
either enhancement or degradation can occur at shorter distances. Omaic heating of heavy ions in the lower
ionosphere is the main loss mechanism for intense disturbances.

Only Ti modes are efficiently radiated by ground-based transmitters. However, TE signals can be important
for air-to-air links with terminal elevations of 20 kft or more, and nearly horizontal trailing-wire an-
tennas. Air-to-air TR signals propagate better than Tit modes over poorly -vaniu.tig ground such as exists
throughout Greenland and much of Canada, and can ill nulls in the TM signal. For paths over highly con-
ducting ground, TM modes suffer less degradation than TE signals during intense disturbances; but, for
ground conductivities less than about 10-1 mhos/m, TM signals are more adversely affected than TF signals.

1. INTRODUCTION

Natural and man-made ionospheric disturbances can significantly affect the long-range propagation of low-
frequency (LF), very-low-frequency (VLF). and extremely-lou-frequency (ELF) signals. This paper is con-
cerned with VLF and LF propagation at frequencies Itom 10 to 50 kHz; a companion pap - [Field, 1981] con-
sIders ELF propagation. Both papers focus on disturbances that are geographically w Žspread and depress
the upper boundary of the earth-ionosphere waveguide--for example, nuclear environments and strong solar
particle events (SPE). The companion paper presents detailed models of normal and disturbed ionospheres
that are not repeated here.

Unlike at ELU, where only the transverse electromagnetic (TEM) mode can propagate, several transverse mag-
netic (TM) and transverse electric (TE) modes are above cutoff at VLF/LF. Under most conditions, only TM
modes are of practical interest, because TE modes are difficult to excite from ground-based transmitters.
Therefore, TM-mode attenuation I,, amblent and disturbed environments has been thoroughly studied and docu-
mented, However, antennas at altitudes of several kilometers can radiate or receive TE modes reasonably
"well. Moreover, since trailing-wire antennas on high-speed aircraft are nearly horizontal, they are more
efficientiy coupled to horizontally polarized than to vertically polarized signals. Thus, TE modes cannot
be neglected for airborne antennas, particularly on northerly paths where low ground conductivity can
severely attenuate TM modes.

This paper compares TE and '1TM signals fur a wide range oi disturbance intensities and ground counductivitLies.
We give numerical results for excitation factors, height gain functions, and attenuation rates for the
first few TM and TE modes, and detailed plots of multimode field strength as a function of distance for
antenna altitudes of h and 40 kit.

2. I'ROPACATION E -tATINS

Tlins detailed equations governing VLF propagation have appeased elsewhere (e.g., Galejs [1'172]. Wait [19701,
Field eL al. [19761), so need not be repeated here. We solve them numarically, accounting for the vetti-
cal inhomogeneity of the Ionosphere and curvature of the earth. To define 'ht notation and illustrate the
key dependences, we recapitulate the equations that govern the electric fiv,l when geomagnetic anisotropy
can be neglected. That approximation Is vwery accurate when the upper houndary of the earth-lonusphere
waveguide Is depressed far below its normal lvel; and it is fairly accurate for long-range propagation

under normal daytime conditions,

2.1. Transverse Magnetic Modes

Typ Ifeatly, VI.Ft, crantteittree sire veerrt-slly sirlent d. and t hid " f ts-islr ar-•e somtitnis of a' si 1 tirpo-iltlin i

of TM wavsguide muics. The vertical electric field Is given by

Wd T.i.si d1a1 cos t, S x -AV e×pNil) k -C d Gl,(9T) t.Q (hR K) V/mi

wherel the subscript X denores quant it its assoia ted Wliti tihe ijl 'fM1 mode, i1, is theo efect Live electric
dipole muse. I of the transmilttng antenna; A is tLhe ftice-space wavilength; d Is the distance from the
triasmittet ; a is the earth's radius; and c is the speed of light. Wc have incltaed a factor cos $5--

wItre 4 is tlse angle between tise dipole nrlusitatlon and the vertical--.t account. I(, Intuclined tr;iisssint-
tlpg antennas. Of cojerse, o.s Iji, - I ot a vertical eIt-ctrlt" dipole. Altlittigh most qUant itS , arc, In MKS
units, we express alt distances (I,, A, d, a) in mepameterq.

V1 tF,' I l. t tty h 9  Is; . .;W.ttdt Isitly the c l ...tt Is .... t the Vr0s 'IM ile i... t I -is. i..mptuted ni.. r sit tcally. At _F, hOs•tWer, S Irsa a magnitude close to unity, tre turn S 2 
in (1) loes; ntt ;spprecialyii lit--

ence the field. 'Vhe agnitsddu ssf the verlil electric field deitlestil.s it the state in the lontsphitere
througlh three parliinetcrs: Aj, thc lt''s Latto l iitIi r for the f'M mode; ýj, ths- ntituia Ion rc t' Ifn si'c l'sh ls

p1 - ttisug-smeter is pl op atgatIon (,H /Mrst I :1 l C1 . thne lieight gain [UncticIon t) tr1i nMIS tIttc and jtec'lvi'l
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heights liT and IIg, respect~ively. The phase of the Xt/c mode is governed by rhe relative phase velocity,
vQlc. These propagation parameters must all be computed numerically for model ionospheres having arbi-

trary height profiles.

2.2. Transverse Electric Modes

Airborne VI.F/L1 transmitters tcxc trailing-wire antenncas whose primary -irientatiori is often horizontal.
Such antennas radiate. a complicated sciperposition of TM acid TEi modes. Here we avoid much of that com--
plortity by considering broadside propagation, where the great-circle path connecting transmitter and
receiver is perpendicular to [ire plane containing the inclined electric-dipole- transmitting antenna.

The vertical electric field produced by the vertical component of the Inclined trancsmitting antenna is
given by Eq. (1). The broadside horizontal electric flied produced by the borizoatal component is given
by

-Tfi/i Lsni 1 / '-/ e d\ /
E --l2Omi e -. 1/2-7 A exp -. ep 1- -- d) 1(h,)C.(h) V/n.

(2)

The symbols are I hie samte as in Eq. (1) , except that mn denotes thaý mt/c TE imode.

3, MODE -STRUCTURE

Equations (1) and (2) shlow that each mode's cocitribotlion to the total field is proportiional to Lthe product
of four quantities: thfe excitation factor A, the transmitter hieiglctiatin function 11(h 1-), the receiver

height-gain funiction OIRh) , and the propagation factor exp (-ýLd/8.7) . This section gives calculated values
of the four quantities for rice normal daytime model [onouspherc'* presented in the companion paper [Felud,

1981] and at ground conductivity o 9 of 10-3 mhos/m. Section 4 presents results sllowing thle effects of iono-
spheric dis~turbances and various ground eonduct-fx'itics on mode parameters and thle total [Sold.

3.1 , Excitation Factors

The excitation factor A scroun a fur the efficiency with which a mode Is launched bj a ground-based tranls-

mitter. Udicaly, A is normalized to :uIity for TM-mode exeitationi by a v~rtical dipole Iin sic idealized wave-

guide sharply hounded b:' perfect conductors. Such normalization is acc'omplislied by factoiring out the

"hleight"~ Of thle ionosphere, which is well defined In the idealized situatuion [Galejs, 1972]. However, our
diff-use ionospheric models have no well--defined boundary. Cnnsequiently, the excitation factors computed

lier, have units of inverse distance, and are smaller than thccse ilf -tlher authors [Walt and Spies, 1964;
Calejs, 1972] by a factor roughly corresponding to the averagec height of the Ioiiospheric reg~ion causing

the strong~est refl cot Ions. That ',a, our exeltarloci factors are defined to Incluode the depui'iuencc ont the

effFective width .ii the wavegoide.

Fig1Are I sliiws thi' frequency dependence of the calculated excitationl factor imagnitudes At and Am foe thle

first three TiM mcidc'c (t . 1, 2, 3) aiid first two TE, modes (m = 1, 2) lot norsial daytimie euniditions and

G > 03 smsio/s A4 ground dielectric constant of 10i Is assuaced t brouglcoot . At thec lower frequence ec

melt iilyiog; At. by nominani daytime reflecotton heights of b x i10
4 

to 7 x 1lO1 icc 'ives a result near unity.

liii' f irat thrieec' I'M modes are exc[tech aouiot equalSly at tilie lower VLIF cc f none ii'ls , buti , clhccvi' about Al0 kio.

lie hi gher iirder TfM modes acit rich miore effecmtive ly excited t lioni the f ircst . Oic Lthe ccli cr hand, thle 'hT

modes are excited much less offe cti[vely than thle TM modes. Indeed, A1 exceeds3 Am Icy four orc liveordrios

if inccgn[rude. Such iieliav[itr prevent-s groend-laiaed traciscri~lttes fricic eadiat Inig Ti signcaIs off icientlIy at
low ft Oiluni oeis . Againc, Lt le s econd sodec 1. aor iiti'ffect iwo Iy cxci td t han irtle f irts

3.2. flue ght Caiin F~unctiuns
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At higher frequencies, the height profiles of GQ m resemble those shown in Fig. 2 for 20 kHz. The main
difference is that the height gain function of tde first TM mode develops a broad maximum in the 40 to
60 km altitude range as the frequency increases above 30 kHz. Such "whispering gallery" behavior is not
important for the ground-based and airborne terminals considered here, but could be significant for very
high, balloon-borne terminals. We also note that--at altitudes above a few kilometers--the TE-mode func-
tions are nearly proportional to al/2

3.3. Attenuation Rates

Figure 3 plots attenuation rate as a function of frequency for the first three I' modes (X - 1, 2, 3) and
the first two TE modes (m - 1, 2) for normal daytime conditions and ao - 10-3 mhoe/m. The higher order
modes are more heavily attenuated than the lower, which often allows them to be neglected at VLF for long
pathlengths. At the higher frequencies, the attenuation of the higher order modes can be mitigated by
efficient excitation. It is therefore necessary to retain many terms in the mode sum, as in Eqs. (1) and
(2), throughout the LF band under normal conditions. In that case, geometric optics is often a more con-
venient approach to propagation analysis than is mode theory. In intense tisturbances, however, higher
order modes are much more saverely attenuated than lower, and the mode sum can be used well into the LF
regime. Figure 3 shows that the first TE mode is slightly less attenuated than the first TM mode, al-
though that result depends on the specific normal daytime conditions and ground conductivity assumed. Re-
sults for the dependence on ground conductivity are detailed below.

4. EFFECTS OF IONOSPHERIC DISTURBANCES

This section gives numerical resul- showing the effects of ionospheric disturbances and various ground
conductivities on VLF/LF mode parameters and field strengths. The nominal ionospheric models used in our
calculations are presented in the companion paper [Field, 1981]. We selected them as a convenient means
of parameterizing the dependence of tire fields on the intensity of a disturbance. Ionospheric disturbances
having different characteristics from those considered here are, of course, possible. Therefore, specific
events must be modeled individually.

4.1. Attenuation Rates

Figure 4 shows the attenuation rate of the first TM mode as a function of the severity of the disturbance
for several VLF/LF frequencies and a perfectly conducting ground. Figure 5 shows analogous results for
the first TE mode. For all cases shown, the TE mode is more heavily attenuated than the TM mode. However,
the TM mode can be the more heavily attenuated for poorly conducting ground. In the VLF band, the TE-mode
attenuation becomes prohibitive for intense disturbances.

It is instructive to inquire why, for example, the TE mode at 20 kliz is attenuated by about 30 dB/Mm dur-
ing an intense disturbance, whereas the TM mode is attenuated by less than 10 dB/Mm--despite similar FE
and TM ionospheric reflection coefficients at oblique incidence. A simple physical explanation can be ob-
tained by interpreting the modes as plane waves, with the real part of S [Eqs. (1) and (2)] being the sine
of the incidence angle. To satisfy the boundary conditions, the TE mode must be more steeply incident on
tire lonosphere than tire TM mode. For an intense disturbance and 20 iliz, for example, our calculations give
incidence angles (i.e., eigenangles) of about 82 and 78 deg for the lirst TM and TE modes, respectively.
The steeper incidence angle make:i the TE ionospheric reflection coefficient a few decibels smaller than the
FN coefficient. It also makes tiLe skip distance of tir TE-mode plane wave significantly shorter than that
of the TM mode. Thus, the TE mode suffers moreý ionospheric reflections per megameter than the TE mode and,
therefore, greater attenuation.

Figure 6 shows the ground conductivity dependence of tire attenuation rates of the first IM and TE modes at
20 kRHz. Results are given for norirml daytime conditions and a moderate disturhence, which ccild bh an SPF.
The disturbance increases the attenuation rate of both polarizations over normal values. Tire TE attenuation
rate is virtually independent of ground conductivity, whereas the TM rate exhibits a strong, broad maximum
for conductivities between 10-5 and 10-4 mhos/m, where the TM elgenangle is near the Brewster's angle of
the ground. The TM mode propagates somovihat better than the TE mode for tire most cormau, ground conductivi-
ties, but propagates much worse over low-conductivity ground, such as occurs throughout Greenland and much
of Canada. The extreme sensitivity of tire TM mode to ground condn ' ivity--combined with uncertainty about
the values of that parameter--results in great uncertainty In ealc atirns of transpolar signals from "erti-
cal VLF transmitters, particularly during ionospheric disturbances.

Although Fig. 6 pertains to a frequency of 20 IHz, curve:s for other frequencies exhirbht the !ramc general
behavior. The mran difference is that the Brewster's-angle peak in the TM attenuation rate occurs at higher
values of org for higlrr frequencies, and vice versa,

The companion paper (Field, 1981] shows that ions are the primary influence on p,,pagatLion if important re-
flections occur below the altitude where the positive ion density exceeds the electron density by a factor
of about 1500. Ihere we quantify the effect of ions by calculating tLa traction Fi of the total Ohmic heat-
tog in the Ionosphere attributable to ions. For simplicity, we use a perfeetly conducting ground. Tous,
the attenuation in tire waveguide is entirely due to ionospheric j-oule lrtiing, and I Vi is tire fractulonal
contribution of the electrons. Also, to indicate the extent of uncertairitles due I,. poorly knoun parsi,
eters, we calculate FI using V1 /ve - 1/10 and 1/40, which defines the range Of uncertainty in the raitiu of
ton- to vlectron-colliston rfrequencies,

Figure 7 shows Fi for tire ft-st TM and TE modes at 20 kIlz, with Vj/V, - 1/10 amd 1/40. For VI/Ve r 1/40,
initle heating is tire dorifnanL loss mechanism for moderate a.d Initeonr disturbaniicrt. For VI/Ve - 1/10, the
efiects of ions arc cronsiderably reduced, hut still dominiiant for rle•t-re dieturbarces, ticlative ionic
losane are somewhat greater or tihe TE mode than for t ie TM.

4.2. Excitation F~actors and r leight Gain F1ritotions

Figunrre 8 In anralogutius to Fig. 6, but plots ti•e TM tx:[iLatrit o |Io tutor rtihrt ri-- the arttenuuaLiot rlte. Like

Oh. A9 exihlb ts a ci trrung Brewster'r-uriglj maxMimum ;.t IO.: ciOnd-lrirrt iI Ii :i. P I-, hlie dsturl,rince, whilnh
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constricts the waveguide, increases the value ol , lie excitation factor, since AZ is roughly proportional
to the inverse of the waveguide width. The height gain function of tile first TM mode is nearly unity at
altitudes below about 20 los, regardless of the strength of a disturbance. It is therefore not shown.

The dependence of the TE mode on conductivity is much simpler than that of the TM mode, so is also not
shown. Briefly, the excitation factor is proportional to lIN and--above a few kilometers--the hteght
gain function is proportional to X2. Thus, the product Am 8111" ;m(hR) that appears in Eq. (2) is
nearly independent of ground conductivity, as is the TE-mode attenuation rate (Fig. 6). Unlike T'M sig-
nals, therefore, TV signals between airborne terminals are nearly independent of ground conductivity.*

Like the TM excitation factor, the TE excitation factor is roughly inversely proportional to the waveguide
width and increases during a disturbance that depresses the 'wer ionosphere. Thus, fir both TM and TE
signals, enhanced excitation competes with increased attenul, ton during a widespread disturbance.

4.3. Field Strength versus Distance

Figure 9 plots the electric field strength as a function of distance over a seawater path, for 100 kW of
power radiated at 20 kHz from a vertical antenna. The parameters used here were chosen to illustrate the
effecLs of a widespread disturbed environment, rather than to represent some specific event or path. The
two curves were calculated from Eq. (1), using a full-wave propagation code to determine the mode param-
eters. The "normal" curve exhibits nulls and euhancements at ranges up to several megameters, caused by
interference among several TM wavoguide modes. At greater distances, the higher order modes, which are
more heavily attenuated than the first mode, diminish In importaice and the signal falls off smoothly with
distance.

The two curves reveal several differcites between the signals in normal and disturbed environments.
First, and most important, the disturbed signal falls well below the normal signal, if at least 2 or 3 Mm
of path are exposed. Such behavir is typical of strong SPEs and certain nuclear environments, and results
when widespread I.uospheric distut'hanees depress the ionospheric reflection heights, causing s4evere signal
degradation on long-haul VLF links. Second, the mode interference pattern is nearly absent in the disturbed
environment, indicating that heavy attenuation of higher order modes leaves only the first mode to contrib-
ute significantly. Third, at rangas under, say, 1.5 Mm, the signal canl he stronger in the disturbed than
in tie normal environment, because the disturbed environment destroys interference nulls and in'-eases
lhe excitation factor. of course, a disturbance covering most of the path, but not the terminals, would
Increase the attenuation hut not the uxeltation.

TE-mode signals can be efficiently transmitted and received by antennas that are a few kilometers above the
ground. TE signaln have the following potential advantages for air-to-air links: (1) trailing-wire aInten-
nas tend to be nearly horizontal; (2) tlhe deep TM interference nulls can be filled; (3) TE ,modes cannot be
as efficiently transmitted as TM modes by ground-based terminals (except under normal nighttime conditions,
where geomagnetic conversion is strong), and hence provide some protection against interference from low-
altitude sources; (4) atmospheric noise is believed to be lower in the TE thin in the TM mode; and
(5) TE modes propagate better than TM modes over poorly conducting ground, such as exists throughout Green-
land and much of Canada.

The greatest disadvantages of TE-mode links are that they (1) are more vulnerable than TM modes to degrada-
tion in disturbed enviroinseitts, except for propagation over low-conductivity ground; and (2) do not props-
gate quite as well as TM modes under most normial conditions.

TfIese assertions can be verified by Inspect log the behavior of the mode parameters calculated here. How-
ever, they are also illustrated by Fig. 10, which directly compares the horizontally and vertic;illy polar-
ized 20 kHz electric fields radiated broadside to a trailing-wire antenna at an altitude of 40,000 ft and
inclined 10 dog relative to the horizontal (4 80 deg). We ossume the receiver to also be at 40,000 it,
and both terminals to be within the disturbed region. Since Fig. 1.0 is intended for comparlsonl, rather
than (o repsent soue specific link, we ahow only relative field strengths.

Under normal conditions, tile TE sigoal is stronger than tile TM at all distances, owing to the relatively
high assumed altitude and the nearly horizontal antenna olieintalon--the raLio of TL to TM field strength
being proportional to tan (. However, even for terminals at 20,000 ft, the TE and ITM mode:; are comparable
at most ranges; and, since the T]" and 'TM null,; occur at different ranges, each polarization fills in the
nulls of the other. Tue TF signal is more adversely affected by the disturbance than tiee I'M signal, which
it, domini cant for distances beyond about I Mh. As indicated by Fig. 6, tile TV signal would be stronger than
the TM signal it 5 0 10-4 1idtos/is, which is the cap for large segmenta of tranapolar paths.

5. iDtlSulSS tON

No experiments have simultaneiiusly measured VLF/LV propagatiun :iid lounospheric-conductLvity liegiht profiles
between 35 and 75 km during a widespread disturbance. We thcrefore cannot make detailed comiparisons bletween
theory and expe)Iament. Noniethlelis, many data verify the followiig three aspects of tur calculations:
(1) en intense widespread ionospliheric disturbance will subsLantial.ly degrade loung-path VII' Algnal.i, (2)
ni ir Iy conduct ing grouind, stleh as exists a Lroungholni Greenland atd much of Canada, caseus - counsiderable 'IflM

nignla loss; anid (3) ao Inhoutophieric dlisturbuliet degrades NI 'l signals latih aol- servecrely oil pahlith over
poor I y coidi ctisct g•uun1 idi I hll i tut over s wlt-wite1t
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Field, GUitfinger, and Schwartz [1972] compared calculations with data from a laboratory model that simu-
lated VLF TM propagation in the earth-ionospherte waveguide. Both calculations and data showed that (1)
lowering the waveguide's upper boundary increased the signal's attenuation, (2) severe attenuation occurred
over a simulated icecap, and (3) lowering the waveguide boundary caused much greater anomalies over the
simulated icecap than over simulated seawater. Mode-coupling at the seawater/lcecap boundary was noted in

the data but not included in the calculations.

These data pertain solely to TM signals from ground-based vertical transmitters. To our knowledge, no data

exist for long-range TE signals propagating through disturbed regions or over the icecap. Transpolnr trans-
mission between two aircraft at VLF/LF would therefore be a worthwhile experiment.
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ABSlTRACT

h'lec effect of electromagnetic propagation at very low frequency in the

earth ionosphere waveguide can distort wideband communication wavefornmu and

produce n splitting of tLhe correlation peak of the r-eceived signal at a modal

interlierence noull where muultipatlh signals arrive out of phase. Propagation

from an inclined dipole antenna trailed behind an orbiting a4 rcraft can cause

split correlation pattern to fluctluate! throughout the orbit period. For the

case of in MSK (Giaimun|i-shiftt-keying) signal format, expressions and graphs

are g.iven iur the c or it i Ltion vector, as a fonc t ion o I receiver

synchronization time and nircra[t fliight dlirectm .
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MULTIPATH VLF PROPAGATION EFFECTS ON
CORRELATION RECEIVERS

INTRODUCTION

The propagation of very-low frequency (VLI) wavesi over terrestrial paths is often treated by con-
sidering the space betwceii the earth and the ionosphere to bc the interior of a wavegliide, with the
earth as a lower boundary and the 1) and E layers of the ionosphere asi an upper boundary. ,rdinrily
several waveguide modes can propagate with low attenuation in the guide. Where two modes havL
approximately equal strength and arrive with approximately 180' phase ,hift between their wave comi-
ponents, a modal interference null said to occur, Typical examples oi such modal interference nulls
are shown in Fig. 1, taken frorn Ads and Garner [1]. The predicted curves for Fig. I were tlhose
generated using the theoretical way, uide forrnuiation of Wait and Spies [21.
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electron density models. The position of the first major interference null at
1200 km predicted by the = .3 km-!, h = 72.0 Km ionosphere agrees better
with the data in Figure 6 for both the ground level and 24,000 ft. altitude
predictions. Predictions for 11,000 ft. altitude were also made, and they are
practically identical to the oredictions for the ground based receiver. For
example, in the null at 1,00- km range the field strength was only changed by
1 dB for the 0 .3 km- 1 , h = 72 km ionosphere prediction.

"The waveguide mode program predictions in the present report are ma~e using
exponential io Dsphere models characterized by parameters and h as in
References 5 through 9. In these cases, the electron density, Ne(z) , and
collision frequency, ve(z), are given at height z, by

"Ne(Z) = 1.43 107 exp 1( 0 -. 15) z - fOhl (1,

ve(z) = 1.82 l0ol exp (-.15z) (2)

where h and z are in km, Ne(Z) is in cm- 3 , and (z) is in sec -1.
Reference 5 recommends a f .3 km- 1 , h = 72 km profile for daytime
midlatitude (continental U.S.) fall paths and for summer arctic paths. TheO
= .5 km- 1 , h = 70 km profile is recommended for midlatitude fall paths
(Pacific). The wave-hop prediction program uses a more complicated
ionospheric model which depends on X, the zenith angle of the sun measured at
the mid-point of the propagation path. The electron density, Ne(z, X ), is
given by

N (z, NE (z, X ) + NC (z, X ) (3)

where

N1E(z, x is an exponential layer profile, and

Nc(z, x is a cosmic-ray "C-layer" profile.

The excponential layer profile is given by

NE(z, a ) = l03 exp [b (z-h)l (4)

where

h = (92-14.5 cos X) km for x < 102.25°

h = 95 km for X >_ 102.25)

h = .2 km- 1  for x <_ 700

h = [.2 + .0233 ( X - 70o)] for 700 < x •5 1000

b = .9 km- 1  forX > l000

The "C-layer" profil& is given by

"NC (z, a ) = N1  exp (I - x - exp (-x)) (5)

a (z - hl) / H (6)

and

H 3.3 km for all X

hl 65 km for x •_ 90.30



The values of N1 used in (5) are given by

N1  = 80 cm- 3  for X •_ 900

N1 = (80 + 1 0 -2(901-x )) cm- 3  for c00 < X <_ 150

N1 = 4(07 -X)cm- for 95 0 < X_< 970

N1 = 0 for X > 970

The collision frequency ve(z), used with the wave-hop program is given by

1,e(z exp Ea. x (7)

and the ai coeffici s are given as follows:

al = 2.588x10- a4 = -1.172x10- 5  a 7 = 1.351x10- 1 0

a2 = -1.210xl0- a5 = 1.749xi0-6 a8 = 4.lllxlO - 1 3

a3 = 1.462x10- 3  a6 = 2.948x10- 8  ag -3o289xl_0-15

Figure 9 shows sample graphs of the ionospheric electron density profiles
described here.

Figure 10 shows field strengtn versus distance for the 47.45 kHz [celand
transmitter measured during the September flight from Keflavik, Iceland to
Patuxent River Naval Ai. Station in Maryland. The aircraft flew at 18,000 ft.
during the early portion of the flight until the distance from Keflavik was
about 1950 km and was at 24,000 ft. altitude for the rest of the data.
Wavoquide mode predictions using a = .3 km-r1 , h = 72 km ionosphere model
and the wave-hop program predictions agree with the data fairly well out to
"2,200 km. There is an unexplained difference between both theoretical.
predictions and the experimental data beyond 2,200 km, where landfall over
Canada occurred. The change in ground conductivity between sea water and land
may contribute to the observed difference.

Figure 1 , which shows a field strength versus distance plot of the 80.05 kHz
transmission from Iceland during the Septemoer flight from Iceland to Patuxent

River, there is also an unexplained disagreement between the wave-guide mode
3 km- 1 , h = 72 km) theory and the experimental data beyond 2,200 km.

The wave-hop model disagrees with the data over a greater range. There were
no solar flares reported luring the period of the flight that would explain
the disagreements seen on 80.05 kHz and 47.45 kIlz.

Figure 12 gives field strength versus distance for the 55.5 kHz transmissions
from Thurso, Scotland received on the aircraft as it approached Thurso during
the flight from Keflavik to Rota. The aircraft was at 11,000 ft. altitude
during the first portion of the flight. When the aircraft was about 780 km
from Thurso, the altitude was increased to 27,000 ft. to avoid had weather and
maintained there. A wavequide mode prediction using the 0 = .3 km- 1 , h = 72
km io,;rsphere for a receiver at 11,000 ft altitude (dashed line) shows an
incre,se in the depth of the interference null in comparison to the 25,000 ft.
altitude prediction (solid line) bui little change of null location. The
choice of a slightly different ionos;pheric height and a value of 0 may produce
better agreement.

Figure 13 presents field strength versus distance data fur the Thurso
transmitter on the outbound portion of the Keflavik to Rota flight, and on the
inbound portion of the return flight. The data and theoretical predictions

I
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shown hei.e are in reasonably good agreement. For this prediction a ( = .3
km-1, h ý 72 km) ionospheric profile was used. It was essential that the
value of poor ground conductivity ( a = .001 mho/m) be used in this case. A
prediction for this path using the conductivity of sea-water ( a = 4 mho/m)
gave a completely different prediction which disagreed greatly with the
measured data.

Data taken at a higher LF frequency are given in Figure 14, which shows the
measured and the theoretical field strength versus distance plots for a Greece
transmitter at 148.5 kHz for the daytime flight from Athens to Rota using an
NM-12AT field intensity meter on the long wire antenna. The theoretical data
were obtained from the wave-hop prediction program and are for a receiver on
the ground. The experiment and theory agree fairly well in this case.

Figure 15 shows field strength versus distance plots for the 148.5 kHz Greece
transmitter during a September nighttime flight in the Eastern Mediterranean
area. T'ie solid line shows the experimental values while the dashed line
gives the theoretical values generated by the wave-hop prediction method. it
can be seen that the theoretical model predicts the general behavior of the
signal reduction with distance from the transmitter and also predicts the
fairly sizeable and rapid oscillations of field strength versus distance.
However, the experimental and theoretical curves do not agree in detail. The
observed field varies up and down in strength more rapidly than the predicted
field.

Figure 16 shows field strength versus distance data measured during a daytime
calibration flight on September 14, 1976 off the East Coast of the United
States. The aircraft was flying a polygonal figure during the time when these
data points were recorded using the long wire antenna. It is shown that
although the aircraft turned through 3600 of heading from the Annapolis
transmitter, the total change in field strength observed during the polygon
can be very well attvibuted to the normal theoretical variation of field
strength versus distance given by the solid lines in both figures. In this
figure an X is plotted to indicate points at which the same field strength
value was measured at the same distance but with two different aircraft
headings. Because the long wire antenna exhibited the property of an
isotropic receiving antenna, no correction factor depending on aircraft
heading had to he added to the measured field strength values shown in the
other figures of this paper.

Figure 17 shows a field strength versus distan.e plot of data taken on the
long wire antenna using the NM-12AT during the incoming flight from Athens
toward the LF transmitter at Morocco on 57.0 kHz. The theoretical data are
obtained from the wave-hop computer program.

The comparisons that have been made so far with the experimental data indicate
a preference for the use of a 0 = .3 km- 1 , h = 72 km ionosphere in the
waveguide program. The wave-hop program agrees as well with most of the data
- except for the 80.05 kHz data in Figure i1. The • .5 km-i, h = 70 km
ionosphere profile used with the wavequide program does not agree even
qualitatively with the (lata. At nighttime the large, rapid oscillations of
the field strength with distance are qualitatively explained by the wave-hop
predictinn model.

3. THE MARCH 1977 DATA

The umphasis on the March 1.977 experim,-nts v'as to obtain nighttime data over
paths similar to those of the previous experimental petiod. Certain changes
in the aircraft paths were introduced because of the maintainance schedules of
the Thurso, Scotland transmitter. The Thurso transmitter was off the air
during the return period; so a fliaht through Great Britain war. not made on
the return trip. The return flights were from Rota, Spain to the Azores; from
tne Azores to Keflavik, Iceland; from Keflavik back to the A7ores; and a final
flight from the Azores to Patuxent River, Naval Air Station in Maryland, TSA.

A m
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Figure 18 shows the nighttime propagation data taken during a fliqht from
Keflavik out over the Norwegian Sea and return. The theoretical prediction of
the wave-hop program is shown as a heavy l ine and the measured field strength
values are lighter lines. The times when the aircraft was at the various
locations arc indicated in the figure. T.o severe discrepancies are apparent
between the theoretical predictions and the experiments. First, the
groundwave attenuation near the transmitter appears to be much greater -han
predicted by the model giving a 10 dB discrepancy at a range of 500 km.
Second the field pattern contains a rapidly oscillatinq component that is not
contained in the predictions. The enhanced ground wave attenuation might be
corrected by a change in our assumed values for Icelandic ground
conductivity. The extra microstructure in the field strength versus distance
plot may be caused by additional horizontal or vertical structure in the
ionospheric electron density.

During a nighttime flight in from Athens to Athens (Fig. 19) on 18.3 KHz there
was much better agreement between theory and experiment hetween 0 - 500 km.
However the observed microstructure is much greater than that predicted by
theor

During the fligqf from Keftavik to Rota the aircraft overflew the Thurso
transmitter. The data on Fig. 20 were obtained at 55.5 K14z. There is fairly
reasonable agreement in overall field strenqgh magnitude over a great deal of
the path, but the position and depth of the nulls between .3 tm and 1.0 tAn are
not reproduced very closely. Also, the microstructure is not reproduced
either.

The flight path from Pthens to Rota is shown in Fig. 21. The data from this
flight measuring the MIorocco transmissions on 57.0 KTlz are shown in Fig. 22.
A greater (degree of microstructure is evident than in predicted by the
theoretical model. Also the theoretically predicted nulls at 1.48 Mu, and 1.88
Mm were not observed in the measured data. On the same flight the
transmissions of the Greece Station at 58.3 KHz were also monitored. The
measured interference null pattern persi.sts out to about 1.6 tim while the
theoretical pattern smooths out at about .9 ti. The difference between the
observed field strength and Lhe theory is qulte large also (between 1() - 20
d1) at the extreme range. The values of field strength generated by the
Greece transmitter on 148.5 Kllz is shown on Fig. 23. In this case we see lots

4, of microstruct-urn; but surprisingly the experimental fields usually exceed the
theoretical fields - reversing the asituation of the previous figure.

The experimental and theoretical data taken during the fliqht from Rota, Spain
to the Azores is shown in Fig. 24. Here the overall agreement between theory
and measured data is good.

The data taken on the flights from the Azores to Iceland and return are shown
in Figures 25 - 28. The comparison of data on Fig. 25 and Fig. 26 which are
both Keflavik transmissions on 80.0 Kliz indicate quite a wide variability from
night to night in the propagation of the waves. The data taken on the Morocco
transrmissions (luring the return flight from Azores to Patuxent River, Maryland
are shown in Fig. 29.

In su,,mai y this research points to several directions af progress in the
future. First, we need a good wave-hop program for elevated receivers.
Second, we need to include realistic inhomogeneities in the model or introduce
a statistical factor to take this microstructure into account. Third, because
the field values and patterns; can change dramatically from night to niqht, our
data collection and ionospheric modelrs must account for the dynami.c sittuaiion
occurring in the lower ionosphere where the waves reflect. In a certain sense
the entire concept of a single fixed strength prediction utilizinq the
mathematical power of the wave-hop or waveguide program is challenged by the
variation of the ionosphere.

- -a- •t-.-
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A review of the findings of other scientist on the horizontal structure of tho

lower ionosphere during nighttime makes one strongly suspect that the field
strength ripples that we observe are caused by similar structures in the
ionosphere. It may be that gravity waves are a source of these oscillations
(refs 10 through 12); or there may exist a general patchiness caused by

meterological phenomena affecting the production or recombiniation processes.
To investigate this possibility some separate lower ionospheric probe like a
vertical ionosonde or partial reflection device or airglow monitor might he

beneficaily included in a Future aircraft experiment if feasible.
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Fig. 3 The NRL, RP-3A used for the experiments.
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Fig. 5 Field s'trength versus distance plot of the 57.0 kHz transmissions
from a Morocco transmitter measured using an NM-12AT field intensity
meter during daytime flight from Rota, Spain to Athens, Greece. The
long wire antenna was used, the field strengths are normalized to
those produced by a I kW radiated power transmitter.
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F Fig. G Field strength versus distance plot of the 9R.3 kHz transmissions
from the Greece transmitter measured using an NM-12AT field
intensity meter whie flyin, dul-ing daytime from Rota, Spain to
Athoes, Gree(ce and return. OUr ihe (1 iqht to Greece the long wire

, antenna was uIsed, on tie return flight a fore-and-aft loop antenna
wwas used for most of thee fliqht. The fi hld strenqths were
normalized to those produced hy a I kW radiated power trans;mitter.
The theoretical curve used here was; generated from the waooe-hop
Program,
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vig. 7 Theoretical field strength versus distance plots from a Greece
transmitter on 58.3 kHz normalized to one kilowatt radiated poser.
An ionospheric electron density profile havinq a 3 = 0.5 km-T and
h = 70.0 km was used to make these predictions using a wavequide I
mode program. Two different receiver altitudes are nhown.
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Fig. 9 Model electron density profiles used in makinq the theoretical

propagation predictions.
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Fig. 10 Field strenqth versus distance plots from the Iceland tran.-mitte-r
on 47.49 kIlz measured using a NM-12A'P field intensity meter (lurinq
the daytime flight from Keflavik, Tceland to Patuxent River Naval JA,
Air Station in Maryland. The long wire antenna was used. The so I i d
theoretical curve was generated using the wave-hop proqram. The I
dashed and daah-dot theoretical curves represent the 0 - .5 km-1,
h = 10 km and th- 0 - .3 km 1-, h 7- 72 km ionopheric model
predictions respectively for a recciver altitude of 25, 000 ft.
using the waveguide program.
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Fig. 11 Field strength versus distance plots from an Iceland transmitter
on 80.05 kHz measured using an NM-l2AT field intensity meter during
the daytime flight from Keflavik, Iceland to Patuxent River Naval
Air Station in Maryland. The long wire antenna was used. The solid
theoretical curve was generated using the wave-hop program. The
field strengths are normalized to those produced by a 1 kW radiated
power transmitter. The dashed and dot-datshed curves are the same
as for Figure 10.
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Fig. 12 Field strength versus distance plots from the Thurso, Scotland
transmitter on 55.5 kHz obtained during the flight from Iceland to
Thurso (x's) and from Thurso to Iceland (dots) on the lonq wire
antenna. The heavy solid line and the dashed line are waveguide
mode predictions using a 0 = .3 km- 1 , h = 72 km ionosphere profile
for receiver altitudes of 25,000 ft and 11,000 ft respectively. The
light solid line is added to guide the eye throuqh the data at the
sharp interference null.
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rig. 13 Field strength versus distance plots from the Thurso, Scotland
transmitter on 55.5 kHz measured from tape recordings made of the
long wire antenna signal (x's), and from NM-12AT measurements using
the fore-and-aft loop ( 's) on the Thurso to Rota flight, and from
a NM-12AT measurements of the long wire antenna signal (o's) during
the return flight from Rota to Thurso. The solid line is a
waveguide mode prediction of the field strength using a ( 0 = .3
km-I, h = 72 km) ionospheric profile and a ground conductivity of
.001 mho/m which is characteristic of Northern Scotland. The
receiver altitude assumed in the prediction is 25,000 ft. The field
strengths are normalized to a transmitter producing one kilowatt of
radiated power.
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Fig. 14 Field strenqth versus distance plot of the 148.5 kHz transmissions
from the Greece transmitter measured using an NM-12AT field
intensity meter while flying during daytime from Athens, Greece to
Rota, Spain via Morocco. The long wire antenna was used. The
fields are normalized to those produced by a 1 kW radiated power
transmitter. The solid theoretical curve was made by the wave-hop
computer program.
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Fig. 15 Field strength versus distance plots of the 148.5 kHz transmission
from a Greece transmitter measured using an NM-12AT field intensity
meter during a nighttime flight originating in Athens. The long
wire antenna was used. The field strengths are normalized to those
produced by a 1 kW radiated power transmitter. This data was
collected when the aircraft was west and south of Athens. The
dashed line is a theoretical prediction generated by the wave-hop
program. The upper figure shows data from the flight between Athens
and a point in the Mediterranean (360 591N, 170 27'E) southwest
of Athens. The lower figure shows data obtained during the
subsequent portion of the flight from this point direct to a point
(350 13.5'N, 230 411E) southeast of Athens.
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Fig. 16 Field strength versus distance data from the Annapolis, Maryland
transmitters. This data was taken while the aircraft made two
12-sided polygonal flights to determine the antenna pattern of the
lonq-wire and loop antennas on board the aircraft. The crosses
indicate the coincidence of 2 data points where the aircraft was at
the same range but diffeeent antenna bearings to the Annapolis
transmitter. These data are consistent with an omnidirectional
reception pattern for the long wire antenna under daytime
propagation conditions to within about +0.5 dB average error. The
solid lines indicate the theoretical field strength versus distance
(normalized to I kW radiated power) obtained from the wave-hop
program. The data and predictions on the lower graph are for 51.4
kHz.
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Fig. 17 Field strength versus distance measured during the inbound flight
toward the Morocco transmitter on the flight from Athens. The
fields are normalized to I kW radiated power from the transmitter.
The dots represent the experimental points and the solid line is the
prediction of the wave->op program. When the aircraft was 180 kin
from the transmitter, it increased its altitude from 12,000 to
18,000 ft. and maintained that altitude.
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Fig. 18 Field strength versus distance data for Keflavik transmissions
on 80.1 KHz during flight from Kefl vik, Iceland to the nor-hea.t
during nighttime of 3 to 4 Mar 1977 at an altitude of approximately
23,000 feet. Experimental data are shown by the light line.
Theoretical predictions are the heavy line.
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Fig. 19 Field strength versus distance data for (ýLeece transmissions
on 58.3 KHz during flight from Athens, Greece to the west durinq
nighttime of 1! to 11 Mar 1977 at an altitude of approximately
22,000 feet. Experimental data are shown by the light line.
Theoretical predictions are the heavy line.
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Fig. 20 Field strength versus distance data for Thurso transmissions
on 55.5 KHz during flight from Keflavik, TcPland Po Rot-;. Sp in
during nighttime of 5 to 6 Mar 1977 at an altitude of approximately
23,000 feet. Experimental data are shown by the light line.
Theoretical predictions are the heavy line.
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Fig. 21 Map showing path traversed on flight from Athens to Rota.
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Fig. 22 Field strength versus distance data for Morocco transmissions
on 57.0 KHz during flight from Athens, Greece to Rota, Spain durinq
nighttime of 14 to 15 Mar 1977 at an altitude of approximately
20,000 feet. Experimental data are shown by the light line.
Theoretical predictions are the heavy line.
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Fig. 23 Field strength versus distance data for Greece transmissions
on 58.3 KHz during flight from Athens, Greece to Rota, Spain during
nighttime of 14 to 15 Mar 1977 at an altitude of approximately
20,000 feet. Experimental data are shown by the light line.
Theoretical predictions are the heavy line.
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Fig. 24 Field strength versus distance data fur Morocco transmissions
on 57.0 Kiiz during flight from Rota, Spain to Lajes, Azores during
nighttime of 15 to 16 Mar 1977 at an altituLde of approximately
21,000 feet. Experimental data are shown by the light line.
Theoretical predictions are the heavy line.
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Fig. 25 Field strength versus distance data for Greece transmissions
on 148.5 Kllz during flight from Athens, Greece to Rota, Spain during
nighttime of 14 to 15 Mar 1977 at an altitude of approximately
20,000 feet. Experimental data are shown by the light line. I
Theoretical predictions are 'he heavy line.
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Fig. 26 Field strength versus distance data for Morocco transmissions
on 57.0 KiIz during flight from Lajes, Tkzores to Patuxent River,
Maryland, USA during nighttime of 21 to 22 Mar 1977 at an altitude
of approximately 20,000 feet. Experimental data are shown by the
light line. Theoretical predictions are the heavy line.
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Fig. 27 Field strength versus distance data for Iceland transmissions
on 47.45 Kl-z during flight from 'ajes, Azores to Keflavik, Iceland
during nighttime of 17 to 18 Mar 1977 at an altitude of

approximately 23,000 feet. Experimental data are shown by the light
line. Theoretical predictions are the heavy ]ine.
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Fig. 28 Field strength versus distance data for Iceland transmis;sions
on 80.0 KHz during flight from Tajes, Azores to Keflavik, Iceland
during nighttime of 17 to 18 Mar 1977 at an altitude of
approximately 23,000 feet. Experim(rntal data are shown by the light
line. Theoretical predictions are the heavy line.
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Fig. 29 Field strength versus distance data for Iceland transmissions
on 80.0 KHz during flight from xeflavik, Iceland to Lajes, Azores
during nighttime of 19 to 20 Mar 1977 at an altitude of
approximately 24,000 feet. Experimental data are shown by the liqht
line. Theoretical predictions are the heavy line.
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MEASURE OF E.C.D., TIME OF ARtRIVAL, AMPLITUDE AND PHASE OF BOTH GROUND AND REFLECTED WAVES OF
LORAN-C PULSES

J-C. Lidvin, J-P, Hamaide, W. Scholiers, 1-P. Lechien
Universati Libre de Bruxelles
Campus Plamne, C.P. 222, Boulevard do Triomphe,

1030 Bruxelles (Belgium)

SUMMARY

We are studying the LORAN-C pulses emitted at 100 kRiz by the Sylt station (Federal Republic of
Germany) and received at Brussels situated at 514 km. The pulses are analysed dligitally. After decoavo-
lution of the reee-t"d wave, the ground wave (measured bltfore with high precision) is subtracted to obtain
the reflected wave on tile ionosphere. This analysis provides accurate results [or time oe arrival, ampli-
tude, phase, ECD of both ground and reflected waves. The heights of the 0 layer of the ionosphere are al-
so given,

1. EXPERIMENTAL SET UP

The experimental set up (Guillaume, F., 1977) is composed by a home-made reception system for
the LORAN-C signals (fig. n

0 
1). Data acquisition and signal averaging are performed on-line by a

MOTOROLA 6800 micro-computer. The sampling frequency is 400 kHz and 256 data are memorizsd for a Lime
interval of 640/Us. The averaged pulse is obtained after a semnation that depends of the noise amplitu-

de. The impulse response of the antenna-receiver system is measured by the same way : a 60 us duration

pulse is emitted by an auxiliary loop.

The preprocessed data are sent by a telex line to a CDC 6600 computer for complete processing
(deconvoluLion and subtraction). Now, the subtraction is done on-line by the micro-computer.

2. NOISE AT THE OUTPUT OF THE RECEIViNG SYsTEM

Pn aniplitund difference of a factor 4 is currently observed for noise during a period of 24
hours. To improve the speed of the data acquisition, we intend to adjust the number of the pulses avera-
gad (4L) to the amplitude of noise (<j) for a given accuracy (07m) . A study of correlation shows that the

white noise hypothesis cannot he kept, as a set-off, noise is stationary for time tip to 20 min. This
leads to the empirical relation

where Ctj is the standard deviation after a mean t Ln pulses

ýS is the standard deviation for one pulsc
CL(4 is an empirical factor

[a(256) = 1.o9 ; a(512) = 1.18 ; a(1024) = 1.53].

3. DECONVOLUTION

It is well known that the effect ol a filter onl a L.F. pulse is to produce on the carrier a de-
lay depending mainly on the phase characturi!:tics of the filter at tile tuned trequency. On the other hand,
the slope of the envelop will also be affociled. Both delays - on the envelop and on the caltier - are In

general different.

The utility of decojivolution appears in . t° 2. The earternal edges of the transfert function
H P) of LORAN-pulses must be corrected in taking i, to account of the trnnsfert function of the receiving
system G (&fl

The general procedure for deconvolution is given in the figure n' 3 where h(t) represents the re-
ceived wave andh g(t) the impulse response of thie receiving systom. The method consists of determining the
, best number O caier coefficients i.e. the band-width of the LrausferL iH( I ) t e a good Lestitutiwnt of

the pulse at the antenna f(t) (in amplitude and phasie). A band-width of 81.25 klsz to 118.75 kRlz for G('
was chosen. A reconstruction of the forsi ol the envelop at 10- of relative amplitude and a phase resto-
ration at 10 nus it obtained. This chute, hal been studied in detail (Lechica, J-P.) and will not be discus-

sed here.

The fig, n' 4 shows for one particular case the dilference in amplitude and phase between at 1011

deconvolued pulse and a deconvolued one.

it is f(t) that will ie utilized,, tor further calculations.

4. OBTAINMhi'NT OF TIlE iJ•EFlEC'ri.I) WAVI

T'he received wave at Brussels (the total wave) ts formed by the sum ot the ground and the reilec-
ted wave on the II layer of i onosphere. (FIg. n' 5). Lel us remark that the received ground and reflected

waves are different of lile emitted w;ive because of the tlfpersive eflect of tile propagatLion nmedili (res-
tectively tilh whole sea-1,rotllI -,, I lot,• hlere),
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The fig. n
0 

6 gives anc illustration of this wave superpositioni.

The total wave f(t) is represented by

where i = 0 charactrizes the ground wave and

i = 1 the reflected wave
f' is the torm of the envelop
.L the time of arrival of the pulse measured urr the leading edge of the e)n lop at 63 %/ of the

maximum airplitude.

AL the maximum amplitude of the envelop
the phase of the carrier

(t, and Tt are measured related to the local clock).

The principal parameters studied iu the experimental resalts are

a) (-- the difference of time of arrival betwi,en the reflected and the ground wave

b) ECDU and ECD 4  (envelop to cycle discrepancy) is the interval between the time of Arrival of the en-
velop aud the phase (zero crossing of the carrier around the ti points).

We can extract the reflected wave from the measured wave f(t) by subtraction of the ruceived
ground wave. To perform a precise subtraction, the more exact form of the ground wave must be known
that is the more difficult point of our work.

5. EVALUATION OF '111E RECEIVED GMUUND WAVE

The effect of dispersion is neglected and, therefore, the emitted wave can be taken instead of

the received ground wave when we perform the subtraction,

We went (in July 1979) in the neighbourhood of the emitter (at 30 km) to measure accurately the

emitted wave (not disturbed there by the reflected wave. First, the form observed is not the theoreticel
one (tLeb announced in the literature) but presents many rebounding?. The difference in the form of
the two envelops is shown In the fig. n' 7. The carrier is not represented for the theoretical form.
For clearness, we shall use this simplification marry times in the following Figures.

icsing this emitted wave, and taking into account of tire measured ECD of each pulse, many hun-
dred pulnes, spread or% several days were interpreted. The results of subtractions are good but the form

of the reflected wave presents a few irregularities when their relative amplitude At. is less than 25 % .

At the present tinte, we observe an unexpected difference between the wave form measured now and

that obtained in July 1979. This deviation is explained by the existence of two power amplifier Lank
circuits having not the samce turning frequency (Johnson, D., 1981). This fact gives no prublem for navi-
gation or clock synchronization but for subtraction, the precise knowledge of the two forms are needed.
The results presented in this paper use the form measured in July 1979.

6. EXPERIMENTA-L RESIUTS

6.1. Virtual height of the D layer of ionosphere

The difference of time of arrival between the ground wave and the reflected wave A t, are di-

rectly interpreted in distance difference travelled by the two waves. From that, the virtual height of
reflection is obtained. In this work, we rdmii an optical reflectioin on the ii layer (fig. un 5). Only

simple reflection has been observed.

In the fig, a' 8, an example of subtraction is presented. In this pulse, the reflected wave
arrives 103 As after the ground wave ( , t0 that corresponds to h " 86 km, and riis relative amplitude
Ar is equal to 57 % . The validity of the subtraction can be tested in observing the form of the envelop

and also ;n the constancy of the phase of the reflected wave.

A set of measurements during 24 h, is given : A t in/lks on the upper part and Ar in percenta-
ge on the lower part of fig, n° 9.

During the night, &t varies around 105 + 5/s that leads to a virtual high of h = 87 + 2.5 km.

These variations observed during the night have a real physical mearing (movement of the height of the
D laver) and are not due to a lack of precision of the measure.

luring 'he day, we observe / t = 6f + 5 is i.e . - 70 + 2.5 km.

The relative amplitude Ar imposes two remarks

a) the amplitude ol the reflected wave is greater during the night than during the day. Sometimes (as
arornd 04h30), the reflected wave is more important thau the ground wave.

- - .,ate~ss.-7~sa~. .- -l -.
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b) during the day, Ar is often less than 25 % . In these conditions, we cannot obtain reliable values
for 1 t and LCDI (dashed lines on the figures).

These remarks are valid for all our measurements made at different period of the year.

7. MEASURE OF E.C.D.

In order for a precise time user to determine his local clock error, he must know the propaga-
tion delay from the LORAN-C transmitter to his receiving antenna. For that, a quantitative measure of
the dispersion of the propagation media, is necessary. The difference between the ECD of the received
ground wave (ECDo) and the emitted wave, give this informatiln.

The fluctuations (in A a) of ECDo and ECD4 are presented as a function of time on the upper
and the lower part of the fig. n' 10.

The mean value ZcCDo0 is equal to 2.6 + ltts. The ECD measured in the neighbourhood of the
e,,,ittr is 6.3 + .That leads to an ECD difference of 3.1/,-s for a distance of 514 km (190 km
tar sea propagation and 32A km for earth propagation).

The <ECD,> measured for days during No",. and Dec. 1978 fluctuate around 2.6 + 2/)1 5.

The e ECD7,7 mea.ured during Nov. 1979 and May 1980 fluctuate around 3.5 + 2/s giving 2,8/LI

for ECD difference. For uTe, this discrepr.ncy could be due to the change of transmitter.

Using the parametric curves giving the secondary phase .urection factor as a function of dis-
tance and conductivity (Potts, C., 1972), we obtain 24/As. This value according to 3.7/is (1978) and
2.8 tAs (1980) is rather good on account of the approximation done ou the sea (I = 5 m hoa/m) and on
the earth conductivity C 0,005 mhos/m). The variations of JSCDA are given but not discussed.

8. CONCLUSIONS

Our results on the height of the D layer are in agreement with the values given in the lit-
rLature (Rawer, K., 1973). We intend to improve the form of the received ground wave to reduce the thres-
hold of the reflected wave detection by taking dirtersion into acCount.

Continuous and automatic processing will give throughover the year
- the profile of the D layer

- an evalua on of dispersion (E.C.D.
0
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('ONSIDERATIIONS SURt LA ZONE UP SERVICE U'UN
EFMTWVEUR UP RADIODIFEUSION PUISSANT EN ON'DES KILOMETRIQUES

par

i.Fonteyne

TOP.., 21 -27 rue (larbes

92542 Montrouge, Cedex

La France eat lVon des pays lea miaux desservis en radiodiffusion dana is bande
kilomdstriqua-. En affet, 4 dmattaurs fonctionnant dens cette bande sent. ragus

ALLODIS, dmatteur de 1-i radiodiffusion nationale (164 k~z, 2 000 EN,
programme France Inter de Radio F'rance),

+ DROITW4ITCN BBC 200 kits ) 3 mv/rn A Paris

+ DONEBACH 155 k~s

+ TIPAZA ALG 254 kits

SAARLOUIS, en Sarre RFA (182 k~s, 2 000 EN, programme Europe 1,)

RADIO MONTE CARLO (218 E~s, 1 400 kW) et enfin,I

RADIO LU1XEMBOUJRG 'a Marnach (236 E~s, 2 000 kW).

Aussi, Vlon sleet tr~a t~t prdoccup6 da Is qualit4de lsa deaserte, surtout. pour
idisatteur d'ALLOUIN oar le but de cat 6&eattaur a toajourm 4t6 la demmerte de tout
le tarritoire.

Cette recharche des conditions dd6cout" et de l'amdlioration du confort passe par
1'6tabl~iasement da carte& de zones de couvertura (contours de champ), par 11dtude
d'un diagrasme de rayonnamant favorablo!, at le contr6le de ce diagramme, ls ddtar-
mination de l'effet d'une interfidrenco entre l'onde de aol et l'onde ionosphd6-
rique, ainai qua la recharche et ldl1imination des perturbations radiodlactLriquoa,
en liaison avec une rdglemantation antiparasita addquate.

2 -DETERMINATION DEN COUNONS DE CHAMP

11 n'ear pam toujours asia de ddtermiruor lea courbes de champ d'un dmeteeur, at Ia
auperficia couverta eat talle qua i'mi ne peot faire des meaursa dana toua lea
lisux habit~s.

Lea courbee de champ montrdes ici (figurve 1) pour l'drnettaur dALLOUIS sont ie r6-
sultat da 2 000 mesures environ, Sue 72 axes partant do centre dmetteur, et 4lob.
qndea C, 10 km environ. Be plus, de nombreuses assures compidmentaires ont 4t4 ef-
factudS i, aolt qu'eJllea corraspondaient h des axes d'sotrea 6mettaura, soit
goalies sembisient ndcessaairea pour confirmer dee mesoras ca pour prdciser Is va-
leur du khamp dana des zones habitdea. Toutes ces mesuras mont des mesures d'onde
de Sol. En particuliar, toatee lea meaures en des points 61ioinds Lie plus de
400 km de 1'dmetteor ont 4ti4 etfectudas en dehors des pdriodcs hivarnaien et dans
des conditiorus d'hcrairaa strictes.

On poorrait en ddterminer IS conductivit4 du aol pour la frdquence en question
(104 kkz),

3 -DIAGRAMME DE RAYONNEMENT

L'excentricitd - ldgbre - du centre 6metreor d'ALLOUIS, mais aurtout Ia diffd-
rence de condoctivit6 du Sol entre IS nord (plainee gdnradrleaent riches et colti--
vables) at is sod (niec en particulier le Massif Central, lea Alpas at lem
Pyrdndas( ont incit6 lea rasponsablas h modular idg~rement is puissance apparants
rayonndA de id6mettsur.

L'antenne eat constituda de 2 pyl~nes, dana l'axa Notd-Sad, ct 6loignda de 457 m

(aoit /4). nor chaqus pyidne, de 350 m ds haut, is dernidra couironna de haubana 1
ne comporteasucon isolateur. Lesasutres haubana nWont d'imolateus qu'au niveas du
pyl~na at au sol. idi6udpean a 4t6 etfectude dens le but ds permettre idAonuleisant
des charges statiques at de protidgar lea autras cooronnes da haubans contra lea
oiups da foudra (Lacharnay, 1975).
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Pour faciliter l'alimentatioii, an seul pylc~no enst actif, et l'autre eat refermý
la base stir tine capacit4. Le diagrasse de rayonnement horizontal (figure 2), qui
eat Ai comparer avec la zone de couverture prdeente bien tin maximum asses large
yore is sud.

Le diegramme vertical dana l'axe des pyl6nea (figure 3) 'nontre bien poe le rayon-
nement d'un pyli~ne ainel r6alia4 a'apparento )t celui dFun simple pyl~no quart
d'onde aliment4 A ia base.

Gee mestiree de diagrantee par h6licoptbre sont effectu6es syst~matiquement par TDF,
pour tous lea 6metteura dti r~seao principal, quo ce suit en radiodiffusion ou en
t~l6vieion, Zi Vaide d'un 6quipement esbarqud comprenant tin mini-ordinatetir. Lea
diversee donndee (champ pour 1 h 5 frdquences, donndes de position) sont enregia-
trdes stir bande magndtiqtie, cc qol perset de tracer d~s is fin dui vol le diagramme
mesurd (Maseucci, 1979).

4 -EFFETE DE LA RAFLEXION I0NOSPHgRIQUE

Au-deiý d'une cerLaine distance, la meaure dti champ doit 4tre effeottide avec prd-
csution, car dds la tombde du jour, at n~me touts ia journde en hiver, l'influence
de l'onde ionosphdrique eat loin d'9tre ndgligeatile (figure 4). Elle ee manifeste
par tine augmentation isportante du champ, accompsgnde d~une variation lente dti ni-
vesti. Minis lee rdcepteurs s'accc.nmodent bien d'une teile rdception, car lee varia-
tion sont lentee et la GAG a largament la temnps de rdsgir. Par contre, is rd-
flexion ionosphdrique entraine susas tine augmentation dti niveati des 6metteurm par-
tageant ie canal. Si la situatýion d'Allouis cur ce plan l& eat tr~a honne (voir he
tableau 1), il n'en eat pas de s~me des autrec 6metteurs qui desservent la France.
C'eet ainsi que la cotiverturo nocturne confortable de Europe 1 dtait assurde avec

tin champ minimal do 100 mV/s jusqu'h cc que ilon sit pu trainer tin partage en fr6-

quence plus favorable. Europe 1 ýi 185 kilz et Oranieob N 179 kfl. I
La tranasoclulation ionoaphdrique figure parmi icea effete lee plus importants et
lea pius n'iieibles de is rdflexion ionoaphdrique.

Deux zones de pi~nes dues ý la transeodulation lietitont actur.liement he service en
bande kiloatdtrique en Prance :imz Bretagne o6i Europe 1 (et akuSSi, dans tine suindre

mesure, Luxembovrg) eubissent tine txanamodulationi due & Alboum, et le midi de laFrance o4 Alle'lib suhit tine tranamodulation de ia part de Radio Monte. Carlo.

Dane ce cas particulier, le taux de transatodulation ddpasme par moments (en aui-
tomne, en fin d'apr~e-midi) 10% & 300 kim, ce qui correepond & tine quahit6
totalement inexploitahie.

TBEUI

Rmetteurs par~ageu.. J.,.c rogue en B. km en France

LLUS SAA'.,U IS MONTE CARLO LUXEMBOURG
164 kfIA 1A , kl:' 2 18k H z 236 kHzs

Tachkent Oranienboarg Oslo Kichiniev

150 kW, 5200 km 751 kW, 600 k m 200 kW, 1750 kmi 1000 kW, 1700 km

Ankara Bakti Archanqelsk

_______.1200 kW, 2300 km 500 kW, 3500 km 150 kW, 2600 km

5 -LES PERTURBATIONS RADI0ELECTRIQUES

La baude kil~omdtrique oct part icul ibroeont sensible ntis perturbations
radiodlectriques, d'une part max bruits natureli et d'autre part aux parasites
dits industriela. L'utilisaLion inLensivo do cette baride en France entraine tin
nombre ispoitant de rdclasstlone, ct tine rechorche active des apparetla et
instailationa perturbateurs.

Antuellement, lea 20 5i 30 000 rdciamations annuelles sont traitdes par tine
centaine d'apents r6gionaux, qui rocherchent lee appareils porturbateura et lea
rem~des. La bande kilomdtrique eat pcrticuuibrement affectdc par lea installations
diectriquea, lee appareihe dlectromdnaqere et lee installations do rdceptionivoir
he tableau 11).
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Les appareils Alectroradnagara provoquenit 1600 r~elarsations par an en bande kilosr6-
trique, contra 800 dans lea autres bandos do radiodiffuvion 00 tdl6viaion. Ce sont
essontielleroent les diapositifs do comisande ý thyistors (variataurs, gradateurs
d'dclairaga domastique) et lea contacteurs 00 thermostats clui sont h lorigine des
perturbations.

Lea installations klectriques provoqoent 900 rdclamations par an en bands kilomas-
trique, contra 400 dana lea autras bandes. Lii encore, les dispositifa de commando
at lea contacteurs constituent Ileosantiel des perturbations.

Enfin, lea installations r4ceptrices provoquent 500 r6clamations par an en bands
kilom4trique, contre 500 dana l'ensembie des autres benders. La plus grande pertur-
bation provient dans cc cas d'harmoniques de la frdquenoo de balaysge des rdcep-
teurs de tdl~vision. Caest ainsi qua ics 4inissiona 6 819 lignes do premier r~eeau
de t~l~vision correspondent It one frdqoenco da balayage de 20,475 kd~z. et l'har-
monique 8 (163,8 knz) provoqusit on battereent g~nent avee Alloois 164 kHz. L'on a
dO d~calor Allbui ii 163,84 kHz pour qua le battasent soit momns g~nant.

Le a~me problbma se pose avec l'harmoniqoa 14 du systbrse 1 625 lignes (218,75 k~z)
our Radio Monte Carlo 218 kF~z et l'harmoniqua 15 (234,38 k~z) sur Radio Luxembourgi
(236 k~z).

11 r4aulte de tout eels quo la France a tr~m t~t 6t6 ohlig~c d'instaurer one r4- .
glamentation s6vlre pour lea perturbations dans la bande kilomdtrique. La misc an
barmonia avec lea sutres pays de Ia CEE (Dlirective 76/889 CBE) pour lea appareils
domeatiqoes at lea outilo portatife a entratn6 one augmentation do nivemo admits-
s ible des pe Lt urbat ions rad ioloetr iqoes , at done do champ ha prot6gcr . L' augmenta-
tion do 4 dB des pertorbations ladio~lectriqocs & 150 k~lz, d6jh adoptde par le
CISPH (Comit4 International Sp~cial des Perturbations Radio6lectriques) , at soote-I
nu par certairic pays de la CEE rc~duirait encore ls coovertore an radiodirfusion de
notro pays, at n'aat done pee acceptable.

CONCLUSION

L'utiliaation do la bands kilomdtriqoe pour be radiodiffusien pormet urie couver-
tore quasi totals d'un pays comma ia Franca avee un soul dreetteor, masi entralne
aussi des contraintes, en perticulier is ndcessitd de bien prot6ger in poret6& do
spectre, d'une part via )i via des 6motteurs 4trangcra, d'autre part via IL vie des
perturbations radiodloctriques.

L'instalistion poor la desserto d'on mares pays, do plusiours 4sotteurs do grands
puissance on bande kilomdtrique entratno cependant des tranamodubations ionoaph4-
riqoas in6vitabboa dont il faut tonir compte pour 6viter one r4doction trop impor-
tanto de la zone do service.
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TABLEAU 2

Ik -?Jov 31 12 +

It- S R E SET SCIENTIFI DUES 3O~ . A 3 24
F IEL)EtNCES AUTORISEES_______ ___________ _____

AUTTIE9 FRECUENCES ________-____ ___ __ __ - -

!IEDICAUX 4
FREOENCES AUTO RISE S EE .. ____-____ - -___ _

&UTIES FHEQIJENCES ____________-__________ __- -

A ETINCELLE'S 
- D-Oý -- ____ ____ ___ ___ _

ENERGIE ELECTRIQUE 1OAB 17 3 3 *0-
LICNLS > 100 KU ALT. 4 1 1 1
LICNES AERIENNE& ~ -- ________ ____ . 0 1
STATIONS ___-

LICWJES > 100 KV CONT.
L.ICNES AERIENNS ____________________ _____-

STATIONS ___________ __--__

LIMS DL 1 1001WV
LICNES AERIENN E . ____ -- Li 2 G 111 56____

STATIONS _________________ ________ ___ 2 1 ___

LICIAES DE 450 U A IKV 3
ALIGNES AERIENNES________________ _______ 3 2 1___

STATIONS. ______ _________
PAMS TENSION < OLJ -0

LIGNES AERIr.NNES._________ _____R___ 1 3 __-___

STATIONS~~___ ______

TRACTIONS9 ELECTRI OUES
CNErIINS DE FER -_________________________ 2 2 ___ ___
TRAMWUAYS __________"

TROLLETBUS ______________- -________ ___ ___

INSTALLATIONS Ei-ECTRI QUES TOTAL. C 1 20 25
GENERATEUHS _________________ _______ ______ __
!IOTELjRS P > '?00 w ____ ____________________ __h 12 - 41_ __

CONTACTS-__________________________ 
__43 1 12-STSrEI1ES D ALLUJ1AGE __________________________ 15 1

RELJRESSEUJIS ___ _____--_____________ -- ______ ___ __ _ -

CONJJERTISSEURS -__4__1 _______________ __
UARIAThLUHS ________51 5 _

CLOTURES ELECTRIOULS _____ ___ _______143 9 3
TOTALL)2135 39 35

APPAREILS ELECTROr1ENAGERS ____ ___ 1-- -
t1ZTEURS P N 1C00W -____- ____ 84t 141 33 32
LONTA CTS .THERM1OSTATS- - - ---- -__ -13-[ 1 2
CDES A OIO0E,THTRISTOR (P<IOOOW) - - - - o 1

LAM1PES A OLCHARGES ~TWOT AL E 212 51 4 '12

4A.APES A FLUORESCENCE ca____ 3514 21 2 11
ýNSEICNES AU NEON___-

INSTALLATIONS REGEPTRICES r_ýTLF 4933 28 4 -IG

HLICEPTLLIllS RADIO - ---- ~IL 32 1 4-__ 10
lFECEPTE[Jll T.V ___4_49 N0

STSTFmC9 nl ANTENJEJ ACTIVJE ___ ____

flLCUETURS AUT,4L' OtiF R LT TV)----------- __ _

ALLUM1AGES IlOTFURS - --A C . -

AUTRES SOURCES[_TA
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DISCUSSION EPP FALL 81 MEETING
MEDIUM, LONG, AND VERN' LONG WAVE PROPAGATION

(AT FREQUENCIES LESS THAN 3000 KHZ)

SESSION 4

PAPFR 22. LF PROPAGATION - AN OVERVIEW
AUTHIOR J. S. Belruse
C0I-1ENTER a R. H. Doherty
COMMENT : The one-hop Loran-C measurements in the Hawaiian area showed results very similar to
the European observations. The one-hop Loran-C measurements in the Aleutian- showed rosults
identical to your Canadian oris.. During the late 1960's when we ran the Hands experimental
station in Boulder, the east coast to boulder measurements would show the typical trapezoid
like you see in Canada during the summer months and then we would switch over to toe Cos Chi
pattern during the winter months. We could almost detect when this would happen particula-ly in
the spring around 21 March. It was not so clear in the fall. That of course doesn't tell what
happens over a solar cycle, it was only for three or four years.

RESPONSE : Thank you I guess that indicates a limitation to my overview, which should have been
covered.

PAPER a 22. LF PROPAGATION : AN OVERVIEW
AUTHOR a J. S. Belrose
COMIMENTER J. S. Reagan
COMIMENT a The difference in the diurnal pattern of VLF and LF phase between Canada and Europe
at the same magnetic latitude may be explained by the difference in the magnetospheric electron
population above the ionosphere at the two locations i. e. a difference in the flux densities
of energetic elertrons in the Van Allen radiation belts. Due to the existence of the south
Atlantic magnetic nornaly between North America and Europe the electron population over North
Amrerica is approximately 1060 times higher than over Europe on the same L-shel I. These
energetic electrons mirror down low in the atmosphere where they create a "drizzle" ionization
in the 0-region that is probably sufficiently intense to effect sensitive VLF and LF
propagation. rhe larger fluxes over Nor th America would result in stronger effects at Ottawa,
for example, that, over an equivalent station in Europe. Seasonal effects in the density of the
neutral atmosphere will effect the height where these electrons are stopped, and hence the
height profile of the ionization will vary with the season. The electron population is ever
present but var ies in intensity as a function of latitude, longitude and magnetic activity.

RESPONSE : A drizzle from the radiation belts has been the explanation of the magnedic storm
after clfect for quite some time [Jut the concept of it going on day-after-day is something I
had not entertained. The iornization donsitica due to this "drizzle" are undoubtedly small.

lthrouglh as you say they could be suAfficient to affect LF phase and amplitude, since a marked
effect is not discernible in measured eleciron density profiles. The electron density at say 60
m drlur ing the day at x=-600, is about 1I11 electrons= over Thumba, in India, Wallops Island, an

Ottawa, ax well as ir, Eurr.pe. Ehe dr izzle phenomena however would affect mainly the change
ionization over dawn, which has not been studied in any detail.

PAPER 22. LF PRUPAHATION : AN OVERV!LW
AUTHOR J. S'. Del' ose
OtIEST I rf_.ER a N. u. Bain
QUESTION 1 When You were speal: ng of the phase cIhanges inr Furopean ,ircuit; c u s i t the case
that beside; the phaso changes during the day, there is also a ubstantial phase cha.ge before
ground nlrunr i nc?.

RESPONSE : 'ho changes hefore giound sunr I so have been irterpieted by me as due to an aupplitude
change and a polarization charrye rather than, a height change. There is however a height change
in VLF propagaitoin As observed b'y your-•elf and others at 16 H7 over paths, of about 600 lnm.

PAPEk '11. LOW FREQUENCY RADIO egAVE PROPAGATION IN THE ATLANTIC AND MEDITERRANEAN AREA
AUTHIOR a F .. J.Kelly

I f'ftlENTFR : J. S. BeIr ose

i ilMIENT : In L;CIR ropor ts conrcerned witth low frequency anid very low ftrequency propagat(iuo the e
I Pt (rirmendal i(n wa-s mde thereiir that aircraft data kbHol I ingworth patterns) measured by if1
between transmitters An(d fixed receivers in fact over-flying the receivers could provi de useful
dat . h 1 h would h,1-l in the interpretation of the fixed receiver data and the fi ed receiver
data would als o help I[. pl oviding a reference a-, to whether or not propagasion '-as roirlia1 on
that day. Though that recommendation has beer, with us for scme timhe, very few r-perlrichnI have
been done. I would lil:e to commTnent on measurement of phase with an aircraft -lore receiver . In
the meaEurements at 30 f11K7 that were made in Canada Dre recorded pha -e as well as amnplitude, but

we never gLut anything useful out of the phase4, because the phase change riU th distance w> so
rapid that when you subtracted the phase change due to distance change you were left reith a
very uncertain reidual whirl di•i not change sysýtematical ly with distance.
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FAPER : 24. LOW FREQUENCY RADIO WAVE PROP-CASTION IN THE ATLANTIC ANH MEDITERRANEAN AREA
AUTHOR : F. J. Kelly
QUESTI..NER W. C. Bair,
QUESTION I suggest that it would help in using your data for the purposes of scientific
research if you could plot the portion of the results near to the transmitter in a different
way. I would recconimend the use of a linear instead of a decibel scale in that region, possibly
also using (signal strength x distance)

RESPONSE :Thark you for the suggestion.

PAPER 24. LOW FREQUENCY RADIO WAVE PROPAGATION IN THE ATLANTIC AND MEDITERRANEAN AREA
AUTHOR F. J. Kelly
QUESTIONER T. B. Jones
QUESTION The agreement you obtained between the calculated and measured fid:,,J strengths was
on the whole rather good. Did you consider using more realistic D-Region electron density
profiles? This could probably reproduce some of the day-to-day variability whicl you observed.
RESPONSE : We have used several experimental profiles, one using a C-Layer for daytime
comparison'. For the nighttime comparison we used only the model proposed by Berry and Herman.

PAPER ; 25. MEASURE OF THE ECD TIME OF ARRIVAL, AMPLITUDE AND PlIASE OF BOTH GROULND AND SKYNAVES
OF LORAN C-PULSES
AUTHOR ý J. C. Leivin
QUESTIONER J. S. Belrose
QUESTION I spoke earlier this morning about the difficulties in separating ground and sky
waves in C-N experiments. Your work reveals that this is also the case for the pulsed
experiment.
In your figure 3, where you show AT as a function of the time of day, the variation is rather
trapezoidal . It would be interesting to <now if this is consistent from day-to -day.

RESPONSE , Yes, it is. It is sharp at sunrise.

PAPER : 25. MEASURE OF THE ECD TIME OF ARRIVAL, AMPLITUDE AND PHASE OF BOTH 6ROLI4D AND SKYhAVES
OF LORAN C--PULSES
AUTHOR : d. C. Leivin
QUESTIONER J . Schaefer

QUESTION Are you able to deduce a real D-Layer profile from your measurements (rather than
only a certain reference height)?
RESPONSE : The heights given by the method proposed is one of the parameters useful for clear
understanding of the D-Layer of the ionosphere.

I

'1
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111UMIIIJ FMqUOIGENY PROPAGATION .A SURVEY

P. Knight
Biritish Broadcanting Corporation

Broadcasting House, Londoni WIA lAA

At mnedium frequencies, ground waves and sky waves *' re both of equal importance. Ground waves provide
stable si,;tals du.ring the day, when sky wavesi are it., At night sky waves propagate to conriilcrable
distances with very little attenuation but are met týriable.

Published ground-wave propagation coarse apply bc aid which is s~mooth and of' u~nifomn conductivity, but

this condition isI rarely natisfisd in practice. The paper describes methods for Calculating fbir
strengths along mixed land-sea paths, ever irreguliar terrain and thnrough built-op areas.

An interesting feature of sky-wave propagation ariseno beomuse the 'bath's gZ'roiaale tie frequency ties
within the frequency banld being considered. Thin gives riste to polaxtoation coupling lorin, which isl of

consliderable ilriportence ini tropical regionsi, and to iurther coupling ltios between hopen on mnulti-hop pitite.

Enhbanced ionospheric crossi-mtodulation also occurs lit the gyromiagnetic frequency.

I1. INTRODJUCTION

At medium frequencies (300 - 5000 kliz) groand-waivejasid slky-wavues are both of equal irapcrtws:ct. Ground
waves are used extensively fur broadcasting at, thle, lower l'r-,queoeieso ill the bestd. They pnividi' stabr1 i

signals, casecially during the day, when sky-waves are greatly ritteuasatd by Lie' -o' ''unuspjlctti, P-

night siky-waves arc able to propkget e hi teond tlertbl e dh itai1 tre rtit lii vor I itt. I aitt l'rt L I fit.

Seection 2, of tire Paper dILieUesecL the practiocl catpeeti of grorard-wriv' pi'iilrcg;L Iin. Icrupiglltlei ttrr.i's'
such as thoseu published by the MRII, apply to land whichi isl tirisotli mid of estiflo-t iounderrtivi ty, b"itt tins1
condition isl rarely satisfied JIn prectioc. Tihe grotuni say lI- of vucioble iotQidet tivi ty aind ;raeiotirtl of
hde propagation Path mlayl be ever secý1 water, Which bie;L a irrechl greater condouctivi ty Qirru dry 1i3uid, A

methoud for calculating fiel1d atrerigthie altong slix nI Ituil- tier Ja pliiQ1 J1f rie l lii'rI rold the r 'fleet of' rrri'1 -r]ar
terraln isi aleco constidered, It is tiuitwnl that piupugritioLa through ritleej zoll builIt-up~ o~rci ret 'ta b-

explainedi by assumUling that the grounrd believes to tualintIditeLively-Io:ard LiruEfuer'(.

Section 3 Iis conierunsed wihi sky-wave pro)pagationl, Whore' a trasaiiti1,1 hi-twice Hi -- Utiyl!r( reflection andr
prropagation viai lue F layer occurs lit tire frequency baud be-ing conclifueeu. At tier, lowesit f'r',,ulur'uur Ft fii
the hand, writes are reflected from thin lower sIde of tirl M, i:iyet3 with tin

1 
Ativr'iy little leont, beeusr'm they

tic ire penetrate very7 doeji y Inito the layer. At higher, iritcirirky-wus(, r-riart tieto-tletio the 1-1 I;tyins
end be reflected from the F layer; their irrupagotlon thin haLr: twice inl inossiou wiLii Liii tyjr' oif' propagaitiror

oliserved at Ii.fI. An intereeting fecLturur ci' s~ky-was', jr.cirtagatioi tiriricithronttirtu the ilirthit s jrrirstgrttiur
frequency lieu within tire a *I. build. Ali a conscy tittecc, titi extrareirdteray was r' of theý rsrgnrtici- tItlLi:

theory fii greatly aittetiuaterd arid onlly thel o edit~ra y Wi Lvi liroiirigrtr: it rff1I -itit ry.

2. GR1OUND-WAVEC iP1iPAGATiON

Ground wavec p~ropagate effuirtettly lietwieen verrttticl aitinisitit clove to the groturil. iThej trrurnitiinii.otto lost,

iretween a pelt' of' ant entice dinpooit ol t i lit( Psoirt orl r.,ductiivi y and l'ri u(nq i yti, on it trth rittvs orturd ii onl the
roeghnoti i of' tile iii ttrvtning- Ior ret n. I t ini trio hit i ifnlmmer! by builld ithigt intl treint uso thi' 1 tropgtsft jolt

plath. BE~for cc on nil ritig these titer cii iii ditall $ I Ilt ill tniroct, tvy Lu critidel p02 it VipttI'tioitlie Wet~-It Lwor
cileva ted atot na te tis tAra ted chove ai pl.ant itartlt ;uii Lo t~ic 0 ow 1,11e Ui2ot 5itteiteit, iotaioe tottiti fl 'i wiini Liltr-
froquoutey dirrrrrtirtto andl when the art 1;Lju 'ntt a"'" litre1' tor till' g-rotitiit

2. 1. Proparatloit over ri t reoj~ nt eath

Fig. L slrnwt two so teo-ntil A sod B rtli t oat 'I above :t toil orisi iluoe earL l. itippo so that A ccdiiitu itat its i of

cli thr polarci rticir. If' the ii. aecAt' !,: 'ittff'l uaLiY it thyeeoc, Uli atis r' inicidentr tit P iiitll t ty e i t

frost a planrue wave, turd tite Frettut: p1 sne-wateo seft ioe thutes, frf et ifi Lii bs e ott til to ,ts I trd ait tire i-fl:ee t Oi

wave fil octIctrctigth. 'Pilt' so Itripe lirrlicl~ i ill ;itton; Dittr by Lt(n dives I. aisd grotiia i- ri' flei oted wits cit ItheLni
giveno by

-, i 11" e ' . 1k ll~ie )kr>'

wher-e I isI Liii, ti-prenrt ill rut teteits A, ii, QI toldý !rie otitle rtar LEIt tErn iI Li iht' ti)Prhtt'oltriii ee r't'-tieIi rCo--
off1 ltent, ptrovided bit,ý dii trait: lt win's1 lire1 silt ottliii cii Itg w-nriseic Lit liii wivnloitntir th k. Thue t!nrniiritttri

situ 1 ldq. tainke ch ci.UIll lir set -o Li cii rdin lion pitttteirr'n o f lii ititeira tar, tart1 k 2 tt

Ilefoet' procec-ihiig furthter, Liitill rl(i,:Liot iii itirrurl1 rutisal IfuL hi tnitiloiri ''it. Mr c'tiiti A ittihitiri t'rnr'cnit 1.n Uii lr

grorund; if' the grounid bheitveir ts ~it ttutL (0(lotol htil t~jrt ciii I it:1 'tirdlit:l~irri t~r'it'r,!t.tti ;in I t behtavers :ilt ii

A useful I rcu ept Iit thut of the fi'lt I r'rrrir -crirc oitlii tritrrtid. Phi to hi i rm ] it 1 llp titilL arti'ii irtiwit il ii " .

I wiiti ioh Itittiti týile ript itaL refl[-tit[ion Ito[int P. ( vLri bnI L I tt I Crrotle ii Ili,,' hrttlrind i ir lo ''oi ME-z !leg, brdiLiri

tire Ititaris[buit.L~el frorr P bty itiC
0
. Cuilt rIbtilot rii wI lii Witin i Iii, -et it Irori' i-tch e thorY, bat eoirt'ibutinttt

lrom panitott iutrilie ilii, cairo dIItier widely ini ilitit oild tendA to vmii>' I . 'flirt Lnt iroirriltutLorrit frort wLI ltii

[ire sorts ac us misnly rttepoilslbli c lrs tite ret'lected rtlWitsvi, tast IAl fl i ci io' flit- zonre the r',fo nt in I i eneei ain-ft
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strength of the reflected wave.

When both antennae are at a finite distance from P the area of the zone is slightly less than it would be

if one of the antennas were at infinity. If the reduction in area exceeds, say, ]0%,the reflected-wave

term in Equation (1) will be in error. In practice it transpires that Equation (I) is nearly always valid

at u.h.f. and v.h.f., frequently at h.f. but seldom at m.f. and l.f.

When the use of Equation (1) is not justified a correction term may be added as follows

r Q,e-- jkr P So -jkr 2 1

v=Q r, r + r (2)

Direct Reflected Surface
wave wave wave

-• --x- --

space wave

The direct and reflected waves are together known as the apace wave. The correction is called the surface

wave because it is the only term which remains when both antennae are very close to the ground.

The factor S in Ecuation (2) is a complicated function of the ground constants, polarisation and antenna

positions. its derivation, first given by SOMMlM ,D (1909), is complicated but Sommerfeld's formulae

have been arranged in a convenient form by NORTON (1956,57). A more detailed dioiic-lion is given by

JORDAN sand BALMAIN (1968).

When both antennas are very close to the ground, i 0, Q1 = Q2 ' r' = r2 and R = -i for both vertical

and horizontal polarliration. Equation (2) then simplities to

U e-jkr

V Qi r (5)

where r is distance between the Lteuana. It can be shown from Norton's equations that S diminishes very

rapidly with increasing distance with horizontal polarisation but not with vertical polaxisiation. liorizont-

ally-polarised surface waves suffer such rapid attenuation that they need not be considered further.

At l.f. and m.f., the use of elevated transmitting aerials is impracticable because the wavelength is of

the order of I kis. Vertical aerials erected on the ground are effieiont radiators of vertJoally-polurisud

surface waves, known am ground waves. 'l'hese waves have a vertical electric-field component E accompanied

by a smaller component E which acts in the direction of propagation. The wave also contains a transverse

magetic-field component .. which is approx-imately equal to -Ez/iu)o wherrssb Is the intrinsic impedance of

free space. Of the two electric-fiold components, Ez
1 predominates. The vector product of E:z and 11

describes the power flow in the direction of propagation. The smaller vector product of Ep and I.i

corresponds to a downwerd flow of power into the Earth's surface and accounts for the attenuation of the

wave which is additional to that due to the inverse distanoc toen. The attenuation is greatest when the

ground is a poor conductor, ciud it increases als the frequency increases.

The ground wave would be attenuated even if the ground were a pure dielectric, bee us J-;, would still be

finite and the downward power flow would still occur. The power entering the earth would not be dilceipLtVui,

however, but would propagate downwards without loss. With a pure dielectric, I,:, aind ,p wouid be in phsiic

and the wavefront above the Earth's urfmace would be tilted downwards.

Ill a further olmpliflontion (NOIETON 1056, 37, 194), the modulus of N5 ill exprenised lil the foril

jou Jr
,0 A (4)

where h is ce•lled the ground-wave attenuation factor and 1V is thi, radiated power. Equ1ation (4) then gives

the field strength produced by a short vertical aerial radiating P kW; if r is in aetreir, 1'%z is ill V/is1

L and if r is in kI, E, i itr mV/m. The quantity 500 [P is sometimes called the cyomotive force.

Fig.2 shows computed valuote of A expressed In terms of two parameLoers p and b, clolled the uerl•!rJci0l diittrnctr

and phase conctant remspuctivelyy. These parwimeters are defined ,iu follows

p c - cos b (5)

b £- arc tM rn (6)
x

whore 83 x a 10 .

c-Il 'ir pgriurnii conduotivity Lit S/m :uid f ii the frequency In 4h1cF. FI inn thu, dielecliric onret;uut.

To ilbos;[rat, the app ilorrulr1 ofi Norton's lit.i'[ar, it ill ueed her es o Lur ci e tc' i the firld iii'lrrriitr. ut,

dJ.:]LrlEer of P) I l) kiiirr lll f ta icrorit vurtihal airitul rueiaLich g lIkW :I t Itlikn, cltuur nru K i urp tire gro•urruci[ iv f Ticri vLiv ILy t•

hi 10-i ;s/n ;cutd .tIn dci(Iec trIo (erc;t us;t:m ei)5:tj toi IL.

'Phii. icyullilr ot, e .(Irto ! wi[t which tl,, :nrl:tl ] ndL;atl ,fl ic 5100 0 [[1). rIn Lit i', ;istnvo (eit' gFior ( i wa:LVL' ;Lt telnlnt II Mi

i.r,. W Lhr a pie'ect)ly cerniuct[rtg earth), Lh' firld rtnrcnge h :giti I i li wll, I ie 50 o lo/1'1 ) 1. I mV/m.

~~- MS~.aaS.
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For the stated ground constants, Cr = 10 and x = 180. Equations (5), (6) and (7) give p*0.74 and
bý-310 . The ground-wave attenuation factor given by Fig.2 is 0.51. The actual field strength is
therefore 63.1 x 0.51 = 32 mV/m or 90 dB relative to 1 iV/m.

2.2. The effect of Earth curvature

Although the theory which has been described above assumes that the Earth is flat, this does not give rise
to serious errors at m.f. for distances less than 100 km. At gz'adter distances, however, Earth curvature
increases ground-wave attenuation.

The formal solution for propagation over a spherical Earth was first derived by VAN DER POL and BREMMER
(1937) and is extrenely complicated. Nowever Norton has again presented the result in a form which can
be readily applied; full details are given in NORTON (1941).

In applying Norton's method a factor which has to be considered is the effective radius of curvature of
the Earth. At v.h.f. and u~h.f., the effect of atmospheric refraction can be taken into account by
assuming that the Earth has an effective radius which is 1.33 times the true radius. At very low
frequencies, however, the thickness of the atmosphere is small compared with the wavelength and it has no
significant effect; at these frequencies, therefore, the true radius must be assumed. At l.f. and m.f.
the atmosphere has some effect on ground-wave propagation and it has been shown (ROTHERHM, 1970) that
this can be taken into account by multiplying the true radius by frequency-dependent factors which are less
than 1.33; at 1 MHz, for example, the effective radius is about 1.25 times the true radius.

In practical applications it is more convenient to make use of propagation curves, such as those published
by the CCIR (1974), which have been calculated by the methods described above.

2.3. Mixed-path propagation

Published propagation curves are calculated on the assumption that the ground conductivity has a uniform
value over the entire path. This assumption is seldom true in practice.

For an all-land path with variable conductivity, sufficient accuracy can usually be obtained by assuming
a weighted mean conductivity for the whole path and then using the appropriate propagation curve. This
method is not sufficiently accurate for mixed land-sea paths, however, because the conductivities of land
and sea differ by a factor of about 103.

The following semi-empirical method due to MILLINGTON (1949) is found to give reliable results for mixed
paths and should always be used for mixed land-sea paths. Suppose that 100 km of land is followed by
50 km of sea. For the first 100 km the propagation curve for land must apply; for the remainder of the
path the propagation curve for sea can be moved downwards and joined to the land curve, as shown in Fig.3.
The field strength at 150 km is therefore represented by the point Y. If the direction of propagation is
reversed, 50 km of sea is followed by 100 km of land. Use of the sea curve for the first 50 km, and the
land curve, suitably displaced, for the remainder of the path gives a second field-strength value Y'.
The field strength should, however, be independent of the direction of propagation because the principle
of reciprocity must apply. Thus neither Y nor Y' is correct, but it has been shown that reliable results
are obtained if Y and Y' (in dBs) are averaged, giving the value denoted by F in Fig.3.

Millington's method may be extended to paths containing more than two sections of different conductivity,
by using the appropriate propagation curve for each section of the path in turn. As before, calculations
are performed for both directions of propagation and then averaged.

2.4. Ground-wave propagation through urban areas

It has been found that the attenuation of ground waves passing through urban areas cannot be described by
assuming that the ground is equivalent to a poor conductor. Furthermore, it is found that the ratio of
the electric and magnetic field strengths is not eq.wl to the intrinsic impedance of free space but may
be somewhat smaller, because currents flowing in all •Tp of vertical conductors, such as house wiring

,and plumbing, and even in trees, enhance the magnst.c filu Liut tend to reduce the electric field
(CAUSEMROOK 1978a).

Measurements have shown that the ground-wave attenuation factor A does not decrease uniformly with
increasing distance (as in Fig.2) but may fall rapidly to a fairly deep minimum, after which it increases
before falling again. Fig.4 shows ground-wave attenuation factors measured on a typical path through
London.

A theory which describes m.f. ground-wave propagation through built-up areas has been developed (CAUSEBROOK
1978b). Moderately built-up areas, such as residential suburbs, are represented by a randomly-distributed
array of vertical unipoles, while more densely built-up areas, such as city centres, are represented by a
grooved surface, the grooves corresponding to streets. Both representations are equivalent to an inductive
ground plane. If the Soumerfeld-Norton theory is extended to this type of surface it is found that the
ground-wave attenuation factor, when represented on the complex plane (see Fig.4 of CAUSEBRO0K 1978b),
contains a zero in the inductive region. If the line representing a path through a built-up area passes
near this zero, then the theoretical ground-wave attenuation factor will vary in the same way as the
measured values shown in Fig.4.

2.5. The effect of ground irregularity

An integral-equation method for calculating ground-wave attenuation over irregular paths has been described
(MONTEATH, 1978). This method is based on the Compensation Theorem (MONTEATH, 1951), which leads to an
equation of the form
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G(R) =1 - /R + Y4 a+ -"j2t/XG(r) dv (8)
J r(E-r)

Here G(R) is the complex ground-wave attenuation factor between two antennas A and D separated by irregular
ground as shown in Fig.5; over a plane earth the modulus of G(R) is represented by the quantity A of
Equation (3). G(r) is the ground-wave attenuation factor for propagation between A and an intermediate
point P. Other symbols in Equation (8) not represented on Fig.5 are defined as follows:

X free-space wavelength
g relative surface impedance (MONTEATH,1973)
t the path difference APB-AB

The integral of Equation (8) is evaluated numerically. As this requires a knowledge of G(r) for a number
of points between A and B, G(R) must be evaluated initially for some minimum distance. The calculation is
then rep 'id for twice this distance, using the value just derived for the intermediate value of G(r).
The path is then extended by a further increment, with two intermediate values of G(r), in order to calculate
a third value of G(R), and so on. The first value of G(R) is calculated from one of Norton's formulae on
the assumption that a uniform plane earth exists over the first interval. Experience with real ground
profiles has shown that intervals of 2 km give adequate accuracy at 1 MHz.

In addition to hills and valleys, the method takes both Earth curvature and varying ground conductivity
into account. Computations made over idealised ground profiles, for which solutions can be derived by
other means, have shown that the method is reliable and accurate. When applied to real ground it has
been found that undulations approaching one wavelength in height have very little effect on ground-wave
attenuation. Much larger variations in attenuation, however, would be expected in mountainous areas,
where the terrain irregularities may be several wavelengths high.

2. SKY-WAVE PROPAGATIOl I
One of the principal characteristics of the 300 to 3000 kHz band is that sky waves propagate efficiently
at night but are greatly attenuated during the day. The attenuation occurs in the lower part of the E
layer, sometimes known as the B region. At sunset the D region decays rapidly and waves can then be.I
reflected from the B or F layers, with much less attenuation.
The critical frequency of the normal E layer is about 1500 kEv, at sunset but it then falls rapidly as a
result of electron - ion recombination and tends to a value of about 500 kH'; late at night. Sky waves

may be reflected from the F layer, or they may penetrate the E layer and be reflected from the F layer,
depending on the frequency, path length and time of night. Simultaneous reflection by both layers is
also possible in some circumstances. This possibility is illustrated in Fig.6 where waves penetrate
the H layer at P and Q but are reflected at S because here the angle of incidence is greater than at P
and Q

Although daytime propagation is relatively unimportant ic cannot be entirely disregarded at the upper end
of the band, since ionospheric attentuation decreases with the square of the frequency. Nor can it be
entirely disregarded at the lower end of the band, where partial reflection from the lower edge of the D
region may occ,Lr, especially in winter at temperate latitu'ec

As the wave propagates from traoslittr- t', r,.u;3ier Lt ...3 subject to a number of differ.nt types of lose
which are illustrated in Fig.'J. Those losses are considered in detail in the sections which follow. Tc
simplify the discussion it is assumed here that all antennas transmit and receive vertical polarisation
(VP); most transmitting antennas operating in the 300 - 3000 k/iz band radiate VP and the majority of
receiving antennas are more sensitive to the vertically-polarised component of the downeoming wave than
to the horizontal component.

Some of the losses described are peculiar to the 500 - 3000 k/iz band because the grromagnetic frequency
lies within thie band. Enhanced ionospheric cross-modulation also occurs at and near to the gyromagnetic
frequency; this is described in Section 3.6.

3.1. Ground lose at transmitter and receive-"

The strength of the transmitted wave, and th. voltage induced in the receiving antenna, are both modified
by ground loss, which would be zero only if the ground were flat and perfectly conducting in the vicinity
of the antennas. With imperfectly-conducting flat ground the loss in decibels at each terminal would be
given by

Lg = 6 - 20 log1 0  1 -- Rv() (9)

where Ri (@) is the Fre.9nel plane-wave reflection coefficient for vertically polarised waves at the radiationv
angle being considered. Since Rv tends to -1 at grazing ino tdense, the loss would tend to infinity at
very low angles if the Eart;h were flat, However the loss is modified by Earth curvature and has a finite
value at grazing incidence (WAIT anid CONDA, 195(). Wait and Co, da's theory can be used to estimate losses
for thi negative radiation angles which apply when waves diffract around the curvature of the Earth, as
shown in Fig.8.

The field-strength reduction which would occur if flat perfectly-conducting ground were replaced by an
imperfectly-conducting curved Earth is shown in Fig.9, which was calculated from Equation (9) for radiation
angles above )o and from Wait and Conda's theory for lower angles, assuming the radius of thi Earth to bth
increased by a factor of 1.25 to allow for atmospheric rjfraction. Fig.9 should be used in conjunction
with Fig.6, which shown radiation angles for hop lengths up tc 3000 km,.

I' ... ,
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On single-hop paths involving diffraction around the curvature of the Earth, it is reasonable to assume that
the negative radiation angles at both ends of the path are equal if the ground conductivities at the two
terminals are similar. When the conductivities are very different, however, this may not be true but

calculations have shown that the total ground loss on such paths does not depend critically on the way in
which the total diffraction angle is shared between the two ends of the path. It may therefore be assumed

to be equally divided between the two ends and given by Fig.8(b) even when the conductivities are dissimilar.

Ground loss may be defined as the field-strength reduction which occurs above a curved Earth when land
replaces sea water. Ground loss may therefore be derived from Fig.9 by subtracting field-strength
reductions for sea water from those for ground of the appropriate conductivity. The corresponding

increase which occurs when land is replaced by sea water is known as sea gain. Fig.lO, which shows the

sea gain which occurs at 1 MHz when land having a conductivity of 10 mS/m is replaced by sea water, has
been adopted by the CUlR in a field-*strength prediction method (CCIII, 1978). The increase will b,- doubled
if both terminals are near the sea. The increase rises to a maximum when the path length is about 1000 km

because here the one-hop mode predominates and is propagated at a very low angle. The increase rises to

a further maximum at about 4000 km; here the 2-hop mode predominates.

The full increase shown in Fig.lO will only apply if the transmitter or receiver is within a few km of the

sea. Fig.ll shows how the field-strength depends on the actual distance from the sea (measured in the
direction of propagation) when one termie-i of a 1500 km path is moved inland, assuming ground of average
conductivity (i0 mS/m) and a frequency of 1 M1Hz. Fig.ll is calculated from a formula derived by ANDElISON

(1963), and the theory has been confirmed experimentally (KNIGHT and THODAY, 1969).

Sea gain is also influenced by the extent of the sea; for example, it will be considerably reduced if the
sea consists only of a narrow channel. This aspect has also been studied by Anderson but the solution is
very complicated. An approximation to Anderson's formula has been derived (KNIGHT, 1975a) said has been

adopted by the CCIR (1978).

5.2. Polarisation-coupling loss

The gyrecagnetic frequency, which depends on the strength of the Earth's magnutic field, varies between
800 kliz in equatorial regions and 1600 kHz near the magnetic poles. It therefore always lies within the
band of frequencies being considered in this paper. At the gyromagnetic frequency, the extraordinary wave

of the macetc-ionic theory (ATULIbYE, 1959) is so greatly attenuated that it makes a negligible contribu-
tion to the received signal; furthermore the attenuation exhibits a broad maximum centred on the gyromagnotic
frequency. As a consequence, the extraordinary wave ocan be disregarded for all practical puxposes within

the medium-frequency broadcasting band (approximately 550 to 1600 kHz) and even at 3000 kHz its rate of

attenuation is two or three times greater than that of the ordinary wave. In the discussion which follows

it will be assumed that the extraordinary wave is completely absorbed.

Conventional aerials radiate vertically-polarieed waves. At m.f. the wave which is accepted by the

ionosphere and which propagates further, usually has a different polarisation and may not be excited
efficiently by the incident wave. The wave which emerges from the ionosphere is in general elliptically

polarised and may not excite the listener's receiving aerial efficiently, because aerials near the ground

are most sensitive to vertical polarisation.

*W The fraction of the incident power which is lost on entry into the ionosphere is called the pclariuatioi}

coupling loss. Further polarisation coupling loss occurs when the wave which emerges from bhe ionosphere

Sinduces a voltage in the receiving aerial. The coupling losses which occur at the two ends of the path

are caused by essentially the same mechanism and are unchanged if the direction of propagation io reversed.

. It has been shown (PHILLIPS and KNIGHT, 1965) that when the transmitting aerial radiates vertical polwoisa-
tion, the coupling toes in decibels is given by

L = 10 log (10)
c g1 0  0032 q1 (10)2 i

where M is the axial ratio of the ordinary-wave polareisation ellipse and 4 is the angle by which its minor

axis is tilted from the horizontal plane. Formulae for calculating M and 91 in terms of frequency, magnetic-

dip latitude, direction of propagation and angle of incidence at the ionosphere are given by Phillips and
ut Knight.

Curve which give polarisution coupling louses at individual terminals are contained in Fig.l2. Although-1 Cuve ionoslpheren upin
polarisaciun coupling lose tepends to some extent on frequency and angle of incidence at the ionosphere,

-Fig.lP may be used with eeg]igible erýror for all frequencies in the m.f. bsiid and for radiation angles up

to 200 fr-im the horizontal. The direction of propagation y is defined in the inset; on short paths the

values of tfr Lhs' two terminals tend to be complimentary and the coupling losses terd to be equal. On

long paths, however, the coupling lossee at transmitter and receiver must be calculated separately because

the magneLic dip latitudes and directions of propagation (relative to maginetie north) at the terminals will,

in general, be somewhat different.

Since the majoc axis of the elliptically-polarised ordinary wave which is accepted by 1he ionosphere, and

also that of wave which emerges, is parallel to the direction of the Earth's magnetic field, polarisation

coupling Losses axe low in temperate latitudes, because the Earth's magnetic field is almost vertical.

At the magnetic equator, however, the Earth's field is horizontal and polarisatlon coupling losses on Eaet-

West palths _ . -gC e

In the CCIR field-strength prediction method (CCIT, 1978), polarisation couplirg losses in temperate

latitudes are assumed to have a fixed value of I diB at each terminal and are included in the general

propagation formula. An empirical formula based on Fig. IP of this paper is used to calculate the

Lo



additional polarisation coupling loss which occurs in tropical latitudes.

3.3. Ionospheric absorption

This section considers first the residual ionospheric absorption which remains late at night when solar
activity is low. It then goes on to consider short period and day-to-day variation of field strength,
diurnal and seasonal variations, and the effect of solar activity.

Because nay waves are so variable, field-strength measurements made on a single night are of little value;
even if measurements were made :,I. the same hour for 25 consecutive nights the median field strength might
still be 2 dB in error. Asset "ients of the effects of interfering sky-wave signals should always take
this variability into account aid it is unrealistic to predict sky-wave field strengths to fractions of a
decibel.

3,3.1. Residual night-time absirgtion

The Earth's magnetic field has two distinct effects on ionospheric absorption. Firstly it is renponsible
for the auroral zones, regions centred on the magnetic poles whore absorption losses are high. Distance
from the auroral zone is believed to be of considerable importance; for example, ionospheric losses in
North America are known to be greater than in Europe (BARGOIAUSEI, 1966). Secondly the rate of attenuation
of a wave in the ionosphere depends on the angle between its direction of propagation and the direction of
the Earth's magnetic field, the rate of attenuation being least whet, these two directions are parallel.

These two effects in combination cause ionospheric losses on north-south paths to be loss than on east-west
paths. Long north-south paths usually pass through equatorial regions, where propagation tends to be
parallel to the Earth's field and auroral effects are absant. on the other hand, east-west paths tend
to be transverse to the Earth's field, and some east-west paths (especially those across the North Atlantic)
are close to the auroral zone.

The way in which ionospheric losses would vary if auroral effects were absent has been studied by menns of
an extensive series of ray-tracing computations, using an ionospheric model assumed to be common to t;1

geographical areas. (OLVEE et al 1971). A detailed study was made of propagation from hypothetical-
transmitters situated in Europe and Africa. In Europe, ionospheric looses were found to be almost
independent of direction of propagation; this is to be expeuted because the Earth's magnetic field is
almost vertical. Losses on east-west paths in Europe and Africa were found to be similar; this is also
to be expectLed because east-west propagation tends to be trasrrverse to the Earth's meagniec field at all
lati tdes.

Ordinsy-wave losses computed for the frequency range 500 - 1500 kliz for single-hop eael, west pathe arc
shown by mubroken lines in Fig.l5. Although the losses decrease with increasing frequeuicy, the reduction
is less than might be expected, because waves of higher frequencier penetrate more deuply into the
inooophere and the distance traversed within the ionosphere in greater than at lowelr frequencies.
1ontsequentiy the variation of the total loss with frequency is much smailer than would utherwLse be the
esec. Fig.13 shows that losses for low-angle modes tend to be almoust independent of hop length because
,,f the very small variation of the angle of incidence at the ionosphere.

1euopugation parallel to the Earth's magmetic field wan etudied by computing Loases on single-hop no,,rth-
sooth paths with reflection points above the geomadgetic equator. Although mout of the computations
involved reflection over Africa, some a dditionali computatiene were siade for other equatorial regions since
come dependence on the strength ef tihe Na, Wle's magnetic fieldi was expected. The slrengch of the Earth's
field won, however, found to have nogligib, influence on the :omp'tud iosocr, which were also found to be
ainost indupunuent of frequency. The recults of the computaltiono for equaterial north-south paths are

dhoweI by the broken curve of Fig. 11.

[ki t 'u ,oi.ral mzonsa, lonosphcric: [us•oi, .re comewhut rl'eiter Llian thte tohi,'at in lip.1.13. The aniural
cones ;,I !entred orn the magnetic polo aU1,l have an ouler radius of Q000 km. Aroan which are affected by
Ii creaed llooses include Canada LUi6 tin t1hert USA, the North AtLI atic anol chr northern part of the USSR.
In thin r'tgion, ionon pherie Loenau cii - [epunden t uf the dirvIi',,i uo pi top a;rii',, bi'calico the Eaith's
anyltetic field is almost vertical..

,ii';.15 dues rnot apply when waves penetrate; the NO layer :and are reflected by the _' layer; this is most
lk i As 1,y 'omur at frequencies above II00 tit. OsuIde the 1v';, l -,

1 
zone the residual night-time absorption

11s0 LjA tends to be independent of piath -ijimL' ant in o ivutn ;Li roximal ly by the ioliowing semi-espirieal
fProusoi die L., Wakai (CCIR 1i60iU

1 ±- O.til-hh

LA- ,p dB (lI
10 + C

where I is L he path length in kin and f i.s the frequency in M4Hz.

5.5.2 Short-period anid day-to-day vari.aiiort

The iunusph,,re is a turbulent mediwcu and sky-wave field otrntttht s.i os continuously. Short period
i-.riatelvin, occuring within periodti meoaured in minutes ttueally Celloto a Raiyleigh distriblition, although

urgr -;sC;iaiont may be observed if two or 'u'ore preutagatiot sr•dhu a-re received simultaneously. However,
1-htt te'iius field ntcength measured during a '1hort period gtel(neral hy differs from that measured at the same
lime ,t Lihc previous night and it, hco been fonoid thit the 'lay- to -Itsv:,.r•i tion of the median field strength
*,tl;trtt yio a dLutribution which reseambles h-he log-norinal (YN'GIVi', I /t[. The combined effect of the short

J'iurid ;ted lay-to-day variation caureti the it:tttantooteotia Yield :it r, r ,1 to exceed the meplias value by more

tlonu il du for aboul 10l of the total tios, diring short perioe erenitrud on a specific hour, on a series;
.I. nigihto.

OWN-� 9M--
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5.5.5. lDiurnal variation

Ionospheric absorption is smallest and field strengths are largest late at night. The absorption increases
rapidly at sunrise and decreases from its day-time value almost as rapidly at sunset. Field-strength
variations have been measured during the sunset and sunrise periods, and throughout the night, on many
paths in different parts of the world. The results have been compared (KNIGHT,1977) and it has been found
that these variations are largely independent of frequency (within the m.f. broadcasting band) and of path
length. An average curve which shows the additional absorption which occurs around sunset and sunrise,
and during the early pars of the night, can therefore be drawn; it has been adopted by the CCOT and is
reproduced in Fig.14 (CCIR,1978).

For single-hop paths, the sunset and sunrise times of Fig.14 are those observed at the path mid-point.
For multi-hop paths the absorption variation is mainly controlled by the hop nearest to the terminal where
the sun sets last or rises first, because the remainder of the path is then in darkness. Sunset and sunrise
times for paths longer than 2000 km are therefore taken at points 750 km from the appropriate terminal.

The absorption rises to a maximum at about mid-day and Fig.15 shows the corresponding field-strength
reduction, measured on a 561 km path in Japan (WAKAI et al, 1969). Fig.15 shows the tendency for day-time
field strengths to be greater in winter than in summer. Measurements made at Helsinki of a large number
of Eurepean transmissions have shown that sky waves received over single-hop paths near mid-day in December
are 20 to 40 dB weaker than at night,throughout the frequency range 500 - 1600 kHz (EBU, 1967).

5.5.4. Seasonal variation

As described in the previous section, there is a tendency for day-time field strengths to be greater in
winter than in summer. At night there is a tendency for field-strength maxima to occur in spring and
autumn, except at vertical incidence, when the maximum occurs in thc summel. Considerable difference
have been observed from one path to another; for a more detailed discussion see KNIGHT 1977.

5.5.5. Solar-cycle variation

There is a tendenmy for night-time sky-wave field strength to decrease with increasing solar activity.
The decrease seems to be 'tast pronounced in North America, where reductions of more than 6 dBi have been
observed on typical paths at the peak of the solar cycle (BARGHAUSEN and LILLIE, 1965). Smaller reductions
have been observed in Europe and AurI alia. In tropical regions, there is unlikely to be any appreciable
field-strength r,,duction because ionospheric absorption at night is relatively small.

Regreesion snalytise indicates that the field-strength reduction is proportionable both to sunspot numiber
R and to the path length p, and can be represented by the formula

aR = lO-2bpH dB (12)

where p is in km arid b is a constant which depends on geographic locatioc. According to the OCIR, b = 4
for North America, 1 for Europe and Australia and 0 elsewhere (CCIR, 1978).

There is very little information about the effect of solar activity on daytime propagation although
meaLsurements made in India at 1500 k:z show field strengths decreasing with increasing solar activity (uli
at night) because of greater ionospheric absorption(SATYANAIIAYANA SAIMA ct al, 1970).

5.4. intermediate reflection loss

Intermediate reflection lose occurs between hops on multi-hop paths end is closely related to polarloeation
coupling loss. It occurs for the same reason, i.e. because the extraordinary wave is almost completely
absorbed and only the ordinary wave propagates

The mechanism is illustrated in Fig.16. When the ellipticaliy-polarised downcoming wave is reflected at
the ground its stre'ngth is reduced and its polarlsation (%) is modified. The new polarisation P 2 will
not necesearily match the polarisation P5 which the ionosp ere would like to accept for onward propagation
of the ordinary wave. The intermediate reflection loss Is the sum of the ground reflection loss end the
coupling loss between the polarisatieno I,:, and P3; these two losses cannot be considered separetely.

"There are three situations in which the lose may be large:

I. In temperate latitudes when the dowicomig wave is incident at the Brewster angle, because the
ordinary wave is essentially vertically polarleed.

2. For ,ast-west propagation with sea reflection at 450 dip latitude, when the ordinary wave re ccier:j
the tonosphere as the extraordinary wave and ie absorbed.

Pr. 1or ,, mth-south propagation with sea reflection at the magnetic equator, when the ordinary wave is
agaizn converted into the extraordinary wrve and absorbed.

Intermediate reflection loss is, in general , non-reciprocaL, i.e. its value changes if the direction of
propagation between two given terminals is reversed. The nos:-reciprocal effect is most apparent when waves
are reflected from land at angles near the Brewster angle, waves propagating towards the went sufferirhg
the Kreater loss. Waves reflected from the nea, however, have similar losses in both directions of
propagation.

A general formula for intermediate reflection luue Is derived in PHILLIPS and KNIGHT, (1964). Thin lens

in a function of a large number of variables and should, ideally, always be computed. To enable losses to
be estimated from curves, however, the following nimpLifying assumptions have been made elsewhere (KNlGH2P,

•'•" • ;•-~i:, ,•:- :li' ' '•r': !--v'-•mu • ii-•I -'•]||l |.
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1975b):

1. The dip latitude and direction of propagation at Lhe points where the wave leaves the ionosphere,
and re-enters after reflection, are the same as the value at the Earth reflection point, except on
north-south paths near the equator, where an alle.nanoe has been made fur the change in dip latitude.

2. The frequency is approximately equal to the gyromagnetic frequency.

3. The angle of incidence at the ionosphere iL 800; this angle in approximately correct for hop lengths
greater than 100O km.o

4. The reflection coefficient for horizontally-polariled radiation is - 1.0.

Fig.17 shows intermsdiatr reflection losses, computed with these assumptions, for five directions of
propagation relatiye to magnetic north and for a range of dip latitudes. The curves are plotted as a
function of u(aq/F)2 where a is the rediation angle in degrees, iris the ground conductivity in mS/'! aid
F is the frequency in Miz. Because of the simplifying assumptions, Fig.17 should not be used fi, values
of a greater than 100.

The tneory described abeee makes no allowance for Earth curvature, which would be expectee, to have a
significant effect when a is less than 2'. Although the effect of Earth curvature on intermediate reflec-
tion loss has not yet been studied, it is possible that, at grazing incidence, the loss may tend to a value
of about 6 dB under all circumstance;, Although greater losses would be incurred with negative radiation
angles because of diffraction, melti-hop paths involving negative radiation angles are unlikely to contribute
significantly to received signals.

5.5. Field-strength calculation

So many factors are involved in m.f. sky wave propagation that it is difficult to dZ'aw a universal set of
propagation curves. A number of methods can be used to calculate field strengths and to construct
propagation curves for particular areas, and directions of prolpagation.

In the wave-hop method (KNQIGHIT,1975b) each propagation mode is .onsidrLd separately. The free-upacu field
strength is augmented by convergence gain (BtAnLtY,l97C) and the, losses described in Sections 5.1 to 3.4
are then subtracted. Since the various modes arriving at the reeceiver are randomly phased, they are
added on a power basis. The result gives the estimated medisn field strength for late it night at periode
when solar activity Is least. Corrections must be applied to d1rive field strengths fur other times of
day and for periods of greater ;.solar activity, end to estimate the vnlues exceeded for varlous, percentage
tlimes.

The wave-hop mothod is too complicated and time consuming for planing purpoucs and a slap]tor method has
therefore been adopted by the CCIR (CCIR 19'0). Thid is based on a propagation formula derived from
measuroments made in the US01] (Caitly(2) which haa been found to be re(aonably consietent with measurements1
made elsewhere. Corrections are applied for polarioation (coupling lsen and sea gain, extending the
validity of the formula to tropical regions and coastal areai, Correctiorn arc ;ailo applied for di-Lresl
varilatIon and solar activity.

5.6 lonuospherlc e osure-moduLkation

uo Lhor f•ature of w.f. propagation which Is affi'cted by the, arthii ii magnetic firld In hiiouipheric croon-
modulation. Whon the region of the ionosphere Lraversed by a sky-wave is strongly ill nni,•:LtUd by a hig;h
power disturbing transmitter, the auudlU-frVqUuoiCy modulation of the Ltatter may be ioperimposed on the
cirrier of the former and cause interferen(!c. Thi• ccross- -medulLion, Uoe kJnown 11; the1 ,uXiaMboarg Offlwt,
in caused by a non-I[near process in the ionouphere. Thev michi:ul ie hian 1been fully do (:isiJblb by H-11[XLEY Levi
RATCLII"FE (1'4)). Brioefly, the disturbing transmitter varies the eiiiUion friequency of the ionosphere in
step with its modulation and this, in tern, vanien the attenuation iiiff'[iiuu by thie trav(ersing wav,, leadiri'".
to crois-modulatIin.

ionospheric croes-modulation' i, mainly confined to the I.1. and m.f. broadcasting banids, suid the high-po..wr
transmitLere which are in common use today may cauns serious intorferruci to sky-wove brouldeuithlug ser~vlem;.
Because of the large numberu of transmitters in these bands, ionospheric cruss-maduLation it; difficult to
distin~zish from eioeherinel I orrfi-ir•nee and even lucre difficult to memaore. hhuaerleim' oHL u1em1r(imio~tmi haIve,

however, been mede in the past when these bands were Iose congeoteil.

Ths depth of the tranoferred modulation depends both on the miil. ilation depth of tLih, i il~trbing trnsieittr
and on the strength of the diuturbing wave at the base of tlim lonotiphire. To enable muiourusinti' it bhi
compared they must first be standardlsod by calculating the cross-modulation which wouild have bi,-ii obeomicd
if the dleturbiog .riuiimiit-er had radiated with certain pifiici fol edmcaltr!tfiht atic.

in a comparison of all known merasurements (KNIGHT, 19•15), (mitimatee were made of the i:ron- -modulation lovet 5

which would have been observed had the disturbing trnemitLuers radiated from short ventrl~al aerials with a
power of 100 kW and b-n modulated at 500 Ez to a depth of 0056. This relatively low power was adopted am
a reference because many of the measurements were made with powers of this order.

lig. Il• ihows the result of this compariLon; full details are given in the reference. The horizontal
?eiqmuncy catle is normaltsted to the gyromagnetic frequency li5 because cross-modultiol il:tiesi Lo a maxLiJatni

t the gyromagnetic frequency, th- width of the maximum depending on the collision freqiinc:y ;t the height
where crosq-modulation takes place. If the Earth'a maguit•tic field were absent, •roes- isiodlulet1n wiiud
decrease approximately as i/'D 2 , wlere Fl) in the frequency of the disturtiug tr;AnumitL(t',

The e!nhnced (i:ross-modulation near the gyromseeoti frerquency is a direct resl[t of the hLth rate of'
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attenuation of the extraordinary wave generated by the disturbing transmitter. As a resul t an appreciable
fraction of the radiated power is dissipated in a relatively small volume, causing electron heating and a
significant increase in collision frequency. This in turn greatly increasou the attenuation of waves
traversing the same region of the ionosphere and is responsible for the increased cross modulation.

4. THE COMBINED MFFECT OF GROUND WAVES AND SKY WAVES

At m.f. the ground wave and sky wave can be considered separately because the distance between the gr•,nd
and the ionosphere is several hundred wavelengths. Interference between the two waves, however, doers have
to be considerod. In some situations the ground wave predominates and at other times the sky wave is
strong(er.

During the day, sky-wave propagation is relatively unimportant and ground waves provide stable signals.
They are therefore widely used for broadcasting. For example a 100 kW transmitter can provide a good "
service out to a radius of 100 km and a satisfactory service at twice this distance. At night, however,
the service is limited by sky-wave interference. The sky-waves may be generated by the same transmitter
or they may originate from distant transmitters using the same frequency.

kithough sky waves generated by the same transmitter carry the same modulation as the ground wave, it is
slightly delayed in time and this gives rise to unacceptable distortion if the two waves are of comparable
amplitude. The distortion can be tolerated, however, if the ground wave is at least 10 d]) stronger than
the sky wave. With a simple transmitting antenna this reduces the radius of the servi, , area to about
00 kIo at night, regardlese of the transmitter power. Some increase in this radius can be achieved by the
use of specially designed transmitting antennae which minimise high-angle radiation and so reduce the sky-
wave field strength at the edge of the service area, but this is seldom worthwhile today because of the
great increase in the number of transmitters sharing the same frequency. Since these co-chlannel trants-
mitters usually radiate different programme material, ceareful planning is required to protect ground-wave
service areas from harmful sky-wave interference. Ideally, high-power transmitters sharing a common
frequency should be separated by at least 1000 km.

Sky waves can be used to supplement ground waves at night, using a separate transmission on a different
frequency, or they may be used to serve areas which are much larger than can be covered by ground waves.
Sky waves can propagate to considerable distances. For example, EuLropean broadcasting transmitteirn have
been regularly observed in southern Africa and both North and South America.
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REDUCTION IN MF SKYWAVE FIELD STRENGTH AT NIGHr DUE TO
MAGNETIC-STORM AND WINTER-ANOMALY-RELATED ABSORPTION

E.L. Hagg

Communications Research Centre
P.O. Box 11490, Station "H"

Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
K2H 8S2

ABSTRACT

Results from a detailed analysis of one year of previously published field strength measurements,
taken during high solar activity in 1947-48 at Ottawa on the 1020 kHz KDKA Pittsburg emissions, show
that the strength of the night-time skywave is controlled by absorption from two apparently unrelated
geophysical effects. One of these is the magnetic-storm and post-storm effect and the other is the
winter anomaly effect. The former effect was dominant throughout the year and was the only factor
controlling the field strenqth during the March through September period. The two-monthly median
field strength for this period showed a smooth decrease with increased magnetic activity, from 5
to 19 dB relative to an experimentally determined unabsorbed value. The latter effect was present
sporadically during the October through February period. The reduction in field strength due to
the winter anomaly alone was from 6 to I1 dB.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

It is well known that at the higher geomagnetic latitudes the solar cycle has a considerable

influence on the strength of the night-time MF skywave. Long-term skywave field strength measurements,
made at night in the 550-1600 kHz broadcast band, show the annual median field strength to be
highest at sunspot minimum (Damelin, 1971; Wang, 1977). The geomagnetic storm activity is then
also at a minimum. This activity increases with increasing solar activity and as a result the annual
median field strengths then decrease because of magnetic-storm-associated ionospheric (D-region)
absorption. However, while field strengths are highest at sunspot minimum, there is evidence that
at other times the field strengths are more closely related to magnetic activity than to the mean
surspot number (Barghausen and Lillie, 1965). One of the factors that control MF field strength
at night is therefore likely to be the magnetic-activity-related absorption. Studies based on
va.rtical incidence absorption measurements made during the day on frequencies between 1.7 and
4.0 MHz show that anomalously high absorption occurs during the winter months (Davies and Hugq,
1954; Beynon and Williams, 1976a). Most of this absorption was not associated with magnetic
activity and was therefore related to the well-known winte.- anomaly effect, first discovered by
Appleton (Appleton, 1937). MF skywave field strength, measured nightly on 1.02 MHz AM broadcast
emissions during high solar activity, was found to be anomalously low from time to time during
the winter months even during periods of relatively low magnetic activity (Mather, 1949). It is
therefore reasonable to suggest that such low values of field strength could be caused by
winter-anomaly-related absorption occurring at night.

The purpose of this paper is to explain and determine quantitatively the factors that controlled the nightly field

strength on 1.0 MI lIz over a 534 km path in North Anerica, during one year at high solar activity. '[he paper is based
on previously puhlishcd field strength mleasurements that were taken nearly every night at Ottawa, ('anada, on the
1.012 Mllz KI)KA l'ittshinrg. U.S.A. emissions (Mather, 194') . The ineasurements were taken during the 2nd and 3rd
hour after ground sunset relative to the most western point of the path. The midpoint of the path was located

at 430 geographic and 54' geomagnetic latitude. The measurement period was from May Ist, 1947 through April 30th,

I048. The mean sunspot number for the period was 140. 1. Because of the ''cry solid dat:1 base which contained
measurements 'for 30 1 nights out of 3666, it has been possible to deterniine that there were two types of absorption
effects which contributed to the reduction of the night-time field strength.

2,0 ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

2.1 Approach to the Analysis

A somewhat unorthodox approach to the analysis was required in order to explain and determine
quantitatively the factors that control the strength of night-time MF skywave. After evaluating
some preliminary test results, it becamt' clear that it would be necessary to:

a) determine an experimental median unabsorbed field strength from which a
quantitative estimate of the absorption could then be mode;

.1

b) separate the months October through February from the remaining 7 months
in the analysis because these months showed evidence of absorption that
was not related to magnetic activity;

c) divide the data into 2-month periods because the estimated error was deemed
too large (up to + 7 dB) in the monthly median field strength;

d) develop a method for relating skywave field strength to magnetic activity
which is superior to that using the mean Kp sum.
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That the steps under b) c) and d) were neces.., ;,- is to some extent illustrated in Figure 1
where the monthly median field strengLh and the rn--responding mean Kp sum are plotted for the
12 months of data. For this data, the error was estimated by multiplying the quartile ranqe,
Q.R., by 4f7N where N is the number of observations. Note that the median fleld strength for
January is 16 to 17 dB lower than that for May, June or July even though the magnetic activity,
as indicated by the mean Kp sum, was lower in January than in the summer. The monthly mean
sunspot numbers are also shown on the figure and appear unrelated to median field strength and
mean Kp sum. That the relationship between monthly median field strength and the corresponding
mean Kp sum is not vwry close is clearly illustrated in Figure 2. One of the reasons for this
is that the mean Kp sum can be a poor indicator of both the number and severity of the magnetic
storms In a given month. For example, in Figure 2 the field strength for March 1948 is 8 dB
lower than that for June 1947, yet according to the mean Kp sum the magnetic activity was
lower in March than in June. If days having Kp sums :29- are defined as magnetically disturbed,
then there were 5 such days in March with daily Kp sums of 55+, 370, 37 , 37 and 33-. In June
there were only 3 such days with Kp sums of 42 , 35 and 32-. The nagnStic storm activity was
therefore greater in March than in June, althodgh tle mean Kp sums for these months indicated
the opposite. Thus the mean Kp sum is not a very useful parameter for relating median MF
skywave field strength to geomagnetic storm activity and will not be used in this analysis.

An additional reason for the poor correlation shown in Figure 2 is that anomalous absorption,
which was not related to geomagnetic activity, occurred sporadically during the October through
February period. Evidence that such absorption occurred will be developed in the next two
subsections.

2.2 Determining the Experimental Median Unabsorbed Field Strength

As mentioned under a) in sub-section 2.1, a va.ue for median unabsorbed field strength was
required. The first step was to exclude, as far as possible, nightly measurements affected by
"absorption related to magnetic storm and post-storm effects. These effects are illustrdted in
Figure 3 where the nightly field strength and the daily Kp sums are compared for the period
January 30th - February 29th, 1948. There were three minor storms in this period, the first
on February 3rd, the second on the 15th - 16th and the third on the 23rd. The maximum daily
Kp sums for these storms were 32+, 31+ and 29

o respectively. In all three cases, the maximum
absorption, as evidenced by the maximum reduction in field strength, occurred from I to 3 days
after the storm peaked, which, for the February 15th - 15th and 23rd storms was --40 dB down
relative to the pre-storm values. Studies using D-region electron density profiles and satellite
particle data have shown precipitating energetic particles to be the dominant source in contributing
to the increased D-region electron density and hence to the absorption that occurs during the
post-storm period (Larsen et al.,1976; Montbriand and Belrose, 1g76).

The following stringent criteria were used for excluding data likely to be affected by magnetic
storm and post-storm effects:

a) a daily (24 hour) Kp sum of Ž29- was defined as magnetically disturbed; nightly
measurements then taken were excluded, (a lower value than 29- would have been
more effective for excluding these effects, but the number of data points
remaining would then have been too few to be statistically significant);

b) measurements taken the night before the Kip sum rose to Ž-29- were also excluded
if this sum was >20+; this was a precaution against including a partially
disturbed day that could have affected the measurement;

c) the post-storm effects were reduced, if not completely eliminated, by excluding
measurements for a 9 day period aftor the Kp sum had fallen below 29-; the one
exception to this rule was for the very large magnetic storm which peaked on
March 15th, 1-48 (daily Kp sum of 55+) for which the post-storm effects appeared
to last for 16 days; these were therefore excluded.

Apart from the exception under c) above, a selected period began on the 10th night after the
lKp sum had fallen below 29- provided the period contained at least 10 consecutive nights of
measuremeets for whild ihlt ddily Kp suen did not exceed 28+. The periods, separated into summer
and winter, are listed in Table I below. For the purpose of this study, summer is defined as
April through August and winter as October through February.

TABLE I

Sumner: Winter:

May 1 to May 12, 1947 Oct. 29 to Nov. 7, 1947

June 27 to July 16, 1947 Nov. 21 to Dec. 4. 1947

April 1 to April 20, 1948 Dec. 19 to Jan. 1, 1948

Jan. 18 to Feb. 2, 1948

The median field strength for combined summer and winter periods, as well as for sunmer alone and
winter alone is listed in Table II below.

AL -. - - -- _ _
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TABLE 11

"Med ,an
Field Strength

Total Nights _LdB>lV/m) BQ R¶ L N

Combined suntner and winter period 105 55.6 dB 2.3 dB

Sunmmer period alone 52 59.2 dB 2.4 dB

Winter period alone 53 49.8 dB 3.2 dB

Since the median value for the winter period is 9.4 dB lower than that for the summer, a type
of absorption which does not appear to be related to magnetic storm and post-storm effects occurred during
the winter. The median value of 59.2 dB >1 uV/m obtained for the summer period is therefore selected
to represent the experimental unabsorbed median field strength. This value will hereinafter be
referred to as the EUM.

The nightly field strength for the periods in Table II have been sorted into cells of 5 dB and
plotted individually as nornalized distributions in Figures 4a, b and c. The distribution for the
combined summer and winter period in Figure 4a shows a major peak in the percentage occurrence centered
at 55 dB and a minor at 38 dB. The distribution for the winter period in Figure 4b is similar, except
that the two peaks, separated by about 15-17 dB, have an almost equal percentage occurrence. The
peak centered at about 38 dB >1 pjV/m is uniquely a winter phenomenon because the distribution for the
summer period in Figure 4c shows only a single peak, centered at about 58 dB >1 pV/m.

2.3 Methods for Relating Median MF Field Strength to Geomagnetic Activity

In this subsection all of the field strength data obtained throughout the year (361 nights) are
included in the analysis. For reasons mentioned under subsection 2.1, the data have been divided
into two-month periods and the five months October through February separated from the remaining
seven months in the analysis. For the sake of brevity the latter months (May through September 1947
and March - April 1948) will hereinafter be referred to as March through September.

2.3.1 First Method
By making an arbitrary assumption that days having Kp sums of >36o are definitely disturbed

magnetically, it is possible to show that the two-monthly median values of field strength, computed

from the March through September data, decrease linearly with an increase in the percentage of such
days. This is shown in Figure 5, where a straight line has been drawn through the median values
which fit the line within 1 dB or better. The EUM value is indicated at the top left by a circle.
The two-monthly median values, computed from the October through February data, are lower by 4 to
9 dB relative to the straight line. Evidently additional absorption, which was not related to
definitely disturbed days, occurred during the October through February period.

While Figure 5 shows that field strength and magnetic storm activity are closely related during
the March through September period, two main objections can be raised against this method of analysis,
lhe first objection is that equal weight is given to all values of Kp sums Ž_360. Magnetic-storm and
post-storn-related absorption elfects are likely to be greater for days with Kp sums of say 40 to 600
than for days with 3 6o. The secnnd objection is that the method excludes days with Kp sums <3?-.
Magnetic-storm and post-storm-re' ated absorption effects may also occur for days with Kp sums of,
say 29- to 36-, albeit to a lesser extent.

2.3.2 Second Method

This method which largely overcomes the two objections discussed above, is based on the mean
of the 6 most magnetically-active days in a two-month period, as defined by their daily Kp sums.
This method w•. chosen because preliminary tests showed that the mean of the 5, 6 or 7 most
magnetically-active days all gave a remarkably close fit to the two-monthly median field strength,
computed from the March through September data. For <5 or >7 such days the fit deteriorated. The
main objection that can be raised here is that the method is empirical, i.e. it was selected because
it gave a close fit to the March through September field strength data, but more serious objections
can be raised against methods based on the mean Kp sum or on the percentage or days the daily Kp
sum was Ž a certain value.

A plot of two-monthly median field strength versus the mean of the 6 most magnetically-active
days, as determined from their daily Kp sums, is shown in Figure 6. A smooth curve has been drawn
through the 2-monthly median values computed from the Narch through September data, terminating
on the left at thc EUM value. These values fit the curve to within a fraction of 1 dB. The values
computed from the October through February data are lower by 6 to 11 dB relative to those indicated
by a smooth curve. This difference represents a quantitative estimte of absorpti. that does not
appear related to geomagnetic activity and is evidence that winter ;',,maly absorption occurred at
night, from October 1947 through February 1948, on the 1.02 MHz KUKA Pittsburgh-Ottawa path.
(For the sake of brevity, winter anomaly absorption will hereinafter be referred to as WAA).
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2.4 Additional Evidence of WAA

It is known that post-storm effects have a seasonal variation and that these effects are largest
during the winter season (Belrose and Thomas, 1968). One can therefore argue that the anomalously
low field strengths observed during the October through February period were simply due to enhanced
post-storm effects. However, results presented earlier in subsection 2.2 that were based on data
from which most, if not all, post-storm effects had been excluded, showed the field strengths to be
9-10 dB lower in the winter relative to those in the summer.

That absorption related to magnetic storm and post-storm effects was not the only factor
controlling MF field strength at night in the winter is illustrated in Figure 7. Here the nightly
field strength for the two 27 day periods November 23 - December 19 (indicated by dots) and December
21 - January 16 (indicated by crosses) are compared against each other and against the daily Kp sum.
Note that the daily Kp sums are remarkably similar for both periods. A relatively minor storm
occurred on December 6 (Kp sum 330) and again 27 days later on January 3 (1,p sum 35+). Two of the
five pre-storm nights prior to the December 6 storm (December 2 and 4) show low values of field
strength, whereas all five nights prior to the January 3 storm (December 29 - January 2) show low
values. The field strengths during the post-storm period January 4-7, related to the latter storm,
were 25 - 30 dB lower than those during the post-storm period December 7-10, related to the December
6th storm. This difference in field strength is likely due to high WAA being present throughout the
pre- and post-storm periods December 28 - January 7, but not throughout the pre- and post-storm periods
December 1 -10.

High WAA is also the likely reason for the six lowest values of field strength in the November
23rd - December 19th period, which occurred on the nights of November 28th, 29, December 2nd, 4th,
15th and 19th. These values were 6 to 27 dB lower than those that occurred on the storm and post-
storm nights of December 6th, 7th, 8th and 9th. Thus it appears that WAA can occur independently of
storm and post-storm effects.

3.0 DISCUSSION

While the winter anomaly has been studied intensively by many workers, using groundbased as
well as rocket- and satellite-borne measurements, the primary reason for this anomaly is by no means
fully understood. Recent studies show that the anomaly may be caused mainly, if not exclusively,
by "meteorological" effects that occur at D-region levels and below, i.e. winds, temperature
perturbations and related changes in the D-region constituents which produce electron density

enhancements within the region (Offernan, 1979). However, the physical processes involved continue
to be uncertain. Results prnsentcd in the prcvious sections show that WAA can also occur at night,
in the absence of sunlight, during the October through February period. A study of 2.0 MHz
absorption data, recorded during the day at Prince Rupert, B.C., for the period April 1949 through
March 1950 (mean sunspot number 124) showed that WAA occurred, in this case also, during the
October through February period (Davies and Hagg, 1954). The magnitude of the WAA in the Prince
Rupert case was 10 - 15 dB, whereas that estimated for the 1.02 MHz Pittsburg to Ottawa path was
6 - 11 dB.

From the evidence presented in subsection 2.4 it appears that WAA can at times occur without
being in any way related to storm and post-storm effects. This suggests that WAA can also occur in
the absence of precipitating energetic particles. However, it is possible that there may have been
sonic contribution to the WAA by a weak background "drizzle" of precipitating particles associated
with very minor magnetic disturbances, too small to be classified as "sturms". Nevertheless, such
precipitation, if it occurred, is unlikely to have been the dominant factor responsible for the
observed WAA.

The measurements on which this paper is based were obtained between the 2nd and 3rd hour after
ground sunset. The high absorption observed during the post-storm periods (see Figure 3) was
undoubtly related to enhancements in D-region electron density that were present after sunset.
Such enhancementF are known to develop quickly at dawn, disappear slowly after sunset and persist
only weakly throughout the night (Belrose and Thomas, 1968; Belrose, 1972). Electron density profiles,
based on rocket measurements made on days when WAA was present, show enhancements between 75-90 km
with a maximum at the 80-83 km level (Beynon and Willianm,, 1976b). Such enhancenents may also
persist for some time after sunset and are the likely reason why WAA was observed at 2-3 hours after
ground sunset on the 1.02 MHz Pittsburg to Ottawa path.

4.0 SUMMARY

A detailed analysis of one year of night-time field strength measurements, made during high solar ac.-
tivity at Ottawa on the 1.02 MHz KDKA Pittsburg emissions, has yielded the following results:

The two-nonthly median field strengths showed reductions of up to 19 dB relative to an
experimentally determined unabsorbed value. The absorption responsible for this reduction was
associated with two apparently unrelated geophysical effects:

a) the magnetic storm and post-storm effect;

b) the winter anomaly effect.

[he absorption associated with the effect under a) was the dominant factor in reducing the median
field strength. For the months May through September 1947 and March - April 1948 it was this factor
alone that controlled the skywave field strength. The two-monthly median field strength for these

a . .. . . . . .. .. .. .. . . .'
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mo~nths showed a smooth decrease with increased magnetic activity, from 5 to 19 dB relative to the
experimentally determined unabsorbed value.

The absorption associated with the effect under b) occurred sporadically during the October
through February period, The reduction in the two-monthly median field strength due to this effect
alone was from 6 to 11.0 dB.
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ON THlE D)ISTORTIONS OF THE MIODULATED) RADIOWAVES IN THE IONOSPHERE

by

Istitut o di Fisica, University ofl'Bdri, Bari, ItalyI
1st itOto (1i Niatei ml i ci, Unilversi ty 01 Ca, ner-Ino. 1Italy

C'entro Studi dIi I mdipropagtn'ione, University, Naples

ABSTRACT

Dumrin~g tili; years 19)57, 1958 and 19,59 many experimients were 11mad by 0110 01'11S
(Mt,.) Oil tleIi'lll oPiieii[leoll c-alled "Ituimtsplici ic Seii-nintiiilaiion'' it oblique inidenmcame.

the'lrnsiitcrwas kiadio A FN Vrinkiort (872 k1 Iz, 150 MW that emitted its own
carrir- atl 150, 100 andi 5(0 MW at n00'1 of motduolation, The l'rcqtency ol, modulationi variedl
i'riii 30 I lz to 50010 li I. Eacil lieqouelicy ot' mioduilatjion was ciilittied Imi two Conisecutive
mojinutes. For tile First thiillionth le inlwei was 1150kW and f'or thle second 50 kW anid viceveisa.

File receiving Station was located inl N aples (I t~ify) at tile Institute ofle'Fclnical Physics
of (lie Uuilversity of' Naples. lThe liteasiuremnclts were mIade with) ftile cenvelope, mlethiod. lIn this
wily we had [Ile cilvelope o't i le mioduilated wave onl t he screcen Of ilo oscilloscope Ilinked to
tile omitput ot' tile secondt IIF. o' Iltie reciever..

tUigiip, tilt eXfteiilliclmts we. imiade I 1 1273 niiasiomenmcs of which 8 188 were atTecteil
by sens'itive distoitiomis doe to (tilt Itiiiosplire. lIn this paper we wtmmk with] theCse tistortitmls.

As (lie traasimissitois were nliate With] di HereCit t)owels it ha~s litcil Ceas,:iV 11toiCetihat
(ile tiistortiiiis dlejleidl tin I Ilie FMITIEI) tOWFtES.. This wams cle-arly dellolostriletil by

tillictlioll OF Itit- illitleti potwl. This tiepeltidelce is ilmporttanmt betawiac it is mcc!;.;alty to

el(piitiiils it is ttsioihic tio eaIliIMit tilC llltdlIlitittii J)iCetihigeS OFC31 ea1h11i110114i. We- See ill
thliS wilY (toil ticlee 1CC1tltapes tOl'EO mitidi ~thi(lrd hila-lilottlic ale lot) low as retialtis toith 111051 1
tir'si IN1illlli1liC and til theC tillitted (tercciditde Of* AIN h-r11omktirt.

Altert this veil'icatittl vx (lope to tie ihte to buildlitu a Ileil t110ory ttl CXliiaill tite IiastOlS
ofl tile distortionsti ill thl cxpierilllicits.

1, iNikOi)UCTION

Tile liassage of' at ladtltwave thmrotugh11 tle ulitsliCiir DiittlŽl 111rOtliteS Silili (iiSttlrtitlltt 0it itl; tWit ivellVi0le. We
know dIle lllecetlailisil iroducing tile ilistoitiolls ot file ciiveiiinpe ti' a riidiowave has allways beeni the subiject of' longy

iliseussionais Sonme people believe (tiat the ti~stiirtitoli ml- tfile to tlhe initertleroicu, ill th lreceivinig:ti it elba, it electo

mllaglletic rays that have erossetl differenlt pit ils il ilc II Iotiostitele, solein t tihers thinik tililt tile ilt~ ihT ielle (CIUelS ill

tieliti' stOne1 tIdler Jeople hetieve insteatd, (laf tole di~tltr Ion i(III Me i k(ii uto101 linear1 )I-LC1!L, ot tile, sallit'

I ii, IS opIle I c.

iTo elimlllate tile, aibove per pleXitY we haIve thomughlt to take Itivaltage td the experilllelts oigatiiied biy USA Air
iiiee Ito StIltty it~ltlO1,tlClciieStltllltmdllltiiili hielloltllicliltil. Ill (act. (ii utiliy tile Cvciitiiail tiepieideiie of' thins philclillclumlet

till pimwel, Ruihil) AUNt Friiktiirt. that woyirketd ias the traliSlllittel. mimac rapid ill viiatitin, Ot its, Own tetilaleiipowerC

dutring' its wvork.I

It appual% thut soiiit iistiurtitnis iealtaly lipilen il poiii and.' iit tat 1litittoit Iticy ;I(. itt ;I nh fil~lvl i1:a1111ic
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2. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 0!

A long series ol experil en is was in ade 1) y (' t ofo anld I f1ahoratois I ioi Juofy 1957 to1 N ovemberi 1959 usingp as a
transmit icr, AFN Fraku ktrt (F edeval G3ermasny). The aim oft ft lie ecxperimncts taWas that of' Studying thle dependence of'
Sd iniodu111at ion (decre-ase or hicrease of'C t tie percetageofmo 01' 0 I ;lonl o1'a in od UlatCLd ald jowave whe I t IiS is pr;SeS thlroujgh
the I onos p1 sere) onl thle I riSIllit ted po0wer.

As it is reported in thle article (1I) the "knowl edge of' the dependenlce is ne0cssary to hUild a1 the'r-y capahle to
cx plajin tile InsCchailkill producing t he phe 0 omnclonl Ill fact. iftlIe d~je pendenCQ ocCU raWe Canl use thle interctionl theory;
mi thle contrary the disper-sion ofI lie ionnized imediumi, thle initerferece-ic or o ther phenoinen a are t(; he taken into
conlsiderationl. Thuim oportaince of' filie Contce pt of' iionl linearity iii I hle Ionospihere is i-eported ill tile quo,1ted article"

Radio Pranlkifort (872 kliz. 150 kW) emitted its modulated carrier with different. power that is 1-50 MW 100 and 50
kW and v icevetsa, Thfe percent age of mioduflation was always constant thfat is 6I0, 1The1 freqjueclieS' ofin odufa lion were
nO Ifz. 201), 4010, S1)0, 700, ft 50), 130)0, 1000 and 3300i1U..

Facfi frlequci icy of, Inodo fat ion was emit ted f'or two niiiu I:;. For tilie First 11111111 tit lie po0wer was 150) k W, secondL

min u te .5) kW and For ti i thfi d was again 1 50 kW.

The iecceiviliigsttiolt li, foeuited ill N apfes at tilie Tlechficnaf Inistitlute off lie U Iniversi ty, consisted (If an anten ina and a
supci-lictetidine rcceiver. The output of' tfie secoiid f f. was linked to an (iscillogirifif to 0111luii the enivelolpe of' tfie
miodiulated wave. A camuera photographed tile. osciflogranis. '[he receiver was' ealihr-afd hy anl uutfiof'reiCiiC~ly gelilC1ltor..

'[110 eXperI-iuueIits wereL alwa~yS 11111ii doning thle. night roiii 0 115 it) 1325 '1.1 Ni

3, HARMONIC ANALYSIS GRAPHICI ALLtY

ligume I is anl examiple o. till! (tiSt~lltedI enlVefope. To find tfile harmnniiolics thati prod~uce tile dfistoIrtioin'; of' the wave
C oVUefo) We we sedI thle grilphIiic Iii ef lin. To avofld long anid IblafiotPos calculation s we aidopted a Simiipie ill atilvIhllti c diagralun
with 24 ordiiateS iaid 7 eoIustIIts. It is l((iuidetf oii the IBessef funt fioiis that give the conisfaiits of, 1oiuiier Series.4

Th'fis serIies is the lofllowiiig:

y 1) AI- ;11 COS X ' ;12 CnS 2X tI. ill (20, px

wlici'e tile (oiiStotlls "U, 11 , 12 ... 1)] 1),~ a1r givenl flY:

ai j ~ yk ~ (y, j4y ~. Yii. y,

Ili - - k sit' zxjk - (y sinl Zxo A- Yi sit' zx, -1
ii II

Thle first anafysis COiI]SiStedl ill C:1lcilfiltillg i11 amplifhtudes iot tite hiariionics constituiting tile wave.

Thle coortlinate's of, cact ialiipleil pflotogtrili mi regifstered ol mI iaginetic dfisk sequienltially an1d gronpeId ill Frequen1cyi
classes. Th tihtleoret ical curveV suggested fy.thle mllatfiemaiicalea iiiofel at fiatnf, is thfete Fitted to eacfi series (If C(ordin)ates
ill ol-der to proucfle tile first three liariii1oliiis anid their ratios. Tfie result1 loiS beeil p0iitfony ift'e tfiere UIO(iCaf c1.rve
dill nil6 Vroni tile experimiIental curve for a Sniall error.

4, DISCUSSION 0111WF RESULITS

Duoriiig IfIle experhiments 8 188 o .flogriis had tile eiivelope disftortedf. [lhe mininhebr ot, the diistol tions was differeunt.
101' each f*relloeliCy l1'1t iiioiatioii . I ..1ief of- tfisce was ciolt ted Ifmore (liiliIIte. Du)ring file miiiiute we illade 2,2 illeasure-

IIILilts Iii. eaich frequency oft ii10ilfiliii01). figure I is a11 CX~iinpfe) 01' tile d~iS01tor(te evelope01.

ToIndoieistand tile reasoins of' tfile distllltiotis, we colusi~lered it ofltlieto Cacaulfate tile limpltitodes (f f irst, serojid
iufl thlildl fiirmniolcs with theilue tfiwlf aibo~ve ifhlusftattf. 'Ihie caflkllliloli of, fihe iiiipfifujdcs of thle hiOl-llliies Were 111:16

WithI an ofplfmtuiue prlgiarlii wit Ii thle ewlplifen.
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The nuinibe r of thle dis to rtions was different for each freq Le icy of modul at ion. To have tile samie statistic we made tile
mlean of' 22 measuremlent~s for tile first, second and third harmonic of' ach frequency of modulation. That is 22 measuire-
mien ts for each harmionic andi for power 50 kW and for 1 50 MW

Figure 2 is the dIiagram of' I harmlonlic of' each I reciloeiicy tOh il011 latioti and f or 50 and 1 50 MW F ach poinit of' the
diagrami is the mean of 22 oleasuremien ts.

Figure 3 is the 0 jaframi of 2 harmonics for each frequency of' mod ulationi for 50 and 150 MW Figure 4 is the
diagram of third harmon ic.

Seeing the diagrain] of Figure 2(a) We nOte that tile amrplitu~des Otf hrst hiarn Iolide lur each frequency of' m odulationi is
smaller at 1.50 kW than that at 50 kW, except tile lreqiieucies 200 and 1600 Ilz where, tile variationi of' the amplitude is
Smiall and it has anl opposite behaviour. Figure 3 gives thle behaviour of second hariiionic. We see thtat itic variatioin of' the
ainpl itudes are Ia 'gC r aiid ii iore regular except tile frequencies I 600 and 3300 1- 1z w here tile am 1)1 it ode is larger at 150 kW
than at 50. F igure 4 represents I le behaviou r of' third hiarmionice. Its anipli t dde is largerlts tIal tie fi rst and sCconid
harmon01ic except thle frequenc~lies I I50, 1300 aiid 1(000 where thle vsariatioin is ye ry Silm Ill anld opp osi Ic.

Studying the (hiagrains we believe we have been able to asec rtaiim that the at mpI ituds tof' tihe h armionics vary with the
power and that proli~ibly the phienomeonii olt (fdistortioni is coimseq ien tly N ON LI NEAR.

S. CALCULATION OFTH'l'-l PERUECNTAGEF OF MODULATION OF THE HARMONICS

As it is writ Iten iii the paper (I) thle mneasuremeinit of the mu1Od mu utinl iiPeCet~itage Was Miiade by e1nvelope Mietho md theme
describled. As iii tI is case thme mtodouhition envelope i's disitol Led, it is imiipossibtle to use Itle above inmutliod. Therefore we
pvc icr to ealem ilate tile percent age tsy J N.MVileiluskii theory published inl 19)53 and iin iproved by V .M .1 ini and
S.AZlievakimi ill 19501. T(o calculate tile cu~rrent that thle electric livld of, thle radiowane, gemucrates ill thme. lomios-pilere,
Vileiak ii makes us! oii eluctrion dlistfibotiol I ulictiuiii that give's (ile lDavidlov equmationi.

If' a moduuilated radliowavu passes through thme Ionlosphert: We have F, -~ ( I + M MnS ]It) wlmemeC 1 is thle alIgUlar
beq oeLl(IIc~y Of- undu6lationl anld M is tht e i-cenlage~ ot' tiiudulatjtioi transuinitted Isy AFN Frankfurt.

O)wing to ]loll linearIity Of tile Ionoiusphetre it is possible thle reiteration oif hlanumlommies of tile c~arrier and 0o' fr-equen1cy of'
moduullationi. We have ignored tlie Imarnilonics of' tile varrier lirequelncy because we don10t hive ally experimneolttd data.

It- ii is smaill, that is it < t2mi/M hi'j.ii (;i',11 1400 tile Ieieciitagei oI miodutatioii Ot thme frequenlcies toinmli I to
1000 11z of, thle first iannommic 11, tif second ?11 tand of third 3ni arc respectively:

mI -Y .4 'i

~y2
-Y- 3-M

2yM

where M is thle percenMtage Oft nimiduilatiOtl ofhtme tranismitter, M'11 M'2 N the percetntagtes 01t first, SUOMIi Mill tliitl
ham 11)111Ic ol'the signials re~xivedil ti Napilc:; and -f I; a cotAmimt

If M 0.6ý 'y - 10-2; 0i 2 x l10 v,1 7- x 10`

we have that:

M 5 917,_ M'2 -- 13.SI%; M'3,,

Illmevalue of, (i- 2111/10 -- 2x I0-1 (where inl is thbe mass15 (If tile elect roti and( M is thu( mass of heavy particles
that is, ionls. itoitis, moitleculest as COTrM tlý iiie;IStieiCl by 1< Sm~ith ill 1966if (4).

1;xCept I tie pei CC litage oif tile fir st harm-11on ic, tile pem Colltapen of' the second andt th ird his Iliorlie nice very suilall
coinpuIrei with thle percvIitaiIes (it I lie Iii't liar110iiiuiiiie 1111 M.

It ii .,- 21njiviell-~- 140)0 thiat is lot frequenicies higheri than 1400 thle per~ceumage ot' thle first hairminnic is:

MI -M 0. Of.02 0T

1 (1 I- 1 1 0(1I 612 fi72
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Th e valeC 0of tile pereen tages of' M %t andl M '31 are more d ifficuilt to calculate beca use the formulas hold (ieC valtlit
of tile Jccl nc field that the wave hais inl thc I onosphere. We are inot able to calculate this last vallue because we don't,
know tie correct patti of' the wave dur11in~g if-, j110lpagation from Frni kfl~rt to Naples.

6. CONCLUSION

Thle cxanioa tion cf the diagraima of Figures 2, 3, 4 sho ws that thle amp 11RLItodS Of tile thre haCCo leall~lC clearly valy
wi tli tlic power oft the tratiuswiittcr. Therefore we di ink that p~robab ly thle pIcn in11e irllon dkistOrtilill is 11t li lualr.
Utilizing Vile nskij equ ationls we have also calcuilated thie percentages of' mod ulati~l on1' tile ha nonn10iiCS Ifor Cach req nel 1CY
of' modulation.

Con clud ing: wheii in mod ulated rad lowaVe rl)plgj~afeS tilrOUgh11 tile.I loospI lre the non linu al- properties oft lie
plasmia call generate smilie distortions of' the iiodulati on cii velope.

The iml plmotillice of' this reult ils thle follo winig IF thle plien1 olil louli of dist ortioni depelid,. oil tile power if is nol
linear aid thecre Ibre tile niechiallsuml nf its genera tion call he ex plauined by ill Iractini ilhIeories, of V.A. halvy,
V.LtGinzhirg, A.V,Giirevicfi. M.Sodla and of oaiy others. Onl thme contrary, fif' th p1 elica int-oi %v re lincai (it is not our
ease) that is it does [limt depend nil tfile power, tile nlchalaiisnil of' its gener1ationl Call be dule tim diSICISi~ln 01' tile phIsiala tio
iliferfejeneie, ill tile receiving aniteinna or. ill tile lolonspiiere, nl rays tha~t have crossed diflcelilt p~aths illtilie I o1iiosliere or
to other reaisonls.

Non linearity meanis that thle electrions acqulire a fail' aimounmt of enerfgy lroiii thle ekletic field of the radill wave
crossing the plasmla. Siiice tile mass of' the electron is very smiall compared with that of* Ilie mloleculesa anid the inns, tilie
dCICl0 run C 1in 10nt tlaniSFlc to the hitter all tilie eneorgy acqirei id friim the electric field soi thant it heia ts up.) withI thle result
Ilia[ thIle dielectric permliittivity ofl the plasmao begins toi depieind oii the electric FielId 1)1t~le i-ad i wave. ('nisequoiiiitly [l ie
j'ohirizatioii aiid tile conduction imereiit are no0 loiige. Prpioiirtioniial to Ei felectric fiold mofI(lie radio wave), so that all the
cluctrm-dynlainlic processes, ill pamrticuilar thle pioliagatioli of' radio wave, acquiire the property of'n io Ingeir beinig lineal-,
will tilte coilse(I ilollt violaltloi of filc irilicilile ofr sulperpositionl.
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Fig. I Example of a distorted wave envelope. The frequency of modulation is 200 Hz.

the modulation percentage transmitted by AFN Frankfurt is 60%; the emitted power 50 kW
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lig. 2  Diagram of first ha'ionic. On tle abscissae there are the frequencies of ,-•,duhation while or'

the r[(un attes the mean of 22 measurements of the anil1itudes of second harmonic for each frequencyFo . 6of modulation and f.' 50 M-W and 150 kW
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IONOSPHERIC SELF-MODULATION OF A MODULATED RADIOWAVE WITH
FREQUENCY FAR FROM LOCAL GYROFREQUENCY

by

M.Cutolo and GGaffuri
Istituto di Fisica, University of Camerino, Camerino, Italy

Istituto di Fisica, University of Bari, Bari, Italy
Centre Studi di Radiopropagazione, University, Naples, italy

ABSTRACT

A long series of experiments on self-modulation (increase or decrease of the percentage
of modulation of a modulated radio-wave when it passes through the Ionosphere) was made
by M.Cutolo and collaborators from 1957 to 1959, to study the dependence of the
phenomenon on the power transmitted. The transmitter was Radio AFN Frankfurt
(872 kl-z, 150 kW) aid the receiving station was in Naples. The experiments were always
made during the night (0115 0325). The measurements were made with the envelope
method and always with same statistics.

Radio AFN Frankfurt emitted its carrier frequency with different frequencies of
modulation and different powers (150, 100, 50 k). Each frequency of modulation
(30 5000 liz) was emitted for 4 consecutive minutes. For the first minute the power was
150 kW, second minute 100 kW, third minute 50 kW, and for the fourth was again 150 kW.

The first characteristic is the finding, for the first time, an increase in the percentage of
modulation received with regard to the percentage emitted by the transmitter. The most
important observation, however, is the clear dependence of demodulation or the over-
modulation on the electromagnetic power. Figure 1 clearly shows this dependence.

Our discussion of the theories made to date to explain the self-modulation shows that
no theory is able to explain the phenomenon because the powers considered in the theories
are higher than those used by us in our experiments. If we develop an exponent of an
equation in a MacLauren series and give a limit to the value of the exponent, we think that
the Carlo-arn theory could be able to interpret some of the behaviours observed by us. So
we have that v5 varied during the experiments from 8.20 x 10' to 3.60 x 106.

INTROI)UC'ION

•-- The concept of non-linear processes in a plasma.

As it is known "non linear proccsses" in an ionized medium (plasma) are very important not only for the propaga-
tion of the radio-waves but also for the applications in the telecomnmunications and in military operations.

The first non linear phenomenon was discovered by B.D.H.Tellegen in 1933 and it is the Luxembourg effect.'
V.A.Bailey and D.F.Martyn2 and then V.A.Bailey alone built the theory suggesting also the possibility to generate
the Luxembourg effect with rcsonance 3. The early experiments of Luxembourg effect with resonance called gyrointer-
action, were made with success by M.Cutolo and collaborators between 1964 and 1950 (Ref.4). In 1957 V.L.Ginzburg
used the kinetics theory of Iloltzman to explain the mechanism of that phenomenon'

Ginzburg and Gurevich made the theory of the effect called also cross modulation or interaction of radiowaves 6 .
In 1956 AV.Gurevich introduced the concept of 'plasma field' 7 and developed the theory of self-action and interaction
of strong radiowaves in the lower Ionosphere. If a radiowave with carrier frequencies not too high and with power not
low propagates I hrot9gh tile Ionosphere tie electric field E of the wave gives to tile electrons a fair amouIt of the energy.
If the propagation occurs in the D region or in nocturn h layer where the numser of electrons is very small (at night
-100 electrons/cm 3 or less) and the mean free path is considerable, the electron has time to acquire a fair amount of

3..
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energy from the electric field of the radiowave crossing the regions mentioned above. But since the mass of the electron
is very small compared with that of molecules and the ions, the electron does not transfer to the latter all the energy
acquired from the electric field so that it heats up, with the result that the dielectric pcrmettivity of the plasma begins to
depend on the electric field E. It follows that the polarization and the conduction current are no longer proportional to
E, so that all the electro-dynamic processes, in particular the propagation of radiowaves, acquire the property of no longer
being linear, with the consequent violation of the principle of superpo,;ition1 .

The "plasma field E p" according to A.V.Gurevich is the following

3KTyG~() +

where K is Boltzman's constant, T the temperature of the heavy particles (molecules, atoms, ions), in and e the mass
and the charge of the electron, Geff is the fraction of energy lost by an electron in a single collision, w the angular
frequency of tile radiowave and vff is the actual number of collisions per second (collision frequency).

If E is E << E1 the electric field is said to be weak and therefore it has no effect on the ionized gas (plasma).
But if E > Ep (or E >> Ep) the field is said to be strong (or very strong) and so it is able to change substantially the
properties of the plasma, as mentioned before.

Conclusion: non linear ionospheric property means that in the plasma the electrons heat up inere than the molecules
with the result that co is no longer constant but begins to depend on the electric field E,

SELF-MODULATION

As it is known the phenomenon called by Cutolo5 Ionospheric SeIf-JlemnodUlation was observed, for the first time, in
May 1948, during the Italian experiments on "Luxembourg effect with resonance" or better "Gyrointcraction" 3 .

Sell-demnondulation consists in the decrease of the received Modulation percentage with an increase of the modula-
tion frequenLcy. This phenomenon has been observed with carrier frequency varying around the local gyrofrequency.
The knowledge of the dependence on power is necessary to build a theory capable to explain the mechanism producing
the i 'lhenoiilenon. Il fact if the dependence occurs we can use the interaction theory; on the contrary the dispersion of
the ionized mnedium, the interference or other phenomena are to he taken into consideration. Up to today we don't
know whether the plhenomenon depends on the electromagnetic power emitted by the radio Station or not.

To study the eventual dependence on power a long Series of experiments of self-deniodualtion was made by Cutolo
and coillahoratois from 1957 to 1959. Thanks to US Air Forces we used Radio Y,.nN Frankfurt as the transmitter. The
receiving station was in Naples, at the Institute of Technical Physics of the University.

Radio AFN Frankfurt (Federal (;ermany) (872 kllz, 150 kW) emitted its carrier frequency with different frequencies
of Modulation and different powers ( 150, 100, 50 kW). Each frequency of modulation (30 3000 lIz) was emitted for
4 consecutive mlinutes. For the first minute the power was 150 kW, second ninute 100 kW. third minute 50 kW, the
fourth was aj'.:iin 150 kW and vice-versa 50, 1001 and 150 kW.

hlie mncasuremienits were made with the envelope method in the receiving station in Naples. Tile envelope method
consists oft reading the nmaxinmunm value A and the uininmiumi B of the envelope (Fig. I ), The percentage M of the direct rm'y
or M' of I he eclio wo-i calculated by means of the fornouhI:

M(orM') = (A--B)/(A + B)x 100

iiicluding the required corrections: thle inlluec1cc of the receiver, the thickness of the oscillograph trace, etc.

By this method we miade the measurements at 11.l. or at I.F. (intermediate frequency) and not at auodiofrequency as
time researclher J.W.King did, In his paper published 1)0 Journal of Atmospheric and Terrestrial Physics in 1959 (Ref.9)
Dr King asked Cutulo what precaution lie used to eliminate the iil luenICc of the selective fading oii the mieasuremenCts.
The precaution consisted of using the envelope method. In fact by this method it was possible to i'tnore the distorted
envelopes (due eventually to 'elective fading) from those that were perfectly sinusoidal (not due 1o selective fading)
antI so the r'es:;icher (M.C.) wa., filc to show that D)emodulation and Ovenrodulation were not (tie to selective fading.

hlie first characteristic of the LXpCrilncolts is time infrequent presence of selective Fading and mdistortions of the wav1c
envclope compared to that found in fornmcr expciduicnts. lhe second characteristic is the observation, for the first time,
of an increase of the percentage of the received modulation, with regard to the percentage emitted by the transmitter.
An other important observation, however, is the ('LEAR dept-idence of the demodolation or the ox e.rmnodulation oil
the electromagnetic power.

Fur all those reasons we called the phcnomenon SELF-Ni O1)U1,ATION and not SE1.I-)IEMODULATION.

aaaaI a. . .. Ja-
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The principal results are the following.

Figure 2 clearly shows the dependence of the phenomenon on power. On the abscissae there F:z the frequencies of
modulation with which the carrier was modulated for a minute in the transmitting station. The ordinates are the
percentage of modulation received in Naples, after the passage of the radio-waves through the ionosphere. The dotted
line parallel to the X-axis is the percentage of modulation (60%) emitted by AFN Frankfurt. All the points below the
dotted line represent the demodulation, the points at)ove, the over modulation undergoce by the wave in the plasma.
Each point is the mean of the sixty observations made during an exact minute of transmission. The vertical line
represents the fluctuation of the received modulation during the minute, As you see the percentage of received
modulation varies, for every frequency of modulation, with the powers. In fact, at 150 kW the percentage M' for the
frequency 30 Hz is 33.5%; at 100 kW is 39.2%; at 50 kW is 47.0%: then it returns to 33.6% at 150 kW. And so for all
other frequencies, at least up to 1000 Hiz.

The solid line is the theoretical curve calculated by us, as we will see later.

A very interesting observation i-; the following: as the power varies there is not only a dependence of N4' on the
power, but as this varies the behaviour of the phenomenon changes. While in Figure 3 at a power of 150 kW there is
demodulation at low frequencies and a tendency to retake 60% at high frequencies, in the case of 50 kW there is a
sensitive over-modulation at low frequencies of modulation and demodulation at high frequencies.

In Figure 4 it is noted with interest that while for the power of 150 kW (Fig.4(a)) there is only demodulation, for
the power of 50 kW (Fig.4(b)) there is only overmodulation.

In Figure 5 the percentages of demodulation clearly depends on power. In fact the demodulation is more sensitive
at 150 kW then at 50 kW.

Figure 6 is a typical example of overmodulation and that is, of gain of percentage of modulation with regard to that
emitted by tle transmitter. In these figures at a power of 50 kW there is greater overnmodulation than at 150 kW.

As we said before the solid lines of the figures are the theoretical curves obtained by the Authors. The dependence
of the phenomenon on the power in the cases we have observed shows that the experimental results can be analysed by
the interaction theory. Sonic analyses start from BAILEY's equation. llibbers (1955) (Ref. 10) and Carlevaro (1956)
(Ref. 11 ) presented a linear solution of that equation.

THEORETICAL REMARKS

The CARLEVARO's solution is the following:

M'2  
1 -4p(I - p) cos2  

11

M2 (I1 MM2 
cos

2 O 4)1

where M is the depth of the transmitted modulated wave, M' the received percentage after the passage of the radio-wave
through the ionosphere, tg4= n= r' , n = is the angular frequency of modulation, G is the mean relative energy loss in
a cnllision, p a a/21 w(w + GQ I , P is the collision frequency of the electrons in the presence of the radiowave. Q0
is time thcrmnial energy of the electrons in absence of the radio-waves, w is the mean value of the work done by the electric
field of the radio-wave on anl electron between two consecutive collision; and a is the total absorption coefficient.

If the wave is modulated the electric field E =- Eu(I + M sin nt).

If we inlicate with Eu the amplitude of the electric field after is passage through the ionized layer we have

nu = C-Em(l + M sin nt) exp [- -apM cos 4 sin O(t -- )] 12]

where all symbols are known.

If apM Cos 4, is small with respect to 1, the second exponential of 2 can be developed in MacLauren series

Eu - CuEm[l -pM 2 cos 24j [I + a sin nt h-bcosnt + c cos (2nt- 40)] 131

1 -- p cos 2 ul up cos 4'sin 4' PM 2 cos 4'
where a-=M- -- --- b M• cM M

I pM'cos2 'm 1 -pM 2 esCOS 4¼ - pM2WCos2

The depth of modulation of tie wave after its passage through the layer is

M' -- a2 + b2

I 6 NW WA
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Resolving a and b by [31 one has the Carlevaro's Equation [1 reported above.

Figure 7 shows a diagram (Carlevaro, 1956) in which one sees that for each value of M there are four values of p,
and for each of these values of p there are four characteristic behaviours a, b, c, d. Now we make a brief critical
analysis of the final part of Carlevaro's work and this is to show how all the behaviours suggested by him do not correctly
represent the phenomenon.

To obtain [31 and [4] from which we soon have [ 1 , one has developed in MacLauren series the exponent of [21
given a limit to the value of the exponent. To calculate Eu with a fixed percentage precision one must approximate the
exponential with the same precision. If the maxin.um imprecision is 10% the exponent must be less than 0.4 for each
value of b, that is

pMcos ý, < 0.2. [41

If we want the curve M' in function of the frequency of modulation to have the fixed precision on the whole band of

frequencies (beginning from n= 0) one must have (remembering that tg=i

pM < 0.2. 151

We have added the dotted line pM = 0.2 in Figure 7 and the curves that have fixed precision are those below this line.
If the point (p; M) is not below the dotted line, that is I51 is not valid, the curve has the fixed precision beginning only
fronm the minimum value for which [4] is valid.

n

It is easy to demonstrate that there is a clear dependence of p oni when pM cos • 0.2 is valid for the same

values of M. From this it is also easy to calculate the curve (p; Gv; M) that has the limitation [41.

With the approximation that it is possible to make in the case of the experiments , < I ; V V,

Mv -- '4p(1 - p) cos2 4ioM'(F") .....
-1 -pM 2 

Cos
2i i

where

lGv0 12

I GvL ]2 + 40r F2

F is the frequency of mnodulation (F n/2ir)), v0 is the collision frequency in absence of an electric field, QO is the
thermal energy in absence of the radiowave.

To determine the parameters (p ;Gu0 ] ) giving the curve M'(F) closest to the experimental is closest to the
experimental points, we have applied a method of research of the minimum in the following manner,

We have defined a function of p and [G 0 ] according to the following expression

N
i ~l

e(p; IGVo) N N

where N is the number of tic experimental points available and

t,1 = IM'(Fc,; p ý[Gvo 1) -Msi

is the absolute wvue of the difference between the experimental value at a frequency of inodulation and the
corresponding value of the function M'(F). The minimization of the function and the determination of the
corresponding couple of paramctcrs (p I (;vol ) were made by means of a iliF 9100 B computer. The results are given in
the single figures. As can be seen analyzing the function M'(F) two pairs of parameters exist (P, ; [(;Vs 11) and
(P2 ; I (;( 12) that give tile same curve and thcrcfore both mnake the function minimum. For this reason some of' the
expierimnemital curves are interpretable with two couples of different parameters.

To make sure that the curves calculated with the parameters so determined enter totally or partially in the specified
limits earlier we pr roceeded as follows: Given that the cuon's taken into examination were all obtained in experinients in
which M - 0.0 tihe conditioi l (5) is satisfied for p ýý 0.3 ;. The curves that are obtained, theirefoe, with these vaIues of
p Cnonie within tilhe precision fixed on the whole band oft' Ireqnencies beginniing fri'm F = 0. I"or p 3> 0.33 the curves
are only partially acceptable aMId precisely olfv beginning hrom a hiuquency F., f'r which the conditiot (4) is satisfied.

- .
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To calculate Fx a graph can be used, from which, assigned a value of p, it is possible to determine the value nX[(;I,o I
that satisfies the (13). From this vahle, ([Gv 0 ] ) being known, it is easy to calculate Fx.

We were able to build 18 diagrams of which we report here only 4.

From the examination of all the measurements it appears that v0 varied during the experiments from 8.20 x 104

to 3.6 x 106. From analysis of the diagrams the following results are obtained:

(a) for diagram 4a it was not possible to determine any couple of parameters because the function C(p, [Gv5 1)
does not give well-defined minima.

(b) for diagrams 6a, 6b, 6c, 3b, the parameters were determined with the method described, but no couple can be
accepted because each of them is such that the experimental points us-.d in the determination are all, or at least
the must significant, outside the valid portion of the curve.

(c) the analysis of the remaining diagrams has furnished for each a double couple of parameters that lead to the
same curve of these couples, however, only the first is acceptable because the second has a p such that the
experimental points are in tile same condition as those in the diagrams of item (b).

The values of the constants used in the above calculations are: E0 - 7.21 x 10 " (P power in kW) is the electric
field in the self-moduflation zone (half path between Frankfurt and Naples); G = 5 x 10- mean relative energy loss in a
collision (King 1957); T - 200' K, temperature of the ionosphere in the self-modulation zone.

CONCLUSION

From examination of the diagrams it appears that self-modulation may have three different behaviours illustrated in
the figures and that tile most interestinl;, is cerainly orernodflatio.,

The diagranms show, in particular Figure 2, that the phenomenon clearly depends on the power emitted and therefore
it is a noni-linear phen omnenon.

From the brief discussion madc about the Carlevaro-Ilibherd's theories, it is Ifund that these are not able to exphl1i
all the buhaviours indicated in the figures. It is easily demonstrated that other well-known theories don't explaii al1
experimental behaviours.

The theories ofCarlevaro and Iibberd are substantially the same. But Carlevaro has the merit of having indicated
tile solution of the Bailey equation and a diagramn wlicl, foresees the possibility of having overmodulation as well as
demodulation. Viceversa tihe Ilibberd theory, in the foim in which it has been presented by the author, foresees only a
demodulation at low audio frequencies and shows that the percentage of demodulation is small. Despite the fact that
F.ll.Hlihberd was convinced of tihe existence of only demodulation decreasini, with the increasing of the frequency of
demoodulation, our study has sho'vn that his theory also foresees overmod, ' ion as well as notable demnodtulation.

We did nut publishl up to date all tle long series of the explrimcounts, I)caise wC have hIopcd to le able to findI a
theory ca uable to interpret all behaviours of the observed phenomena.

The tiublication of the results of the completc :rfrics of experiments will be published elsewhere.
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CALCULATION OF THE RESIDUAL MODULATION OF A MODULATED RADIOWAVE

REFRACTED BY IONOSPHERE

L. Carlomusto

Centro Linceo Interdisciplinare di Scienze Matematiche e loro

Applicazioni, Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei - Roma

UniversitA degli Studi di Camerino

ABSTRACT.

The aim of this work is the numerical calculation of the residual modulation of a modulated radiowave

with variable power refracted by the Ionophere_. To do that we calculate and discuss th- -ootjocn of an im-

portant equation of the Ionosphere: Bailey's equation.

Using this equation we try to solve the problem of a wave refracted by Ionosphere with the macroscopic

theory; the ldst theory has, as regards that microscopic, two advantages: the possibility to found mathema-

tics formulae more manageable and that to give results more easily comparable with the experimental results.

In fact the solution of the Bailey's equation is utilized to obtain macroscopic quantities that we can com-

parable with the teoretical and the experimental results obtained by other workers.

I. INTRODUCTION.

First time the problem of the calculation of the residual modulation of a modulated radiowave refracted

by Ionosphere was investigated by A. Pozzi (1962),(1964), who obtained results with waves of high power.

Successively A.V. Gurevich (1978), with different method, obtained results with waves of low and high power.

Sperimentally results was obtained by M. Cutolu (1960),(1974).

2. CALCULATION OF THE SOLUTION OF THE BAILEY'S EQUATION.

We suppose that the electromagnetic field E. incident is modulated with an audiofrequency n/2n and .ith
1

a percentage of modula•tion M

E. = E (I + M sen nt) (1.2)
1 0

the equation of the motion of the electrons is

dv 2T TG (2 2) 2L, 2 + - (v - v2) = w (I + M sen nt) (2.2)
dt 2 2 o o

V V
0 0

where v is th- collision frequency of the electrons with neutral particles, and v is the umperturbed colli-
0

sion frequency.

G i.i the nean relative energy loss in a collis:on, T represents the energy in condition of the thermal

equilibrium. If we suppose that

v = V/V ed nt = w/2 - 2z
0

the adimensional equation (2.2) becomes:

dv 22)
__ = C (v -i) - C C (1+M cos 2z)2
dz 1 12

where

ff=EDIIO PA"I BLhh"ST TUA
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Gv w
0 0

C1 n 2 CT

If v L- - the last equation becomes:
C1 u

u" t(t +2tICos 2z + 2t 2cos 4z)u 0

where

2 M2
2 M 2 2 2

to -C C (1+ -) ; t= -C C M ; t 2 c C
1 12 2 1 12 2 12 4

This last equation has been solved by Hills infinite determinants. The solution of v is therefore the

following:

V 2("a I-2b )f(z)cos2z-2(Cb I+2a )sen2z+lf(z)
v = -- (3.2)

C 2a cos2z-2blf f(z)sen2z+l

where, for values not to high of w ,j = -/--
0 0

JZ - Z -'2 C2 (u+2t +2a )-(1-2b )f a) e -e2 1 1 1

me -laZe- Vz CI( (r2 ib +2aI )+(l-2b )

t(t 2-t +4-',2) Jut 1
1 22 22 Ct-)bl ~-2 -)

a, (t - 4) 22(2+ 2 t +8)-(t1 - 4)2+ 2 -2t 22)-t2

o o 2o o 2

If we suppose that approximately f(z) 1, (3.2) becomes;

1 2msenx - 2ncosx + 1
v - (=.2)C 2alsenx- 2blcosx +1

where

2b 2a

m = a -- ; nb +-1 u 1 u

Expanding the (4.2) by rourizr's series, limited only at first term, we finally obtain for the function

v/v the expression:0

v_ a + L cosx + senx (5.2)
v 0 1 1

where a = r-/
0 01

(4÷t )(1-t )(1-t )•T--t
32 2 o -128 o 0

-1 C t +4) 16t 1 1 t (t +4) 2+16t
2+ o o2

3. NUMERICAL DETERMINATION OF THE RESIDUAL MODULATION.

After these developments,(1.2) becomes:

E = E (I + M sen x) (1.3)
1 0

and the refracted wave will have instead the intensity:
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E e'YV (2.3)

where y is the mean value of the total absorption's coefficient. We will utilize an approximate value of y

but such that does nt influence much the determination of the residual modulation M".

The expansion of Er by Fourier's series, limited only at first term, gives:

rr E =rE (l-s-a senx×+ bcosrc)

r ras

The residual modulation M" is:

us.

M,2 = a2 2 b2

Utilizing the Fourier's tecnique and n, tlugc ing the contribution of the subsequent harmonics, we find a

and b:

1 Il[,(l+1)] 
_2

2 22
( Q a ) 2+ 2 Y( .2+ 02 )j] (a 2 i 02) ) 0 [ s 2 +

where I and I are the Bessel's functions.
0 1

Utilizing the values of ao,al,o 1 and M we have:

2
li-a I I

2 2 o 12 2MH",,2 + M2 ------ (•--1)------'-(- 33
2 21 2 2;2 (3.3)

a+l1 o (a +•l) o

knowing the parameters of the incid')xt wdvý a~id the value of y, equation (3.3) gives the possibility to

calcula' the residua-l modulation.

'I. IISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS.

ThL formula (3.3) has; quantities not directly depending upon the parameters of the incident wavw and

the exuanimod conditions. For these reasons we ire able to calculate the rxprenr;ions of (3,3) in function

of C, Gvv/n and C r W/(GT):

2

2 2

I I a? 5 2 + C: (1 - 2-) (It)

32 iC (liC +C ý--)
o- 2 2 1 )1

2 32; |_2 4^M 21

1 ~ ~ 1 [c M 6 ~ if)

Mtliziiig (1.1)4.(2.4) and (3.3) and the vdluues of the Besse I 's functi-us (that are calculated with linother'

program) 1ia:; been eCalculated the ri-eiua Ih r'dutlation M" in fulaet ion ()f /rC1,

We ';" very low vajlues of C bercauue the -sloution (:.2) has bjeen obtained with law power (small vhlue:2

of w

Firg. I giVes, tl,' valUCe; of trhe .,!sidual ,aoduLation obttined for M = 0.6 and t I.', for some vale-,; ofI i
W., ol-;- ,'V that for vilii,; of arolirl 0, 1w' w ai.tv(- aiway'; ii,'m', llation but net 'xc•'-':;ive, 'or' value:;

o f ( a.t' ui J1 1.O -W , ,l:.r-vc' I t 1:;j l ua1 ,v0,,r9l 11a.it inn ,II :;o hi gh, 1 f In :.r ight 'f-modrIa at Iori. [''1' výI Ia',:; 1 hj ghti',o

of '1, thr ' I' (ain-i'll'| ' ia (a di:;,in p,•, r; -'uliJ'l y /

-aw--=l-I
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5. CONCLUSION.

In this paper it has been calculated numerically the residual modulation for waves with low power refracLtd

by Ionosphere. The obtained results agree and complete those had previousley by Pozzi (i962),(C.lt') with

waves of high power.

Comparing instead our results with thot,-e theoretical obtained by A.V. Gurevich (1978), but with a dif-

ferent method, we see that, for power not excessively low, the agreement is excellent. But variyng the mo-

dulation frequency A.V. Gurevich always ubtaines boAh overmedulatien and demodulation; instead, with low

power and with low frequency of modulation, we have only demodulation.

This good result appears more important when we compare our nuirical results with those sperimentally

obtained by M. Cutolo (1960),(1971t). In fact in the experimental data of residual modulation now available

up to date we see numerous cases in which it is possible to have dcmodulation onLy, with low power and with

low frequency of modulation. Such data, and not only those in which we have both overmodulation and demodu-

lation, are now in good agreement with the theoretical and numerical data discussed in this paper.
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MEDIUM WAVE MULTI-SECTION GROUNDWAVE PROPAGATION IN
MARMARA AND WEST BLACK-SEA REGION--NUMERICAL RESULTS

A.HIZAL and A.F.P1t

Electrical Engineering Department
Middle East Technical University

Ankara-Turkey

SUMMARY

A numerical study ot MF ground wave propagation in the Marmara and West Black Sea reqion,
near Istanbul is presented. The numerical results are obtained by two methods: (i) the
flst-ground two and four-section ground-wave propagation formulas based on the approach
by King, Maley and Wait and (ii) the integral equation solution based on the formulation
by Ott (i.e. PROGRAM WAGNER). The results obtained up to 400 km from the station indicat-
es that MF (0.5 MHz) ground wave is a suitable mode of propagation for PTT ship-to-shore
communication system.

I. INTRODUCTION

Groundwave propagation along mixed paths has been investigated both numerically and
experimentally previously: by King and Maley, (1965) and King et.al. (1966) for flat
groands and by Ott (1979) for irregular and inhonogeneous grounds. For flat grounds, the
integral expressions developed by King et.al. (1965, 1966) in elliptical coordinates
proved to be accurate and can be used also for propagation paths oblique to the land-sea
boundaries. For irregular terrain such as hills higher than a wavelength and for contin-
uously changing surface impedance, the integral equation method by Ott (1979) as incorpo-
rated in PROGRAM WAGNER, is suitable.

in the present work a groundwave propagation study in the Marmaoa and West Black Sea
region of Turkey is made in order to ,ssess the performance of PTT's MF coastal maritime
communication systems from the propagation point of view. In Fig.1, the region of
interest and the location of the station are indicated. To the West of Istanbul (Qatalca
Plain) where the station is located, the ground is mostly flat with small hills up to
about 200 meters. The ground in this region may be assumed to be moderately wet. The
other characteristics of the terrain in the Marmara region are: the existence of Marmara
Island about 670 meters high, Kapidal peninsula about 780 meters high, Gem]ik Peninsula
about 900 meters high, Istanbul-lzmit path almost flat with hills about 400 meters high
near lzmit. To the south of the Dardanelles is placed the Biqa peninsula where there are
Hills up to about 1700 meters for some propagation paths. In general the Marmara region
has a climate which is a mixture of mediterranean and temperate climates, the ground in
this region is moderately wet must of the year. Marmara and Aegean Seas are moderately
salty while Black-Sea is considerably less salty.

We are interested in the attenuation f0':tor in the sea sections of the paths, with a
maximum total path length of about 400 km. Under these conditions flat ground modelling
of the paths seems to be suffiaient, it is reported that, (Ott, 1971), for a sea-land-
sea path the attenuation factor in the lbnd section is drastically different for
calculations assuming a flat island and a realistic island with a hill several wavelengths
in altitude. However, the attenuation function on the sea-section after that island is
not significdnitly different for the two cases above.

In this paper we shall present the result of computations for the attenuation factor in
various propagation paths indicated in Fig.l. For two of the paths with a second land
portion, the flat-ground and the irregulr-ground (i.e. those obtained by PROGRAM WAGNER)
results will be presented. In Lhe firsL ,ecLion of the paper a brief review of the
theory will be given as a new formula is developed for the tour section flat-ground pata.

2 . THEORY

For the two-section propegation path shown in Fig.2, King and Maley (1965, 1966) has
developed a formula in the elliptical co-ordinates for the attenuaLion factor P(d,Z,Z 1
using the" c, niiensatLion theorem and the method of stationary phase integration (e g.
Monteath, 1973):

+id2 ] -1
.) ) + (-) ' )-)iE'(r,Z)F (R, Z )d9 (1)

0 '

where

I 1 Cos 1(2x /d)-J I, r=(d/2) (t-us9) , I-dc-r

C)O l) C i C Iinl n srii-n i iQ l ieebe c a f Liii lft r te-;pii2Q I
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Z = (h/1O) /_11T_ 12 Surface impedance of the land for the vertical
polarization

p =G--iwlpo/(G + ie•e) Intrinsic impedance of the land

For the sea,Z and rl are to be replaced by 71 and q,, respectively.

F(rZ) = 1-i V7-e-p erfc (i /p ) (2)

t2
is the Sommerfeld attenuation factor. e> ) ' (2//i) f e- dt is the complementary

2 Z
error function and p=(-ikr/2) (Z/p_ ) is the numerical distance. Formula (1) has been
proved to be very accurate when the source (A) and the observation point (B) are several
wavelengths away from the coast. Expression (1) is easy to integrate numerically usinq
Gaussian-quadrature. To obtain a formula amenable for iteration the reciprocity theorem
may be used in the original compensation iurmula b)y replacing F(r,Z)F(R,Z ) in (l) by
F(R,Z)F-(r,Z,Z ) But it is found that such an iteration scheme is not necessary and (1)
is quite accura t e.

For the three-section Paths King et.al. (1966) have developed a formula similar to (1)
which contains the two-section result given by (1) in the integrand. For our purposes we
need a formula which is suitable for a four-section path such as a land-sea-land-sea path
where the second J-lnd portion is either an island or a peninsula, typical characteristic
feature of the Marmara region. Although such a formula did not appear previously, it is
a ;traightforward procedure to develop it using the electromagnetic compensation theorem
(Monteath, (1973). Referring tc Fig.3 the mutual impedance change can be expressed by

(Z'-Z) AA ' ds (3)ZAB' - 1 = • ff ( -Z hAt*hBt
S

where hAt and h' Bt are the tangential magnetic fields due to unit currents at A and B,

the latter being open circuited. The primed oituation refers to the case where the seccnd
land portion S exists. We have ZýZ 1 and Z'=Z2 -nd S is the surface between 81 and 82.
The unprimed situation refers to the case where only land (Z) and sea (Z 1 ) exists. When
(3) is evaluated in elliptical co-ordinates and invoking the stationary phase-approxima-

tion one obtains

1P Fm : (d,Z,Z. ) + li•)2 f 2 fz 1 21 11(r,Z,Z1)..(RIZlZ2)d0 (4)

where LhAL[cF(r,Z,Z,) and lbL " F(R,7,Z2)

9o Cos-i ( ((2x 1 /d)-l} , G2 7 Cos (":Y2 /d)-l1

1-d Cos- I[2(Cx 2 +y 2 )/d}-1J and F(d,Z,7/) in qgiven hy (l).

F(r,Z,Z ) and F(R,Z 1 1 Z 2 ) are also given by (i) with the replacement of the set (d,Z,ZI}

by {r,Z,Z 1 1 anu (R,ZI,Z 2 1, respectively, Calculation of (4) is made numerically,

evaluating the integral by the Gaussiar quadrature method. It is evident that consider-
ably longer computer time is needed in this case,compa red yo the two-path case to
calculate the attenua' lon factor. Theoretical and experimental investigation made by
King and Maley (1966) ,i;s revealed that formulas developed for the perpendicular
incidence can be used Jur the oLtique incidence toi angles of incidence up to about 700
from the normal. Consequently in the present ca lculat ions we shall use either (1) or (4),
for the paths shown in Fig.1 with flat ground approximation. Once the attenuation factor
has been computed the vertical electric fiel-i cem be c.alculated from

A I A -ikd
E A A - - (5)

where A is the of fe -ye height of Cte transmit ter antenna, A is; the antenna current

and V=F(d,Z,Z 1 ) nr All
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For the inhotmogeneous and irregular oaths, the integral equation approach developed by

Ott (1979) will be used. The theory of the integral equation approach is described in

detail by Ott (1979) and Ott (1971) , previously. A computer program based on the

integral equation, known as PROGRAM WAGNER, had been tested previously for various

irregular terrains and the numerical results were compared with measured values. PROGRAM

P.GNER has been implemented In our computer facility IBM 370/145 and used for the two

paths shown in Fig.l, namely Kapidag-Biga-Lesbos path and the Gemlik Bay path.

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS

All the numerical results are for f=500 kiz ( X =600 s):

(a) Two-section flat-audipaths

For the Black-Sea region near istanbul we have chosen three paths for which tile land

portion is assumed to have Er=15, u=0.008 mho/m and the sea has cr=
8

0 and o=3 mho/m. x.,

;he distance of the transmitter to the coast for the three-paths, are ):1=15 kin, 20 kin,

,and 35 kin, respectively. The results are shown in Fig.4.

FoJr the Marmara Sea which is more salty than the Black Sea we shall assume E =80 and
e=4 mho/m. We have chosen four paths described by the sets 1: {xi=

3 2 .5 kin, 15, =0.011,kS,,cr0.0), 3:=0x01O},r•lS

2: fxi=25 kin, • r=. 5' c=0.011, 3: (x1=10 km, cr=8' a=0.002) and 4: {x1=70 kin, :r=l,

o=0.008}. Tho results of the computations are shown in Fig.5.

(b) Four-section flat round paths

We shall describe four such paths: (i) xi=25 kin, x 2 =l10 km, y 2 --15 ki• (Kapidaý) cr=U5t

O. %Cr2 8, 02-=0.002 sheo/m, (ii) Xi=12.5, x 2 =52.5, Y2 =18 (Gemlik Bay), Er=8r o=0.002,

Cr2=8, 02=0.002, (iii) xi=35, x 2 l-17.5, y2 -12.5. (Marmara Island), F:r=15, 0-0.001,

r2=8, e3=0.002, (iv) xl=30, x2= 155, Y2=130 (Aegean Sea oath1 ) -rr15, o=0.0l , r -210,

o -C. 100 The results of the computations for the attenuation factor beyond the second

lind portion in the sea are presented in Fiq.6.

(c) Comparisons with the irregular terrain (WA(lNER) results

For the two paths i.e. Gemlik and KaoLdag-Bicga-Jies•bo paths (Aegean Slea latLh 2) PROGRAM

WAGNERE is used to obtain numerical results for the attenuation function foe" the flat-

ground and the topographic ground cases. The computer program is first tested by tlA~atilIL4

several test i'uns rIx)rted by Ott (1971) . Iln the calculations;, the topographic features

were lakes into considt2ration with an accuracy of 25 aIt. (A/24). 'iTh( field points were

taken at 2/3 intereals in sea-to-land transit ions and in rcgiorns of rapid terriln

vari aLions. Ti,: ground constant•s for the paLthb are taken to l)i [tioe same as those for the

Scorresponding flat-ground paths, since a detalled experimentally measured ground

conductivity m.iH Cf Turkey is not available. The terrain profile and thie numerical

results for the two pat-hs under consideral Ion are prescc.oted in Figs.7 and 8. Flat-Cround

results obtained by formul as (I) and (4) al:e suprpe:-ed eni these curves. it is

observed tlthtt on the sea section of the paths, flat-ground res:ults do not deviate
skignificantly from those icr the torographic cases, while on ihe land scctious attenua-

tion functj.oni; far the two cases differ sigSnificantly. Thius it may be found advantoge,ous,

from tite point of vie of computational economy, to use the simpLer formulas (2) or (4)

if the region of intereet hapcns to be over the sea, especially when the hills ore, of

hoiqlt~s hlv'w rit]ltly t ':_tvi linot.kt

A coitmmon feature eDect rvcd is tile steep rise oi the attenuation function over the land

section whe-re a rising t!erraiin Is found.

While it is eside t that fLos the vie'., point ci ship-to-shore couttliuiniationa , the lau1d

based station must be as close to the coastline as possible, when other factors require

chat the station must be itland, it .hould be situated on a hill if the land section to

the snuLuto ituueleti.• ih t oiraiin Irregjlar-t :c-..

4I. CONCLUSION

Th!c nusterical study pre.roenLed in Lth ,,- pap.e,,r revealed that itoe Qatnlca Plain (the- site of

the station) is a uitable si to to establish a tindernIlzeil 1`1 sarititt, cotiunicaf too

system for the West Bt]ack So-., Maruara Sea and the upper Aeesan Sed of the Marmaira Region

of Turkey. The predictud at' cituations tit) to abouo 400 km are n'(d(,cld In nstiusati• : Ih

1-eqlitettir'ill,! on the tictosiiLiir powter old the- effectivc a ta iirta hIeit.ltE for sitnalalbh-

Sslgtlaii Inott ittt rah lit 'n lie t l i( t Ai lItteru;it: at, hl.. particular frequency.

1Titi four sect jon formula (eqo.4) obt ained too lrinq the coat :,o (,f this work representl' t an

ecfficient- LecthLique for predicl ii y attenuaiton for he li ity seta ,eetion of ihIcr0010 i-

".t Lion )aLhtli nd it:, tctc:uracy is found to te silificieuli for the pioesent application.
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DISCUSSION EPP FALL 81 MEETING
MEDIUIM, LONG, AND VERY LONG WIVE PROPAGATION

(AT FREQUENCIES LESS TIIAN 3000 KHZ)

SESSION 5

PAPER : 28. MEDIUM FREQUENCY PROPAGATION : A SURVEY
AUTHOR P. Knight
QUESTIONER F. J. Kelly
QUESTION Sawnadar of the U. S. Coast Guard has been studying the effects of tropospheric
index of refraction changes on 100 KHz ground wave phase. Have you any information on this
effect of tropospheric weather on MF groundwave phase and amplitude?
RESPONSE : I think the wavelength is too large for day-to-day variations in the weather to have
very much effect on ground wave field strengths. We do observe seasonal variations due to the
ground being more moist in the winter, and being a better conductor, therefore giving rise to
higher field strengths. In calculating ground wave field-strengths we do take account of the
variation of refractive index with height by assuming an artificial increased radius of
curvature of the earth. There is a very good paper by Rothran of Marconi Company who produced
factors by which one multiplies the radius of the earth at lower frequencies. In the MF Band we
take a factor of 1.25. 4/3 is typically employed at higher frequencies. I don't think hiAxever
that you will see day-to-day variations.

PAPER 30. ON THE SELF-MODULATION AND DISTORTION OF MF WAVES IN THE IC1IOSPHERE
AUTHOR : M. Cutolo
QUESTIONER : F. J. Kelly
QUESTION What was the location of the interaction region and the geometry of the path?

RESPONSE : The transmitter was in Frankfort, the receiver in Naples, and the disturbed region
at the midpoint. Total distance about 1000 kilometers.

PAPER : 30. ON THE SELF-MODULATION AND DISTORTION OF MF WAVES IN THE iONOSPHERE
AUTHOR : M. Cutolo
QUESTIONER : J. Fonteyne
QUESTION : II auralt ete interessant de mesure le chramp, et
uisi d'avuir one sequence sans modulation. Y a til de tells mesure sinultanees?
RESPONSE I I hope to do this next experiment.

PAPER 30. ON THE SELF MODULATION AND DISTORTION UF NP WAVIS IN THE ICIDSPHERE
AUIIHOR : M. Eutolo
QUESTIONER : P. A. Kossey
QUESTILON At what hours were the pherncinena most clearly observed.?
RESPONSE Our obtservations were made during the night fr'ui midnight to 6:30 in the morning.
During the day it is impossible to receive Frankfurt in Naples.

PAPER : 31. MEDIUM NAVE IULTIPATH PROPAUATION IN MARMARA AND WESI I3LACK-SFA REGION.
AUTHOR : A. Fer
QUESTIONER : F. J. Kelly
QUESTION Did you consider using Millington's method as described by Knight earlier?
RESPONSE : Yes, we considered it, it would have taken a shorter time, hi)wever the technique I
described is a rigorous analysis as opposed to Millington's semi -empirical formulation. While
Monteath has givcin a proof of Millingtun's method, it in neverthelns. a semi empirical form'il.
On the four section path we did not have any experimental evidence on hand to see whether it
worked satisfactorily. Furthermore the extension of King, Monteath, and Wait's results for the
three section path was a simple process based or the compensation theorem. It takes an
irxtrenrely Thort time ii a 97145 comrputor for example. We hblieve the result'. are more acrur'ate.

PAPER 31. MEDIUIMi HAVE MLILTIPATH PROPAGATION IN IAlFWARA AND WESI BLACK -SEA REGION.
AUTHOR : A. Fer
QUESTIONER : J. Fonteyne
QUEUST,.l : La theorro c'cSt tr-s bicrn, mais Ils nisars pr actique. sor-a0n" ettenment mieux.
don moL1 idfe 6tait de savoir si 00ous comptiez faire vrairnent di., essais avec on emetter situo" ,
a' lendroit de r.eception, ou avec des 

6
-netteur, a'des dilff.rents e-mplacenents pour bieni ver ifkO

toutes .es courbes et ces variations de conductivite. de crois que ca c'est peut4tre la choseu
plus impurtaite pour nous, Pour nous permetire do dice quelle est la meithode la mvilleure?1
RErSPONSE : Well, I think as you say experimental justification and confirmatiun of these
risults is detinitely necessary. Tc me, it sneers, about the best method we can use In
connei t ion with any specifit problerm is to apply the , qorous integral equation technique of
Randy Ott's program FWAtER, It seems to take into (cccur, k.1 the chajactec istiLs of interest.
Hlowever It'" s-, eIperriLVn. We feel ,hat this pr tairlar techniqunis '%iormrohx a (roprimise
between lie simple formula of Mill irirgton, which I suppose we should have (.riparied graphically
here, and the more rigorous technique. Millington's formula is I believe only applicable to a
case whein the ti ansmitt4?r is very far frcm the coasotl ne, and near the boundary region the
results it gives are not supposed to be very arcorate. This was one oif thie oiiidel at01is 111
our car'. Hhin oc tak' thr limiting ,ire o0 the trarnsmittier far" away from the (oastline and the
proint of observation I ar from the r.ovitline, our formula reducesý to Hillinijtoin's formula. Which
I, tLo be L uxpc ted.
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PAPER : 31. MEDIUM WAUE MULTIPATH PROPAGATION IN MAr;RA PND WEST BLACK-SEA REGION.
AUTHOR : A. Fer
COMMENTER : L. W. Barclay
COMMENT : Following the other discussion on this paper I should like to comment 1.) I have made
some comxparisuns between Millington's and Ott's methods, although not over such severe terrain
profiles as those in Turkey, and found the two methods to be in good agreement particularly
over the sea.

2.) One of the papers (I believe in "'NTURE*) published by Millington
showed good agreement between his mixed path inethod and experimental results when the
transmitter was close to the coast. I should also like to draw attention to the recent paper by
Damboldt at the IEE Antennas and Propagation Conference (1981) where, results obtaihed from
measurements over multisection mixed paths in the Baltic sea area are given.

KL
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NUMERICAL MODELING OF THE PROPAGATION MEDIUM AT ELF/VLF/LF

D. G. Morfitt
J. A. Ferguson

F. P. Snyder
Electromagnetic Propagation Division

Naval Ocean Systems Center
San Diego, CA 92152

SUMMARY

A reliable knowledge of radio signal amplitude and phase characteristics is required to design and main-
tain communications and navigational circuits at elf/vlf/if. The abili-ty to accurately predict signal
levels as a function of propagation frequency and range is of considerable importance in achieving relia-
ble communication coverage. Detailed computational models (computer programs) based on multimode theory
have been developed. These models have been found to account for the signal variability as a function of
propagation distance that occurs in nature. Computed results are, however, very sensitive to the choice
of model parameters used as inputs to the calculations. In particular, the ionospheric electron density,
ion density and collision frequency profiles are important quantities which are required to adequately
depict the real propagation environment. This paper presents an overview of some available procedures for
determining ionospheric profiles to be used in computing reliable predictions of elf/vlf/lf signal levels.

1. INTRODUCTION

The propagation of low frequency, very low frequency and extremely low frequency radio waves is of
considerable practical importance for communications, for navigation systems, and for worldwide frequency
and time comparisons. The propagation of elf/vlf/lf radio waves is characterized by high stability in
both phase and amplitude. Little attenuation of the waves occurs in the ionospheric reflection process
and as a result they propagate to very great distances. These waves also penetrate further into seawater
than do waves of higher frequencies. The signals are not greatly affected by most natural-occurring
ionospheric disturbances apart from the polar cap events, and radio communications can usually be
maintained under conditions that make communication very difficult at higher frequencies. Because of
these propagation characteristics, vlf and lf systems are prime components in emergency communications
networks. Marine communicators are highly dependent upon the vlf radio frequency band for broadcast
communications to ships at sea. Concurrently, some communicators have specific interest in propagation on
frequencies at the lower end of the lf range for transmission between inflight aircraft. Elf transmission
would be useful for communication to submerged vessels since these frequencies penetrate further into the
sea than other frequency bands.

A review of the propagation characteristics of radio waves at these frequencies is presented by Thrane
(1979). Some of the most important computational methods that are available for predicting the phase and
amplitude of long waves are briefly discussed as are some navigation and communication applications. A
recent review by Burgess and Jones (1975) also describes the propagation of vlf and lf radio waves with
reference to systems applications. Elf communications are described by Wait (1974).

In order to design and maintain communications circuits at elf/vlf/lf, a reliable knowledge of radio
signal amplitude and phase characteristics is required. Accurate propagation prediction techniques would
prove invaluable in helping to meet these needs. Considerable theoretical work at elf, vlfilf frequencies
has been conducted since the early 1960s. The works of Budden (1961), Wait (1970) and ' lejs (1972)
describe the basic theory of radio wave propagation at long wavelengths. Detailed computational models
which characterize propagation at these frequencies, have been developed. These models have been found to
account for the signal variability as a function of propagation distance that occurs in nature. Of the
several propagation models that have been developed for computing field strengths at elf/vlf/lf, those
developed at the United States Naval Ocean Systems Center (NOSC) will be utilized in this paper because of
the many special computational options they contain.

Computed results are very sensitive to the choice of model parameters used as inputs to the calculations.
In particular, the ionospheric electron density, ion density and collision frequency profiles along with
proper values of the earth's magnetic field parameters, ground conductivity, and dielectric constant are
important quantities which are required to adequately depict the real propagation environment. A
determination as to which ionospheric density profiles should be used as inputs to the propagation model
is examined through application of three procedures. The first approach is to acquire experimentally
measured long path propagation data and then to "best fit" these data by calculating the field strength
amplitude along the appropriate propagation path using a variety of ionospheric profiles. A second
approach is to survey the literature for published profiles of ionospheric density vs height. A
regression analysis is then performed in terms of temporal and geophysical variations to determine the
required profiles. A third approach is to utilize the International Reference Ionospheric Model. This
model is assumed to provide useful ionospheric profiles with no dependence on the theoretical assump-
tions. The ionospheric profiles produced by the second and third methods are input to the propagation
model and compared to the measured data of method one. This comparison gives a check of the latter two
methods, as to their usefulness in .ignal level predictions.

2. PROPAGATION MODEL

The propagation of elf, vlf and lf terrestrial radio waves to great distances is conveiently represented
in terms of waveguide mode theory. The NOSC waveguide model is chosen for the analysis presented in this
paper because it allows for changes in the waveguide parameters (i.e. ionospheric profiles, the earth's
magnetic field and the earth's conductivity and dielectric constant) along the propagttion path.

It has been determined by Pappert (1981) that the waveguide procedure is useful for computing fields at
frequencies as high as 300 kHz for daytime propagation conditions. The frequency limit for nighttime
propagation is at least 60 kHz (Morfitt, 1977).
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The NOSC waveguide model is described in a series of papers by Pappert (1968, 1970, 1972, 1974 and 1975).
In general this technique obtains the full wave solution for a waveguide that has the following character-
istics: (1) arbitrary electron and ion density distributions and collision frequency (with height) and
(2) a lower boundar'y which is a smooth homogeneous earth character zed by an adjustable surface conductiv-
ity and dielectric constant. The model allows for earth curvalurr,, ionospheric inhomogeneity, and aniso-
trophy result rg from the earth's magnetic field. The model also allows for the calculation if both hori-
zontal and vertical components of the electric field at an arbitrary height Is the waveguide. Aii-to-air,
ground-to-air or air-to-ground vlf/if propagation problems involving a horizontally inhomogeneous wave-
guide channel may be treated.

The energy within the waveguide is considered to be partitioned armong a series of modes. Each mode r'nL'-
sents a resonant condition, i.e., for a discrete set of angles of incidence of the waves on the onos-
phere, resonance occurs and energy will propagate away from the source. The complex angles (0) for which
this occurs are called eigenanglec 'or "modes"). They are obtained using a "full-wave" procedure, such as

, described by Morfitt and Shellmar 76). The set of complex modal solutions as determined from the full-
wave computer program for a spec d earth-ionosphere waveg'ide are summed at arbitrarily selected dis-
tances from the transmitter to obx in the calculated vlf/if field at those distances. This simple model
is called horizontally homogeneous ind can be applied to most daytime propagation paths with unvarying
ground conductivity. Genereily the rarameters of the waveguide must be varied to describe the real propa-
gition paths properly. Such paths cross land-sea and day-night boundaries and regions through which the
geomagnetic field variations are significant. The modeling of such paths is accomplished by dividing them
into hori0ontally homogeneous segments. As an example, a land-sea boundary might mark the end of one seg-
ment and the beginning of the next. Two methods are used for computing fields over these segmented paths.
One method is the so-called WKB (wait, 1964) while the second is mode conversion (Pappert arid Snyder,
1972). The WKB procedure is a technique that utilizes average values of the mode constants along the
propagation path. This method is accurate when changes in the aodal parameters are sufficiently gradual
along the path. For those propagation conditions where the properties of the earth-ionosphere waveguide
can not be considerrid as slowly varying, the mode conversion technique muo.t be applied. At each boundary,

,, ;• conversion coefficiunts are calculatsd to relate modes in one segment to those in the next, The mode con-
version model allows for an arbitrary number and order of modes on each side of each waveqiide discon-
tinunity. The mode conversion model can be applied even in the event that the propagation path has only
slowly varying waveguide parameters.

3. PROPAGATION AT ELF

Propagation at elf is presented in terms of theory and experiment in Wait ('974). Pappert and Moler
(1974), showed very good results between calculations and experimental measurements during undisturbed
ionospheric conditions. The models of the electron and ion densities which were used in these calcula-
.tions are given in Figure I. Measured elf signal levels have been found to experience large amplitude
fades during nighttime propasation (Davis, 19/6). Barr (1977) and Pappert (1980) have suggested that
sporadic-E layering in the ionospheric height regionrs between 110 and 130 kil.ometers (km) could produce
these effects.

4. PROFILES FROM LONG PATH VLF/LF MEASUREMENTS

The ionospheric region of greatest impor\tance to vlf/If propagation is that from about 50 km up to about
120 km (the D and E regions). This region is not easily studied by ground based probing experiments,
which tend to be plagued either by large error factors In estimates of the ionization densities at various
heights or by poor height resolution (Trane, 1974). Rocket soundings provide more accurate measurements
but are very limited in their temporal and geographical distributions.

Propagation studies using long-path vIf and if data provide an indirect but useful description of thre
ionosphere for propagation predictioo. The important ionospheric parameter needed to simulate actual

U propagation data is the ionospheric conductivity profile through which the radio waves must pass. This
parameter is the principal unknown in the propagation modruls and is a function of the height var-ation of
electron and ion density distributions and collision frequenices. The pronedur.e using long path propaga-
tion eassur ,ients, attemptE to determLne tho ionospheric conductivity profile indirectly by comparing
fields calculated with the waveguide computer progfram to the measured Aields. The ionospheric profile
input to the waveguide calculations is varied until .oceptabie agreement with measurement is reached.

For propagation at vlf/if during ambient conditions, only the electron density distribution need be con-
sidered in calculations. the ion distributionr say be neglected. For this iono:ilctli: oiodul, hn roindul-
tivity parameter (

1
r) is a function of tile electronri density divided by the electron-neutral particle

collision frequency. One of the simplest ionospheric profiles is an exponential variation of conductivity
with height. It can be specified by only two parameters, scale height and reference height. Fotlcwing
Wait and spies (1964) the conductivity parameter wr(h) is taken to be of the form s f(hI = 2.5 x 105 esi
-(Bh-H')), where h is the ionospheric height, 5 is a gradient parameter in inverse height units and H' i1;
i reiference height. The velue of the electron density N (hi, in electrons/cubic centimeter, is calculated
as a function of height, h in kilometers by the equation N(h) - 1.43 x 107 exp (3(h-r') -0.151) where 5
is in km-I and H' is in km. The collision frequency is given by v(h) 1.82 x 1011 exp (-0.15h), where V
is tihe number of collisions oer second.

The process of varying the ionospheric Wodel (i.e. the values of 3 and W'), calculating fields and compar-
ing the calculations with measurements is greatly facilitated by the use of these exponential profiles.
The usefulness of this simple ionospheric model is a result of its ease of application and its success in
modeling experimantally measured data as demonstrated by Btickel et al. (1970), Morfitt (1977) and Ferguson
(1980). The most usable measured rdata are colLected at a large number of points along a gre;ot circle
propagation path which includes the transmitter. The casitrst way to collect such data is aboard -in

aircraft.

a- i,'ii
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IJ. general, the ionospheric models determined from the above procedure must be considered to represent an
averaged ionosphere since the muodling assumes that the ionosphere was static during any aircraft flight
period. The data fitting procedure attempts to find a calculated pattern of amplitude as a function of
distance which agrees with the large scale pattern of the measied data. Thus, many small amplitude vari-
ations are averaged. It is possible chat profiles of more complex forms than the exponential could be
found to produce a better fit to measuzed data in some instances, but since the propagation paths con-
sidered ere quite long, any profile determined to product a best fit to the data is really an. average
profile for the total path,

Some exponential profiles are illustrated in Figure 2 for daytime conditions and in Figure 3 for nighttime
conditions. The daytime curves are compared in Figure 2 to that derived by Bain and Harrison (1972) ior
summer during sunspot maximum conditions. The nighttime curves are compared in Figure 3 to that of Thomas
and 3arrison (1970).

Field strength levels produced from waveguide mnltimode computations, using various values of the a ind H'
parameters of the alectron density profile, are compared to experimentally recorded long path propagation
data, These data have been obtained by recording signals from the vertically polarized transmitters:
(NSS) Annapolis, Maryland; (NAA) Cutler, Maine; (NiK) Jim Creek, Washington; (NPM) Lualualei, Hawaii;
(WWVI and WWVB) Fort Collins, Colorado; (GYM) Preston, England; (GBR) Rugby, England and the N0CC - 10
frequency sounder, Hilo, Hawaii. The comparisons between the waveguide computations and the experimental
data are illustrated in plots of the vertical electric field against propagation distance. These plots
show a vertical scale with dB above one microvolt per meter, normalized to one kilowatt of radiated power
(dB/VT7/m/kW). The horizontal scale is in mgameters, Mm, from the transmitter (1 Mm = 1000 km).

4.1 Daytime Propagation in the pacific

Figure 4 shows the comparison between fields as computed by the MOSC waveguide program and data recoclded
aboard an inflight aircraft is June 1965. The Figure illustrates that the profile B - 0.5 kn-C, H' = 70
km (or 5 = 0.5, 1' = 70) gives signal levels in close agreement with recorded data. Figure 5 given a
summary of other comparisons useing this profile with data recorded at various frequencies for propagation
over midlatitude seawater paths in the summer. These data were all recorded at tines of sunspot minimum.
Propagation reeasuremetts were also made on 2 and 3 Febr'uary 1974. Vlf/if (10-60 kHz) signals were
recorded aboard an inflight aircraft at an altitude of 9 m (30,000 ft) as it flew between Hawaii and
Southern California. The signals were transmitted and recorded by the NOSC mu|tifrequency sounder.
Figures 6 and 7 show the experimental data values and corresponding calculated fields. The results indic-
ate that the summer electron density profile, (0 = 0.5, H' - 70), needs to be replaced by a profile with (

0.3 and II' = 72-75 for daytime propagation over the Pacific during winter. These data were also
recorded during sunspot minimum. The fact that the bent-fit profiles for the aircraft flights of 2
February and 3 February are not the same illustrates ti.- variability of daytime ionospheric propagation.

4.2 Daytime propagation Across the Cont insnttl United States

Data obtained from propagation measurements carried out across the continental USi durinq daytime transmis-
sions are also examined. Aircraft measurements recorded by NOSC in June of 195H during sunspot maximus
arc shown in Cigure 8. It is of interest to note that w.hile the profile (3 = 0.5, H' - 70) provided good
fits to summer propagation data recorded over the Pacific Ocean, the profile (0 7 0.3, H' = 72) tends to
simulate the signal levels bettor for propagation over this corntinental path. other daytime measurements
of vlf/if propagation data have been carried out by Morgan (1966). The measurudvalues were made on nine
radials extending outward from transmitters located at Fort Collins, Colorado. The transmitter f;,!quen-
cies were 20 kHz (WIVL) and 60 kIlz (WWVB). These measurements were made from ground vehicles at various
positions along each radial. The data wore obtained during September and October in 1g64 and 1965. These
were times of sunspot minimum. Figure 9 il lustrates the comparison between dlata recosded at -0 kHz on the
radial to Palra Beach, Florida. T'he profile (0 = 0.5, H' - 70) does not describe the measured fields. The
profile (7 - 0.3. I' = 72) jives siqnal levels whi :h ate in much better agreement with data. Comparisons
between calculation and measurement for all of the Morgan radials at both 20 and 60 kHz show that the'
profile (7-= 0.3, 72) 'jives very good agreement in almost all cases (Morfitt, 1977).

4.1 Daytime Propagatio.i ver the Greenland Ice Cap

Experimental mneasurements at 43 tIle have been obtained by Burgess in July 1970 aboard an inflight aircraft
over (,reenoa.,l during sunspot maximum conditions. T'hesc transmissions oriqgnated in England. Compariuon
of these field strength measurements to computed field strength predictions is show-n in Fi•ure 11. The
profile (5 - 0.3, H' - 73) was iiced as input to the mode conversion calcu]atioir for simulating the
measured date.

4.4 Propagation through the Terminator

Fixed site noasurements aere made during sunrise conditions on the flawsii to Southern California path over
a four day period in Oct-ber 1968. This was , time of sunspot sasirlmum. The transmitter was the N(ISC
multifrequency soucder. Figure 11 Illustrates tie field streng;th ca]eulatlons as acompared to experimental
measurem,!nts (Pappert ano tlorfltt, 1975). The mode conversion result simulates the data much better than
that of WKi. 'The moddelino was done assuming tir daytime profile eon 17-0.3, H' - 70) and lhe nighttime
profile was taken as (0 - 0.5, H' = 86).

4.5 NighttLime Propagation in the Pacific

To examine theý characteri[stics of vlf signal strenlgths for irla t i'm derling night [lilr coolntines,
m..easuremenst were made aboard -nf'light aircraft, at an altitude of I ko (1 ,000 ft ), during January and
February . This -qs at time, of sunspot wisi×num. One or the signals monel f'"ed was NPM, Hawaii en 

2
3.,

kizl. Thee j opagation paths oriinatied froui" Hawaii and terminate(
1 

at .eattle, Washintgton; Ocntalin, Calif-
ornia; Samo a md Wake Island. Reults pro.centeo by RickEd et al. (1970) shoe--i u-hat a profile wite iV -
0.5, H1' 5 5.'--1171 would matc-h the NPM data very well for the first two paths. The Samoa path was modeld

me, .1
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to some degree by the (I1' - 85.5) profile but the WKB methods were required because of the rapit change
of magnetic parameters with distance. The Wake Island data could not be modeled because the ionosphere
was apparently changing with time.

Propagation data were also recorded during the February 1969 flights using the NOSC multifrequcncy
sounder. Ten vlf frequencies were transmitted and recorded. These were approximately: 9.3, 10.9, 14.0,
15.6, 17.1, 21.8, 24.9, 26.5, 28.0 and 31.2 kHz. comparisons between waveguide predictions and some of
the moltifrequency sounder data are shown in Figure 12 for the Hawaii to Ontario, California path. Here
it is observed that the profile (0 - 0.5, H' = 87) represents these measured fields vory well at 14.0,
17.1 and 21.8 kHz. A somewhat modified ptofile would be required to obtain better fits to the data at
10.9, 24.9 and 28.0 kHz. Results of calculations based on other choices of the $, H' conductivity param-
eters show that the required profile is found to vary with propagation frequency. At 9.3 kHz the values
are (0 = 0.35, H' = 87) while at 31,1 kHz the values are (0 - 0.6, H' = BB).

In an attempt to obtain more definitive nighttime propagation data for the 10-60 kHz frequency range,
additional measurements were taken on 30 January and I February 1974 over the Hawaii to Southern

California path. The propagated signal were transmitted by the NOSC multifrequency sounder. These
sounder data w re recorded aboard an inflight aircraft at an altitude of 9 km (30t000 ft). This was a
time of sunsp-_ uinimum. Comparisons between calculations and the multifrequency sounder data are shown
in Figures 13 and 14. The profiles determined to give best fit to the data of Figure 13 show ,alues of (B
ý 0.3-0.7) with (H' = 88-89). For Figure 14 the values are (a = 0.3-1.2) and (HI = 87-88). It is of
interest to note that the be:;t fit exponential profile varies with propagation frequency. As the fre-
quency is increased, the value of the conductivity gradient is found to increase. The reference height
parameter H'I however, is found to remain somewhat constant at the higher frequencies.

The electron density profiles determined to fit both the 7 February 1969 data (Figure 12) and the 1974 data
from I February (Figure 13) appear to follow a similar relationship between propagation frequency and the
profile gradient parameter 0. In the case of the aircraft flight on 30 January 1974. (Figure 14), the
recorded data tend to require a larger value of 0 in order to produce an acceptable fit to the field
strength levels. The explanation fo, the differences in best-fit electron density profile between the 30
January and the 1 February data is not known.

4.6 Nighttime Propagation Over the Continental United States and Higher Latitudes

Data from fixed vlf transmitters over propagation paths other than the Hawaii to Southern california path
have been examined by Ferguson (1980). These data were co lected on twenty-eight higher latitude paths
during aircraft flights in 1957, 1969 and 1974-1977. Figure 15 shows one example of these measuorements
giving the results of "best-fit" fields for flights between NLK and NSS during the winter of 1969. This
was a time of sunspot maximum. The best fit for these data gave values of (0 - 0.6, H' - 76-82). These

values for H' are re-narkable since the nominal range of H' for nighttime data at lower latitudes is 86-89
km. These data indicate a disturbance of the ionosphere. The 76 km value is nearly as low as the nominal
dayfime range of 70-74 kim. The available data suggest that the boundary of the very low values of H' is
in the vicinity of 700 magnetic dip. For propagation paths at latitudes south of this 709 dip line, the
previously determined H' of 87 km is found.

The results obtained by Ferguson over the higher lat-itude paths are consistent with those of Westerlund
and Reder (1973) for a very short path (350 km) from omega, Norway to Kiruna, Sweden. Values of H' lower
than the middle-latitude nighttime profile indicate a source of ionization not present at low latitudes.
A likely source for this additional ionization is particle precipitation (Gough and Collins, 1973). In a
study to coordinate satellite measurements of electron fluxes and ground-based measurements of D-region
ionization, Larsen et al., (1976) showed that precipitating electrons can be the dominant source of ioni-
zation at D-region heights. The satellite results clearly indicate that the southern-most boundary of the
precipitation varies from day to day. In one instance thLe minimum detectable flux level was exceeded at a
magnetic latitude of about 570 (magnetic dip at the ground = 72(). The electron flux increased to a
plateau at about 610 (Ji, - 74.5 i. ±n anotner instance this transition took place about 44* (dip -

4=, 62.50) to 480 (dip 65.80). In both insiances the transition region is about 4- of magnetic latitude.
These observations * re used in establiahing a tentative geophysical model for propagation calculations.
Latitudes north of the transition region were called high lat'itudes. The propagac on paths examined by
Ferguson included some flights within the tranuition region and others totally within the high latitudes.

Analysis of tile long path data measurements suggests the following table of exponential electron density
proflles for vlf/lf propagation prediction, Morfitt (1977) and Ferguson (1980).

Table 1. Suggested profiles based en long-path vlf/If propagation data.

(Frequencies, F, are in kHz)

Seasonal-Diurnal
Ptropagation
condition H' (km) Ii (km-l) Magnetic Dip ()
Sumsner day 70 0.5
Summer night 87 0.0077F + 0.31
Winter day 74 0.3
Hil.; rr night H0 0.035F - 0.025 90-75

(10 < F < 35) (high latitudes)

Linear change between high ard
middle latitudes (transition latitudes)

87 0.0077F + 0.31 ',70
hluiddle latitudes)

_7_.07F+ .i i7
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5. PROFILES Fr`OM TIlE LITERATURE

Observations of the 9-region have been made at scattered stations since 1948. Methods used for these
observations icrude partial reflection, rockets, wave interaction, vlf/if reflection and incoherent
scatter. Examination of the available literature pertaining to D-region electron density profiles illus-
trates the enormous complexity of the situation. The aeronomy of the region is very complex and is not
completely understood. There is also the complicated dependence of the electron density on such environ-
mental conditions as latitude, solar zenith angle and season.

, There are several reviews of measurements and resulting electron density profiles [Thomas, 19747 Thrane,

1974; Beirose and Segal, 19741 and Sechrist, 19741 . The literature is so vast and the experimental
results so scattered throughout that it Js difficult to obtain a coherent picture of the situation.

There have been many attempts to determine an applicable electron desity from propagation measurements.
One of the more successful results was obtained by Bain and Harrison (1972). They found an electron
density profile which fit 16 kHz data in England for sunspot maximum conditions during summer.

Somle investigators have attempted to produce a series of D-region electron density profiles which would
describe the ionosphere for daytime and nighttime conditions. In the determination of these profiles, the
effects of different solar activities, season, solar zenith angle and geographical latitude were included.
The most notable results have been [Desks, 1966; Krashushkin and Khyazeva, 1970; Bain, 1974; Davis and
Berry, 19771 Rawer et al., 1978; and McNamara, 1979]. All of these procedures have net with varying
degrees of success.

5.1 The Davis-merry Exponential Model

The Davis and Berry (1977) model of the electron density profile of the ionospheric D-region is an attempt
to systematize exponential profiles derived from experimental observations. A total of 570 electron den-
sity profiles were used in the analysis. About 40% of the total number "re from Ottawa, Canada; Wallops
Island, Virginia; or University Park, Pennsylvania which are fairly clo - together (on a global scale).
Very few were from latitudes greater than 70-, and the majority of measurements were made during the
daytime. The range of sunspot numbers from 10 to 125 is well represented in the data.

The model takes into account solar zenith angle, solar cycle, seasonal, latitudinal and magnetic activity
variations. Their assumption is that for the purpose of predicting vlf/lf propagation, the variation of
electron density with height call he represented by the exponential relationship N(h) - No exp(a(h-1I'fl,

where No - electron density at some reference height, II' and a = scale height.

They show how to obtain No, H' and a from a given electron density profile, as found in the literature,
and an assiased collision frequency profile. These parameters, a and 1I' were subjected to a multiparameter
linear regression analysis. The resultant expressions from this approach give the reference height, H' in
the form Ii' = a + b x (zenith angle) + c x (latitude) + d x (solar activity) + e x (month) + f x (magnetic
index). The scale height, a, is of the form a • a + b x (zenith angle) x c (month) + d x (maynetic

index). The model is not i' function of the propagation frequency.

The texponential profile notation can be related to the B and If' notation described earlier by a a +

0.15, Calculations for B and H' at noon and midnight for sumsmer and winter at sunspot minimim and midlat-
itude coneditions illustrate that the daytime values compare favorably with those determined from long path
data. For nighttime the vaues of H' are too small. At higher latitudus the nighttime exponential pro-
files dlerived empirically by ergur,son (198U) aie not reproduced by tile Davis-Berry i.adel.

5.2 The McNamara Model

Davis and Berry's set of electron len ity profiles has been extended by McNamara (1979) to include a total
of 700 experimental profiles. These have all been digitized and made completely computer accest:ibie.

Each profile has associated with it the following conditions of its observation; year, month, day, local
time, smo.othbed monthly sunspot number, latitude, longitude, method of observation, an inde!x of magnetic
activity, and a special case parameter. This last parameter indicates whether the profile was obtained
usller normal conditions or onder conditions such as ecllpses, auroral absorption evelits, and so on. The
procedure hi.veloped by McNamara uses the extended set of profiles and a multiple linear regres{sitin tech-
nique to provide a model o• the electron density at hol ghts from 55 thronuqh 90 kis in steps of - km. The
MfNýriara model gives electron densities, at each height, in the form log•10 N - a + b x (zenith angle) + c x
(latitude) + d x (.solar activity) + e x (season) + f x (magnetic index) . The exact torm of each of thev

contributing terms is chosen sýo an to, be physically realistic, to linearize the regression equation, and
to m ni imzo the standard deviation of each coefficient. It is assumed that the terms; in the expansion are
independent. The McNamara model differs from that of Davis and Berry In that the resulting profiles are
not restricted to the exponential form. Results o}f comparing calculations using the McNamara profiles to
mIeasured dota ore shown in Figures 16 and 11 for daytime anrd nighttime conditions. The daytime prediction
is Favoriahbl while the nighttime areement is poor. More !xamples rnee, to be examined, however, to pro-
vide for a full test (if lhis mod:re.

-. 3 The International Reference fonosphere 1979

The "Internatioal Reference Ionosphere" project (Rawer ,t at., 19110) is a joint fIRSB and COSPAR effort
',h4-l bhogan Il l]Ud. * -c. is intended t, summarize the most important: features of the terrestrial inos-

pher-. Till, ' Ii n tun led to comnbine approved experimental results consisting of In s tu rocket observa-
LLatIl (:.nIbilrde with V0raio pr-cpa1i.1 , ,in xfpe i fleets between the ground and the rocket, !;o, - to provirio a

- i-,h.;pr. I Ii r'L<ert-nue with n, l1,.pis0lnlce -n Chere1 -Ic asssia pLniois. The IlI [Ilfiti i•re ltll() i nred

from lu ompufer mInlIs ci....;. , f t ! a II ,f illdi,,I'nd(est floict(ons, each valid In a particular height range,

rr'7 ri []l-ent LI averagces '.f llll'aolnr- io ile;I('• rilc p71ram4 et1fs.

I I i I I I I I I I I
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The following analysis is taken from Snyder and Ferguson (1981). Table 1 gives a set of exponentially
varying D-region electron density profiles recommendad for computing vlf/If field strengths for long path
propagation. Some of the vIf propagation data used to construct Table I are used to examine the IRI
model. For daytime, one propagation path was from NPM (Hawaii) to San Francisco, California during the
summer of 1965 with a smoothed spot number of 20. This data is shown in Figure 5. A second daytime
propagation path was from Hawaii to San Diego, California during the winter of 1974 with a smoothed sun-
spot nTheber of 20. The transmitter for this case was the NOSC multifrequency sounder located at Hilo,
Hawaii. Then e data are shown in Figures 6 and 7. For nighthimeO one propagation path was from Hawaii to
San Diego, California during the winter of 1974 with a smoothed sunspot number of 20. This data is shown
in Figure 13. A second nighttime propagation path was from Hawaii to Ontario, California during the i
winter of 1969 with a smoothed sunspot number of 120. This data is shown in Figure 12. In both nighttime
cases, the transmitter was the NOSC multifrequency sounder. All signal amplitudes, for daytime and for ii
nighttime, were recorded aboard an airplane flying 1,*itween the transmitter and tha path end points.

Two electron density profiles for the NPM to San Francisco path are shown in Figure 18a. Both the IRI-78
and the exponentially varying profile (8 = 0.5, H' = 70) are included. A plot of the ionospheric conduc-
tivity parameter, Wr' is shown in Figure l8b for both the IRI and the exponential profiles. The conduc-
tivity parameters differ considerably throughout the height range presented. However, they are nearly the
same in the vicinity of the reference height for rhe exponential profile. It is this similarity in the
height range near the reference height that will result in nearly identical mode sums for the two
profiles. H
Figure 19 shows the measured and computed daytime vlf field strengths for the RPM to San Francisco propa-
gation path at 19.8 and 24.0 kHz. For this low sunspot number, sumner case, there ig excellent agreement
between the computed and experimentally measured results. The signal amplitudes differ by only a few dB,
except at the null locations. Furthermore, the null locations are in agreement to within 100 to 200 km.
The computed and measured daytime amplitudes for the siltifrequency sounder to San Diego propagation path
are shown in Figure 20. For this case, vif signals were measured on two flights of the airplane on con-
secutive days, one flying from San Diego area towards the sounder location and the other flying in the
opposite direction. The season for this case is winter rather than summer, although the sunspot number is
the same as for the data in Figure 19. The difference between the two sets of measured amplitudes is an
indication of the daily variability of the vIf signal strengths as a function of distance. The best
agreement between computed and measured amplitudes is for the lower frequency. There is relatively poor
agreement for the higher frequencies.

Comparisons of the measured and computed field strengths for the nighttime ban Diego path are shown in
Figure 21 and for the Ontario path in Figure 22. A striking feature of both Figure 21 and 22 is the
almost total lack of similarity between the computed and uirasured field strengths. In general, there is
no similarity in null locations or the amplitudes. The measured data are typically 10 to 20 dB lower than
the computed amplitudes.

In view of the results presented in the foregoing sections, no attempt was made to determine an improved
set of parameters for the daytime IRIo-78 profiles. Some limited data have been examined (althougrh not
presented) which indicate, that the IPI-78 u-region model mey be inadequate for long path vlf field
strength calculations under conditions of high sunspot number. It should also be recalled that the simple
model of the IRI-78 profiles is inadequate to provide a good fit to daytime vlf propagation data over a
large frequency band as has been indicated in the multifrequenco sounder to San Diego analysis.

The IRI-78 profile model has been shown to be inadequate for computing long path vIf signals for nighttime
conditions, at least for the winter season. Measured data for nighttime conditions for two different sun-
spot numbers indicate a sunspot dependence in the ionospheric profile. The IRI-78 model does not reflect
a similar dependence. Numerous modifications to the parameters of the IRI-7B nighttime model were
examined in an attempt to find a reasonable set of parameters f,)r vlf long path nighttime propagation

modeling. The procedure adopted was to start with the /in =nrnec"''ro. for thc II-7a ai-d modify certain
individual parameter in small steps attempting to approach a bet er agreement between the computed and
measured field strengths. The results of such modifications in every case lead to a set of parameters
which produced electron densit/eq similar to the exponential elect:on densities of table 1. Therefore,
the IRI-78 nilghttime D-re on electron densities are found to be fencrally too large, a result just the
opposite of that reported Singer et al. (1980).

S6. CONCLUSION

Several proceduLes that are used to infer ionospheric electron density profiles have been examined.
Resulting profiles have been input to a computer program that computes signal levels versus propagation
distance. Field strength values obtained are compared to long path propagation data. It is found that a
proper choice of exponential profile tends to produce field strength levels that simulate the experimental
data somewhat better than the comparison determined by the use of profiles taken from the models of Davis-
Berry, McNamara or the IRI-78. This observation is especially true fur propagation during nighttime.
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SUMMARY

Propagation at ELF and VLF in the earth's wavegulde occurs principally between the ground and that part of
the ionosphere between 20 and 120 km. An attempt has been made i. model the ion and electron concentra-
tions and the electrical conductivity in this portion of the ionospheric media during ambient and solar
disturbance periods. Based on an evaluation of recent data a new ambient daytime electron density profile
Is proposed for ELF/VLF propagation studics. Several solar particle events (SPE) ranging from moderate to
intense in magnitude and differing in spectral hardness have been modeled using satellite, balloon and
ground-based data to define the source terms and in some cases the electron density profiles. A time
dependent ion/neutral chemistry computer code has been used to calculate the resulting ion, electron and
conductivity profiles In a manner that is consistent with the measurements. During intense SPE's it is
shown that the conductivity at 40 km, a height critical to ELF propagation, can be increased over 200
times. The sensitivity of ELF propagation at 75 Hz zcross a transpolar path between the United States and
Norway to these enhanced conductivity profiles as well as to varying diurnal conditions has been evaluated
using available electromagnetic propagation codes. It is shown that during daytime conditions in an
intense SPE the effective bottom of the ionosphece is lowered from an ambient 52 km altitude to between 33
and 40 km, depending on the intensity of the event. The corresponding top of the ionosphere where ELF
reflection ultimately occurs is also lowered from 90 km to between 58 and 65 km. The principal attenuation
occurs near the bottom of the ionosphere in the height range 20 - 40 km where the waves suffer ohmic
dissipation with the dominant ion population. A secondary loss occurs near the top of the ionosphere due
to ohmic dissipation with the enhanced electron density. In a typical transpolar link the signal strength
in an intense SPE is calculated to be attenuated by 5 to 8 dB over ambient conditions. Differing ion and
electron profiles along the propagation path due to varying diurnal conditions can result In up to 3 dB
difference in the received signal strength. The ionospheric modeling provides the basis for future field
experiments with ELF propagation under solar particle disturbed conditions.

1. INTRODUCTION

The propagation of extremely low frequency (ELF) waves in the earthis ionospheric cavity is subject to
nighttime amplitude attenuations of several dB (Davis 1974, 1976; Davis and Meyers, 1975; Larsen, 1974),
some of which are believed to be of ionospheric origin, but the causes and effects are not understood at
present. These anomalies result both from signal absorption and from changes in excitation of the waves
into the propagation medium, a wave-guide formed by the earth and the lower ionosphere. The conditions of
the Ionosphere are subjct to major day/night differences and indeed the ELF signal strengths do display
diurnal variations. Calculations of ELF transmissions have shown that the signal strengths may depend in a
complex manner oi the ionization profiles in the waveguide. The conductivity of the eam th depends on
whether the propagation is over rock, sea water, ice cap, etc. The conductivity of the atmosphere depends
on the deposition of ionizing particles in the atmosphere by cosmic rays, solar protons and electrons and
magnetospheric electrons and x-rays from the sun (see Im'of et al., 1981).

Successful correlationw between anomalous ELF signal strengths and the presence of precipitating electrons
in the waveguide have been established (Imhof et al., 1976; Reagan ot 4l., 1978). The conclusions drawn
Zrom trese coordinated measurements are that the signal strengths may be either attenuated or enhanced
depending upon the geometry and details of the ion and electron density profiles that result from magneto-
spheric electron precipitation into the ionosphere. Ihe spatial features and the temporal/spatial/spectral
fluctuations of the energetic electron precipitailoo are highly variable making tho ionospheric modeling of
this disturbance difficult.

In contrast to electron precipitation energetic proton precipitation at high latitudes during solar
partlile events (SPE) is more uniform, spatially extended, and more temporally stable. In this paper the
efforts at modeling the Ion and electron concentrations and the electrical conductivity in the ionosphere
between 25 and 120 km altitude during several SPE' will be presented. The approach is to start with an
ionospheric model for ambient daytime and nighttime conditions ageinst which disturbed conditions can be
compared. Based on the analysis of recent experimental data it is proposed that a new daytime ambient
ionosphere pr-rile be adopted for ELF/VLF propagation studies.

Ther SPE's of 12 November 1960, 4 August 1972 and 3 November 1969 have been analyzed. A combination of
satellite, balloon and rocket data have been used to define the solar proton spectra incident on the
atmosphere during these events. From these data ion production rate profiles in the atmosphere have been
derived. In the case of the 4 August 1972 and 3 November 1969 SPE's, exten,•Ive correlative data on the in
aitu electron and ion densities are also available from ground-based radar and direct rocket measurements.
These cc relative data have enabled us to develop ind test a comprehenslve one-dilmesiuonal, time-dependent
chemistry program that couples the complex ion and neutral reactions in a fast running computer code. The
chemistry code allows us to predict the ion, electron and conductivity profiles for any ditrnal and
seasonal condition based on a given ion prodution itoat profile.

I.. . . !I•
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The code enables us to model the diurnally sarying ionospheric conditions aver a long distance transpolar
ELF path. The ion and electron density profiles derived in this manner have been input to electromagnetic
propagation codes that predict the sirnal attenuation at ELF. Long propagation paths have been segmented
to treat varying ground conductivity and ionospheric conditions (see Larsen et al., 1981). It must be
emphasized that no transpolar ELF propagation experiments during SPE conditions have yet been conducted and
experimental verification of this modeling remains to be accomplished.

2. AMBIENT IONOSPHERE

2.1 Daytime Eon and Electron Profiles

In developing our ambient model for the lower ionosphere considerable use has been made of measured
electron density profiles. Several measured daytime profiles are shown in Figure 1. A profile from Knapp
(196o) that has been used previously for many ELF propagation studies (Pappert and Moler, 1974; Imhof et
at., l')80; Reagan et al., 1978) and mnother proposed by Booker (1980) for a solar zenith angle of 750 are
also shown in Figure 1. All of the experimental profiles are based on mid-latitude measurements made at a
solar zenith angle near X = 60a. Each of the three profiles within the range 60 to 160 km represents a
concenasus by the authors of a number of measurements. The E region profile of Maeds (1972) was based on
winter, low solar activity conditions and differs very little from the Knapp (1966) profile. The Mechtly
et a]. (1972) curve is a mean of quiet sun measurements. The curve of Mitra and Chakrabarty (1971) is a
,ronceoses of measurements made by a number of different methods in the 65-90 km range. The altitude pro-
file below 60 km is based on the work of York (1980) who has reevaluated rocket-borne probing techniques
for measuring electron dencities. This re-analysis has led to considerably larger electron densities below
55 km than specified by the Knapp (1966) or Booker (1980) ambient day profiles. The profile shown in
Figure I between 40 and 70 km is based on measurements reported by York (1980) made at White Sands, New
Mexico in October at a solar zenith angle near 600.

Based on these recent results, we propose that the ambient electron profile shown in Figure 2 be used for
comparison purposes to represent daytime conditions in future ELF propagation studies. Of course, ambient
electron density profiles depend on solar zenith angle, latitude, season and solar activity and no single
profile can represent all of these conditions. Figure 2 also shows a positive ion ambient pr 'Ile
resulting from the new electron profile. Positive ion densities were calculated using the folLowing
relations from lumped parameter ionization theory:

N+ N e + N- (i)

Q a 1D N+ Ne + aI N+ N- (2)

Equation (I) specifies charge neutrality while Equation (2) is the steady-state condition where Q is the
ion pair production rate, aD is the electrou-ion recombination rate, and al is the ion neutralization rate.
Equations (i) and (2) may he combined to yield

( 2-l+Aj/2 I o

N (3)

2

The value 3 x 10-6 cm
3 

see-' was assumed for aD and values of al were calculated from the following
equation that includes two- and three-body interactions with neutrals.

-l 5 x 10
8 

+ 6 10 PT 5
/
2 cm3  

(4)

The two-body coefficient of 5 x 10-8 cm3 sec-' is based on the recent work of Smith and Church (1977) and
the three-body coefficient is a function of altitude through the pressure P(d nes/cm2

) and the temperatere
T(de rees K) of the atmosphere. Values of 01 range from 5.16 x 10-8 m

3 
see- at 60 km to 5.16 x 10-7 cm

se- at 20 km for an atmospheric model representing 65 N latitude in August. The values of namhient
production rate, Q, due to galactic cosmic rays (GCR) above 18 km were calculated from the formula of Heaps
(1978) for average solar conditions and a magnetic latitude of 57

0
N. The LCR production rates were

augmented with Lyman alpha pieduction rates above 70 km.

Also shown in Figure 2 are the electrical conductivities at a frequency of 75 Hz assoricted with the
proposed daytime ambient electron and ion profiles. Free electrons, due to their much higher mobility,
dominate the total conductivity down to an altitude of -47 km in this daytime model even though their
concentration is lower than the positive ions below about 70 km. Below 40 km the conductivity of the

Ionosphere is determ'ned by the tons with low atomic sass (<100 amil) ;ind high mobility even though complex
cluster ions (Meyeralt et al., 1980) and even multiple-cluster ions (Arnold et al., 1981) with high atomic
mass (>200 amu) are present.

The horizontal line- in Figure 2 labeled HO and li] are thie two crucial altitude!; for ELF propagatio, at 75
liz in this daytime m•del. These two parameters result from the approximate approach of Greifieger and
(Greflnger (1978) to the full wave sointion for the ELF propagation constants. HO Is located at )2 km in

I .
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this daytime model and represents the altitude where the displacement and conduction currents are equal,
i.e., the lower boundary of the ionosphere. d, Is located at 90 km and repr-sents the upper boundary of
the waveguide where ultimate reflection of the ELF wave takes place. II is the altitude at which the
character of the propagation process changes from wave-like to diffusion-like. Greifinger and Grelfinker
(1978) have shown that lELF propagation is determined primarily by the properties of the ionosphere in the
vicinity of these two well-defined altitudes where maximum ohmic dissipation takes place. It is therefore
in these altitude regions that the conductivity profile must he known with some confidence If measured ELF
attenuation rates and phase constants are to be compared with modeling.

When the proposed daytime profile was input to an ELF propagation code developed by the Naval Ocean Systems
Center-NOSC (Sheddy, 1968; Pappert, 1970; Pappert and Molar, 1974) the signal strength was calculated to be
attenuated by an additional one decibel compared to using the Knapp (1966) profile for the 6000 km path
from Wisconsin to Norway. This results from the fact that the electron density in the proposed profile
near the Ho altitude is 100 times higher than in the previously used profile.

6 2.2 Nighttime Ioo and Electron Profiles

For ambient nighttime propagation the electron and ion profiles shown in Figure 3 are proposed. The
profiles are in basic agreement with the earlier model of Knapp (1966). Propagation calculations using
these profiles have also been shown to be in good agreement with measured signal strengths at 75 liz in
Norway (Imhof et al., 1976). The 10 and HI altitudes for a frequency of 75 Hz are also plotted in Figure
3. As a result of the lower electron density at night the effective bottom of the ionosphere, H0(, is
raised to 72 km from the 52 km calculated for the daytime. The effective upper edge, N41 , is 88 km which is
relatively unchanged from the daytime equivalent altitude of 90 km. The principal day/night effect on ELF
waves is therefore the raising of the lower edge of the ionosphere by -20 km at night.

3. SOLAR DISTURBANCE EVENTS

Solar particle events (SPE) potentially provide the most significant and persistent natural disturbance to
a long distance ELF communication system. During sucih events which may occur 6 to 7 times per year near
solar maximum and have a duration of two to ten dayu, energetic solar protons, alpha particles and elec-
trons cover the entire polar cap regions rather uniformly down to -60 magnetic latitude. The region
irradiated cow. s some 17 percent of the earth's surface area, Transpolar ELF communication paths would be
particularly effected. We have attempted to model the ionospheric conditions existing during several SPE's
measured to date and to estimate the effects on a transpolar ELF link operating at 75 Hz.

3.1 Sumary of Past SPE's

Figure 4 shows the ion-pair production rates in the atmosphere due to the major SPEs of solar cycle 19 and
20 as taken from Reagan et al. (1981) with the 3 November 1969 event added from Swider (1975). These
production rates were generated fr )m the "hardest' pcuotou spectra in each event. Also shown for comparison
is the production rate due to galactic cosmic rays at solar maximum and minimum. As can he readily seen,
all of these SPF's j.'eatly exceed the cosmic ray production source that is responsible for the ambient
ionization in the lower atmosphere by large factors. At the daytime H0 altitude of 52 km the ion produc-
tion rate in the 4 August 1972 event is 10I times the cosmic ray production rate. The 4 August 1972 SPE
dominates in Ion production rate over all of the tiher events in cycles 19 and 20 at altitudes above 26 km.
Below 26 km the events of 12 November 1960 (1930 UT) produced a higher ionization rate than the August 1972
event. The significance of this intense ionization at the lower altitudes will be seen later. The SPE's
of 4 August 1972 and 12 November 1960 would be classified as "intense" while the event of 3 November 1969
would be termed "moderate" in effects on ELF.

3.2 Ion and Neutral Chemistry Modeling

Extensive h. model t. Ion and neutral chemistry behavior of the D-region during the
SPan az111'1 1, 1978; Gunton at al., 1977) and 4 August 1972 (Feagan and
Watt !ng.et al., 1981). In our laboratory a one-dimensional, tlime-dependent
che been developed that couples the complex neutral and ion reactioam in a fast running
comput7kYeV(Gomunton et al., 1977). The code tises as Input the lin-pair production rate profiles derived
from satellite, balloon and rocket data. A standard CIRA atmoaphlicic model is used and the concentrations
of key minor constituents are-adjusted for latitude, season and diurnal conditions. The ion-pair produc-
tion rates are Introducedot the local time of the F.PE superimposed on the seasonal and diurnal chemistry
"cycle for any given geoglaphic location. The code then follows the changes in] the neutral and ion
chemistry corresponding to the production rate temporal behavior for several days at that location. The
code can be adjusted and run sev,,r:l times to simulate the initial and subsequent diurnal conditions across
a long ELF communication path ml the time of a SPE. A subroutine calculates the electron, Ion and total
conductivity as well as tile lB and IUi parameters using the approximate method developed by Creifinger andI[ G;ret fingr (1978).

ini the November 1969 SPE, extensive measurements of in situ electron and ion concentrations were made
(Swider, 1975) and in the August 1972 S5E electron density profiles were measured at some 100 i Ines during
the event (Watt, 1975; Reagan and Watt, 1976; Reagan, 0q77; Imhof et al., 1981). A comparison )etween the
calculated electron denasty using the chemistry code during the 4 August 1972 SPE and the electron density
measured with the Chatanlka radar is shown in Figure 5. The agreement between the calculated and measured
temporal behavior at 60 km over a several day period is quite good except in deep twilight. Figure 5 also
shows the SPE-induc-ed changes In the positiv.' ion and at;omie oxygen concentration superimposed on their
normal diurnal behavior. Equally good agreement was obtained with the chemistry code during the November
1969 SPE despite the, different seasonal, diurnal and ionization, level ionditions.

3.' SPF Ion and Ele.ctron D)ensity Profiles

Figure 6 shows the Ion and electron density profiles resli1.1g from [he chemistry code modell g for n
daytime case ( = 790) near the peak of the / AtgUisl 1977 event (15018 UT). The ponuitive ion deositios
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reached 6 x 105 cm~
3 

near 40 to 45 km, some 200 times higher than the ambient daytime values shown in
Figure 2. The corresponding electron density at 40 km was -000 times higher than ambient. The conduc-
tivity at 75 Hz due to electrons exceeded that due to toe ions down to an altitude of U40 km. The bottom
of the effective ionosphere to ELF waves (110) dropped to 33 km from 52 km as a result of this intense
ionization at the lower altitudes. The upper end of the ionosphere (H1 ) where total reflection is expected
to occur also dropped from 90 km to 58 km according to our calculations.

The ion and electron profiles for this case were also input to a computer program at the NOSC that calcu-
lated the profile of the relative heating loss and the absorption (dB/lOOOkm) of the 75 lz waves (private
communication, W. Moler, 1978). The relative heating loss per unit volume prolile is also shown in Figure
6. The peak heating loss per unit volume comes near 36 km altitude where the ions dominate the conducti-
vity, which is consistent with the location of the li0 parameter using the Greifinger and Greifinger (1978)
approach. A secondary heating peak caused by the enhanced electron conductivity is shown at 60 ki, once
again consistent with the III altitude. Most of the absorption of the 75 Hz wave occurs between 30 and 40
km in this case and no additional attenuation occurs above -65 km.

The correspondlng profiles for the "moderate" SPE of 3 November 1969 (0000 UT) are shown in Figure 7. A
peak ion density of 10. em 3 

was reached at 48 km. The electron conductivity exceeded the ion conductivity
down to -40 km as in the previous case. However, the absolute conductivity at this altitude was only
one-tenth that in the August 1972 case. The H0 and Ni altitudes are at -42 km and -63 km, respectively.

Finally, the ion and electron density for tie 12 November 1960 qPE (1930 UT) are shown in Figure 8. In
this event the ion-pair production rates shown in Figure 4 were used with the effective electron and ion
loss rate coefficients calculated from our chemistry modeling of the August 1972 SPE to obtain the electron
and ion densities. As a result of the very "hard" proton spectra in this evvent, ion densities in excess of
1 x 105 cm-

3 
were calculated as low as 20 km and exceeded amihent levels down to -12 km. The calculated li0

and H1 altitudes are -37 km and -65 km, respectively.

3.4 ELF Signal Attenuation Results

The ion and electron density profiles shown In Figure 6, 7 and 8 were input to the NMSC propagation code to
determine the effects of the iFE's on a transpolar signal at 75 liz. The path considered was from Wiscounin
in the United States to Tromso, Norway. For these calculations the transmitter was assumed to be expe-
riencing ambient conditions. In actuality the existing experimental ELF transmitter in Wisconsin is
located at an invariant latitude of 600 and therefore is at the edge of the polar cap. i.e. the geomagnetic
cutoff of a SPE would be very close to the transmitter, If the transmitter were located inside the polar
cap, calculations have shown that the signal strength in the overhead segment would aculally be enhanced
due to improved excitation coupling.

The path was segmented into eight parts as described in a companion paper in these proceedings (Larsen et
al., 1981). For the November 1969 case the first five segments were assumed to be in daylight and the
remainder in night. in the other two SPE's all of tile segments beyond the transmitter region were assumed
to he in daylight. The results shown in Table I were obtained.

Table i. Calculated Signal Attenuation at 75 Htz
on a Transpolar ELF Path During Solar
Particle Events

SPE Classification Signal Attenuation
Date Time of Event Below Ambient

12 Nov 1960 1930 UT Intense 8.1 dB

4 Aug 1972 1508 lT Intense 5.7 dH

3 Nov 1969 0000 UT Moderate 1.0 dB

From Table I it can be seen that weak to moderate SPE's that possess "soft" proton spectra which result in
the principal ion-pair production occurring near 55 - 60 km will cause only nominal attenuation over
ambient ELF signal strengths under daytime conditions. If the SPE occurs at nighttime the change In signal
strength will be greater. Intense SPr's that possess "hard" proton spectra which result in the peak
ionization occurring at altitudes below 40 km such as the 4 August 1972 and the 12 November 1960 events
will cause significant attenuations of 5 to 8 d13 over ambient daytime signal levels. The attenuation in
these casea will be somewhat higher under nighttime conditions. The November 1960 SFP1 resulted in a larger
signal attenuation at 75 liz than the 4 August 1972 SPIt because of the higher pouitive ion densilttie
existing in the former event below 30 km.

3.5 Diurnal Effects
Oivcr a lung propagation path the ,oliar zenith angle (x) will chalnge accordting to the locall time, as willI

the Iononpherit conditions since the effective recombination rates for free electrons are dependent up")n
time of day. Thlls, even during a SPE when tlti ionization can he ansured to he constant over the wiholl
disturbed polar cap region, the electron diensity profile will viry with position.
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In order to estimate the magnitude of this effect, the 4 August 1972 SPE ionization profile at 1144 UT was
used to calculate the electron density profiles at different solar zenith angles. For simplicity, no
change was assumed to take place in the positive ion profile. The latter assumption is only truly valid at
the lower altitudes. The NOSC propagation code was run for a variety of such diurnal profiles. A compari-
son of the extreme cases where the entire path is in daytime or nighttime reveals a difference of approxi-
mately 3 dB li the received signal strength on a .,anspolbr path. While the approach was only an approxi-
mation, the effect appears significant and indicates that In future ELF system modeling consideration of
the diurnal conditions along the path must be taken Into account.

4.0 Conclusions

The present modeling of the ambient and SPE disturbed ionosphere has resulted in the following conclusions
pertinent to ELF propagation studies.

o A new daytime ion and electron density profile for the lower ionosphere under ambient conditions is
proposed that should provide closer agreement between calculated and measured signal strengths on
long propagation paths.

o Using a time dependent chemistry code that couples ion and neutral chemistry the Ion and electron
density and the conductivity profiles in the Intense SPE of 4 August 1972 and the moderate SPE of 3
Novcmber 1969 ]lave been derived. The lumped parameter coefficients derived from these analyses
have beer applied to the SP1 of 12 November 1960.

o During intense SPE's the conductivity of the lower ionosphere can be raised by several orders of
magnitude. Below 40 km the conductivity is determined by ions with relat ively low mass and high
mobility even though complex ions with high atomic mass are present. Abi e this altitude free
electrons determine the conductivity.

o The bottom of the eftective ionosphere to ELF waves is shown to he lowered in an intense SPE from
52 km to -35 km under daytime cunditions as a result of the enhanced conductivity. The principal
absorption of ELF waves cecurs near the lower edge of this ionosphere as the result of ohmic
heating losses to the dominant ion population.

o The top of the effective ionosphere where ELF reflection ultimately occurs is also lowered from
near 90 km to approximately 64] km in an intense SPE. A secondary ohmic heating loss to free
electrons occurs at this altitude.

o When input to an ELF propagation code the ion and electron hiisiety profiles derived for the intense
SPE's produce a calculated 5 to 8 dB attenuation in the signal stt'sigth at 75 llz on a transpolar
path.

o SPE's having "hard" proton spectra that produce intense positive ion densities below 40 km have the
most significant effect on ELF propagation. I

o Diurnal variations In the ionospheric composition across a tranapolar EI,- path could result in an
much as 3 dB difference in signal strength during an intense SPE.

o The ionospheric modeling attempted In this paper needs to be tested with field experiments
Involving transpolar ELF propagation during a large SPE. No such tests have been performed to
date.
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MODELS OF 'tIE MIDLATITUDiE D REGION AT WON

W. C. Bain
SERGh, Rutheriord end Appleton Laboratories

Chiltot, Didcot, Oxon. OXIl OQX, UK

SSUMMARY

Rait i,,d Harrison have previously given a moiuel fur the Ulectron-density distribution in the 0 region oi
the ionosphere [or summer noon at sunspot maximum. Here two ftirther models are derived in a similar way,
for equinox noon and for winter noon. Propagationi resuots are calculated from these models for various
frequencies in the range 16-il5 kHz and for certain distances below 1000 kin, and are compared with measure-
ments made over the same frequency/distance combinations. Satisfactory agreement is obtained. Some
difficulties in dealing with winter con,litions are pointed out, includintg those asnociated with the
'winLer, anomaly in absorption'.

A number of rmodels prepared by other workers are considered and propagation results are calculated ioiit
them for comparison with observed data. The models examirned are by Decks, Junes aiid Sprackleti, Bremer
and Singer, Azarnin and Orlov, and McNaloara. The models of McNamara are treated in some detail and are
shownt to be unsuitable for calculations of propagation over the frequency aid distance ranges dealt with
here. The other models are considerably better but all show some disagreement with the measurements
cited.

1. INTRODUCTION

To enable one to carry out calculations of VLF or LF propagation for path lengths less than 1000 kin, the

CCIR (1978) have provided a set of curves of reflection coefficient. These curves were drawn to lit ;Is
closely as possible the rather limited observed data, and their use relies on the assumptioe that the ri,-
flection coefficient is tho same if the parateter f cos i is the same (f is frequency and i is the angle
Of incidence). No account is taken of any azimuth dependence. Calculations made from these curves mo1tiL
be subject to appreciable errors, and it may well be that better propagation results could be obtained by
makitg full-wave calculations from model liotospheres consisting of a height distribution of electron
density, 1i this approach is to be successful satisfactory model ionospheres are requlred, and the or"'t
models set out in this paper are intended for this purpose.

A previous paper by Baitn anil Harrison (1972) give a model fur the D region Oi the ionosphere at mid-
latitudes at suiimier noOn during sunspot maximum. The agreement between propagation results observed aid
calculated frome this model was very satisfactory. It was particularly good in the case ol the
1[ellingworth pattern aL 16 kuz, which is quite sensitive to uhanges in electron density below 75 kim. Thu
model was actually derived by starting tream a rocket measurement of the distribution of electron con-
centraLion taken at the same time as the linllingworth pattern. The combined Faraday and diflerentlal
Doppler techniques used in the rocket are believed to be the most accurate method for determiting electron
density in the height range 70-90 km (TiHRANE, 1973). The rocket profile only contained values for heights
above about 70 kin, so it was extended arbitrarily down to 50 kml. Propagatioi calculations were thet moade
from this profile fur frequencies irom 16 to lOt kilz and it was modified until a reasonable fil was
obtateied with observations, only very small changes were made to the profile above 70 km because of the
reliability of the rocket results, but the values below that height were modified without inhibition. The

final profile is shown in Fig. 1. The propagation data used in cuonstrtcting the model were for paths less
than lOiO kin, and it might therelore be expected to give its best results for such distances, but Jones
(1981) has found that it gives good results for atmospherics propagated over large distanctes at Ire-
quetcies below I kHz.

Ill the propagationt calculations mentioned above a collision- freqtuency profile must be speelited, and as ini
Haiti and Ilarrison (1972) the following relatioti betweet monttenergetic collision frequency (vM) and
atmospheric pressure p qa:s used.

IM ý 7.5 x l05 p (SI units)

p was obtainied from a ref, rence atmosphere (GIRA, 1972) for a latitude of 5 2 .5"N.

It is clearly desirable to be dblu Lu cal-EulatL propagation daea at all times of thie year, s;o m',dels_ flr
equinox asd winmter nootn are pren•.tittd here; this is itt accordance with a GCIR request (CCIR, 1978). The
models cannot Ie- expected to give as accuraL(! results fur a porticolar timne as will the summer tuodel sitCie
the variability of signial strtuigth iicrete;ses as s1niotlir tltanges to wvi!Ler; calculations iron, them should
only be takein as .ivitg ineidiani propagation data. Bain ;itd Hoarrisou ( 1912) stated that the resul(s applied
Lo sintopmt-t itxftuneU ctitondilions and here Lot priopagatlmot results only ior these ceondiriotm are, tsid. How-
ever, sunspot-cycle varoation!; in VLV propagal lou are oftei not Very gratS, anld ii ihle absentce of sunspot-
minlimum emodels it is probably worth thile to use the nodels presmittUd here at all Liees ill tLit i Suispot
cycle.

2. TIE EQIIlQ X MODEL

Tue equitoix model was dern v 'I iLii a similar wily [,o il ( mniietei model. 0lowiuver resortces did ntit ptumni t rite
sietlU notIS tlt Sistrelem i[ t) f ai HoollitgwortLh pattLern a]nd a rocket proi] Ie of ,lectroiu density, as was doiit
previously. Iust cad, all rocke, L proil les taken inod, r rite appropriati' conditions we-re plotted aiid ai
overage iurve drawn througit them. Because, such resulnts arte tot tll bie below about 70 km the average
[ I I•t, was exm mnditil arbitianriv below tlilJs hi.ight. This ri•fi I(h was ised Os a starting puoit aud toodi-
fitnd unt

i l 
it grvte rteasosaabl, pipagaialtoii risutlts at freqoetciri s Iromt 16 to 100 klez; it is shownt in Fig. 1.

The calculated resullts are compaetd In Table I with ibstrvt'd dat_, which air all raohor old and appear iu
papers by F, raker (1955), Bracewell et il . (1951, 1956), W,'kes and Stuart (1952a,b) uad Williams (1951).
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The results from this model are quite satisfactory; they certainly represent a better fit to the observa-
tions than do the calculations from any of the measured profiles cited by Bain (1914). The model is
plotted along with all comparable rocket profiles in Fig. 2 and can be seen to lie within their bounds
above 70 km. The results of calculations from some of these profiles appear in Bain (1974), but not from
all of them since they do not all cover a sufficient range of electron concentration. As a rough guide
to the acceptability cf the model calculations in this and subsequent tables, the observed conversion
coefficients and phases at 16 kHz are probably accurate to about 207. and 300 respectively. At higher
frequencies the accuracy will be less, say 50X. and 600.

TABLE 1 Observed and calculated VLF and LF propagation data for equinox

Freq. Angle of Magnetic Parameter observed Observed Calculated
(kHz) inc. (deg) azimuth (deg) or calculated value from model

16.0 32 ill ,, R. .20 .13

16.0 If 11 VR, .20 .21

16.0 if" po1. phase 90 0 1040

16.0 it" phase of ,,R. rel to GW 300 0 291 0

31.15 20 1 , IRA. .04 .030

31.15 it of pal. phase 90 0 66 0

43.2 39 80 ,,R.L .005 .0081

43.2 it 0 pol. phase 47 0 29 0

70.8 34 100 IRA. .007 .0052

70.8 "1 1 p01. phase 90 0 141 0

85.0 76 240 ,R,, .05 .047

3. THE WINTER MO3DEL

The winter model was derived in a similar way to the' equinox model and is also shown in Fig. 1. There
were however additional complications in the derivation, the main one being the presence or absence of the
'winter anomaly in absorption'. The propagation measurements used were made in England, where typical
winter conditions mean that a moderate winter anomaly would exist. Rocket profiles have therefore been
left out of account if they were taken at times of weak or intense winter anomaly. Tiiis may not matter
greatly, as the winter anomaly affects profiles principally above 80 km except in very intense anomalies,
and propagation at frequencies below 100 kHz is not greatly affected by changes at these levels during the
day. Another difficulty arises because VLF propagation is much influenced by the parameter In sec X,
where X is the zenith angle of the sun. The winter noon observations of propagation were made when this

angle was near to 750, and fn sec: X changes rapidly with X around this value. It was found that to obtain
an appreciable number of rocket profiles for use in the modelling procedure a rather greater range of
values of ft sec X had to be permitted than might be desirable.

The comparison of observed and calculated results is given in Table 2; the references to the observed
results are as in Section 2 except that data from Williams (1951) were not used.

Again the results from the model are satisfactory and agree with observations better than those from any
of the measured profiles cited by Bain (1974). Figure 3 shows the model plotted with a number of com-
parable rocket profiles; it can be seen to lie within their bounds above 73 km. This height is greater
than at equinox because the lower electron densities below 75 kmn result in the rocket results becoming un-
reliable at a greater height than at equinox. Propagation calculations for some of the profiles are given
by Bain (1974).

4. OTHER MO3DELS

Models of the D region have been produced by various other workers, such as Deeks (1966), Jones and
Spracklen (1976), Bremer and Singer (1977), Azarnin and Orlov (1976), and Mchamara (1979). Their surmmer
models are shown in Fig. 4. The models of McNamara and the propagatiorn results they give arc considered
first, since these models are now frequently cited. They were not of course constructed primarily to give
radio propagation results and McNamara himself pointed out their limited usefulness in such calculations
for reflection heights in the 80-90 kmn range. Table 3 indicates that they are also not very satisfactory
for calculations in which the reflection height is below 80 km as it is in nearly all cases here; note
that the values of angle of incidence and of magnetic azimuth are nearly the same as for the corresponding
case in Table 1.

Most of the calculated values are considerably in error although the reflection heights at 16 kliz in
summer and equinox are good, as is shown by the phase values. One or two of the calculated conversion
coefficients at the higher frequencies are also acceptable. It must be concluded, however, that the
models of McNamara (1979) are not suitable for use in calculations of VLF and LF propagation.

The models produced by the other workers mentioned above give much better propagation results. A



Fe.TABLE 2 Observed and calculated VLF ::d LF propagation data frwint::er

(kz n.(deg) azimuth (deg) or calculated value from model

16.0 11 E,,, .27 .37

16.0 11pol. phase 900 117 0

16.0 "phase of , R, rel to CW 240o 2160

31.15 20 1 IIý.17 .14

31.15 111 pol. phase 900 930

43.2 39 80 1,,3 .19 .15

43.2 ~o.phase 40 1040

70.8 34 100 tR .06 .074

70.8 1. 11 pol. phase 90, 1290

85.0 76 180 IR .10 .091

TABLE 3 Comparison of observed data with caloulations from the models of McNamiara

Summer 1 Equinox WinteiFreq. Parameter -- -

(kl)Obs. C 1.. Obs. cal. Ohs. Cal,

616.0 t .12 .044 .20 .056 .27 .136

16.0 phase of ,, r. el to GW 3600 3700 3000 ?870 2400 1600

31.1, tR, .005 .0078 .04 .0097 .17 .030

43.2 TRý '.003 .0032 .005 .001: .19 .034

70.8 ,R. .002 .00008 .007 .0019 .06 .022

TABLE 4 Comparisoun of observed data with calcu
tm
ations from vrarious models

Icalculated from model of
Freq. PrnteSesn Observed

(kl) aa~teSesn value Jones and Bi-s and Azarmýin
Spraeklen Singer and mLtlov

16.0 PIR S usiie,:: .12 .060 .092 .089

16.0 p has r of R, r I t: -a W 1 3600 2510 2880 3070

31.15 R.005 .0'19 .0123 .0016

43.2 1R. < .001 Oa1017 .0031 .004 1

1 0.8 1 ' .002 .0016 .0021 .0074

16.0 ,. Winter .27 .206i I .1i1

16.0 phase of I Rý relI to GW 2 40o 450 245"

31.15 R .17 .081 t .25

43.2 ,R .19 .(31 0 .125

108 Y 06 .050 -. 062
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selection of these, for summer and winter conditions, are given in Table 4.

The models of Jones and Spracklen (1976) are extensions of those of Decks (1966) and these can be treated
together. Their surmaer model can be seen to give good values for conversion coefficient but the results
are not so good in the winter. In both cases the reflection height at 16 kHz is too high, by at least
3 kin; the summer result might be expected from the position of the curves relative to the Bain and
Harrison model near 70 kIa in Fig. 4. Bremer and Singer (1977) have a sunspot maximum model only for
sunimer; the conversion coefficients are quite good but the reflection height at 16 kHz is again too high.
Azarnin and Orlov (1976) have summer and winLtr models suitable for comparison with observed data; their
summer model does not give good results for the coefficients or the reflection height but their winter
model is rather better in these respects.

5. CONNCLUSION

Models for the D region have been produced for equinox and winter con which give satisfactory results for
propagation at frequencies below 100 kHz, although all tests here are [or distances less than 1000 km.
None of the models produced elsewhere can match these results, though rtha, may of course be better in
other respects, e.g. at higher frequencies.
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DISCUSSION EPP FALL 81 MEETING
MEDIUM, LONG, AND VERY LONG WAVE PROPAGATION

(AT FREQUENCIES LESS THAN 3000 KHZ)

SESSION 6

PAPER ; 32. NUMERICAL MODELING OF THE PROPAGATION MEDILUI AT
LF/VLF/LF
AUTHOR : D. G. Morfitt
QUESTIONER T.; . Jones
QUESTION : I. The "average models" of the D-Region electron density profiles are very useful
for general system planning. However the day to day variability limits the usefulness of
'average" profiles for determining the propagation conditions on any specific day. Have you
considered any form of real time sensing (sounding) to adjust the "average" profiles to
conditions which exist on a particular day?

2. Small changes in the night time profile move the field strength minima with
respect to transmitters. This great sensitivity of the minima to the profile is a major problem
in obtaining a useful model for any given set of experimental night time field-strength range
resul ts.

SESSION 6

PAPER 1 32. NUIMERICAL MODELING OF THE PROPAGATION MEDIUM AT ELF/VLF/I.F
AUTHOR D. G. Morfitt
QUESTIONER T. B. Jones
QUESTION I. The "average models" of the D-Region electron density profiles are very useful
for general system planning. However the day to day variability limits the usefulness of
"average" profiles for determining the propagation conditions on any specific day. Have you
considered any form of real time sensing (sounding) to adjust the "average" profile to
conditions which exist on a particular day.

2. Smal! changes in the night time profile move the field strength minima with
respect to transmitters. This great sensitivity of the minima to the profile is a major problem
in obtaining a useful model for any given set of experimental night time field strength-range
results.
RESPONSE ; There was a tremendous amount of variation in our experiments. In the propagation
data shown here in February on two different days h' varied between 72 and 75. On the nighttime
data there was also a large variation. The Beta for the higher frequencies being 0.7 in one
case and 1.2 for the next night. Such a change was needed to interpret the variation in field
strength for the two nights.

However, no measurements such as you mentioned are planned at this time.

PAPER : 32. NUMERICAL MODELING OF THE PROPAGATION 1IEDILRI AT ELF/VLF/LF
AUTHOR : D. G. Morfitt
QUESTIONER , B. Burgess
QUESTION - A very interesting paper. Were you able to make any phase or time delay measurements
on your flights? I think when you match profiles to data the phase information is very useful.
Some of the measurenments we did on the OHEGA-TRINIDAD which Dr. Jones nd his colleagues tried
to model showed that the signal amplitudes could be matched quite well. But when you came to
match the phase as well this proved very diffIcult, especially at night time. The model is very
sensitive to the phase measurements. The other point I would like to make is that oun those
measurements which took on the ONIEGA transmissions near Trinidad and also around ALDRA, iin
Norway in the late 60's, we found that whenm we flew during nigh

t
time on the ALDPA transmissions

the signal level against distance measurements we obtained were very similar to those obtained
during daytime around Trinidad. The daytime ones taken around ALORA looked v\ry much as if the
levels of the D-Region were much lower than they would have been in the middle latitudes?
The phase measurement was important to .us because we were mainly interested in navigation. We
found that as one might expect phase is a much more sensitive parameter than amplitude because
you only have to move the reflection point a little hit and you start to advaace the phase
where you may not even change the amplitude. Phase is certainly much more sensr t ,ive to the
model that you use than amplitude.
RESPONSE : In particular we have never been able to get phase measurements on the aircraft
Flights. Years ago when Mr. Hlildebrand had the sounder set up in Hlawaii, and we had receiving
sighiýs in Sari Diego, at a fixed sight receiver wle did obtain omn rihahr;e measurements.

PAPER : 32. NUMERICRAL MODELING OF THE PROPAGATION MEDILUI AT ELF/vLF/LI
AUTHOR : D. G. Morfitt
QUESTIONER : E. R. Swanson
QUESTION ;I. A point already mentioned by Mr. Horfitt but
which may warrant emphasis is that amplitude vs. distance functions will "look' similar with
sleight height changes. ihat is, a first approximation is as though tihe distance scale wIre
stretched or shrunk. Thus if calculations sl'cer a sharp null in a region at a range of 3 tin for
one ionospheric model, a somewhat different ionospheric model un a particular day might place
the null at 3.1 Mm but there would be a null somewhere in the region. Except to verify
prediction theories we are rarely interested in predicting field strength for a specific
location. Rather, we want to predict for a region and we want to predict not only the most
probable value but also the probability of a significant null. This we can do even if we cannot
predict exactly what the ionosphere will do at some future time.

2. Regarding a question by soiumeone on the lack of phase measururmerits. There are two
factors weighing heavily against measurement of phase as a function of distance. First, phase

Ln _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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is only defined with respect to a local clock coordinated with that at the tran-ýmitter. This
may require cesium frequency standards and will present problems in initialization. Second,
whereas amplitude tends to vary slowly with distance, phase varies approximately one cycle per
wavelength. Thus distance must be determined with precision which requires precise location.
One degree at 20 kHz corresponds to about 42 meters displacement . Location is rarely known to
this precision. Practical measurements include the Omega Phase difference and beat frequency
differences as observed by Burgess. However these types of measurements are more difficult to
interpret than field strength as a function of distance.

PAPER 32. NIIERICAL MODELING OF THE PROPAGATION MEDILU OT ELF/VLF/LF
AUTHOR 0D. . Morfitt
C0tIENTER T. B. Jones (answering as Session Chairman)
COIMMlENT It can be done if you use phase difference and use one receiver to lock the other. I
always remember being very impressed flying with Burgess and seeing how it locked solid when
we flew over GBR. That is the kind of information you want if you are interested in navigation
but not for communication.

PAPER 32. NUMERICAL MODELING OF THE PROPAGATIOY MEDILH AT ELF/VLF/LF
AUTHOR D. G. Morfitt
COHMENTER : J. S. Belrose

You noted that the international reference ionosphere fitted summer but did not fit
winter, I must admit your talk is very up-to-date because you are employing this model (or
trying to). I have not seen the book yet. I would suspect it is heavily weighted to the middle
latitudes because that in where most of the data were taken. You are comparing a path between
Hawaii and California. That is fairly near the equator and there would not be much seasonal
change. I said earlier in the absence of better data one could look at the pressure profiles to
give you some indication of how much difference there should be in the height of the profile
from sumnmer to winter. There is very little difference in the height of a constant pressure
surface between summer and winter at low latitudes. There is 3 to 4 Kilometers at middle
latitudes and 5 to 7 at high latitudes. The profiles simply have to go up and down by that
amount, discounting other problems in connection with the way electrons are produced and lost.
Electron production has got to be proportional to the pressure. The radiation comes in until it
burns itself out and ionization is produced. You have interpreted the data by exponential
profiles, but have you looked enough at latitude differences. A method which works worldwide
would have to take some account of the reference height of an exponential profile as you go
from low to high latitudes and from sunner to winter.

PAPER 1 33. MODELLING OF THE AMBIENT AND DISTURBED IONOSPIIERIC MEDIA PERTINEN4T TO ELF/VLF
PROPAGAT I ON
AUTHOR : J. B. Reagan
OUESTIONER ' J. S. Belrose
QUESTION : I certainly agree with your philosophy that experiment is needed to confirm theory,
but you seem to be resting very heavily on using ELF for confirmation, even for the quiet day.
One would have the impression in looking at your data that ELF is not particularly sensitive to
profile change. The change from a normal day to a moderate event is only one decibel. Do you
have any feel for the sensitivity of the ELF confirming the normal day? It seýms you could
have relatively wide changes in parameters, and still end up with little change in ELF
attenuation. Since the effects are larger on VLF and since VLF data does exist, why has the
comparison not been made with VLF field strengths and phase heights.
RESPONSE : That's a good question. You are quite right, ELF is nut particularly sensitive
during daytime conditions. Of course, this is one of the primary reasons why it is being
considered for communication systems, among others. The work we have done suggests it takes
intense events which dump energy well down in the bottom of the D-Region in order to effect ELF
propagation significantly. VLF would be much more sensitive and therefore more sensitive to
the average solar particle event, which is well known. We have not done any modeling w. %
involving VLF during solar particle events. But, I think if we get a campaign going in Ihis
solar maximum as we are now hopeful of doing, one would want to study both VLF and ELF
propagation. Since we have a number of VLF paths currently in operation, one would want to
operate both, take the data on both, do the chemistry model ing and apply it to both fraquency
ranges.

PAPER V .O F MODELS On -rE MIDLATIIUDE D REG!I-' AT ,Oa.';

AUTHORN N. C. N. C. Bain
COMMENTER P. A. Kossey
COMMENT I was interested in the technique of forcing the models to agree with data over a
fairly broad freq' :ncy range plus in addition to that working with the conversion coefficient
and phase height. 'Je found in our limited attempts to model with our data thkt we can easily do
very well if we limit the frequency range, and if we forget about the conversion coefficient,
etc. So when you force the model to agree with the wave polarization over ., broad frequency
band. As Dr. Bain has dune, it is apparent that this is the way to go and in fact it is a very
large tatV. I am very impressed by the results he has obtained.

I believe Dr. Bain was the first on, by, looking at interference patterns back in
1952, to speculate on this C-layer which has been rather controversial and is still quite
little understood. His paper with Bracewell which compared steep and obliqrie incidence
observations of UBf (16kHZ) speculated on such a layer being there, and a lot of work has gone
on now, showing that that is certainly the case.

PAPER 34. MODELS OF THE MIDLATITUDE D REGION AT 'NOON
AUTHOR N. C. Bain
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QUESTIONER : T. B. Jones
QUESTION : One of the problems in all this modeling work is the limited set of experimental
data that one starts with. Dr. Rain showed four frequencies, two conversion coefficients both
in amplitude and phase. There was some work done by Shellman at San Diego, and by ourselves at
Leicester which quantifies the errors that one will ;et either in electron density or in height
and its a tradeoff between whether you get good height or good electron density. This work was
the so-called inversion technique. I think one has to be very careful in all this type of
modeling in not trying to abstract too much detail from the set of data that one has. For those
interested I would refer them to both Dr. Shellman's work and our own. It is very interesting

when you try to quantify exactly how much detail one can extract from a given data set. I
think you will find you need a very substantial data set, if you are to go for a detailed
profile, which you would ideally like to utilize for propagation calculations.

PAPER 34. MODELS OF THE MIDLATITUDE D REGION AT NOON1
AUTHOR : W. C. Bain
QUESTIONER : J. 8. Reagan
QUESTION : In the data that you showed there is easily an order of magnitude spread in either
the summer time or winter time model at any given altitude. Could you comment from your
experience on how much of that might be real variation in the D-Region and how much of it might
be due to experimental error in the various techniques that are used.
RESPONSE : That is difficult to answer if we take the experimental results, certainly there are
errors therf. I cited in the paper, I think, some estimates of erroru, about 20% at 16
Kilohertz ano 50% at higher frequenciesj so we have by no means achieved a tremendous accuracy
there. I dun't know that I can make any other useful comsents on your question.

PAPER ; 34. MODELS OF THE HIDLATITUDE D REGION AT NOON
AUTHOR : W. C. Bain
QUESTIONER : T. B. Jones
QUESTION : Returning to this point of fitting a profile to agree with data over a wide
frequency range. If you try to fit VLF and HF data, the profile has to account fur the HF
absorption as well. That is a whole different problem, if you must fit both VLF and LF, as will
as HF absorption, this is an even more stringent test.
REtPONSE : I think you will find that the winter profiles do go up in electron density to above
80 Km. This would tie up with sone of the anomalous absorption in winter, in fact the profile I
gave was meant to tie up with a profile in winter over the UK when you would expect a moderate
winter anomaly to be present.
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OMEGA

by

E. R. SWANSON
U.S. Naval Ocean Systems Center
San Diego, California 92152 USA

ABSTRACT

Omega is a very long-range, very low frequency (VLF) radio nasigation system which now provides
nearly global coverage for ships and aircraft. The final station of eight is now being completed in
Australia. Coverage is not only nearly global but is also highly redundant with more than the minimum
required number of signals available in most locations. The system is in general use in both the marine
and aeronautical environments both commercially and militarily. Acceptance by commercial airlines has
been especially rapid. Receivers range from simple phase comparison units which must be supported by
specal propagation tables and plotting charts to fully automatic receivers which read out in latitude and
longitude after being initialized with no more than approximate location and time. Realizable fix
accuracy is usually on the order of one to two nautical miles.

This paper follows overviews of VLF propagation presented by others with some specific comments and
observations of application to navigation. Special attntion is directed to the subject of signal
coverage. For comnmunications, it is only needed to receivi. a signal with adequate signal-to-noise ratio.
For navigation, it is also necessary that the signal have a well defined or characterized phase variation
in space. Omega coverage consideraltions, have proved to be more formidable than was originally envisaged.

The paper provides a general overview of Omega with attention to Administration, Synchronizatior,
Traditional Applications, Lane Ambiguity Resolution, Special Applications, and Differential Omega.
Combined systems using both Omega and VLF conmunications signals are mentioned.

FOREWORD R

An overview of any complex subject is always difficult to write. Navigation is both a specialized
field with its own unique problems and nomenclature and also an interdisciplinary area which uses results
and developments in many other fields. Literature supporting Omega is extraordinarily voluminous and will
be found scattered in a number of areas including the geophysical, propagational, electronic and
statisticil technical literature as well as within the specifically navigational literature. Thousands of
publications now exist dealing principally with various aspects of Omega. A professionial society also
exists to foster use and understanding of the system: The International Omega Association, P.O. Box 2324,
Arlington, VA 22202, USA. The association produces various publications including a bibliography
conveniently divided into ten subject areas and proceedings of annual iveetings (10A, ig981). Proceedings
from the 1980 meeting in Bergen, Norway ire now available and total 520 pages thus illustrating the
continuing volume of work with Omega (I1A, 1980). Although this paper has been prepared for a propagation
panel meeting, it is oriented more generally toward the Omega system than specifically toward its
propagational aspects. A paper dealing explicitly with propagation was given by this author at Istanbul
in 1976 (Swanson, 1978) and would require little update. A limited discussion of propagation is included
based an an abridgment of the Istanbul paper with limited updating. However, the original discussion
would be best read in its entirety. Omega propagation has most recently leen reviewed by Reder (1981).
There is, however, a need foe a general review of the system hoth as a major application of VLF and also
as perhaps the world's best source of VLF signals for research purposes. No attempt has been made to
provide exhaustive references. Rather, recent work by active authors has been cited as well as certain
fundamental works. Where applicable an effort has also been made to cite references in the forthcoming
proceedinris of the International Omega Association'- Montreal meeting thus pointing to a single source for
Much additional current information.

1. OMEGA

Omega is a very low tr,!quency (VLF) navigation system operating in the internationally dlloctdLd
navigation band between 10 aed 14 kl1z. Seven stations prefsently provide nearly global coverage. The
final of the eight planned stations is being minstructed in Australia and is expected to be coispleted in
May 1982 (Brough, 1981; ONSOD, 1981). The present system Is already supporting 10,000 users who are split
more or less evenly between the marine and aeronautical covmmunities. Receivers range froi relatively
simple instruments using only one of the frequencies provided by Omega to complex instruments able to
receive all frequencies from all eight Omega stations and process this information to readout directly in
latitude and longitude. Coamercial acceptance has been particularly rapid in the airborne community
within the last few years. It may well be true that Omega has already provided benefits to justify its
entire development and implementation costs even though the system is not yet fully completed. Thus
although the initial station construction phase of Omega implementation is ;till in progress and various
other aspects warrant research, Omega has been used operationally for many years.

C 1.1 History

7 Omega has evolved considerably from the initial suggesLion by J. A. Pierce in 1947 of the
pnsshibility of constructing a long range hyperbolic navigation system based on phase-difference techniques
rather than time differences. In particular, a system operating in the vicinity oW 50 kHz with a sine
wave modulation of 200 lIz was suggested. An experimental system of this type call(,,l RaduX was constructed
by the then Navy Electronics Laboratory (now Naval Ocean Systems Center). Subsequently, in 1955, it was
suggestpd that the Radclx infirmiLtion from the LF Signal be combined with a separate VLF transmission near
10 kllz. This system was called Rahlx-.Omega and initi al I 1.< ki17 transmi,;ssins,; were i made in 1955, later
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the LF transmissions were discontinued and ranges were expanded to a single frequency Omega system and,
later, a multifrrquency Omega system. Omega can thus trace a thirty-four year evolutionary history and
has included transmissions at the system base frequency for twenty-six years.

Modern transmissions using stations in Norway, Trinidad, Hawaii, and Forestport, New York began in
1966. Previously, stations were used in a conventional slave-master configuration. Modern transmissions
are derived from a bank of cesium frequency standards at each station and each station is controlled as a
source of standard signals. The modern arrangement is especially practical for a global system 4n that
the navigator can pair stations in any convenient way to obtain useful hyperbolic geometry and signals.
The modern configuration has also proved more reliable than older arrangements.

1.2 Implementation

Practical implementation of Omega requires work in three broad areas: station design and
construction; receiver design, manufacture and installation; and propagational theory development and
implementation leading to either practical models for incorporation in automatic receivers or charts and
tables for use manually. Work in all three areas has been proceeding concurrently for a number of years.
However, it is the station construction schedule which has received the most attention. Rather
apparently, crude navigation may be attempted with crude receivers and poor propagational knowledge; no
navigation can be attempted without signals.

Station sitings are shown in figure 1. All stations shown are presently constructed except the
station in Australia. The stations are given in Table I according to letter designation, location,
antenna type and operating agency (modified from Tables I and I1 of Herbert and Nolan, 1975). The nominal
radiated power of all stations is 10 kW at 10." kHz. As previously noted, the estimated completion date
of Australia is May 1982.

TABLE I
TRANSMITTING STATIONS

STATION LOCATION ANTENNA TYPE OPERATING AGENCY

A Bratland, Norway Valley Span Norwegian Telecommunications
Administration

b Liberia Grounded Tower Dept. of Commerce, Industry,
and Transportation

C Haiku, Hawaii Valley Span U.S. Coast Guard

D La Moure, North Insulated lower U.S. Coast Guard
Dakota, USA

E La Reunion Isl, Grounded Tower French Navy
Indian Ocean

F Golfo Nuevu, Insulated Tower Argentina Navy
Argentina

G Australia Grounded Tower Australian Dept. of Transport

II Tsushima Island, Insulated lower Japanese Maritime Safety
Japan Agency

System management has been described by Herbert and Nolan (1975). Omega stations not on U.S. soil
are operated by host nation agencies who are responsible for maintaining the Omega signal without
interruption ind in phase with the world-wide Omega Navigation System. These agencies were listed in
Table I. Especially important areas of international cooperation include the coordination of maintenance
periods tLo ovoid simultaneous oni rnes of two or more stations thus achieving the reliabilities indicated
in section 1.5 and synchronization as described in the followinr section.

An up to date status report is usually included at annual meetings of the International Omega
Association as, most recently, by Vence (1981). Typically included is a discussion of present plans and a
summary of continuing programs of the U.S. Coast Guard Omega Navigation System Operations Detail (ONSOD).
Plans currently include continuing to operate a global monitoring network, continuing work on signal
coverage, and continuing to validate various regions. Validation work has now addressed the Western
Pacific (Karkalick, 1978), the North Atlantic (Campbell et al., 1980), and the North Pacific (Levine and
Woods, 19B8.) and the South Atlantic. The U.S. Federal Aviation Agency also maintains a specialized data
bank to validate airborne performance (Erickson and Rzonca, 1980). The most recent status report
published in a navigation journal was by Vass (1978) and is now somewhat dated but still worth reading.

1.3 Synchron izat. ion

Omega is by far the best controlled navigation system ifrom the viewpoint of precise t;minq
(Swanson, 1981a). Observations are taken and calculations performed to determine weekly synchronization
adjustments which are then inserted to maintain time at each station. Synchronization within the system
is maintained based on observations at sites near each transmitter where remote signals can be compared
with those generated locally (Swanson and Kugel, 1971). As equivalent "reciprocal" measurements are made
at other stations, the propagation delay can be effectively estimated on an instantaneous path by path
basis. Although Omega itself will contain 3? cesium frequency standards when Australia is complete,
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synchronization to Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) is based on the U. S. Naval Observatory as a
reference. Pour independent types of linkage may be available: VLF measurements of the Omega signals
received at the Observatory, satellite/TV transfer comparison, Loran-C transfer comparison and portable
clock. Non-VLF measurements provide significantly increased accuracy over conventional VLF techniques but
are not currently available on a regular basis for all Omega stations. An important link is by satellite
to Wahiawa, Hawaii and then by Loran C transfer comparison to Omega Hawaii. Calculations are based on an
elaborate computer program incorporating a Kalman filter (Shane, 1976; Santamore et al., 1976).
Synchronization instructions are generated and issued by the Japanese Maritime Safety Agency in Tokyo. At
any given time any Omega station is likely to be synchronized to UTC as represented at the U.S. Naval
Observatory to one or two microseconds.

1.4 Format

Basic Omega signals consist of very low frequoncy 10.2 kllz continuous wave pulses transmitted
sequentially from each station. Since the transmissions are time shared, a commutator is required to
separate each station within the 10-second convsut~tion pattern shown in figure 2. The conmiutation scheme
is unambiguous and is synchronized in a known relationship to Coordinated Universal Time (UTC). However,
the Omega commutation pattern is no longer simply related to regularly broadcast time pulses as was once
the case when UT-2 was broadcast. The commutation pattern was originally defined to commence beginning at
0000 hours and repeat every 10 seconds. Present standard time transmissions employ "leap" seconds which
are used typically once or twice per year. For Omega to follow leap seconds mould require each user to
jump his coimmutator whenever leap seconds mere introduced to standard time. This is operationally
inconvenient. Worse, it is potentially dangerous in the event some user does not get informed of the
forthcoming time change. A one secoad change in sufficiently close to a one segment misalignment that it
is possible for a receiver to appear to be tracking satisfactorily but actually be tracking on different
pairs of signals. The, inconvenience during set-up of having off-sets between Omega and International Time
must be weighed against the inconvenience and incipient hazard of having occasional leap seconds. At
present Omega epoch leads UT by ten seconds which is imematerial considering transmissions at 10.2 kuz
alone but of importance considering the full foremat.

A hyperbolic Omega receiver measures tile phase of two or mnore Omega stations against a reference
generated from an internal oscillator. The internal oscillator permits storage of the phase information
so that the relative phases of the different stations can be intercoepared. Readout is the phase
difference in centicycles between selected stations and ordinarily is recorded continuously on strip chart
recorders. Since the comparisons are all between signals of the same frequency, no internal ambiguity can
a. ise within the receiver due to circuitry performing frequency translation. Further, a hyperbolic Omega
receiver has no intrinsic specification for absolute radio frequency phase shift since shifts colmmon to
all stations will be removed in the hyperbolic differeecing. The system does, however, have an inherent
physical ambiguity. Since adjacent carrier cycles cannot be distinguished, the measured phase of each
carrier is inhereutly aembiguous by an integral number of cycles. Hyperbolic phase differences on a
baseline between two stations are ambiguous by the hyperbolic spacing of one-half wavelength (about 8
n.mi. at 10.2 kHz).

Because of continuous operation, the navigational lane ambiguity problem inherent in a single
frequency systema is hopefully not troublesome to the navigator. However, additional frequencies are
included in the full Omega format to permit reestablishment of lane should difficulties occur (Fig. 3).
Additional frequencies included for lane identification are 13.6, 11 1/3 and 11.05 kHz. They may be used
independently in exactly the seine manner as the 10.2 k~z transmissions. However, ambiguities in
hyperbolic 13.0 kllz hunes-of-positiOn will be coincident with those at 10.2 kH7 only every 24 miles.
Sislilarly, LOP's at 11 1/3 will only be coincident every 72 miles, and those at 11.05 only every 288
miles. Comparison of the coincidence of' li 'nes-of-position obtained at the various fieguenc~ies can thuls
nerve to establish the proper lane of the 10.2 Ukz carrier within the 288 mile ambiguity of the lowest
bent frequency (Pierce et al., 1966; Swanson, 1965; Swanson and Hlepperley, 1059; Burgess, 11509; largess
and Walker, 1970; Swanrlso,_197H). Some modern receivers do net process information hyperbolically and
have a limited lane resolution capability to lane widths of 576 n.mi. (+288 mi.), i.e., the fall
wavelength of the. lowest oifforence frequency. Several practical aspects of lane resolution should be.
emphasized: 1) lane is uisually established in-port and maintained by continuous tracking; 2) in the event
of single station outage using a four station recei .ver, no ambiguity has occurred; 3) brief outages,
present no probleml since lane is easily re-esýtalblished by deed reckoning; 4) if a lane ambigulity arises,
it is probably not on all tOP's therefore not all need be redetermined; 5) if not all lanes have been
lost, lane can be reset by intersecting existing LOP's with only one- external naviglational LOP such as sun
l isnp depthb rentear-, radar-range, etc.; and 6) if coincidence oif lanes is not reasonably "close,"
navigation directly on the difference fregoency is possible, or alternatively, stations may he paired
differently to present less accurate fixing within unambiguous, more highly divergent lines-of-position.
The latter options are particularly important. (hin~ge lane resolution need sever be forced. Lanes may be
resolved selectively. If an ambiguity of 8 miles ;hould develop on an LOP, it is still possible to use
the 3.4 kI-z beat position derived from 13.6 and 111.2 klHz to an unambiguous position accuracy of about two
wiles. If, at sonme later time, coincidence improves, then the carrier lane identification can confidently
be. mede (Swanson, 1971).

Figumre 3 also shows additional transmissions on unique frequencies indicated by fl , f .  f8j.
Tihny are. useful for VLF navigation as described in section 2 and, coincidentally, are very useful for
frequency dissemination. The 283 1/3 Hz Omegai difference frequency can be used to identify carrier cycles
directly in specialized timing applications (Wilson et al., 1972; Cbi and Wardrip, 1974; Kuqel, 1975
(contains bibliograPny); Swanson, 198la).

1.5 Practical Navigation

Omega is used primarily beical,,n, as Stringer (1970) observed at a meeting of the British Institute
of Navigation, "It satisfies, the three R's - reliability, redundancy anld range." The existing operational
stations individually main~ained an average, 97.5 percent signal availability during 1980 (Ilaneca, 1981).
The Mean Time Between Fa ilure (Mllif) of receiving equlipment has linen good rang 0(1 from several thousand
hours for many desgign to 17,000 hours. or several years, for highly reliable matere designs. Omega is the
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first radio navigation system to be deliberately designed to include redundancy. Omega signals propagate
to great range. (One significant limitation on use of a signal will often be due to a station interfering
with itself through the sional propagation around the world by both a short and long path). In many
locations all eight stations may be detectable although perhaps only five or six may be useable. One key
to reliability is thus the probability of having more than one transmitter off the air simultaneously. An
approach to this type of analysis has been presented by Bruckner and Auerbach (1976) and has been applied
"to Omega (Frye, 1978). Rzonca (1981) shows simultaneous outages by two stations to have occurred 0.1
percent of the time in 1980 but that the median duration of simultaneous outages was only six minutes and
only one exceeded two hours.

Manual Omega navigation requires: antenna, antens coupler, receiver (preferably with strip chart
recorders), predicted propagation correction tables, and perbolic charts (or lattice tables). Equipment
was once built by numerous manufacturers. Available c ts and tables are listed in the catalog of the
U.S. Oceanographic Office. Once the equipment is ''stalled, it must be properly checked out and
synchronized to the commutation pattern. Checkout procedures can vary between equipments of various
manufacturers. Synchronization with the commutation pattern is obtained by one of three methods: 1) look
at (or listen to) the Omega signals and move the cormmutator into alignment; 2) knowing the relation
between Omega and International Time, start the commutator from a standard 10-second pulse such as might
be obtained from WWVB; or 3) knowing the strongest signal in the area, align the commutator until the
correct segment corresponds. In practice the third alternative is the most commonly used although,
because of anisotropy in signal propagation, a guess of the strongest signal expected in an unfamiliar
area can be hazardous. Once commutation is properly established, phase tracks should settle within a few
minutes and a fix may be taken. Knowing the actual position and working backwards, correct lane counts
can be annotated on strip chart recorders and/or lane counters set. Before sailing, it is desirable to
prepare hyperbolic predicted propagation corrections for the station pairs selected for use on the
voyage. If the scale of available Omega charts is not satisfactory, lattice tables should be used to plot
Omega lanes on the local charts.

Underway, the fixing procedure is simply to read the various phase differences indicated by the
receiver, add the respective skywave corrections, and plot the resulting LOP's on the chart. Fix
reduction takes only a few minutes. Of course, some reasnoablenes,; checks should be made prior to taking
the fix. Commutation synchronization can be checked. If the receiver is equipped with a "no signal"
light or with field strength indication, the navigator should assure himself that adequate signals are
available. Also, strip chart records should be scanned to verify continuous tracking and lane count.
Ironically, the high reliability and automatic tracking of Omega place an unusual premium on
self-discipline in routinely performing reasonableness checks. If Omega were not reliable, the navigator
would appreciate the obvious need for performing elementary checes. However, since a hundred fixes may be
obtained without jifficulty, it is human nature to assume there will never be any difficulty.

Manual Os:ga receivers are now largely technologically obsolescent. The foregoing discuLsion was
included for perspective arnd acknowledgment of the fact that thousands of such equipments still exist and
are still being used for navigation. Manual single frequency receivers are still the only types installed
on most U.S. Navy surface ships. Fixes of the type obtained from a single frequency manual receiver were
recently deduced from observations at fixed sites sampled throughout the world at all times of day and all
seasons of the year (Swanson, 1981b). Fix errors are displayr.d in figure 4 w4ich includes data from some
sites which are atypical. Restricting data to conditions more ordinarily encountered lowers the median
circular error probable (c.e.p.) to 1.5 n.mi. instead of the 2.0 n.mi. obtained in figure 4. Single
frequency results are summarized in Table I1. Figures for backup coverage indicate the accuracy available
when one of the most desirable signals for navigation is missing.

TABLE II

10.2 kHz FIX ACCURACY
(ce.p.; n.mi.)

COVERAGE
SITE SELECTION PRIMARY BACKUP

"CONSERYAT!VE 2.6 3.3

TYPICAL 1.5 3.2

Modern receivers are comp'iter based and use multiple frequencies, model propagation delays and
combine and process information to readout in latitude and longitude. Early in the development of Omega a
need was recognized for automatic fix reduction in a rapidly moving airplane especially if the navigation
was to be done by the pilot or first officer in a cramped cockpit instead of by a professional navigator
with at least some limited area for plotting. The first practical airborne Omega navigation equipment was
the AN/ARN-V9 developed by Northrup (Smith, 1971) which includes such navigational conveniences as
optional readout of "Distance-to-go", bearing to preselectud "way" points, ground speed, etc., as well as
position. The receiver approach can now be implemented using microprocessors. As costs have decreased
and the ability to relieve thr user of much of the work load has been demonstrated, auLomatic receivers
have also become attractive to marine users. Although modern receiver designs of various manufacturers
differ considerably in dtail, use of multiple frequencies and multiple stations with processing to
readout the usual convenient navigational parameters is common. One marine receiver is internally
integrated with satellite navigation while many airborne receivers include an option to use VLF signals
emitted by communications stations (see section 2).

Accuracy specifications for automatic receivers have been addrn-.,,ed by Sakran (1974) and by Special
Cnoummittee 126 of" the Radio lechni':al Conmtission for Aeronaut ics (RTCA). A recent flight evaluation by



Sakran (1981) shows accuracy of one receiver to be 1.24 n.mi. (c.e.p.) over primarily daytime flights in
the continental United States. A number of other flight test programs with various equipments over the
past several years suggest a typical accuracy of about 1½ n.mi. However, propagation correction
coefficients were recently improved (Morris and Swanson, 1980). Table III (from Swanson, 1981b) shows a
conservative if somewhat speculative estimate for worldwide 24-hour accuracy of a modern receiver using
modern propagation corrections.

TABLE III

MULTI-FREQUENCY FIX ACCURACY
(c.e.p.; n.mi.)

COVERAGE
S!TE SELECTION PRIMARY BACKUP

CONSERVAi EVE 1.2 2.0

TYPICAL 0.9 2.2

1.6 Special Uses

A number of specialized uses or forms of Omega have developed to exploit particular aspects of the
system. Ordinarily, Omega accuracy will not be significantly influenced hy poor signal to noise ratio.
Usually signals will not be marginal and the primary accuracy limitation will be due to inherent day to
day fluctuations in the transfer (or "mapping") function of the propagation medium itself (Swanson, 1970).

Since errors will be introduced by all segments of the long Iransrmission paths to an area, it
follows that two receivers in the same area will exhibit similar errors. This spatial correlation results
in excellent rendezvous accuracy and also excellent accuracy for relative navigation such as might be
needed within a task force or for traffic control. Differential Omega is a system designed to upgrade
nominal system accuracy in local areas through use of spatial correlation (Swanson et al., 1974a; Nard,
1981; Watt et al., 1981; Rick, 1981; McKay and Adams, 1981). Although aeronautical-use-of Differential
Omega is s-till-in the development stage, marine use is well advanced. The International Maritime
Consultative Organization (IMCO) has adopted a standard for Marine Differential Omega (Pietri, 1980).
France has installed full coverage within its own European coastal waters and aIsewhere while other
nations have also installed Differential Beacons as shown in figure 5. Expansion plans for Differential
Omega have been described by Nard (1981).

Differential Omega concepts and principals can be exploited even without formal construction of a
Differential Omnega navigation system. Oceanographic surveys have exploited differential properties. One
scheme to measure winds aloft employs an Omega transponder in a weather balloon. Comparison of the
indicated balloon position with the indicated position of similar equipment operated on the ground allows
determining the position of the halloon as a function of time and hence calculation of the upper
atmosphere winds.

lhe Omega radio field can also be sensed as an input to what might be called position monitoring
systems or cooperative surveillance systems. An early suggestion was the use if Omega for monitoring the
location of free drifting weather halhlons. An Omega Position and Location Experiment, 0PLL, and
follow-on experiments for tracking vehicles or traffic control were conducted by NASA (Laughlin et al.,
1965; Laughlin, et al., 1967). lhese systems eiaployed an onboard Omega transponder and a satellite-relay
lin a central processing site. Another similar system was suggested as ai position reporting service for
use in search and rescue applications. The Global Rescue Alarm Net (GRAN) envisaged that mariners and
airmen could carry a small transponder which would telemeter the Om~ega format through a satellite to
ground so that the position of the unit needing rescue could he determined. The system was describr-d by
Crawford and Rupp (1972) and showed great technical promise, however, it is not now being pursued There
is, however, a conLinuing interest in potential position reporting schemes particularly those offering the
accuracy possible through the use of Differential Omega techniques (Scull, 1981). In the opinion of this
author Omega is a strong cont,nder for Mrany -uch dppliLcatIns because; 1) the sigoals ,ore pervasive and
not easily blocked or disturbed by foilage or buildings and 2) the required information is very narrow
hand. Tlie latter characteristic is valuable because it leads to simple low cost methods of providino
narrow hand reporting telemetry. Choice of a wide bandwidth positioning system will either lead to
requirements for wide telemetry bandwidth or substantial and expensive processing by the sensor.

Omega is also used for land navigation in the arctic where reliable alternative methhods are not
available (Eyre, 1981).

In aldditios to the spatial correlation features exploited by Relrezvous and Differential Omega,
exploitation is made of the dispersive c(,rrelation wherein fluctuations on one frequency are closely
relaled to those on a second over the sane propagation path. Dispersive correlation significantly reduces
the errors expected using beat Irequenc:y navigation or lane resolution. A special application cailerl
"Cemposite Omega" has been suggestrnd by J. A. Pierce to take optinmum adrvutage of dispersive correlation
(Swansron, 1955: Pierce, 1968; Swanson, 1969; Papousek and Reder, 1973; Pierce, 1Q74; Brown and Van Allen,
1976).

Auto-correlation of propagation variations is also signific:ant hling Hi to I0 hours for normal
propagation conditinns at night. -lowever, dluvnal prediction errors correlate over shorter periods and
may become the dominant consideration in practical applications. Measurements by Wright (1969) indicate a
potential for determining velocity to 1/3 kt when the prop,gation paths are oilthen atll dark oc all suillit.
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There are close theoretical and practical relationships between navigation and timing (Swanson,
1981a). Omega can be used for timing as it is controlled to international time and can disseminate both
frequency and epoch (Swanson and Kugel, 1972). The unique frequencies are particularly convenient sources
of standard frequency as they may be easily received and used without dLcommutation. Epoch dissemination
is employed within the system for synchronization and also for use as an input to some national time
"sitandards (Gupta, 1981). Application also exists for the timing of seismographic arrays (Schneider et
al., 1981). A little used capability also exists for timing using lead edge or envelope techniques
Uwanson and Adrian, 1973). Accuracies of a few mnicroseconds are possible using carrier phase
measurements.

2. VLF NAVIGATION

Although this paper explicitly covers Omega, some mention should be made of other VLF navigational
techniques. The long range, excellent coverage and reliable reception of Omega are largely
characteristics deriving from the fiequency band and are not necessarily restricted to the particular
navigational implementation we know a:i Omega (Litchford, 1971; Swanson and Robie, 1973).

Many VLF communications stations throughout the world are stabilized to standard frequency. In the

past, transmissions have been continuous wave with on-off keying. Recently, many U S. Naval transmitters
were converted to minimum shift keying. For navigational purposes the change constitutes a complication
but not an insurmountable difficulty. With simple carrier transmissions from three or more stations, the
various signals can be received; then shifted in frequency to some cormmon frequency and then paired and
phase differenced (Palmer, 1972). Altornatively, they can be used in a range-range mode against a
precision oscillator. Such systems must be initialized. They cannot refine an approximate location as
can Omega. In operation a navigation system using such signals is somewhat like an iner'tmal system in
that it is exactly correct at the time and place of initialization and then deteriorates with separation
and elapsed time. However, the "error drift" is not unlimited as is true with inertial equipment. The
error budget for such equipment has been discussed by Swanson and Dick (3.975). A substantial number of
receivers employing this principle have been manufactured. Flight results from one particular equipment
teen given by Sakran (1981).

Beukers (1973) described a VLF navigation system maintai' c by the USSR. The frequencies were
11.905, 12.649 and 14.881 kHz with stations located in the e. test, and center of the Soviet Union.
Radiated power appeared high: 50 to 100 kW.

A major difference betweer, Omega and the alternatives is that the Omega ýystem is administered by
"international agreemenL and has standards of frequency and phase control and reliability. Other
differences stem from the inherent navigational ambiguities present when comparing signals of different
frequencies which must be resolved by initialization. However, an important difference occurs sihen using"6 conmnunications transmissions since they generally fall into the frequency band near- or above 20 kHz. This
circumstance favors the higher propagational modes and renders the signal structurc more complex than with
Omega.

"3. PROPAGATION

J11 A The propagation characteristicc which permit use of VLF at great range also introduce limitations
on Omega. To a greater 2xtent than at higher frequencies, the use of VLF assumes a reliance on nature to
provide repeatable propagation. Repeatable propagation usually occurs hut with some unwanted temporal and
spatial complexity. Also, en occasion, irregular variations occur.

One convenient analytical model for VLF radio propagation is that of a concentric spherical
waý"eguide formed between the earth and the ionosphere. If only one propagation mode is supported by the
waveguide, then there will be a simple relationship between phase and dWstance at long distances from a
transmitter. Phase at any given point will be related to distance to Lhu transmitter, ground conditions
especially iround condu' ivity, and characteristics of the lower D-renion of the ionosphere which forms
the upper bu-ndary of - waveguide. As the ionosphere is a magneto-plasma, propagation is anisotropic so
that phase is not only . function of distance from a transmittEr but also dependent on geophysical path
details.

The ionosphere undergoes regular predictable seasonal and diurnal changes as a function of the
sol•arilumination. One practical problem is the prediction and removal of this unwanted tmporal
variation.

A limitation is the occasional unpredictable variation caus',Lhv unoredictable variations in the
geophysic;,l environment. The two most important anomalous variations are Sudden Pins" Anomalies (SPA's)
caused by Sudden Ionospheric fisturbances (SID's) and Polar Cap Absorptions (PCA's). Thes, ,ffects are
related to solar flares. SPA's are caused by the X-ray flux impinging on the sunlil ionosphere thus
anomalously reducing the width of the waveguide. PCA's result from flares which also emit protons. The
charged particlt:s are guided by the earth's magnetic field to the polar regions where they cause an
anomalous reduction in the width of the waveguide.

3.1 General Characteristics

The concept of a spherical waveguide leads immediately to several valid conclusions, For '-ample,

energy will propagate around the world in all direction'; and may reinforce at the antipodal point from the
transmitter. This phenomena has heen observed and il ,ustrates the extreme range obtained at VLF. Also,
since the lower ionosphere or '9-region" is controlling at VLF, one would expect a severe attenuation wher
the wavelength becomes comparable with the height of the guide at about 70 to 90 Km, i.e., a frequency of
about 4 k'lz. A severe inrrease in attenuation is observed as expected. Another generality, very
inipoti t to navigation systems, is that if one mode should be dominant, then phase and ampli

t
ude should

vary qLularly as a function of distance from the transmitter without fluctuations due tn interference

iii
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between various modes. Note that the regularity is occurring at large distances. This is just the
opposite from the usual experience with, say, Loran A, where the groundwave propagation at short distances
is regular and multihop skywave can cause irregularities at longer distances.

VLF propagation has been studied for many years. This is due not only to its practical use as the
mainstay of fleet communication', for a half century but also because of the extreme repeatability of
measurements. Although diurnal variations occur, measurements over paths from 5,000 Km to 10,000 Km long
typically show repeatability of about 1 dB in field strenigth while phase variations are measured in
microseconds. Although detailed prediction of VLF fields is difficult, some notable success has been
achieved (see figure 6 and Morfitt, et al., 1981).

The most accurate theoretical work is now being done using digital computers to solve the wavegoide
problem. However, expressions developed by J. R. Wait and others provide some insight as has been
reviewed by Swc 1 (1976).

3.1.2 Experimental Observations

The most important changes are the diurnal variations of phase and amplitude. They are typically
associated with ionospheric change related to variation of the solar zenith angle over the propagation
path being studied. Two typical examples of diurnal variation of amplitude are shown in figures 7 and 8.
Note that the field strength tends to be constant at night and decreases following the Lransit of the
sunrise line over the propagation path to a lower value just after the entire path becomes sunlight and
finally -eaches a nominal value during the day. The decrease just after sunrise is very common for
frequencies near 10 kHz and is typically about 4 dB and lasts for about an hour. Although the details of
this particular sunrise decrease are not well understood, they presumably are related to both the dynamics
of ionospheric disassociation and recombination rates leading to daytime equilibrium and another phenomena
especially important in the 20-30 kHz frequency range, viz: mode conversion caused by the sunrise line.
Typical diurnal variation of phase over a long west to east path at 10.2 kHz is shown in figure 9. A
constant or "flat" night is observed shifting into a slow variation or "curvature" during the day. At
higher frequencies within the VLF range phase tends to be somewhat less stable during the night but more
stable in mid-day. Figure 10 shows that the diurnal variation can be considerably more complex than is
usually observed at 10.2 kI-z. The "steps" during transitions are probably due to modal conversion at the
terminator, A theory for the step phenomena has been proposed by Crombie (1964 & 1966) and has had some
success over long paths (Lynn, 1971 & 1973). However, if the results shown are close to those for a
similar path treated by Pappert and Morfitt (1975), then a more complicated modal conversion model is
necessary for this particular path.

As previously mentioned and shown in Figures 7 and 8, field strength is typically repeatable to a1 standard deviation of about I dB from day to day at 10.2 kHz. Repeatability of phase is, however, one of
the most useful properties of VLF. Phase variations occur due to ordinary random variations in the
ionosphere or, usually to a much lesser extent, to variations in ground conductivity. Occasional larger
variations occur. Already mentioned were sudden phase anomalies (SPA's) and polar cap absorptions
(PCA's). Typical stabilities appropriate for single propagation paths of various lengths from about 4 Mm
to 10 Mm are given in Table IV.

TIABLF IV

STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF VLF SIGNALS
(microseconds)

FREQUENCY
PFRIOD 10.2 kHz 13.6 kHz

DAY 3 2

NIGHT 5 4

TRANSITION 4 4

The occasional SID or PCA can cause radical phase variation from nominal. Larse,, (1976) presented
the morphology and a data base for determining the effects of SID's and PCA's. The data cited by Larsen
is valid for determining SID activity over long sunlit paths and PCA activity over long transpolar and
transauroral paths near maxiMm solar activity. The effects have been speculatively extrapolated by
Swanson (1974) to more typical conditions (Fig. 11). The renormazation of the function representing
SIDs includes extrapolation to typical conditions rather than near-noon, 24-hour operation and allowance
for nominal hyprbolic cancellation of phase advances. PCA renormalization is similar except that
reduction over the 24-hour day is not applicabl:e. PCA renormalization to nominal solar activity is
speculative since there is an insufficient data base near solar minimum. Figure 11 shows thaL about 2
percent of the time the nominal scatter expected from a normal statistical distribution will be exceeded
due to the efifcf of SIUs and PCAs. The difference is especially important when assessing the probability
of some unusual event quch as a navigational error greater than 5 miles. (Swanson, 1979). There is
virtually no probability of 'n error greater than 5 miles from the normal distribution (an excursion of
over i0 standard deviations). however, figure 24 shows that the probability of an error that large, or
greater, due to an SID is 0.02 percent, and from a PCA, 0.2 percent. That is, a PCA could induce an error
of thal. magnitude on one out of 500 occasions. At present the intrinsic associalion of large navigational
errors with geophysical events is mitigaLed by the occurrence of occasional large errors due to prediction
problems or the occurrence nf poor geometry as can be Saen in figure 4.
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In all discussions of the repeatability of phase measurements it is very important to draw the
distinction made earlier between day to day statistical scatter, or "noise", and electromagnetic noise.
Repeatability is limited by the stability of the transfer or "mapping" function affecting the signal after
it leaves the transmitting antenna and until it is received at the receiver (Swanson, 1970). This type of
repeatability is effected by random variations in the ionosphere or ground and will not improve by
increasing the electromagnetic signal-to-noise ratio. Normally, the signal-to-noise ratio does not
significan'-ly affect repeatability except over exceptionally long paths and/or with unusually high local
noise.

Natural noise at VLF is primarily due to electromagnetic signals radiated from thunderstorm
lightning. The total thunderstorm noise can be computed or. a global basis from all "storm centers'
(Maxwell and Stone, 19G5). In addition, the noise is highly impulsive (Swanson and Adrian, 1973). While
the ambient noise is usually high, arctic areas are typicaly quiet and reception of weak signals is
common. These characteristics, as well as the wide variation in signal strength which may occur depending
on propagation path, combine to give stringent specifications for VLF receivers.

A second area of low signal streng., but adequat'P s;gnal-to-noise ratio is underwater reception.
VLF syi ,,ls are unique in their auility to penetrate sea water to useful depths. At 10 kFlz the
attenuation rate is about 3 dB/meter which indicates reception at 50 feet 8 Mm removed from a 10 Kw
stations.

Propagation blackouts, of the type sometimes experienced at higher frequencies, are rare to the
point of being virtually unknown at VLF.

3.2 Approaches to VLF Propagation Prediction

Various approaches to VLF propagation prediction have been surveyed by Swanson (1976). The two
most important in terms of their application to Omega are full wave waveguide theory using a digital
computer and parametric modeling. With Omega, full wave computations provide a suggestion as to how
parametric variatons may occur and suggest methods for parameterizing. In addition, the major burden of
determining OImega coverage has relied on full wave computation. Phase prediction relies on a parametric
mode ..

3.2.1 Fall Wave Waveguide

In a simple form, the full wave waveguide approach considers a spatially homogeneous
earth-ionosphere wavegiuide wherein the lower boundary is specified by a specific ground conductivity and
the upper boundary by an arbitrary electron density profile. Correct differential equations for
propagation are specified and the solution is worked out through appropriate algorithms within a large
digital computer. The approach differs from the traditional in which problems in mathematical physics are
solved toward as nearly a closed form of solution as possible, and then computations, if any, are used
simply to evaluate the solution. Many workers have used full wave solutions in conjunction with wave
guide notions. Pappert, Gossard, and Rothmuller (1967), following Budden's formulation, were first to
report the results of a program which fully allowed for earth curvature, ionospheric inhomugeneil.y, and
anisotropy. Subsequent contributions on different aspects have been published by various investigators
and a more general book was written by Galeis (1972).

Variable propagation conditions along the path have been handled by Bickel using the WKB technique,
which is valid provided the propagation parameter variation is slow. An application of full wave theory
using an assumed electron density profile and the WKI3 approximation is shown in figure 6 tog(.ther with
data later observed during flight measurements (Bicke] et al., 1970). The agreement is excellent,

Salthough the calculations do not include allowance for ionospheric roughness. Gossard and Paulson (1970)
have shown typical ionospheric fluctuations at niqht. Ionospheric roughness is likely to cause increased
relative attenuation of higher order modes. Recently theory has been extended to include mode conversion
(Pappert and Morfitt, 1975; Pappert and Snyder, 1972; Snyder, 1.981; Morfitt et.al., 1981).

A problem with full wave modeling is the need for realistic ionospheric and ground parameters,
particularly the ionospheric height, electron density grad'unt, and ground ronductivity. Extensive
efforts ton rd " ,lectron density profiles have been conducted for many years. Most methods of deducing
electron density pio, wies do not work well in the ionospheric P-region. The best data appear to be the
result of VIF sounding. Veritcal sounding was first conducted at VLF by NELC at Sentinel, Arizona in 1961
(Paulson et al.. 1962). Suhsaqpnlfly, mwre extensive installations were built by Hildebrand at Thule,
1Hawaii, and in the Mojave Desert, Shellman (1970), using the full wave solution as a subroutine, has
developed and refined elveclroni density profile determination from sounding data to obtain confidence
limits on the re.,tlts. Profiles have also been deduced manually by comparing full wave predictions hased
on variýu;s assumed profiles with observed flight data as shown, for example, in a MEFON report (1976).

3.2.2 Parametric

Parametric approaches do not intrinsically seek to relate observed radio quantities such as phase
or amplitude to inherent geophysical parameters such as electron density profiles. Instead, relevant
propagation parameters such as attenuation, velocity, and excitation are assumed to be specified in terms
of readily defined path characteristics such as orientation, latitude, ground. conductivity, diurnal
period, etc.

Parametric approaches have considerable economic advantages. Also, since the hulk of such programs
is ordinas ily devoted to bookkeeping and summing of the various functions as applied to path segrioents, the
programs are inherently compatible with the full wdve solution. The full wave solution provides guidance
on the separab;lity of the variables and suggests appropriate functional forms for the variations; the
parametric program incorporates these and performs calculations over long paths. Parametric approaches,
work best when the range of variables which must be fn'-';idered is least and when the ,ffects of
geophysical variations on the propagation parameters ca, I- separated. Although some sophistication canr
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be economically incorporated into parametric programs to account for variations which are not readily
separated, close coupling of propagation parameters is likely to necessitate use of a full wave solution.

In addition to economic advantages, parametric approaches offer a precision and sensitivity not
readily obtained with a full wave program. To vary the result of a full wave program, the geophysical
input must be changed - most likely th, assumed electron density profile. Such changes of input may cause
significant variation, in phase and/ ," amplitude not only at the frequency of interest but at other
frequencies as well. With a parametric approach, simpler methods of deducing the parameters are available
(Swanson, 1971).

The parametric program, of special importance to Omega because of widespread application is the
Omega phase prediction program which f.rst became operational in its present format in March 1964. The
program is restricted to phase prediction at specified Omega frequencies, but predicts phase 24 hours per
day at all seasons. Variations were initially incorporated with orientation, ground conductivity,
latitude, sunspot number, and dirunal period. The program has been modified and refined since its
inception.

A paper presenting the theoretical formulation used for Omega phase prediction has been written by
Swanson (1971). This work was expanded by Swanson and Brown (1972) into a document including not only the
background and theoretical formulation of Omega phase prediction but also listing the FORTRAN program used
in the production of Omega propagation prediction (or skywave correction) tables used with Omega. More
recent program documentation has been written by Morris and Cha (1974). Special constants for use with
the program were developed by Tolstoy (1976) and used on an interim basis in the preparation of Predicted
Propagation Correction (PPC) tables for the European area. Recently a new revision of global prediction
constants has been published by Morris and Swanson (1980) while an alternative parameterization of the dip
and bearing relationships has been studied by Gupta and Morris (1981).

3.2.3 Statistical

An additional prediction method of limited use with Omega is the statistical approach. A special
application is the Force-fit model for use with Omega data. This model has been extensively developed by
Kasper (1970) after initial feasibility studies at the Naval Electronics Laboratory Center (NELC). The
model is especially interesting in that it operates in conjunction with the Omega Predicted Propagation
Correction (PPC) model. The parametric skywave correction model is first applied to account for
recognized spatial or diurral variations, and then an error field is developed for actual observations.
Spatial correlation is then evaluated and smoothing conducted to whatever extent may be statistically
justified. An alternative algorithm has been recently suggested (Gupta et al., 1981).

3.3 Application of Predictions

Prediction of signal amplitude or signal-to-noise ratio is of very little interest. Such
predictions are sometimes made as an adjunct to VLF research which will in turn be applied to solve other
problems. The day-to-day variation of electromagnetic noise is such that a receiver can inherently
determine signal availability at any given time on any given day much better than any general prediction
scheme. One use of amplitude prediction is in the preparation of coverage maps (Gupta et al., 1980).
They may also be used in choosing which line-of-position to place on navigational charts-and which
ancillary tables are to be provided in given areas. These latter products are only needed with manual
receivers which, as nuted, are now becoming technologically obsolescent.

Prediction of geophysical events such as SID's and PCA's is useful only if it is reasonably
accurate, addresses events of sufficient magnitude to be of practical interest, and can be disseminated io
the navigator in a timely fashion. The dissemination problem precludes much application for some high
seas users. However, a monitor has been developed to detect and warn of SID's and PCA's in an air traffic
environment (Swanson and Levine, 1978).

The coverage prediction problem with Omega is severe and is primarily the determination of regions
of signal 'elf-interference, that is, areas where the phase does not vary regularly with distance (due to
significant contamination with hiqher order modes or by presence of the long path signal propagated from
the transmitter the long way around the world. The critical problem is not determining signal presence,
receivers can measure that quite easily; rather, the problem is the assurance: of adequate signal quality.
The need is for determining areas where strong signals may be received but where the phase information
cannot be reliably related to positioi. These signals must be "deselected", i.e., excluded, from the
navigational solution. The U.S. Coast Guard Omega Navigation System Operations Detail has developed
elaborate coverage maps which are continually being refined (Gupta et al., 1980; Vence, 1981). Simplified
guidance is provided to the U.S. Navy by bulletins published by the Naval Electronic Systems Engineering
Center, Vallejo (NAVSYSENGRCTR, 1981). Work to d0te has relied heavily on full wave analysis. An effort
is also underway by this author to develop coierage guidance parametrically. Coverage guidance is
implemented either by furnishing the user with published coverage diagrams or other procedural guidance
for signal usage, as an overlay to published Predicted Propagation Corrections (PPC's) for manual use, or
by incorporating coverage information within the receiver or a combination of methods. With a manual
receiver, the user must determine his signal usage based on the information available to him. With an
automatic receiver, relatively elaborate coverage guidance can be incorporated within the software. One
receiver uses coverage overlays developed from the full wave modeling. Most receivers incorporate some
type of range limitations although range is a poor indication of Omega signal quality. Some also employ
bearing restrictions on certain stations so that sectors of known modal interference will not be used.
Additionally, automatic receivers employ elaborate combinational filtering which can help protect against
adverse effect of modal interference provided there is sufficient signal redundancy. A potential problem
with present coverage guidance is that it relies on full wave modeling as conducted using path averaging
(WKB) techniques rather than mode conversion. Taguchi (1980) has published data showing cycle slippage in
areas where it is not expected. A sample coverage diagram foi 10.2 kHz at 1800 GMT in August is shown in
figure 12 (from Gupta et al , 1980)
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Phase predictions are published by the U.S. Defense Mapping Agency as computed on a large computer
using the model developed by this author. Automatic receivers typically include some propagation
orediction model although a few exploit relations between frequencies to minimize the need for elaborate
propagation prediction. Implementations of propagation predictions within navigational computers range
from extremely good approximations of the full model (which are for all intents and purposes identical) to
considerable simplifications as described, for example, by Levine (1980). Implementation within i small
computer becomes a significant consideration in any proposed improvements in propagation prediction. A
perspective can be gained by considering the effect of an eclipse on VLF as has been observed by various
workers and subsequently predicted by Noonkester and Sailors (1971). Although eclipses are one of the
most predictable phenomena, no attempt is made to incorporate such knowledge into practical predictions.

Additional study of the relationships between the various frequencies could be of value. Automatic
receivers can easily determine relative discrepancies between the phases received at various frequencies.
If these can be modeled to suggest improvements in signal processing, receivers could adaptively modify
their processing according to the deduced conditions.

4. CONCLUSIONS

A general review of the Omega system has been presented including a brief discussion of the major
propagational characteristics. Navigation now constitutes perhaps the greatest use of the Very Low
Frequency band, Omega also provides some of the best controlled and standardized signals in the world for
research or other applications.
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1ThII iJerilC'iS OF PROPAGATION ON TilE AOCULIACIFf! OF POOJITT.ONT

I)PERiiMiNiti MI0NG OMWOA IN TILE' JI.K

T.11. Jonej arid K. ilomfoeth
Phyiec iDepartnment

iiriverurity of T~eicocter
Leiceriber, iEiglaird

SUM1MA iiY

Tire :ignair, from tire Omeoga trarrumittercr; locatedl iii Norway (A), Liberia (B) arid Nortir Dakota (Di) have been
irrorrit red at thI'reL recteiting cite a within t ire U.*K. Lint' c of 11011toril, (LO01n) , irriv irorit ileoveri from
thle relati~ve pirarion of tire received cigooluand iiitr iritercectioii of tire WL;i yiolidc tiit receriver location.
Tire reciver, iul tiarra de~rived inr thini way ihave been compared witLh tie known treei iocitierr of tire

r'reiver'n and tire croci' io termiriror. TILhie irrocailaro ira been undertaken ait hourlly irrtervaulu for JIi the

NMticed rilironral arid Lcaooooiia chalrgon. inl pacition e1rrora are obtained for- all threue riecuivern. At tire rinirt;

¾ r~~~iortLiorly tvo))livng iitto, teruiitile c ifgnto tire Lh ovet- are diifferenrt ferom tijone nicervod Lit tire other twit
tocationo. 'ihic inj acu nteULLd for ill toomaIL of tire differuirce iii propagation. conrdittýon al~ong tire varioun.

Eirror coeruce ioca derivedl fromr LILL OiiOOp Ortega prediction retirod have been applied arid tire mecultinig
itiprovorraont -ii acera-acy tol diiiceronei. A corirevra differernt correction methrod, inl which the 1Omega data
arLc rinbinied with a pocfitiori dtietrinination from a eateblite navigation c~yctei, lic aloe cnociderod.

1. iNTfiODUiCTION

Alir Importarrt cliar reteriobie of very -low freiilierry (VTi) radio cifrIAlo propIagaing to grea1t iii~taloeOr it3
tkiroi Luriroreat paootlability. lin tire Orroga uravigrrttrrn Lryctrrrr tiue pirarre if tue uigiraic recelivedl fromr
twir ainireed V1,K brorrcrrrtteijcr orie combirnired to produce a 11iryeboi type of trri-erfererrce patternt. 'llhrece
iriterferonree frirrgeo wirer irrOleCteri OIL to tire irRtir'0l' clrrfaCe defineO a octa 'IfrecO; of peniition (LOL'u).
Pocjil;erLun it;) beorrinred biIy tire Iit er,;c tj iii of i:wo T.O11e wlirciri rite ebtidrieid freor two Or mrore preirn of the
Oriioga icini rrLib 11111; ot.

Mrrorierrer tr ww af110lt I inee eLitof with in tLife (I.E * exT i t Irareli dilirirl arid rear cueit varlat ib air an
racti. t oii tr Iulrgii Ill tire -Iuover inriroapioro , fioreouver , tio iiirrnaitriri of tire venaiton, differn bet weeri tim
tirec Eltiou eonoideored (doerre & Mowfortir, '1980). Alir cttirreto of tire lonoopirerie erroru lin tiro L01½o can
ho ohbtained by prorli t ion ir t atioo 13itre au th c at leveloipeýd iry tue One gru Navigatotnrrrituyattrrr iOeratLione lDetait
(CNiTT1r) . H owevon , t irene puurdicL.o ti o aniit oe average" coridi tiloire Uovr a 15 d1ay i ritetvl , ii oreiit t
repjrrOierI Iii ferorricerr belfm t~tii iricrtrrrr m ird prredi tori errovucearn eel ea Oin fciy 1iT~ d riiay.

.Ili tiitLr irivoctigetieri tIO it1ic Uoe Cotllirlrrd to pr1oduce, ak grouiiir purititir 'fix'. TIine3 lia been coirparri'
w!T tir Tre knowl iLocationr ref iir receiver ttr dei-rri, vire tire radrial puiooitioii erorir; Th 'Luirifluotrioe tri tire
I irliliplirit on tire inn. I tori error. ir: rIIL!trr riirrid arid the iiiprtivtntirr n oh turitrt ity (tlrilyliiig thor ON,1.l)
cnitcrrcLirirwr Traier) ified

Arrlit eLrniti t y errexr i rentti. ai pi.roediiire cla ire [~irraIeteti tI tire tarut pool tion or1 tire ritecivere cmin be
It, .etirittiid rIll lirrito-a'ea by rtirit: otiihe iretr in ii. ii niarigatiori note I I iir Tire ittrferrrzcrre trf rrcrtri a irylitet

ilyl tierIli ; nlhili irutirti trl it'd i btoH bteirmiri uiertiii Ietlel irpik~rt.r

Th irtrrcartli nei114 pviii')cir te i iirrlec irNL tiroAL autilr'ei~abi lir iiortrrieitir1 1.11 iW71-. iiti'i arl ije c' at ak g~iVir imt ei at
vrnrioirr ; ctittr wi. tutu thint Ti i. virari poni tioti icr tiebtoiiriiie biy rreerrri rii tire irene 0 ta~tie nir rib;;a eltei iriti
'fie i.iri:TTrr .iairn If 1itlir c!irtov pteuii."tll p~rrr 'lcrorrr arie tiataiitri.eliri and l a ~olia~tiiti capprlrotacir unrig arir eli . to
doitnvt-i piirijbil-t~i (ll U;ie r cerlrviiidrotri

trM PXA VNTI TiUN i iT'YEiMI MA TION OV01' 
t
OS'IPON F1' 1.i

irir ic'1111- trtOilwieg caityi ail till 'nj rn i To trarrrrttmirti lit at frltoqurttcy trf i0.2 I kil (1i kW pover') arid odtiitl[errl
te ot r~i rtind I MI/i, 'trn' ii rio iii'vitiili. '['ltooo tr'aivirriiiirrr ri art' uyet'ir'oiizeri (bey ciu'tenilttt

ri rrriir';ii) , nirirtiatiti I1 ei [i, [!ct ir I i1lrtl' rn'ty i nw 1i'eurrrttny (ori'',) avirni viih cill tiri o r p'eveit iga Irrien--
[tiere.. i rite Li;Ten ireiltncritlW t~icri 'a tori r;uumiiii eriod.'

(illhr id ie I'l!lrel.Ic'iil hi n taut aT uc atr tarroirtttr', a utabi.e oigtrtl. P bit cii i WilitO which in, reirelteli .ii a
rritii.rr I itii riarIori tov'ry wivly.'ingipti ( - W ki a lt Mc. P kidt). 'iTI) i.rriitkr I it v,' ptirec'o i t

1 
&,irirt an tire total

ILbtýr'vt'rr rug pimiirtr Tit'wt't' ii tent rim t i tir andi rtitrrr'vrlioili pointt . and t itii bir'rlctr'r,ý ajtpi'... )rrr~ait Te y

r!iiiitiii ntivi inti I:o ph ; I i; fiii t iii of ihlall' Ccl cicity (v ) Wiliic~i iný It''' W Li 1ii y wibi r'Idiiil hi'iriiinriyr
iiirinoaptinr'i i: r rritc tic ty rtiri lircgir-h g 'roundi cinuriietk'riLy , iiteC (Iri inP I i Ij T (:in , T ) iciriril the

uo '-ire T Ty hl t v Ii I h til; 1w(' T ;_,1i. [TI l, ho a otiiw ic n ; lli w wl)! l, d ilu l.ilo e h l'

ITile riyirtiii [;I itlia T Ty itirtlrr To i nSi it yperittili ei. li Td,Tlt 1,1L *;, Till )IfC lihn 'i'it''i ~ ''' Ir in'l rr igitian

"ii, cci rui , lvi irrlrll Itltri~l in iiii.i'imilliii. 'Ti lt)oirulti ofl(iiriili'rrb wit[ch ,,iv,' r'trt. hr tire
rill v It Ti;I:"li .. 'ii , i iiA'~ltt ru ý iu'rr -Ii : to the twit Trumurlrii tiltl;i T.r ni In! rrrni 'nirve (10 :1; or lIii twiii 'i;i r riitt~'

li;re I"l'o- iiiui . . iivt1 itbii ctrtt thitm fix liiir pjllil~itm t u it the lnt~~ ilT Iii n laiw i 1,11::; iltTaTirlui It-ir rw
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minimumr of three trarnemittern. Thre dictarree between lO0?o differing by 2nI radians in phaise in- termed a
lirire ol (ý 15I lair for -10.2 kile sigmia~ir. To general lance become. wideor for pointal off the basaelime joinling

two lrrafmiirii~tert.

Locating the( intereection of two ICOn onl the surface of thle earthi is grenerally intractable to alllianvigutorn

except Ilihose equ1ipped With comp1uteArs. To rec~olve thin dlifficolty charts have been cornctereted basedok on
the nominal voice of phiace vel~ocity.

3. MONITOP INS Iili00lA1

A moniLorinig program uodertaken is ceronjuncion with thre U1.K. Adericale~y Compass Oboeurvatory (AGO) hasý beon
repiorted onl by -Jones and Mowfortlr (I)80). This paper itc concerned with thle ground pom~itiocl data recorded
hiring thisn tiriy at the. fol lowing three Uli. locations:

Loiceuter (520 -5' '19"N 1' '0?7 22?"W)

areraberoogix (510 17' 17"N ,Oo li5'15W

[Bitt of Lewini (580 30' 55)"N ,6o 15' 371"W)

Girouni poattiors; are calculatedl frocm three Omiego T.OPs as follower

Norway (trarramitter A) - Liberia (tranemitter B1) LOP AD

Norway - Nr tli Dakota (transmitter 0) LOP AD

Liberia - North Dakota LOP BI)

The Jane broundary geometries aorroorrding each receiver location are presented Iin figure 2. Beth 10.2 Idly,
andi 15.6 klIo LOPe are illdiclated, tile latter freqoeney producing the rrrrrnwee Ianrau (n.i-eaLCo Tab~le 1). It
slioald be rioted that LOP1 A13 lioc in a north-west, to sooth-cant idiroectioni, while TOP All is orientated
al moot nortl -000 iii

Pcsiiion fixes, ato discuonsr abouve, mAry ho uaicolaied from tire intersjection of a minismui of two L~ub. A
third LOP is iriewearod to provido a check and uince the rosalitiri error triangle in aiwayn less than ',km
foir thiis bte~~, the potliti-ions are' roproente stilty a. "il'l at tilie tr 0' ingic Certrui d

,I. leiNOWl IN GulUIlNII lO~fiITiON 118115

Since tire Location of ireai monlitor cjite (static) in acuurately lciowo tile errirre in posjition fixos
dletermrined iron Omiega can lie reaidily anjcertainied. ITo evaluate. theo effectiverreso of tire ONSOIJ carrectierro,
groond positionl fixes arid their itarociated erroro haevi beeni Qaicuairted from both tire raw data sot and
"rio (lata to which tire appropriate carrectioria have been applieio. Thxoirpies of thirea rouLis arm reproduoird

inl figinanr 3 tri 7 which ame bsaeld on the geomietry of figaro, 2.

If.-1 th pool. tioni ii tire Fltrrib oroj irigroreeivec

Ui) 111.2 k~lo. (figure 3). Tile imocitiono of tire lursribornrr,,h receiver detca'iiinr~i fe-oref thle 10-P? kIlo
cdigueLo at two hrourly intervalo s a-r illustrated in figure 3. All tire dalta collected iii thre period

Janrrery 19y/8 to Jire 1979 for suc:h tirme (OPMT) ntaied se~e ineinde-d. No attempt liee bairn rvirdi to dietlirgirinir
b ir~iweir rioW t .01 cL.se~td c-r . vuririirr sirarror or iroritiri Da ta to ihelkie'ft; of irachr diagramr irj tiert inicorrect ed
by DONSI whilJe t firt to tin, r-iGir iona boons coeroc turri. Seviraol Jiepor tart fen lhrrer are appias'l fii ros tlhoeu

rim er, andri are briefly ilireirrirrer bielow.

(ra) lire (II.i tr ibat lou of iror;Ll.ion -rxcn iii spreari reloug sir airirerxirriAtir Iy caiet-werar Li lrr, u1 crg tila, great
cirol iri istir fromt thre Nortil Dalkota~ craruirritter' to tire re cci cr . Tins loj a reruri i- of thie La~rge var-lab 1.1 1 ty

Lii-ngrr ii lneii orithic irrirrirei tier.

(b) Varirrirl ity ini ihir nortir-noothr diroection io relarted to tire, tability of thre All LOP1. On
1
ly at dawn

(-~o ""C(10 1P) aindi to ai I, ricer extentii, iiorrk (-' 181: (10MSY) it; tin, scatter ill tins riir'oe i n arire , run' to
thCIre~ t rriipirair elianger iii 101- AB nit tminisi tiires.

(,-) Uiri~orrrrcicii ponitiori fixen drift dfiurnaoll y towardso tire rceivere, terue lirirationl and then raway agniri.

-. - . Thin phonortena is a nraisral cea~oeqnerro Of thle cirorig dioroal phiace change patter-rio prrcent in all [biega
WOPrr Cocnmpenrially AB). Furthror reforene to thin refferrio e raids it, OmStiron 5.

(di) tIN50lI irorrecrterd nets in general. sirowsj im1provemaenta in1 ponjition fix accuracy over tire ancorracted
dourt, but tire ecateer in tire sairjt-wene U:1ruotionri; Irinot rerdured. At Limen tire corrected dote over-iroiso

tire receliverri terue Locatirn (W.g. 00O:01) lIT) curl thin in a corroirgonce of tire large oyn~teiiret~i.o kiiffe7rerren

rircorricld IretweCUi LOP1 All oald (he, peircrition ee-yes at rilght (Jerrn & Mnwfor (Ii, 198(1).

(ii) 1 3L lbo. ii re-ii) Posi1tioni fixes doiterrrrrirrd from tile 15~.6 kltz iýrirrbarouglr data at-c
preneritirr ill fiue: cgrirr irilar- coerinorris Lo iliorr alnovo apply at tIris frequency. However, thre
cciiu irositiori of firrair is diffoerint at tire rig/icr frerqurrency (refevr a]lno to svct] in 5). Ili addition, tHie
rice-raI soraitet of pooltici. fixis apipeariri to ha leon at 1 5.0 klio0.(Irirtion51

11 .;, lli,! poniti ioni of tire ieicoutei' rece!iver

AS ao.iorrrirrr of ths er;ImEriea' i.ty i-rr L0P uinh Erbetween I'ncrnboroogi anil iciceotirn ther grouil p1ri.iuiElr fix
diiitri' urntloison avrir eineloiy . iri1pro mdcciiit ri ii airreil by rrppl Ice:icair of ON Oll cot-irec Iioins or, siru nirirlar-
i il inirgnritirdir. "or enimporir ini rif there dirii rinirtionir an ciiiiirs roecoridird at tire Butit (if Lewin , tire fielt sri
10.2 kio On (a rep'roduiciedL rinitcu, to lire periodc Pfl-/5/79 t5 153/8/9g C figure 5j) wIn irh c oinrio LIin withi

Ire iiviii I clii -i.ty ofr tile Nor'thr if So(udobicrciVat ioirrn
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51It of l,cw 6 oo 110( 11 Iou ii nu ;Lr il( (1 ., it) nail ', (1¾.( 'lIL), l0.1- klin: it,,,:, I -t in,'
cuOmiparu'O1 lii With cot'ri'piiitiiiig lecttr 'iwlolllU il0ifI

(i ) -10.:' klii (fl-gure

tvi,w location Lilan tit rdc':I'ht'is~i'

(m) ) 'The 8(11litCi'- of 'tat. I t tn cn ii,; ap 01'!i t;li gii .t Iy g:J'siiini r it c or toi. Li'11108
Lit I,eieeci'fe (e.g. 111 :00 01-1'l vi ct be0 a coteu eo oalini ag tdiVrtilncoi bltwtotui thle Ccuvt'orl,!

of i~to ii, Whe perio d ill tiailu ti- le.i;loNL wf .(W.;01' lIltta Li-on:ill '0ho to 11 Liii 'July).

(,I ) i'oi1..1jw~iig l-ei11t (1', ) 1 ii,' Ii''t'V :-,.1ttLi ot W li I' I .C lit:I~pnlýa' I, iglitit y grouteýr at [lot' But t ct' cwin l ito.g.
16:W1 Gill') '('il coy u 1-i on Ia i, Iattl it, L i,. 'li, '''ici' in 0 lthe 11iiltialti vl1nizti~ot u of' 1 I,0 All tnt the ltat
tittat 10118.

(d ) (1113011 canto teil f'I zolo ore go incrn I I y 11100 Lacuaiote atL the (lot t oif bewi: Hka 1:10 I; c'i Ceteat.

Iiiffl'on'oii be twec a t Ito e Ito a (c on'c at-il cla La) 'appear- wore prntuifle it it nighL li ; 0:11( - (14:010 Liii9 i hai,
iluritig, tile. iay (0(6:00 - 18:0f 114,1li.

Cii) 1 .6lIz (I'Lgoi~s'e ). itoclticin tixonI doten'itaileil Li-onVý( it iitklz iiotlt ori Irwic 1,012 arc illuiiit-rattn,l
it. lgiac 7. 'Phe O.it~ilipalivevol aIlicincito iiianlo above liewul hwotiiauoctorl 01111 loltl Lf ci I Wia 10.d' 101. datuarai
1,10Aitrt.I y Val iii a UL 1-.1 tldl. liittorn'cttl1 butnican Lila (1)(W111t tltl'x, a'oac'thi PU I at Liii, Lw) i'i'tqiwiticio iii
tuct baikLl atc 81 o, uiaiia,tIlt ano wn thocuc eiti: (r1"nijin'ol (coripare Liocaf il"-L C 7)11L

11. 111 ILRA I, VARTAITIO IN T EN P Wt iI ta'I'Ti N.

'Tte gi'tatect lonoaplwic nire o -lItolo 'wiIn~t,l u'Lctu ii'radlio wani tl pupp174Lionl -Lu Lilt, tilitn Il vuinrL'Ajl (i.1

ci ectra,, deiiaity. lIt. to tLi; L ha tlitlti whiclh :,im be tuttlie (11 ii accurailtit pv-cilu.noict or uii' l pvt'tipi 1it,0i

lot'1' Li l t,''ti ;f:tio I , ratherl vwil'itnIv ,. To i 1 'iaLiitij'i Ll- jk diiota, till hbi'i i'i le I ,,'ntI vtiriutt 111

of io 'l'i 1; ill jtit01 olti fix limov~ liltIi illve,;Lgtui it in tOctait I

cII uticiciog liititt~i It ii,ii V n ('tiu liltit houl'yit pitrtiL Jlx I aticoac lurit-1 at.lnacn , ki lt:t itO ý 111' tihi Irl
Lthtatiioi'rdviictnt, owl 011l;0) corntau dal0 tiotclio. iciia ool tihe8 ju-uln a111 Lio~l w ~ ltioeki',lIytlt 7,11-ol

Thiil di~inagram.;t lilt l-.i.1y luiiytw1ULtdrla acr Ltpdio ir; Imth auil

jtii'0utlu10i, Lo 111, ho It'tllitt(i till aLen' 01101 pael ited[ulI ioiiyiagatiui ;tI'iit tlit (,11oo100) IlV l-IV.1 tucc lilcul.

Itrl a11 fixitol pr(cti Lol,piu'n'vi iCi,it for Lot O.K are''a. cl 'lqi'u~i ftcht i o oti titatn

(holoviila, nit' Iri tam'.I totlco h:Iifun lcitiiL of0i 1' Lhii t'!i' ii't'io accuitit-j icii.lIIJlfM(jU

ap iottitnu t iii' 1-(11L) 'llot, i. l, 10 ý I E y t l I it ) titIo ltltli' 111 1 11) 'Ii l it ,I IVR0111(; itt lul ti l ( fLX i 1iLj:, I titIt ýW il

Kl _ _ _ieI% Am~itmvdlk ro -f.,kl) lý1)1111:0WTpirt
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5.2 Concluding note

The analysis presen
t
ed in this section (5) has illustrated both the systematic and random variations in

Omega position fixes derived from three LOPs (Al, AD and BD). Such variations have been quantified in
"terms of radial distances from the true position and radial standard deviations about hourly mean position
fixes. The distributions observed are a result of the combination of some or a-ny of the effects
described by Jones and Mowforth, 1980, and the above analysis has to a certain extent indicated their
relative magnitude. For example, variations in LOP AD produce a very prominent trend in position fix
distributions, and contribute subutantially to the observed level of E3D, at Leicester and Faroborough.

Furthermore, the results presented above provide a clear indication of the nature of the improvements
possible with the application of ONSOD PPCS and highlight the differences in system performance in the
north and south of the U.K.

6. REAL TIlME UPDATING OF OMEGA POSITION FIXES

The magnitude and variability of the diurnal. TOP errors have been investigated and the effectiveness of
SON$OD predictions discussed. An alteriative method of correcting the navigation errors can be postulated

if the ,esition of the receiver is accurately determined by some other method at certain times. For
example, real time updates of position could be obtained from a satellite navigation system or from the
retransmission in a Differential Omega system. Errors due to the differences in receiver positions in
the latter system have been examined by Jones and Mowforth, 1980. The alternative tochnique of combining
Omega with satellite navigation has already been developed by some comme-cial companies, and this type of
updating method is of interest.

6.1 Orrega/satellite receiver simulation

A navigation satellite san provide a very accurate position fix at certain times of the day, i.e. when
the satellite is above the operator's horizon. From these fixes the errors in Omega LOPs at the particular
time and location of the observation can be determined. This information then provides an additional
correction to the Oimega position fixes and this can form the basis of a correction to be applied during

a the period when ce satellite is not available.

The possible improvements achieve, with such an Oriega/ýatellite receiver have been examined by combing
* Omega LOP data previously presented with a simulatedl satellite aid. The satellite derived positions (or

updates) are assumed to have no associated error and to be available at regular six hourly intervals
(00:OO, c6:ou, 12:00 and 18:00 GIMT). One further simulation for which the satellite updates are
available hourly is also ircl udcli.

SThe results ,f dhiu analysis are presentod in figur:es 13 'o 17 in the form of circular error probability
(cep) verous radial error in kilometers. havigation radial urrors are asialoly quantified in termi of a
partioilar ceo level.; a radial error of 7 km (95% cop) being generally quoted for Omega (Maenpa, 1978).
That is, 95% of all Omega derived fixes (its:luding ?ICs ) should he less than 7 km from the receiver'a
true location. The Acdmiralty have adopted a 98;o cep level for their sltatements of system performance and
therefore but). 9-5% and 98% levels are indicated in the figires. A oummary of these radial erroru is
presented in tastu 2.

The data havr been asuoejusod by the four methods indicated below ard il lostrated in figures 13 to 17.

(a) Position fixes determined from tally uncorrected lOP dats.

(b) Position fixes determired froiri LOP data combined with 000) l'PCs.

(c) Position fixes deterriined from LOP I0'a wit!h satoelite itpdlates onLy.

(d) fositiui fixes determined from L1OP data coatinod with ON4OIP corrections and sateil its updates.

lOPs An, AD and 131' havo beoon utilized in titis anialysis.

6.2 Iis lial err'rs distributions, (Iourly data, irpdatei scx-hourly)

(i) Iarriborough monitor, 10.2 Ily (figure 13). Radial error 'Iil- otions recorded at Farnbo: ough
during tihe period January 1975 ta A... 1971 n 1on .2 kilz arc induicat..l. i; re 13. 'Phe iteproveme...ts
possibLe tirougli the application of methods (t) - (d) above are imiediat,. appurent fruori the diagram,
metihod Wd) providirig till! nout occurrate, position fixes. Note thit writh, tecriiu11s (c) an'd (d) , i.e. those
involving tsatoI ite 'pdat is, alout .725 of the position fixes have "o ascodiated radial irror, and
correspond to tile times wlion thre sate! lite update corructiosi in first appl icd in each six-hourly interval.

(i ) 3 alr'rborounh IO ,ltor, 13.6 kilz (fig'r'e 14) . Lii;',t!ro at 15.6 kiIll differ from those at

10.2 k!Il, large radiai errors being recorded in the 13.6 kiz uncorrected idati. 01180D corrections are
S, 'lurre accurate at thie higher frequency producing smeall radial rrroro. Sate1 I ito updating combined with

aincorrecteil lots results in a ra,lial error distribution riot urliki lhe must accurate distribution
: in 1icate" >sl figrle 1'3 WCrtcll ito updates plus ONSOD corrocted data, 10.' Icly).

(iii) l:I center' monitor, 10.2 PlIz (filgurc 15). licester 'it..' l:Ilz raouial error lititributionrr over
lie pertini 2",3/7-) to I-7 7?'9 are pre1rente., is fig'ire 1']'. T .ens lat o...re co•i.i.ar'i, b1 ..... wit): those frn .'i, the Butt of r,owl~s.

"(iv) ' Oit of t5 wLi 1i, iitord,.2 l.la (figure 16). CoMparol lr I -t-inoe 15 1, leice;;ter, 10.2 kIln) and
, 16 (CiLL of lIeats - I. .2 hI. ) I n:i7etnill u ote tri.Stilifrlore rei e 1 theits ciiiti, :r for' uncorrestedi data is
"apparent. '"'le )la w I ',. Ledi li: pteucet is fiitire if, i:s proubaily I ,'ir to the mIni 'lus oiiilrixt iuphase change relrle:rt
over ti. Liberia ptitl whlich [oh'les toog'eg]rtt tihr po!nition rixm:, "irs effective ily iito two ;iejrioc; osic

- A4
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c I oe to, a.nd the otLier fuirthcr ;ulwry fioi, tIle, reccivI i'-- trite I at'o i t a .

Tlh,ýe data further quantify the itltrovotI perfrlurioilco of the 0[/2I0 correetions at the Butt of Nttwis.
Their accur•o y Iere i s it ouchsna PI.I eidr is t i. IoLStI)c the iC 1 iL;i o,(iof uartteo Lito updat ni at u.x--i iour y
intoiva; n.

(v) Mutt of rcwis monitor, 13.6 kIly (figfure 17). A large biae in- evident ii, the 13.6 kIlz uncorrected
Scottis. 'hata as indicated by figure 17.011301 cor'rections appear more uffectivo in reducing radial errors
at this site compared with those obtained oni 10.2 kIln. The combinatior of both correction techniques
(method (W) above) results in £:reatar radial errors at large csps. ml.'; is a result of the introduction
of overoerrection by the set, ltlie updatea.

6.3 Comparisons with nominal OruGa accuru.ry

The nominal value of radial error in Omega is ' km at a cop of 9Sk.. Tt is apparent from table 2 that
thia is never achieved in the U.K. except when some form of correction is applied. Navifation it

Farnborough with 10.2 kIdz transmissions only just meeýs this nominal figure wien both ON010 PP(::t and
satellite updates are combined. The sitoution at 13.6 kilz is better duie to greater accuracy of the ONSOD
PPCs.

Three situations are cunsidered from the Leicester 1979 data, and discussed below:

(a) 10.2 kilz Leicester, hourly data for the period January to llecember 1979 is examined. Nominal
Omega performance is achi,.ved with either ONSOD POCu or with satellite updates plus PPCs.

(b) 10.2 kIzdle icester, hourly data for the period 24/3/79 to 14/8/79. The trends here are essentially
the same as those above (January-December 1979), differences being accounted for by the reduction
in the size of the data set.

(c) lC.2 kbIz Leicester, five minute data recorded during 1979 but unlike situation (a) and (b), with.
ioIt u atellite updates. Under these conditions very marked improvements are possibte with a

ega satellite system1 radial errors at best being reduced to P.4 km (95% cop).

Finally, Butt of Lewis recults (hourly data, six hourly updates) are indicated in table 2, where at both
10.2 kilz and 13.6 khlz ra•tial errors are at ut 1i km (95% cop) with just the addition of ONSOD correctionr.

7. CONCLUSIONS

A detailed analysis of the experimentally determined performuancc of the Omega system at three lceationa
within the U.K. has been undertaken. The validity of the ONSOD TOP corrections for these locations has
been accessed by comparison with the observations and their diurnal and soasonel variations quantified.
From this study a number of aystematic differences and hiases are apparent between the CNSOD predicted
LOPs and the experimental data. M-hjor prediction errors are evident at dawn (and to a lesser extent at
duak) for some of the propagation paths. Under certain situations the prediction program overeutimatea
the Iay/night phase changes leading to further Large systematic errors. The limitation of any long-term
prediction prograr due to the day-to-day variability of the ionospheric D-region in aslas ioted.

The changes in ýhe receiver's apparent pocitions were determined from three LOPa. 'Pie variation in
Omega performance accuracy was investigated by cal culating the differences in the measured error of the
uriIe LOP at three U.K. locutions. From those aalyses [t is apparent that the performance of Omoegoa [t
Farnborough anil eicecoter ic very similar, but there are marked differences between the Butt of lewis
errors anil t1o0.e for the two southerly receivers.

ahe hifferences in ratlial errors in position have boon further qieintified in the context ofs an merga/
:;atel l it oombiniedt ys tour. 'Tic, analysis highlighto the possiibl.e adv;ritageo rinml ]niitatioei:t of siuch
SsyLtem wand has furthein omphaslso tIe ilifferences in perforr'oiiec wi•hi n the U.K.

h"nrther work is required to determine the origites of the urroro noted in1 the prediction tochtniquea 1 and
to explain the diffe'cnces observed in accuracy withii lhe U.K. area.
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Monitor site LOP Lane Width (kin)
102 kHz 13.6-k Hz

Leicester AB 14.7 11.0
AD 24.0 15.0
BD 17.6 13.2

Farnborough AB 14-7 11.0
AD 25-0 18.6
BO 17.6 13.2

Butt of Lewis AB 15.4 11.6
"AD 19.2 14,4
BO 17/5 13-2

Table 1 omega lane widthr at thu U.K. monitoring snitcL3.

LLCATION FREQ. DATA ERtIOD DATA SATELLITE UNCORRECTED oNSOO SATELLITE ONSOD PLUS

(RHz) TYPE UPDATE DATA CORRECTED CORRECTED SATELLITE
INTERVAL' CORRECTIONS

95. 98% 95% 96% 95% 98%

Fornb orough 10 2 Jon. 1978 - Jun. 1979 Hourly 6 hourly 11-5 13-9 B.6 11 1 8-9 10 -o 7-0 80 3

Furnborough 13-6 Jon. 1978 - Juq, 1979 Hourly 6 hourly 11,9 16.8 6"9 8 4 6 3 7 4 6"9 8 0

Lester 10.2 Jun.-0ec. 1979 Hourly 6 hourly 1096 120 6'5 8 5 7"7 9' 60 7,3

Laielstlr 10'2 24/3[/9-13/8/79 Hourly 6 hourly 10 8 11.9 6'0 7 6 861 10.3 5 1 6 3

Ltlcestir 10"2 Jan. -D.C. 1979 5 mrinutl Hourly 10'7 123 6"8 8'7 2"S 3-4 2 4 3 6

Bull of Lewis 10"2 ?4/3/79-11/8179 Hourly 6 hourly 11.2 12- 4,5 S-7 7"6 85 4 2 4'7

Butt I L e. , 13.6 2 6/3 179 -13/8/79 Hourly 6 hourly 1 .3 147 4.6 5 4 5 .5 6 1 6-2 7 1

'Tyubi e 2 1 Maaurcd r'adial errors at the three U.K. monlitor-ilglf, aiteo3 al

93% aid 90% cii:ula,'- ,i'o'or probability Ievelu "uol] vadial tvr-ots

in kin).
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wovefi o ts romLines of piosition
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TIl' USE 01 VI.F COMMUNICATIONS 1:01Z NAVI( ;ATION
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['light Research Laboratory
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()1i aw:i, Ontario K I A (ORO, Cianaida

Suvmmary

This paper outlines current methods of VLF navigation and makes necessary comparisons with
other systems. Some performance results are presented, both for typical stand-alone systems and for one
that is optimally integrated with a simple Doppler sensor. Finally, a small and logical modification to
the stations is suggested that would greatly enhance the effectiveness of VLF navigation.

Introduction

The extensive redundant coverage of the world by signals from VLF Coimunication stations
whose carriers are cesium stabilized to about IxlO-12, affords a simple and inexpensive method of naviga-
tion. This navigation capability is particularly useful in remote areas where there is no other form of
radio navigation available and in some cases, can relieve government agencies of the huge expense of pro-
viding radio nav facilities. Figure 1 shows typical coverage from one of the more powerful transmitters.
(Hauser, J.P., 1974).

Transmission Characteristics

The VLF Conmm. Stations (Table 1) are operated primarily by the QU.S. Navy for communicatinq
with NATO surface and submarine vessels, although GBR has time keeping and other functions as well. Oper-
ation is continuous except For four to six hours a week of regularly scheduled maintenance and each sta-
tion has a daily retuning period of 10 minutes. There is considerable redundancy in the stations' power
amplifiers so that unscheduled outages due to lightning striking the massive antenna structures (a very
co.rowin occurrence) ,are usually kept to less than 30 seconds (Patch, II., 1975). Communication is by tele-
type using frequency shift keying (FSK) or more commonly, minimum shift keying (MSK) , (de Buda, R., 1976).

Receivers and Navigation Methods

A navigation receiver in its very simplest form consists of a short (and highly mismatched)
antenna, a broad-band preamplifier, a selective phase-linear gain stage for each frequency of interes.t and
finally, a narrow-band phase-lock loop (PLL) to track the phase of one c" the two frequency components ol
the FSK or MSK.*

Letter Call Location Frequency ERP
Designation Sign (KHz) (KW)

M NAA Cutler, Maine 17.8 1000

A NSS Aenapol i -. , Maryland 21.4 ',00

W NLK dim ]Croel,, Wash. 18.6 130-250

L NPM Lualualei, Ilawaii 23.4 630

SNODT Yosami , Japan 17.4 40

S NSS North West Cape, 22.3 1000
Austral ia

R GQD Anthorne, U.K.** 19.0 80

G, GIR Rugby, U.K. 16.0 250

0 JXN lHelgeland, Norway 16.4 150

** Not cesium 3tabilized

TABLE 1 - VLF COMMUNICATIONS STATIONS

If the phases of a minimum of two stations are compared against a frequency standard (or cluck) of at
least l1O-10 stability, navigation is possible in circular geometry across the face of the earth (Fig.3a).
If tie receiver's clock is of lesser quality, the addition of a third station's phase allows clock error
to be calculated; this is equivalent to navigiting in hyperbolic geometry (Fig. 3b). In either mode, it
is normal to use more than the minimum number of stations, giving an over-determined set of equations that
is solved by some weighted least squcres method, with each station's weight usually being a function of
geometry, signal to noise ratio and propagation factors. Because distances across the earth from observer
to the stations are large, a good model of the geold is required in order to compare expected phase dis-
tances with those (liven by the receiver; the navigation equations are solved using plane trigonometry to
adjust the expected position to that corresponding to the phase measurements and one has a very simple VLF
navigation system.

It should be noted that because the carriers of Ihe VLF stations are not necessarily related
to the epoch, phase measurements must always be made relative to a known starting position. In a moving
vehicle, if phase tracking of one station is temporarily lost, its hardware or software tracking loop must

A Because each sideband of MSK switches 'lo8' in phase to give a four-state code, a frequency doubler is
usually used before the gain stages to give unambiqious phase at either sideband.
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C, be "told" where it i' within J wavelength using circular geometry (or within 4 !'avelength in hyperbolic

mode); this is usually possible through the oosition keeping capabili.y of the remaining stations or by
some other on-board system capable of short-term novigation such as Doppler/heading reference. If all
"VLF signals in a stand-alooe system are lost, nothing can be done except to reinitialize it at a knownS~ position.

-Propaatibn Effects

The ob:erved phases of VLF signals are subject to predictab'e effects such as diurnal
change of the ionorphere, long-path signal interference with the (normal) short path signal and higher
mad. effec Cs close ;o the transmi'er (Belrose, J.5., 1968). A certain amount of care in selection of;•.•..'.statliohs and partic•!iarly the elimination of any station whose reception path is subject to a moving day-

:night terain:tor, can minimize these problems. However, the unpredictable effects such as sudden iono-
spheric disturbancis (SID's) or polar cap anomalies (PCA's) limit the accuracy of a stand- lone VLF nav
system; theipe effects are somewhat moderated by the use of more than the minimum number ut signals, in
that the me'ect of a S'9, for example, is not necessarily highly correlated over all signal paths.

A,.curacv

There is not a large database whereby firm stat stics for expected VLF accuracy can be set.
This is particularly true for operation where signal paths are predominantly in darkness. Project
"Speckled Trout" (Ig.?o), flying mainly trans-Atlantic and South West Patific routes over a six month period,
reports ave age circuiar error for their VLF system of 3.44 vm (27 flights for 104.4 hours).

SAnother example (mainly daytime paths) that :an be considered typical is For two survey
(perztions, totalling tihirty flights of three to four hours duration*. The terminal errors were as follows:

Average Radial Error Std. Deviation

ucr-bbean Area 4 1 Km .3.7 Km

cLu;,-.dian High Arctic 2.52 Km 1.96 Km

Occar'i-.l short terns position errors c' up to 400m can ofzen be observed, lasting from one to five minutes.

In our experience, the above results can be considered typical. For nighttime, where the]ii• ir-o-phe-e is less well defi ned, errors can be expected to increase 1)y about a factor of 1.5.

Th.e 1s, section of this paper shows how navigation accuracy can be greatly increased by
usinq VLF in conjunction with another inexpensive source of navigation informiaion.

_Coparison W__ ii Other Remote Area Nay Systems

To aporeciate the advantages and disadvantages of VLF for remote area navigation, certain

characf"V,- ttcs of s _2,eral other contending systems must be briefly sketched.

S4) Global Positic_ 9 s m GP. This system, wich its predicted maximum accuracy in three
dimei..ioi.s of less than lom, Ii .u ndubte ly meet the reouiremeits of the vast majority of the world's
navigators. However, the '3ositi)ning &i,, maintaining of 24 satellites is a very costly undertaking and
th2 implementat:on dates kee,) slipping. Furthermore, accessibility to the entire system could be denied
for strategic reasons to any user other than NATO military and the costs of user equipment are expected
initially to be quite high.

b) Inertial NaviJation Systems. Although nor radio hased, these are attractive for remoteSarea , i tion; curre ti-yi-Tbe-syte'vs give accuracies in he order of 1.8 Km/hr. Their disadvantage
is that thf error build-up with tine is unibounded and their cost of acquisitionr and maintenance is high
relat 'e to o;her systems.**

c) Deccc and LC 'an-C. S"tems of this type provide considerably more accuracy than VLF, with
_oran-C giving a tui- OOM day-c6? nig't. Their disadvarttaCe is that their coverage is currently Jimited to

' Amainly Maritime areas. Typical :,aximus usable range is 200o Km over sea water; to provide worldwide three-
4-. F static" coverage, par.'.icularly over low conductivity areas such as arctic tundra where the necessary ground

wave is severely alt.';iate,', would be a costly project involving many governments.

d) Ome, . W must palse longer here than with the previous systems because Oega and VLF Comm.
navigatian are logically complerentar, to each other, are djacent in the VLF spectrum and share many

__ coammon characteristics. Unlike VLF cosmm., Omega is not a continuous transmission (Swanson, E.R., 1975);
four freq-encien hatween 10.2 anu 13.6 1,Hz are time shared over ten seconds between eight stations, seven
of which ire currently fully operational. Radiated power is limited to 10 KW to prevent long path inter-
ference between ctations in adjacent time slots on the same frequency and because of the problems associated
with loading the antennas in thc 200 milliseconds allowed between the nominaj one second transmissions. The
iiffnrence in radiated >uwer between O)Ctga and VLF .oi,!. can result in a 20 to 30 db receiver S/N advantagt

for the latter, which can bi- very impnrtant for operation in areas of high background noise. There are, in
-act, veriojs areas where C(n'cga coverage ;s a problem, such as the South Atlantic or, sad to say, the west
ceiitral part of the U.S. and Canada. It is for this reason that most uniega system manufacturers are now
.roviding VLF t-ackilig as a back-up in such areas.

I • " Data '-iom the NAE Convoir-S5O aircraft.

A new ie o,!erfion of inertial systemis is becoming available with accuracies of 0. 18 Ki/hr. llhis one

order increase ;n accui icy will initial iy have a corresponding cost factor.

iwrrr .r -i.
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Because all Omega transmissions are carefully synchronized to the UTC epoch, it can be con-
sidered, in a limited sense, an absolute positioning system; initialization at a known point is not cate-
gorically necessary, which is an advantage compared to VLF. In a phase measurement navigation system, the
lower the frequency, the greater is the distance between points of equal phase. In Omega, the maximum
unambiguous distance is given by a hypothetical frequency derived from the difference of two of the signal
frequencies, namely

11,333 KHz - 11.05 KHz = 0.2833 KHz with X = 1061 Km

If assumed position is within L A or 265 Km of actual, correct position can be determined and the correct
wavelength at all the Omega frequencies can be established. Unfortunately, this technique requires a
minimum of six clean phase measurements (actual algorithms usually use correlated information from all the
frequencies to build up a difference frequency) and in conditions of low S/N, where restart capability is
most often needed, correct cycle identification does not always work (Beukers, J.M., 1974).

Another advantage that Omega enjoys over VLF is that propagation performance for the 10.2

and 13.6 KHz on a worldwide basis has been extensively modelled (Swanson, E.R. and Brown, R.P., 1972) and
coefficients and submodles have been continuously updated since 1970 using force-fit techniques based on a
large bank of observed data (Gupta, R., 1981). A numerical model For propagation at the higher VLF fre-
quencies is said to exist, but it not in the public domain. Since all Omega manufacturers use predicted
propagation corrections (PPC's) in one form or another, a given Omega solution can be expected to have the
edge on corresponding VLF solution with the important proviso that there is adequate Omega coverage. A
series of flights covering most of the continental United States using Omega augmented with VLF and Omega
only (unfortunately not concurrently) gave

Q/VLF S1 Only

R.M.S. 4.07 Km 3.33 Km

C.E.P. 2.78 Km 2.22 Km (SaKaran, F.C., 1981)

In the past, one of the biggest differences between VLF Comm and Omega has been in complex-
ity and performance of mnbile receivers. For the VLF, a hardware second order tracking loop (i.e. zero
phase error for a constant velocity), with a very narrow bandwidth and thus, good noize immunity, is simple
to mechanize. For Omega, a similar hardware filter that has to slew to the correct phase, achieve lock at
the start of a one second burst and then track correctly, must have a wider bandwidth and the mechanization
can be quite difficult. Until recently, Omega receivers have been dependent on rather high quality
velocity information ("rate aiding") from some other system to achieve quieter phase tracking. However,
software tracking loops such as now can be mechanized in microprocessor-based receivers are flexible and
can use the time skew of the Omega information to generate the equivalent of velocity data to allow track-
ing at effectively narrow bandwidths.

Non-Technical ProblEms Associated with VLF Navigation

VLF Navigation has not found wide acceptance except with those who actually use it. The
reason for this is largely non-technical. Navigation is a highly polarized discipline, mainly because
equipmcnt manufacturers and agencies that underwrite the ist of developing a particular system have an
understandable interest in protecting their investments ayainst competing systems. In the case of VLF,
however, there were no facility development costs to the navigation community (it was a windfall) and for
a number of years, there were only two small manufacturers of VLF navigation systems.

Advocacy of a particular system unfortunately permeates government iegulatory and military
agencies and it is not uncommon to find vigorous, single-minded policies to this effect. For example, the
U.S. Navy, the underwriter of Omeqa development, was not pleased that their communications stations were
being used successfully for worl! -d ;,avigation for a number of years before Omega became operational.

Between the U.S. Navy Communication Command and the VLF navigators, there is a tacit under-
standing that the requirements of the latter group will be accommodated provided this is not taken as a
commitment to navigation--i.e. operational flexibility must be retained. As a matter of record, retuning
times have been staggered between station, to provide continuity of navigation coverage and the U.S. Naval
Observatory receives and forwards forecasts of non-routine shutdowns and of reports of non-scheduled
outages. This sort of arrangement, however effective, does not meet the requirements of regulatory agencips
that approve, for example, air traffic separation limits based on navigational capabil4ty and who require
that a radio navigation aid be committed to its task with)ut qualification. However, for those w.io actually
use the VLF navigation facility, the current arrangement is quite satisfactory.

A Small Change to Improve Greatly the Usefulness of VLF Lomm Signals

As stated previously, the carriers of the VLF stations, ulthough cesium stabilized, are not
related to the UTC ,apoch. However, in order to allow :oherent reception techniques, the mark and space
frequenciez are controlled to be self-coherent, with tau t Ansition from one to the other always occurring
at zero phase (Fig. 3). The point at which transition ociirs corresponds to a phase-stable signal,
commonly 50 o' 100 liz depending on type of moduiation a;i data rate. At NAE, a decoder (Hardwick, C.D. and
Barszczewski, A., 1976) was built to reconstruct and track the 50 Hz signals from NAA (Cutler) and from the
late lamented NBA (Panama, 24.0 KHz), when both these stations were still transmitting 'SK. Over the short
periods we ran the experiment, it was observed that the 50 Hz had very close to the same phase stability as
its carrier. This led to the conclusion that if tlc VLF carriers (and thus the 50 Hz transitions) were
related to the epoch, the 50 Hz signal , vwhose jIase information would be unambiguous over approximately
6000 Km*, would be exceedingly useful for navigation and time keeping.

SFor MSK at the current baud rate of 200, the shift is +50 Hz, resulting ill a 100 Hz signal.
This would give 3000 Km of unambiguous phase.
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Private conversations between the aut:.or and U.S. Naval Research Laboratory personnel
indicate that it would not be difficult to keep the transmitters related to UTC, since the cesium standards,
far field monitors and control circuitry are all in place for the purpose of keeping the FSK or MSK phase
coherent. It would be a matter of resetting cer

t
ain counters in the modulators and letting them start

in synchronization with a cesium derived signal on transmitter start-up. A simple mechanization would cost
an estimated $300 to $1000 oer station* which is very little compared to capital and operating costs. Zero
phase at each transmitter would probably not be tied to the UTC second as is the case for the Omega stations,
but the offset would be fixed, measurable and monitorable**, which would be just as useful.

The applications of a time stabilized low frequency modulation are very numerous, the most
important of which are as follows:

1. World-wide time/keeping capability to several pSec.

2. "Absolute" worldwide hyperbolic positioning with amibiguity = 1500 or 750 Km
(i.e., X/4) for FSK and MSK respectively.

3. A potential aid to Omega lane resolution difficulties.

4. Unambiguous position reporting via satellite for Search and
Rescue, vehicle or ship location, etc. etc.

The navigation (or time-keeping) accuracy obtainable using 50 to 100 Hz difference frequencies
would be dependent on the degree to which propagaion anomalies over a given path correlate as frequency
difference decreases. Intuitively, it would seem that correlation should increase with decreasing frequency
difference and this has been verified to some extent in low power experiments around 12 KHz with difference
frequencies as low as 200 Hz (Rawles, A.T. and Burgess, B., 1967). Records using 20.0 and 20 5 KHz (more
representative of the VLF Comm frequencies) show a very stable difference frequency on the dd, iight path
from Boulder to Ottawa, a 4 pSec wander during nighttime and a 8 pSec peak-to-peak disturbance during the
dawn transition, the latter corresponding to a 28 pSec shift in the individual carriers (Belrose, J.S., 1968).
The same experiment indicated that using a 100 Hz difference (19.9 or 20.0 KHz), the dawn perturbation of
the difference signal was still observable but very much smaller.

With the VLF Comna stations in their present configuration, adequate experimental data could

be gatherul to define performance at small difference frequencies. If there were a prospect of the stations
being stabilized as suggested, there might then be sufficient incentive for such experiments to be carried
out.

Example of VLF Accuracy Using Optimum Integration of Nay Information

It is evident that no navigation system (including VLF) is ideal. However, the good char-
acteristics of one system can complemrent those of another provided the data are handled in a optimal
fashion. lo date, there has been little tendency in this direction on the part of manufacturers, primarily
because each is intent on optimizing his own particular system.

The example that follows is the result of blending Doppler velocity/heading reference with
VLF phase data in a Kalman mechanization in the NAE Convair-58O research aircraft (Leach, B.W., 1981).
Doppler gives good high resolution velocity data on the short term, but small velocity and heading bias
errors quickly integrate to unacceptable position-errors on the longer term. On the other hand, VLF gives
rather noisy short-term data, but its long term position accuracy is good provided that propagation changes
(bias build-ups) can be detected. Figure 4 shows that Doppler/heading biases can be computed quite quickly;
thereafter, a "calibrated" doppler system can recognize bias build-ups in the VLF phese data. In this
example, the bias of station R (GQD, 19.0 KHz), which is not cesium stabilized and he.ice drifting in phase,

A M -was tracked and the station was actually usable for navigation. In Figure 5, the build-up of error using
"a Doppler-only mechanization, is evident. The second trace ("complementary filter") is the result of
smoothing VLF with doppler and in the long tenii shows some improvement. The bottom trace ("smart" Kalman
filter) shows the very bounded error when the filter is given a priori information (hence "smart") as to
"which stations are expected to be subject to propagation errors***. The a prior infomnation on trans-

.4mi mission path behaviour is given to the filter in the form of expected noise variance for each station and
is obviously infinitely more compact than a detailed oropagation model.

Conclusion

SVLF Communications provides a viable means of navigating in any part of the world and is
particularly useful where dedicated nay aids are not available. As a stand-alone system, it is very cost-
effective for the small user. It has not found favour with regulatory agencies, but the fact that there are

4.. now over 4000 airborne systems in operation (1981), attests to its usefulness.

Navigation pe.rformance improves proportionally to the amount of available raw data used in
the solution, provided it is. used in a near optimal manner, as illustrated by the foregoing VLF-Doppler
example. Unfortunatey, this approach can be non-cost effective because system manufacturers tend to
concentrate on one source of data. One encouraging recent trend is the very logical integration of VLF and
Omega data by a number of manufacturers.

* This minimum system would require some input from an operator; a completely servoed systom
would be somewhat more expensive.

** Possibly by the U.S. Naval Observatory?

*** At present, the filter cannot sort itself out if all the stations are expected to have equally
variablýa phase biases. A smarter K.1:. is beirg developed to do this.
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The effectiveness of VLF navigation could be greatly increased by relating the FSK and MSK
modulations of the Comm stations to UTC via their cesium frequency standards, a modification that would
involve minimum expense. The result would be global absolute posit

4
oning and time distribution system that

would have many useful applications.
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WHERE fl - fo + 50 Hz

FIG. 3(a): TYPICAL TRANSMISSION FORMAT (FSK)
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2.0 WIIAN-C, CONG IPTPC AND TR7HFN'CAI RACKGROIINI

Lnran-C is a hyperb~olic radienavigpatien systemutl 1ii plo ise trnsmiss ions to: (1) sepornioe masiter and
secondary stations (2,) s9eporne ground wave froml sky wave Lxicoeminniens ('0 reduce interference effects
from in band MI trnrsmiossions. The c.hsrnceueristies of the- Tnrrin-C receiving equipment Have boen
es-pecin-liy suitable to mlil~e usej or' comput er technologpy. Therefore oquipment that re-qul ro'1 support
vehicles3 shown in Figure 2) in lP9'i ran be eastuilp ca-rried in the patlm of fone boqnd todaiy.

2.1 Poise Propongotion Charticteri.'cli c

Fig'ure '3 il1l ua;ra~te Ctei ogl Loran Li p ilce a-, irc n a
1
. the trasc~imittinrV station curd a, series of 1,orans-C

pialiace freos a Master, eind lwo Soceonrary s~ftiou no' 0 they might b-' seen at. -3 receiving site. Mob,.
txronesitter condoi a greaplj of eight pulses9 (fr cannell9 idunti fcinlticn n~ine pulses from the Master) in a
'lseifgnatoi~t time :iiecio rriinpemeol. P['cli eerie- of eight pulses are phanse ceded by transamitting a
polsno wit-h eithccr, 0 or IRtO) degree sdldocx tn the thoseg( in come sequepnce,. Thus, the tinnier stat-ion is, codedl
in one eon 'igurnif ion anrd o~l 1 lecuicodriop i; ini nrother -eal'igernttoo . This phase. coditog -illowu the reel ever
to diet ingiiionh lii" Ma[r i r comionsion, aIch p iHi 1 or Secondary 4,s determined by time posi teon fell owinp

Lie Was [o r . in addition Ccco l'coij01lipj I ro, &rtt ri 0 jt 0 the phanse siod iri, roduiles: inter erevncec from 170I

truastmioni ens because. Lora~n-u' pulieee will. be monitoredI in 0) or 110 degree asrpect depe-nding en tho
trrinernit tel coere. ligtire' 4 iii on mi en, how I-le TBert-co-C systemzr is cepable of operating solely onl ground
wive , !nod thercrre P rO 01112 I s ire'' fr it 'sky Ae'iv, aner lerence to the natvigaticont-i ope int ion. From th is
fig-ure iL is ninei eefiy Itese how by Liimpiy pniovilir ltnt- armipling point to the pesk of the, 'rotr f hop sky

-. wave ifin, 1 j;3ici h1 to amnii i or nearly purec nkyp watve signals no discoaiined in gec-tion 9 of this paper.

22 Digitarl Aipcoete of Uyrmtem ;tn,] Pqulpjieird:Iiac iodueti on

ilseelving, oli i pisent tresniles the diif'r'eo-ýcu ill Limo or cmirrvol of reah Seconidary trnasniinii iifon eind the
single Masiter Lronsimi:ceieon for ;c Loren-C chain. Different, Tnrr:in-C chainsr ir'e.so.pelRated by the fact tha t
they oipe'rate on di F icrent repfeti hion roten . TPime Diffeorecel (TT)) incmrcmnsa mode in the reel eying
rquipment0 in imo sAteps. A ocouren isieaniirmenl; to Ob thin 1/I- 1) microneie nds is comic on the poltes envel ope.

yodlp the Fine meas~uremeint is mnade eno th? NW jxiat ur the nignpool within t.he pulse. Thins is aL
file cureiiint ritric on 1 la') kits cwrri or to within .ll to .1 mieorcicoondas deponA top en equipment aud
iii -''rati on lie.Since -the t-wo mosseirementn are mnade arqepetrctl a di fter'nce in readingps na.,n scopur, sodl
i iid (a.il prep;'po nticsn thieor y sti - 1 such ;1 c1i F Co ence sh~oul 1 li oinge wi th diat 'bee . Thiis diftftereoiie in call s2d
Iinevl ope -to Cycle iDifd'e;'enoo Wnp . ith 'lit; t'xce~yt ion of' iiii hital I y determainirig the irvovlopo somnpli ng

p01 (I , allI of' the procoeduren; deE;,!ribeil above Psi1 I wi L110 t he normald coops of prenleilt JiaW computer
toch nolIogy. Therefore, within tih- cti I; ;i1 years it, ties beent fxiii0IbIe to reluecc 7 mel sy rackn of equipinent

-- down to! i a bed hlold rINc of i~pprciv i InW, 
1. c yVi) pouinds

Preen I it diy'ii ;I oper'tiI (in' I-,yotu n te t- noceat; ibilid hoy tii' U. :1 C'oli; I Gourd (1 '-io)), -over, 1:-o'go,
por;tieci of Ilth flu NoLb cin firyiuip'jiev it' l a'' a'l 1 ni' tho Ii. Ii, Circe I. tiia's inchown in Fi gore, 1 . Ti il al of thle

lur'.r-C lii no*-v Lie -t' 1ortil Iore (;!Art) ire- cied ton koop the o aoiin or coriti'o I l In thle serviece

arfo,' . Also en be iin-C, oh'n~ !ir no o 1 fle liIy ccaI itiii'tud byv irýnchpf mi.iny enii tinto ibroug~icit the. out ire
ser i o tec f Ihe Olt ii n. Al I ol' thene, uiletiso c' ijen I-i"- nalsd c pe clnpf ri cail

lyuetctio-sa 'ii ticil'' i mimir in ordeor toi iletirra ii thel( ohcl' iiPareirinotore, 1)is'imrit' I y Abhe viii is ten d~l aye
.a; e j1toi it ci wi lb Pich oicuodary t ýI )'tniiii IA-1f rig, .1 e oi~. A lite; fti of' lthc' dniin to -;led opens inntii grod
etonducilviil p v doe', andl lit Loea''" cu-ot:i ZI cfi' to those in Pigilci' ' re :rid ['ci'lfo thie cud ibis1-t en. Put-
phanuc' ceiri'ic'Iiono'' a~rc dt'tern i nei hj :trisi iiuog vIi'cit'i ;. ii id emprict i'i't -Miittl in icoib dirt'ot ieonl.;
Unl1ike thoItegrr~ ixyiitiri; n teelnii fbi (:;cc- 1.1) Qihi inwpiiceon 'ri ot ;uccciroii ni i' i elgi ec'

£1 If Typ i trod JYPpnr Olr en sicnigo Aicat tiosiitore

A] I ,oc' -0 mit-i 1,) I1 1 ti'nchri' ir.is arc "joveretcd by noj ip, a inanii tar i n icc neal' tie pr 'tinary ier'v i 'rc mcn to)
Feed ca, t k intformit ii ci; to keep) bothi thir (tnve op, anod the so itiicib ra renl.Unit iil tii oer vir~ c'sr-'ir. T'hi'

6sery ie norri'; monitom ptecrediv tir iolinLirriaI loind to :cliibigi tin
1 iI ri i more Mtinni sot; arýia ,cio n iftor hei fvrii1ableinoI

a P -i the ti,.rvLe'itr'tc Sin only lo~i lcIf sinton -nol biie hield 'I ;ihiuo itly cons tent. , ti lb ir ciii' monfo tir masLt be,
- - 'dcJioiin for Itt ro I21 tm r' Iro yiewri''gI o procufis ;i1iottI hi' ompl oped

ltie.,,Iivc! h il eeoevftriii In onep icrl. i ti0n, thery wil oc nt fx' -ront~if:!ii. in othe-r 1-Il'ni-oori. Alf hIla- if., is

Iriilsni y Lo ~u- c kc'c 1 cI i ' iyii- iui nic'itiy, - c'i.;itrtot :ui ~xcvli icit' In1 tic; primicry :)(r f? eir' i
e31olo i ie '-owt;'idel-ri c twiic 11 lir' 'ci' i-c'-ye! 'lITI ProI' il'nir l " ti ' ri' i tr'y c-,(ýit -i'v ''i 1iP'u 'toWicr i c i i th

1
I a

F ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~tilu wel:, nt? I-Y) criy:' I -1 ' ''Ii oil!"i win'' li I uhe ;rl c,':I I1. - cvi'c lii;'!1 gi~'tt rclc jcI. i- Ic-I yl'i'c-cii ttm!'iriIic~
Ott'tiiiii f kiitll in iii'' I-i cii f'ci .ci :1i it mu 'P
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3.1 .2 Cross rate interference - All Loran-C chains nre operated at 1IX) kTis and WlI chains have identical
phase codes and pulse separations. Rate sequencing is employed to separate each chain from all others.
This involves different repetition rates for different chains. Whereas this technique works well to
separate chains instrumentally, unwanted signals from chains not being Used are contirulaly drLfting
throueh the time damain for the signals being monitored. This is n small problem when the desired signal
level is high and the undesired signal level is low, but it can become a significant problem in fringe
areas where the undesired signal level may exceed the desired signal level, especially whon sky wave
interference is considered. Special receivers could be built for fringe area use where digital techniques
wore used to blank out times when strong interfering Loran-C signals were present, but thin practice is
not followed in ordinary Loran-C receivers.

3.2 Typical. Calibration of Operational System

Typical. calibration of loran-C chains are made by tskiag monsorenmenta at known points within the service
area, and using a best fit to this data to determine the correct numbere for the service area mean e,or to
hold. The actual emission del•y numbers for the secondary stations arc olso detoLnineo in this prees.
As pointed out by Johler and Doherty (19"r) ior the Moliterrranean chain and Doherty and Johler (I1, e) for
the U.S. West Cuist chain, this process may yield errors of several hundred nanesocends (i. e. teeths of
microseconds). This, In turn, could produce errors of several hundreds or faot when introduced into a
geographical coordinate conversion scheme.

3.2.1 Spatial varietion imanIrestation - In the above mentioned references :il also in purch 0t. al.(iq")`6
the Tloran-C spatial variations are trested extcnsi-l iy. The existenco of spell s

2  
vaiatsoins over land

paths is a well known phenomona. Many loran-C imn uiiirements over lend paiths end along coruat lines where
lond paths ari involved between tiho transmitter and riceiver chow these varistions. Seotion 4 of this
paper gives a brief theoretical. explmantlon for these variakions and a method whereby the vwii'h-iltons could
be theoretieally predicted iF this were desired . To date all lo]ran-C esea(ge lies b,,en predicated tpon the
i-rupeaUibJlity and mensurability of the Loran-C system nnd ['ow attempts have been male tlo improve th',
predictability of thew system.

3.2.2 Wfl) and othier operational aspects - As nienattoac previously, WCD (envelope to cycle difference+)
secure througicut the loran-C service ares. The gpD 'its a serious problenm whoen it exceedsn 5
microsecoads, sad thius causes a cycle error. This co on can exi-ist over uxtremely rugj,'l terr:l a, Lq
can be seen fromfr the theory. Aim enpeceally serious cruse, nay be encountered where the signs inal-ne over a
very ruggped (.onet line. Tn this cuis n. serious error can occur close to the shore lI ne,. in a dangerousn
aeea. Alho this error occurs in the Fringe eren of reception; this ares of' reception i.- vari:dbil dependling
upon the sophistication of the receiving, eqluipment. Again en tenrns of problem ar'ev no-socintel willi W420
very little prepty, alion theory hsu boon 'onselted or utilized.

4.0 RAIl)I PROPAGATION ANPl A PlEllU'"F[OS IR)T1I`NiIA1,

Overland sltat ii gr Ed Loran-C propoyabti(ii (Grid Warp) is 1 niqucly prodistnhlto usniri the I nt, 'prnI Form of
Maxwell's Equation as demonstrated by ,ohler( 1q71). 'Tho figure-o 6 Ir :-,n artists emiceIpi- of the or i;ntai
grid warp phenumeona. The demonstrated hig.-pr•ect•oon ropeatsbill ty of' Tors--C time 'lifrerene"n (TDa) hn:a
provided a mechanniiis with sufficient roe

1
lution to dleooct then :ýxtrimely sinTl1 phase var-istonii aimsrUnsl by

propagation ;nanal ics. This propmgration thoory 'allows for preditison of the even emaloer te l
variations throupi the lnt;rdcttdlon of the refraetive index lapse rate changes. Considerable theereti eel
work hao demonotroted that1 the temporral varlaitons of the loran-C sigtnal aic' rolctr,,1 to the ehatnpios hi the
refractive index Tapy-i r'nle (chanige of refractive index with mlti tudc).

-0.-
A1 .• ; ' 4.1 toeory of Prop3yatioa etiited tn ntial Varlintlnea (Grid Warp)

A nin.maiLr , ear oli ol on oI_ an integral ecuation reprr-esnstUOtin or the gcround wave over irreular,Sinlolmoge meous rnrth huis been amployed to nclculalte lnpil rudo end f•reise of the propragatedl ,'ont wuous wave
as a n fun;tio nto lorocoey •. A comptiter simuilai; I en oprdtn asi ng, Salsicn'I alla methoda, ir nIir lile ni is}li:l re-Ilm t I -

"to Ithe time domain yielding the hinpunle rerpoase. T'hen the Impilo cespeone to ecnnevelvel with the Loran-C
Y pisl.e INnct.ion, that hi- hlen tran-iffonmni from the timno 'omain ao the rrfiqueo'y denmat . A f'inil resetll

demrnstratoi the propagation of both poise envelope ernl thi: eyedler under lie '!nvolipc in the proonce of
irrl-,gular, inhlOmogeneoui greound. ir, the part tel. r ealse or Lhe loran-.-( pile, l.t In r'oncloded thatl bolth
theis phiuie del'w anai the ID in in oniq i i•snition of the partieulnr type or i'trr.ln evaver which hleh w-tvui

proplntgul'si, :Ind it So, al; tho' proo. nt,littes of the girl., ricemon: ry tn intlrodlct? i r r';ia into thi'
J,.O'jigat, I On l Mis iet'y I j give f m III n' pr'I il" ir i l le f lihi oioF.' Irp:'pl i. iil Itin i-line (,Tabil or and lornw, to 1 Y",)
Asl denmimastiatlled jby onhilr st. :it .1('119), it il•ta ba'i'o ,hetnrmisirllieii ni'eillliiry I.e !xteirilii shove
pr'e,,rnis wrxnld not he pact ci m'larly di'ii riu I t Lo ,Ut:dn, however it dI. t ; no-itlr iiiIty ýoxIi:H. Hal ii1 :uinij I
iln'l;t• b:uiU foCi Cx il:; th 1111une lirel liti In eipabIl i ty oif' liorin-C ceiinol; !io ''aploi tI d ovlir land fuillh:o I vrm
thoufih liei >replipyttinin sheory i:1 !jiiniluun'stool ncdl inv:lt1:abl,' I ir] l ri'n i c [ilonin, A riviiw oh' vs' i olin I

itpif -,Jimi lll:, Lt eiti: i !ii Ibm I ,'ni ,,! i,!:i I lirillpaigpati l i ýiotii mionI imi iti vii by II:iril e m'(lin/J

A'
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4.2 Theory of Propagation Related to Temporal Variations

Normally temporal variations in the overland propagation of the Loran-C signal. are an order of magnitude
smaller than the spatial variations. Moreover, temporal variations over iea water paths are extremely
small. The apparent exception occurs for over land paths subjected to sub-freezing temperatures. The
phase variations in these cases are at least an order of magnitude greater than can be explained by
primary wave propagation time being influenced by the surface refractive index ( 1d-/c where n1 is the
surface index of refraction, c is the velocity of light in a vacuum, and d is the distance). The
variations must be explained in terms of a, the lapse rate of the refrative index and the fact that the
secondary phase correction is a function of a to the 2/3 power (Doherty 1979). The basis for the effect
being more pronounced for sub freezing temperatures relates to the relation between the dry term and the
wet term for the refractive index (Samaddar, 198f; Doherty and Johler 1(75). During, periods of cold
temperatures, Loran-C can be significantly effected by changes in weather conditions.

4.3 Computer Technology and Prediction Capabilities

Computerized prediction programs for spatial variations were described above, and a suggested computerized
prediction program for temporal variations was proposed by Campbell et. aL,(1979). With the advent of
smaller and smaller computers containing larger and larger memory capabilities it is possible to
anticipate a Loran-C receiver with full prediction capability contained therein. However, in the interim
it seems reasonable to concentrate some effort on obtaining an adaquate data base for computer predictions
and also to implement area monitors with both spatial and temporal propagation prediction capability.
Monitors of this type along with localized communications capability could provide a very accurate
differential Loran-C positioning capability.

5.0 MEAIURE1MMT VERIFICATION OF PROPAGATION EFFETS

Loran-C measurements of both ground wave and sky wave propagation phenomena have provided unique
verification of many of the low frequency radio propagation theories. Also the measurements have provided
mechanisims for event detection, and inputs to stimulate new though+s on various propagation and
constituent determinations. These measurements have been rather unique in that the pulse transmissions
allow for separation of the ground wave and sky wave effects. Individual ground wave measurements and
individual sky wave measurements at these frequencies are rare, especially over long periods of time and
over widely seperated geographical locations.

5.1 Ground Wave Propagation

Ground wave measurements made on the Loran-C signals generally fall into one of two categories. Rather
short term data taken at maw locations is defined in terms of spatial variations due to terrain
irregularities and ground inhomogeneties of surface and sub-surface conductivities. Long term data taken
at fixed locations generally is interpreted in terms of temporal variations. The best source of this type
of data has been from the Loran-C system itself, i.e. long term recordings of signals between two Loran-C
transmitting sites. Therefore, spatial vwriations observed from many measurements over short durations and
temporal variations observed from fewer observations for long time periods comprise the Loran-C ground
wave data base.

5.1.1 Verification of spatial variations in Death Valley - An example of spatial variations is shown in
Figure 7. Here a comparison of computed (solid curve) phase variati.ons and measured phase values (points
numbered 1-9 and lettered A-F) in the vacinity of Death Valley California is presented. This is extremely
ruged country and the measurements were made in a vehicle confined to existing roads. Therefore, it was
impossible to make the measurements over exactly the same straight line path where the calculations were
made. The extremeas of the messurements and the extremes of the calculations agree quite well. Doherty
(1975) gives a more complete description of these measurements, and Johler and Horowitz (197q) give a
description of the theoretical calculations that are compared to 1he data.

5.1.2 Erplanation of temporal variations - Figure 8 illustrates temporal variations derived from
mcasurements made over a two year period between the Dana, Indiana transmitter and the Carolina Beae-h,
North Carolina transmitter. During winter months 1-his path is subject to sub-freezing temperatures over
land areas. Propagation over this baseline path shows an increasing speed of propagation (decreased delay
time) associated with the colder temperatures in the winter months. Also the signal velocity becomes more
variable during the colder periods. Both of these phenomena and weather related frontal movements have
been associated with the Loran-C phase through the lapse rate of the refractive index and particularly the
increased importance of the dry term of this lapse rate during cold wenther (Doherty and Johler,1975;
Samaddar, 1980).

5.2 Sky Wave Propagation

Loran-C signals have always been recognized as a potential source of unique sky wave information. By
sampling the pulse waveform at a point near the peak of the first hop reflection it is possible to observe
nearly uncontaminated sky wave propagation. Diurnal, locational and seasonal variations in the
ionospheric D-region can be monitored from long term observations cf these sigrals. Also short term
perturbations of the D-region such as caused by high altitude nuclear tests, daytime solar flares or solar
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eclipses, and nightime particle precipatation events can be observed from monitoring the Loran-C sky
ý4aves. Through a cooperative program between the U.S. Coast Guard and the Boulder Radio Laboratories of
the U.S. Department of Commerce, Loran-C sky wave data was gathered for 12 years (1962-1974) at
approximately 16 Loran-C secondary stations throughout the world. Information presented in the remainder
of this section is derived from these measurements.

5.2.1 Nuclear tests - Detection of high altitude nuclear tests through the perturbations produced in the
ionospheric D-region provided the incentive to initiate the sky wave monitoring program. These effects
could be sudden as explained by Jean et.al. (IQ69) or they could be long lasting over several days as
shown by Doherty (1970). During the initial period of the sky wave monitoring program several U. S. and
Russian high altitude nuclear tests were detected in this Loran-C sky wave moni~ored data.

5.2.2 Eclipses - Total or neqr totpl solar eclipses occurred over some of the sky wave monitored paths in
July 1961 and again in March 19"10. These eclipses allowed one to study the sunset-sunrise effect over a
very short time period and without the oblique path atmosphere being present. A study of these results
allowed an interpretation of the D-region from a chemical constituent viewpoint (Doherty, lq•0,Doherty,
1971a). Seasonal variations in the ionospheric D-region also became a factor in these interpretations.

5.2.3 Solar flares - During daylight hours the phase and amplitude of the Loran-C sky wave signals is
normally very stable. There are detectable changes in the daylight results both with latitude at a given
time and with season at a given latitude. Solar X-ray events, normally associated with solar flares, are
easily observable on both the phase and amplitude of these Loran-C sky wave recordings.

5.2.3.1 Normal and abnormal flare effects - Figure 9 shows signatures of solar events as seen on several
Loran-C paths. A significant result of flare signatures at this IF frequency and for a one hop
propagation path is that phase ad.vances or phase retprdations can occur, and amplituide increases or
amplitude decreases can Plso occur (Subrahmanyam, et al.,1974 ). It seeme! that there were certain times
or locations %hen one or another of these effects appeared dominant. Thnrefore, it was decided to
undertake a statistical study of flare effects for one year period at three different latitudes
(Doherty, 19R).

5.2.3.2 Variation of effects with latitude and season - Figure 10 shows the percent of flares
demonstrating an amplitude enhancement at three different latitudes as a function of season. Amplitude
enhancements occur nearly 100 % of the time in the summer and more frequently at low latitudes than at
high latitudes. Figure 11 shows the percent of flares with a phase advance at the same three latitudes as
a function of season. The fact that nearly all low latitude flares anA most mid latitude flares show
phase advances even in the winter suggests that a different portion of the D-region is dctemining the
phase changes than the one determinirg the amplitude changes. The complete study referenced above
analyzed the results as a function cf solar zenith angle both Auring summer months and during winter
months at each latitude. This study definite2ly suggests that general chanpes in the ionospheric D-region
occur as a function of latitude -or a given season and also occur as a function of season for a given
lattiude. Similar in~erpretations have also been reached from other studies.

5.3 Ionospheric interpretations from sky wave measurements

"In summary, studies of the Loran-C sky wave measurements were used in order to attempt a better
understanding of the ionospheric D-region. In addition to the use of the data to better understand the
daytime ionosphere (Doherty, 19FR and 1970), night time events of P particle precipitation nature were
obser'ed (Doherty, 1971 a and b). The observations reported herein represented the results of very
limited analysis of the existing data. No doubt a thorough analysis of this datn would yield maxy more
interesting phenomena.

6.0 UNTAPPED POTIAIAS FOR IJRATI-C

Current Loran-C radio navig '.ion equipment has demonstrated a repeatable precision index of less than 0.01
microser-ond/kilaneter. Thus, two colocated receivers measuring the same time difference will deviate less
than this amount as to th? standard deviation of their measured time difference. It is therefore
concluded that operation of I.ran-C in a differential mode is a feasible technique for such practical
applications such as col]sion avoidance, instrument lr;nting systems, air traffic control, precise
location of surface vessels ase, out of sight of lanid in ".derwater exploration, and ground based vehicle
lo, .ition in nor-urban env:.ronment (Doherty and Johler, 1975-76). it is also the opinion of these authors
that the computerized aspecis of the Loran-C system, both configured and potential, make it a very
powerful tool for future positioning capabili+ies and other applications. 11olution and useage of ra.io
propqga•ion prediction iret'ýods for the Loran-C system can flrther enhance the potentials of future usage.
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6.1 Ultimate Absolute Accuracy Potential Over land Areas Dependent On Prediction

Comprehensive use of Loran-C over land for aircraft or for ground based vehicles depends upon the ability
to eliminate the errors due to both the spatial variations and those due to the temporal variations.
Presently attempts to solve these problems are limited to calibration by measurements alone and the
potential use of a monitor to detect and report temporal variations.

6.1.1 Spatial calibration by prediction - Calibration by prediction (Burch et. al. 1976) could ultimately
be a cheaper, more useful, and more accurate method for treating spatial variations. Furthermore, this
technique lends itself directly to a computer solution that could eventually be implemented directly into
a receiver. Furthermore, this is the only calibration technique +hat will work where measurements cannot
be made or independent location information is not available.

6.1.2 Temporal prediction from weather information - Prediction of temporal variations from weather data
is theoretically less well defined than the spatial prediction problem. This is because the rigorous
theory relating the alpha factor precisely to surface and upper level weather conditions has not been
solved. However long term weather predictions such as shown in figure 8 could be predicte using a
compiter program, and also shorter term fluctuations could be predicted using a somwhat more empirical
approach (Dean, 197R, Campbell et.al.,197q) utilizing the relation between the dry term of the refractive
index and the phase changes observed during cold weather.

6.2 Computer Technology Enhances Future Potentials

Three areas of future Loran-C operation lend themselves well to computerized enhancement for the system.
The receiver may be improved by incorporating predictions, both spatial and/or temporal as described
above. The receiver operation may also be inhanced by compiterized removal of harmfull tross rate
interference. Computerized techniques can first determine if the interference is harmfull, and if so,
autcmatically remove the harmfull interference by eliminating the contaminated samples from the desired
signal. The third area where future computerization can enhance the system opertation is in connection
with area monitor operation, both for the system area monitor and for supplemental area monitors used in a
differential operation.

6.2.1 Predictions incorporated in computerized receivers - Tt is possible at the present time to
incorporate land sea boundaries an! rather elementary predictions into existing Loran-C receivers. It is
not inconceivable with babble memory capabililies that the entire world land mass impedances and terrains
could be incorporated into Loran-C recieivers. In the meantime, if the worlO wide data base existed,
predictions of -base corrections could be made for all Loran-C operational systems. These phase
corrections could be used to develope algorithms that could easly be incorporated in existing type
computerized receivers.

6.2.2 Computerized reduction of cross rate interference in fringe areas - If Loran-C receivers were built
to monitor several different chains -it once, information on location could be derivel from more than one
pair of time differences. Also the information from other than the primary chain being monitore(I could be
used tc determine the severi'y of cross rate interference on the primary chain. If this severity exceeded
a predetermine,! level the crosn rate interference could be eliminated by removing the signal samples which
are subject to this contamination.

6.2.3 Improving area monitor and differential loran operation with compIler propagation - "he first place
where computerized propagation predictions should be incorporated into the Loran-C system is at the
service area monitors. Where these monitors are used to control the system by introlucing corrections
into the secondary transmitters, the calculations woul4 indicate when the corrections were lue to
propagation changes and when the changes were due to equipment fluctuations or malfunctions. Particularly
in the case where transmitters are opera+ed in an unnttenwed mode, this information would be userull to
warn operators to check the transmilter facilities.

The second situation where the propagation predictions would be benificial arises when applied to area
monitors that are not controlling the operating system, but are used to enhance Loran-C in a differet :ial
mod e. In this case, where corrections would need to be supplied to the operating receivers for maximum
positioning accuracy, calculated propagation corrections fo- different receive:- locations would greatly
enhance the accur-icy. This is paricularly true since the propagation corrections are always nonl inear,
and the location of the receiver within the Loran-C service area is extremely important. Computerize.
propagation aredictions enhanced by area monitor observations as feedback to the prediction algorthims
provides a possibility of a bootstrap type operatior that coule give excellant positional information from
tVe Loran-C system.
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7.0 CONCUJSIONS

Loran-C is a viable radio navigation system in the continental U. S. and along all of the U. S. and most

Canadian coast lines. Also most northern routes over the Atlantic or Pacific Ocean are covered. The use

of Loran-C by the fishing and recreational industries should guarantee the existence of the system for

many years to come. Most users of the system do not require absolute accuracy and the excellent

repeatable accuracy always inherent in the system suffices for their requirements. Loran-C could provide

precise geographic coordinate determinations for the more demanding user, but it will be necessary for

this user to create a data base aiaquate to make tbe necessary propagation predictions. Temporal

variations in the propagation time, which tend to degrade the repeathble accuracy, become most significant

over land paths subjected to sub-freezing temperatures. Where these effects occur the more demanding user

may wish to obtain a weather data base, and a propagation prediction mechanism utilizing this data base.

The only missing elements for spatial predictions is the lack of the surface and sub-surface data base

with properly assigned impedances. The missing elements for temporal predictions is the lack of a weather

data base and the correlation between alpha factor aný the weather parameters. Conversley only a time

varying alpha data base would be needed to achieve temporal variation predictions.
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Fig.2 Trailer housing CYTAC receiver and support vehicles in 1954
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ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS OF DIPOLE ANTENNAS IN THE PRESENCE CF LAYERED MEDIA

J. A. Kong, W. C. Chew and T. M. Habashy
Department of Electrical Engineering and
Computer qcience and Research Laboratory

of Electronics
Massachusetts Institute of Technoloey

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139 USA

SUMMARY

The electromagnetic fields due to a dipole antenna in the presence of layered media have
been formulated in integral forms and solved with the following techniques: the brute
force integration methods; the modal 3pproach by finding the residues for the integrals;
the image-sourcu approach by using the saddle point method; and hybrid techniques with
combinations of the above approaches. For wavelengths X > 3 Km and observation points
less thai 7/20, quasi-static near field approximations can be applied. it is found
that for very long wavelengths or for sufficiently thin layer thickness the normal mode
approach is more useful, whereas for shorter wavelength or for thi,'ker layers, the image
imethod is more efficient and accurate. In the intermediate range, when the number of
normal modes required exceeds 20 or the number of images exceeds 10, the hybrid ne-
thods then become necessary. The various numerical results are illustrated and compared
with experimental data.

I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we study the problem of electromagnetic radiat~on from a dipole antenna
in the presence of a two-layer medium [Fig. 1] with the integral reflection coefficient
formiulation for the field quantities [Kong, 1972, 1975, 1921]. Several mathematical
techniquet, will be applied to the solution of the integrals: (1) brute force numerical
integration methods, (2) multi-image approach with the saddle point method, (3) normal
mode approach with the residue method, (4) hybrid approach with combinations of the
above methods, and (5) uniform asymptotic approximation with the generalized Webe' func-
tions [Bleistein, 1967; Chew and Kong, 1981; Felsen and ishihara, 1977; Ishihara and
Peisen, 1979; Yong et al., 1974, 1977; Tsang et al., 1973, 1974; Wait, 1970, 1971). Both
quasi-static limits and asymp:otic far field solutions will be examined and discussed.
Numerical results will be obtained, illustrated, and compared with experimental mec.sure-
ment s.

2. FOI{MLJLATIONS AND ,,OLUTIONS

Consider a dipole antenna submerged in a conducting medium as shown in Fig. 1. Let the
antenna be a horizontal electric dipole (TIED) . The z-component of the electric field
vector is found to be [Yong, 1981)

E- dk k [I R 1 - , (k p) cos e a (1)

where

TM 1- oklz/li1 koz (2)
0 0 t k z /t ikoz

TM I - t ik 2 z/r. 2 klz"

RP2 1 1 r ik 2 z/ 2 klz (3)l,

TM i2k I (11-d) (
TMT "k... s%,M ] - R12 (I

TM Tl i~lz~f(4)

L + HT) I'm l.

0112

k 1k" ' </2, k1Z (k 1 ;' - k 1)1/2, k 2 z )k2 k k 2 = W1, Lt, k1l

'n ,k 2' , . is tLe dipole emoent, H% (k p) is the first order lankel

Iorr rr i o f oI ti14e I i ;L kind, arid P is the a.zimut-hal angle will respect to the X-axis inl
{' •L-11,. xy-- I ante.n

In the long wavelerjtih U , r orr wien , 30 Km arid for observation distance less than

'../1O, we cmn apply tht, quasi-stat.ic approximation by ne,j1ectin( th(e dispiaelacrit Lotu-

tt' r lg. Undetr tIlre piosi sit ic aprjoprluiiia L ion, R J ], - RTM -2 2 k1k whr kte

I I ' I . Ihc, ' sy gig of tShaLid lie kept constant along a particular path of iiitepla-
t eor Lei uairtain te.1tyI ireal c,,t inuirLy. We have,

-- ~z~uuua~iin.
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TM i2klz (H-d)

STM • 12 (5)

TM lz
1 + R12

TM ei2klzH

In the multi-image approach, we assume IRI 2  H I << 1 which is valid for large layer

thickness. We expand STM to obtain

TM + TMm i2klzmH TM i2klz (nx]l-d) (6)

m=l 1 m 1

Substituting (6) in (1) yields

E roe dk k k 1  (l)(k p) i(kPP+ kAlz - pkph

z 4 1 - z 1 p

ST ( k) i[k p+ k1 5 (2m11+d)] - pk h

+ Cos dk k klz(-R1)m kl)(kpP) e
4laz eel ~-o PP

1

+ -1-.-- cos p )• ( dk4(1l -RTM m l i[kp + k (2mn-d)]- pk h
+ ' Cs m'pkplz(-Rl

2 J 1 1) (kP) p l

(7)

1'(i (I) -iN p

where A (k p) = HM (ksp) e P Each term of the series is evaluated by the saddle

point method with the pole singularities between the original path of integration and the
steepest descent path properly aucounted for. The first term in (7) is the half-space
solution in the absence of the bottom surface. Each integral in the two summations can
be identified with an image field [Fiq. 2].

In the normal mode approach, we solve for the zeros of

TM i2kz 11
1 +5 aI e O. (H)

e12 0

The field is then obtained with the residue calculus

E U Ezn b

where E represents normal mode solutions for each residue and Eb represents the
h'anch p

6
•nt contributions.

in the hybrid image-mode approach, S is expanded into a partia.. Swin plaz a remainder
term as follows:

E p c Cos dk k k i(k i p + k) 1 zd) - pkPh

Ez 41Twc J p ] p

p12N fs TM) n il
+ cueos Y I dkpkpk Z(-)m (R 2 (

411wt- m=

i[k p + klz(21i,,+d) I - p~k h

p19. cue N i M ii (1
- f dkk)kl (zl) (R] 2) (k

4•tI ll -

ilk p+k (2m/-d) I pk hP l
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+ p cos f dk kljklz ( (-I) Nl TM N+ (k
4 i2 It_

i Ik Pp0 4 k l z [2 (N + l ) l 1+ d ] } - 1 Ak 1,h ( 0I)(10)

This equation can be put in the following descriptive form

N K
Ez I (images) + 7 (modes) + RN (ii)

n=n

where N is the number of images and It is a residue term resulting from the contour
deformation in the resulting remainder tLEm.

The, criterLon of choosing N and K can be determined as follows [Felsen and Ishihara,
1977; Isbihara and Felsen, 1979]: Let N be the number of images and K be the first
contributing mode. N and K satisfy the inequality

m N > MK

where

M = p(pko - kl')h + (ki' - k'))J - (12)
2H Real(klZK) PK 211

k f)K = k'K + ik" jK and k,,, is the value of klz evaluated at the pole k K. The real

number MX is the value of si at which the sLeepest descent path (SDP) defined by

ik p + ik (2mH + d) - pk h ikl - pklh - S (13)

passing through the branch point at k = k. will also pass through the pole at k
It is seen from (12) that as p is increausd, the value of M starts to increaý and
will evenutally approach the value N. Thus when p is increasbd such that M > N
then the first excluded mode (i.e. the (K-l)th mode) must be added to the moha sum.
Similarly, as p is decreased such that M < N, then the Kth mode should be removed
from the modal sum. Alternately, if the nuAber of modes (K - K) is kept constant, then
the number of images N must be adjusted with varying p such that all possible images
N < MK are included.

For high frequencies, we consider the case for which h = d 0. We expand

i2k lH
X0 1 R1 2 xl. , U is Rm- I m i2k io ll (14)

m X01l0 10 12 ei2klzH

01 12 e

where X = 1 + RcK ,. A typical expression for the TM field components takes the form

k ( 1) X ik oz z+ f dk k-- X1Xl0 RIk e) 1

T _ d k X01 0 kp 0 k 1 0  12 1

ik z + i2kzMll

For each image source term in the above expansion, there is a saddle point at k =

Ic1 sin a with am tan- (/2md) For TM waves there is an additional poleSpoli
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K1 4  F i e1 pl - (13)_

KPPO / Eo2 J1/
2 C)

and a branch point u, k k which can be removed by the transformation kp k sin K
p o p 0

and k K e° L. After such a transformation, a typical image-source term in (15)
becomes

iOE [cos m(kCR
2 -k 2min2B)l/

2
+ s i

Tm dI ik sin B H U) 11(B) +x sin 1]

(17)

where

R [2 + (2md) 2]1/2 (18)

RmlII ik UZzB-(B) ikoz-l m-us

Bi() - Xul10 10 R12 e k =k sin B (19)

-ik p sin _
4
(B) - 51) (kop sin B) e o (20)

and r is the original path of integration on Lihe B-plane as shown in Fig. 3.

The transformation gives rise to three colinear saddle-points at

B 1 = sin
1  sin a

dm2 = f/2

- ln Fk l [

Bm3 = n - _ si na

The steepest descent path and the branch cut for Re[kl]= 0 are shown in Fig. 3 for•- 
1

U > 0 = sin (1ko ).

The removal of the branch point at k = k converts the problem into the asymptotic
evaluation of an integral with a singularity close to three colinear saddle-points.
Ulleistein [1967) described the more general problem of asymptotic integral equation with
multiple saddle points and manv nearby singularities in terms of generalized Weber's
functions. Making use of the generalized Weber's functions, the integrals are evaluated
and compared with the ordinary saddle-point methods and experimental results.

3. RESULTS

In Figs. 4 and 5 we compare the results for the real and imaginary parts of Ez as cal-
culated with the brute force numerical integral method, the hybrid, the normal mode and
the image expansion approaches. It is noted that the quasi-static near field approxima-
tion is valid for frequencies less than 100 Kh1z and for measurement distance less than
1/20 of the free-space wavelength. For higher frequencies or large layer thickness,
the multi-image method gives accurat results in an efficient way while for lower fre-
quencies or small layer thickness, tLie normal mode approach is more attractiva. In the
intermediate range the hybrid mode approach beccmes useful.

At higher frequencies when the quasi-static approximation is no longer applicable, the
generalized Weber's functions to approximate the fields are used instead of the ordinary
saddle point methods. In Fig. 6, we show the results for E component due to a hori-
"zontal maqinetic dipole and compare the two methods with numeical integrations. The
ordinary saddle point result is seen to be inaccurate. However, whon d is large, as
1 ý (0 we can show that GOT is a special case of generalized Weber's function approxi-
mAt ion?

The TE field of a horizontal electric dipole is dual of the TM field of a horizontal
magnetic dipole. For ' P, ,te Sommerfeld pole is at infinity, the generalized
Wober function approximahon Vedidcs to that of a three-saddle-point analysis reprt-

"" 

.

p
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suntabIe iii terms of parabolic cylinder [unct ions. Figuru 7 shows the comparison of a
tliluu-ceiddl e-point inalysis and the geoometl ical optics approximation when compared with
measureýmenet esuIts obtained frolm a model tank. ruxctri iiim'rit. The three-saddle-point r,
suiL i demonstably superior to the geomietr cal optics approximation (COA).
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NEW TECHNOLOGY FOR ELF RADIATORS A REVIEW OF AIRBORNE, ROCKET-BORNE AND SPACE-BORNE ANTENNAS

Mario D. Grossi
R:ytheon Company

Portsmouth, R.I, ,02871,,U.S.A.

SUMMARY

Engineering practicality and ecological and societal acceptability of a ELF system depend essentially
upon the design parameters of the raeiator at the transmitting terminal. The ecological problem virtual-
ly vanishes when the ELF radiator is either airborne, rocker-borne or space-borne. However, the feasibi-
lity Issue centers now on the achievable intensity of the electric or magnetics moments, owing to the limit-
ed availability of primary power. The technological outlook is, however, promsisinr. Long wires that trail
an airplane or are suspended vertically from it, similar to the VLF TACAMO antenna, can be used as effective
electric dipoles. Airborne lopps, cryogenic and non-cryogenic, are also a possibility. For the rock,,t-borne
and the space-borne cases, recent studies of the deployment in orbit of a metal wire several hundred kilo-
meters long, kept aligned along the vertical by gravity gradient forces, have shown that there is a large
source of electrodynamic primary power, due to the v x B phenomenon, that could be utilized to energyze the
ELF system. A Shuttle-borne experiment is in preparation, to be conducted on the occasion of an orbital
Shuttle mission of the mid '80s.

I. INTRODUCTION

The engineering solutions considered thus far by the designers of ELF radiators have been strictly limited
to ground-based configurations. These unusually large radiators have been the object of a long-lasting con-
troversy : their societal acceptability has proved to be proolematic, mostly because of their environ•antal
impact. These problems have held back, in fact, their full scale development for at least two decades.

The large ELF ground antenna proposed in the mid '60s for Project SANGUINE was supposed to be installed in
Wisconsin and to cover there an area of 13,750 Kin

2 
of low conductivity soil: It was designed to use a total

wire length of about 1,000 Km, with the wire cut in 10 segments, each about 100 Em long, with all segments
parallel and spaced tO Km apart. A total of 100 transmitter modules would have reqoired a primary power of
25 Megawatt. Current in the wire was supposed to reach 77.1 A, with a total electric moment of 7.71 108 Am.

Of the smaller SEAFARER antenna, also in the ELF hand, two versions were designed in the mid '70s, one for
installation in Wisconsin and one in Michiran. The Wisconsin antenna was supposed to have a total wire length
of 750 Km and to cover an area 3,368,75 Km . All wire segments were supposed to be parallel and spaced about
1 Km apart, with a total of 40 terminal grounds. A set of four transmitters required a 5 MW primary power
line. The Michigan antenna was designed to use a total length of 649.37 Km buried wire and to cover a 4,550
Km2 

area. Wire segments were supposed to be all parallel and spaca8.37 Km apart, with a total of 66 terminal
grounds. T

i 
e required level of primary power was 5 MW.

Because of societal opposition against the large ELF antennas above , "Austere ELF" antenna concepts were ela
borated upon, in the late '70s, A proporcd scheme is depicted in Figure 1 and Figure 2. The first Figure de-
picts an ELF antenna existing at Clam Lake, Wisconsin. It is a center-driven, end-grounded, telephone pole
mounted wire configuration, with a limit of 300 A wire current imposed by environmental constraints. The plan
was to feed this antenna with a transmitter that war phase-locked, via telephone line, to a similar tran-
mitter at the ELF installation of K.I, Sawyer AFB, Michigan, that is 265 Km away. This second installation
( see Figure 2) was actually never built. Its design consists of three arms, with length 48.5 up to 64.5 Emi,
and with a total wire length of 210 Kai.

Even with these reduced configurations, opposition to ground based ELF antennas has, however, not subsided
and although plans are being again laid out for a ground ELF installation, the environmentalists too are
mapping the course of their conntoraction.

2. AIRBORNE, ROCKET-BORNE AND SPACE-BORNE ELF RADIATOR cONFIGURATIONS

The ecological problems virtually vanish when the ELF radiator is airborne, rocket-borne or spaceborne.Feasi
bility and practicality now center on the achievable intensity of the electric or magnetic moment, owing to
the limited availability of primary power that characterizes such airborne, rocket-borne and space-borne plat
forms,

The toechnological outlook is, however, promising. Long wires that trail an airplane or are suspended verti-
cally from it can be used as effective electric dipoles. Airborne loops, cryogenic and non-cryogenic, are
also a possibility. One of the most succesful developments of airborne long-wire antennas is the VLF antenna
of the TACAMJO system, used for submarine cossmunications. This antenna has been in operation for several years,
as the radiator of the airborne TACAMO station ( see Figure 3). It is a 10 Km wire that acquires a nearly
vertical configuration when deployed from a EC-130 G/Q airplane that moves in a tight-turn flight pattern
above the ocean area of interest. The antenna is fed by a VhF transmitter with 200 K- output power, install
ed on the EC-130 G/Q. Investigations on the use in the ELF band of such 10 Km wire ( and of an even longer
wire), deployed from airplanes, helicopters, or from high-altitude balloons, are in progress.

As far as the case is concerned of ELF antennas mounted on rockets, on board the Shuttle Orbiter, on 3.O.C.
(Space Operational Center), or on other orbiting vehicles (Grossi, 1973), recent studies have provided ana-
lytical proof of the feasibility of the orbital deployment of a metal wire that is several hundred kilo-
meters ],n0g. This wire may acquire several positions of equilibrium, one of which is the vertical orieta-
Lion, stabillzed by gravity-gradient forces. Another is the trailing, horizontal position that is stable
when the wire is terminated with a large balloon, that provides a sufficiently strong braking force beeause
of the air drag due to the residu,,! air density at the Shuttle orhital heigth,

a 1 -- i. - _ _..... .. .
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When vertically oriented, the wire, for most of the orbital inclinations of the Shuttle ( exclusive of the
polar and of the near-polar ones) generates a large amount of eleetrodynamic DC power, by the v x B mecha-
nism and by the additional interactions between the terminating electrodes and the ionosphere. This DC
power can be converted into electromagnetic radiation at ELF by tile so-called Alfven Wings mechanism, in
this case, the orbiting vertical wire, moving at orbital speed in the magneto-ionic medium of the Earth
ionosphere, functions at the Samm Lims as a DC power generator, and as a ELF radiator.

In alternative, the DC power generated by *he vertical orbiting wire can be converted to ELF by a static
DC/AC converter on board the Shuttle Orbiter and can be used to feed another wire antenna deployed by the
same orbiting vehicle, possibly in the horizontal direction. Figure 4 shows a deployment sequence of a

rocket-borne wire antenna that could produce about 50 Kw of DC primary power by the v x H phenomenon, of
which about 45 Kw could be available, net of ohmic losses, for the excitation of the Alfven Wings mecha-
nism. Two space-borne configurations, that use basically the NASA TSS (Tethered Satellite System) fact-
lily on board the Shuttle Orbiter are illustrated in Figure 5 and Figure 6. The TSS system is expected to
be an orbital reality in the mid '80a.

As a part of TSS, mechanisms of wire deployment and retrieval, and a possible control system, are Illustrat
ed in Figure 7 and Figure 8. The controls are designed to minimize in-plane and out-of-plane oscillations
of the long wire, of the type illustrated in Figure 9, that are expected to insurge during the various pha-
sea of the orbital operations of TSS.

3. THEORETICAL BACKGROUNDI)

3.1 Introductory remarks

The generation and injection of electromagnetic waves in space plasitti by means of a long tether in Earth
orbit., at ionospheric heigths, is a comprehensive subject, since there are several electrodynamic pheno-
mena associated with the moving tether (Oubrowolny, 1981), some of which potentially usable for ELF emis-
sions.

The configuration on which we will mostly concentrate in this lecture pertains a metallic tether connect-
ed to the Shuttle at one end, and to a conducting balloon at the other end. The tether can be deployed both

upwards and downwards with respect to the Shuttle Orbiter. This amounts, from the electrodynamics point of
"view, to exchanging the polarity of the two end electrodes ( the balloon and the conducting part of the
Shuttle) with respect to the ionospheric plasma. The numerical results provided in this section have been
obtained primarily for a tether that mroves perpendicularly to the geomagnetic field lines at tile Shuttle
velocity v. - 7.8 Ksi/sec. Length and radius of the long wire are taken to be L 1 100 Kam and rw - 0.5 use.
The motion of this long metal wire in the Earth ionosphere will lead to the generation of electromagnetic
waves in different frequency bands from ULF to HF , through several generation mechanisms (Williasano and
Banks, 1976; Dobrowolny et al., 1979; Dobrowolny, 1979; Banks et al., 1982).

As the tether system moves through the Earth magnetic field, a polarization electric field E = - v x B is
seen along the tether from the plasma rest frame ( we refer, for the moment, to the case of a perfectly con-
ducting tether). With the Earth magnetic fie d B = 0.3 Gauss, we obtain a maximum potential difference
between the ends of the syatom: V 2.34 10- Volt ( when v is perpendicular to B ). A corresponding po-
tential difference is therefore seen to be applied between the lines of force that pass through the termi-
nations of the system and leadr to propagation of waves away from the region of the disturbance. Ele, tro-
magnetic power ! eneration is thus achlteved without the use of tes-board transmitters and without pulsing
the tether current. The source of primary energy is provided by the terher'a motion. As it has been point-
ed out (Grosai and Colmbou, 1978; Dobrowolny, 1979), this electrodynamic interaction, and corresponding
wave generation, is similar to the interaction of certain celestial bodies with plasmas, such as the one
of Jupiter's moon Io with the Jovian magnetosphere. Recent Voyager I swnasuremunts performed inside the los'
tube of flux ( Ness et al, 1979) have confirmed the occurrance of this interaction.

By appropriately modulating an electron emitter on board the Shuttle Orbiter, one can then obtain pulsat-
ing currents in the conducting tether ( Banks ei ad., 1980) and this can msaximize emissions at the modulat
ing frequency. Aln on-board transmitter can also be used to feed the tether as a normal driven antenna ;
such a transmitter is essential in tile case of hlorizontal tether oriented in the direction of motion, where
ihere is no natural current flowing in the wire. There would be no dynamical problems with this configura-
nion. In fact, the horizontal tethec, if terminated at the free end by a balloon (that operates as a aero
dynamic brake) would be a stable system configuration (Colombo, 1980).

In configuration A of Figure 10 (balloon downwards with respect to Shuttle Orbiter), and under the assump-
tion that the Shuttle is kept at low potentials with respect to the medium, large potential drops swy be
present between the balloon surface and the ionospheric pismsa. Then, as pointed out by Dobrowolny (1979),
secondary electrons can be produced by the fispact of energetic ions on the surface of the balloon. These
secondaries usy then be accelerated away from the balloon along magnetic lines towards the Earth atmosphere.
Thus, generation of accelerated electron beansi is another phenomenon that might he associated with the
tether's interaction with the surrounding medium. This has been suggested by a number of authors (Goldreich
and Lynden-Beli, 1969; Curnett, 1972; Hubbard et al, 1976) in studies ot tile interaction of io with .lupiter's
magnetosphere.

The generation of accelerated electron beams may also give rise to instabilities, through electron cyclo-
troin rnso,,arce interactions, and may produce whistlers and wave at even a higher frequency. At the altitu-
des of interest, the electron cyclotron frequency I1 f,, -- 0.8 M1|z and the electron plasma frequency f '
rangri between 5 and 11 MIlz. It is therefore in tire hiF band where wave generation by accelerated electric
beams rlhould be expected.

3.2 Curtent-Voltage Chract'ristics of the orbiting wire

Tire tether- ballon system, while moving across magnetic lines, carries a current due to the collection of
ionospheri• inons and electrons at its ends ( the balloon at one end, and the corducting part of the Shuttle
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surface at the other, estimated to have an area of approximately 35 m2). The condition that must be
imposed in order to derive current and potentials is that of the balance of charged particle fluxes
between the two end electrodes. The current collected at the Shuttle end, is must be equal and oppo-
site to the current in collected at the balloon end

is (V) - - iB (Vs) (3.1)

This equation holds for a wire system thae does t,- use ,nither ion nor electron guns on board the
Shuttle. For the potentials V. and V. ,we have i

1vy -v %J= x . . (L 3.2)

where L is the tether length. Hlence (3.1) is an implicit equation for one of the potentials, for
example Vs . Having determined V , the VB is obtained from k3.2), and the current 

t
c i.d 1i V i.

is calculated from the solutions found for the potentials.

The model that has been used for charged particle collection is the following (Anderson at al., 1979;
Dobrowolny, 1981). For the attracted particle contribution to the current referring to particles of
species j ( we use j =i or e, for ions and electrons respectively), we can write:

ij attracted
f(V) (3.3)

ijo

where the normalizing electron and ion currents are given by

1A
i no I V A (3.4)

=1 lxZ efv. A (3.5)

where A is the collecting area n is the electron density and vthe is the thermal velocity. The

* , 4/3 (3.6)

where Te is the electron temperature, de is the Debeye length , and R is the ,lectrude's radius.
The function f(ý ) is plotted in Figure 11. The plot was derived by combining different models for
particle attraction by large electrodes at large and moderate potentials ( Alpert et al., 1965; Linson,
1969).

For the repelled particle contribution to the current, we use simply

i ' repelled -jýY-I
d- = e (3.7)

where V is now the repelling potential. Approximate results for current and potentials as a function of
balloon radius, obtained with the model of a perfectly conducting tether, are given by Anderson et al.,
(1979). Recently a more accurate method (Arnold and Dobrcwolny, 1980) has been developed, based on a
transmlssion line antliogy of the tether system, to compute the stationary state governed by (3.1). This
was done by solving a time dependent problem, and hence the transient of the tether system toward the
stationary state was also obtained.

It must be noticed that the equilibrium current i in the tetlher , obtained by the method outlined
above, is a very non linear function of the equilibrium potential difference (V - V ), also obtain
ed from the calculation approach above. The various results for current and potgntiaks versus balloon
radius do not correspond therefore to a ohmic relation between i and Vs - V B , involving the tether
resistance RW , It is however true that, in all cases, the current values obtained must be smaller than
the ohmic limit that corresponds to the total electromotive potential available, i.e.

xv x B • Li

R = Rw

Figure 12 gives an example of calculation of the Shuttle potential (V,) and of the ballon potential (V,)
for the case in which neither electron nor ion guns are used on board the Shuttle Orbiter, and for a
downwards configi ration ( Case A of Figure 10). The wire is assumed to be smde of aluminum. Figure 13
gives the current in the wire as a function of balloon radius, again for Configuration A and for two va-
lues of wire resistivity ( - 0.03QC•m for aluminum and 0 o.15ssm for piano-wire steel ).In all
cases the principal limitat bn for the current in the tethet is tile tether resistance. For the two values
of resistivity considered above, the limiting values are
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iR = 1.23 A for K 0.15ý Rum

iR - 6.1 A for O.033/k la

These' limiting values are, however, not reached in systems that do not use electron or ion emitters, even
with very large ballon radii. These emitters are essential when it is required to boost the current in the
tether at its highest values.

Let's consider now the case in which all electron gun or an ion gun is used on board the Shuttle Orbiter.
In Configuration A (Figure 10), we need an ion gun on board the Shuttle and it must be used in such a
way as to keep very small its potential with respect to the plasma ( Vs • 0). The balloon will be at the
potential NVBI, where:

IVBI - A'po " Rwi (3.8)

and ° - xB.LI. The current i will be given by the equation:

B = i :i f (v51) (3.9)

For a given balloon radius RB, the actual values of current in the tether and potential of the balloon
are obtained from the intersection of the two curves i(VB) given by (3.8) aud (3.9). The results of the
calculations are given in Figure 14. The achieved increase in current can be appreciated by comparing
Figure 14 with Figure 13. Figure 1E shows the level of current in the wire achievable for Configuration
11, when an electron gun is used on board the Shuttle. It can be seen in tile Figure that for balloon radius
larger than about 10 mreter , it is possible to approach the resistive limit of tile current.

As it can be seen in Figure 3, that applies to cases when neither an ion lnor an electron gun Is used, the
Configuration A balloon can be charged to a very high arid negative potential. The ions that impact on the
balloon surface can thus reach high energies through the accelerating sheath region surrounding the balloon
and can cause significant emissions f secondary electrons. Since this effect produces a change in tire
current, and hence irr tile voltages, it must be taken into account in computing current-voltage characteri
sties. The effect is also of interest because the secondary electrons, accelerated away from the balloon
through the sheathi region, cart produce electrorsagnetic waves, as already mlentioned in this lecture.This
effect has been included in tie software that computes current-voltage cheracteristics of tire tether.

3.3 Partition of the primary electrodynamic power into thn' various loads

In view ot the potential used of the orbiting tether as a ELF generator, it is of relevance to analyze how
the prismrv electrodytRamic power of the tether system ( that originates from tire v x B pheuomenon) is
divided into dif'erent loads. The power level that we calculate frosw the equation:

11 jV. - V.I i (3.10)

by using tile results of tile ceomputatiort of current and potentials, does contain the effect of tile ohmic
losses in the wire (i.e. IVs - V11 V° - it i ). The power dissipated in ohmic losses is:

2
P = Rw i (3.11)

If there is no effect of secondary electron emission, we call say that tile total power P4 available for
exciting wave processes outside the tether is Pl. That in, 1P4 - P1 . When acceleration of secondary
electrons takes place, an overestimate for the power level P3 that goes in accelerating electrons can be
obtained by assuming that , in passing through the sheath surraodirng the balloon, the electrons gain
all the energy jeVB" . Then,

P 3 =}VB I i iec (3.12)

where I is tihe current of secondary electrons. This is an overestiumte, partly because tire omitted
secondareba are accelerated through the sheath region only tLrough tile component of the electric field
that is parallel to B , which inserts a numerical factor % <1) in (3.12). In this equation, we have

i Sec = 1 (V8) (PV5) (3.13)

where E ia the yield, a function of the total balloon potential with respect to the plasma. At equt-
libr lulrs we have.:

1sec 60B (3,12)I+ 6 (V B)

where i is the total current. Consequently, we have:

P3  , IVB [ iV - -

a AL.
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In the general case P3 ý 0 and the power level P available for wave generation , is given by:
P 4 - PF - P . There might he another dissipative pftenomenon: the generation of microturbulence in-
the charged 3sheath surrounding the balloon, and this could absorb power. Thus, P 4 must be considered
rather an upper limit for the power that is expected to be auailable for wave generation. Numerical
examples of calculations for the various power levels considered above are presented in Figure 16.

3.4 The phenomenon of the Alfven Wings

The concept of the Alfven Wings was introduced by Droll et al (1965) and furLher developed by Chu
and Gross (1966). It has gained recently experimental support from the Voyager I observations of
magnetic field perturbations associated with the flux tube of the muon To in Jupiter's magnetosphere
(Ness et at, 1979) and from further work that did follow, once the observations were analyzed (Neu-
bauer, 1980). Figure 1? (Banks et al, 1980), gives a pictorial view of thp current wings associated
with a TSS moving in the Earth ionosphere. Tire basic features of tire disturbance associated with the
TSS are as follows. Since the ionospheric conductivity parallel to the Earth magnetic field is extreme
ly large at altitudes above the E layer, and much larger thae the transverse conductivity, the magnetic

field lines can be regarded as equipotential. The ionospheric state is perturbed by the motion of the
tether, or by any large conductors, across magnetic lines. From the rest frame of tile plasma, it is seen
a polarization electric field EB - Xo x B_ , if we consider thle tether tully conducting. A correspond-

ing potential difference is, therefore, seen between the lines of force touched by the two terminating
ends of the system. This perturbed state tries to readjust itself to the previous equilibrium state
(with no potential difference across field lines) through the propagation of waves from the region of
disturbance. These waves, and tre associated currents parallel to B lines, carry away the applied poteLn
tial differences, or the equivalent transverse space charge. The angular frequency W of the radiated
wave is constrained to satisfy the equation W= kyvo, where k is the wave number and y is the direction
of motion of the TSS system. An estimate for ky is given by ky - 2 •I/d. where dy is the conductor's dimen

sion in the direction of aotion. We obtain for the frequency i = Vo/dy.

It is important to realize that f* must be interpreted as an upper limit of the frequencies contained in
the disturbance. If f*< fi ( cyclotron frequency for the ions), all the power contained in the distur-
bance goes into hydrosmgnerA waves and, in particular, into Alfven waves. This happens for the case of
Io. In tile case ýf the T:;S, this occurrarce smaterializes when the balloon radius RB is larger than a
critical value RB : RiB _• RBw ' ( 20 mind) meter, where o. is the angle between velocity and magnetic
field.

The coupling of the tether system to the plasem medium occurs through tire radiation of waves. In partiru
lar, if a current J,, , parallel to magnetic field lines, is associated with these waves, it continues the
tether current into the ionosphere, down to r layer altitudes, where perpendicular current closure can
take place. This parallel wave current is beyond the so-called "DU current model" of 1o, proposed by Gold
reich and Lynder-Bell (1969). According to this model, the flux tube containing Io would actually be fro-
zen to this moon and thus would follow its motion around Jupiter, with up and down going parallel currents
at tire boundaries of the tube ( the Alfvenie currents) and circuit closure provided by Io at one aide and

by the Jupiter ionosphere at the other side.

Air equation of general validity, not limited to the case o; sasnill amplitude waves, is the following (Jhef-
trey and Taiuti, 1964):

V :+ 112 constant (3.14)

where v and B are the fluctuations of velocity and iiasgretic field lit Lire wave, and e is the plassma
uwiss dersity. The constant can ibe evaluated from tite :kground properties of the pl as a. In tire rest
frame of tiLe plasriwk, then, we irave:

B B

Nfp )p (ir), (315

where B. is tie Earth masgnetic field. For infinite conduictivity along magnetic lines, we have E,, = 0
and the Ohm's law reduces to

EI + v x B1 0 (3.16)

Taking now tire divergence of this equatfion and crmrbinig it with (3.15), we arrive at the equation:

V1 -- V iriVAdli

which relates the space charge, or potential difference, across field lines with the parallel current
associated with the wave. Iii tLie case of Llin TSS, space charge corresponds to the electromotive force
applied by tire orbitinig wire betweer two diffeot field lines. oin the other hand, by combining Maxwell's
equations:

v x I-. -r 3

ina.- & o-J- --
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we arrive at the equation

VV E-v 2
E- (3.17)

projecting along the magnetic field (z) direction and taking into account that:

a t ( " (t.18)

By combining (3.17) with the equation 'EC/5ovAJ,,already intoduced, we can write:

(v E( ): Y = "A (v3 i , 1 (3.19)

which tells us that the transverse space charge propagates at the Alfven speed, within the MHD framework
and parallel to magnetic field lines.Actually the A fvenic current flows at an angleOA with respect to the
field lines given by Q = aretan -M-V . In our case A' 0.55' and therefore, to all practical purposes,

AVAA
we can speak of parallel motion. In order to have an Alfvenic disturbance, we sust consider for the bal-
loon a very large dimension. Then, by assuming that the current is uniformly distributed across the tube
of flux defined by the balloon boundary, we can write

'Aw
il -= 2 (3.20)

and, consequently

tw _!_ Ej (3.21)IAw 2 u B oVA

The perpendicular electric field, taking ohmic losses in the tether into account, is given by

El E wAw (3.22)

where Elo is the total Lorento field and, for motion perpendicular to B : Elo = vob = 0.23 Volt/is. We
can therefore write for the Alfvenic current lAW

10
I Aw R8  (3.23)

2 L vOVA

where:
Io 1

RB -]----

uVA E10 (3.24)

is the total parallel currentit in Alfven waves, which we would have for a perfectly conducting tether.

Figure 18 illustrates the Alfvenic current I as a function of balloon radius for a tether length L =
1o0 1(s and two values of wire's tesistivity.A e have taken in our calculations vA = 800 Km/sec as an
average value for the Alfven speed between 100 and 300 Fzn altitude. The curves of the Figure have vali-
dity fur RB Y 20 sinok meter, as the current IAW applies to waves in the hydromagnetic range of irequeo
cies, The cusrent I AV is not the current I in the tether, which originates from the particle collection
ut the terminating end electrodes. Figure i9 provides their ratio. In the cases of the Figure, the Alive
nic current always exceedsthe collection current Ic. Unless there is a mechanism, not included in our
analysis, that establish a limit for 1 W, the Aliven Wings should be able to carry away along magcetic
lines of force the electromsagnetic perAurbation produced hy the TSS, however large this might be.

Concerning tho amount of power associated with the Alfven Wings, this quantity can be obtained by multi-
plying the wave energy density W by the volume filled by the wr -e energy in one second, This volume, In
turn, is given by the cross sectLou of the tube of flux delimiLed by the system boundary ( let's call this
cross section A) multiplied by the wave group velocity v0. Thui P = W 2A v0 , where the factor 2 indi-
cates wave propagation in two opposite directions with respect to the tether system, toward the conjuga-
te regions of the low ionosphere. For Alfveu waves, the following equation applies 2: WwA B2/2•, where
8 is the magnetic field of the perturbation. By having v v A' we obtain PAW - 8

2
A VA/,,. lot this

equation to be valid, R ' (20 sins.) meter. The perturbing magnetic field is calculatrd In terms of the
tranverse electric tield across the balloon cross-section: B .•/vA. By taking into account the resisti-
ve losses in thte tether, we obtain the expression for the power cof t L Alfvcnic w;aves:
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AW (E±0 -Rwi )2n
2  

(32s
PAW Wv B (3.25)

where the current i must be computed as a function of balloon radius. The input impedence ZAW of the
tube of flux can be computed from

Av 2

ZAW (3.26)
PAW

where Av - 2 RB EL . From (3.25) and (3.26) we obtain ZAW -p AivA. At the altitudes of interest,1

a typical value of this imredence is ZAW ' 1.3 ohm.

Figure 20 shows results of calculations for the power PAW as a function of balloon radius.

4. NUMERICAL ESTIMATES OF FIELD INTENSITIES AT THE EARTH SURFACE

Calculations of the field iiitersity achievable at th3 Earth surface with the rocket-borne ELF radiator
of Figure 4 are reported iLL Table I.Theso calculations are based on the Alfven Wings mechanism. Similar

cflculations have been performed for the system con-

TABLE I figuration of Figure 5. This is a Shuttle-based ver
tical tether :vstem substantially more powerful than
the system i. igure 4, with a tether length of 400

nos-ANCE PARA14ETERS OF ROCU1T-BO4 EUL WIR ANTENNA Km. Table II cuntains the results of the calculations
performed for this system configuratton.

The configuration of Figure 6 is the most complex of
Wir. i•,nth I00 K. the ones that we have considercd.In it, the vertical

Sir. dia ter 2 on ( saissinsc wire coeted with wire generates DC power that is converted to ELF by

dielectric) a DC/AC static converter. The excitation of the Alf-
yen Wings mechanism is minimized in order to reduce

Wire ohmic resiatance L Koh. radiation losses. The ELF power obtained by static

Currant in wirc 2 sp conversion is utilized to feed the horizontal dipole,
characterized by an electric moment IX- 3.2 106 Am.

Has. of nire 850 Vs

Balloon rsdiou 50 e TABLE II

liectrodyneuic power
generated 47 KW

Power Losees ( ohmic SHUTTLE-sBORNEs, ERTICALLY DEPLOYED, ELF ANTENNA.
loases) is the i'inFOAC PArASTERS
wire 

4 KP

Nat &variable electro-dysi.ric power 43 K.

Ino.pherlc Ctarsom£iion
lose.. 6 dB Wire lenath 400 KY

Conversio lon... eiettro- Wire diamter Z = (eilinum wire with dieter.
dynamic power to eier-
tromrgnetet power 30 dB (initial estite)n)

%e. field at hot spot Mae o of Wire 3.4 Tone

on the Earth er-Si Wrs ohmic resietance 4 Koh.

nCurrent in the wira a ASofsa level in 1 i
bandwidth "otee - 0.i eifiaii BSlaucn radio. 50

Signalt•o-Nois Satino
in I SH bandwidth 0SK - * 20 do Electrodynaeic power generated 750 Kw

Power eose.a in t-he nire (ohmic
losme.) 250 Ky

Net avaiLable electrodynamic power 500 K.w
Pappert (1973) has developed a theory of ex-
citation by an orbiting dipole of quasi-TM lonoepherin Lraaiesion leece 4 do

and quasi-TE guided modes in the Earth-loon- Convereion losesa Klectrodynamic-

spheric cavity. When working, for instance, to-electromnemtic power 30 dB (inittel miUt"LL)

at 75 Hz, the horizontal wire of Figure 6 Z.m. tieid ",teneiry at hot spot

would generate field intensities at the Earth on Ut, zarth surfaer H, 3 cilligsooe
surface comparable to the ones computed by
Pappert (1973) for the "Austere ELF" trans- Noi.e level in I SK. bndwidth NcI.. - 0.1 niLli•eogm

mitting facility, as plotted in Figure 21 and Signal-to-Noiee -t•e in I I11
Figure 22. Signals would have substantial in- bandwidth SN1 -+ - iB
te-nsity at distances of several megameters

far from the vertical that contains the orbit-
in transmitter.

5. CONCLUSIONS

New vistas in I)LF radiators derive from the present-day activities to design and construct long metal
wires for orbital use. It is expected that in the mid-'80s demonstration flights of the rss facility

AI - I£ - _____ _m - -
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will be conducted by NASA, aimed at the experimental verification that deployment and retrieval ope-
rations are feasible and safe and that the several electrodynamic uses of the tether are possible,as predicted theoretically. The importance of even producing just DC power becomes evident, when we

call to mind that the Shuttle has a serious shortage of electric power and a level , for instance, of
30 Kw coming from the use of the tether would double the present amount of primary power available from
the on-board battery system. The demonstration flights would also verify the existance of the Alfven
Wings mechanism, and of other radiation schemes, with direct bearing on the feasibility and practicality
of Shuttle-mounted and rocket-mounted ELF antennas. It is reasonable to expect that in the time frame
1985-1990, these long orbiting wires will be far enough in their development to be available for use in
operational ELF communication systems.
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Antenna F

Mo'jelDistributled

Power Line Ground

Fig. I Clam Lake, WI ELF Test Site, 14 x 14 mi (22.5 x 22.5 kmn) center driven, end-grounded
antenna farm having proven strategic submarine communications capability (Starkey, 1981)

I "---165 Miles to
1 Checuamegon

National Forest
(C~arn Late, V.)ITes!, Site

" " K. I. Sawyer
AFB

Fig,2 Proposed Michigan portion of Austere ELF with three 30-40 mi (48.3 - 64.4 kin) antenna
limbs connected electromagnetically with the Clam Lake, WI test site via leased telephone cables

(Starkey, 1981)
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Fig. 10 Shuttle-based clectrodynamic tether
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Re (reelers)

Fig.13 Configuration A: Current versus RB for 1 =I 0sm. (a) p = 0.031A.2m; (h) . 0.15A11m
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Fig.14 Currents versus RB, Configuration A, L 10t) kmI, p 0. 03A ni, r, 0.5 1 n.
There is an ion gun onboard the Shuttle, so that VS c- 0

[ ~ ~I (A-P) -----
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2 , /

35 79 I

R,,

Fig. 15 Currents versus RB, Configuration B, 1 = 100 kmi, p 0.031A2m, rw = 0.5mm.
An ecletron gun is onhotird the Shuttlc, so that VS 0
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Fig. 16 Power into oh inic dissipat ion (P.), acceleration of secondlary election1S (P.3 ) anld
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Fig. 17 Scliematic view of the upper and lower current stiets which spread out From tbe elect rodlynamlic

tetheri system. The periodic daikened regions represent the outward propatgation of ww trcqutency
Atf-vei waves along the magnetic field. There is a net positive charge excess on the lop wing and a

nOt negative chsarge density on the lower' wing (f'rom Banks et at., 1 980)
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Fig. 18 Alfvenic current versus balloon radius RIB: (P) p 1.015!m: (b) p -0.03Pmrn
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Fig.20 Power in Alfven wave from a single balloon versus balloon radius:
Configuration A, (a) p = 0.03pn2m; (b) p = 0.1 5p/fm
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ABSTRACT

The dc SQUID (Superconducting Quantuti Interference Device) is a low noise flux-to-voltage transducer used
in sensitive superconducting magnetometer systeme. These systems show great promise as detectors of electro-
magnetic signals at frequencies ranging from 10- Hz to 106 Hz. The dc SQUID consists of a superconducting
loop interrupted by two Josephson junctions. A lumiped circuit element model for the dc SQUID is presented.
The magnetic field resolution of a pick-up coil coupled inductively to the device is derived as a function
of the device parameters. The operation and resolution of a typical system is described, The rbcent de-
velopment of high resolution devices with energy factors approaching the qu•gntun 1imi t is described. The
magnetic field resolution of these devices is expected to approach 2 x i0-1i THz 

1 
at frequencies above

a KHzi Low frequency resolution is presently limited by I/f noise in the device.

1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, superconducting circuit elements have been used with great success in a wide variety of'
electromagnetic devices. For example, the most sensitive iiagnetometers and linear amplifiers and the mvst
stable voltage sources are now fabricated from superconducting devices eiiploying Josephson junctions. In
addition, superior superconducting parametric amplifiers, analog-to-ditigal converters and integrated cir-
cuit logic and memory devices have also been developed. The perfonrmance of the superconducting devices
has conmionly exceeded that of the conventional room temperature devices by an order of magnitude or better
(McDonald, D.8., 1981).

In this paper, the develolArent of an extremely sensitive superconducting magnetometer, the dc SQUID
(Jaklevic, R.C., .... 1964), will be reviewed. In the past three years, the energy resolution of this
device in the laboratory has been improved by three orders of magnitude over coumiercially available super-
conducting magnetniieter,;s. he intense interest in the fabrication if superconducting devices ensures the
development of reliable instruments with unprecidented resolution for field use in the very near future.
The availability of such devices as detectors for low frequency electromagnetic radiation promises to have
an impact on conlmunication systels.

2. TIlE DC SQUID: AN OVERVIEW

The dc SOUID (Superconducting Quanttla Interference Device) consists of a superconducting loop of inductance
L interrupted by two Josephson juctions (Fig. 1). The junctions are biased at a fixed dc curreit I. The
voltage drp, V, across the SQUID is a function of the flux, q'a,, threading the superconductirg loop. A
small change in the input flux Ata produces a small change in the output voltage AV = (2V/,Ia)A'Ia. Thus

the dc SQUID is a flux to voltage transducer characterized by a forward transfer function, 1VI9/3,a.

The Josephson elements used in the device are typically thin film Josephson junctions (Josephson, lD.U,
1962). These devices can be characterized by a lmped circuit element model (RSJ model) shiown in Fig. 2
(Stewart, W.C., 1968, McCunber, D.E.. 1968). The ideal Josephson junction critical current is Io A shunt
resistance R and junction self capacitance C are in paral lel with the junction. The Johnson noise associated
with the nornal resistance R is a major source of noise in the SQUID. The thenial fluctuations in the
voltage across the shunt resistors generate fluctuations in the output voltage. The flux sensitivity of
the isolated SQUID is detenr ined by dividing the ins output voltage noise by the forward transfer function.
Since the Johnson noise sources scale with the temperature, excellent sensitivity is obtained for devices
operated at 4 K.

the flux resolution of the dc SQUIP is a function of the applied flux (lesche, C.D. , 1977). In fact,
the dc SQUID operates like an interferometer. The average voltage V is a periodic function of the applied
flux P. with period Po h/2e - 2 x 10-i5 Wb (see Fig. 3). At values ],a = %,,o/2 (n 0, 0 I 1, 2 ... ),
the forward transfer iunction vanishes. As a result, the dc SQUID is usually operated iin flux locked
loop (see Fig. 4) (Clarke, J... ). An uc inmdulation flux ,I, with peak-to-peak amplitude 1, o/2 and fre-
quency ,h, is applied to the SQUID. If thie applied flux a = no/2, the voltage across the SQUID oscillates
at twice the modulation frequency. S,1all chianges ill 'Il awdy from this value produce a component in the
output voltage at i,1. This; component is amplified and lock-in detected. Thus, the dc output voltage,
V,, is proportional to the hanqe in applied flux, A+ A feedback current generated by Vo is used to
nul I out the change in applied ilux. The modulation frequency places an upper limit on the detectable
signal frequency. A typical value for the modulation frequency is 100 Kitz, although in principle, values
in the Milz range could be used. A dc SQUID operated as a small signal amplifier (no modulation) could
conceivably be operated up into the GHz range.

The dc SQUID can be used directly as a magnetoimeter. The input inductance is then the loop inductance
LF The !'QUID can also be coupled inductively through a coupling coil Li to a pick-up coil 11 (see Fig,

5). The pick-up coil configural in call be varied at will. In general, the resolut ion of the magfieto-
metur is optimized for Li L) (t lark, J ... , 1979). In addition, g fod coupling vust be tiaintaifed
between the coupling coil Li and the SQUID loep L. This places; a practical lhnit L on the ,iie if the pick-
up :ui I. Since the applied flux is proportional to the area of the pick-up coil, the magnetic field re-
solutilfn is limited by both the intrinsic SQUID loop inductance I and by the elffective flux noise at the
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SQUID input. SQUID loop inductances are typically L - lOpH - loll. As a result, pick-up coil inductances
"are relatively small. The magnetic field resolution is a result of the intrinsically low dc SQUID flux
noise rather than the use of a large cross section pick-up coil. For a solenoidal pick-up coil of radius
0.05 a and length 0.2 in, a r'esolution B - 2 x 10-18 T in a I Hz bandwidth is obtainable.

Finally, the resolution of the device is also limited by low frequency (I/f) voltage noise observed at
the device output (Clarke, J.,..... 1976), The source of this noise is not well understood at this time. In
fact, although much progress has been made in reducing the Johnson noise contribution to the output volt-
age noise, the low frequency component has not been similarly reduced. Characterizing the source of this
noise remains one of the outstanding problems in the development of the dc SQUID.

The ideas sumimarized in this section will be expanded upon in the rest of this paper. A luniped circuit
element model for the device is developed in Section III. Low frequency noise is discussed in Seotios
IV. An analysis of the resolution of the dc SQUID magnetometer is presented in Section V. Finally, fab-
rication techniques and device operation are discussed in Section VI.

3. A LUMPED CIRCUIT ELEMENT MODEL FOR THE DC SQUID

The behavior of ordinary circuit elements can be adequately described by a set of classical variables,
such as current, voltage, magnetic flux, etc. However, to adequately describe superconducting circuit
elements, a new parameter must be introduced. This parameter is the quantum mechanical phase, 6. In a
superconducting material, the inmtions of a substantial fraction of the conduction electrons becmves cor-
related at low temperatures. As a result, quantuim mechanical interference effects becone observable on
a macroscopic st:ale. In order to describe these interference effects, a complex macroscopic wave function
q = A exp (itS) is assigned to the superconducting electrons. The phase of the wave function is the addi-
tional parameter needed to describe the superconducting circuit elements. Although the absolute value
of the phase is not observable, the phase difference across a superconducting circuit element is observable.
Two examples are given below.

3.1 The Josephson Tunnel Junction

In the Josephson tunnel junction (Josephson, BD., 1962), two pieces of superconductor are separated by
an insulating barrier (Fig. 2a). Current can flow in the superconducting material with no loss. However,
the maximum lcssless current that can flow through the junction, Ij, is a function of the phase drop A6
across the junction.

= I= 1s in0^ (M)

The criti' al current I is a function of the junction size, materials and temperature. If the current
through the junction eSceeds the critical curront, the excý,ss flows through the nonnial resistance R and
self capacitance C (see Fig. 2). In this case, the phase drop oscillates in time, with frequency propor-
tional to the voltage drop, V, across the nonnnal elements

o dA0V r2 at (2)

3.2 Flux QIantization in a Superconducting Loop

In a loop made of normal metal, variaLions in the flux threading the loop generate a voltage drop around
the loop. In a superconducting loop, there is no loss in the ring. Thus, persistent currents are generated
around the ring which perfectly screen the changes in applied flux. lhe phase drop around the loop is
proporLional to the total flux (applied flux + screening flux) through the ring, A6/2n = 'T/4'% Since
the wave function must be single valued, AMs = 21m (n = 0, 1 1, f 2, ... ). [hus the total flux through
the ring is quartLized, +I. = n1% o

In the dc SQUID, the superconducting ring is interrupted by two Josephson junctions. In this case,
Ad' - A6I - 692 + 2?n, wh•ere A61 and AMe are the phase drops across the junctions. Thus for screening cur-
rent J and loop inductanre L,

A61 - A62 LJ I %I, - nI'o

Note that the derivative of Eqn (3) is Faraday's law of induction.

3.3 The DC SQUID

The luinped circuit elemiient model fur the d& SQUID is shown in Fig. I (Tesche, C.D ...... 1977). The dc
SQUID consists of two Josephson junctions in a superconducting loop of inductance L. The junction critical
current is To, and self capacitance is C. The non-lal shunt resistance is R. If the external flux applied
to the SQUID is nlo, no screening currents are generated around thc loop. The dc bias current I can be
increased to 

2 1
0 before a voltage drop V begins to appear across the junctions. If the applied flux is

increased, however, a screening current is generated around the loop (Eqn. 3). As a resulL, the lossless
components 11 are reduced (Eqn. 12. At bias current 2 1

0, the voltage across the junctions oscillates non-
sinusoidally at frequency si 2sn/N0 (Eqn. 2). The time averaged voltage V - 1OR ý, NV. This corresponds
to a frequency tn1 ,; 109 rad sec '. In practice, this places an upper limit oi the signal frequency,

A rajor source of noise is the Johnson noise generated in the shunts. The vwitage noise generated across
the output can be estimated by remsrving the Josephson junctions from the circuit. The voltage power spectral
density Sv for a device at temperature T is then white at frequencies (, << w, with S v 4knT (R/2) (The

'C, inductance L is usually chosen such that 211 " ) The variance in the voltage AV 2 in a dand width
is AV2 - S h. A numerical simulation of the dc SýUID circuit indicates that the actual voltage noise is
Sincreased a factor -y, 4, 10, hu,rte y depends on the ci rcurit parameter'; (T'esciw, C.D .. ,1977).
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The circulating current noise is estimated in the same fashion (Tesche, C.D.....1979). At frequencies

a,)<< «u,, SJ -=Y2kBT/R, where yj depends on the device parameters. A typical value is Yj , 10. If the
junctions are removed, the current and voltage noises are uncorrelated. However, the nonlinearities in
the junctions introduce substantial correlation near the optimal bias point.

In most applications, the current noise is unimportant. In that case, the voltage noise can be expressed
as an equivalent flux noise througy the loop, SI = S/(a?/D4.e) 2 - YV2kBT L/R. For a device operated at
4K, with L 7 InH, R - ill, S1 -• 10- %oHz-1 = 2 x 10- Wb Hz- 1 . Devices have been fabricated with Sq as
low as Ic-7 %Hz-.I

A useful figure of merit related to the flux sensitivity is the energy factor referred to the SQUID loop
inductance, SE = S@/2L. The energy factor can be expressed as a function of the geometric factors, L
and C, and temperature T under the following conditions. First, the screening factor [3 = MLio/uI, = 1.
A detailed nuslerical simulation indicates that this is the optimal choice under most circumstanrces (Tesche,
C.D., ... , 1977). Second, in order to eliminate hysteresis in the I-V characteristics, the junction hys-
teresis parameter 3c = (21rI R/Qo)(RC) , 1. (Note that 27rIoR/No is a characteristic frequency for the
junction.) (Stewart, W.C., ?968, McCumber, C.E., 1968). For 1, 1,c = 1, the energy factor for a device
limited by the thermal noise in the shunt resistance is

S E TE kBT (LC)', (4)

where YE is a function of the device parameters (YE - 10 is a typical value).

In the limit wj - (LC)1 >> kBT/1i, the thermal component of the Johnson noise is no longer the dominant
noise source. In this case, quantum fluctuation effects appear to limit the energy factor to SE • h = 10
JHz"7 ((Tesche, C.D ..... 1977)(Koch, R.H.,...,1981). There appears to be no fundamental linit to the flux
noise, however.

4. LOW FREQUENCY NOISE

Low frequency noise with a voltage power spectral density Sr It I/f has been observed both in single current
biased Josephson junctions (Clarke, J., ... , 1976) and in the dc SQUID (Clarke, J .... 1979). This s
source dominates the thermal noise for a dc SQUID with moderate energy resolution, E 9 2.4 x 10-T1 JHzi
at frequencies f ý, i0-2 Hz (Clarke, J, 1976). In high resolution SQUIDs (SE < 1 0-33 JHz- 1 ), i/f noisedominates at frequencies fI % 10-100 KHz (Ketchen, M.B.,...,1980).

The source of the 1/f noise in the dc SQUID is not well understood. However, there is some evidence
to suggtat that the noise is generated by thennal fluctuations within the junction (Clarke, J3....,1976)(Ketchen, M.B3,...,1980)(Voss, R.F., .... 1976). Since the junction critical currents are functions of •

the temperature, thermal fluctuations produce low frequency variations in the output voltage. For a
junction with heat capacity CV in contact with a heat reservoir at temperature T, the mean square fluctua-
tion in the junctinon temperatuer is (AT)z = kBT2/Cv. The resultant fluctuation in the junction critical
current is (Al 0)' = (a)Io/,1T)2ATd. The independent fluctuations in the critical currents of the two SQUID
junctions generate a fluctuation in the output voltage (AV) = R 1o2, where Re "• R (Tesche, C.D., 1981).

The spectral density of the temperature fluctuations appears tovary as 1/f over the frequencies of inter-
est Exerfiinental results appear to agree with a spectral density for the temperature fluctuations of
S k Tl/2'iC f (Ketchen, M.3_. 1980). Tire junction heat capacity and self capacitance both scale
with Re junction area. Thus, the low frequency SQUID energy resolution deterilned by thn I/f noise
sources is

s = KT 2/Cf (5)

where K depends on the device and junction parameters. The practiyal implication of this expreý.sion
is the following. If the high frequency energy resolution, pSE I C , is improved by redicing the junction
capacitance C, the energy resolution at low frequencies will deteriorate like SE It 1/C. This places
a practical limit on the junction capacitance.

5. RESOLUTION OF THE DC SQUID MAGNETOMETER

The dc SQUID 1 may be coupled inductively to either a superconducting or normal pick-up coil as illustrated

in Fig. 5. The magnetic field resolution in this configuration is a FuncLion of both the pick-up loop
geometry and the dc SQUID energy factor (Clarke, J .... 1919). Although the analysis of the superconduct-
ing and normal input circuit nhinetoineters is quite different, the basic results arte similar (Tesche,
C.D., 1978). We shall focus on thre nonral easu only.

For a pick-up coil of cross sectional area A in a perpendicular magneic field of rcns amnplitude B and
frequency .,, the effective signal energy in the pick-up coil is u -•-i AP/ 2

/2,., where i , 1. The ef-
fective energy resolution referred to the pick-up coil, Sc, depends en the SQUIH loop energy factor Sr.
the coupling efficiency It2 - M

2
/LLi , and the noise flux generated in the input circuit S M

2
Si. The

optimal choice of input coil inductance is Li r rmLp, where y, is a parameter of order unity. he opti-
riiz h energy resolution in that case I S S I . hue, the ainiTnuln detectable signal energy (unity
signal-to-noise) is a bandwidth I is u = TEB/,. This corresponds to a dean squared magnetic field of

2 Y f.lioS B/,, 12 /(6)

where y, is a function of the correlatico between thi current and voltage noise in the SQUID (y "1 1).

Tihe practical implications of Fqn. 6 ane the following. First, althougch there hppears to bh, a fundamentd1l
lirsil. to the energy resolution (with correlation ,actor) of the dc SQUID) there is no fundamlental limi
tI the magnetic field resolution . The practicl il limit i, tlhe fnllowing. Tine energy reso lutior S1I ,

[• • • i na 1A
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(the capacitance is limited by the I/f noise). Hos:ever, it is difficult to couple a large input coil
efficiently (c %v 1) to a small SQUID loop inductance. Since Lp p Li, the pick-up -.ill inductance is
limited by the size of the SQUID loop. This in turn limits the pick-up area A. Several ingenious geo-
metries have been suggested to maximize the factor L

1
/cx2A (Jaycox, J..,M..1980)(Cromar,M.W., to be pub-

lished). A magnetic field resolution for a quantum noise iligited SQUID coupled with 0o= 0.5 to a solenoidal
pick-up coil of radius 0O05m and length O.2m of B , 2 x 10-I THz-1 appears achievable.

6. FABRICATION AND DEVI(:E OPERATION

The dc SQUID developed by Clarke, Goubau and Ketchen in 1976 consists of a thin film device evaporated
onto a cylindrical 3 imii diameter quartz tube (Clarke, J., 1976). The juicLions are Nb-NbOx-Pb tunnel junc-
tions fabricated using shadow miask tecfniq es. The loop inductance L -- InH, the junction capacitance C

400 pF, and the junction area A -, 10 pm . The input coil is wound directly o. the cylindrical tube.
"The flux noise spectral density in a flux-locked loop is S, ', 3 x 10-5 'o Hz-1 in the white noise region.
The I/f noise sources in thp SQUIB and associated electronics dominate at frequenries f 'ý. 2 x 10-2 liz.

Most of the high resolution dc SQUIDs which have been developed in the past three years have been fabricat-
ed out oi thin film materials deposited on planar substrates (Jaycox, J.M.,...,1980)(Cromar, M.M. to be
published)(Voss, R. .. 1980)(Ketchen, M.B. ,...,1979)(Hu, E.L.,....1979)(Greinor, J.H .... 1980)
(Laibowitz, R.B....,1979). Josephson junctions have been fabricated from Nb, Pb-in alloys, and the IBM
Pb-alloy. These junctions are designed for" use at liquid He temperatu es rd below (T < 4.2K). The junc-
tions have been patterned using shadow sacks for junction areas A -, 10 pim and electron beam lithography
for junction areas A ¾,, lpm

2
. The SQUID loop area varies from a fraction of a time to several 1m1. The coupl-

ing and pick-up coils are usually patterned on the same substrate.

The dc SQUID and input coil are mounted inside a superinsulated liquid Heliun dewar. The dewar is care-
fully screened to reduce high frequency electromagnetic transients which might cause the device to jumip
lock. The dewars are lightweight and rugged, and may be operated in the field as long as one month with-
out refill. iHoderately sensitive devices have been used successfully in the field for over 5 years. (For
a detailed description of this device, see (Clarke, ... 1979).

CONCLUS ION

SQUIDs (Superconducting Quantum Interference Devices) are sensitive detectors of changes in magnetic flux.
These deviceýs show great proatise as extremely sensitive detectors.

The sensitivity of the SQUID to changes in magnetic flux is limited by the intrinsic device noise scon ces.
The dominant noise source for the present generation of devices at frequencies '- 10-IUO KlIz is the, Je•lh."JI
noise associated with the resistive Josephson junctions. Below 'u 10-100 Kliz, I/f noise is observed. Ilhn
ultimate source of this noise is not well understood. The intrinsic sensor noise is characterized by an
equivalent flux noise spectral density S4, through the SQUID loop. A useful figure of merit is the energy
factor SE = SA/2L, where L is the loop inductance. Energy factors in the white noise region of Sr ' 10-3
J/llz m, fi are nticipated. Magnetic field resolution is limited by the size of the pick-up coil tfat can bet
efficiently itatched to the SQUID loop. The optimal SQUID loop inductance is usually between 10pH and I]ll.
For a solenoid pick-up coil of length 0.2 in by radius 0.05 m, this would correspond to a nes magnetic field
resolution in a I Hz bandwith above the 1/f region of B = 2 x 10-18 T. Reduction of the effects of the
low frequency noise sources anid-1Tirovements in thin film coupling schemes are expected to result in simi air
resolution even at frequencies well below a KHz. Clearly, this development would have an impact on
communicatin systems.
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Fig. 1. DC SQUID with loop inductance L biased at dc current 1. The voltage
V across the Josephson junctions is a function of the flux 

1
'a applied

to the loop.

10 R

Fig. 2(a). Josephson tunnel junction consisting of a superconducter-
insulator-superconductor (SIS) sandwich, (b) RSJ lImped
circuit element model.
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FIGURES (cont.)
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Fig. 3 Plot of typical voltage versus applied flux as a function of bias
current I. (SQUID parameters R =152, L I nH, I) = IpA anid T 1K.)
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F ig. 5. DC SQUID Tldgnetog~ter coupled to an input coil.Li through a Du11tUdI
inductance M 1ILLi The pick-up coil inductance is L.
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DISCUSSION EPP FALL 1981 MEETING
MEDIUM, LONG, ANO VERY LONG WAVE PROPAGATION

(AT FREQUENCIES LESS THAN 3000 KHZ)

SESSION 7

PAPER : 36. OMEGA
AUTHOR E. R. Swanson
QUESTIONER : F. J. Kelly
QUESTION : Are the coveragje diagrams prepared on a universal time basis, for each season and as
a function of Omega frequency?
RESPONIP ; No, there is a set done for various seasons and hours of the day, and according to
blocKs of noise modclling, among other things. Properly done this is an extremely complex tasl
and the user is inundated with complexity. I am also looking at other ways which may be mor1
comprehensible if not better. There is also work to be done at 13.6 kHz, to date all work is at
10.2 0Hz only. This is a very formidable problem it uses full wave analysis extensively.

PAPER : 37. THE EFFECTS OF PROPAGATION ON THE ACCURACIES OF POSITIONS DETERMINED USING ONEGA IN
THE UK
AUTHOR : T. B. jonen
QUESTIONER : L. R. Swanson
QUESTION : 1. Wnich prediction coefficients were used? Did they employ the 1971 coefficients as
were used for many yemrs, the new 1983 coefficients or something else?

2. Your Farnborough for the North Dakota transmission data seemed to be scattered
markedly more than some of the other data. Does Farnborough have abnormally high local noise?

3. You referred to prediction errors during disturbed conditions. I am sure there
would be interest in improving predictions during these periods. However, one must first
predict the disturbance, and its duration and magnitude in advance, to allow for production and
distribution of correction tables.

RESPONSE : 1. It was the interim coefficients before the 1980 coefficients became available.
t p No, if you look at the Leicester data it too has scatter. This I believe is due

"to the path being tangential to the auroral zone which results in additional Acatter due to
"fluctuations in received phase associated with sub-storm activity.

3. I think the only way to deal with disturbed conditions is to have some form of
real time monitoring to ascertain the magnitude of he event. From this information it might be
possible to issue a correction for other paths. The rroblem of getting the information to the
user is a formidable one, but one can en", a scheme something along the lines of the
differential Omega system.

PAPER ; 41. N-1 
T

ECHNOLOOY FOR ELF RADIAIORS: A REVIEW OF AIRBORNE, ROCKET-BORNE AND
SPACE -BORNE ELF ANTEIt•AS
AUTHOr( : HM. . Grossi
QUESTIONER : J. Aarons
QUESTION : What would be the environmental impact on the propag-tion of other RF signals of
this very long wire reflector coming around every 90 minutes.
RESPONSE : The wire is like a very long meteor trail, it will create an echo, but the footprint
is not very large. It is a veru thin wire. I hope that will not be an objection.

PAPER : 41. NEW TECHNOI.OGY FOR ELF RADIATORS: A REVIEW OF AIRBORNE, ROCKET-BORNE AND
SPALZ-I3ORNE ELF ANTENNAS
AUTkOR : H. 0. Orossi
QUESTIONER : J. S. Belrose
QUESTION : I. Will the wire be rewound on the conclusion of the experiments?

2. What happens during magnetic storms? Satellite charging has been an important
problei for ordinary satellites.

RESPONSE : i. Ye• (Retrieval time: 2 hours to 12 hours). It will be reused next mission, etc.
2. No, but we have consi6e,'ed wire motion fro., s.I'cden perturbations.

o uch as erght be caused by air density fluctuations, nnd ways to stabilize the wire if set in
motion t lectro-mechanical methods (plasma injectior) . This technique could 2lso take , are of
any di,,i~ulty er,,ountered with the variable VxB (orce .... a magnetic storm is perhaps a
perturbation on this force (300 Y's compared with the 3ý1,000 V's of the main field).

A. PAPER : 41. NEW TECHNOLOGY FOR ELF RADIATCRS: A REVIEW OF AIRBORNE, ROCKET-BORNE AND
SPACE-BORNE ELF ANTENNAS
AUTHOR : M. D. Grossi
QUESTIONER : J. B. Reagan
QUESTION : l',hat effects will your high power levels at ELF in the shuttle-borne sy.stemTr have un
the particle population of the magnetosphere,? A large portion of the radiation belt electrons
resonate with ELF waves. At continued operation you could precipitate a significant fraction

-' of the electrons trapped in the radiation belts, and create artificial aurora and interference
to coemsunications cver a wide frequency range?
RL-SPONSE : Dr. Schmerling wes 10 years ago interested mainly in this aspect, and he is
currently considering including an experiment in WISP experiments to be carried out in the
space shuttle. Perhaps he could conmnent.

PAPER : 41. NEW TECHNOLOGY FOR ELF RADIATORS: A REVIEW OF AIRBORNE, ROCKET-BORNE NID
SPACE-BORNE ELF ANTENNAS
AUTHOR : H. D. Orossi
COWiEIITER : E. P. Schmerling
COh1'iENT : The early philosophy that we had was that if we could put in orbit a long antenna
with a local transmitter pruviding a radiating field, we could increase by at least 30 dD the

. ..- .-- .... .- . -....
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the Eli field causing wave-particle interactions, compared with that presently available in the
Siple transmitter. We've not really looked at the electrodynamic stability problem, e. g. how
much power must be put into the accellerator to get electrons out of the system? The other
point is, where do these electrons come from

0
h In a sense they have to be "Lucked' out of the

ionosphere, and this provides a further limitation on the current. How many electrons can you
draw from the ionosphere, push through the wire and emit at the other end of the accellerator?
We have been interested in three aspects: I) The point of view that Dr. Grossi had that the
very long wire would interact with the VxB, could be modulated, producing magneto-hydrodynamic
wave; and micropulsations; 2) concerning the length of wire, even 1-2 km would be much longerthan we've ever had before; and 3) a long wire could be a means of dangling an instrumentedpackage downwards, beneath the shuttle, at low altitudes, in the neighbourhood of 100 km.

PAPER : 42, SQUID SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY AND ITS COMING IMPACT tfN ULF/ELF COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
AUTHOR C. D. Tesche
QUESTIONER : L. Brock-Nannestad
QUEc..__ : How do you test devices with such high sensitivity? It would seem impossible to find
a place quiet enough on earth to test the resolution you have been demonstrating.
RESPONSE : One exploit, one of the properties of superconducting materials. If you have a ring,
the screening currents around the ring ;re perfect and can completely exclude any change of
fluK through the loop. It is the miser effect. What one does is makes a superconducting cavity
and places the device inside the ring. The screening is almost perfect and the field changes
inside that cavity are very, very small. In fact most of these devices are operated inside
superconducting shields.

CUMIENTER : M. D. Grossi

As Dr. Tesche has said, most of these devices are used in a field derivative or' secondary
derivative mode. Two devices are used, which are say 10 cm apart, and now the noise is in the
gradient mode, i. e. it can be cancelled to a high degree because it is correlated in the two
loops.

COMI1EtITER : L. Brock-Nannestad
I was thinking that the SQUID devices would be operated in the differential or gradient mode,
however the signal itself, at ELF, is also fairly effectively cancelled. At ELF, which is
useful for communications to submarines beneath the surface of the sea, the gradient is very
small because of the wavelength.

COMMENTER : M. D. Grossi
The applications that I know of by the Military have always employed the SQUID device in the
gradient mode .... never as a total field device. You are right, the signal itself is also
cancelled as well as the noise. However, fortunately the noise is cancelled more effectively
than the signal. Since the noise frequently originates from nearby sources, its gradient is
less than that for the signal. That is the noise is better correlated in the two loops, and so
is better cancelled.

COFIIENTER : C. D. Tesche
I should say that if one tries to get rid of the correlated noise from nearby sources, one uses
two SQUID devices, separated by distances that !re low-n cunp'rwd with the distance to nearby
noise sources. And then one ca, 4r a ..i,:.e r'n-e:nce kind of procedure, and that is a very
useful and very important idca when using SQUID device5, as for example in magneto-tellurics,
or any operational System i. 1he field, where there are moving metal objects.

PAPER : 42. SQUID SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY AND ITS CEIING IMPACT ON ULF/ELF COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
AUTHOR : C. D. Tesche
QUESTIONER : T. J. Beahn
QUESTION : e used RF SQUIDS some years ago and finally discontinued their use (in spite of the
fact that they performed very well) because of the logistics of helium support and supply. I
would suggest that continued work on DeWars, refrigeration, etc. is indeed as important as you
have suggested in your talk.
RESPONSE : The problem is recognized and considerable effort is being exerted in the
development of cryocoolers.

PAPER : 42. SQUID SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY AND ITS COMING IMPACT ON ULF/ELF COMIMINICATION SYSTEMS
AUTHOR C. D. Tesche
QUESTIONER : E. R. Schmerling
QUESTION : Is tWere any hope of using superconductors that have higher critical temperatures,
which could therefore avoid the requirement for liquid helium.
RESPONSE : There :s always hope. The highest T is up in the 20's now. The critical points to
look at are nitrogen at 70. Liquid hydrogen in the 20's, helium at 4.2. If you can get a good
cryo-cooler operating in the 10-15 degree range and use some of these high Tc materials there
are possibilities.
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ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION

Participants at Round Table: J.S. Belrose (Chairman)
B. Burgess
J.B. Reagan
G. Lange-Hesse
J. Fonteyne
T.B. Jones

In his opening remarks JS. Belrose emphasized that the reason for having the sessio,, chairmen
around the table was to stimulate discussion from the floor, not to carry out a discourse between the
participants at the round table. He noted that he had asked each one of his colleagues to make a few
comments about the session that they had chaired, with particular emphasis on: (1) what they thought
was new; (2) what research studies needed to be done; and (3) what the direction of new work should be.
He stressed, however, that their remarks need not be coifined strickly to the session that they had
chaired, because there was an over lap between material presented in the various sessions, which is only
natural since factors that influence VLF propagation, for example, also affect the frequency bands above
and below the frequency range under consideration. He noted that the AGARD/EPP was specially interested
in the limitations that the propagation media imposed on system design and perfornance, and since there
would be no round table discussion following the applications session, contributors to this session were
particularly invited to contribute to the present discussions.

B. Burgess sunmmarized the papers presented in the session on the Propagation Medium. He noted
that the authors of the papers presented in this and following sessions, together with participants from
the various Nations, represented a majority of the researchers who were experts in the western world in
the area, and so the symposium provided a good forum for these researchers to get together to exchange
ideas and to review where they were all going. He noted that ELF propagation research was a prime driver
for a lot of the new work presented, and this stenmed largely from USA work in this area, and on the
systems application of very-very low frequencies. He noted that W.L. Imhoff's paper on precipitating
energetic particles affecting the propagation mnediun clearly revealed the localized nature of nergetic
electron events, and that effects on long path propagation could be observed; but he felt that the present
state of our knowledge was incomplete. That is while the paper provided a feel for effects observed, more
work was needed here. In particular he noted that while solar proton events (SPE) are more wide spread,
and in that sense easier to interpret, e.g., comparisons between calculation and observation, that, as
J.B. Reagan had indicated, there were no ELF measurements made during SPE's. Concerning the C-layer
Burgess noted that the possible existence of such a layer had been speculated many years ago (by Bracewell
and Bain in 1952), and yet still today there were uncertainties about its existence as a separate clearly
defined layer below the D-layer. He noted that while P.A. Kossey's paper certainly emphasized the role
of the C-layer, and that, like the D-layer there were substantial variations from day-to-day, and with
season; noteably the "C-layer" was most clearly discernable in winter. He noted that the latitude variation
was not at all clear, more data were needed. And that while there were soem indications that the variations
with the solar cycle were in the way originally suggested, in that the iayer was strongest during solar
minimum years, this also was not entirely clear. Bur gess noted that while the C-layer should dominantly
affect ELF and VLF propagation, it seemed however, that long path LF propagation gave the best background
information on it. He noted that while J. Schafer and H1. Volland had developed a very useful tool, employing
naturally occuring atmospherics, to study VLF propagation; and that while W. Harth had tried to explair the
medium distance, results in terms of multi-mode propagation employing the simple Wait exponential type
profile, he felt that more work was needed to utilize more realistic profiles to explain these data. He
noted that the last two papers were concerned with wave-particle interaction. Of particular interest was
the paper by P. Stubbe who used an HF heater transmitter to in effect produce a large LEF antenna in the sky.
ihis heater facility clearly had the potential to reveal exciting new results on the polar ionosphere, and
he encouraged the researchers to continue their work,

B. Burgess pointed out that while the D-region is often described as being relatively stable,
comnpared with._te F-region for example, it is in fact quite a variable part of the ionosphere, and one can't
really eroploy a single model profile to explain propagation uata. He questioned whether we have in fact
progress.i ve-'y f.ir in yodelling the propagation medium? He remarked that in so far as VLF propagation
is (1lrceriId we heven't a good nighttime pi-ofile, particularly the details of the profile, and the ion and
electron distribution at the lowest heights. While physics of the lower ionosphere was not a main theme
for the symposi im, he noted that J.b. Reagan had shown that computer nmdelling has given results which
agreed with some aspects of VLF/ELF propagation. The chemistry of the region is very complex, however
computdr ccies no,e exisL, and Bur(ess questioned whether we need to know anything further about the physics
of the lower ionosphere?

J.B. Reagan summarized the session on ELF Propagation, commenting on various aspects of the work
in some detail, lie pointed out the various areas of ELF research in which he believed that more work was
needed. Concerning propagation theory he remarked that much work had been done in thi-. area, by Galeje,
Pappert, Morfitt, Field, Booker, and others; and in particular he noted that approximations had been developed
by the Greifingers which provided easily calculatable results. He felt that our knowledge about propagation
over great circle paths in a homogeneous ionosphere was well understood; but that propagation take place also
over non-gru.,t circle paths; and he felt that, concerning our knowledge about disturbance effects, due to
energetic particle precipitation, sporadic E, electron ledges, trans-auroral zone propagation, etc. we have
only a limited knowledge. He expressed the view that for ELF we should really model in 3 dimensions.
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He remarked that while a reasonable data base exists on field strength and phase, and radio noise,
and that while propagation models have been developed that predict these field strengths under ambient and
mildly disturbed conditions with reasonable accuracy, that there were variations 'in magnitude several dBs)
that occur from night-to-night and during a night that are not totally understood. He noted that while
sporadic-E had been suggested as having a major influence on propagation, that there were no observations
to confirm this. lie pointed out that no measurements have been made during very intense particle events.

In the area of disturbance modelling Reagan indicated that we need to know the size of the
disturbance, its location, and the variability and altitude profile of electron and ion densities. In
particular he pointed out thi, since electron precipitation events were very variable in space and time,
and that since the application for ELF was for global communications, we needed to know what is going on on
a global scale. He remarked that if we are really going to understand disturbance phenomena we must have
the large scale picture of the disturbance, and that this probably can only be got by observing the region from
above using satellites; employing in particular a recently developed Bremsstrahlung x-ray experimental
technique.

When the electrons interact with the atmosphere, they emit Bremsstrahlung x-rays, that can be
detected from satellites. These can be sensed, imaged and from the x-ray spectrum one can derive the
incident electron spectrum that caused the x-rays, and in this way we get a global view of electron
precipitation; which in the future has to be worked somehow into the propagation models.

Another area that affects ELF propagation modelling is the D-region ion chemistry, and Reagan
noted that the ion chemistry was very complex, and that it was being continuously updated as improved
reaction rates from laboratory work became available. He noted that more work was needed on the diurnal
and seasonal variations of ion chemistry, and particularly the ion chemistry in polar regions. He
expressed the view that what is needed is a field program, to establish just how well we are doing in our
iedelling, and in particular we need a campaign during a large solar particle event, to test both the
chemistry and the propagation codes.

And lastly, Re_'an remarked that we need a better understanding of the role of the magnetosphere,
its influence on the ionosphere, and in turn the influence of the ionosphere on the magnetosphere. He
noted that clearly there was a coupling between the two, and until that coupling is better understood, manyof the phenomena which still appear as unknowns, will remadin as unknowns.

G. Lange-Hesse sumnarized the papers in the VLF Propagation session. He commented particularly
on practicl--aspects and interest in VLF radio waves. He noted that while principle use of this band was
for navigation and coemiunications, because of the large skin depth in the earth's surface, VLF has also been
exploited for sub-surface comimunications, geological prospecting and mine rescue. He pointed out the
practical aspects of employing transver!.e electric modes for air-to-air links, between terminals at 20,000
feet or more. Air-to-air transverse electric modes propagate better than transverse magnetic modes over
poorly conducting ground such as exists throughout Greenland and Canada. He noted that the disturbed
environment degraded the transverse niagnetic mode much more severely on paths over these poorly conducting
areas then over sea water. He remarked that little was said about the influence of the disturbed environment
and particularly the effects on the transverse electric modes. Concerning practical aspects of employing
transverse electric modes for air-to-air coinaunications, Lange-lesse noted that this polarization should be
more practical, since it was operationally easier for high speed aircraft to trail an horizontal long wire

antenna.

Finally he drew the attention ,f the participants to the good experience that German scientists
have developed in the use of small rockets for deploying parachute pay loads to study the D-region in the
altitude rangL 35-75km. He drew attention Lo this because of the possibility of deploying such techniques
to study the disturbed environment in-situ.

J.S. Belrose commented on the papers presented in the LI Propagation session. He said that he
concurred with Dr. Burgess's concern that we have relatively little information on the C-layer. lie
addressed particularly the need for measuring ionospheric reflection coefficients in the frequency range
(effective frequencies) 20-l50kHz, sinc during summer daytime the reflection coefficient changes by
two orders of magnitude. He commented particularly on the interesting results obtained by RADC, and lie
commented on the excellent continuity of their VLF/LF sounding programmie which had been deployeo for several
years at middle and high latitudes. He drew attention to, however, an in consistency in results that they
had obtained in the USA, compared with results that he had pres;ented in his lecture, based essentially on
European data. In the frequency range 30-5vkHz Belrose noted tauat the ionospheric reflection coefficient
data than he prdsented showed that tne values of th n r tfsction coefficient decreased by a factor of 5
on a summer day, whereas the VLF/i F sounder results showed no decrease at all.

Concerning the difference in the diurnal phase patterns between LF propagation in Europe
(cosinusoidal patterns) and Canada (trapezoidal patterns), Belrose noted, once again, J.B. Reagan's coeaaent
that a continuous drizzle of electrons from the Van Allen belts contributed to the ionization in the
undisturbed D-region. This fact probably accounted for the differences observed, since the effects of such
a drizzle would be much stronger in the North America sector conpared with Europe because of the South
Atlantic anomaly.

J. Fonteyje nous a expos6: Je vous recercie de mi'avoir penais de presenter ceci en frangais.
Pans la session que j'ai pr~sidfe sur la bande hectomttrique il y a eu quatre expos~s et ces quatre exposes
ont AtA de natuve totalenknt difffrente. Toutudab-or-dM. Knight nous a fait un expos6 trbs gfntral sur
l'tat des connaissances actuelles A la fois sur la propagation de l'onde de sol et sur la propagation de

'onde ionosph~rique et ceci est une constatation de ceque nous savons et A mon sens ne porte pas ni A
constations ni A remarques, d'ailleurs il n'y en a pas eu juste aprts 1'expos6. Peut-Gt:e aurait-un pu
parler des endroits dans lesquels on mancque de dorinfes ou des endrx)its dans lesquels nous avons des doutes
sur la provision de la propagation. Ceci re'amine tout de suite A 1'exposA de M. Hagg qui est justement
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un cas ou M. Hagg dens son expose a presente l'anomalie hivernale et les affaiblissements donc dans les
latitudes elevees dO a cette anomalie hivernale et aux orages magnetiques et ceci qui est bien connu en
bande decametrique est peut4tre moins connu en bande hectoaretrique (en bande decametrique c'est HF, en
bande hectometrique cest MF). On so rend compte tout de suite que le problowm est complexe et si on
a vraiment besoin d'etablir des previsions dens cos regions, il nous faudra faire des mesures coepl~mentaires,
refaire des mesures maintenant pour essayer d'awdliorer un peu nosprevlsions dans ces zones-l. Ensuite en
troisiene nous avons eu un expose de M. Cutolo qui nous a parl6 des phinomeines de dimodulation et doe
distortion. En fait tout cela c'est quelque chose qui je crois, aurait maerite un peu plus de details et
c'est an effet tres general; ce sont les effets de la non-liniarite dans 1'ionosphere dens lequol intervient
aussi la trans-modulation et peut-6tre est-ce dO au fait que je suis de la radiodiffusion et quo los
problxmes de trans-modulation m'interessent particulibrement dans ce domaine-l& et je crois que ga c'est
quelque chose qui merite des explications, des recherches et des etudes peut-Ptre un peu plus poussees en
particulier dans lexpose de M. Cutolo.Si la demiodulation, c'est-a-dire la diminution du taux de nmdulation
de l'eretteur et la distortion do la modulation de l'sinetteur est peut-6tre expliqude d'une manire assez
simple peut-etre un peu simpliste, l'automodulation est un phenon0ne dent l'explication est beaucoup mnins
6vidente. Enfin nous ovons eu un expose de M. Fer sur des etudes theoriques pour leniplacement d'un centre
de reception et donc sur ]a propagation doe 1'onde de sol dans des conditions oO il y a des discontinuites
de conductivite. Je crois, que cet expose a eto suivi d'une discussion d~ja assez interessante et assez
intensive et ion a pense aux travaux futurs qu'il conviendrait de faire,en particulier la comparaison avec
des resultats de mesures effectives et puis la comparai son avec la methode de Millington qui aussi est une
methode tr~s souvent bien utilisable pour la propagation sur les discontinuites de conductivite. Javais
espere que i'on ait un peu de temps pour les discussions ou les commentaires venant de 1 'audience et dens
mon idle ces discussions devaient porter essentiellement sur les zones dans lesquelles los donnees nous
mancuent et ia precision de nus previsions devrait 6tre anieliorce et deuxieiient sur les effets de la
non-linairltO die 'ionosphere et tous lns desagraments sur les radiocommunications que peuvent apporter
ces non-linsarites. Je crois, que ce sent les deux points sur lesquels j'aurais souhaite un peu plus de
discussion et un peu plus de travail important.

T.B. Jones spoke about the session he chaired on Numerical Modelling of the Propagation Medium.
He remarked that most of what he had intented to say had already been said, and that he agreed enti'rely
with the various comaents made. Jones made two general comments at the outset. lie noted that the quality
of the presentations and the work presented was excellent. He said that he found the papers interesting
and well presented, and thai. the range of material that was covered was he felt large enough to have
something of interest for everyone participating on the symposium. He said that he was surprised to learn
that there was still an active interest in VLF/ELF propagation, since in the UK present support for such
research was at a very low level, and that there was a danger that the knowledge that we have in this
area may be lost, in the sense that we are not training new graduate students in the area.

Refering to U.G. Morfitt's paper, Jones pointed out that he was impressed by the good success and
usefulness of the simple exponential model to predict long path VLF/LF field strength. He noted that he
and his colleagues, W.C. Bain and others, had been so concerned with developing structured D-regions models,
since they had been concerned with predicting steep as well as oblique incidence propagation, to the extent
that many researchers had essentially disregarded the simple exponential model; which, he rioted could
have a great measure of success in predicting long path field strength.

T.B. Jones also cosneented in the opposite vain on J.O. Reagan's paper. He noted that D-region
chemistry was very complicated, in fact to Such a degree that very large computer codes were required to cover
all the various reactions, lie noted that he was interested to see the success that had apparently been
achieved in the use of these codes to predict realistic model electron and ion densities under quiet and
disturbed conditions.

Concerning collision frequencies, Jones noted that there was no discussion on which collision
frequency models should be employed for nunmiTEYl calculation by full wave analysis of VLF/IF fields,
which was a topic that had received considerable iiscussion at early symposia. (editors note: c.f. Belrose
and Segal i1974]).

lie concluded his discussion in the same- way he began, that is, he expressed the view thit lie would
Ir have liked to have left the meeting with a better idea on where we should go from here, s ince he felt that

while we have much expertise in the area, we are in danger of lossing it, unless we have a well defined goal
to aim for, funding support to carry out the work, so that graduate students can be encouraged to work in",i,'i"this area of research.

The chairman then opened the discussion for coanment from the floor. II.J. Albrecht noted that
comeiunication began at VLF/LF, some 60-70 years ago, and that AGARD had been con-cer-neYd t-h-research in this
area for 20 years. lie noted that researchers had been developing D-region profiles, and that discussions
of the C-layer had gone on throughout this period. He too raised the question concerning what actually
has been accomplished during the past 20 years? He noted that our knowledge about ground conductivities
was still inadequate. He also pointed out that while high precision was desirable, we should not forget
that for the systems engineer, a tolerance of about 3dB was satisfactory, in-so-far as predicting field
strength.

G. Facconi noted that the propagation was very variable, and he pointed out the need to characterize
the channel in terms of statistical probability, lie also wondered about the future of ULF (30-300Hz)
corrnunications. P. Bannister noted that a new progranmar for continuation of the USN's programme Sanguine,
code named the Seif•7Yr Program had been proposed, and that various versions of this programme had been
suggested (ranging from $5M to $30M), E.C. Field noted that othi- research, but at a low level of effort,
was going on in USA, in short range ULF communications to stationary deeply submerged platforms. He
indicated that the data rates proposed were very low (a bit every 10 minutes), that the requirement was for
very short range communications to very great depths.

I?
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L. Brock-Nannesiad said that he shared Dr. Jones sentiments. That is he too wondered what the
future work should be? He noted that while the various papers presented were probably good state-of-the-
art reports, that few of the authors gave an indication on what they felt was needed to increase our
knowledge in their own particular areas of expertise. lie noted that AGARD is a systems oriented
organization, and that it is not only a question of continuing good university research, but in translating
that research into the philosophy of systems, which could be used by system designers and by the users.

J.S. Belrose addressed this subject by pointing out, as he had at the outset, that the EPP was
concerned wit, and h-ad been concerned with propagation limitations to system design, and that while
panel symposia emphasized, by and large, propagation aspects, that the panel always tried to have a few
papers, typically a whole session on applications, and that this symposiumi was no exception. However he
said we had not heard yet From the systems/application people. He therefore invited conmment from these
workers.

M.D. Grossi noted that AGARD should not only be concerned with the limitations that the ropagation
media imposes on the utilization of systems, but also the reverse aspect, which was the challenge to use
natural phenomena to the advantage of the system users. lie noted that sonm of the papers were indeed related
to this latter aspect, v',z. the use of the transverse electric mode for air-to-air conmnuni--tions, and he
drew reference to his paper (to be presented) on rocket-and satellite (shuttle) borne ELF tnterinas. He
also noted the extremely important application of SQID technology to ELF/ULF receiver design, which was a
topic yet to discussed (in the Applications Session).

R.H. Doherty conimented that in his view, with few exceptions, the progress that had been reported
at this meeting, over what we had seen in previous meeting could alaost singularly be attributed to the
progress that had occured in the computer explosion; viz. in the ability of computers to solve problems,
and, what the future held was an increasing ability to computerize, optimize and miniaturize equipment.
He noted that this was, at least, one clear direction toward whilich future work should be directed.

Returning to limitations in our knowledge about ground coeductivities, E.R. Swanson noted we still
don't have a decent global ground conductivity map for use at VLF. He noted that researchers were still
employing a map (the DECO ground conductivity map) that had been discounted by its authors years ago. He
coenitented that when we have a detailed knowledge about the propagation of skywaves, then we can perhaps
work backwards, and analyse field strength data to deduce a decent map of ground conductivities on a global
scale. J.S. Belrose noted that some work had been done in this area by NRL, but probably a fresh out look
was neede-T-.He -noted that CCIR Study Group V was endeavouring to produce world wide ground conductivity
maps; and that Canada was participating in this work, but the naps were derived from MF proof of perfornlance
records on file for some eighty broadcast stations with the Department of Commnunications. H.J. Albrecht
noted that our knowledge was particularly inadequate in equatorial regions, where there was a strong
dependence on ground humidity.

T.J. Beahn mientioned a differenL aspect, concerning applications. He noted that the attractive
part of VLF/ELF cosmsunications was obviously the high reliability for long haul circuits, however, offsetting
this was the enormous cost of transmitting stations. He wondered whether any of the authors might speculate
on novel ways of generating ELF that would get around the enormous cost and enormous size of ELF stations.
M.D. Grossi noted that he would speak to this question in the final session of the symposiuas, viz the
app Tca-ion of :.atellite-borne ELF antennas. J.S. Belrose coraaiented that this was hardly a money saving
alternative, aind he noted that while various no~v---idea's Fad been proposed (such as island slot antennas,
antennas laid out on the polar ice-caps, etc.) none were entirely satisfactory.

C.D. lHarwick commented on hib particular interests in ELF/ULl on the applications side. He noted
the use of ELIsiYg•nas for anti-submarine detection. He mentioned the work done to detect submarines
mannetically, and noted that current technology was alhost up to threshold of caesiumi magnetoam-ters, and
that we had exceeded the threshold of SQID magnetometers. lHe said that those considering transmitting at
ULF should take into account present users of the band. lie noted that even at VLF interference could be
o problem. He reminisud on a flight into the artic when severe receiver over load was noted due to a USSR
station transmitino on 16.2kHz that suddenly appea.ed.

Finally J.B. Rejaan, concerning future ELF/VLF research, described an experimental prograsnilU
related to aegnetosphere-iconosphere coupling. The research involves collaboration between the Lockheed Group,
particularly W. Isihoff and the University of Iowa Group, particularly Dr. Anderson, and envolves the ISEE
satellite. hligh power USN VLF transmitters will be utilized to excite wave-particle interactions. ResonantSinteraction can cause U1hang~s to the pitch angle for mirroring electrons, resulte, in some being precipitated. •

Tne process is one of resonance, e.g., a VLF wave travelling in a magnetospheric duct resonates with energetic
electrons, mirroring on that field line, such that precipitation occurs on tile other end of the field line.
The low altitude P7OAI Satellite has been used to measure the electrons that are precipating, and at the
saije time the ISLE satellite was measuring the wave environment further up along the magnetic field line.
fhe results so far obtaiied are extremely interesting, and suggestive sharp peaks are detected in the electron
spectra, which are attributed to wave particle interaction. New experiments are planned for next year
involving the use of a new satellite to be launched, that will carry a very comprehensive set of experiments
aimed at providing more detail on the electrons that are precipated due to this wave particle resonant
interaction. -The VLF transmitters will be modulated with unique codes, and an attempt will be made to find
the signatures of these codes in the electron spectra. The experimental programme will also utilize the
Stanford University VLF transmitter at Siple in the Anarctic. The new satellite will measure precipitating
electrons with 1000 times the sensitivity of previous satellites. It is instrumented to look down at the
atmosphere to measure the large scale picture by observing the Bremsstrahlung x-rays over a very wide range
ai.; the satellite moves in latitude, The Lockheed Group, Reagan said expect to be able to map the precipitation
in !is way, as well as by optical photometers in three different wavelengths. The experiment should be in
,.vration in the late spring of 1982, and will operate for a period of nine IleInths. He urged that anyone

planning related ground based or rocket experiments should be encouraged to Luoperate in these studies, so
as to add to our knowledge on thi- phenomena.
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J.S. Beirose closed the discussion, Ilie said he didn't know whether the comrments made had I

satisfied Dr. Jones, and others, who were concerned about the direction of future of work in the area,
but he noted that various aspects of propagation, and wave particle interactions had been discussed, and he
suggested that when the Conference Proceedings were available, and the various participants, and other
interested researchers who couldn't participate in the symposium, had the time to read the papers in
detail and digest the comments made during thc Round Table Discussions, that he was sure that researchers
would continue to study the many facinating aspects of long and very long wave propagation.
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